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RAILROAD ORGANIZA

By George T. Sampson, Member Boston Society of Cm%^llat^K£as.

[Read before the Society, November 20, 1901.*]

Railroad organization is a subject on which new chapters may
be written and required to describe the conditions of each new year,

and I may say month, of the present times. The recent years have

marked an epoch in railroad history when consolidation has been

the rule in our country, when no scheme for uniting different com-

panies seems too great to be considered and none too great to be

consummated.

It appears to me as one of the noticeable results of the greater

organizations, while in part it may perhaps be considered as a

natural and proper growth and improvement in railroad methods,

that while the duties of the great majority of men employed in rail-

road service continue on the same general lines, with responsibilities

much the same as in years past, there is required of nearly all a

better education and the performance of a greater amount of clerical

work than was ever expected in the earlier years.

The larger organization requires an additional number of active

workers in official and clerical positions not previously considered

as necessary, numerically speaking, in the aggregate perhaps not

especially different from the united numbers of those employed in

the former separate companies which may have been combined, but

all working in harmony, subject to but one highest in authority

instead of working on many independent lines. It is because the

one guiding mind at the head must in some way and manner be

^Manuscript received December 13, 1901.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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informed of results attained and work performed by the lowest

subordinate that this additional clerical work is required of all, and

it is for the collection, compilation and tabulating of the great mass

of facts and figures which come from the subordinates into proper

shape for the intelligent consideration of the one at the head that

the greater corporation needs to employ more clerical assistance

and to establish departments with able men in charge in the inter-

mediate positions which were not thought of in the earlier years.

It is in these new departments, these intermediate positions, that

the greater organizations of to-day become evident and distinctly

different from our small organizations of twenty-five or thirty

years ago.

A moment's consideration of the enormous volume of facts and

figures which must pass daily from employe to officer, and from

department to department, shows at a glance the need for correct

and well-written reports from the source where information origi-

nates, and how worthless and futile a link in the chain of informa-

tion needed is a verbal word of mouth report, which answered

many, if not most, purposes in the earlier years of small mileage.

With this great and constantly increasing volume of facts and

figures to be recorded and preserved grows the ever-increasing and

greater need of properly arranging the relations between the depart-

ments and officers, so that the burden of the work may be intelli-

gently distributed; so that all employes, while having sufficient to

do, may not be overloaded, and so that the organization as a whole

may move along in harmony and without vexation, delay and

hindrance.

While I have stated above that it is necessary for the guiding

mind at the head to be informed of the results attained by the

subordinates, this should not be considered in any personal or

individual sense, for it is only in the form of aggregate results,

condensed and arranged in proper form for quick comprehension

and ready reference, that they are of worth and value to the superior

officer. It is in the compilation of reports, in the arrangement of

information in fit shape to be forwarded and in the study of uses

to be made of the results that many of the officers in the inter-

mediate positions find their field of work, and the opportunities

which tax their minds and energies, their patience, perseverance

and ingenuity up to their full limit.

As it is by comparison with results and records of preceding

days, months or years that one can realize and prove an advance

or retrograde movement or change, so does it become necessary

that, in the preparation of the condensed and aggregate results
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above mentioned, a record should be made and left behind to trace

the minutest thread of information which makes up the whole

fabric. Such a record at the present time is made up and kept in

order largely, I may almost say wholly, by the use of printed blank

forms for reports, each so fully and completely worded as to cover

all circumstances and combinations, with the blank spaces for in-

formation to be written in so ingeniously arranged that the employe

charged with the duty of preparing the same has before him a

guide which constantly reminds him of what is needed and expected

from him, which plainly marks out and defines his work and which,

when faithfully and honestly performed, furnishes results in the

precise shape needed. Too much stress cannot be laid on the need

and importance of having the best of printed blank forms in the

systematic performance of railroad work requiring the services of

many men, the results of whose reports are to be combined into

aggregates with diverse classifications or distributions. Oral in-

structions of a superior officer about information to be gathered,

and in the use of forms for reports, may be well and necessary at

times, but, as in the case of a railroad organization, where many
and most of its employes are at a distance from headquarters, where

they cannot be spoken to except at long intervals, no better way can

be devised for securing uniformity, for directing many minds into

the same channel of thought and for keeping those minds in the

beaten track.

This matter of blank forms, while a matter of detail, cannot be

overestimated in its importance and in its far-reaching effects.

Think of one of our large railroad systems of to-day, with its

thousands of miles, in comparison with one or a number of our

smaller corporations of a few years ago! Take, for example, our

railroad systems in New England, well known to us; while not

operating or controlling as great a mileage as many of those in the

Central, Southern and Western States, still sufficiently large in

themselves to require as able talent and as good and systematic an

organization as the best and largest.

To the north of our city, consider as a part of the present

Boston and Maine system ; its Eastern division main line extending

115 miles from Boston to Portland, made up of the former Eastern

Railroad of Massachusetts, the Eastern Railroad of New Hamp-
shire and the Portland, Saco and Portsmouth ; its Western division

main line, extending also 115 miles from Boston, also to Portland,

was the original Boston and Maine Railroad ; its Southern division

main line, combined with the White Mountain division, extending

from Boston to Woodsville, N. H., and points north, made up of
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the former Boston and Lowell, the Lowell and Nashua, the Con-

cord Railroad, the Boston, Concord and Montreal and the Northern

Railroad. It also includes the Central Massachusetts Railroad,

its Fitchburg division, made up of five or more original separate

companies.

To the south, consider the companies which made up the

former Old Colony Railroad system, now a part of the present New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

Many, if not all, of the above-named companies, without con-

sidering other separate corporations which organized and con-

stiucted branch lines within the territory named not many years

ago were operated independently, each with its own corps of officers

and employes. A ride of a few hours was sufficient to go and

return from one end of the line to the other. A short term of ser-

vice was sufficient to familiarize each employe with the whole

property. All knew each other, from the highest to the lowest.

Questions were asked and answered with much informality. In-

formation came from subordinate to superintendent, and from

superintendent to president in short order ; an interim of a few

hours only elapsed oftentimes when matters first came up for atten-

tion and secured prompt decision. There was no intermediate

between the superintendent and president, and not the slightest

need for any. The problem of management was not then an

intricate one, only such a one as could easily be kept in mind by the

leading officers with the aid of but a comparatively simple system of

records and accounts.

Let me here call your attention to plate No. I, a chart or graphi-

cal representation of the various departments required for the

operation of one of our larger corporations of to-day, an organiza-

tion operating about 2000 miles of located railroad, with total tracks

of about 4000 miles, employing now about 30,000 persons, with

annual earnings of about $40,000,000. Notice that this chart shows
the numbers employed in each of the departments; that out of a

total of 30,000, those employed in the transportation department,

the freight department and passenger department combined, who
may be said to be the workers who earn the income, number 29,347
persons, or 98 per cent, of the whole. Another 1 per cent., or 304
persons, conduct the accounting department and keep the books,

and the remaining departments, whose numbers combined amount
to 294 persons, or the remaining 1 per cent., are entrusted with work
which requires the direct disbursement of funds or the oversight of

expenditures.
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Also note plate No. 2, showing an organization operating about

2250 miles of located railroad, with total tracks of about 4000 miles,

employing now about 24,000 persons, with annual earnings of about

$30,000,000.

On this chart, plate No. 1, I have attempted to show the rela-

tion existing between the highest and those officials at the lower

end of the list, which may be spoken of as subdivisions of depart-

ments, in which a considerable number may be employed and where

the official at the head of the same, with well-defined title and duties,

is charged with the execution of work controlling the. receipt or

disbursements of funds or material for which he may be required

to render an account and held responsible for the accuracy of the

same. It shows how these lowest officers are related and connected

to the highest through the intermediate officers mentioned in the

preceding pages.

From it, to illustrate an idea which I have tried to make clear

in the preceding pages, I may take the office of division super-

intendent, standing to-day in its relation to the operation and

maintenance of road much the same as one typical of the superin-

tendent of the small original company of former years, it no longer

has intimate and close relations with the president, the highest

officer and controlling mind. Reports of operation from his office,

except in cases where comparisons are desired, united perhaps with

other reports from other like officers in their passage through inter-

mediate departments, finally reach the top divested in large manner,

and I may say entirely, of their individuality. It is to-day a part

of the duty of the division superintendent to care for the interests

of the company, the public and the individual in the district

traversed by the mileage under his control; not only to tend and

look out for industries already created, but to encourage and

develop new undertakings and negotiate and arrange, as far as

operation is concerned, contracts and agreements for the same.

With the railroad company, as in most other corporations, it is

manifestly right that only the president and a comparatively small

number of the higher officers duly authorized should, in the matter

of contracts, sign for and bind the company, and so we see, from a

study of the plate in this one instance, how the contract goes from

one to the other through the intermediate officers, subject to revision

if necessary ; how the time is consumed when it passes—not singly,

but as one of many similar matters combined with a large volume

of other business—from one to the other, and we realize the differ-

ence from the good old way ; we see the cause for the time con-

sumed, and understand how slowly large bodies have to move.
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The foregoing pages, somewhat digressive in their wording,

have perhaps clearly presented the contrast between the past and

the present, between the smaller and the larger.

It is superfluous to here give reasons for the existence of the

corporation. The officers in the organization, as agents of the

owners, the stockholders, take it for granted that the prime object

in their view is the profit to be derived for its owners from the

performance of its duties in serving the public according to law

and its charter rights as construed in a broad-minded, public-

spirited and economical way.

As money-making concerns the railroads have surpassed all

dreams entertained by their first advocates and promoters. From
the start, the study has been absorbing to determine how to best

handle the concern, but as years have rolled on certain principles

and methods have been evolved and may now be considered as well

recognized and defined in the railroad world. In our own country

the requirements of the State railroad commissions and of the

national Interstate Commerce Commission have been most promi-

nent and effective in bringing about a uniform system of records

and accounts. It is perhaps too much to say that all of our railroad

organizations arrive at results in precisely the same way, but it is

safe to say that all in the United States do now report the results of

their operations on precisely the same forms, and that it is there-

fore a necessity for them to organize and work on very nearly

similar lines in order to furnish results in the forms desired.

In considering this subject the question at first arose in my
mind whether to attempt to describe an organization as it is now
arranged and operated, or whether to attempt to improve upon it,

to originate and create something ideal and perfect. A short con-

sideration of the question only was necessary. Our predecessors

in the United States have not worked in vain, and we may be justi-

fied in indulging in a little vanity and pride when we consider the

results here obtained as compared with those of the other nations

and of all other parts of the world. In many respects we have the

best,—surely so from an economic standpoint. When I indulge in

the boast of saying that we in the United States have the best rail-

road organizations in the world, let it not be thought that I for one

moment imagine that we have reached perfection. It is far from

my mind to attempt to create such an impression, and I may go

further and say squarely that the attainment of perfection is im-

possible now, as it always will be. It is only possible for the rail-

road employe and officer to keep always in his mind an idea or

standard of that which is best, and honestly strive to achieve and
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perform his work, within the lines laid down in a loyal spirit, as

nearly up to his standard as he may be able. Working as an

individual officer, one can only advance as far and as fast as co-

operation can be secured with other officers or departments, and

from a certain standpoint the progress and success of a large cor-

poration can only be rated as the average success of the many minds

employed on its problems as fast as they can be harmonized and

made to work in unison. That which is oftentimes looked upon as

a most wise move in one department can only be considered with

doubt and uncertainty by another.

While it is necessary for the railroad employe to perform his

work in established ruts or lines, according to rules and standards,

still a progressive company must live close up to the demands of its

times and regulate and change its rules and standards to suit. As
too frequent changes with many men interested can only lead to

confusion it is, for the sake of uniformity, often expedient to for a

time adhere to a standard inferior to the best, and long enough to

work out the changes needed at convenient opportunities without

trouble. Here, again, we see the possibility of attainment of only

average results, and so long as it fails to attain that which is perfect

and best, so long will the corporation organization be a subject of

criticism, both within its own ranks and without. It is the wise and
successful officer, who works best for the interest of his company,
who can best weigh these acknowledged defects without nervous-

ness and ill temper; who can discriminate between the superficial

and the deep-rooted troubles, and change and grade up his depart-

ment methods at the proper time.

As nowhere in other countries have like economic results been

achieved, and since as a whole we think that we have the best, let

me be satisfied to describe one of the best as it now is, trusting that

those who follow after in the service will rise equal to the occasion,

continue a progressive policy and make the improvements needed as

fast as the good of the service demands.

In making a description a question again arises as to where to

make a start. Shall it be with the highest or the lowest ? As one

of a profession entrusted with construction works it takes but little

time to decide that we must have a foundation to build upon, that

the foundation must be built at the beginning, and to see where that

beginning is.

It is rather outside the scope of this paper to consider the first

preliminaries,—the issue of the charter. Such matters are largely of

the past rather than the present. We will assume that the life of

the railroad begins with the men entrusted with the selection of the
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ground or route over which it is located, and we pretend to know
all about the craft or set of men who were first charged with that

duty.

While in the earliest and first years of the railroads, when a

start was made, a chief engineer and his assistants were appointed

at about the same time as the treasurer and secretary and its first

officers, yet on the completion of the line and commencement of

operation oftentimes it was considered that there was no longer need

for the civil engineer, and his services as an engineer were dispensed

with in much the same way as the large part of the army of laborers

and mechanics who had been employed. On most of our New
England railroads, except in certain cases where the engineer

showed special ability for organization and for the operating work,

and excepting those roads of considerable mileage, which found it

profitable to continue the construction of new extensions and

branch lines, there followed a time for a generation or more when
the civil engineer, the man who made large expenditures, seemed to

be left out of the calculation in the sense of being considered as a

necessary part of the regular organization. He was only employed

for special work, in a temporary way, as long as the special work

lasted ; but as the volume of traffic and resulting income increased,

as the road outgrew its facilities as at first provided, it became

necessary to turn again to the civil engineer as the man best suited

by education and training to successfully solve and plan out the

large works arising and to economically direct the large expendi-

tures necessary.

At the present time, by referring to our chart, plate No. i, we
note that it is necessary to have a vice-president, charged with the

special care and oversight of construction work, and subject to him

a chief engineer, with a bridge engineer, district engineers, division

engineers and special assistant engineers for such large special

works as might prove too onerous for the regular engineer of a

division.

In a paper of this kind it is unnecessary to attempt to detail the

duties of the higher officers. The name of the department under

their direction suggests in a general way the nature of their work.

The chart shows how the several departments are related. When
we consider the 2000 miles and the extent of the territory traversed,

the volume of new work that must arise, the relations to be culti-

vated and maintained with the public and outside interests pertain-

ing to this work, the number of subordinates whose efforts are to

be supervised and directed, we realize that their time and attention

must be occupied up to the full limits.
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In the construction department, which is charged with the duty

of building, and to a considerable extent maintaining, the right of

way, yards, roadbed, tracks, bridges, buildings, water stations, etc.,

we see it as the privilege and duty of the officer at the head of it to

determine upon and direct the preparation of standard drawings

and specifications for all materials and mechanical parts which may
enter into the same, so far as they can be made to serve the purpose,

to inform all the departments interested and his subordinates of

these standards ; and having decided upon work to be undertaken

and having assigned the same among his subordinates, meaning

particularly the district engineer and the division engineers under

him, we come to an officer in the division engineer who may be said

to have work that is to a great extent a regular routine. With cer-

tain mileage, or part of the system, assigned to his care, it is his

duty, with the assistance of the force under him, to keep thoroughly

informed of all the characteristics of his division,—its grades and

alignments ; its mileage and stations ; its right of way, fences and

land lines ; its record of location and title deeds of land owned ; its

highway and private crossings ; its yards and tracks, with the vari-

ous patterns of rails, frogs and switches used in the same; to a con-

siderable extent its interlocking systems, signals and buildings ; its

bridges, with the age, length, strength, kind, condition and pattern

of each; its water stations, with the locations and sizes of tanks,

pipe lines and water cranes, together with the sources of supply and

their capacity. He is expected to have information on all these

subjects ready for use at all times on short notice; to keep plans

and records perfected and correctly up to date.

In ascertaining and maintaining the maximum clearance sec-

tion of his line he has a work of no small importance, requiring a

critical and painstaking accuracy in inspection and measurements,

these to be corrected for rail elevations and curve ordinates ; and

in making answers to frequent inquiries about the possible move-

ment of rolling stock of unusual size from foreign lines arriving at

junction stations.

Added to the work above named, which is largely a matter of

maintenance, comes that which is necessary in planning and esti-

mating for additions or changes in arranging for new construc-

tion, the specifications, statements of quantities and schedules of

materials. When, for work to be performed by company employes,

the material needed is to be purchased through the purchasing agent

and supply department, requisitions must be written on proper blank

forms, so specifying each item in descriptive wording known to the

trade that the correct and proper article will be surely procured and
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delivered by the party who may receive from the purchasing agent

the order to supply the goods.

When we consider that oftentimes and generally the purchas-

ing agent and supply department is at a long distance and miles

away from the official who writes the requisition, that conversation

and exchange of ideas is oftentimes out of the question, we realize

the importance of precision and of a proper wording in writing

requisitions. It is the secret of success for many a corporation

man. It proves the need of a man trained in the service, who can

so only obtain the ready fund of knowledge and wide information

about terms and common customs in use among dealers and of

classes and qualities of materials available in the markets.

In the matter of accounts approved bills for labor or materials

(for freight charges or train expense) must be forwarded to officers

next above in rank, with notations on the same clearly stating their

distribution under headings or titles of accounts furnished by the

accounting department.

From the chart we note the department of law, real estate and

taxes, and the corps of officials needed for its work. As the cor-

poration is a creation of the law, so must its administration be

conducted according to law, and the necessity is apparent for the

employment of those thoroughly versed in its tenets. All other

departments need advice and information about the law's require-

ments and restrictions. All kinds of legal talent are represented in

the department, as counselors or advocates in civil or criminal pro-

ceedings, or as conveyancers and real estate lawyers.

The corporation pays taxes as found correct, both its State

taxes as a corporation as well as the local taxes assessed on property

in towns and cities. By force of circumstances largely, rather than

from choice, the company is possessed of land and buildings to be

cared for and made remunerative
;
property outside of that which

is absolutely necessary for the operation and maintenance of the

railroad, and to properly execute its undertakings new purchases are

frequent. The real estate and rent agents prove quite as necessary

for the company as for any large individual property owner, and

they fill an important place in the organization.

The railroad corporation is a target for all kinds of claimants.

.

Its weak and vulnerable points of attack are always exposed to

view. The claims presented are of all kinds, honest and dishonest,

just and unjust, of both large and small amounts, arising from all

imaginable and possible causes. Prominent among them are per-

sonal injury cases, the lost or damaged freight or baggage cases and

fire damages.
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It requires a force of trained attorneys and agents to consider

and weigh the evidence in these cases, to sift the false from the

.true, to decide which shall be settled out of court, which shall stand

the chances of trial and to prepare a case for trial, as well as to

conduct it.

The passenger department, in common with the freight de-

partment, is distinctly one of the money earners, its important

expenditures being practically only those necessary to support its

employes in its daily routine, to advertise its line in an enterprising,

attractive and progressive manner and to pay its bills for printing.

While charged with the duty of maintaining an active and constant

lookout for new passenger business, of devising ways and means to

secure and accommodate it when obtained, it is also its chief duty

to fix the rate or price for passenger travel, to maintain its rates and

sell its service at a lawful and reasonable price ; and originate and

continue in its proper channels the daily system of collection of

income, so essential for the life of the corporation and without

which it cannot long endure.

In most of the companies in the New England States the annual

passenger and freight earnings seem to be about equal in gross

amount of money earned. The passenger traffic ordinarily looked

upon as the most profitable, since the passenger moves himself in

and out of the train (unlike the bulky ton of freight, with its

attendant expense of freight handlers, houses and terminals), also

proves the more elusive, inasmuch as the passenger moving himself,

also thinking and acting for himself, is always on the watch seeking

for a new route or a new combination of rates and lesser fare.

Reference to the chart of our sample system shows at the head

of the passenger department a passenger traffic manager, and he

assisted by one or more general passenger agents, their number

depending much on local peculiarities of the line or its traffic ; a

general ticket agent, a general baggage agent and an express agent.

The title of each carries with it a pretty good suggestion and

definition of the duties of each.

Without attempting to be too comprehensive in the description

of the duties of these officers, suppose we take up as a single sub-

ject the consideration of tickets, their issue, sale and collection.

Think if you will of the hundreds of passenger stations on a modern
system. Consider for a moment the multitude of combinations

possible and the large figures resulting if it should be found neces-

sary to furnish a considerable number of tickets for travel from any

one station to all others of the system, to say nothing of through

tickets to stations on connecting lines. Suppose one single new
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station should be added to the system, would it not be quite an

undertaking and expense to simply get in order and furnish proof

for the printer, not only in the preparation of the tickets themselves,

but in the revision of the tariff sheets of rates, in the revision of

mileage tables, in the preparation of time tables and folders and so

forth ?

Can you wonder that corporation officers and the passenger

traffic managers hesitate about recommending or granting the

petitions of real estate operators and of the inhabitants of sparsely

settled districts for the establishment of new stations, the income

of which for years would not probably pay the cost of heating and

lighting and the salary of an agent, to say nothing of the cost of

maintenance ? But suppose a favorable decision is reached for the

establishment of a new station, or for an issue of tickets for a new
route over a connecting line, and the passenger traffic manager

directs the general passenger agent to arrange for it. The general

passenger agent at once directs the general ticket agent to prepare

the issue, determining the price at which the tickets shall be sold;

arranges with connecting lines the percentages for the division of

receipts, notifies all station agents and passenger conductors of the

issue and prices and reports to the auditor of passenger receipts all

the details of arrangements so made.

The tickets, having been printed and made ready by the general

ticket agent, are by him sent to the station agents for sale, a care-

fully prepared record having been made of the numbers delivered to

each agent and that record also forwarded to the auditor of pas-

senger receipts.

The station agent, on making sales of tickets, sends daily cash

remittances to the treasurer, and monthly reports of all tickets sold

and prices for same, and tickets remaining unsold, to the auditor of

passenger receipts, taking credit for cash paid out for cash rebate

checks redeemed. The passenger conductor on his train, having

been previously notified of the lawful issue of tickets, recognizes

all such when offered by the passenger, collects a cash fare when

no ticket is forthcoming, issues to the passenger a special cash

rebate check (in such case retaining for himself a duplicate of the

same) and daily remits to the treasurer all moneys so received; and

forwards to the auditor of passenger receipts all tickets collected

and duplicates of cash rebate checks issued, with reports covering

the same on proper blank forms.

Following the routine outlined above, the income and earnings

of the passenger department are traced to the treasury department,
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and the record and account of sales are so finally deposited with the

accounting department.

The advertising part of the passenger department constitutes

no small part of the work in each general passenger agent's office,

and while large sums are annually spent in such work, still, like all

business which has a healthy growth, there is no doubt of the need

for the expenditure. The public wishes to know and needs to

know all of the scenic and historic attractions on the line, and

numerous pamphlets and books are issued descriptive of summer
resorts and places of interest. The public needs to have traveling

made easy ; needs to have always before them and handy for ready

reference leaflets and pocket time tables showing the time for arrival

and departure of trains. The issue of these pocket time tables, kept

up to date and correct for all changes of trains, for one of our

modern corporations annually reaches a number of million copies.

So much I may say and more for the passenger department with-

out more than mention of special business which covers the question

of arranging prices and accommodations for special excursions,

private cars, theatrical troupes, and so forth, which are oftentimes

moved over the road on a special time schedule arranged with the

transportation department.

The freight department, one of the money earners, starting

originally with the simple proposition to arrange for hauling freight

short distances between local points on a single system, has grown
to an organization equipped for a volume of business enormous in

its proportions and far-reaching in its relations. Under contracts

and relations now existing between connecting railroads, it is possi-

ble to ship property on a single through bill of lading across the

continent, from ocean to ocean, and I may perhaps add across the

ocean also. As our railroads in New England, with a terminal at

the exporting city of Boston, transport enormous quantities of

grain, provisions and other commodities coming from Western

States and destined for European ports, their relations are of neces-

sity closely identified with the steamship lines plying to and from

the port. It is, however, rather beyond the scope of this paper to

attempt to describe these relations further than to say that our

Boston railroads find it necessary to appoint a foreign freight agent,

who, subject to the orders of the freight traffic manager, is required

to keep in communication with shippers and agents at interior

points ; also with merchants, shippers and steamship agents in our

terminal city and abroad. While always looking out for the com-

pany's interests in general, it is his particular duty to quote rates,

to book and engage space in the steamship, to arrange and time rail
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shipments so as to properly connect with the vessels, as well as to

arrange for lighters if necessary to transfer goods from cars to

lighter and from lighter to steamship.

Special freight agents and traveling freight agents are the

solicitors for freight to be shipped to competitive points, as well as

for new business, paying proper attention to freight claim matters.

The making of freight rates is the duty of the freight traffic

manager, and of the general freight agent, under supervision of

the former. The division and percentage of through rates is also

arranged by these officers. When rates are decided upon, notices

of the same in proper form are sent to the accounting department

and to all agents at all stations.

The ordinary routine business of the freight department is as

follows : A person desirous of forwarding goods presents with

the property to any railroad agent an original and duplicate form of

shipping receipt, on which the goods are enumerated and described.

These are, if found correct, signed by the agent and the original

given to the shipper as a receipt and evidence of contract. The
duplicate is held by the agent as a forwarding order, and used by

him in checking the goods into the proper car, and from it the way
bill is written with charges at tariff rates. The agent keeps a press

tissue copy of all way bills issued. If made out in season, way bills

go forward by the train which carries the goods in custody of the

freight conductor.

All agents who write a way bill send a copy of the same to the

accounting department, where it is checked as to rates and pro-

portions. In cases of through shipments to distant points over

connecting lines, owing to pressure of business and to a desire to

make prompt delivery, cars are often forwarded before the way bill

percentages are figured out and written in on the way bills. In

such cases the way bills are sent by United States mail to the junc-

tion point at the first connection with a foreign road via which the

goods are routed, where the respective agents take the way bills

into account, the receiving agent paying to the delivering agent the

revenue earned up to that junction station. A terminal road and

station pays all accrued charges, and is reimbursed by collection

from the consignee. Settlements with connecting roads at junc-

tion stations, or with consignees, may be made daily, weekly or

monthly, as agreed upon. Freight charges are a lien on the goods,

and usually collections are made when goods are delivered; but

where regular customers are known to be financially all right credit

arrangements are not uncommon.
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When a shipment reaches a terminal, it is the first duty of the

terminal agent to audit the way bill and detect errors either in

rates or extensions, as well as to check up the quantity and condi-

tion of the goods.

Notwithstanding all systems and care used to detect and

avoid errors, they will creep in; and, with cases of accident and

injury to goods, it becomes necessary to employ a freight claim

agent with a clerical force under him larger than that which is

employed to originate and direct the regular work of the general

freight agent's office. Claim cases per year count up into the tens

of thousands. It is the duty of this office to meet the claimants, to

collect all the evidence bearing upon each case and to adjust the

same if possible.

In case of through billing, where loss or error occurs at a

distant point on a foreign road, it often occurs that the local or

terminal road settles with and pays the claimant and collects from

the foreign road at fault, being first convinced that the foreign

road acknowledges the error and will pay.

This matter of claims is of such magnitude and importance as

to cause the organization of the Freight Claim Association, in

which the freight claim agents of each represent the interests of

their respective roads. Its' object is the prompt and equitable set-

tlement of freight claims with claimants and between carriers. It

has become an interstate association, including 206 railroads as

its members, representing 167,091 miles in the United States,

Canada and Mexico and 5000 miles of water lines, combining 90
per cent, of all transportation lines in North America. Each rail-

road designates its representative in this association, which formu-

lates and publishes rules for the uniform guidance of each freight

claim agent's office.

Freight receipts are forwarded to the treasurer and accounted

for to the accounting department in much the same way as has

been previously explained for the passenger department, and state-

ments above made about duplicate way bills show how the account-

ing department can check the accuracy of agents' reports and

remittances.

In the transportation department the officer who may be said

to be most closely informed in detail of the movement of trains is

the division superintendent, acting under the supervision and

orders from a general superintendent. He is expected to keep the

wheels turning in an orderly manner over the mileage entrusted to

his care, and to promptly restore order in each case should dis-

order arise. He is entrusted with the duty of preparing time
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tables, of seeing that trains are safely handled in accordance with

the same, subject to the standard rules and regulations, and of

enforcing the observance of the rules among the employes. Every

employe while on duty connected with trains, on any division of a

road, is under the authority and must conform to the orders of the

superintendent of that division.

Standard time must be maintained over the division. The

preparation of a time table requires much thought and care on the

part of the division superintendent, with an intimate and detailed

knowledge of the stations and of all the physical characteristics of

the line,—its grades and alignment, its water stations, its side track

facilities, etc. No detail can be overlooked or considered unim-

portant, and when once blocked out and decided upon the proof

from the printer must be carefully scrutinized and all errors

eliminated before its issue.

As the division superintendent is entrusted with the safe con-

duct of the trains, so there is afforded to him, as a means to that

end, full control not only of the trains and men employed on them,

but also of the right of way, roadbed and its structures and all

employed in their maintenance. In the performance of his duties

he is assisted often by an assistant superintendent on lines where

business is heavy, and always by a train dispatcher, a roadmaster

and a bridge supervisor. The conductors and other trainmen and

station agents look to the division superintendent for their instruc-

tions in the care of company property, and all matters other than

those of income and accounts.

The chief train dispatcher has direct charge, under the super-

intendent, of the movements of all trains. He keeps posted about

the volume of traffic, orders out the motive power as needed and

directs car movements accordingly. The trick dispatcher works

eight-hour tricks. With the aid of the telegraph he keeps in mind

where all trains are, issues orders needed and makes the entries on

the train sheet showing their movements. Operators at way sta-

tions report trains to him, and receive and deliver orders to train-

men.

The roadmaster reports to and receives instructions from the

superintendent. He has charge of the maintenance of the roadbed,

culverts, masonry, tracks, sidings, yards, depot grounds, road cross-

ings and fences, and is responsible for the safe keeping of all

material and supplies used in such work. He has full control and

authority over section foremen, trackmen, crossing gatemen and

flagmen, laborers and construction trains while at work. It is his

duty to report to the superintendent the time of all employes under
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him on proper forms for entry on payrolls, properly distributing

their time to the various works in progress for the information of

the accounting department, and in similar manner make report and

distribution of all materials used. Materials, supplies and tools are

to be carefully inspected when first received and checked by the

invoice, making prompt report in case of discrepancies.

The length of line which may be assigned to the care of the

roadmaster will vary considerably, according to local conditions

and peculiarities, but in a general offhand way it may be talked of

at about 150 miles or less. This mileage is divided into sections

of about 3 to 6 miles each, and each section given its number, with

its limits clearly defined. Each section has its section foreman,

and a sufficient number of men to properly perform the necessary

work, varying according to the time of year, a rate which averages

about one man per mile for the system through the spring months

and early part of summer, when new ties and rail ought to be put

into track ; about three-quarters man per mile, after the allotted

number of ties have been placed, through the late summer and fall,

and about one-half man per mile through the greater part of the

winter, excepting when a special extra force may be hired for

cleaning snow and ice as occasion requires.

Much depends on the watchful care and faithfulness of the

section men, and as a rule they are to be depended upon in any

emergency, and are entirely loyal to the road where they are

employed. They are the foundation of all good railroading, for it

is of the first importance to have the roadbed and track in first-rate

order, and it is their duty to make and keep it so. The section

foreman, or one of his men detailed for the purpose, is required to

examine the full length of his section every morning. He is also

expected to patrol the section, both by day and night, during heavy

storms or violent winds, and to especially watch all points where

obstructions are liable. He also must keep informed of the time

tables and the rules for the movements of trains ; must keep well

supplied with torpedoes, flags, lanterns and all stop signals, and be

possessed of intelligence to properly use the same. Many more of

his duties might be enumerated, but lack of time and space forbid.

The section foreman should forward to the roadmaster regular

weekly and monthly reports of labor and material, with the expenses

properly distributed on proper forms.

The bridge supervisor reports to and receives instructions

from the division superintendent. His work on the maintenance

and repairs of bridges brings him into close relations with the

engineering department, requiring frequent conference as to the
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best methods to be employed or plans to be adopted. He is required

to make frequent inspections and keep informed in detail of the

condition of all structures under his care. Large quantities of

lumber and other material are used under his direction. It is his

duty to inspect and check up material by the invoices, to report

discrepancies or mark his approval on the bills if found correct as

to quality and quantity. Reports showing distribution of expense

for material and labor are required also in his case. He is also

required to be familiar with and obedient to the rules governing

trains, trainmen and other classes of employes, so far as they relate

to the proper discharge of his duties. He needs to be a thorough

mechanic, ingenious and quick to act in emergency; of sound judg-

ment as to the strength of materials, industrious and energetic.

Conductors, in common with locomotive engineers, on both

passenger, freight and work trains, are required to handle their

trains according to the time tables and the orders issued by the

superintendent. It is the duty of the conductors to make record

of and to report to the superintendent the numbers and initials of

cars as moved in their trains, whether loaded or empty ; and at sta-

tions named in the time tables as registry stations to make entry in

books provided showing the time of arrival and departure of trains,

the numbers of locomotive and cars and the name of engineer and

conductor. Conductors must also report car initials and numbers

as moved in their trains, and state whether loaded or empty, in the

same manner as agents.

Station agents report to and receive orders from the division

superintendent, and also obey orders and instructions issued by the

officers of other departments with which they have business rela-

tions. They also make report to the manager of the New Eng-

land Car Service Association. At a small station the agent acts

also as telegraph operator, while the larger and important stations

have a freight agent, a ticket agent and operators also. Agents are

responsible for the general condition of the buildings, yards and

company property at their station, and look out for the company's

interests in their city or town. It is a part of their duty to see that

side tracks, switches, signals and lights at their station are kept in

order ; to see that cars are properly placed for loading and unload-

ing; to see that loads placed in freight cars are such as to have

them move generally in a homeward direction ; to see that cars

before loading are in proper order to receive freight ; that loads on

open cars are within proper limits, and that cars are not overloaded

;

and in cases where freight is found to be damaged or short of quan-

tity as billed, to make a complete record of all conditions and cir-
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cumstances. Proper way bills must always accompany all freight

packages or cars. The agent is required to handle the United

States mail according to fixed rules. Each agent sends daily

reports, by telegraph if possible, to the car accountant, showing

freight cars wanted, on hand and to spare. He also sends daily

reports on proper blank forms showing car initials and numbers in

detail of all arrivals and departures by train numbers and of cars

remaining at his station. From the information so obtained, the

car accountant is enabled to properly distribute cars of the proper

kind to the stations where most urgently needed with the minimum
length of haul, and also to direct the movement of freight cars in

a homeward direction.

The car accountant is also thus enabled to keep an account of

all cars and of the mileage of both home and foreign cars. Based

on these records of mileage kept by the car accountant, settlements

are made with foreign roads for the use of cars at the rate of one-

half cent per mile. For the settlement of demurrage charges, sta-

tion agents are also required to send daily reports to the New Eng-

land Car Association, stating in detail car numbers and initials,

dates and time of day they are placed for either loading or unload-

ing. The demurrage rule is that for loading or unloading freight

cars consignees or shippers are allowed ninety-six hours after the

car is placed in an accessible position, and if the consignee or

shipper requires more time he is required to pay for the detention

at the rate of one dollar per car per day.

The New England Car Association, on account of demurrage

questions, handles reports of about 1,800,000 separate freight cars

per year for nine railroads in five of the New England States. It

is supported by these nine companies. As a matter of interest I

may here state that it is ascertained that the average railroad

detention on all of the above-named cars is 35-100 day, and 1 65-100

days for delays on account of consignee or shipper. About 3 per

cent, of the total number of cars pay demurrage, and this percent-

age has been about uniform since the association was established

in 1894.

The machinery department, as a part of the transportation

department, is under the supervision of the superintendent of

motive power, and subordinate to him are the general master

mechanic in charge of locomotives and shops and the master car

builder.

The general master mechanic supervises the division master

mechanics and roundhouse foremen. The master car builder super-

vises the car shop foremen and car inspectors.
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As a rule it may be stated that but few roads now build their

own rolling stock, finding it more economical to purchase and have

them built by contract with outside firms, and finding their shop

facilities generally kept busy up to their capacity by their repair

work. The extent and importance of repairs on rolling stock can

be realized when I state that it is generally allowed by railroad

men that about 10 per cent, of the entire number of locomotives are

in the shops for repairs constantly.

Shops for locomotive and car repairs of considerable extent

are located at points most favorable. Minor and less important

repairs on locomotives are made at the roundhouses; such as can

be made without placing them out of service. Car inspectors' shops

and outfits are maintained at terminals and junction stations with

foreign roads.

Locomotives seldom leave the rails of the home road. At

junction stations all cars arriving from foreign roads must pass

under the eye of the car inspector. As to size of the car or its load,

it must be within the advertised clearance limits; and it also must

be in safe and secure condition in all its details, and not be over-

loaded beyond its rated capacity ; otherwise the car inspector orders

it to be sidetracked and the home road refuses to accept and handle

it until its defects are remedied by the foreign road if it is a car

defect, or by the shipper or consignee at times if improperly loaded

in a way for which they are responsible. Car inspectors make
repairs of injuries or broken parts when such can be made by the

replacement of ready-made standard parts, of which they keep a

stock on hand. In case more extensive repairs are needed cars

are sent to the extensive main repair shops.

Speaking in a general way, it may be said that shops for loco-

motive construction or repairs consist of the blacksmith shop, a

foundry at times, the machine shop and the erecting shop ; and for

car work the blacksmith shop, the wood-working shop, the erecting

shop and the paint shop. Each of these shops has its foreman.

Division master mechanics and shop foremen need to employ

considerable office or clerical forces. In these offices the payrolls

and requisitions for material are made out, and thence to the

superior officers for approval and through the usual channels

hereinbefore mentioned.

Records and accounts of considerable interest are kept in this

department, among which may be mentioned the method of

guarantee and mileage account kept for the purchase of wheels, in

order to make sure that the utmost care shall be taken at all times

in their manufacture.
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Wheels of all kinds when purchased are numbered and re-

corded with a full description, and a record made of the dates when

each may be put under cars or engines. Shop foremen, round-

house foremen and car inspectors have blank forms for reporting

all wheels taken out or put in.

Wheels are bought under various guarantees. Chilled cast

iron are considered good for about 60,000 miles of service. Steel

tire wheels ought to run 40,000 miles before the first turning;

ought to be good enough to be turned four or five times, and finally

accomplish 200,000 miles. Considering that a chilled cast iron

passenger wheel is bought subject to a guarantee of 60,000 miles,

the guarantee is to the effect that if the wheel fails to accomplish

that distance a new wheel is to be delivered by the contractor

without cost to replace the defective one. A wheel mileage record

is therefore kept for all passenger car and engine wheels. No
mileage record is kept for freight car wheels. They are bought

on a time limit guarantee, say about two years for ordinary chilled

cast iron wheels. The wheel mileage account is made up from the

car and locomotive mileage record kept by the car accountant from

the daily reports made by conductors, as previously mentioned.

The locomotive mileage account is also kept in the office of the

general master mechanic from daily reports made by locomotive

engineers. It is of interest to consider the oil contracts and the

method adopted to maintain the quality of oil at a high standard.

Contracts for lubricating and cylinder oils are made on a basis of

yearly settlements, with the guarantee that total yearly cost shall

not exceed an agreed and fixed sum per 1000 miles of car or loco-

motive mileage as the record is kept by the car accountant.

Information of interest and value may be gathered from a

study of the following table, which is a monthly showing of per-

formance of locomotives, and comparison with the same month in

the preceding year :
, Total

1901. 1900.

Passenger locomotive mileage 1,235,912 1,259,514

Freight locomotive mileage 609,797 634,481

Mixed train locomotive mileage 24,110 12,518

Helping locomotive mileage 22,512

Light locomotive mileage 78,062

Switching locomotive mileage 539.374 442,846

Work locomotive mileage 66,725 57,688

Pay locomotive mileage 912 895

Total miles run 2,577,404 2,407,942

CAR MILEAGE.

Mileage passenger cars 5,256,199 5,180,691

Mileage freight cars, loaded 13,408,915 12,390,820
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Mileage freight cars, empty 4,822,641 4,051,669

Average cars per train—Passenger cars .... 4.30 4.10

Average cars per train—Freight cars, loaded

basis 25.40 22.50

Average cars per train—Actual number of

freight cars in train 29.30 25.70

OIL AND WASTE.

Pints of kerosene oil 66,464 61,302

Pints of signal oil 9,924 8,859

Pints of engine oil 102,961 95,566

Pints of valve oil 30,334 26,177

Pounds of string and cop waste 37,^33 35,750

Pounds of wool waste 751 875

COAL AND WOOD.

Tons of anthracite coal 2,755 2,883

Tons of bituminous coal 108,914 98,444

Cords of wood 919

COST.

Repairs $118,091.27 $141,263.08

Fuel 297,980.24 250,914.33

Lubricating oil and waste 7,587.57 6,709.62

Wages engineers and firemen 178,514.23 172,082.91

Wipers 14,393-59 15,036.45

Total $616,566.90 $586,006.39

COST PER MILE IN CENTS.

Repairs 4.58 5.87

Fuel 11.56 10.42

Lubricating oil and waste .29 .28

Wages engineers and firemen 6.93 7.15

Wipers .56 .62

Total cost per mile 23.92 24.34

FUEL PER CAR PER MILE.

Passenger, pounds 17.60 16.80

Freight, pounds 5.70 5.40

AVERAGES.

Miles run to one ton of anthracite coal 38.23 30.62

Miles run to one ton of bituminous coal .... 22.61 24.46

Miles run to one pint of engine oil 25.03 25.20

Miles run to one pint of valve oil 84.97 91-99

Miles run to one pint of all lubricating oil, 19-34 19-78

While on the subject of the machinery department, it may be

of interest to consider some of the dimensions, etc., of a fast pas-

senger locomotive of modern type of the year 1900. It is an eight-

wheel engine, with cylinder 20" diameter x 26-inch stroke ; drivers,

78 inches diameter; boiler, 62 inches diameter; 312 flues, 12 feet
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long each, with 88,000 pounds on drivers, 133,000 pounds total

engine and 232,000 pounds engine and tender. A driving-wheel

base of 8 feet 6 inches ; total engine, 23 feet 9 inches, and engine

and tender, 51 feet 8 inches. The tank capacity of the tender is

4500 gallons.

Another pattern. A heavy Mogul freight locomotive, with

cylinders 20" diameter x 28-inch stroke ; drivers, 62 inches diam-

eter; boiler, 62 inches diameter; 312 flues, 12 feet long each, with

125,000 pounds on the drivers, 145,000 pounds total engine and

243,000 pounds engine and tender. A driving-wheel base of 15 feet

6 inches; total engine, 23 feet 4 inches, and engine and tender, 51

feet 10 inches. The tank capacity of tender is 4500 gallons.

The purchasing department is in charge of a purchasing agent,

assisted by a stationer and storekeeper. As far as it is possible it

is the aim of the management to have all material for the com-

pany's use bought by one officer or department ; and he, as the pur-

chasing agent, with the natural genius of a merchant and trader, is

expected to know just what sort of an article is needed in all

departments, just where to go to procure it and just how to buy

it at the best advantage. I may say that it is only in the case of

placing heavy contracts, such as for rolling stock, rails, fuel, etc;,

and for heavy construction work which may require material in its

prosecution, that other officers attend to such matters, except per-

haps that at certain times, when there is urgent need for prompt

delivery, certain heads of departments may secure material in

anticipation with the knowledge and approval of the purchasing

department.

The routine work of the department is as follows : Heads of

departments having a clerical force sufficient to keep a proper

record of requisitions and bills prepare requisitions or schedules of

materials needed for the prosecution of their work at regular

monthly intervals as far as possible. Such requisitions, forwarded

through their next superior officers, in all departments, after being

approved, reach the purchasing agent. The purchasing agent

sends invitations to different dealers, if the quantities and cost of

articles are of sufficient importance, inviting proposals. When an

award is made, the purchasing agent, numbering his order so as to

identify it with its proper requisition, sends it to the dealer selected

with an original, duplicate and triplicate copy of a bill in blank

form, which is to be filled out and forwarded by the dealer when
goods are shipped. The order issued gives shipping directions,

states details of price, whether freight is to be prepaid or otherwise.

The dealer sends the triplicate copy of the bill with the goods to
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the person or officer marked in the shipping directions on the order,

and sends the original and duplicate copies to the purchasing agent

at the same time. The purchasing agent sends these bills through

the head of the department to the office where the original requisi-

tion was written. On the delivery of goods, the person or officer

receiving the triplicate bill checks the quantity and quality, approves

the bill if found correct and so notifies his superior, who then

approves all three of the bills, making notes on same to inform the

accounting department how to distribute the expense; files the

triplicate bill for his own department records, and returns the

original and duplicate through his immediate superior, each in turn

approving same, and these latter are then returned to the purchas-

ing agent.

The purchasing agent, retaining the duplicate for his files,

approves the original and forwards it to the accounting department

to be audited, entered on the books and finally paid by the treasurer.

In the accounting department the bills of one dealer, who may have

a running account and furnish material for more than one depart-

ment, are assembled, a voucher written for the total of all and pay-

ment made of the combined amount or balance of account at stated

intervals.

In the foregoing pages I have already taken up more than

enough of your time, and taxed your patience up to the limit in

listening to dry details, without having as yet made more than a

passing mention of the accounting department, the pay department

and the treasury department. On these departments alone a

lengthy paper of interest might be written. Other departments

and subjects of interest have been passed by for want of time

rather than from lack of inclination, the main purpose having been

to present for your consideration a description of those departments

which are directly associated with the movement of trains, the

handling of traffic and collection of earnings, the purchase of

materials and the construction, maintenance and care of roadbed

and of rolling stock.

DISCUSSION.

President L.B.Bidwell.—We have with us this evening Mr.

James H. French, whom I have long known as an excellent rail-

road superintendent, and have asked him to hear Mr. Sampson's

paper, and, if so disposed, to give us his idea of the best railroad

organization.

Mr. James H. French.—I appreciate the kindness of your

President in extending an invitation to attend the meeting of this

evening and listen to the very interesting paper by Mr. Sampson,
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but I can hardly look with equal favor upon the annexed sugges-

tion that I add some supplemental remarks. In fact Mr. Samp-

son has entered into his subject with a minuteness that has practi-

cally covered that which I was prepared to say, and there seems

but little left for me to do but to take my hat and depart. But

having promised to say something, I must do it, especially as I lay

claim to being a descendant of a civil engineer.

My Grandfather French was a Revolutionary soldier, and at

the close of the war found himself quartermaster in Castle William,

Boston Harbor, the site of which fortification is now covered by

Fort Independence.

He was a native and resident of the then little village of Ran-
dolph, about fifteen miles south of Boston, where the year's school-

ing was comprised within a month or two of the winter. The
amount of education obtained was correspondingly small, and the

quality necessarily inferior.

Among the hangers-on at the Castle was an old Scotchman,

college bred, formerly wealthy, but broken down by reverses and

dissipation and dependent upon the charities of the troops for what-

ever he had in the way of clothing, food and drink. For drink

every soldier had his ration of grog, and that was what the old man
most coveted; and it occurred to my grandfather, who cared little

or nothing for the liquor, that here was an opportunity of extending

his learning and bettering his circumstances upon his home return

by exchanging drink for tuition. Such an exchange was arranged,

and he began studying surveying, aided by some old books upon

the subject that were picked up about the fort.

The old man was able to bring his shattered faculties into the

sphere of teaching only after repeated trials and many tears, but

succeeded so well in the end that my ancestor was enabled, after

his discharge from the service, to do the town surveying for many
a year.

In speaking of railroad organization I would say that I am
now out of railroad service, after a period of employment that

upon a street railway would have placed nearly nine stripes upon

my sleeve, and that during my brief period of rest I have been

divesting my mind of all thoughts of the cares and responsibilities

attached to such service.

So I have not been troubling myself as to railroad organization

and operation except so far as to expect such results therefrom as

will transport me speedily, comfortably and safely when I have

occasion to travel upon the rails. And the great public also expects

the accomplishment of speed, comfort and safety by means of the
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best appliances and methods, and the matter of comfort includes

that of their pocketbooks, so that while the best of everything is

expected,—roadbed, bridges, track, signals, cars, locomotives, sta-

tions, etc., to say nothing of men,—the company has to contend

with a constant demand for minimum rates, and the candle is burn-

ing at both ends.

As all these items of renewals and maintenance represent

heavy and constant outlay, and as there must be afforded some
comfort to the poor stockholders in the shape of dividends, it be-

comes a matter of good and shrewd management to accomplish

the desired results, and economy becomes a factor of larger propor-

tions year by year.

Economy does not necessarily mean cutting things down to

the lowest notch, working with scant force or inordinate hours, nor

the use of inferior materials or too cheap labor. But there is an

economy which discerns the happy medium; that obtains a good

thing at bottom price, and the best endeavors of its employes at all

times.

And here is where organization and efficiency show forth. It

is not practicable to lay down one hard-and-fast rule for defining

the minutiae of organization. The size of a road, the nature and

volume of its business, its location,—a thousand things enter the

problem. A road may be so small as to permit its president (and

every corporation must have that head) to act as general manager,

general superintendent or to directly manage its traffic depart-

ments ; while another road may be of such larger dimensions that

there must be a chairman of board of directors, a president and as-

sistant, vice-presidents in charge of finance, law and real estate,

engineering and construction, traffic, etc., with general manager,

superintendent of transportation, traffic managers, general passen-

ger, ticket, baggage and freight agents, chief engineer, treasury

and accounting departments, rolling stock department, and so down
to the operating department, with its superintendents and its road,

bridge, carpenter, station and train forces.

When a road is small, there is not much trouble in defining the

scope of the several departments and the authority of their chiefs.

But when the road becomes large and unwieldy there must be a

refinement of organization, that scope and authority may be so

clearly indicated as to insure harmonious and economical working

;

for a lack of such adjustment produces misunderstanding, mis-

interpretation and friction, and consequently undesirable results.

The simpler the organization that meets the requirements the

better, and, of course, the less expensive.
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The fewer hands that matters have to pass through the more

desirable, for it seems sometimes as if measures would die of cir-

cumlocution en route. Whatever organization is effected, it must

be such as to work cordially within itself, and toward that end

regular and stated meetings of co-ordinate departments, wherein

may be free interchange of ideas and experiences, have a healthful

tendency.

And when you have your road and your organization estab-

lished, start in with a system of growing your own men so far as

is possible ; bringing them up on your own road, so that they may
know its ins and outs, and that they may feel a personal interest in

it beyond the simple matter of the weekly payroll, and that they

may be in training for higher positions which time will surely pro-

duce. Establish a care for and interest in their welfare. Do
something in the way of a pension system, that they may have an

increased incentive to remain with you and do their level best,

always having in mind that there is provision for the day when
debarred from further labor by reason of sickness, accident or age.

When necessary to discipline your employes, do so by modern

methods, rather than by the old and harsh system of suspensions.

Above all, when you have put a man in authority, let him have that

authority and sustain him in it.

There is one matter of organization that I wish to speak of, a

matter that is of importance and which differs in practice upon

different roads. I refer to the relations between the operating

department (represented by the division superintendent) and the

engineering department. Upon the Pennsylvania road, I believe

it is the practice to make the division superintendent the head of

all that is included within the limits of his division, which also

places him in charge of the engineers, firemen, car cleaners and

inspectors, locomotives and the engineering corps, which practice

is different from hereabouts. Whatever the system, the superin-

tendent should have full knowledge of all work upon his division,

and should be brought in consultation relative to intended changes

and improvements. His experience and his acquaintance with the

doings and needs of his portion of road, and the fact that he has got

to operate the same, ought to make his judgment of value in the

location and planning of stations and the laying out of his passen-

ger and freight yards ; but I have known cases where work was

found in progress of which he was uninformed, or merely had

heard rumored. On the other hand, there have been cases of

new track work of which the engineering department was not

cognizant.
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I once received instructions to build a piece of second track

and to call upon the engineering department for any lines I might

want. It was a short piece, between two and three miles only, and

almost straight and level at that, and I only had to ask the assist-

ance of the engineers as to an overhead bridge and the junction

track arrangement at one end ; but though the engineers considered

it as rather an irregular matter, I think Mr. Bidwell will agree that

it was accomplished without friction.

There are many and frequent jobs in maintenance and repairs

calling for skillful engineering, and it has often seemed to me that

there would be some advantages in having the track and bridge

work under the engineering department. On the other hand, there

are countless jobs that must come upon the track force that are

entirely separate and distinct from the engineering department,

where the superintendent would of necessity be a constant borrower

were not the men on his rolls.

It is a subject that has received much consideration in the past,

and will undoubtedly have to receive much more before there

arrives such consensus of opinion as will warrant one general

method.

Prof. C. Frank Allen.—In relation to the question of the

advisability of the division superintendent having complete

authority over his division, including control of the division engi-

neer and division master mechanic, rather than having these officers

report to the chief engineer and superintendent of motive power,

it appears to be the case that the tendency at present among rail-

roads is in the direction of giving the division superintendent com-

plete authority over his division. Such is the Pennsylvania Rail-

road practice, as well as that of many other railroads. It is possible

that one explanation of this tendency may be found in the fact that

engineers to-day, and for some time past, have been far better

educated than was previously the case, inasmuch as they have been

technically educated, and on fairly broad lines. It is true, further,

that the technically educated engineers are to-day better educated

for such duties than was the case thirty years ago. It would cer-

tainly be unfortunate if this were not the case. Men are broadly

educated now and have a suitable appreciation of the properties

and behavior of materials and of the properties and use of steam.

There is some propriety in placing the control of all the work of a

division in the hands of a man capable of intelligently handling

questions for which such an education suitably prepares him. It

would be improper to dwell upon this view of the case without say-

ing something in a different direction, and paying a tribute to the
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splendid results that have been reached by the railroads of this

country with men who were not technically educated, because the

conditions would not allow them to secure this advantage. It is

nevertheless true, or at least extremely probable, that these men
who have made so successful a record would have been even more

effective in their work if it had been possible for them to secure in

their youth the advantages of a complete engineering training.

In relation to another point, where the paper has stated in

effect that the American railroads have the most perfect railroad

organization in the world, it would be proper, in the speaker's

judgment, to go somewhat further and say that the American rail-

road presents the most perfect business organization of any kind

that exists on a large scale anywhere in the world. And one feature

which has made this organization so successful has been that of late

years it has been necessary, in order to secure the best results, to

first select employes by proper tests of fitness, and then hold them

to good work by what may be called a sort of civil service system of

promotion in due line and with regularity, which makes advance-

ment in due time practically certain. The time has gone by when a

large railroad system can be successfully handled on the basis of

favoritism or the caprice of those in control. While it is reasonable

and proper that under a change of management certain prominent

officials should be changed, it is necessary that the rank and file

should be reasonably assured of the certainty of promotion as the

result of faithful work.

The railroad system has a distinct advantage over the public

service system, or what we know as the civil service system, be-

cause the latter does not really present the ideal means for securing

the best men. No system of examinations is so effective in secur-

ing good men as a system which gives to a man who desires only

what is right the opportunity to secure, by recommendation and

inquiry, those men who seem best fitted for the work to be done.

On a railroad, there is opportunity for selection upon this basis ; in

government service the opportunity for abuse -renders the civil

service system that we know about more effective than the system

of selection that would naturally prevail, and which has prevailed,

when offices are given out as the reward of partisan service. The
civil service system is therefore not ideal, but is simply the best

available under the conditions of government service, and in this

view it deserves our unflinching support. The opportunity for the

railroad to secure and to hold good men is, however, exceptionally

good, and not a little of the effectiveness of our railroads is due to

that fact.
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THE LAWS OF RIVER FLOW.

By C. H. Tutton, Member, Engineers' Society of Western New York.

[Read before the Society, January 7, 1902.*]

The writer lately presented to the American Society of Civil

Engineers a paper treating generally of the subject above named,

based on the laminar theory of flow. This brought forth a

private correspondence with D. T. Smith, M.D., of the Louis-

ville (Ky.) University, who completely upsets, or, at least, tilts

very much, the laminar theory by the remark, "If, as generally

held, wTater moves along in streams by strata or layers, one glid-

ing over another, the result of such action could not be the

formation of channels." Dr. Smith has placed in the writer's

hands a little book, being a collection of essays by himself, en-

titled "The Philosophy of Memory," of one of which, bearing the

title of the present paper, it is proposed to give a short abstract.

Although the theory contained therein. was first enunciated in

the early eighties, it seems not to have been sufficiently placed

before engineers to meet the reception which it is believed should

have been accorded to it. It is certainly worth examination.

Further than this, the writer expresses no views of his own.

Prof. James Thomson (Trans. Brit. Assn. for the Adv. of

Science, held at Glasgow, 1876, p. 31) says, in speaking of the

motion of water in bends, "The bottom layer flows inward ob-

liquely across the channel toward the inner bank, and rises up in a

retarded condition between the inner bank and the rapidly flowing

water and protects the inner bank from the scour, and brings

with it sand and other detritus from the bottom, which it deposits

along the river bank." Again, Maj. Allen Cunningham (Roorkee

Hyd. Expts., Vol. I, p. 269), as a result of his experiments on the

Ganges Canal, says : "Near the edge there is a persistent flow

(of the water at and near the surface) from the edge toward the

center, and this action is most intense nearest to the edge, and

decreases rapidly with the distance from the edge." Dr. Smith
had previously arrived at substantially the same conclusions from
observation only, but in a greater degree of perfection, and pro-

mulgated his "Law of the Double Spiral," which the above

observations only confirm, since if the outward bottom motion

exists in bends, according to Thomson, it must also exist in a

lesser degree in a straight line, else Cunningham's results could

not obtain.

^Manuscript received January 10, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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The premises upon which Dr. Smith bases his theory differ

radically from those of any proposed thus far. He supposes that

the water flowing in a stream may be conceived of as a succession

of thin sheets formed of vertical columns of molecules, similar, for

instance, to a lot of thin rods, and that the resistance to their

motion is concentrated at their feet, or at the bed of the stream.

Then, since their lower ends would be retarded, it would follow

that, when motion began, they would all tip over and lie down flat,,

and the stream would disappear. In other words, unless by some
mechanism as yet unsuggested, the columns can receive additions

to their lengths, enabling them to reach the surface at its required

level, the stream must eventually fail and disappear from its very

flatness. The same effect would be felt from the banks if such

existed.

In order, then, to avoid this result, he proposes the following

theory of the

FORMATION OF STREAMS.

Suppose a quantity of water be found upon a smooth surface

of erosible material, having sufficient incline to determine motion
of the liquid. Now conceive such a stream to consist of columns

of molecules as above described; then, first, the water will run

down such incline in a thin stratum, whose outer walls will be

held together by that form of adhesion known as surface tension.

In the stream thus supposed to be formed, the column of particles

at the outer edge, on each side and next within these walls, will

be retarded more than any of the columns within, and, on account

of friction, the particle at the lower end of each external column
will be the most retarded of all, so that, if new force is not

imparted to it, it must in time come to a standstill.

However, the lines of particles following each other in this

order, that is, nearest the bottom and nearest the edge, will not

be uniformly retarded even in the smoothest channel, for the

lines will be pulled apart times innumerable. And since the

width of the stream must be maintained and its area conserved in

order that a constant quantity of water may pass any given point,

whenever such a break begins to occur, that is, whenever a gap
in the line is forming, it must be filled from the column of mole-
cules next within, for the reason that there is none on the outside

from which it can be filled.

Now, the column of particles next on the inside has a greater

speed than the outer one, and from whatever part of such column
the particle may be supplied, it will be moving faster than the

one it may have supplanted.

3
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If a rod were thrust to the bottom of a mass of water, how-

ever deep, and then drawn out instantaneously, the hole thus

made would fill first at the bottom from the contiguous particles

surrounding it. Likewise where there is a tendency to form a

vacuum, and a suction is produced thereby, this forming vacuum

will be supplied or filled by a molecule from the bottom of the

next column within. Thus the molecules will constantly change

places, causing outward motion along the bed, and this process

will continue until the middle of the stream is reached.

When the stream has been equally divided on the basis of

retarding forces, the molecules displaced by this outward motion

must be replaced from above, causing a constant downward
motion at the middle of the stream or in the line of the current.

The outward movement of the particles at the bottom of the

stream will be attended by a momentum proportionate to its ex-

tent, and the result will be that, as these outward moving particles

strike against the bank, and can go no farther, the water there will

be lifted up and an elevation or ridge will be formed along each

edge of the stream, so that its surface will take the form of a

trough, and the water will, of course, return to the center in lines

sloping in two directions.

In obedience to these laws, then, every stream moving in a

channel of resisting material resolves itself into two cylinders,

revolving spirally on parallel axes in opposite directions; that is,

outward at the bottom, upward at the margins, inward at the

top and downward through the middle. This is the "Law of the

Double Spiral."

SHAPE OF CHANNELS.

It is obvious that when the water of the upper part of a

stream leaves the banks to begin its flow to the middle, it con-

tinues to increase its speed, not only until it reaches the point

where in turn it must change its course obliquely downward, but

also for some distance beneath the surface.

The water of the most rapid part of the stream, therefore,

has also the most direct course downward ; consequently, the

greatest scour or erosion will occur at this section, accounting

for the fact that every stream is the deepest in the line of its cur-

rent. But this water, in passing downward, begins to suffer

retardation before reaching the bottom, where its speed is usually

less than at the surface, continues to decrease in speed and
erosive power as it passes outward toward the banks until this

erosive power is lost, when, rising toward the top, it again begins

its movement toward the center. This motion, therefore, also
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determines the width of the channel, and in homogeneous ma-

terial should result in one of trough shape. (Experiments have

shown that this is usually of elliptical form.)

Dr. Smith then goes on to explain why it is that the beds

of shallows or ripples are found covered with boulders and large

stones, notwithstanding the fact that the velocity in these places

is increased; also why it is that pools generally have bottoms of

the finer material. This is based on an assumed relation between

depth and speed of current, assumed, however, only for the pur-

pose of the illustration in hand. He finds that "the erosive power

of a stream must have a relation to depth as well as to speed,"

and that during floods the same additional height is added to

the deep and shallow parts of the stream. This adds more to

the speed of the deep water than it does depth to the shallow

water, and so sends the normal speed point downward faster in

the deep water than in the shallow, when the product of the

depth by the speed becomes greater in the deep water than in the

shallow. This causes the coarser material to be raised from the

deeper and deposited in the shallower portions of the channel.

MOTION OF DRIFT TOWARD THE CENTER.

This theory explains why drift goes to the center of a chan-

nel, and holds that the water carrying such drift goes with it.

Objections made to this by river men, who state that in floods

the drift tends to move from the center toward the banks, are met

by the reply that a river must rise before it can fall, and drift

must be carried to the center before it can move away from it.

In bends, where the current tends toward one of the banks, and

consequently one spiral is more or less crowded out, overlapped,

or even buried by the other, drift would certainly go with the

current to the bank, and the water might sink at the bank instead

of in the middle; but the motion will still be found to be outward

at the bottom, as may be proven by examining the bed of a

stream after a flood, when the coarser material will be found at

the center and progressively diminish in size going outward.

Evidently the coarsest material could only be dropped by the

swiftest current.

WHY MAXIMUM VELOCITY IS BELOW SURFACE.

After speaking of Boileau's experiments, and those of Hum-
phreys and Abbot, and giving Prof. James Thomson's theory of

the cause of maximum velocity being below the surface, the latter

is modified to give a more rational explanation.
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Prof. Thomson suggests "that portions of water, with their

velocity diminished from retardation by the sides and bottom, are

thrown off in eddying masses and mingle with the rest of the

stream. These eddying masses modify the velocity in all parts

of the stream, but have their greatest influence at the surface.

Reaching the free surface, they spread out and remain there,

mingling with the water at that level and diminishing the velocity

which would otherwise be found there."

To this Dr. Smith replies that, in the first place, neither pres-

sure in the water constituting the lower layers of the stream nor

its retardation would operate to carry it to the surface, either in

eddying masses or otherwise.

In the second place, if masses of water should begin to rise

to the surface after or because their motion had been retarded,

it would be necessary for them to make their way through the

more rapidly moving central portions, and they would necessarily

acquire thereby a similar motion.

But in the principle of the double spiral, the waters in contact

with the channel walls are retarded by friction as they make their

way along the bottom toward the edges of the stream, this re-

tardation diminishing from below upward. It reaches its great-

est extent at the margins, where the water, rising, spreads over

the surface, or rather rolls over toward the middle as the upper

half of the stream. This spiral must not be supposed to revolve

as if made of sheets of paper that retain their places. All along

the edges of the stream and over the bottom there will be irregular

breaks. The water will fly off in diminutive masses here and

there, and near the edges of the stream these will be seen boiling

up through the free surface. A beautiful illustration of this may
be observed at any time by looking down from a bridge onto the

surface of a swollen stream.

Probably one-fourth of the stream on either side will be seen

boiling up irregularly throughout its whole extent; within this

will be seen a smooth belt, while at the middle there appears a

narrow band, rough with waves or ripples.

This rough surface is probably due to slack, as well as to

greater speed, the water moving in from the sides faster than it

can sink down in the middle. The roughness of the small band

in the middle of streams, known as the current, cannot result from

mere speed alone, because the smooth band on each side of the

current may at the same time be moving very much faster than

the roug;h-surfaced current of the smaller streams.
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The controlling condition of the depth of this maximum
velocity is that the same quantity of water must move out below

the maximum line that moves in above it.

Dr. Smith then proceeds to show why streams are higher at

the middle than at the margins, although theoretically they should

be lower; also why delta streams throw up natural levees, and

why deltas have many mouths.

The only other point that will be here mentioned is his expla-

nation of why water flowing in steep channels doesnot increase in

speed as do solid bodies descending the same incline.

This explanation is that, since the transverse current in a

stream depends altogether upon the friction against its channel

wall, it will increase its angle to the stream axis in proportion to

the shallowness of the water and the rapidity of the flow; that is,

the pitch of the helix rises as the speed increases. Thus, in a deep,

slow-moving stream, the spiral flow, or helix, will be very oblique

;

but in a swift stream it will have a greater angle with the stream

axis, consequently each particle of water in a mountain torrent

flows a much greater distance in accomplishing a mile of progress

in its channel than a like particle in a deep, slow-moving stream.

This also gives the reason why the speed of streams bears no con-

stant relation to their inclination.

A further argument proving an outward current at the bed

of a stream is given by the fact that bodies of drowned persons,

no matter in what part of the river the drowning may have oc-

curred, are found almost invariably at the banks, being carried

there when they begin to decompose (and arrive at the same

specific weight as the water) by the under and outward current.

There are a number of other interesting subjects, as motion

of glaciers, etc., taken up bv Dr. Smith (whose essay is some

seventy pages long), but the preceding gives a general view of

his theory.
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CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.

Further discussion, May 7, 1901,* of paper by L. R. Neher, read before

the Engineers' .Society of Western New York, March 5, 1901, and published

in the Journal of April, 1901, Vol. XXVI, No. 4.

Mr. Neher.—In Engineering News of March 28th is an

interesting article on experiments with wet and dry concrete,

by Mr. Irving Hitz. Two cubes of concrete a yard each were

made, one cube being wet and the other ordinarily dry. There

was a marked difference in the time it took to fill the boxes with

the mixture—thirty-five minutes for the dry and twenty minutes

for the wet, the difference in time being due to the tamping re-

quired to properly compact the dry mixture. The wet mixture was

denser than the dry, weighing 340 pounds more than the dry mix-

ture, and it had a finished surface, while the dry did not. In

breaking up the concrete, the wet mixture was much harder to

break than the dry. The cube of dry cement broke vertically

down to the center of the cube, and then followed the horizontal

layer which marked the top of the first batch, and in the dry

mixture it was noticed that the second batch did not make • a

perfect union with the first batch. The interior of the wet cube

was a solid compact mass, with most of the pieces of the lime-

stone and granite pebbles broken across the line of the fractured

cube. This is the substance of the article, and it carries out my
idea of the matter. I am a believer in the wet mixture, and it

takes very much less time to tamp the wet than the dry mixture,

but I had no idea the difference was so great.

Mr. Fruauff.—Were the cubes both the same size?

Mr. Neher.—Yes, sir.

Mr. Fruauff.—Do you know what caused this great dif-

ference in time in tamping the layers?

Mr. Neher.—In the wet mixture you have just to dump in

a batch and tamp it. In the dry the layers had to be tamped

separately, and it took more time to thoroughly compact them.

Mr. Norton.—Do not most engineers advocate a dry mix-

ture?

Mr. Neher.—They advocate the dry mixture, but I think

you get better work in every way with the wet mixture.

Mr. Fruauff.—By wet mixture you do not mean extremely

wet, do you?

Mr. Neher.—Yes, sir; extremely wet.

^Manuscript received December 22, 1901.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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Mr. Norton.—I saw a concrete block being made for the

Breakwater, and there was one inch or more water on top.

Mr. Neher.—The men have to wade in up to their ankles.

Mr. Fruauff.—In the wet mixture, is not the cement

washed off the stone and held in suspension during the two or

three minutes you are waiting for the second layer?

Mr. Neher.—We do not find it so, because the mixture is

so dense that each layer works into the other. You could not

call each batch a layer. There is no way of telling where one

batch leaves off. They are all merged into one another. This

is done by tamping thoroughly. The tampers which I have used

are made of f-inch iron, a small piece being cut off and welded

at right angles. We have also used the ordinary tampers. When
the mass is properly tamped, it is one compact mass, and there

are no layers in the wet mixture. There is a great saving in time

in making the batches, the mass is very much harder than any dry

cement concrete that I have ever seen, and it is very much harder

to take down than the dry mixture. For instance, at the Dakota

elevator it was necessary to cut down one of the piers 4 feet and

build it up again, and it was wonderfully hard. The American

Bridge Company were to put bolts in the piers. They failed to

furnish me with plans showing where the holes were to be, and

I went ahead and built the piers. They had to drill 120 holes

for the bolts, and they found it pretty hard work.

Mr. Fruauff.—Have you had any experience with natural

cement?

Mr. Neher.—No, sir. I am not an advocate of natural

cement at the present price of Portland. In using Portland

cement you know what to expect, but you don't know how the

natural will act.

Mr. March.—Will not the wet mixture set more slowly than

the dry?

Mr. Neher.—Not at this time of the year. In extreme cold

weather, and if you have a tendency toward frost, it certainly re-

tards it.

Mr. Fruauff.—An excess of water retards the setting, does

it not?

Mr. Neher.—Yes ; I think it would. I noticed to-day that,

even as wet as we mixed it, we had a little delay in getting it put

on ; there was quite a decided set before it was covered. As
soon as the water disappears from the surface, it begins to set.

We got an average of 140 tons compressive strength inside of

seven days right along. Our testing machine is only good for
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120 tons. Some of the briquettes broke as low as 132 tons.

Just what the exact average was I do not know, but I think it

safe to call it 140 tons, and we know that we are getting the

same thing every day. We sent a boy to the mixer to take out

of any batch he might find, so as to eliminate the personal equa-

tion which might have affected the selection if we had made it

ourselves.

Mr. March.—Did you make any tests of the dry mixture?

Mr. Neher.—No, sir; but I do not think you could get any-

thing like 140 tons in seven days.

Mr. March.—Did you make any tensile tests?

Mr. Neher.—No, sir. In our work, we, of course, only

use the work in compression, and that is the only value of it to us.

Mr. Norton.—Did not Mr. Rafter, in the State Engineer's

report for 1897-8, lean toward the dry mixture?

Mr. Neher.—Very much so, and excessive tamping. I

would like to see how he can economize on cement by using it

dry and then tamping. The theory may be all right, but it won't

do for the foreman on the work. It may be the thing in the

laboratory, but I find that, with the ordinary laborer, and the

care given to the concrete, we get better and more uniform results

from a wet mixture.

The President.—Dr. Goodridge, in mixing his cement and

sand, used to be very careful to get the exact amount of water

required, even to half a pint.

Mr. Neher.—We could not be so exact on the work. This

depends upon the season of the year and the aggregates used.

We use lake gravel, not sand. Frequently we get wet and dry

both on the same day from the boats, and often the broken stone

contains more or less moisture. I do not think any man can tell

more about it than the foreman; he can tell how it works under

the tampers. Again, when there is frost in the stone, we get rid

of the frost by the use of a little hot water, and sometimes even

a little means enough to effect so exact an estimate. You cannot

get the aggregates dry, and you cannot handle two lots of work
alike. The weather itself has something to do with it.

The President.—I always thought Dr. Goodridge was rather

precise in getting down to half a pint of water in a batch of a

dozen or fifteen yards.

Mr. Neher.—The government calls for a dry mixture. This

spring Major Symons has allowed us to use a wetter mixture,

and 'we are trying to give him good work. The wet mixture

sometimes receives less tamping than the dry. That is the one
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disadvantage. The difficulty with the ordinary laborers is to get

it tamped enough. This part of the work has to be watched care-

fully, on» account of the larger amount of material used. By
tamping we get the mixture uniform throughout. It is surpris-

ing how many now agree that the wet mixture is the best, who a

year ago thought differently. The comparative cost between the

dry and wet mixtures, so far as the labor is concerned, is between

10 and 15 per cent, in favor of the wet.

Mr. Whitford.—The Chilian engineers used the dry mix-

ture.

The President.—How long were you in Chili, Mr. Whit-

ford?

Mr. Whitford.—Three years.

Mr. Neher.—I think the saving in cost on the labor makes

up for the extra materials used. That we get a denser mass,

seems to me proof conclusive. What the results are, we know.

We get more material in a given space than with the dry method.

Mr. Norton.—I would like to ask Mr. Neher if he has seen

the work done by Mr. Roach in New York city ?

Mr. Neher.—I saw the church at Brooklyn, and I saw the

beginning of the work at the Mineola court house, but at that

time they were at work on the foundation.

Mr. Norton.—Within a month I had occasion to go with

Mr. Roach over the Mineola court house, and also visited the

church in Brooklyn, and it is a very interesting piece of work.

The concrete work of the court house in Brooklyn is practically

finished. At the time I was there they were starting to bush-

hammer. Mr. Roach did not say what it cost.

Mr. Neher.—I have bush-hammered for less than a cent

and a half a foot, using the ordinary laborers at $1.50 per day.

For abutments, I favor concrete as against masonry. For rail-

road construction, you can get the material quicker than you can

get from the quarry the stone which would have to be used in

such large construction. It means something to have to watch

each course of stone laid. It is also easier to put the concrete

under trains. For the rails I should lay it as for first-class

masonry.

Mr. Norton.—In the Mineola court house there were a few

fine cracks, which appeared in the floor. So far as I have been

able to learn, they have done no damage, and only affect the

appearance.

Mr. Neher.—At the cement works at Bayonne, a number of

these fine cracks appeared. These were whitewashed over, and
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they have caused no trouble. It would be natural, I think, to

find these fine cracks in the basement of such a structure.

Mr. March.—Do you know whether they were caused by

shrinkage or by expansion?

Mr. Neher.—I do not know exactly what is the cause.

Mr. March.—I do not think it is expansion, but that it must

be caused by shrinkage. I do not think you can do anything

more than wash them over, though they will show through.

Mr. Neher.—Mr. Norton, did Mr. Roach say he was mak-
ing any money?

Mr. Norton.—I did not hear him say.

Mr. Neher.—I do not think myself that there is very much
in it on ornamental work. On heavy foundation of floors there

is a chance to get out a little better.
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ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

Articles of Association.

The following Articles of Association were adopted at a meeting held

in Chicago, December 4, 1880. At this meeting there were present repre-

sentatives of the

Western Society of Engineers,

Civil Engineers' Club of Cleveland,

Engineers' Club of St. Louis,

and the

Boston Society of Civil Engineers

was represented by letter.

For the purpose of securing the benefits of closer union and the

advancement of mutual interests, the engineering societies and clubs

hereunto subscribing have agreed to the following

ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION.

ARTICLE I.

NAME AND OBJECT.

The name of this Association shall be "The Association of Engi-

neering Societies." Its primary object shall be to secure a joint publi-

cation of the papers and the transactions of the participating Societies.

ARTICLE II.

ORGANIZATION.

Section 1. The affairs of the Association shall be conducted by a

Board of Managers under such rules and by-laws as they may determine,

subject to the specific conditions of these articles. The Board shall con-

sist of one representative from each Society of one hundred members or

less, with one additional representative for each additional one hundred

members, or fraction thereof over fifty. The members of the Board shall

be appointed as each Society shall decide, and shall hold office until their

successors are chosen.

Sec. 2. The officers of the Board shall be a Chairman and Secretary,

the latter of whom may or may not be himself a member of the Board.

ARTICLE III.

duties of officers.

Section i. The Chairman, in addition to his ordinary duties, shall

countersign all bills and vouchers before payment and present an annual

report of the transactions of the Board; which report, together with a

synopsis of the other general transactions of the Board of interest to

members, shall be published in ^he Journal of the Association.

Sec. 2. The Secretary shall be the active business agent of the Board
and shall be appointed and removed at its pleasure. He shall receive a

compensation for his services to be fixed from time to time by a two-
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thirds vote. He shall receive and take care of all manuscript copy and

prepare it for the press, and attend to the forwarding of proof sheets

and the proper printing and mailing of the publications. He shall have

power, with the approval of any one member of the Board, to return

manuscript to the author for correction if in bad condition, illegible or

otherwise conspicuously deficient or unfit for publication. He shall certi-

fy to the correctness of all bills before transmitting them to the Chairman
for counter-signature. He shall receive all fees and moneys paid to the

Association and hold the same under such rules as the Board shall

prescribe.

ARTICLE IV.

PUBLICATIONS.

Section i. Each Society shall decide for itself what papers and

transactions of its own it desires to have published, and shall forward

the same to the Secretary.

Sec. 2. Each Society shall notify the Secretary of the minimum
number of copies of the joint publications which it desires to receive, and

shall furnish a mailing-list for the same from time to time. Copies

ordered by any Society may be used as it shall see fit. Payments by each

Society shall in general be in proportion to the number of copies ordered,

subject to such modification of the same as the Board of Managers may
decide, by a two-thirds vote, to be more equitable. Assessments shall be

quarterly in advance, or otherwise, as directed by the Board.

Sec. 3. The publications of the Association shall be open to public

subscription and sale, and advertisements of an appropriate character

shall be received, under regulations to be fixed by the Board.

Sec. 4. The Board shall have authority to print with the joint publi-

cations such abstracts and translations from scientific and professional

journals and society transactions as may be deemed of general interest

and value.

ARTICLE V.

CONDITIONS of participation.

Section i. Any Society of Engineers may become a member of this

Association by a majority vote of the Board of Managers, upon payment
to the Secretary of an entrance fee of fifty cents for each active member,
and certifying that these Articles of Association have been duly accepted

by it. Other technical organizations may be admitted by a two-thirds

vote of the Board, and payment and subscription as above.

Sec. 2. Any Society may withdraw from this Association at the end

of any fiscal year by giving three months' notice of such intention, and
shall then be entitled to its fair proportion of any surplus in the treasury,

or be responsible for its fair proportion of any deficit.

Sec. 3. Any Society may, at the pleasure of the Board, be excluded

from this Association for non-payment of dues after thirty days' notice

from the Secretary that such payment is due.

ARTICLE VI.

amendments.

These articles may be amended by a majority vote of the Board of

Managers, and subsequent approval by two-thirds of the participating

Societies.
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ARTICLE VII.

TIME OF GOING INTO EFFECT.

These articles shall go into effect whenever they shall have been

ratified by three Societies, and members of the Board of Managers
appointed. The Board shall then proceed to organize, and the entrance

fee of fifty cents per member shall then become payable.

These articles were adopted by the several Societies upon the fol-

lowing dates:

Engineers' Club of St. Louis, January 5, 1881.

Civil Engineers' Club of Cleveland, January 8, 1881.

Boston Society of Civil Engineers, January 19, 1881.

Western Society of Engineers, April 5, 1881.

The Board of Managers was organized at Cleveland, January 11, 1881.

The following Societies have since certified their acceptance of the

articles, and have become members of the Association of Engineering

Societies:

Engineers' Club of Minneapolis, July, 1884.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul, December, 1884.

Engineers' Club of Kansas City, January, 1887.

Montana Society of Civil Engineers, April, 1888.

Wisconsin Polytechnic Society, June, 1892.

Denver Society of Civil Engineers, January 24, 1895.

Association of Engineers of Virginia, February 1, 1895.

Technical Society of the Pacific Coast, March 1, 1895.

Detroit Engineering Society, January, 1897.

Engineers' Society of Western New York, January, 1898.

Louisiana Engineering Society, September 15, 1898.

Engineers' Club of Cincinnati, January, 1899.

The Wisconsin Polytechnic Society withdrew from the Association in

March, 1894.

The Western Society of Engineers withdrew in December, 1895.

The Engineers' Club of Kansas City disbanded at the close of 1896.

The Denver Society of Civil Engineers and the Association of Engi-

neers of Virginia disbanded in 1898.

Annual Report of the Chairman of the Board of
Managers.

December 31, 1901.

To the Members of the Board of Managers of the Association of

Engineering Societies:

Gentlemen :—I have the honor to present to the Association,

through you, the annual report of the Chairman for the year 1901.

The principal business of the Board being the publication of

the Journal, and the entire work of the same being performed by

the Secretary, I feel that the credit for the satisfactory appearance

and continued popularity of the Journal should be given to him.

His work has been done with an attention to detail which has re-
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suited in a most satisfactory Journal during the past year. The

regularity of its appearance, quality of the papers presented and the

execution of the work have maintained the Journal fully up to the

standard of former years.

As shown by the Secretary's report, the membership is now
greater than at any time in the existence of the Association. Our
financial condition is good

;
yet we are greatly lacking in the matter

of the self-sustaining power of our Journal. With the opportunities

we have, there should not be the need of our paying for the

Journal, as it could easily be paid for by advertisements. Let each

Society secure its share of advertising matter, and the expense of

the Journal would soon be reduced to a nominal amount.

Following the example of Chairman Shepardson, I have ap-

pointed an Auditing Committee to examine and report on the ac-

counts of the Association for the past two years.

I take pleasure in transmitting herewith the annual report of

the Secretary, which is in full detail and needs no comment other

than what J have above mentioned.

In conclusion, I desire to express my appreciation of the honor

conferred upon me, in selecting me a second time for Chairman of

the Board, and I trust that I may satisfactorily perform the duties of

the office.

Respectfully submitted,

James Ritchie, Chairman.

Annual Report of the Secretary of the Board of
Managers.

Philadelphia, December 31, 1901.

Mr. James Ritchie, Chairman,

413 Chamber of Commerce, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sir:—I have the honor to present the following report upon the

operations of the Secretary's office during the year 1901, and of the condition

of the Association at the present time.

These data are concisely stated in the following statistical appendixes

:

A. Statement of receipts and expenditures during 1901.

B. Estimate of assets and liabilities at the close of 1901.

C. Detailed statement of cost of Journal during 1901, by months.

D. Comparison of mailing lists of the Journal at the close of 1900 and
of 1901, respectively.

E. Statement of material in Journal during 1901, by pages.

F. Comparison of conditions, 1894 to 1901, inclusive.

Appendixes C and F show a further increase in the cost of the Journal.

The three years 1899, 1900 and 1901 comparing as follows

:
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1899 H75 958 $1858.00 $561.24 $2249. 79 #3233.44 #3-38 #2.19 $2.29

Incr. 66 172 945-77 29.58 968.65 1 1 18.09 0-47 0.63 0.2I

% 4-5 18 5i 5-3 43 35 14 29 9-2

1900 1541 1130 #2803.77 #59082 $3218.44 #4351-53 #3-85 $2.82 $2.50

Incr. 56. 57°-o8 380.57 505.11 0.67 0.22 0.33

Deer. 56

5-o

69.03

2-5% 3-6 96 12 12 17 7.8 13

1901 1597 1074 #2734.74 $1160.90 #3599-01 $4856.64 #4-52 $304 $2.83

As explained in my report for 1900, the increase of 35 per cent, in the

total cost for that year, as compared with 1899, was due partly to a sharp ad-

vance in the printers' rates and partly to the increase of 18 per cent, in the

amount of matter published.

During 1809, although the rates have remained unchanged, and the num-
ber of pages published has decreased 5 per cent., the total cost has increased

by $505.11, or 12 per cent. ; but it will be seen that this increase is more than

covered by the increase of $570.08 (96 per cent.) in the cost of illustrations.

In this respect, the year just past, with its total of $1160.90, has far exceeded

any other year since 1893, and probably any other in the history of the

Journal. Among the papers involving large expense for illustrations during

1901, are those of Mr. Johnston, Cleveland, on "American Blast Furnace," in

January; Mr. Fenkell, Detroit, "A Study in Hydraulics," in March; Mr.
Cummings, Boston, on "Subaqueous Tunnels," in June; and Messrs. Ocker-

son, St. Louis, on "The Lower Mississippi," Tuttle, Boston, on "Grade
Crossings," and Crotts, Louisiana, on "Sewerage of New Orleans," in No-
vember.

The close of 1901 shows a cash balance of $1368.48, decrease $79.76, and
net assets (including cash) of $2062.72, decrease $99.95.

The net cost of the Journal may be found as follows

:

Gross cost $4,856.64

Deduct receipts from

Subscriptions $694.51

Less discounts 27.90

$666.61
Sales of Journals $222.37

" Index 17525
$397-62

Less discounts 10.95

386.67
Sales of reprints $323.72

Less cost 204.60
119.12

Forward $1,172.40 $4,856.64
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Brought forward $1,172.40 $4,856.64

Sales of periodicals 61.05

" " electrotypes 26.45

" " postage stamps 2.00

Advertisements $331-50

Less discounts 87.40

244.10

Extra copies of mail list 3.00

Interest on deposits 36.04

1,545-04

$3,311.60

This amounts to $2.07 per member, and the excess of 7 cents per member
over the $2 assessment, on 1597 members, amounts to $111.79, which explains

the slight falling off in net assets.

During the year no new societies have joined the Association, but the

aggregate membership of our societies shows an increase of about 3.6 per

cent. The present aggregate of 1597 members is greater than at any time

during the history of the Association, exceeding, as it does, by about 8.1 per

cent, the aggregate membership at the close of 1895, before the withdrawal

of the Western Society of Engineers.

Appendix F shows a slight falling off (3 per cent.) in the volume of

papers published, notwithstanding the increase of 3.6 per cent, in the number

of names on the mailing lists of the Societies. The number (646) of pages

published in 1901 is exactly equal to the average number for each year from

1894 to 1900 inclusive, as also to the average from 1894 to 1901 inclusive.

I have frequently called the attention of the Board and that of the Secre-

taries of our Societies to the arrangement by which the Association refunds,

to any Society, 90 per cent, of the gross receipts from advertisements secured

for the Journal by such Society.

The Cleveland Club has taken notable advantage of this provision, its

commissions on advertisements having at times covered the entire amount of

its assessments due to the Association.

The St. Louis Club also has made a beginning in this direction, its rebate,

on account of advertisements, in 1901 amounting to $36*

As an instance of what may be done by a Society in this respect, I submit

the experience of the Western Society of Engineers, as exhibited in the fol-

lowing comparison

:

CONDITIONS AT THE CLOSE OF 1900.
Western Asso-
Society. ciation.

No. of pages of advertisements! 27 5

Professional cards 8$ o

Gross receipts from advertisements, 1900 $2,157.50 $370.83

Membership 503 1,541

Circulation 8oo§ 1,943

In short, the Western Society carries about five times as much advertis-

ing space as does our Association, and enjoys a gross revenue nearly six

times as great, more than covering the apparent cost of printing the Journal,

and yet our aggregate membership is three times that of the Western Society,

and the circulation of our Journal probably not less than two and a half

*As the report goes to press, February, 1902, the Secretary is in receipt of order for two
advertisements from the Engineers' Society of Western New York.

fOnly those pages are counted which are believed to yield revenue.
I At close of 1901, 20.

§ Estimated by assuming about 300 addresses for advertisers, exchanges and subscribers.
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times that of the Journal of the Western Society, so that our Journal is a

vastly better advertising medium, even apart from the fact that our member-

ship embraces that of eleven societies and is national in extent, reaching from

the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from Montana and the Lakes to the Gulf of

Mexico, whereas that of the Western Society is presumably located, for the

most part, in the single city of Chicago.

In the light of the example of the Western Society, it ought to be an easy

matter for our Societies to pay their assessments to the Society by means of

the 90 per cent, commission allowed them on advertisements, and thus render

the Journal self-supporting.

Such a state of affairs would not only be most gratifying in itself, but

would be of the greatest service as an inducement in securing the co-opera-

tion of Societies still outstanding.

The advertising pages of the Journal of the Western Society give every

indication that the Society avails itself of the services of an advertising

agent, and I submit that it would pay some, if not all, of our Societies to do

likewise.

It is certainly remarkable that, with an aggregate membership of 1597

engineers in different branches, the advertising pages of our Journal cannot

show one professional card.

Arrangements have been made for the exchange of advertisements with

a number of leading engineering publications, and under these arrangements
notices are inserted in those journals announcing the papers published

monthly in the Journal. It is probably in great part owing to this practice

that our sales of Journals have increased, during the year, from $182 to

$222, an increase of 22 per cent.

During the year The Engineering Magazine has brought out its Engineer-
ing Index for the five years, 1896- 1900, inclusive, forming, in effect, the third

volume of the Descriptive Index of Current Engineering Literature, the first

volume of which, covering the eight years from 1884 to 1891, inclusive, was
reprinted from our Journal and published by our Board of Managers in 1892.

Volume II of this series, entitled "The Engineering Index," and cover-

ing the four years from 1892 to 1895, inclusive, was reprinted from our

Journal and published by The Engineering Magazine, with the consent of our

Board of Managers, in 1896.

At the close of 1895 our Board directed the discontinuance of the publi-

cation of the Index in our monthly issues, and the preparation and publication

of the third volume have therefore been solely the work of The Engineering
Magazine; but in consideration of the Association's sponsorship of the origi-

nal enterprise, and of its having contributed the material for the second
volume of the series, the proprietor of the Magazine extended to the members
of our Societies the privilege of subscribing, in advance, to Volume III, at $5
per copy, or one-third less than the regular price of $7.50.

While Volume II (covering four years) contains about 6000 entries taken
from 62 journals, Volume III contains nearly 40,000 entries taken from
nearly 200 sources, and more than four times as many entries per year as the

earlier volumes.

Volumes I and II, covering eight years and four years, respectively, or

twelve years in all, contained 475 and 474 pages respectively, or 949 pages

(79 pages per year) in all, while Volume III (covering five years) contains

1030 much more closely printed pages, or 206 pages per year. Arrangements
have been made by which the Secretary of the Association can supply copies
of the third volume, as well as of the other two as heretofore.

Respectfully submitted,

John C. Trautwine, Jr., Secretary.

4
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APPENDIX A.

Statement of Receipts and Expenditures during iooi.

CASH, 1901.

Dr.

To Balance, January 1, 1901 $1,448.24

Assessments, at $2.00 per member:
Boston Society of Civil Engineers $1003.00

Civil Engineers' Club of Cleveland.... 446.50

Engineers' Club of St. Louis 422.50

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul 55-50

Engineers' Club of Minneapolis 38.50

Montana Society of Engineers 279.00

Detroit Engineering Society 264.50

Engineers' Society of Western New-

York 69.00

Louisiana Engineering Society 141.50

Engineers' Club of Cincinnati 159-50

Technical Society of the Pacific Coast. . 283.00

3,162.50

To Subscriptions 694.51
" Sales of Journal $225.27
" Less refunded 2.90

222.37
" Sales of Descriptive Index $185.25
" Less refunded 10.00

175-25

" Sales of Reprints 323.72

Periodicals 61.05

" " " Electros 26.45

" " " Stamps 2.00

" Advertisements 331-50
" Boston Society of Civil Engineers. Extra copies

of mail list 3.00

" Interest on Deposits 36.04

$6,486.63

Cr.

By Patterson & White Co. (Printers) $3,131.16

" Illustrations 1,064.47

" Secretary's salary 600.00

" Car fares .16

" Discounts on subscriptions 27.90
" sales 10.95

" advertisements 1.00
" "

(Civil Engineers' Club

of Cleveland) 86.40

" Messenger service 4.09

" Envelopes 7.25

" Stationery 12.00

" Telegrams 11.98

" Postage stamps 63.79

Forward $5,021.15 $6,486.63
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Brought forward $5,021.15 $6,486.63

By Express charges 1.40

Freight .25

Binding copies of Vol. I of Descriptive Index H-93

Binding Vols. XXIV, XXV and XXVI of Journal, 4.75

Engineers' Club of Minneapolis. Binding reprints, 2.00

Mimeographing 2.51

Advertising. Two lots of circular letters announc-

ing Journals, including postage, etc 58.12

Telephone service 11.04
Proportion of Secretary's traveling expenses to

Boston 5.00

5,118.15

Cash balance, December 31, 1901 $1,368..

APPENDIX B.

Estimate of Assets and Liabilities at the Clo'se of 1901.

available assets.

Cash balance, December 31, 1001 $1,368.48

Less subscriptions for 1902, paid during 1901 54-6b

$1,313.88

Amounts receivable from Societies (for assessments, etc.):

Boston Society of Civil Engineers $7-75

Engineers' Club of Minneapolis T 5-50

Montana Society of Engineers 50.25

Engineers' Society of Western New
York 13480— $208.30

Subscriptions due:

For 1901 $66.00
" 1900 51.00

1899 and earlier 276.00

393.00

For Reprints 109.35
: Advertisements 343-33
" Sales of Journal 5.00

" " Index 4.00
1,062.98

$2,376.86
LIABILITIES.

Patterson & White Co. (Printers)

:

For December Journal $184.96
" Reprints 20.55

$205.51
Civil Engineers' Club of Cleveland, commissions on

advertisements 61.20

Engineers' Club of St. Louis, commissions on adver-

tisements 36.00

Illustrations 1 1.43— 3I4-I4

Net Assets $2,062.72
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APPENDIX D.

Comparison of the mailing lists of the Journal, at the close of 1900

and 1901, respectively:

190:1. 1901. Increase. Decrease.

Boston Society of Civil Engineers 501 505 4

Civil Engineers' Club of Cleveland 208 231 23

Engineers' Club of St. Louis 204 218 14

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul 29 27 .. 2

Engineers' Club of Minneapolis 13 29 16

Montana Society of Engineers 109 114 5

Technical Society of the Pacific Coast... 136 141 5

Detroit Engineering Society 105 118 13

Engineers' Society of Western New York. .72 78 6

Louisiana Engineering Society 74 58 .. 16

Engineers' Club of Cincinnati 90 78 .. 12

In the societies composing the Association. . 1541 1597 86 30

Net increase 56

Extra copies to Societies 50 47 .. 3

Advertisers 14 14

Exchanges 116 120 4
Subscribers 216 224 8

Complimentary copies 6 1 .. 5

Totals 1943 2003 98 38

Net increase 60

Besides this, many copies have been sold and specimen pages sent

out; and authors of papers have each received five copies of the Journals
containing them. Two thousand two hundred and fifty copies of each

number have been printed.

APPENDIX E.

Statement of Material in Journal during 1901, by pages.

Papers.
Pro-
ceed-
ings.

Chair-
man's
Report,

Adver-
tise-

ments.

Indexes
to Vols.

List of
Mem-
bers.

Totals. Cuts.

Plates
and Full-
Page
Cuts.

January
February...
March
April
May
June
July
August
September.
October
November..
December...

61
82
100

3°
42

77
34
54
26
28
76
36

Tota's 646

Covers...

182

106
148
52
58
100

48
78
44

1 fig «5 1026

Total 1074
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Editors reprinting articles from this journal are requested to credit not only the
Journal, but also the Society before which such articles were read.

AsSOCIATION
OF

Engineering Societies.
Organized 1881.

Vol. XXVIII. FEBRUARY, 1902.

contrfyuKJl by any^qpiajety or for

of the SV«$ies. ^Q ,

This Association is not responsible for the subject-matter

the statements or opinions of members

TONNAGE RATING OF LOCOMOTI

By W. M. Ray, Member Civil Engineers' Club of Cleveland

[Read before the Club December 10, 1901.*]

The practice of systematic tonnage rating of locomotive engines

has been introduced extensively only since about 1895 ; but it is now
prevalent on nearly all lines of railroad. The practice provides for

the making up of trains by the actual weights of cars and lading to

correspond with the maximum hauling capacity of each class of

engines on the different divisions. It is a matter which concerns

most directly the departments of motive power and transporta-

tion ; but with the growing tendency to make the preliminary, if

not the final, ratings by theoretical deductions from maps and pro-

file, the department of engineering must be responsible for the data

upon which the rating is based. Since about 90 per cent, of the

railroad construction now under way in this country is on reduction

of grade and curvature in existing lines, to meet the demand for

increased tonnage on a basis of reduced train mileage, a practical

knowledge of the conditions governing the performance of motive

power of the line is a necessity. In 1898 it was the duty of the

writer to assist in tabulating a motive power list for the Cleveland,

Lorain and Wheeling Railway, and to make theoretical ratings for

the purpose of comparison with the ratings made from actual trials

on the road by our Superintendent. The first of these tests was

made in June, 1896, and the ratings on our new class K engines

were determined in June and December, 1900

Manuscript received January 16, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.

li
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While all the essentials underlying the theoretical rating of

locomotives were developed by A. M. Wellington in his "Economic

Theory of Railway Location," the practice seems to have been

formulated first by Mr. G. R. Henderson, author of the report

of the committee on tonnage rating for locomotives of the Ameri-

can Railway Master Mechanics Association in 1898. In this report

the following result is given of a circular of inquiry sent out

October 5, 1897: Forty-three roads in the United States, Canada

and Mexico, operating 66,000 miles, reported that they were using

the tonnage method; some had been so operated for fifteen years,

and some for only three months, with an average for all roads of

about two years. Various estimates of the increase of trains

handled under this method were given, ranging from 10 to 43 per

cent., with a probable average of 15 per cent.

Two methods of making the rating naturally suggest them-

selves, viz: (1) the practical method, by trying, on the controlling

part of each division, what can be pulled by each class of engine

;

and (2) the theoretical method, based on calculations from loco-

motive dimensions and physical characteristics of the road. Of the

forty-three lines reporting to Mr. Henderson, twenty-two de-

pended on experimental determinations, fourteen made theoretical

ratings which were checked by actual trials, and six were content

with a theoretical rating alone.

The most elaborate preparations for tests were reported by

the Southern Pacific Company, as appears from a circular issued

April, 1897,
—"To insure uniformity in conducting experiments

to determine tonnage rating."

First. The locomotives on each division were divided into

classes, and from each class were selected representatives, which

were weighed with coal and water ready for service.

Second. A sufficient number of fully loaded cars, preferably

of twenty-five or thirty tons capacity, were selected, company ship-

ments of coal, rails or gravel, being found convenient. A list was

prepared, showing the position, by number, of each car in the train

from head and rear end, and the gross weight, as well as the gross

weight of the train from both ends, including the car in question.

Third. A train, of the estimated capacity of the locomotive

to be tested, was assembled on a light or level grade, the train

being followed by a second locomotive by which the number of cars

was increased or diminished so as to keep the test locomotive

loaded to its full capacity.

Fourth. Having determined the hauling capacity of one class

of engines in every part of a division, the relative resistances of the
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test train at different points are known, and the ratio of capacity of

other classes may be determined by fewer tests. Particular atten-

tion was given to hard pulls in getting out of sidings or in pulling

out of stations. Tests were made only at points where a single

engine handles the entire train.

Fifth. Whenever practicable, tests were made : ( I ) to de-

termine the maximum load with which the locomotive could start

;

(2) to determine the load that can be taken over a grade when it

is approached at ordinary speed.

The rest of this circular is devoted to specimen reports of tests,

which need not be repeated here. On theoretical determination

Mr. Henderson quotes Mr. Tweedy, Chief Engineer of the Wiscon-

sin Central Lines, as saying, "I am convinced that if some one

would take sufficient time and pay enough attention to the matter,

it would not be very hard to get up a table that would be so accu-

rate that every part of a road could be rated theoretically in the

office from the track profile, and in such a manner that the results

would be practically satisfactory."

As a matter of local interest, I have the following informa-

tion received in answer to questions addressed to the Engineering

Departments of roads entering Cleveland, under date of October

1, 1 90 1. (See table, page 57.)

An examination of this table shows that all the roads in this

vicinity are using the tonnage rating; that this rating is generally

determined by the Transportation Department by actual tests ; and

that therefore little or no work has been done on momentum or

virtual profiles for these lines. Bulletins of rating, issued fcr the

guidance of yard and train men, were the only forms furnished.

The variety of methods for allowing for empty cars would seem to

leave something to be desired in the way of a simple excess load

formula.

In theoretical determination the factors are as follows

:

First. Power of the locomotive. T r=—^r—

Limited ( 1 ) by mean effective steam pressure

;

(2) by adhesion to rails.

Second. Resistance of the train. ( 1
) Results of experiment

and analysis best shown by Crawford's Curves. (2) As affected by

proportion of empty cars.

Third. Value of momentum.
Fourth. Allowance for climatic and specific conditions.

At high speeds the effective steam pressure in locomotive

cylinders is much below boiler pressure. For any considerable
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range of speed the mean effective pressure can be experimentally

determined only on the machines themselves, or the tractive power

at different speeds measured by dynamometer. For the present

discussion it will be assumed that this information is at hand. As
ratings are generally required for freight service only, and are

often limited by long ruling grades, this information is not always

essential.

This pressure remains approximately constant at a piston

speed below 265 ft. per second, corresponding to 10 miles per

hour for an engine of 26" stroke and 55" drivers; and, in the

Master Mechanics' reports for this year, is taken at 80 per cent,

of the boiler pressure the same as in 1898. This reduces the for-

mula for tractive power to T — -
''

Jf* for single expansion

engines, or, for 2-cylinder compounds, to T = n
'

- , where di

is diameter of the low-pressure cylinder and r is the ratio of

cylinder volumes.

The value of T thus obtained is limited in any case by the

adhesion of the drivers to rails. This is taken at 25 per cent, of

weight on drivers with sand and most favorable conditions, and at

21 per cent, without sand.

Train Resistance, as affected by speed, has been studied with

great care by many investigators, and an admirable comparison of

the results of their labors is made on the accompanying diagram of

22 Train Resistance Formulae by John G. Crawford, published in

Engineering News for October 31, 1901. An examination of these

curves reveals the greatest discrepancies at the higher speeds,

running from 25 to 75 miles per hour and applicable to passenger

service only.

Each of these formulas is limited in its application, and all of

them are carried beyond their limits on this diagram. For instance,

none of the curves shows the high starting resistance, amounting

to about 18 pounds per ton at speed zero, which will be mentioned

later in this paper.

Mr. Crawford limits the application of his own formulae to

speeds between 25 and 75 miles per hour, which was the range of

his experiments. Most of the other formulae were determined

within a much smaller range.

The tendency of the modern formulae is toward lower values,

which should be expected from improvements in rolling stock and

roadbed. The Searles and Wellington curves are much too high on

high speeds. The Wellington Eng. News and Baldwin formulae
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are practically the same up to 15 miles per hour, as appears best in

the substituted values as follows :

Speed, Resistance,
in miles per hour. in pounds per ton.

10 15 20

V2

Wellington (Drop test, cars only) R= j- 4 4.77 5.73 7.07

V
Eng. News (All Resist) R= \- 2 4.50 5.75 7.00

4

V
Baldwin (" " ) R=— + 3 4.67 5.50 6.33

These resistances are in pounds per ton corresponding to

velocities in miles per hour. For higher speeds the Engineering

News formula gives values between those of the other two formulae.

Note that the Wellington formula was derived by drop tests, and

the Baldwin Locomotive Works formula from indicator cards

taken on a Vauclain 4-cylinder compound locomotive.

As to the effect of empty cars on train resistance, there seems

to be much difference of opinion, and little uniformity of ruling as

to ratings, as shown on replies to our circular. The addition of an

arbitrary allowance seems to be as fair as Mr. Tait's elaborate

scheme of equivalent tonnage based on a ratio of %, or two tons of

contents to one ton of tare weight, though his suggestion of the

value of statistics of fuel consumption and performance based on

equivalent ton mileage have some value. The question is met most

fairly by Mr. Henderson's formula for percentage of excess, in

1 8
which E = '

where y is the resistance due to grade ; and which

is based on the results of experiments showing that an empty car

has about 1.8 pounds per ton greater resistance than a loaded car at

slow speeds. Y, the resistance due to grade (which should be com-

pensated for curvature), is 20 times the rate per cent, of grade.

The value of momentum as a factor in rating is disputed. The
difficulty of eliminating the necessity for stops on grades, and the

always present probability that they may occur and stall an engine

loaded to a momentum rating, have disposed many railway officers

to the opinion that no reliance should be placed upon it. Mr.

Vaughan advises that no allowance be made where the total rise of

the grade exceeds 100 to 120 feet. However, an understanding of

the advantage of momentum would emphasize in the mind of every

engineer the importance of avoiding curves, tanks, etc., at the

bottom of dips.

In general, it is well to remark, that the maximum rating for a

locomotive over a certain division is not always, nor even often, its

economic rating; and that expensive and dangerous risks are taken
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60 70 80 90 100

Miles >er Hour.

FIG. 1. "COMPARATIVE DIAGRAM OF TRAIN RESISTANCE CURVES
REPRESENTING VARIOUS .FORMULAS.

Of the above curves the following are mentioned by Mr. John B. Blood in the Street Railway

Journal, of May, 1899; Searles' formula of 4.82 + .005 V 2 + .6 is the formula given in

T
this article reduced by Mr. Blood to include only resistance of cars. The Eastern Railway
formula is for speeds ranging from 43 to 50 miles per hour. Welkner's curve was derived at

low speeds. Rankine's formula, R = 2.6 + .27 V, and Blood's are given in the above-
mentioned article.

Upper Barbier curve is drawn as published in the Railroad Gazette. The lower curve
was reduced from the original formula by Ristine and Crawford.

The curve marked Bousquet was drawn from a table of resistance published a few years ago.
The curve marked Barnes, R = 4 + .16 V, is one attributed to him and is not drawn from

the accompanying table.

Cut loaned by Engineering News.
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as the result of stalling on grades, or backing up to take a run at

them. However, the experimental ratings on the Cleveland, Lorain

and Western Railway are so uniformly in excess of the theoretic

ratings, in which no momentum allowance was made, as to make it

appear that practically velocity is depended upon to a considerable

extent.

The ordinary method of allowing for momentum is to deduct

the velocity head from the total ascent, illustrated by Mr. Vaughn
as follows : Suppose 5000 feet of 1 per cent, grade could be ap-

proached at a speed of 30 miles per hour or with velocity head of

(h = 0.0355V 2

) 32 feet. The total rise of the grade would be 50

feet, of which 32 feet would be overcome by the velocity head,

leaving 12 feet through which the train must be raised by the

engine. A rise of 12 feet in 50 stations would represent a 0.24 per

cent, grade, and this grade resistance, added to the train resistance,

would represent the work to be performed by the locomotive. The
objection to this solution is that no allowance is made for the

reduced tractive power and increased train resistance at the initial

speed. Mr. Henderson meets this difficulty in his 1898 report by

the use of the formula

s = 70 V2

yg + ysm— tm.

Where S is the space traversed, V the speed in miles per hour, yg
the resistance due to grade, ysm the mean resistance due to speed,

and tm=
average tractive force

weight of train.

Solved for the train load, this formula becomes

average tractive force (in pounds)
Weight of train in tons = 70V5

yg + ysm — ?-=—
As the engineer is generally concerned with "S," or the possible

length of the velocity grade, I would prefer the graphic solution

proposed by Mr. E. H. McHenry, of the Northern Pacific Railway,

in his little book of Engineering Rules and Instructions. I take the

liberty of reproducing here a page from his book which is self-ex-

planatory.

Enough has been said to illustrate the principles governing the

determination of locomotive ratings. It remains to consider (ist),

the form in which the work is got up; and (2d), the shape in

which it is presented for the government of yard masters and train-

men.
In their 1901 Report the Master Mechanics seem to have com-

mitted themselves to the platting of curves. It is stated that,
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whereas in one instance it took 6 men 10 days to rate 13 classes of

engines over 1500 miles of road without considering momentum
grades, by the method suggested an ordinary division of say 500

miles can be rated in from 3 to 5 hours—after the diagrams are

prepared, I suppose. This series of curves is as follows

:

1. Dynamometer chart.

2. Relative and average tractive force.

3. Train resistance.

4. Energy of retardations to 5 miles per hour.

5. 6, 7. Dead and passing loads for class R engine at speeds

of approach of 15, 25 and 35 miles per hour, respectively.

8. Relative engine loading—giving tons back of tender at

different tractive powers.

9. Chicago and Northwestern Railway. Diagram of loco-

motive lading, ordinates, tonnage. Ratings published for Class R
engines only, and reduced by this diagram.

10. Speed load diagram.

While these diagrams would facilitate office work greatly, it

seems that rating bulletins to employes should be in figures, and,

if separate ratings for each class are not published, then the scheme

suggested by Thos. Tait, Mgr. Central Pacific Railway, before the

New York Railroad Club, in January of this year, seems prefer-

able. He would classify engines according to their haulage ca-

pacity by percentages, the standard class being taken as the 100 per

cent, locomotive, and other 75, 80 or 120 per cent., as the case might

be. Then, with the class letters of all locomotives lettered plainly

on them, say on the cylinder head or cab, it would be possible for

any official to know at once, from a glance at the train book,

whether that engine was loaded to its capacity or not. As a

method of supervising full loading of engines in the direction of

the balance of tonnage, Mr. Tait would debit each Division Super-

intendent each day with the potential tonnage of his motive power
over the ruling grade, and credit him with the tonnage actually

moved. If an engine doubles, or is assisted over the heaviest

grade, the next heaviest made with single engine is basis of the

debit. Fast and local freights are usually charged with 90 per

cent, of ordinary rating.

I have not discussed at length the elaborate report on locomo-

tive tonnage rating on the Pacific System, Southern Pacific Com-
pany, published in November, 1900, by the Amer. Ry. Eng. & M. of

W. Association, in which the officials of that line seem to have

gone to the theoretical extreme, as distinguished from the expen-

sive tests outlined at the beginning of the paper. Their method
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includes some assumptions which have been strongly condemned;

for instance, that heavily loaded trains on steep grades should

attain a speed of 10 miles per hour in 2000 feet. Their rating table

for standard locomotives, tabulating separately the different fac-

tors of train resistance, and rating for all possible grades ascend-

ing and descending is unsurpassed in detail, and their coefficients

for transforming rating of the standard class, based on ratio of

piston stroke to diameter of driver, and calculated for simple and

compound locomotives, is unique.

Finally, it should be remembered that all roads must vary train

loads to suit unusual conditions of weather and track. The

authority to make this variation generally rests with the Chief Dis-

patcher. Our road has a scale of 7 lettered ratings, made by arbi-

trary deductions from the standard. Of these, the maximum or M
rating is in force about 65 per cent, of the time, the N rating, 40

tons less, 15 per cent.; the o rating, 80 tons less than M, 10 per

cent. ; and the P, Q and R ratings, together, 10 per cent, of the

time. Conductors show rate handled, and between what stations,

on their wheel reports.

The bearing of the principles of locomotive rating upon the

projection of railroad improvements is well discussed in a paper

entitled the Economics of Railway Improvements, by W. W.
Colpitts, read before the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers,

October 24, 1901. The author calls attention to the advantage of

grade reduction, as compared with double tracking, or reduction

of distance or curvature. The reduction of a ruling gradient from

1 per cent, to 0.4 per cent, practically doubles the haulage capacity

of locomotives, reducing the number of freight trains 50 per cent.,

and the expense of operating 25 per cent. As an element in the

design of momentum grades, an analysis is made of train resistance

at the point of starting, and the proper compensation for stations

on ruling grades, the results of which are given in the following

table

:

Ruling Grade of Line
Allowable Grade at Stop..

0.50
0.02

O.75

0.31

I.OO
0.60

I 25

O.88
1.50
i*5

Min. Allowable Speed.
Dist.

ft.

Time
sec.

Dist.
ft.

Time
sec.

Dist.
ft.

Time
sec.

Dist.
ft.

Time
sec.

Dist.
ft.

Time
sec.

7 Miles per Hour
10 Miles per Hour

353
763

67
IOO

375
834

71
108

392 75
909 116

407
991

77
124

417
I064

79
130

From this it would appear that, with a ruling grade of 0.5 per

cent., and a minimum allowable speed of 10 miles per hour, a train

of 65 cars would require a practically level station grade of the
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train length -)- 763 feet or 3423 feet. Where the train is required

to stop after leaving a siding, to permit of closing the switch, this

distance would have to be doubled.

In discussing the advantage of reduction of rise and fall, on a

basis of 85 cents per train mile, the following results are obtained:

A ruling grade of 0.5 per cent, or less is assumed not to exceed

the angle of repose, and the rise and fall is not considered to effect

appreciably the ordinary cost of operation and is estimated at 24

cents per foot per daily train per year. On grades of 0.5 per cent,

to 0.8 per cent, the estimate is at 71 cents if on minor grade, or

$1.42 if on ruling grade. On grades greater than 0.8 per cent.,

too long for momemtum grades, $2.27 to $2.98 is estimated.

In conclusion, Mr. Colpitts proposes, for the computations of

the economic improvements, a form which is very suggestive. The
items are carried out in dollars and cents for the present and pro-

posed line, with the difference in parallel columns ; those for

grades, rating and time being estimated separately for trains in

both directions. The list is as follows

:

Effect of Distance on Operating Expenses
" " " " Passenger Receipts
" " " " Freight "
" " Actual Grade
" " Virtual "
" on Rating of Class Locomotives Tons
" of Rise and Fall, on Maximum Grade, Feet
" " " " Medium " "
" " " " Minimum " "
" " Curvature Degrees

Time Saved by Passenger Trains Minutes
" " " Freight " "

Improvement in Alignment

Total Yearly Saving in Favor of Improvement

V "I
1-—

1

a.

V .

V) V
2 c

V
u
c
<D

V

a
>>
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DESCRIPTION AND THEORY OF CORADI'S ROLLING
BALL PLANIMETER.

J. W. Beardsley, Member Detroit Engineering Society.

[Read before the Society, December 20, 1901.*]

In all problems, derived results cannot be of a degree of accu-

racy higher than the data upon which they are based. Such accu-

racy may be attained in general, by the use of diagrams furnishing

graphical solutions, by the use of the slide rule and its modifica-

tions, and by the use of calculating machines, planimeters, inte-

grators, etc. If this paper shall extend the use of one of these time

and labor saving instruments, its purpose will be fulfilled.

Mr. Chas. E. Emery, in a paper on "The Polar Planimeter,"

Trans. Am. Soc. M. E., 1885, states,
—"The term planimeter was

first applied to an instrument invented by a Mr. Oppenkoffer in

1827. The instrument was improved by a Swiss engineer, M.
Welty, in 1849, an^ *n x 854 the now well-known polar planimeter

was invented by Prof. J. Amsler, of Schaffhausen, Switzerland."

By another authority the invention of the polar planimeter is

credited to John Lang, of Kirkcaldy, December 24, 1851, and in

the earlier history the name platometer is also used.

The polar planimeter may be described as an instrument con-

sisting of two arms, one of which rotates about a fixed point, the

pole, and is hinged at its free end to the second arm which carries

at one end the tracer point and at the other the recording

mechanism.

Considerable literature exists describing many types and im-

provements of planimeters. With few exceptions, their types,

whether for general or special use, are modifications of Amslers
polar planimeter, and consist of detailed refinements, leading up to

the so-called precision, suspended and suspended ball planimeters,

and to the latest type, Coradi's rolling ball planimeter.

A few of the more complete articles in current publications on

the polar planimeter follow :

—

"On the Mechanical Calculation of Earthworks," etc., by
Clemens Herschel, Journal of Franklin Institute, April, 1874.

"The Polar Planimeter," by Chas. E. Emery, Trans. Am. Soc.

M. E., 1885, also "A Novel Application of the Polar Planimeter,"

by the same author in the Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 18, 1888.

"The Rolling Planimeter," by F. H. Reitz, Scientific Am. Sup.,

April 25, 1885.

^Manuscript received January 27, 1002.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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"Directions as to the use and a thorough Testing of Coradi's

Planimeter," translated by J. S. Elliott, Van Nostrand's Engineer-

ing Magazine, June, 1885.

"The Polar Planimeter; its use in Practice," by Wm. Cox,

Engineering News, March 21, 1891.

Keuffel & Esser Co. publish a manual, "The Polar Plani-

meter," by the same author.

"Some Observations on the use of Polar Planimeter," by Wal-

ter W. Patch, Engineering News, April 13, 1899.

Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army, 1893,

p. 199 1, contains a description of the Coradi Rolling Planimeter, by

H. M. Marshall, Asst. Engineer.

"Theory of the Polar Planimeter," by Fred Brooks, Journal

of the Asso. Soc. of Engineers, Vol. Ill, p. 174.

The planimeter furnishes a correct method of rapidly deter-

mining plane irregular areas, such as areas of plotted sections

Fig. 1.

and profiles, acreage of land, indicator, diagrams, etc. It will

mechanically add consecutive areas and express results in any de-

sired denomination. Its results can be corrected for a known ex-

pansion or contraction of paper, but, unfortunately, not for errors in

original notes and in platting.

The various forms of the polar planimeter are limited to small

areas, and, although theoretically correct, the probable error of

results derived with them is comparatively large. The rolling

planimeter controls an area of width equal to the length of the

tracer arm, and of indefinite length. Its uniform results entitle it

to be classed as an instrument of precision.

Briefly, the instrument consists of a roller, supporting a frame

which carries the recording apparatus, and from which is suspended
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the tracing arm. The instrument rests on three points, viz, the

two roller wheels and the tracer point.

The roller consists of an axle, at the ends of which two broad

wheels, W and W1( are rigidly attached. These wheels have equal

diameters and milled faces, and one of them, W, which may be

termed the drive wheel, has a finely toothed depression.

At the extremities of the roller axis the frame, F, is sup-

ported by pivot bearings. It carries two small frames. The spher-

ical segment is attached to one, F1} of these frames, and the tracer

arm is carried by the other, F2 , to which is also pivoted the frame,

F3 , carrying the cylinder and recording apparatus. The forward

foot of this frame is pivoted on a stirrup attached to F,, by means

of which parallelism between the cylinder and tracer arm may be

obtained. A shaft, parallel to the roller axis, carries at one end a

toothed wheel, T, which engages with the similarly toothed depres-

sion on the drive wheel, and at the other end the spherical segment,

S. The recording apparatus consists of a cylinder, C, having its

axis parallel to the tracer arm and in the horizontal plane of the

axis of the spherical segment ; one end is enlarged and graduated

to read by means of the vernier, V, to 0.001 of a revolution, and a

screw gear at the other end turns a graduated disk, D, which

records up to 50 complete revolutions of the cylinder. The vernier,

V, must not touch and impede the motion of the cylinder, which is

driven by friction contact with the spherical segment against which

it is lightly held by a spring. The surfaces of the spherical seg-

ment and of the cylinder are highly polished. They are composed

of a hard alloy. It is essential that these curved surfaces shall be

true, that their axis shall be in the same plane, that the axis of the

cylinder be parallel to the tracer arm, and that the roller wheels

shall be true and of the same diameter.

The tracer arm, L, is graduated from 100 to 1100, the unit

being 0.5 millimeter; these divisions are read to 0.1 by means of a

vernier. A tangent screw, A, permits an accurate setting, and a

binding screw, easily accessible when the tracer arm is swung to

the right, holds it rigidly in the main frame. Its maximum length

is about 0.5 meter, and it has a motion of about 30 each side of its

zero or base line.

It is evident that the construction of the instrument is such

that when the tracer arm coincides with the base line, no motion is

imparted to the cylinder by the rotation of the spherical segment

;

also that, when the tracer arm is swung sidewise, without moving
the roller, the cylinder is not rotated.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE INSTRUMENT.

Upon removing the instrument from its case, it should be

noted, in order

:

First. That the brake screw, B, clamping one of the drive

wheels is loosened and that the roller moves freely.

Second. That the tracer arm is set at the desired reading and

secured by the rear clamping screw. In case the lengthened arm

is to be used, the connection should be made without removing the

short arm from its socket.

Third. That the wheel, T, on the shaft of the spherical seg-

ment is carefully lowered by means of the cam screw, M, so that it

properly engages with the roller drive wheel.

Fourth. That the frame, F3 , carrying the cylinder, is slowly

released by means of the screw, E, so that the cylinder and the

spherical segment have a free contact in all positions of the tracer

arm.

Fifth. That especially the faces of the roller wheels and the

surfaces over which they are to pass, the toothed wheels, and the

polished surfaces of the spherical segment and cylinder are free

from dirt and dust.

The instrument is then ready for use.

A simple rule for determining the setting of the tracer arm,

the instrument being in adjustment, is, to set the arm at the known
area of a plat carefully drawn to the required scale, trace clock-

wise this known area, note the difference between initial and final

readings, reset the tracer arm at this reading or difference in read-

ings and retrace the area. The reading should then give the known
area in terms of the units desired. This rule depends upon

equation, 4, which follows, and assumes that the tracer point coin-

cides with the zero of the tracer arm graduation.

A card showing tracer arm settings for certain scales accom-

panies the instrument and gives the tollowing general rules :

—

"Trace steadily and uniformly. The surface of the spherical

disk and cylinder must be kept clean and free from dust. Great

care should be taken to prevent the cylinder from striking the

spherical disk, and when not in use the chamois cushion should be

placed between the segment and the cylinder. Long, narrow dia-

grams should be placed somewhat obliquely to the axis of the

instrument.

The following additional rules may be useful :

—

First. Use a smooth level table, and secure the paper con-

taining the diagram to be traced against slipping or creeping.

Second. So adjust the tracer point by means of its bearing
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post that it will not touch or cut slightly elevated portions of the

drawing.

Third. Note that the spherical segment is firm on its axis,

and that the cylinder does not touch its vernier.

Fourth. Place the instrument so that its base line passes

somewhat centrally through the diagram to be traced.

Fifth. Take a point near base line for the initial or starting

point.

Sixth. Trace all areas freehand.

Theoretically, the operations of the instrument are very

simple.

Fig. 2 shows in plan the essential parts of the instrument

;

W and Wj, are the roller wheels ; T, the small toothed wheel,

engaging with the drive wheel W, and turning the spherical seg-

ment S ; the graduations on the cylinder C are shown at its upper

end, and the recording disk D at its lower end. The arrows in-

dicate the relative motion of the upper portions of the moving parts.

Let the radii of W, T, S and C be w, t, s and c, respectively

;

X-X the base line with which the tracer arm L makes the angle <P,

and a-c, the elementary rectangle, the area of which is to be de-

termined in terms of an instrumental constant, length of tracer

arm, and revolution of the recording cylinder or readings.

It will be observed that for a forward motion of the tracer

point P, over the line cc 1( which = x, a point on the circumference

of W and of T passes through the same distance (radius of the

toothed depression assumed the same as W for convenience) ; that

the revolutions of T and S are equal, that a normal at the point of

contact between the spherical segment and the cylinder makes an

angle with axis of the segment, also that no readings are given

by tracing the line aa x ; that readings resulting from tracing line

ac, equals a ai, equals y, annul each other, being zero if traced on

the arcs anc and c an respectively, bounding a figure of equal area,

and that the area of the given rectangle having one side on the base

line may be represented by readings obtained from tracing the line

c Ci equals x, hence :

—

Number of revolutions of T and S = —
2 7T t

Radius of point of contact between S and C = s sin

Distance traveled by point of contact = —-— x, and

;

Number of revolutions of C, or Reading, = R, = x°' 2 7T tC
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Therefore :

—

ssin<t>

y = L sin (2)

and the required area of the rectangle is :

—

xy^^LR, = fLR (3)

Or, the required area is represented by the product of an in-

strumental constant, f, into the length of the tracer arm, into the

readings obtained.

Similarly the areas of rectangles b-c^ or d-c x , are deter-

mined, the areas a-b x and d-a x being mechanically subtracted from

or added to the area a-c, respectively. Any area may be considered

as the summation of a series of rectangles whose widths are very

small and parallel to the base line X-X, and whose lengths are

limited by the perimeter of the area given.

Equations (1) and (3) show that the readings are propor-

tional directly to sin and inversely to the length of tracer arm, or

:

U = RxL (4)

A steel testing scale accompanies the instrument. It is about

4 inches long, and is graduated by small depressions or prick points

into inches and centimeters, and has a needle point at its zero. To
test the instrument, set the tracer arm at any convenient length,

raise or remove the bearing post at the end of the tracer arm, let-

ting the tracer point rest in the desired graduation of the scale, and

making the initial position of the free end of the scale near the

base line, carefully rotate the scale about its zero point without side

pressure through one or more complete revolutions. Reverse the

motion, and note the difference between initial and final readings,

which should agree if the instrument is in adjustment. This test

should be made centrally and near the limit of the field, on each side

of the base line. In general, all bearings are of the socket and pivot

type, and are provided with steel screw and brass binding screw for

adjusting the longitudinal movement of the various shafts.

From the theory and construction of the instrument it is

evident that the axis of the cylinder must lie in the intersection of

the horizontal and vertical planes through the spherical segment
and the tracer arm respectively, and that :

—

First. If readings obtained from tracing the same area are

larger on the right side of the field than on the left, the necessary-

adjustment is made by moving the forward end of the cylinder to

the left by means of the pivoted stirrup, and conversely. This
adjustment is the only one that can be made by the operator, as the

instrument is now constructed.
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Second. If a minus reading is obtained by swinging the tracer

arm to the right, roller wheels fixed, it indicates that the forward

end of the cylinder is low.

Third. If a minus reading is obtained by tracing the base

line, it indicates that the axis of the cylinder is below the intersec-

tions of the horizontal and vertical planes referred to above.

Unless the zero of the tracer arm graduations is coincident

with the tracer point, the graduations, G, do not indicate the length

of tracer arm, L, but are subject to a correction, e, or:

—

L = G + e (5)

Theoretically, the value of e should be constant. Practically

it varies slightly for different lengths of arm, and includes errors

of graduation, etc.

Tracer arm settings, for determining areas drawn to any scale

in terms of any desired unit, may be readily computed by equations

(3), (4) and (5). Computed settings should be tested, and, if

necessary, corrected by equation (4).

The following tabulation shows results derived from a series-

of tests with instrument No. 1428. Tables marked C give the

mean of a series of continuous revolutions. Tables I to V, inclu-

sive, involved the use of the test scale, while tables VI to VIII,

inclusive, were free hand tracings. The area traced in Table I was

located centrally with respect to the base line, in Table II at the

extreme right, and in Table III at the extreme left of the field.

Table' VIII shows the final, corrected tracer arm setting to be

used in tracing areas platted to the scale 1 inch = 100 ft., and to

give reading in terms of 0.005 acres.

Settingof
Arm.

Mean of Readings. Probabl e Error. Relative Error. Area
Trarer,
Sq. In.

Table.

Plus. Minus. Plus. Minus. Plus. Minus.

IA
1C
IIA
IIC
III A
(IIC

I OOO.O
IOOO.

O

IOOO.O
IOOO.O

1000.0
1000.0

927.61

927.46

92834
928.29
927.40
927.27

928.40
928.36
928.90
928.51

928.33
928.OO

O.I20

O.029

0.02I

O.057

O.033

O.04I

i

773

1

3 2010

TTTffO

T6?"8~tf

1

2 8 1 TO

1

22~6¥0

28.274
28.274
28.274

28.274
28.274
28.274

IV A
C

VA
C

500.0
500.0

649.1

649.1

1861.24

1861.37

1432.24

1432.24

1861.14
l86l.2I

1432-59
J432-53

O.044

0.046
O.046

O.020

O.048
O.048

1

1 2 3 U

1
3 1 1?0

1

?3 OtTO"

2?8?S~

28.274
28.274
28.274
28. 274

VI
VII
VIII

1000.0

715-6

717.2

I 43 I -37

2004.19
2000.12

1431.16

2004.94.

2000.26

O.20

O.38

O.26

0. 19
0.45

0-39

1

71 60
1

7270"

7D3TS"
1

?¥"eo
1

"5"! 3

43-56
43-56 '

43-56
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In testing instrument No. 1182, readings obtained on the

right and on the left side of the field were practically equal and

indicated that the instrument was in good adjustment. Accident-

ally, it was observed that readings obtained at the center of the

field were very large. A more detailed test was made, using a

tracer arm setting of 520.0, and the i-inch point on the test scale,

the zero of the scale being set successively, 1, 2, 3 and 4 inches from

the base, and on both the right and the left sides. Five continuous

plus revolutions of the test scale were made and the reading noted,

and similar minus readings were taken.

The results indicate a possible flattening of the spherical seg-

ment near its pole, or a decrease in the diameter of the cylinder

near its middle. The required adjustment was regarded as one

proper to be made by the instrument maker. Table I is a detailed

tabulation of these data, and Table la is a summary of them.

TABLE I.

Readings. Differences.

Test Scale, Mean. Difference.
Zero Point.

Plus. Minus. Plus. Minus. + ~—

4" R. 97'-9 973-9 — 0.4 — 0.3

— 2.0 972.9
— °-35

3" R. 971-5 973-6 — 4.4 — 2.3

— 2.1 972-55 — 3-35
2" R. 967.1 971-3 — 1.6 — 0.5

— 4.2 969.2
— 1.05

1" R. 965-5 970.8

+ 245 + 26.7

— 5-3 968.15

+ 25.60
Base Line 990.0 997-5 — 28.0 — 28.1

— 7-5 993-75 — 28.05
1" L. 962.0 969.4

+ 5-3 + 4-0

— 7-4 965-7

+ 465
2" L. 967-3 973-4

+ 4-9 + 2.6

— 6.1 97°-35

+ 3-75
3"L. 972.2 976.0

+ 0.5 -0.8
-3-8 974-1 — 0.15

4"L. 972.7 975-2 — 2.5 973-95

TABLE I A.

Test Scale, Zero Point.

4" R. and L.

3" R. and L.

2" R. and L.

I" R and L.

Base Line

Mean Readings.

973-42

973-32

969.77

966.92

993-75

Difference.

— o. 10

— 3-55

— 2.85

+ 26.83
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A determination of the accuracy of the instrument was made

as follows : The tracer arm was set at 520.0, five continuous plus

revolutions of the test scale were made, and the reading of each

revolution was noted, for the areas indicated in the following tabu-

lation, Table II. Two areas were traced free hand. The results

illustrate the general principles that the absolute error is approxi-

mately constant, the relative error is proportional to the area traced,

and freehand tracing is subject to an error two or three times

greater than the error obtained by using the test scale.

TABLE II.

Traced by Means of Test Scale.

Area, Square Inch.

3.1416. I2.5664. 28 274O. 50.2655.

Reading. v. V*. Reading. v.

O.26

.06

•34
.06

.04

V 2
. Reading. V. V2. Reading. V. V'2.

198.

1

198.2

198.

1

198.2

198 I

0.04
.06

.04

.06

.04

0.0016

.0036

.0016

.0036

.0016

781.3

781.5

781.9

781.5

781.6

0.0676
.0036

.1156

.0036

.0016

I755.l'

!755-3

1755-3

1755-3
1755-2

0. 14
.06

.06

.06

.04

O.OI96
.OO36
.OO36

.OO36

.OOl6

3II7.6
3"7-i
3"7-4
3"7-5
3H7- 1

0.26

24
.06

.16

.24

O.0676
.O576

.OO36

.0256

.O576

Mean read' g 198.14
(Zva

)>* 0.110

r .. o.oa

781.56
0.438
0.15

0.07
O.OOII
/II,200

[ 755- 24
0.179
0.06

0.03
0. 0005
/58,5°o

.JH7-34
O.46O
O.I5

O.O7

O.OOII

/44,5°o

"

0.02
0.0002

Relat'e error i/qqoo I 1 1
\->->

Traced Freehand.

Area, Square Inch.

12.5664. 78.5398.

Reading. Reading. v-'.

777-9
777-5
778.4

777-7
778.7

o. 14

0.54
0.36
o-34
0.66

0.0196
.2916
.1296
.1156

•4356

Mean reading... 778.04
(2v2)^ 0.996
r 0.34
rc OI 5
Error, square inch 0.0024
Relative error 1/5,200

4861.7
4862.5
4863.I

4862.0
4861.6

0.48

•32

.92

.18

.58

4862 18

0.2304
.1024

.8464

.0324

•3364

I.244

0.42

0.19
0.0031

1/25,600
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Table III shows data taken from the card accompanying instru-

ment No. 1 182. The value of e is computed in terms of tracer arm
graduations, and is assumed to be identical for adjacent settings.

Limited data for determining e were obtained by means of the test

scale, using the i-inch point, the zero 1 inch to the right of the base

for an arm setting of 260, 520, 780 and 1040, also the 2-inch point,

having the zero of the scale 2 inches to the right of the base line for

520, and similarly the 3-inch and 4-inch points, 3 inches and 4
inches to the right, for 780 and 1040, respectively. The readings

and reductions are shown in Table III, and the derived values show

the importance of testing computed tracer arm settings.

The operation of the instrument would be simplified if the

tracer arm were carefully graduated to correspond to the actual

length of arm.

TABLE III.

Scale. Arm Setting. L. e-I

I//= IOO/ 964.6 6G + e — 5-o

+ I.O

+ i-5

I //= IOO'
1"= 50'

803.0
642.6

5 G + e

4G + e
1"= 40' 402.2 2^G + e

+ 1-2

l"= IOOr 322.0 2G + e + i-5

+ 1.4
l"= 4o

/ 201.8 iXG + e

l"= IOO/ 161.

7

G + e

Arm
Area Traced, Square Inches.

Value from
Setting.

3-1416. 12.5664. 28.2740. 5°- 2655-

Prop'l Area.

260
520
780
1040

1940.0

969.2
646.0
481.8

3854-8
5804.5

7726.4

I94O.OO

966.50
646.18

483-7 2

2G + e= (G + e)

3 G + e = (2G + e)

1940

966.5

966. 5

646. 18

Equations :

(G -f e) 2.007 ; e =

(2G + e) 1.496 ; e =

—1.82

1.007

2.08

0.496

-2.08
4G + e = (3G + e)k|!=(3G + e) ,.336; e =.

q

— 1.8

4.2

-6.2
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TIDAL SCOUR IN HARBORS, OR THE FUNCTION OF
TIDAL BASINS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE

TO THE HARBOR OF BOSTON.

By Joseph P. Frizell, Member Boston Society of Civil Engineers.

[Read before the Society, February 5, 1902.*]

The position of Boston as a great commercial city depends

solely upon its harbor. The original establishment of a great city

here was due to the circumstance that this situation affords singular

facilities for transferring goods and passengers from the vehicles

suited to traverse the land to the vehicles suited to traverse the sea,

and vice versa. This made Boston a center for the exchange of

products between the adjacent country and remoter countries, and

although the interests of the city have in the process of time be-

come greatly diversified and combined with others not distinctly

commercial, and although the entire obliteration of the harbor

would still leave the city in possession of immense manufacturing

and monetary interests and great interests in domestic trade, such

an event would destroy its distinctive character as a commercial

city. From an early period of the city's history the preservation

of the harbor has been an object of profound solicitude to those

interested in the city's welfare.

It is no part of the purpose of this paper to enter into a history

of Boston Harbor ; still less to undertake a detailed exposition of the

principles of harbor construction and maintenance. I propose only

to direct your attention to a single phase of the latter topic which

has been the subject of an immense amount of discussion, and

which, in my poor opinion, has never, so far as I am aware, been

presented in its true scientific aspect.

The several engineering commissions, both civil and military,

which have examined and reported upon the harbor of Boston

have, with perfect truth and propriety, laid great stress upon the

efficiency of tidal scour in maintaining the channels of the harbor,

and have insisted as a cardinal principle of harbor conservation

upon the preservation in unimpaired volume of the estuaries and

basins which contribute to the tidal currents through the channels

of the harbor. These statements have been reiterated till the

belief has become firmly fixed in the public mind that the tidal

basins are absolutely essential to the preservation of the harbor,

and that any impairment of capacity in the former must be directly

followed by a corresponding injury to the latter.

The general proposition that tidal basins create currents

through the channels of the harbor and so contribute to the main-

*Manuscript received February 10, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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tenance of depth in the latter, and that a diminution in the volume

of the former would in time be followed by an abatement of depth

in the latter, if other means were not resorted to for maintaining

the depth, is one that I have no disposition to controvert. What
I undertake to say is that this proposition has limitations which it

is necessary to bear in mind if we would attain to a correct com-

prehension of the matter. Although it is very easy to maintain the

general statement that tidal basins tend to the maintenance of tidal

channels, the engineering mind naturally reverts to the question

:

What is the precise amount and value of this tendency? Might

not other means of maintaining the depth be advantageously em-

ployed? Is it worth while to hold, for this purpose, many thousand

acres of land susceptible of valuable uses? Is the function per-

formed by this area as a tidal basin valuable enough to warrant

its permanent appropriation to that use ?

Of late years much disposition has been manifested to press

the latter question in connection with projected works of improve-

ment. Yet to my mind the arguments on which the negative is

maintained appear no more rational than those used in the affir-

mative. It is said, for instance, that, by reason of the numerous

dams on the streams dicharging into the harbor, there is no longer

any sediment brought in, at least none of a character to affect the

harbor injuriously. It is quite true that the contributions of these

streams, deleterious to the harbor, have been checked, and for

many years almost wholly suspended, through the agency of these

dams. It is for this reason that tampering with the tidal basins has

not been followed immediately by any injurious effects. Let us

examine this point more attentively.

The matters brought down by a river are of two kinds : First.

Fine sediment held in suspension by the water. This is brought

down in times of high water, when the current is but slightly

checked by the dams, and the latter have but a slight influence upon

the quantity of sediment. Second. Heavier and coarser materials

rolled or pushed along the bottom. The former is so light that a cur-

rent considerably diminished by curtailment of the tidal basins would

still have power to prevent its accumulation in the channels. It

settles in the shallower parts, where the velocity is checked by the

diminished depth. Materials of the latter class are arrested by the

dams. The heavier matters come to rest near the head of the pond,

where they form a shoal which gradually extends upstream. The
lighter matters accumulate in the mill pond. None of this matter

is annihilated or withdrawn from the stream. It simply rests and

accumulates and awaits developments. When the dam is carried
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away, as almost inevitably happens in the course of a generation,

not only the sedimentary accumulations of years, but much matter

derived from the dam itself goes down the stream. The same re-

sult occurs when the dam is removed for rebuilding and high

water intervenes. Even should the dam prove to be absolutely

permanent, the pond will be filled till the drift in high water passes

freely over the dam to the next pond below.

It will be seen, therefore, that these dams are no permanent

security against the invasion of the harbor by drift. They may delay

for many years the progress of the drift, and they are liable to

precipitate it into the harbor in great masses, instead of the regular

contributions of free and open streams ; but all the drift carried by

the stream, except possibly in the case of a perfectly permanent

dam, sooner or later reaches the harbor, and in the more common
case the mass of drift is considerably augmented by the dams

themselves.

It may be worth while here to advert to a possible event which

might have the gravest consequences for Boston harbor. Its prob-

ability is certainly remote, but we must remember that the dangers

which threaten works of engineering are most commonly those

which appear remote ; obvious and manifest dangers are usually

foreseen and guarded against. The headwaters of Charles River

afford sites for extensive storage reservoirs. The construction

of such a reservoir in the interest of water power or water supply

is a thing to be expected. The failure of such a reservoir is an

event entirely within the range of possibility. The failure of such

a reservoir, holding a billion or more of cubic feet, might, among
other deplorable consequences, bring hundreds of thousands of

cubic yards of debris into the harbor.

The direct action of waves on the shores and islands of the

outer harbor creates great volumes of drift, which is strewed over

the bottom by the tidal currents. Efforts have been in progress

for many years to arrest this agency by artificial defenses on the

headlands most exposed to the action of waves. But affluent

streams and waves are not the only means by which drift is brought

into harbors. Shoaling is often caused by sand brought by littoral

currents, thrown upon the shore by the action of waves and borne

inland by winds.

This action has been very conspicuous on the western shore

of Lake Erie. The improvement of the port of Grand Haven, at

the mouth of Grand River, has been greatly complicated by this

phenomenon. This improvement was undertaken by the method
usually adopted in such cases, viz, the construction of converging
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jetties at the mouth of the stream, the jetties, in this case, extending

to the 20-foot contour of the lake. The river, near its mouth,

pursues its course for some distance nearly parallel to the lake

shore, and here immense volumes of sand are blown in. With a

drainage area of 5300 square miles, the river has a volume capable

of maintaining a depth of 20 feet ; but, owing to the influx of sand,

the greatest depth attained, after an expenditure of $750,000, is 17

feet.

The entrance to Coos Bay on the Pacific coast also presents

this feature and extensive works in the form of sand fences and

plantations have been undertaken to check influx of sand.

The quantity of sand that can be carried inland from the coast,

where conditions of wind and tide are favorable, is astonishing.

At the Golden Gate Park, near San Francisco, where this agency

is active, the Park Commissioners report the influx at 800 cubic

feet per annum for each linear foot of shore line. The coast of

France, from the mouth of the Adour to the mouth of the Garonne,

a distance of 150 miles, is exposed to this action, which has already

covered some 300,000 acres of ground, in some instances to a

depth of 300 feet, changing the course of streams, creating ponds

and marshes, and bringing untold evils upon the agricultural

population. The same agency is active on the coasts of Denmark
and of the Baltic provinces of Prussia.

There is no reason, of course, to apprehend the influx of sand

in Boston Harbor upon the titanic scale above mentioned; but it

must nevertheless be conceded that, so long as there are sandy

beaches on the shores of the harbor, and sandy flats bare at half

tide, the influx of sand through the agency of wind is a factor not

to be ignored. Sand will naturally be carried from the beaches and

flats to the deeper parts, and, unless the agencies for its removal

are present, will accumulate there and cause shoaling.

Action now in progress at Ipswich, on the north shore of

Massachusetts Bay, has in it a suggestion of possible danger to

Boston Harbor. Points near the lighthouse, where, within the

memory of persons now living, vessels rode at anchor, are now 80

rods from tidewater. Sand dunes now cover grounds where 20 or

30 years ago were orchards and fruitful fields. It is understood

that this is a comparatively recent development, unknown in the

early history of the town. The causes of such phenomena are ob-

scure. Accretion or erosion at one point of a shore line occasions

changes at other points, the nature and extent of which it is im-

possible to predict. If action of this sporadic kind is liable to

arise at any point of the shore line of Massachusetts Bay, then no
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harbor can be considered entirely free from liability to such irrup-

tions of sand.

I think, therefore, that the tidal basins cannot be dispensed

with on the ground that tendencies to shoaling are no longer to be

expected in the harbor. If they are dispensed with,' it must be

upon other grounds.

We will now proceed to indicate the true reasons why the tidal

basins are no longer of any material use in the conservation of the

harbor. Imagine a tidal basin where the ebb and flow reaches ten

feet or thereabouts, separated from the open sea by some miles of

flats, covered a foot or two at low water. If the surface of the flats

were at an absolutely uniform level, no channel would ever be

formed. Such uniformity, however, never occurs in nature. There

will be some one path across the flats which the water will follow

more easily than any other. In this path the swiftest velocity will

establish itself and erosion will be most active. Every accession

of depth increases the volume of water traversing the channel and

consequently increases the erosion. The movement, once inaugu-

rated, must persist, because the increase of the effect strengthens

the cause. At first view it is not easy to understand how the flux

and reflux of the tide can operate to form a distinct channel. One
would be apt to suppose that it would simply move the material to

and fro, and that the ebb tide would leave a particle where the flood

tide found it. The ebb tide is not the reciprocal of the flood tide,

neither does the same water follow the channel from end to end.

Water charged with sediment finds itself crowded out of the chan-

nel, and, taking a slower movement in the shallower parts, deposits

its burden. The process of erosion, therefore, consists in raising

material from the channel and spreading it over the general surface

of the flats. Where the tidal basin is the estuary of a stream, the

ebb tide is stronger than the flood tide and the eroded material has

•a general tendency seaward.

If the tidal basin were of indefinite extent, this process of

deepening would go on indefinitely. But, under ordinary natural

conditions, the channel would soon reach the state in which all

natural tidal channels find themselves, viz, a condition of maximum
depth, a condition of equilibrium between the scouring power of

the current and the resisting power of the ground. This cannot

be otherwise. The forces to which these channels owe their origin

and existence have acted through the immeasurable periods of

geological time. The channels have attained such dimensions that

the forces tending to enlarge them are in exact equilibrium with the

forces tending to diminish them. The tendency to erosion is ex-
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actly balanced by the tendency to deposit. In the supposed case of

an incipient channel across the tidal flats the condition is one of

unstable equilibrium, in which any change tends to increase itself.

The case of the completed channel is one of stable equilibrium, in

which any change of dimensions tends to correct itself. This con-

dition is more sharply defined than we are apt to suppose. Sup-

pose such a channel to filled up to three-quarters of its former

cross-section. The velocity, at or near low tide, is increased to

four-thirds of its former value, and the scouring power, being as

the square of the velocity, is nearly doubled. The channel must

very soon return to its former dimensions. On the other hand

suppose the cross-section to be increased by one-third. This re-

duces the velocity to three-quarters of its former value and the

scouring power to not much more than one-half. Now the current

has not only no power to deepen the channel, but no power to pre-

vent its silting up ; and, in the natural course of things, we might

look, at no distant day, for a return to its former dimensions.

Lieut. -Col. Geo. L. Gillespie, of the Corps of Engineers,

stated, in his report of 1888 on Boston Harbor, that the main ship

channel, before dredging, had a depth of 18 feet at low tide and

a width of 100 feet. For purposes of comparison we will assume

the effective width at 500 feet. Compare such a channel with the

channel now in course of execution for Boston Harbor, viz, 30

feet deep and 1200 feet wide at low tide. The cross-section of

the latter is to that of the former as four to one. The erosive

power, with the same volume of water passing at each tide, is as one

to sixteen. That is to say, assuming the capacity of the tidal

basins to have remained unaltered from the foundation of the city,

the erosive power of the current is reduced to one-sixteenth of its

original value,

—

i.e., for all practical purposes, obliterated. By
opening such a channel you have disclaimed the aid of the tidal

basins. You have laid a task upon them which they are entirely

inadequate to perform, and you must thenceforth dispense with

their aid. It must be understood that the above comparison, of a

channel 500 feet wide and 18 feet deep with a channel 1200 feet wide

and 30 feet deep does not strictly, or even approximately, represent

the conditions of scour in Boston Harbor, because these dimensions

refer to the contour lines of the channels, while there are large

areas outside these lines which take part in the movement. These

figures are used as the best available illustration of the effect of

dredging.

I hold that there is no principle in engineering more indis-

putable than this : When tidal channels are materially enlarged
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by dredging, the tidal forces are no longer adequate to extend them

or to maintain them. They must be thenceforth maintained by the

means used for their extension.

Before the enlargement of the channels by dredging, the tidal

basins were properly regarded as the primary factor in the conser-

vation of the harbor. Henceforth they must be regarded as only

a secondary and feeble aid to the operation of dredging, an oper-

ation which, once taken up, can never be laid aside. Let us en-

deavor to get some idea of the value of the basins for that use, and

for this purpose direct our attention to the basin which it is proposed

to isolate from the harbor by means of the Charles River dam. To
this end we will ascertain the quantity of earth which a given

amount of water power may be expected to remove, and the cost

of doing the same work by means of the dredge.

Mr. E. L. Corthell, in his "History of the South Pass Jetties,"

page 213, says that the current of the Mississippi removed from

the bar at the South Pass in four years 3,283,123 cubic yards of

earth. The South Pass, before its improvement, probably took

about one-fifth of the flow of the Mississippi ; after its improvement

about two-fifths. We may, therefore, assume an average of three-

tenths of the average volume going through the pass during the

improvement. We take the average flow of the Mississippi at

750,000 cubic feet per second, three-tenth of which is 225,000 cubic

feet. We have no very definite information as to the head under

which this water acted. It is stated that when Grand Bayou, a

channel leading from the South Pass to the Gulf, was closed by a

dam, the water on the upstream side of the dam stood 16 inches

above that on the downstream side. In default of more definite

information we will take 16 inches as the head under which the

water acted in making this excavation, 225,000 cubic feet per

second, acting under a head of 16 inches, represents 33,333 horse

powers. 33,333 horse powers, acting for four years, carried away

3,283,123 cubic yards of earth, which was at the rate of about one-

fifteenth of a cubic yard per diem per horse power.

The next question is : What was the cash value of this work?
By the report of the Mississippi River Commission for 1899, tests

of their dredges, "Beta," "Gamma," "Delta" and "Epsilon," showed

a net cost of dredging, exclusive of towing, of less than one cent

per cubic yard. Of course the annual cost of dredging, embracing

towage, repairs, accidents and maintenance of crews while waiting

for practicable stages of water, would be much higher. It appears

to me, however, that where dredges are maintained, and where

the only advantage derived from currents is a certain saving in cost
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of dredging, we could not estimate the value of that saving higher

than three cents per cubic yard. On this basis the value of a horse

power, acting upon naked masses of earth without the intervention

of any artificial organs, would be one-fifth of a cent a day, which is

73 cents a year.

The proposed pond on the Charles River is said to contain, at

the proposed level, which is not far from average high tide, some

440,000,000 cubic feet. This is capable of maintaining, for six

hours, a flow of 20,370 cubic feet per second. We may assume that

the tidal currents are diminished by this quantity of water. Ac-

cording to observations of Mr. Henry Mitchell, made in November,

1863, the head acting to impart velocity to the water passing

through the main ship channel of Boston Harbor, being the differ-

ence of level between the water at the Navy Yard and at the lower

light, was 0.31 feet on the flood tide, and 0.43 on the ebb, the

average being 0.37 feet. By the operation of this dam, therefore,

the scouring power of the tide, acting in Boston Harbor, is dimin-

ished by 20,370 cubic feet of water per second, acting under a

head of 0.37 feet. In other words by 837 horse power, which,

according to what precedes, would have a cash value of $611 per

annum.

While this figure might be increased or diminished by more

exact data ; while this cursory examination necessarily leaves out

of view much that has important relations to the subject, and while

it is still true that the tidal basins have a conservative tendency as

regards the channels of the harbor, one thing appears certain from

this inquiry: The importance of these basins has been greatly

reduced by the enlargement of the channels, and they have now no
such value as requires them to stand in the way of improvements

essential to the welfare of the city.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. F. W. Hodgdon.—Mr. Frizell, after describing the vari-

ous ways in which material is brought into and deposited in a

harbor, viz,—from the streams emptying into it and from the wear-

ing away of islands and headlands exposed to the wash of the sea

at the mouth of the harbor, finds that in Boston tidal basins cannot

be dispensed with, on the ground that the tendencies to shoaling

are no longer to be expected. Then he goes on to show that while

originally the relations between the tidal basins and the channels

of the harbor were such that the currents created by the ebb and
flow of the tide maintained a navigable depth of 18 feet at mean low
water, at the present time the relations are such, owing to the re-
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duction of the tidal basins and the increase in the size of the chan-

nels from dredging, that the velocity of the currents is very much
reduced and without artificial help would not be able to maintain

the increased size of the channel.

The general proposition is true that the scouring effect of a cur-

rent is reduced when the channel through which it flows is enlarged

and thereby its velocity is reduced, and the velocity is also reduced

when the volume of water which flows through a given channel in

a given time is reduced, but in applying this proposition to Boston

harbor many complications arise.

The volume of water has been reduced by the filling in of the

flats and the sections of the channels have been enlarged by dredg-

ing. At the same time the sections of the channels have been

reduced by the filling of the flats on their banks. This applies only

to the harbor above Governor's Island. The dredging which has

been done up to within the last two years in the lower harbor, be-

ing in the channels through which there is practically no current,

the general direction of the current in these places being across the

channel. The principal contraction of the channel in the upper

harbor was brought about by the filling of the South Boston flats,

which is a modification of the plan for a training wall along the

southerly line of the ship channel recommended by the United

States Commissioners on Boston Harbor, who examined the harbor

and reported plans for its improvement during the years 1859

to 1866.

The channels in Mystic river and Charles river have been in-

creased in depth by dredging and decreased in width by the filling

which has taken place. In doing the work of dredging, the bottom

is found to consist usually of a surface coating of silt of varying

depth ; under this is found blue and vellow clay with some sand

and gravel, and in some sections rock is encountered. In general

the material is quite hard and of such a character that it cannot be

readily excavated by clam shell dredges such as are used in New
York and other ports to the south of us. While visitine some of

the English harbors I was very much struck by the character of the

material composing their bottom, it being very different from that

found in Boston. The range of the tide, as a rule, was very much
greater than at Boston and the material of the bottom was usually

a soft silt which was readily shifted back and forth by the tidal

currents. In many cases the entrances to the docks were provided

with sluices for discharging the water from the docks in such a way
as to wash out the accumulations of silt on each tide, in order to

be able to open and close the gates. The material seemed more like
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the sludge which is taken from the tank sewers near the pumping

station at Old Harbor than any material which we have in the bot-

tom of our harbor.

There is one thing more in connection with the scouring effect

of tidal currents which has been discussed to a considerable extent,

and that is, that while the volume of water passing in and out on

each tide is practically the same, yet the scouring effect is vastly

greater on the ebb than on the flood. This is readily explained

when one comes to consider that the space to be filled in the tidal

stream increases rapidly as the tide rises, the banks sloping up

from low water mark to high water mark, so that on the flood tide

the greatest volume has to flow in when the cross-section at the

mouth of the river is greatest, while as the water drains out from

the basins up the river, the slope being the other way, the volume

as the tide falls has to pass out through a smaller cross-section,'

creating much larger velocities and therefore causes much greater

scouring effect. The increased volume caused by the fresh water

flow of the tributaries to the harbor is but a small fraction of the

tidal volume, and, therefore, gives but a very small increase to the

scouring effect except in times of freshet.

Another element to be considered is that the scouring effect is

very largely that of rolling material along the bottom of the stream

rather than carrying it in suspension, and as the bottom has a

general slope toward the mouth, the force required to move the

material in that direction is much less than that required to move
it up hill toward the land. The present velocity of the channels

in Boston harbor is generally inside two miles an hour.

Recently I have had an opportunity of studying the scour of a

channel which was excavated through the beach at Osterville in the

town of Barnstable. The material there is ordinary beach sand,

mixed with more or less gravel. The velocity through this channel

cften exceeds three miles per hour, and has scoured out the material

and increased the depth to a considerable extent since the original

excavation, the sand being washed out while the gravel remains to

form a pavement on the bottom and retard further scouring. In

this case the sides of the channel are formed by timber and stone

jetties so that the total scouring force is expended upon the bot-

tom. In this case the resultant scour is seaward, the material being

deposited just beyond the end of the jetties where it is dispersed

by the heavy waves created by the storms in Nantucket Sound,

the depth of the channel being from three feet to five feet at low

water.

13
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Mr. J. P. Frizell.—I am not able to perceive the force of Mr.

Hodgdon's reasoning in his attempt to demonstrate that the ebb

tide is stronger than the flood tide
;
irrespective of affluent streams.

It appears to me that during the flood tide the sea is higher than

the basins by an amount sufficient to create the necessary current,

and no more, and during the ebb is lower than the basins by a similar

amount. This difference is greater near low tide than high tide

on account of the diminished cross-section of the channels, but

neither the difference of level nor the velocity created by it can

be any greater on the ebb than on the corresponding stage of the

flood.

The declivity of the ground would hardly have an appreciable

effect. Suppose the ground to slope seaward one foot in a mile,

and suppose a particle such that a single ebb or flood tide would

give it a movement of ioo feet. Then the seaward force would

exceed the landward by about suVo part, and the particle might

be expected to make a seaward gain of ?V of a foot, each tide

being a mile in 25,000 tides, or say a mile in the course of 34 years.

Mr. G. T. Sampson.—The New Haven Railroad dock, No. 1,

at South Boston, was dredged from 24 to 26 feet in 1882, and not

again until last year. About 15,000 yards was taken up at that

time of a black material, a sort of a fluid deposit which would

move with the tide. This material could not all come from vessels

or from the wash of adjoining yards. It seems as though some of

it worked in from the harbor.

Mr. F. W. Hodgdon.—Large quantities of material are con-

stantly being deposited in the harbor. Mr. Frizell spoke of the

wind carrying sand from the shore and depositing it in a harbor.

We have a case of this at Provincetown, where the sand is con-

stantly being moved by the northwest winds ; a portion of it is

carried into the harbor and a portion is driven over the dunes and

into the forests which are being buried. The Commonwealth is

now engaged in covering these waste sand dunes with beach grass

and other shrubs to prevent the wind from having an opportunity

to move the sand. In Boston harbor dust is constantly being blown

iiito the harbor; the sweepings from the wharves are dumped over-

board and the docks which receive the greater portion of this

material have to be frequently dredged to maintain their depth. In

some of the docks sewers discharge, and with the sewage comes

more or less of the sand washed from the streets in heavy showers.

While the dredges are working in the harbor the material is

constantly being stirred up and a portion is carried by the currents

and deposited at a greater or less distance from the dredge.
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Near the mouth of the dock of which Mr. Sampson speaks the

bottom of the harbor is a fine black sand, and as this is stirred up

by the dredges considerable quantities are undoubtedly carried by

the currents and deposited in the eddies formed near the mouth of

the dock. There is also undoubtedly a very large amount of ma-

terial dumped overboard from the docks and vessels, the same as

at all other wharves, notwithstanding the care which is taken to

prevent it.
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THE SULPHUR DEPOSITS OF CAECASIEU PARISH.

By Frank M. Kerr, Member Louisiana Engineering Society.

[Read before the Society, January n, 1902.*]

Calcasieu Parish is situated in the southwestern part of our

State, and has within the past year been brought prominently

into notice by reason of its claims for recognition as a future oil

field. Next to the Parish of Orleans, it is to-day the largest and
wealthiest parish in the State, its area being nearly 3400 square

miles; its resources, timber, rice, cotton, cane and minerals; its

assessed valuation, upward of $13,000,000, and its population

over 30,000. Enterprise, progress and enhancement of values

have characterized its history for the past ten years, and, in my
opinion, there appears just now no limit to the possibilities of its

future, particularly in the field of sulphur and oil.

It is, however, with its possibilities in sulphur with which I

feel more competent to speak, having, for about four years, be-

tween 1886 and 1890, been connected with a series of examina-

tions and explorations instituted to verify statements previously

advanced in regard to the mineral resources of a tract of land

near the town of Sulphur, upon which the town of Florance and

the extensive plant of the Union Sulphur Company is now situ-

ated.

The sulphur deposit was originally discovered about the year

1868 by an organization styled the Louisiana Petroleum and Oil

Company while prospecting for oil which it had been encouraged

to believe would be found in large quantities by boring sufficiently

deep. This encouragement arose from surface indications in the

form of "oil springs" found bubbling in many localities in the

marshes, and the oil itself coating the water of the latter to such

an extent that it was skimmed off and disposed of commercially

by the natives as a lubricant.

The magnitude of the discovery made by the company is

shown by the record of its boring, which was as follows

:

Thickness. Depth.

Yellow and blue clay 160 160

Gray and yellow sand 173 333

Rock 2 335
Blue sandy limestone 48 383

White crumbling limestone 60 443
Pure sulphur 108 551

Gypsum containing sulphur 99 650

*Manuscript received February 17, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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Thickness. Depth.

Pure sulphur 6 656

Gypsum containing sulphur 24 680

Pure sulphur 10 690

Gypsum, containing large percentage of sulphur 440 1,130

Gypsum containing sulphur 100 1,230

So great was the promise of riches from this discovery at

the time, that the thought of oil was completely overshadowed

and neglected, while every endeavor was centered upon devising

means and methods for developing the apparent bonanza in sul-

phur.

The outcome of this was the organization of another com-

pany, known as the Calcasieu Sulphur and Mining Company,

which, in due time, after further borings and explorations, made
elaborate preparations for sinking a shaft, securing as its engi-

neering adviser a French engineer named Granet, who had been

recommended by the French Government. Buildings were

erected and a large amount of material and machinery collected

at the site, the latter being brought out from Belgium.

This was in 1873, before the advent of railroads in that sec-

tion of the country, and when the only means of transportation

was by way of schooners and barges to the coast, and thence by

hauling to the interior.

The process adopted for sinking the shaft was that known as

the "Kind and Chaudron." A copy of the contract and specifica-

tions for constructing this shaft I happen still to possess. It is quite

a unique document, and expressed in a very foreign style, and

would no doubt prove interesting reading to many of us; but

owing to the length to which this resume will, I fear, carry us, I

will only say that it called for an outer wooden shaft to a depth of

not less than 120 feet, with a diameter not less than 18 feet 8

inches in the clear, and an inner iron "extracting tube," as it was

designated, reaching down into the sulphur bed to a point 462

feet below the surface of the ground, and it also laid great stress

upon the character and construction of a "moss box" and the

final resting place of the latter.

However, after two attempts to carry out this plan at points

about 150 feet apart, in neither of which was the wooden shaft

carried down more than about 100 feet and none of the "iron

tubing" used, the effort was abandoned and the company failed.

The cause assigned for the abandonment of the plan was the

difficulty of controlling the great body of water-bearing sand,

which not only resisted the progress of the work, but from time

to time overcame every effort to exclude it from the shaft itself.
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Numerous spasmodic revivals of interest in the mines, as

the locality was designated, occurred from time to time after that,

but little beyond prospect boring was done until the period be-

tween 1886 and 1889, the heavy flow of sulphurous water and

the presence of the great body of "shifting sand," as named by

many, discouraging further effort.

In 1886, however, the National Sulphur Company came to

the front and undertook to develop the mines. It was with this

company that I was afforded the opportunity to personally satisfy

myself in regard to the existence, extent and character of the

sulphur deposits in Calcasieu, and I submit the following record

of one of our borings to convey to you some idea of the subject,

viz.:

Feet from Surface.
From To Thickness cif Strata. Material.

O 167 167 Blue and yellow clay.

I67 328 l6l Water-bearing sand.

328 335 7 Coarse sand.

335 342 7 Fine sand and gravel.

342 345 3 Gravel.

345 346 1 Clay shale.

346 350 4 White water shale.

350 355 5 White clay and sand.

355 380 25 White water spar.

380 399 19 Spar.

399 400 1 Sand.

400 409 9 Soft spar.

409 428 19 Soft white water marl and spar.

428 436 8 Sandy white marl.

436 439 3 Pure crystalline sulphur.

439 445 6 Lime and sulphur.

445 450 5 Pure crystalline sulphur.

450 452 2 Lime and sulphur.

452 453 1 Pure crystalline sulphur.

453 463 10 Lime and sulphur.

463 469 6 Pure crystalline sulphur.

469 493 24 Black lime and sulphur.

493 498 5 Lime and sulphur.

498 500 2 Pure crystalline sulphur.

500 502 2 Black lime and sulphur.

502 5i6 14 White lime and sulphur.

516 520 4 Pure crystalline sulphur.

520 530 10 Lime and sulphur.

530 533 3 Pure crystalline sulphur.

533 541 8 Lime and sulphur.

54i 543 2 Pure crystalline sulphur.

543 546 3 Lime and sulohur.

546 552 6 Black lime and sulphur.

552 563 11 White lime and sulphur.



Feet from Surface.
From To

563 570

570 574

574 580

580 586

586 603
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Thickness of Strata. Material.

7 Porous lime and sulphur.

4 Lime.

6 Pure crystalline sulphur.

6 Lime and sulphur.

17 Black lime with traces of sulphur.

In this depth you will observe that 32 feet of solid crystalline

sulphur, practically pure, chemically, was found, and in the last

167 feet of the boring an aggregate of JJ per cent, pure sulphur.

This well was subsequently carried down 100 feet deeper, the

same general character of the stratification maintaining.

A continuous flow of sulphurous water prevailed until the

sulphur bed was reached, often spouting to a height half way up

to the top of the derrick, and at times carrying large flecks of

petroleum in considerable quantities. A considerable flow of oil

also occurred at a depth of about 450 feet.

The cores which you see on the table before us were taken

from this well. These cores, with a great number of others, were

taken from the core barrel by myself. They are all that remain

to me of quite a large collection; some five or six large boxes of

cores were shipped to the company at the north, and have been

lost sight of. The cores before us have suffered some from the

lapse of time, handling and chipping, but it may nevertheless

interest you to inspect them.

Having satisfied itself as to the extent and value of the

sulphur deposit, this company in its turn proceeded to devise ways

and means to extract it, and having the lessons taught by the

failures and experiences of its predecessors by which to govern

itself, proposed a new departure for this side of the water, at that

time, in the process and method of sinking a shaft.

The following extract from a letter from Professor E. W. Hil-

gard, the eminent geologist, received by the National Sulphur

Company, at the time, in response to its request for his opinion

in regard to the extent of the deposit and the quality of the sul-

phur, further fortified the company in its estimate of the value

of the inducement offered for the investment of capital.

Professor Hilgard wrote: "As to the extent of the deposit,

the regularity of the limestone beds that overlie the sulphur affords

every reason for the expectation that the sulphur deposits will be

found to extend horizontally over a considerable area, to be ex-

pressed in square miles as units at the very least, if we consider the

great thickness of the deposit.
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"As to the quality of the sulphur and its merits, the fact that

it is mineralogically identical with the Sicilian deposits, and by the

simple operation of eliquation will furnish an article almost chemic-

ally pure, free from all impurities that give rise to so much incon-

venience in connection with the use of sulphuric acid in the arts,

speaks for itself."

The process proposed to be used by the National Sulphur

Company in sinking-

its shaft was that known as the "Pcetsch

Process," which aimed at carrying shafts, boreholes, or founda-

tions of structures through water-bearing strata without pumping,

by freezing the surrounding material and then making the desired

excavation in the frozen mass as if it were rock, and seemed par-

ticularly adapted to the conditions prevailing at the mines in

Calcasieu. The basis of the process is in the use of ammonia,

which is first evaporated by heat from a boiler containing spirits

of salammoniac (a solution of ammonia in water), then cooled in a

condenser and reduced to a liquid state by a pressure of ten

atmospheres, whereupon it is allowed suddenly to expand in a

system of wide pipes passing through a cooling tank, from which

the ammonia is finally pumped back to the original boiler.

The cold produced by the sudden evaporation of the ammonia

is transmitted from the cooling tank down into the ground to be

frozen by means of a solution containing one-third (by weight)

chloride of calcium or chloride of magnesium, dissolved in two-

thirds water, the freezing point of this solution being at 40 de-

grees Fahr.

In the cooling tank the solution is reduced to a temperature

of — 4 degrees to — 13 degrees Fahrenheit, and then carried down
into the soil by a system of vertical freezing pipes. These are

arranged in pairs, one inside the other, the outside pipe being closed

at the bottom, while the lower end of the smaller inside pipe is left

open and furnished with side perforations, the object being to pass

the cold solution down the inside pipe and force it to rise through

the annular space between the two pipes.

A set of these double pipes is distributed around the circum-

ference of the pit to be excavated and connected at the top with

two pipes passing in horizontal rings clear around the space of

the pit. One of these is the distributing pipe, forming the con-

nection between the pumps and the small inner pipes, which are

attached to it by a system of flexible lead pipes, making allowance

for irregularities of position and furnished with stop-cocks.

The other is the collecting pipe which is similarly connected

with the several large outside freezing pipes, and serve to pass
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the used-out solution back to the cooling tank, the upper ends of

the outside freezing pipes being closed with a stuffing box.

Thus there is a continual circuit with theoretically no less of

material either in the ammonia or in the chloride of calcium. The
influence of the freezing process extends to the water of the sur-

rounding saturate deposit ; this becomes solidified and is main-

tained so until material to the extent of the excavation required

has been disposed of as so much solid matter and the excavation

has been followed up by the walls of the shaft or other construc-

tion required.

Unfortunately the National Sulphur Company, through

financial inability, never reached the period of construction with

its project, and in the end also failed and abandoned the enter-

prise.

Its operations had, however, by this time attracted consider-

able attention to the locality, and it was not long before there was

another Richmond in the field under the name of the American

Sulphur Company, the year 1889 witnessing more prospect boring

and investigations at its hands, in turn satisfying its promoters

as to the extent and value of the deposit. Money this time seemed

to be the least obstacle in the way, and soon new buildings, in-

cluding a fully equipped foundry, and more material and

machinery appeared on the ground; the town of Florance budded

into life; a branch road was run out to it from the Southern

Pacific, and under the able direction of the late Colonel R. P.

Rothwell, Editor of the Engineering and Mining Journal of New
York, a shaft was shortly started on its way down to the sulphur

beds by the "shield process," Granet's second wooden shaft

being selected as an entrance to the mine.

The principles and features of the "shield process" are too

generally known to need description here.

In this instance, however, the route of the shield and its

accompanying auxiliary work was downward in a vertical line

instead of onward on horizontal lines as in previous successful

operations. How much this fact was responsible for the ultimate

result it is difficult for me to say. Nevertheless, in spite of the

promise of success for the American Sulphur Company, which

seemed assured, the operations at the mines being carried on

apparently with intelligence and system, and reports of progress

being favorable, it, too, had in turn to surrender to the force of

circumstances, for one dark day operations ceased and it was
soon learned that the shield had in some unaccountable way be-

come detached from the shaft above, sunk out of reach in the
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sand and the pit had filled up to the top with water, petroleum

and sand. There was a resumption of work later on, the shaft

being pumped out to near where the shield had gotten away,

preparatory to letting down another shield; but this was never

procured, and the next news of importance was to the effect that

the American Sulphur Company had merged into the Union
Sulphur Company.

To this company finally belongs the palm. It has succeeded,

reaching the sulphur beds by a process which is the opposite of

that which had been proposed by the National Sulphur Com-
pany, namely, by heat instead of cold.

This company dispenses with the use of shafts, and extracts

the sulphur from its depths by a process devised by a Mr. Frasch

and known as the "Frasch, or Hot Water Process."

Though I have twice visited this plant, I cannot claim any

degree of familiarity with the details of its workings.

In general terms, however, water heated, I understand, to a

temperature of 350 degrees Fahr. is injected down into the sulphur

beds through pipes, kept under high pressure there, melting the

sulphur and forcing it to the surface through other interior pipes,

where it is conducted in its fluid state into shallow vats (about £
foot deep), allowed to cool, and then broken up into fragments

ready for shipment. The fragment on the table before us came

from a vat into which I saw the sulphur run and cooled off.

This process is certainly, so far, the solution of the problem,

and is being operated on a most extensive scale, tons upon tons

of chemically pure sulphur being brought to the surface day after

day and shipped to the markets of the world.

However, it seems clear to my mind that there is a limit to

the extent to which the sulphur strata can be chambered by this

process, or, rather, that the limit over which control can be exer-

cised by it is circumscribed, and that it will be necessary to con-

stantly change the base of operations for extracting the deposit,

as I believe has proved to be the case in such operations as have

so far been carried on.

At the time of my first visit to the plant there were but eight

boilers in operation; when there again last April this number had

been increased to sixteen, all equipped with oil-burning furnaces.

Since then I understand that as many as thirty boilers are sup-

plying hot water for the process, and that it is contemplated

doubling this number at no distant day.

In conclusion I will say that I have burdened you with this

crude sketch of some of the leading events and operations con-
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nected with the development of a part of the sulphur field in

Calcasieu, not upon any grounds of novelty in the methods so far

pursued except possibly in the last instance named, but because

I believe that the field is susceptible of and destined to further

and far greater development, calling for the employment of other

methods than those yet assayed or at present in use, to devise which

will require the exercise of engineering ingenuity and skill of no

mean order, and eventually prove food for thought for many of us.

Furthermore, if there be anything in signs, by which I mean
the presence of well-established conditions analogous to those of

other localities enthusing many of the commercial centers of the

world to-day, Calcasieu is on the eve of establishing claims to

another distinction—that of nursing beneath its sulphur deposits

and limestone beds oil fields of large extent and superior quality;

further opening up brilliant opportunities for engineering talent,

not only in reaching and controlling the fluid, but in devising

new and improved methods and appliances for its utilization as a

prime economic in the world of motion, illumination and manu-
facture.
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Thomas Laidlaw Raymond.

Member of the Louisiana Engineering Society.

Thomas Laidlaw Raymond, a native of New Orleans, was

born in 1853 and died November 15, 1901.

He received a preliminary education in the schools of New
Orleans, and in 1870 entered the University of Virginia, from

which he graduated in 1874 with the degrees of civil and me-

chanical engineer.

His bent of mind and education prepared him to follow the

profession of civil engineer. His first employments were, how-

ever, on educational and commercial works, with the Preot

School and the firm of Elkin & Co.

In 1879 Mr. Raymond commenced his life work by entering

the service of the Government as United States Assistant En-

gineer, and was successively stationed at the South Pass Jet-

ties, in Florida, at Sabine Pass and on other works on the Gulf

coast.

He was subsequently, for over eight years, connected with

the State Board of Engineers, until, in 1897, he was chosen

First Assistant Engineer of the Drainage Commission of New
Orleans, which position he filled until the end of his life.

At the request of the Sewerage and Water Board, Mr. Ray-

mond served as a member of their Advisory Council of En-

gineers. His interest in this work and the public welfare was

so great that, in view of a legal doubt concerning his right of

payment, these services were rendered gratuitously.

The duties of these several positions were discharged with

an ability and fidelity which won for him the esteem of his em-

ployes and associates.

Mr. Raymond's success as an engineer was due partly to

special fitness for such work, partly to close observation and

application, and largely to a high standard of personal and pro-

fessional duty. Combined with this equipment were a good

heart and a generous manner, which secured the warm regard

of all who had the privilege of serving with him. His associates
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will all join in a recognition of ability as an engineer and his

value as a citizen and friend.

Mr. Raymond was elected a member of the American So-

ciety of Civil Engineers in 1897. He was among the most active

in organizing the Louisiana Engineering Society, and served as

its second president in 1899. His work and interest continued

unabated until his death.

Mr. Raymond married in 1889, and leaves a widow, a son

and two daughters.

B. M. Harrod,

Geo. G. Earl,

M. P. Robertson,

Committee.
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It may add to the interest of the remarks to be made here this

evening to say that the author has spent more than twenty-five

years of his life in organized works; is himself a practical work-

man in various branches of mechanical art, both in metal and wood
work, and that more than twenty years of this time he was fore-

man, manager and owner of works, in direct contact with skilled

men, directing their work and arranging compensation for the same.

This experience, under various systems of paying wages, has

produced the views to be presented in this paper. Of course, atten-

tion has been given to writings on the subject, especially those of

Dr. Brentano, a German scientific author, who is almost alone, or

in advance at least, in showing the true measure of wages, and that

the rate follows the personal product. •

The last year of my shop experience was in England, under
the contract system, in a company where I was a director and
consulting engineer. I also acted as an arbitrator in some disputes

that arose between the different departments or between the work-
men and the owners.

The subject of skilled labor and wages is by no means a simple

one. Its complexity arises from the rapidly changing conditions

and relations of skilled industry during the last sixty years. It is

a branch of social economics that has but little useful literature,

*Manuscript received February 18, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs,

14
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and, indeed, none at all that deals with the equities of the subject,

unless it be in the current serial matter of the day, and that is

almost never impartial.

Even the word "wages" lacks logical definition. Does it

mean the money compensation for workmen's time, or does it

mean compensation for work accomplished? These things are

essentially different and require different terms to define them.

The first is a "rate" of wages, while the second is the "amount" of

wages. I beg that you will keep these terms in mind, because out

of them and the relation between them must arise much that will be

said of compensation.

The "amount" of wages, or compensation for work accom-

plished, is the labor cost that enters into commodities, and consti-

tutes the real economic problem, the one that directly affects our

industries and determines their success.

The "rate" of wages, or compensation for workmen's time, is

a social rather than an economic problem, dealing with the intellect

and skill of workmen, their ingenuity and power of producing;

consequently it affects directly the workmen themselves.

The amount of wages is very uniform the world over when
measured by product—indeed, must be so, as will appear—but the

rate varies with the productive power of workmen.

It does not much matter to an employer whether it requires

one, two or three workmen to produce a given result in a given

time. He can as well pay the amount of wages to three men as to

one man or two men. The amount of the wages, measured by

production, is the matter he is directly interested in; but to the

workmen the rate is a serious matter, directly affecting their social

and other conditions, because it is a measure of their personal

compensation.

Thirteen or more States have at this time "Bureaus of Labor

Statistics" which every year publish voluminous reports, amount-

ing collectively to between four and five thousand pages. We
have also a "National Bureau of Labor Statistics," equipped with

all required means of ascertaining facts respecting the rate and

amount of wages, with all that concerns or belongs to the subject

of labor. Voluminous statistics have been printed. One docu-

ment of more than 850 pages, called "Young's Labor Statistics," was

issued in 1876, and many editions of this have since appeared. In

one place more than 50 pages were devoted to slave labor among the

Egyptians and the Romans, and during the feudal ages in Europe,

almost an insult to modern skilled industry—but in no case, so

far as I know, can anything be found bearing upon the relative
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productiveness of labor, or upon the relation between the rate of

wages and the amount of wages.

The first attempt in this country to distinguish between the

"rate" and the "amount" of wages was made about 1887, when
Mr. Schoenhof, of Paterson, N. J., was sent abroad, under a

Commission from the Department of State, to investigate into the

"amount of wages" or the labor cost of commodities in Europe.

The facts gathered by him can be found in the Consular Reports

of 1888; but the inquiry was suddenly abandoned for political

reasons, and since that time it has not received much attention in

a public way in this country; but it is safe to say that until the

relation between the rate and amount of wages is understood and

appreciated by both employers and workmen no solution of the

present contention will be reached.

I myself had something to do with this matter. In 1886 the

late Thomas G. Shearman, of New York, came to the works in

England* to ascertain something concerning wages, and was

amazed when I told him the wages could not be ascertained by the

usual means, at least by the pay roll, because the work was con-

tracted. He was a man of celebrity and of wide experience, and,

at the time, a Federal officer, and had always considered the subject

of wages as one of rate only. At my suggestion he visited several

works in England, and, on his return home, induced the President

to send out a special agent to investigate in Europe the amount

of wages or the cost of the labor component in various commod-
ities. His investigations covered steel rails, boots and shoes,

woolen cloth, and perhaps other commodities, as can be seen in the

Consular Reports before named, also in writings of Mr. Schoenhof

that I am not able to cite at this time.

To arrive at the first stage of a practical application of this

theory of wages, the following postulates will be assumed

:

First. The costs of manufactured articles of every kind are

made up of four elements or components; namely,—material,

wages, expense and profit.

Second. All staple articles of manufacture, such as enter

into the world's trade, must have a nearly uniform or international

value.

Third. The amount of wages, entering into the cost of manu-

factured commodities, is also nearly uniform, and must be so,

irrespective of the rate of wages paid for their production.

*The Atlantic Works, Geo. Richards & Co. (Limited), owned princi-

pally in this country.
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Fourth. The rate of wages depends upon what workmen
produce, or upon efficiency of their labor and to some extent on

artificial values.

Fifth. Fluctuations in the rate of wages are commonly a

result of demand and supply.

Sixth. The amount of wages that can be paid to produce a

commodity is not an accident, but is the result of fixed commer-

cial laws of general operation, and upon the relation to other com-

ponents.

Briefly expanding some of these postulates, the first one, relat-

ing to components, is merely an axiom, capable of proof by simple

accounts. Profit, as a component, is just as essential as material,

lsbor or expense. Without profit no industry can be carried on,

and when the amount of profit is declared or known and is reason-

able, it never leads to discontent or labor disturbances. A man so

obtuse as not to know that profit is an essential component cannot

be an intelligent mechanic.

The second postulate is also an axiom. Machinery, cotton

cloth or any other commodity cannot have a difference of price in

different markets except as affected by local taxes. For staple

products of all kinds there is a "world's" price, which can vary

within narrow limits only, and the range between these is constantly

becoming narrower, as the price of commodities becomes more fixed

in the neutral markets of the world ; so obviously must the sum or

value of the components be fixed. The aggregate must come out

the same. If the cost of one component is raised, that of the other

components must be lowered accordingly ; and as material, expense

and profit are approximately uniform, or should be, so also must

the amount of wages be, but not the rate of wages. This may vary

in any degree without disturbing the balance of components. The
amount of wages in a watch must be the same in Waltham as it is

in Geneva, although the rate of wages paid to workmen be as four

to one, as was the case twenty years ago. The watches made in

these places met and were sold in London and had to conform to

a general price.

When the balance of these several components—material,

labor, expense and profit—is lost, and their aggregate exceeds

what we may call the general or world's value of the product, then

the industry affected must either die or be moved to a new environ-

ment. Industry follows the line of least resistance, especially in

these times when powerful combinations are indifferent to locali-

ties and when local or empirical skill has nearly disappeared in our

industries.
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I mentioned a general or world's value of products.* We are

all the time coming nearer to such a standard for common com-

modities, and the fallacy of the demand and, in the same degree,

the supply theory is becoming apparent. All commodities, in-

cluding wages, have a natural value, measured by the cost of their

production, and it seems strange that any one should think so im-

portant a matter as the general rate of wages could be governed

by so transient a cause as demand and supply. It is, in fact,

assuming that the rate of wages is an accident and not the result

of a fixed law of exchanges, as has been pointed out.

The fluctuations of the labor rate are undoubtedly affected, if

not produced, by demand and supply ; but to contend that the

general rate of wages in any country is thus produced, or governed,

shows scant acquaintance with the subject. There is nothing to

hinder skilled labor from flowing to any point where it is scarce,

and, therefore, better paid. There is no duty or legal restriction on

labor. It enters free into nearly all countries. In one week it can

be transferred from New York to San Francisco, and in eight days

from Manchester to Philadelphia.

Wages may rise for a time when there is a sudden demand
for some product and a want of labor at some particular place ; but

this lasts only until workmen can move to that place and wages

soon settle down to the normal rate.

No one would think of investing in a manufacturing or other

business if he believed the important component of labor was to be

the result of accident, or of demand and supply, which is the same

thing ; but this is not the principal evil oroduced by such a doctrine.

It is one of the main causes, perhaps the principal cause, of strikes

and many other circumstances that attend on skilled industry.

Under such an assumption workmen naturally conclude there is no

limit to wages and the more they can exact the better.

Mr. Jay Gould, during the great strike on the Missouri Pacific

Railway System, in 1887, said : "Labor is like any other com-

modity. Its vaiue depends on demand and supply." If this is true,

why should not his workmen cut off the supply and increase the

rate? Like Shylock, the workmen on the Missouri Pacific lines

were only "practicing the iniquity which their employer taught."

Jay Gould was a worthy representative of the school to which

he belonged—one that incites men to commit blunders and crimes

by taunting them with their dependent position, and telling them
their earnings and the conditions of their employment are an acci-

*Sometimes employed to mean free of local taxes or dues.
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dent and not amenable to economic laws, which both employer and

employed must alike respect ; also, that labor and capital, instead

of being joint agencies mutually dependent on each other, are

antagonistic elements or components in useful industry. The
theme, forming the subject matter of the present paper thus far is,

I am afraid, presented in a form so compendious as to spoil its

value. Still all the various points bear upon the compensation of

skilled labor and should not be omitted.

I will now revert to the circumstances of employment, or the

conditions under which personal service is rendered, and in doing

so I will take the privilege of using a few extracts from a lecture

delivered before the engineering classes at the Stanford University,

in 1898, on "Works Administration."

First. In the scale of personal service is slavery, where work-

men are not responsible.

Second. Time service, in which workmen are partially re-

sponsible.

Third. Piece work, where a workman is responsible for his

own work alone.

Fourth. Contract work, where a whole working force is col-

lectively responsible.

Now these four methods or systems of service have the several

degrees of responsibility named ; that is, from all to nothing. Re-

sponsibility is the key to efficient skilled service. It forms the dis-

tinction between free and slave labor and the incentive of effort.

This proposition may seem strange, but it is certainly true.

Whether it be a cause or a sequence, or both, we need not stop to

inquire, so long as we find it a constant characteristic of contented

and efficient effort on the part of those employed.

In respect to slavery, that no longer exists in any country

where skilled industry is extensively carried on, and we need to

refer to it only in illustration. A slave is not responsible for the

product of his labor. That may vary more or less in proportion to

what a master gives in return ; but personally a slave is not respon-

sible, because he is not a free agent. Emulation, respect and a sense

of duty may in a limited degree enter into his incentives; but the

subordination of his will and the fear of punishment are the main

causes that enforce his service.

Time work, wherein the workman is paid for a term of service,

is yet the most common form of employment. It stands next to

slavery—not very near to it, perhaps, but next in the scale toward

responsibility—and is practicable only because of the sense of per-
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sonal honor and of justice due to the degree of self-respect existing

among skilled workmen.

Under this system workmen are responsible so far as their

sense of manhood and emulative pride produce responsibility, but no

farther. A man is hired by the hour, day, week or month ; but the

terms are indeterminate. His wages are merely a rate. If he

spoils his work or fails to render such service as common custom

demands, he can be discharged and nothing more. The conditions

of his engagement do not make him responsible. If he spoils work

or fails by incompetence to earn his wages and a profit for his em-

ployer, it makes no difference ; the law will give him his wages

irrespective of everything but willful negligence and the malicious

destruction of his employer's property.

The results attained by a time system in this country are cer-

tainly a compliment to the integrity and good faith of the skilled

workmen of our time. Contrast it, for example, with the usages of

common trading. If exchanges were to the same extent based

solely on good faith and manly honor, would a like result follow?

I am not claiming that faithful service is always rendered from

honorable and unselfish motives. The penalty of discharge is

always present, and the sentiments engendered by unions or trade

organizations are often independent of an employer's interests, so

that we can only wonder that the circumstances are not worse, when
the time rate manner of compensating skilled service is considered.

The extent to which time work is used in skilled industries

may be cited as an argument for its necessity ; but it is not univer-

sal, and is constantly becoming less. Greater progress would long

ago have been made toward a better system had it not been for

efforts that have been made toward paternal systems, such as

"profit sharing." These efforts, made, in most cases, by earnest and

philanthropic men, have nevertheless failed to meet the real causes

that lie at the bottom of labor dissension.

Such a statement as this needs some defense, but one may ask,

What have workmen to do with profits not earned directly by their

efforts and skill ? Only a part of the profits in an establishment are

thus earned. The profits depend on many things beside faithful

and efficient labor, and, if profits not earned by labor are divided

with workmen, it is a gift or bribe that destroys their independence

and responsibility. The better class of skilled workmen of our day

do not want such favors. This sort of patronage, especially when
it takes the form of free gifts, is especially provocative of discon-

tent and dissension indicating, as it does, class distinction and an

unfair distribution of profits. What workmen want and need is
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justice, fair dealing and responsibility for what they themselves

perform and produce, and above all to learn what part this is.

They have no right to more. They have as much reason to risk

.

their labor as an employer has to risk his capital, service, manage-

ment and implements, and what is wanted is to segregate the labor

component and let it rest upon its own responsibility, do away
with premiums, and, so far as possible, with a time system of

service. It is degrading in the skilled industries of our time, and,

while it cannot be at once removed, a beginning can be made, and

above all we can study its nature and effects in the labor problems

now convulsing the industrial interests of the country.

To illustrate this matter I will mention that, when in Switzer-

land last year, I visited the works of Messrs. Sulzer Brothers, at

Winterthur, where 3500 men are employed in machine making.

There was a large building, called a Casino, containing a library,

dining hall, bath rooms for hot, cold and Russian baths, a fully

equipped surgery, etc. The cost of this building could not have

been less than $100,000, and I said to Mr. Henry Sulzer, senior

member of the firm, "This Casino is a great concession to your

workmen, for which they are no doubt very grateful." His answer

was, "We did not give the Casino to the men. It is an essential part

of the works, built out of earnings, and belongs to the workmen
as much as to the firm. They manage it. It is a community prop-

erty." "But," said I, "the profits to build the Casino were

deducted from those of the firm." "Not at all," said he, "we had

our share."

The piece-work system, by which is meant personal contracts

with particular workmen—a mixed system, in which a part of the

working force is made responsible and the rest are employed on the

time method, is a bad system in many ways, for many reasons. In

the first place, it is discriminating and unequal ; and secondly, there

is no impartial standard from which prices can be determined. The
price is a matter of chance, depending on the choice or conscience

of the employer. It is a "provincial idea," so to speak, and is a

crude effort toward a contract system. It increases the responsibil-

ity of workmen without adding much to their independence. It does

not succeed unless very carefully adjusted.

We are well aware of the extent to which it has been carried

out in various shops, especially in New England ; but if one will

look into the matter carefully, it will be found that, wherever suc-

cessful, there have been a very high class of workmen and some

features of a contract system involved that modified discrimination

among the men, and that rates were not fixed by accident or inde-
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pendently in each shop, but by rules that have been generally

established by custom in a district. Individual piece work is an

undemocratic idea, not consistent with the spirit of our times, and

will, no doubt, pass away for something better in the future.

The next system of service, if that term applies, is what has

been called the contract system, or, as we may call it, the respon-

sible system, in which labor is set off as an independent element in

production. The consideration of this will consume some time, but

it is well worthy of it. because there is no one here who can go out

into the activities of the industrial world without having to face and

deal with the labor problem.

To make clear what is meant by a contract system of labor, the

best way will be to illustrate by an assumed example ; and, as one

class of manufactures is as good as another, a joiner works will

answer the purpose.

In a factory of this kind are prepared all kinds of timber,

house-furnishing material, sucn as flooring, ceiling, doors, sash

frames, moldings and so on. All these things have regular prices,

because made very uniform for average houses, and there are price

lists published that apply over wide districts. For some things,

like doors, sash moldings and flooring, the lists apply to the whole

country within reasonable distances of transportation. The work,

when not included in the price lists, is made to estimates in which

the labor is always made up as a separate item, and the labor in

listed articles is either known or ascertainable in all establishments
;

is better known, indeed, than other elements, such as material and

expense, that must be included in estimates.

Suppose, then, that a joiner works is to be established, and that

the owners, instead of hiring men by time to do the work, establish

a contract system for the labor. The men are employed as in any

other case, and are permitted to draw, in proportion to their rank

and skill, a certain amount of money each week in proportion to the

usual wages paid in such establishments ; but the work, as a whole,

is all contracted to the men, or to the shop, as we would say, and

whatever money is advanced for wages is deducted pro rata from

the labor estimates due at the end of the week or month for work
turned out. The men being apprised of, or already knowing, the

rate for making standard work, no difficulty would arise from this,

and all irregular or special work would have to be estimated and

include the element of labor. That amount could be posted in the

works, or entered in a book kept by the foreman and accessible to

the workmen. Each man would, as is the present custom, enter,

•each day, on his time card, the number of hours engaged on differ-
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ent jobs, which would, as is also the custom in most places, have

a catalogue or order number that would be entered on the tickets,

with the time given to each number or order.

The whole shop would now be working on a contract system;

every man, boy and apprentice included, and at the end of a month,

week or any other time convenient, the completed work could be

made up and compared with the amount paid out in advances to the

men. If there is a balance due them, it is divided pro rata among
all, in proportion to their pay rate, as indicated by the weekly or

daily wages on which the advances are made. If there is a deficit,,

the men must make it good by a corresponding reduction.

All losses, by accident, carelessness or inefficiency of the men,

should be made good to the firm or company, and all losses charge-

able to the owners by detention, want of material or implements, or

accidents due the plant, would have to be made good to the men.

If a man seeking work represents himself falsely as to his skill or

rank, the owners need not concern themselves about that. The men
in the works will attend to that matter ; because if rated above his

capacity he would be imposing on all the rest and lowering their

wages.

The establishment would be co-operative, divided into two de-

partments or interests closely allied and interdependent. The work-

men would have nothing to do with material, expense, profits, risks

or capital, except in sustaining these as a foundation for their own
part. The labor and their compensation would depend on their own
efforts and skill. No foreman to watch the men would be required.

They would do the watching themselves, and do it in an effective

manner. Drones would be weeded out, or, what is more likely, they

would be reformed, or not exist at all under such a system. The
v orking force would be independent, interested and responsible. If

a man needed assistance or favor, the whole force could extend it by

giving him easy work, or in other ways. It is an ideal system, but

is not an idea. On the contrarv, it is a demonstrated fact.

The main ground of objection to a contract system of labor is

the matter of estimates ; but does any one undertake work without

an estimate? and do not such estimates include a labor component?

There may be a few exceptions, but not many.

This objection arises mainly from a desire to conceal the com-

ponents of an estimate, and out of a system that has no fixed rate

of profits. If employers have a rule of "get all you can," they

should not complain if their workmen adopt a like rule. And if

employers cannot provide and maintain a reasonable expense ac-

count, to be charged to product, and can not estimate the compo-
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nents, including labor, they must not expect co-operative effort in

their works. There are difficulties to overcome, all must admit, but

how many we do not know until efforts are made to establish a

contract system.

In the Manchester district, and I believe over England gen-

erally, this system prevails in the machine works of the country, and

the accounts for wages are nearlv double as much as on the con-

tinent of Europe. In the Cornwall Iron Works, at Birmingham,

there are about 6000 workmen, and, from information given me by

one of the owners and the manager some years ago, I doubt

whether, among all this number, there is anv mechanic paid on the

time system. I once brought out from England example accounts

to show how the divisions are made in the Geesley Iron Works, at

Manchester, and published the matter here.

Some such system is used in the Baldwin Locomotive Works,

Philadelphia, where, for 25 years, and after a great strike at that

time, not a word has been heard of labor dissension. The same

result will, no doubt, occur in any works where the skilled work is

made free and responsible.

No one, I am sure, who has known me, will charge that I am
wanting in sympathy for skilled workmen ; but, if I am correctly in-

formed, the policy of the skilled labor organizations in this country

is at this time directly arrayed against the individuality and respon-

sibility of their members, demanding that they do only time work,

determine the working hours, limit the amount performed, avoid

responsibility, destroy all distinctions of skill and become a homo-

geneous class like common unskilled laborers. I confess an igno-

rance of any logical reason for such a policy. One can understand

how routine and unskilled labor might resort to a policy that must,

to some extent, eliminate individuality, responsibility and manhood,

in order to defend itself against the aggressions of organized em-

ployers ; but skilled labor of our time is another matter and requires

a different system.

I fear that, by adopting the tactics of unskilled labor, the

mechanics of our time have missed an opportunity of becoming a

co-operating factor in our skilled industries, assuming the respon-

sibility of their part of the work and basing the wages demanded
upon the product of the wages, looking at the "rate" instead of the

"amount," and, as remarked, have lowered their calling to the rank

of common labor, thereby provoking an opposition that is as serious

as it is extensive.

In demanding a time rate for wages, irrespective of skill, and
limiting the work produced, skilled workmen have assumed the Jay
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Gould theory of wages, adopting the "demand and supply" theory,

which leads to cutting off the supply to raise the rate.

The employers are obliged to act on the same theory, while

most of them well know that the labor component in their cost ac-

count could be reduced, and the rate of wages raised 25 per cent,

by a contract system in which the workmen would be free, respon-

sible and co-operative in their efforts. I am not arguing in favor

of the employers' position ; I am only showing that they accept the

workmen's demand and supply theory at its own valuation.

It may seem a selfish proposition to set off skilled labor as a

peculiar calling. It must become so or disappear. The intellectual

standard required is all the time increasing. Implements supplant

empirical skill. The colleges are each year furnishing a greater

share of the apprentices. In some recent visits to works in the

Eastern States I was amazed to find how many of the apprentices

had come from the colleges, and how rapidly such young men ad-

vanced. The natural sciences are taking the chief place in our in-

stitutions of learning, and if the skilled workman cannot conquer a

place above the rank of common labor, it will be his mistake and

misfortune.

The skilled labor component in industrial production presents

at this time a greater problem than ever before. It is surrounded

by new circumstances, by vast combinations of capital and interests

that naturally tend to separate employers from workmen and to

promote what the "unions" seem to be aiming at—the elimination

of the individual and substituting a catalogue number in his place.

The aims being the same on both sides, the issue is thus nar-

rowed down to how wages can be exacted or withheld. Animosities

are growing stronger, and what the end will be no one can foresee.

Secret profits, secret organizations, elimination of the personal ele-

ment and of humanity, point to an increase of labor disturbance,

which, as our European friends predict, will have its center in this

country and its focal center on the Pacific Coast.

These pessimistic conjectures may have no immediate purpose;

but we are compelled to consider the subject, and I think that any

one, who has carefully observed the matter, must conclude that the

first and only logical remedy is to make skilled labor responsible,

so that its earnings shall arise directly out of its product by some

method such as has been indicated.

Suppose, as another example of a contract system, the owner

of a foundry were to assume an estimate for iron, fuel, sand ex-

pense, losses by accident, profits, and so on—data which his own
books will furnish—and then contract with the workmen to produce
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the castings by the ton, paying a weekly wage, charging it to the

labor estimate and dividing the surplus, if any, pro rata among all

the workmen,—not dividing it between the workmen and the firm,

as the profit-sharers propose to do, but giving it to the men who
earn it. Castings could be put into classes, according to weight,

'

green or dry molds, and so on.

I can imagine no impediment to such an arrangement, except a

want of confidence between employers and workmen ; and, if con-

fidence is wanting, we are in a bad condition indeed. I have acted

as arbitrator in settling disputed points in such a system, and

have found no trouble whatever. If tackle broke, or if losses oc-

curred, by accident partly the fault of owners and partly of work-

men, or if faulty castings were made, such things were adjusted

without difficulty ; and I must add that in no case were there any

unreasonable demands on the part of the workmen, who became, in

effect, co-partners in the business, and relieved the owners of many
details of management and of expenses attending on time work.

The basis on which contract work must rest is an inflexible

honesty in accounts and in all other matters ; and, unless this com-

ponent is present, there is distrust, and the co-operative idea cannot

be put in practice. Under a contract system I have no doubt that

the product of a certain amount of wages would, in most cases, be

increased 25 to 50 per cent, over what time wages would produce,

and there would be no grounds for strikes and contention, when
custom had established prices, and this would soon follow.

Even our Asiatic friends are moving in this direction. The
Chinese take contracts for building dykes in the Sacramento Valley

at a certain price per cubic yard.

The title and scope of this paper do not include any remarks

upon the immediate causes that have led to the late and present

strike of skilled workmen in this city ; but, as these causes are the

results of conditions that have been discussed, some brief remarks

will be in place here. Principal among these immediate causes is

the fluctuation of prices in products and commodities, especially in

the necessaries of life, such as fuel, food and clothing. During four

years past these have appreciated in price from 30 to 40 per cent., ac-

cording to different authorities. This is a tremendous change,

even at the lowest figures. The increment in the price of commod-
ities has been distributed among the components of production.

One portion, I do not think more than 10 per cent, of it, has gone

to wages, and the rest is distributed among the other three com-

ponents—material, expense and profit. A good deal is consumed in

rebates to foreign buyers of products. For example, steel rails are
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now $28 per ton in this country and $20 per ton in England.

Makers, in this country, sell steel rails in England, delivering them

at a cost of $3 per ton for carriage and receive $17 per ton, or $11

per ton less than is charged in this country ; and, as rails are not ex-

ported at a loss, there must be an excess of at least $8 per ton over a

fair profit based on the cost of production. The tariff tax on steel

rails is $7 per ton. Iron pipes, nails and many other commodities

have nearly doubled in value during a few years past, and they so re-

main. This unsettlement of prices has a disquieting effect upon

skilled men. They may not understand, for it is very hard to under-

stand, how this disturbance of the components of production affects

their wages. Other components sink in value under the great com-

binations of organized production. Then, why should not wages

rise, or at least bear a constant proportion to the value of the prod-

uct? This is the query that presents itself to a workman's mind;

and, as he cannot, under a time pay system, determine even the

place of his own work among the components, he is apt to over-

estimate this part.

We need a campaign of education, not only in determining

the labor component in commodities, but also in the relation of

wages to prices ; and, above all, we need education in the policy

and circumstances that can so suddenly affect the balance between

the various components of cost. One would naturally expect a

redundant literature on this subject from the unions; but, so far

as I know, they do not discuss even the elementary laws that govern

wages. The amount and rate are never separately considered, and,

until this is done, no solution of the labor problem is possible on

logical grounds, or need be looked for.

When skilled labor demands greater compensation, let such

demand be put upon logical and equitable grounds, and it will

find support in both public opinion and in legislation. A strike is

war, and war is a relic of barbarism. The Swedes have a saying,

"Killing people proves nothing." This might be translated into

"Destroying wealth, time and business proves nothing."

If the labor component in production falls below its proper

place, let skilled men show and prove this thing, and if strikes are

then unavoidable workmen will have public sympathy. If a manu-

facturer sells his product abroad for a third less than he does at

home, and taxes his workmen and his countrymen to make up the

difference, let this be shown. If the expense account and profit are

overestimated, and if the labor element is cut down accordingly,

let this be shown ; but force without reason is war, and war is bar-

barism.
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The Boards of Conciliation and Arbitration in New Zealand

offer at this time the most advanced solution of labor disturbance

in so far as "treatment" is concerned. It dispenses with the bar-

barism of labor war, is logical and deserves attention in all coun-

tries. The limits of this paper do not permit its discussion here,

further than a suggestion that it be examined carefully by every

one interested in the subject.
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NOTES COLLECTED IN RELATION TO DOCKS AND
HARBORS IN GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE AND

BELGIUM IN THE SUMMER OF 1900.

By Frank W. Hodgdon, Member Boston Society of Civil Engineers.

[Read before the Society, December 18, 1901.*]

The paper I have to present to-night is simply a summation

of the information I collected in relation to harbors and docks on

my trip to attend the Convention of the American Society of Civil

Engineers in London, 1900, and I begin with the port where I

landed.
LIVERPOOL.

, Up to 1890 the depth of water on the bar at the entrance of

Liverpool harbor was only 11 feet at low-water spring tides, where

to-day it is 27 feet for a width of 1500 feet. This bar is situated

6 miles from the shore line, at the entrance to a channel which the

current of the river scours through large areas of sand banks.

This channel is generally about 2000 feet wide and of ample depth.

The sand banks on either side, for the greater part of the 6 miles,

are exposed at low-water spring tides. The bar itself, between

the 27 feet curves at low-water spring tides, is about 1 mile

across. Before the dredging operations the large vessels could

pass the bar only when the water was above half tide; the mean
range of tide at Liverpool being 21 feet, while storm tides have been

known to rise 9! feet above mean high water.

In 1890, owing to the improvements made in other harbors,

notably at Southampton, the Liverpool authorities decided to at-

tempt the dredging of the bar, and equipped two of their large

steam hopper barges with sand pumps for the work. These hopper

barges had a capacity of 500 tons of sand, and the contract for the

pumps specified that they should be able to fill the barges in one

hour; but when they were placed upon the work it was found that

they could load themselves in from 20 to 25 minutes. Finding

that the work of these improvised dredges had improved the

channel very materially, two larger dredges were built for this

special work. The hoppers for holding the sand, instead of being

fitted with the ordinary doors, similar to those in the scows used in

this country, were fitted with a number of cylindrical holes in the

bottom, closed by valves, and the load was discharged through

these holes by having jets of water turned on it. These new
dredges are each capable of carrying 3000 tons of sand, and when

*Manuscript received March 13, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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at work are filled in from 30 to 45 minutes. Up to the present

time these dredges have removed from the bar at the mouth of the

Mersey 45,000,000 tons of sand, and from the banks of the channel

between the bar and Liverpool harbor about 5,750,000 tons. This

sand has mostly been deposited about 2.\ to 3 miles northwest of

the bar channel. The channel, so dredged, has shown practically no

tendency to fill again, and the efforts of the dredges are directed

toward deepening and enlarging it.

The river in front of the city of Liverpool has a depth of 40

to 50 feet at low tide and the current is very swift, the bottom

being largely sandstone rock. At the narrowest point it is about

3300 feet wide between the landing stages at Liverpool and Birken-

head,—practically the same width as our harbor between the Grand

Junction docks at East Boston and the New England piers at

South Boston.

At Liverpool the docks proper extend for a distance of 6 miles

along the water front, and the Dock property has a width of 700

to 2300 feet. The Dock Estate owns the shore for a considerable

distance beyond each end of the docks. There are no parks on the

water front. The docks have a water area of 385 acres and 25

miles of quay frontage.

At Birkenhead, on the opposite side of the river, are large

docks controlled by the same corporation, having a water area of

164 acres, with 9 miles of quay front. The largest dock entrances on

the Liverpool side now have a width of 90 feet, and at ordinary

tides a depth over the sill of from 28 to 30 feet. On the Birken-

head side the greatest width is 100 feet, and the depth of water

27 to 28 feet. In the docks on both sides of the river are situated

eighteen graving or dry docks ; the largest, the "Canada," having an

entrance width of 94 feet, with a depth of water of 28 feet over the

sill at mean high tide, and a length on the floor of 925^ feet.

Owing to the great range of tide, the sills at the entrances of

the docks were until recently so high that at extreme low water

they were exposed or only slightly covered, so that they could be

easily examined and ordinary repairs made to them. With the

great increase in the draft of vessels, it has become necessary to

lower the sills of the docks, and those now being built are all pro-

vided with grooves for placing floating caissons which will ex-

clude the water and enable the space inclosed by them to be pumped
out and the gates examined without the necessity of building coffer-

dams.

These docks are the result of a growth of many years; but

since 1885, at which time large extensions both at the north and
15
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south ends of the docks had just been completed, very little was
done on the docks other than ordinary repairs, until in 1891, find-

ing that the size of vessels had increased very rapidly, the

corporation sought authority to make extensive improvements,

—

practically to reconstruct a large section of the docks,—and in 1898

the plans were modified and extended so that the works now being

carried out provide for the entire reconstruction of two sections

of the docks, one about the middle of the northern half and the

other near the middle of the southern half of the docks on the

Liverpool side of the river.

Two new and large sets of entrances from the river are being

built, each to consist of two main passageways and one small one

in the form of a lock, for barges ; each passageway is closed by two

sets of gates, so that in case one is damaged the other will main-

tain the water in the docks. The two main passageways at each

set of entrances are 100 feet and 80 feet wide, respectively, and the

barge entrance 25 feet. The depth of water over the sills of the

main passageways is 30 feet at the north end entrance and 27 feet

at the south end at high-water neap tides. This will give a depth

of 34 feet at mean high water. The interior docks are being recon-

structed and deepened so as to accommodate the larger class of

steamers. Large pumping plants are provided to artificially raise

the surface of the water in the interior docks, so that they shall

at all times have an effective depth equivalent to the depth over the

entrance sills. The first dock into which the vessels pass, coming

from the river, has a depth equal to the sill at the entrance, and this

basin is used as a large lock, into which, at neap tides, vessels enter

;

and after the outer gates are closed the water is admitted from the

interior docks, so that it practically becomes a large lock for vessels

entering the interior docks.

On ordinary tides dock gates are opened about two hours be-

fore high water and closed at high water. During these two hours

vessels can freely pass to and fro between the docks and the river.

At the same time considerable quantities of silt are carried into the

basin, and dredging is almost constantly going on to remove it.

The cost of the improvements now in progress is estimated at

^6,350,000, or about $31,750,000. During the year 1899 about

$5,000,000 was spent on the work and in 1900 a slightly larger

sum, and the works are still far from complete.

Formerly vessels received and discharged their passengers

onto tenders, as the depth of water was not sufficient to enable the

large steamers to go alongside the landing stage; but within the

last few years extensive dredging has been done in the river in the
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vicinity of the landing stage, and at the present time all passenger

steamers, on arrival, go alongside the large landing stage (Fig. 1),

which is a long floating platform, supported on iron tanks or floats,

and there the passengers and baggage are landed. The vessel goes

into the docks on the next high water to discharge and receive

cargo. When loaded, they are brought out of the docks at high tide

and anchored in the river, and about one hour before sailing time

are brought alongside the landing stage to receive their passengers

and baggage.

Fig. 1. Landing Stage and Ferryboat, Liverpool.

The docks at Liverpool are all founded on a soft sandstone

rock, and in many cases the docks are excavated more than half

their depth in this rock. The walls of all recent docks are built

wholly of concrete, with a single course of granite as a coping

stone (Figs. 2 and 3). The sandstone rock, while furnishing an

excellent foundation, is very readily excavated without explosives,

and the excavated material is mostly carried out to sea in steam

hopper-bottom barges. The dock walls are now all built with

vertical faces, as vessels are built with practically vertical sides.

In the work of reconstruction now going on it was deemed

best to interfere as little as possible with the use of the dock, and

in many cases where it was necessary to deepen the dock and
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where the foundations of the existing walls were not far enough

below the existing bottom to enable the deepening to be done safely,

coffer-dams of timber were made and placed in front of the walls^

and after these were pumped out excavations were carried down in

sections under the walls and new foundations were put in, extend-

ing down below the line of proposed deepening. These coffer-

dams were constructed of Southern pine timber 12 inches square,

put together on the wharf in sections of 50 feet or more, then

launched overboard and placed in position by the aid of hydraulic

or steam cranes on the wharf. These sections were made water-

tight by spiking a triangular strip of dry pine about 1 inch thick

on two corners of every stick. When these timbers were placed

side by side, hydraulic jacks were used to squeeze them together,

and then they were bolted to stringers. This single thickness of

12-inch pine made a very tight dam against a head of from 20 to

30 feet of water. In placing them they were guided by a few

piles of squared timber driven into the bottom. The lower edges

of the sections were weighted with large stones lashed to them

while the upper edges were lifted by the cranes. The spaces at the

ends, between the timber sections and the wall, were made tight by

a few piles driven close together, and then clay was deposited out-

side of and against the foot of the dam. Where small leaks were

found, cinders were thrown into the water. These were sucked

into the holes in the clay and the dam became water-tight.

Where the reconstruction was so extensive that the dock could

not be kept in operation, it was cut off from connection with the

other docks either by the existing gates or by special coffer-dams,

and the whole area was pumped out and the work carried on in the

open. The pumps used for keeping these areas free from water

looked very crude, but I was assured by the engineers in charge

that they were very effective and that repairs were easily made

with but little delay. They were what I have always known as

chain pumps, consisting of a cast-iron tube about 5 inches by 28

inches in section and in lengths of about 2 feet, bolted together to

form a continuous tube from the point of discharge of the water

down nearly to the bottom of the excavation. Through this passed

two chains, to which was secured, about every 18 inches, a wooden

board which practically filled the tube. The chains were operated

by a toothed pulley on a shaft operated by a small engine. Usually

two or more of these pumps were operated from the same shaft.

They were run at a low speed, but maintained a constant flow of

water.
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Fig. 2. New Dock Wall, Liverpool, Showing Method of Construction.

Fig. 3. Building New Dock Wall in Trench Across Old Graving
Docks, Liverpool.
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Owing to the difficulty of constructing coffer-dams around

the river entrances to such a height that the whole work could be

carried on continuously, the foundations for these entrances were

constructed in coffer-dams extending only to about half tide, so

that the works were flooded each tide. As soon as the tide fell

below the top of the dam, pumps were set at work to free it and

the work was carried on as expeditiously as possible until the

rising tide overflowed the dam, when work was suspended until

the dam could be again pumped out.

In all foreign ports and docks a feature which strikes one as

entirely different from anything seen in America is the immense

number of cranes of one kind or another situated along the quay.

Nearly all the loading and discharging of vessels is done by these

cranes, very little use being made, as a rule, of the winches and

fixtures of the vessels themselves. These cranes take up consider-

able space along the quay front, and at Liverpool whenever new
sheds are built two stories high the sheds are placed quite near

the quay line and the cranes are placed on the roof (Fig. 4), the

post of the crane being directly over the brick wall of ti\e shed and

the back leg running on a track on the ridge pole. Practically, all

these cranes, as well as the motors for moving the dock gates

and other machinery, are operated by hydraulic power. In con-

struction work where we would use derricks steam cranes are

generally used. In constructing the two walls, one on each side of

a dock at Liverpool, two different styles of crane were used. The
locomotive post and boom crane was used on one side, running on a

track alongside the trench in which the wall was being constructed,

and on the other side an overhead traveling crane, running on

temporary trestles, erected on each side of the trench on which the

wall was being constructed. (Figs. 2 and 3.) The principal work

done by these cranes was raising the material excavated in the

trench and handling the timber used for bracing the trench, the

walls themselves being constructed of concrete, which was mixed

at the surface of the ground and deposited in place through chutes.

Formerly when the walls were built of stone, these overhead cranes

were used for setting the stone.

MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL AND DOCKS.

Leading from the river Mersey, just above Liverpool and on

the opposite side of the river, is the Manchester Ship Canal, which

extends up into the city of Manchester. This canal is 35^ miles

long, with a bottom width generally of 120 feet and with sloping

banks, except that in places where it is excavated through the

rock it has practically vertical sides. It has a navigable depth of
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26 feet. The locks are 65 feet wide and 600 feet long. There

are four sets in the canal in addition to the set where the canal

opens into the river. .The first section, between the entrance into

the Mersey and the first set of interior locks, is 21 miles. The
water level in this section is about the same as the ordinary high

tide in the river. The locks have a lift varying from 13 to 16J
feet. The total difference in elevation between the surface of the

water in the docks at Manchester and in the lower section is 6o|

feet. During extreme tides the water is allowed to flow into the

lower section (21 miles) of the canal; and, as originally planned, it

flowed in and out through sluices located in the bank at various

places along the section ; but owing to the large amounts of silt

Fig. 4. Cranes on Roof of Shed. Liverpool Docks.

which were carried into the canal at such times and which had to

be removed by dredging, and owing to the cross currents created,

it was finally decided to close all the openings except the one at the

entrance of the canal ; and while the amount of tidewater which

enters and leaves the canal now is somewhat less than formerly

when all the entrances were in use, no injurious effects on the river

below have been noted.

During extreme high tides the current created in the narrow-

est sections of the canal by this tidal flow reaches the velocity of

about 5 miles per hour for short periods.
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The banks of the canal, where the cutting is through earth,

have been protected by stone paving; but even up to the present

time in many places they show signs of cutting.

The docks at Manchester are on quite an extensive scale, and

large tracts of additional land have been purchased with a view

to extending them. The dock walls are all built of concrete, but

from a short distance below the surface of the water to the coping

stone they are faced with blue brick, the coping stone, as at Liver-

pool, being granite. (Fig. 5.)

Hydraulic power is used for operating the cranes along the

docks and the gates of the locks.

One interesting feature of the work is the Barton Aqueduct,

which carries the Bridgewater Canal across the ship canal. In order

to allow the passage of vessels in the ship canal this has been con-

structed as a turn-table drawbridge, gates being constructed at

each end of the canal box, both on the abutment and on the bridge,

leaving a space of about 18 inches between the gates. When the

bridge is swung off to allow the passage of vessels, it carries with

it the canal box full of water, only the small volume lying in the

space of 18 inches between the gates being lost. At times canal

boats are caught on the bridge when the draw is to be opened,

and they remain in the box while the bridge is being swung off.

The drawbridge is a heavy steel-girder bridge, quite narrow, and

is operated by hydraulic power from a pumping station near-by

on the shore, which also furnishes power for operating a highway

drawbridge immediately below the aqueduct bridge.

Vessels of over 8000 tons burden have navigated the canal,

and very little delay is occasioned in passing through the locks.

Facilities for docking and repairing vessels have not been provided

here so extensively as in some other parts. The canal is connected

with the barge canal system which covers the larger part of Eng-

land and Wales, and a large part of the merchandise brought in

vessels both to Liverpool, Manchester and other ports is dis-

charged directly into the canal boats for distribution to the various

inland centers, the railroads performing a very much less important

part in the transportation of heavy goods than they do in this

country.

LONDON.

At London the dock system is entirely different from those

heretofore mentioned. The rise and fall of the tide is very great,

the mean rise and fall being \j\ feet at London bridge. At various

points along the river piers are built out, at the ends of which the

coastwise steamers lie to receive and discharge their cargoes.
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These piers are too narrow to permit of mooring the whole length

of the vessel directly to the ends of the piers, so mooring buoys

are placed in the river above and below the piers, and to these

buoys the mooring lines are made fast. All along the river below

the Victoria embankment, and also on the Surrey side, the ware-

houses are built at the water's edge and steamers and barges are

brought alongside and lie there on the bottom while their cargo

is discharged into the warehouses by long-armed cranes which are

attached to the faces of the buildings.

In some places the bed of the river is prepared and leveled

above the level of low-water mark, so that the flat-bottom barges

9?*4 r-

Fig. Belay Post and Canal Boat, Manchester Docks.

can lie there when the tide recedes without dropping too great a

distance below the level of the wharf. At various points in the

river are placed mooring buoys, to which steamers are made fast,

stem and stern, to prevent their swinging while their cargo is dis-

charged over the side into lighters, which are then floated up and

down the river to the various warehouses. These lighters or

scows are also taken into the various docks and loaded from steam-

ers or vessels lying there, and then are taken out again into the

river to the warehouses, railroad stations and canals.

Docks similar to those at Liverpool are built on both sides of

the river at various places. Some of the oldest, as the London and
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St. Catherine's docks, are just below the Tower and are very-

massive, having heavy stone and brick warehouses built right on

the quay line. Below these, on the same side of the river, are the

East and West India docks, which are located on the inside of a
bend in the river and have openings into the river at both ends.

Below these again are the Victoria and Albert docks, and at the

mouth of the river are the new Tillbury docks, which are the only

ones into which the largest steamers can enter, the tidal basin

having a depth of 23^ feet at low-water spring tides and 42^ feet

at high-water spring tides. The depth on the outer sill of the lock

leading to the closed dock is 1^ feet less. The Victoria and Albert

docks accommodate the larger part of the Peninsular and Oriental

steamship lines, as well as many others. There are large cold

storage warehouses for receiving and storing frozen meat, and.

there have just been installed at the Victoria dock small grain

elevators for transferring grain from barges to cars.

Some of the dock walls in the Victoria dock are constructed

of vertical cast-iron I-beams, with webs and flanges over 2 inches

thick, the spaces between the I-beams being filled in with brick

arches. There are also a few pile piers built of square timber.

The walls of the Albert dock are constructed wholly of con-

crete except at the entrances, where they are faced with brick.

Very little is now being done in the London docks in the way of

improvement, and I was told by the engineer at the Victoria and

Albert docks that it was almost impossible to get the authority to>

make the really needed improvements.

At the West India docks one of the large entrance locks was

being reconstructed, the arch of the invert being taken out and

replaced with one having a greater radius in order to allow modern

vessels with flat bottoms to enter, the depth of water at the sides

being increased about 4 feet; at the same time the lock is being

lengthened and an additional pair of gates placed at the inner end.

In order to carry out this work a coffer-dam of timber was built

on the apron outside the entrance gates, and at the inner end, in the

dock itself, a circular coffer-dam was being constructed of Southern

pine timber, each pile constructed of two sticks 12 inches square

bolted together. The piles thus made, being driven close together

in the dock, form a semicircular wall 2 feet thick around the inner

end of the lock. These piles were driven as close together as-

possible in sections of ten piles each. When one section was driven

a space of about 10 inches was left and then another section of ten

piles was driven. This was continued until the whole distance had

been covered. Then, by the aid of divers, the exact space between
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each two sections was measured and a pile, cut slightly larger than

the space to be filled, was driven into it, thereby wedging all the

others together.

To strengthen the top of the coffer-dam, a horizontal timber

arch 8 to 10 feet thick and 12 inches wide, made of planks 3 inches

by 12 inches, was built against its inner face. Between this and
the bottom it was proposed to put in additional bracing by the aid

of divers. Just before my visit, the dam had been completed with

the exception of some of the under-water bracing, and an attempt

was made to pump it out. When the water had been lowered

about 12 feet, the dam gave way near the middle, and at the time of

my visit it was being reconstructed with the intention of putting

in additional under-water bracing. In placing the new invert in

the lock sections 5 to 6 feet wide are first cut out of the old invert

and a new invert of concrete built in place ; then the intermediate

sections are cut out and sections are built in between the sections

previously constructed. The entrance at which this work is being

done is 55 feet wide.

On the opposite side of the river is another large system of

docks used largely by sailing vessels.

There is a large passenger traffic on the river in small paddle-

wheel steamers which run up and down the river from Westminster

bridge and Greenwich every half hour and other steamers which

run much oftener to intermediate points.

Along the banks of the Thames are many dry docks opening

directly from the river. They are large enough to accommodate

the ordinary sailing vessel, and some are of considerable size. The
sills are above the plane of low water; and after vessels are

placed in them and the gates are closed, the docks are emptied by

allowing the water to flow out as the tide falls, the sluice being

closed at low water, and after the vessels have been cleaned or

repaired the water is allowed to enter at high tide and the vessels

are floated out. This makes very cheap dockage, no pumping plant

being required.

At Liverpool some of the older dry docks, opening from the

wet docks, are equipped in a similar manner by having sluices built

through the walls of the main dock out into the river; but all the

larger and more recent docks are built with pumping plants, the

Canada dock, the largest now in operation, being equipped with

pumps which will empty the entire dock in 1^ hours. This method

of operating dry docks, of course, can be used only where there is

a considerable range of tide, as there is in Great Britain.
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BRISTOL.

From London I went to Bristol and to South Wales. The
Avon at Bristol is a small stream, but the tides are very great, and

vessels of a size similar to our coastwise steamers come up into

the city, where a section of the river has been impounded as a dock,

the river in places between the city and its mouth being almost

dry at low tide. The docks here are owned by the municipality

and considerable work has been done in improving the channel of

the river and in building retaining walls to prevent the banks from

washing down into the channel. At Avon mouth a large dock has

been constructed to accommodate foreign traffic.

The city investigated the best method of extending its dock

facilities. One plan considered was to build a dam with sluices

and gates at the mouth of the river Avon, and to turn the whole

length of the river between the city and the sea (about 8 miles)

into a dock. One serious objection to this plan is the large amount

of silt which is carried by the river and which will settle in any such

dock and require continual dredging in order to maintain the re-

quired depth of water.

The plan which has been adopted and authorized by Parliament

in 190 1 is for a new dock having an area of 30 acres in the low-

land adjacent to the present dock near the mouth of the river. As

the needs of the port demand, this can be extended and other docks

located on the opposite bank of the river. Two hundred and thirty

acres of land adjoining have been acquired for use in connection

with the dock. On both sides of the river there are large areas of

lowland at present unoccupied except for cultivation.

The dimensions of the docks are as follows

:

Areas.

At the City 85 acres

Avon Mouth 16 "

Proposed New Dock .... 30 "

At the new dock the length of the entrance lock is to be 850

feet and the width 85 feet. A graving dock is to be built of about

the same size as the entrance lock. The depth of water in the

entrance channel from the river to the dock is 8 feet at mean low

water. Many improvements were under way at the time of my
visit. A new grain elevator, just completed, is operated wholly by

electricity, the grain belt conveyers and elevators being run by

independent motors. The electricity used was generated in a power

station within the dockyard, the generators being run by gas

engines using gas made on the premises. The sheds on the docks

Length of Depth of Wat er on Sill.

Quay. Neap Tides. Sp ring Tides,

7500 yards 23 33

I200 " 28 38

mo " f outer 37
\ inner 26

47
36
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were being enlarged and extended principally by sheds constructed

of I-beams set on end in masses of concrete in the ground, the

roofs being made of corrugated galvanized iron bent in the form of

an arch between I-beams connecting the heads of the posts. The
construction was very light and stiff, but would hardly stand the

heavy snows of our climate. As at most of the larger docks, there

is a pumping plant here to artificially maintain the level of the

water in the dock at 30 feet above the sill of the dock entrance.

The tide is here so great that the outer gate sill is exposed at each

low water, so that it can be readily examined.

At these ports the method of handling the grain is very differ-

ent from our own. There the grain is sold in small lots, and when
it is placed in the elevator each lot must be kept separate. For this

reason the elevators are built with floors instead of bins, and the

different lots are separated from each other by movable wooden

partitions or fences. The system of grain inspection and grading,

by which all grain received of the same grade is placed in one

bin, no matter by whom owned, is not in use there.

CARDIFF.

This is the largest coal-shipping port in Great Britain, but

the trade in general merchandise is now increasing and additional

facilities are being constructed to accommodate it. At the same

time a new dock is being constructed, a large portion of the excava-

tion being already done and a portion of the dock walls erected.

The coal cars used are on four wheels and hold from 7 to 10 tons

;

all have swinging doors at the ends, and as they are shunted down
to the side of the vessel they are picked up by machinery of various

forms and the whole load is dumped directly into the vessel. In

some cases the ordinary dock crane is used, the car being picked up

by chains passed under the body and swung out over the bunker or

hatchway of the vessel, and the car is tipped by means of a second

chain on the crane and its contents discharged into the vessel. At
other places hydraulic elevators (Fig. 6) stand on the edge of the

quay; onto these the car is pushed, raised to the necessary height

and tipped, and its contents are discharged through a chute into

the vessel. Another and slower method, which has nevertheless

been adopted in some cases in order to avoid breaking the coal, is

as follows : A large iron tank, which looks like a coalhod, is

lowered into a pocket in the quay, the car is run down onto a

tipping platform in front of the coalhod and its contents are

dumped into it. The hod is then raised by a crane, swung over and

lowered into the hold of the vessel, and when it has reached the
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bottom its contents are discharged by disconnecting the bottom

from the sides of the hod and raising the sides. In this way the

coal is deposited with the least fall and the lumps are not broken.

The present Bute docks at Cardiff have an area of iiof acres,

and the new dock in process of construction has an area of 50 acres

;

total, i6of acres. The depth of water on the sill is 25 feet at high-

water neap tides and 10 more on springs. There are nine graving

docks besides pontoon and gridiron.

There are many excursion steamers at these ports. They are

shallow-draft paddle steamers, long and narrow, and lie at piers

outside of the docks, and at low tide rest wholly on a mud bottom

which is bare at low water. The mean range of tide at these ports

is 24 to 28 feet ; spring tides 31 to 37 feet.

BARRY.

Barry is one of the boom towns of South Wales. The con-

struction of the large docks here was commenced about fifteen years

ago, and they have been open about eleven years. The popula-

tion in this vicinity at the time of the beginning of the work was

about 800, while at the present time it is 35,000. The principal busi-

ness is the mining and shipping of coal. Large quantities of timber

to be used as props in the coal mines are imported principally from

Norway. The machinery for handling the coal is substantially

the same as at Cardiff, but of a somewhat newer design. The area

of the dock is 114 acres and the length of quay 19,540 feet; the

entrances haVe a width of 80 feet. The depth over the sill is 29

feet at neap tides and 37 feet at spring tides.

There are two sets of dry docks ; one set is 867 feet long and

the other 778 feet long, both having a width of 100 feet on the floor.

At the time of my visit one set was occupied by three vessels ; at

one end there were two vessels abreast of each other and at the

other end one vessel standing on its keel and leaning against the

side of the lock, there being space enough alongside of her for

another vessel. Both sets of docks can be divided by gates near

the middle into two separate docks.

SOUTHAMPTON.

The next port I visited was Southampton. The docks here,

with the exception of the town quay and Royal pier, which are

used for excursion steamers and local vessels, are owned by the

London and Southwestern Railway. There are three main docks,

having an area of 44^ acres. Of these only one, having an area of

10 acres, is a closed dock. In the large Empress dock and along-
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side the quay fronting on the river Itchen there is a depth of not

less than 28 feet at low water. The mean range of tide is about 10

feet. There are five graving or dry docks and a sixth is in course

of construction. The largest dock has a length of 750 feet, with a

depth on the sill of 29 feet at high-water neap tides and 32^ feet at

spring tides.

At these docks a cold storage warehouse was in course of

construction on filled land alongside the quay front. The founda-

tions consist of concrete piles 14 inches square and 40 feet long.

They were driven by a steam hammer their whole length into the

filling, which appeared to be composed principally of silt. These
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Fig. 6. Hydraulic Cranes at Cardiff.

piles were built in a vertical position and had four i^-inch iron

rods inclosed in the concrete throughout their length. At the

point of the pile the rods were bent and entered the back of a small

cast-iron point. About every 18 inches the rods were tied together

with plain iron wire about the size of our large telegraph wire.

The concrete was quite rich,—about one part Portland cement to

two parts of river gravel,—which was dredged from the river

within half a mile of the quay. While being driven, a cap of cast

iron was placed on the head of the pile ; and this cap had, on its

upper side, a socket, in which was placed a depth of about 6 inches
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of sawdust. On this was placed a wooden block, and the steam

hammer struck on the top of this block. This was used to cushion

the blow and prevent shattering the head of the pile. The man in

charge of the work told me that they had no difficulty in driving

the piles to the required depth.

On the foundation thus formed was being constructed a build-

ing consisting wholly of concrete strengthened by plain iron rods.

The posts were built like the piles, those in the basement story

having five rods embodied in the concrete, and the posts were gener-

ally about 10 or 12 inches square. The beams from post to post

had a number of round rods, generally i£ inches in diameter,

sagged between the posts and extending over the head of the post

and a few inches beyond, where the ends were bent at right angles.

By these beams the floor was cut up into panels of about 4x6
feet, and across these was constructed, in a similar manner, a floor

of concrete about 6 inches thick. The walls were carried up as

plain slabs between the posts, with smaller rods, generally square,

spaced about every 8 inches. This form of construction was quite

new, and I heard of it from a number of different engineers.

Shortly before my visit there had been an accident and the frame

and trestle which supported the piles during their construction

had fallen. In constructing the piles the molds or forms were left

on for about two days after the concrete had been placed ; then they

were removed and the piles were allowed to remain in the same

place for about twenty days. At the end of that time they were taken

down and stored away and not driven until after they were at

least two months old. When the trestle work holding these piles

fell a large number of piles fell with it. At the time of my visit

the wreckage had been cleared away and the trestle was in process

of reconstruction. A number of damaged piles were scattered

about the yard, and I was surprised to see a considerable number

which had simply been bent in the form of a bow, the middle

ordinate of the curve being from 1 to 2 feet, while the concrete

hardly showed a crack. They were trying the experiment of saving

what they could of these damaged piles by cutting away the con-

crete from the bent portions, then cutting out the bent iron and at-

tempting to reunite the straight portions by placing them in line,

putting in new lengths of iron to take the place of that which

had been cut out and adding new concrete while the pile remained

in a horizontal position. The old and new iron rods were held in

place by slipping short sections of pipe over the joints.

At Southampton can be-seen long sections of the old masonry

wall which formerly surrounded the city, and one of the old city
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gates still obstructs one of the main thoroughfares. This gate,

known as the Bar gate, has become such an obstruction that its

removal is being agitated.

HAVRE.

There is a daily service of steamers from Southampton to

Havre, which is the largest of the French ports. It has a basin or

outer tidal harbor where small vessels lie, but they cannot come

alongside the quay walls at low water. The docks proper consist

of eight basins. The entrance to the largest of these is 100 feet

wide, with a depth on the sill of 29^ feet at high-water neap tides

and 35 feet at spring tides. At the present time the docks can be

entered only at high tide, and the outer harbor is too small for the

needs of the port ; but work is now under way for constructing

a new entrance to the main dock by which vessels can enter through

a lock at any stage of the tide.

At the same time stone jetties or breakwaters are being con-

structed, extending from the shore on both sides of the entrance

of the present harbor, inclosing an area nearly 1000 meters square,

to be dredged out as a new outer harbor.

As in the English docks, cranes are to be found scattered all

along the quay line. Those at the coal dock are operated by elec-

tricity, while the others are mostly hydraulic.

There are six dry docks, the largest being 492 feet long over

all. This dock has been found to be too small, and it is now being

lengthened so as to enable it to dock vessels 200 meters long. The
foundations here are very poor and the extension of the dock is

being constructed on a large compressed air caisson. The entire end

of the present dock was first removed and the excavation of the

site of the extension was made in the open air as far as was possible
;

then the steel caisson was built in the excavation and sunk into

place, the extension being built upon it as the work proceeded. At

the new entrance the lock is being built in the same way, the work

being divided into a number of sections and each being built on

its own caisson. The breakwater inclosing the new outer harbor

is being built up to the level of low water, of rough quarry stone,

faced on the sea side by large blocks of artificial stone. The portion

above low water is a heavy masonry wall laid in cement. The ends

of the breakwater adjoining the entrance channel will be built of

masonry with vertical sides founded on a compressed air caisson

carried down to a depth sufficient to allow future deepening of

the entrance to &| meters below low water.

16
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ANTWERP.

Antwerp is situated on the river Scheldt about 60 miles

from its mouth. A quay is built along the whole city front, a

distance of about 2 miles, and a width of a little over 300 feet is

used as a wharf, having railway tracks its whole length. Back of

this wharf is a paved street.

In addition to this river front there are three sets of docks,

Tiaving a total water area of about 166 acres, with about 7 miles of

quay. All the deep-draft vessels discharge and load in the river,

where there is a depth of not less than 28 feet at low tide. There

are six dry docks opening from the wet docks, and in addition there

are four private dry docks and a gridiron opening from the river.

There is the usual equipment of hydraulic cranes, and adjoining

one of the docks in the lower portion of the city is a large brick

grain elevator equipped with fan conveyers. The grain discharged

from vessels is poured into manholes in the quay, which connect

through pipes laid just below the surface with exhaust fans in the

elevator which suck the grain to the elevator. There is no equip-

ment for taking grain in bulk from the vessels. It all has to be

placed in sacks and hoisted out either by cranes or by the ship's

own winches and poured from the sacks into the manholes in the

wharf.

The river is very crooked and flows through an alluvial soil

;

the larger portion of the banks is protected by brush fascines, and

much dredging has been done to improve the channel. The average

rise and fall of the tide is about 1 1^ feet and on spring tides nearly

15 feet.

One feature was different from anything I saw in any other

port. At the foot of the main street leading up into the city was

an old castle right on the quay, and extending from this for a

quarter of a mile down river an elevated platform 50 feet or more

wide has been built level with the tops of the wharf sheds, its front

line being 20 or 30 feet back from the quay where the large steam-

ers discharge (Fig. 7). This forms a promenade or recreation

ground for the people in that section of the city, where they come

and enjoy the breezes blowing across the river. At the opposite

end from the old castle, which is now used as a museum, was a

restaurant or cafe. Near the museum was a large floating landing

stage, where the excursion steamers and ferries plying across the

river made their landing.

BOSTON.

Boston is situated on the east coast of England about 6

miles from the mouth of the river Witham, in Lincolnshire. The
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river has been straightened at various times under authority of

acts of Parliament, so that at the present time it follows but a

small portion of its original channel. Its depth varies from 21 feet

at its mouth to 18 feet at high-water neap tide at the dock. The
mean range of tide is 16^ feet.

The dock was constructed under an act of Parliament passed

in 1 88 1 and has a water area of about 7 acres and about | mile

of quay front. The entrance lock is 300 feet long and 50 feet wide,

with a depth of water on the sill of 18 feet at high-water neap tide

and 25 feet at spring tide.

Fig. 7. River Bank at Antwerp, Showing Cranes and Freight Below,
and Pleasure Promenade Above.

The principal business is fishing, thirty-seven steam trawlers

sailing from the port. It has also a considerable business in ship-

ping coal. The dock is equipped with hydraulic cranes and grain

elevators, being quite a modern plant on a small scale. It has a

marine railway for repairing fishing vessels and an artificial ice

plant for supplying the fishermen with ice. Large quantities of

ice are also imported from Norway. The municipality also owns

a railway connecting the dock with the Great Northern Railway.

Boston is situated in the fen district and most of the country

back of it is protected from the sea by dikes, the drainage being
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through the rivers, in which are constructed large sluices for con-

trolling the drainage and keeping out the tides. One of the largest

of these sluices is in the Witham just above the center of the city

and another is in the branch of the Witham just below the dock.

The principal sight in the old town is the St. Botolph church,

which stands on the bank of the river just below the main sluice,

and its tower is known as "Boston Stump." The floor of the church

is so low that in storms the tide has covered it to a depth of several

feet.

Wednesday is market day in Boston, and on that day the

Square is filled with booths and farmers' wagons. During the rest

of the week the Square is practically deserted.

HULL,

Hull is situated on the north bank of the Humber, about 20

miles from its mouth. There are two sets of docks, one owned by

the Northwestern Railway Company and the other by the Hull and

Barnsley Railway.

The first set has an area of about 140 acres. The largest

entrance is through a lock 320 feet long with a width of 80 feet.

The depth over the sill is 22 feet at high-water neap tide and 28

feet at spring tide. There is one graving dock 501 feet long with

an entrance 50 feet wide, having a depth of water 21 feet on the

sill at spring tides and 15 feet at neap tides. The mean range of

tide is about 16 feet. The river Hull, a small stream which flows

through the center of the city, is used by small vessels.

The large Alexandra dock of the Hull and Barnsley Railway

has an area of 46 acres, the entrance lock being 550 feet long and 85

feet wide, with 34 feet of water on the sill at spring tides and 28

feet at neap tides.

All these docks are equipped with hydraulic cranes and

machinery for loading coal, and at the Hull and Barnsley Railway

large quantities of timber are imported. The present dock accom-

modations are inadequate and surveys and borings are now under

way for a larp-e dock below the present Hull and Barnsley Railway

dock.

The river Humber is quite wide opposite the docks and there

are many shoals and middle grounds. Large quantities of silt are

carried to and fro by the tides and considerable difficulty is found

in keeping the entrances to the docks clear. Dredging is constantly

going on and sluicing arrangements are used for scouring the silt

away from the gates.
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GLASGOW.

Glasgow is situated on the Clyde about 21 miles abo/e Green-

ock. The mean range of tide is about 9^ feet. Formerly the bed

of the river was above mean sea level at Glasgow, but by dredging

and other improvements there is now a depth of 26 feet of water

at high-water spring tide and 24 feet at neap tide. Below the

bridges the river front is walled up and used as a quay and in the

city are also three docks having an area of about 75 acres with

about 4^ miles of quay front. These docks are open to the river

and the tide rises and falls in them. The trade of the port has

grown so large that two new docks are in process of construction

about halfway down the river and a third is in contemplation.

There are a number of graving docks and marine railways.

The shipbuilding yards are located along the river front below the

city. The foundations for structures are poor and considerable

difficulty has been found in constructing and maintaining the quay

walls along the river bank. At one point they were reconstructing

a section at the time of my visit and the engineer informed me
that this was the fourth wall which had been built in that place, the

previous ones having all failed owing to the poor foundations. The
wall under construction is being built on a steel caisson which was

sunk by the pneumatic process, and the wall of brick and concrete

was being built as the caisson sank into place. Two sections ad-

joining each other were being built at the same time.

In the river below the bridges are many ferries. Two of these

are for teams as well as for foot passengers. One is a large iron

framework carrying a platform which can be raised and lowered

by means of large screws, the whole being mounted on a steel hull

which looks like a flat scow and in which are the engines for

operating the propellers and the screws. This ferryboat plies

across a narrow portion of the river and is made fast bow on to

the quay wall on each side. The movable platform is kept on a

level with the wharf and connection is made between the platform

and the wharf by a short flap. The boat is double-ended, like our

own ferryboats, so that it does not have to be turned around. The
fares are all collected at one end, there being different passageways

for the passengers going aboard and for those leaving the boat.

The other steam ferry lands on a paved beach on either side of

the river and is like our own river ferryboats except that it is

operated by steam. Two chains are stretched across the river and

pass through slots in the boat and pass around drums which are

operated by an engine. The landing is made by lowering a drop

onto the beach at either end.
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The water in the river is very foul and much complaint is made
on account of its offensive character. Practically all of the sewage

of the city empties into the river.

The cranes along the quays are mainly operated by hydraulic

power, but the question of changing the equipment to electricity

is now under consideration, and at the time of my visit a committee

was visiting Hamburg to investigate its use at that port. In the

newest dock there is a depth of water of not less than 22 feet at

low tide.

The land rises rapidly from the river bank, so that the main

portion of the city is quite high. The railway from Edinburgh

enters the city through a tunnel on a steep grade. On the arrival

of the trains at the entrance of the tunnel at the top of the grade

the locomotive is detached and one or more brake vans are attached

in its place ; then the locomotive proceeds to the rear of the train

and starts it down the incline. The train is then controlled by the

brake vans until it enters the station. On leaving the station the

process is reversed, the brake vans remain attached to what is then

the rear end of the train and the locomotive is attached as usual.

On the outgoing track is placed an endless cable operated by a

steam engine at the head of the grade. Each brake van is equipped

with a clutch which takes hold of the cable, and this assists the

locomotive in overcoming the grade. At the same station another

line of railway comes in at right angles to the first through a tunnel

at a lower grade, making a station of two stories.

In nearly all the ports visited the docks are connected more

or less directly with the barge canal system. Many of these canals

were built at an early date and are not large, but reach into the

rural districts.

At Trevor, in Wales, I saw a fine piece of engineering work in

connection with the Shropshire Union Canal. The Pontcysylltau

Aqueduct (Fig. 8) was built by Mr. Thomas Telford to carry the

canal across the valley of the river Dee. It was begun in 1795

and completed in about ten years. It consists of nineteen arched

spans of 45 feet each. In the center it is 130 feet high and its total

length is 1007 feet. The ironwork is all cast iron except the bolts.

Each span consists of four arched ribs, each rib being cast in three

pieces bolted together. On top of these ribs is placed a cast-iron box

12 feet wide with a towing path 4 feet wide along one side. The

cast iron box extends 11 feet into the embankment at each end.

This canal is still in active use, the boats navigating it (Fig. 5)

being about 5 feet wide, 4 feet deep and 40 to 50 feet long. The
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ironwork of the bridge appeared to be in very good condition,

though some of the arched ribs have been broken and repaired by

Fig. 8. Northern Span Pontcysylltau Aqueduct.

clamps bolted to them. The towpath of the canal makes a very

pleasant walk, and, judging from its appearance, is much used for

this purpose.
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SEPARATION OF Oil, FROM CONDENSED STEAM.

J. R. Bibbins, Member Detroit Engineering Society.

[Read before the Society, January 24, 1902.*]

The object of the experimental work detailed in the following

pages was to evolve some method of freeing engine condensation

of entrained oil occurring either in free form or entirely in the

form of emulsion. The objective point of application of this

prospective method of oil separation was the condensing plant of

Station "C," of Detroit, Edison Company, which is at present

operated in connection with two 400 horse-power Mcintosh & Sey-

mour tandem compound engines during periods of alternate heavy

and light load. The relative positions of engines, condensers and

exhaust piping are shown in Fig. 6. The condenser is a 1600-

square-foot Worthington surface condenser, and discharges its

condensation in either or both of two ways, namely: First, by

means of a small automatically controlled pump into a coke filter

constructed specially for the purpose of removing the oil, and

thence directly into the boiler feed. The filter in shown, in vertical

section, in Fig. 1. Second, by means of a siphon leg overflow

directly into the sewer. The outlet from the filter shown in Fig. 1

taps into a 4-inch feed pipe leading from the discharge of the

condenser circulating pump, from which the boiler feed is drawn

at 150 degrees Fahr. average. The plant does not use city water

directly for circulation and consequently for cooling purposes,

but employs a cooling tower which receives and cools the hot dis-

charge from the circulating pump. The before-mentioned tap from

pump discharge is then a tap from the hot circulation water enter-

ing the tower to be cooled ; this water then being more suitable for

boiler feed than cold water from city mains.

OCCURRENCE OF OIL.

No trouble was experienced in the operation of the plant as long

as the condensation was allowed to overflow into the sewer and the

boiler feed was taken directly from the hot pump discharge from

the condenser. After the instalment of the special coke filter the

condensation was then pumped through the filter and thence into

the boiler, thus completing the water cycle (boiler-engine-con-

denser-filter-boiler) without serious waste. This operation con-

tinued for some months, during which time the coke was renewed

at intervals of three or four weeks until it was found that con-

*Manuscript received February 13, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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siderable oil had collected in the boilers, presumably due to the

faulty action of the filter. The filter is constructed as shown in

Fig. 1, consisting of a 10-foot length of 15-inch wrought iron pipe

Tb boi/ers

— Castiron heads

From
Condenser

/ - fri/et

O- Oat/et
S- Strainer
H-Hondho/e.
B-B/owoff
V- t/a/i/e

SFEC//7L
CO/fF F/LTFf?

Fd/son ///i/m in aT/ r?a Co— Station *C.—
Jatr £0-/9oa

Fig. i.

with flanged ends. A settling chamber is provided at the top and

bottom and the coke is closely packed in the intervening space be-

tween these chambers, strainers being provided to allow free move-

ment of water from chamber to chamber, but confining the coke to
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the central portion of the filter. A hand hole at the bottom, and the

removable top, furnish means for cleaning and refilling with fresh

coke. The oily condensation enters at the top and when purified

finds exit at the bottom. The blow-off taps into the upper cham-

ber for the purpose of moving surplus free oil which collects there.

This blow-off is usually operated at intervals of two hours. The

filter is operated under pressure due to the column of tower water,

30 feet high, or about 15 pounds pressure. The size of coke used

is average pea, varying from | to 1 inch outside dimension. The

discharge from the blow-off consists of considerable quantities of

heavy black oil and much oil in the shape of emulsion, but not so

easily detected on account of its light color and extreme dilution

by pure condensed steam. An examination of the filter at the time

of renewal of coke reveals the entire interior heavily lined with

black oil, while the coke itself, especially at the top, is also entirely

coated with the black oil. A shorter run would doubtless leave the

lower layers of coke somewhat freer of the oily coating than the top

layers, as the zone of greatest activity gradually descends from top

to bottom. It is apparent that the presence of part of the oil which

found its way into the boilers was due to overworking the filter, but

subsequent experiments prove the filter to be entirely capable of

freeing the condensation of oil in the form of emulsion.* The oil

used in the engine cylinders is a special brand manufactured by

Wilson, Clark & Company, Cleveland.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

In searching for results of previous work along this line it

became evident that the actual separation of entrained oil had never

been obtained on a large scale either by mechanical separators or

by chemical means. Several forms of water-purifying apparatus,

however, separate oil in small quantities, together with other chem-

ical impurities, but they do not attempt to purify condensation or

dirty drips from the engine. It was then apparent that experi-

mental work was necessary to determine the nature of the mixture,

whether mechanical or chemical. The apparatus shown in Fig. 2

*The emulsion above mentioned is a mechanical mixture of the most

intimate nature of oil and condensed steam.

When uncontaminated by black or free oil, the emulsion presents the ap-

pearance of a milky, opalescent liquid with a slight greenish-yellow tinge.

Samples drawn from engine reheater traps on the exhaust system are ex-

tremely dense and of more pronounced color than samples from the condensa-

tion, which contain such a large percentage of pure condensed steam that,

although no color is apparent, the liquid still retains its milky or opalescent

appearance.
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was then constructed with a view to furnishing the greatest latitude

possible in experimental work. Two observation cylinders of heavy

white glass, fitted with brass heads and rubber gaskets, furnished

means of observing whatever changes and reactions took place from

time to time. Each head was tapped with a i^-inch nipple and

furnished with air-tight gauge cocks, the cylinders being inter-

connected, as shown, with an opening for pressure or vacuum

gauge. In one of the cylinders was inserted a steam coil of brass

tubing and a thermometer cup. The whole was clamped together

by two white oak heads and 5-inch bolts, the upper and thinner

head being reinforced by i^-inch angle iron, which furnished great

stiffness and made possible an equal distribution of stress between

bolts. This was quite necessary, as the slightest irregularity in

calibrated distance from head to head resulted in the opening up of

one gasket or both under pressure. This apparatus proved capable

of withstanding 90 pounds steam pressure, and would carry 60

pounds air pressure for 40 hours, with a drop of 10 to 15 pounds.

With this apparatus the following experiments were performed

to determine the effect upon clear emulsion of

:

(a) Pressure.

(b) Temperature.

(c) Vacuum.

(d) Aeration.

(e) Chemicals.

(/) Time element.

The emulsion was admitted by a funnel until the cylinder was

about half full, the pressure being controlled by valves and dis-

tributed as desired between the cylinders as indicated by the gauge

on the header.

RESULTS.

(a) Cylinder No. 1 half filled with stock emulsion obtained

from trap on high pressure exhaust, temperature 210 degrees Fahr.

at start. Air pressure gradually applied from o to 65. No disinte-

gration at the end of 3 hours. Left same at 50 pounds for 16

hours. Slight deposit of oil on side of cylinders.

(b) 1. Hot sample emulsion at o pressure. Admitted live

steam at bottom cock for one-half hour. Temperature 212 to 215,

according to velocity of entrance. No perceptible change in condi-

tions— same after 12 hours standing.

(&) 2. Hot emulsion subjected to 50 pounds initial air pres-

sure. Also ram steam through coil for i£ hours. Pressure, 65

pounds. Temperature 265 degrees Fahr. at end of test. Decided

deposit of heavy black oil on glass walls. Solution greatly clari-
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fied, though still somewhat milky and discolored from metal pipe.

Allowed to stand, and filtered. Filtrate perfectly clear and free

from oil.

Fig. 2.

(b) 3. Sample emulsion hot from engine. Subjected to 50

pounds initial air pressure. Admitted live steam at the bottom

cock, raising pressure to 80 pounds and temperature to 280 degrees
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Fahr., beyond which ebullition became too violent. At the end of

experiment there was a heavy deposit of black mineral oil on glass

walls. Solution quite clear. Filtered, filtrate clear as crystal.

Stood two days ; slight deposit of iron oxide in the form of yellow

precipitate ; no traces of oil.

(c) Subjected hot and cold emulsion to 25-inch vacuum for

i-| hours. No change.

(d) 1. Aerated hot emulsion until cold at 50 pounds pressure.

Xo results.

(d) 2. Aerated cold emulsion at 50 pounds pressure and at

atmosphere by forcing air into the bottom. Very slight deposit.

(d) 3. Aerated hot sample at 24-inch vacuum for 1 hour.

Very slight deposit.

(e) Cold sample at o pounds pressure. Injected strong so-

lution of tri-sodium phosphate. Aerated slowly for ^ hour. No
deposit.

(/) Sample drip from exhaust head of engines running non-

condensing. Stood 30 days. Oil coagulated perceptibly in form

of a creamy curd of slightly less specific gravity than water. No
perceptible change in the body of liquid.

The inference to be drawn from these experiments is that,

of all means thus far available, the application of higher tempera-

tures is the only mechanical means of coagulating and separating

entrained oil in the form of emulsion. This method, however, is

the most inconvenient of all the mechanical methods, as it involves

a live steam feed water purifier and oil niters combined, of suf-

ficient capacity to handle the total condensations plus losses. It

will also be at once recognizel as the operation which takes place

in the interior of the boiler, when under pressure, the oil being

forced out of its entrained condition by high temperatures and

deposited on the heating surfaces of the boiler, thereby seriously

reducing its operative efficiency.

An investigation into the chemical means of purification be-

came at this point advisable. Before taking up this work, the

sampling apparatus was constructed, as shown in Fig. 3, for the

purpose of drawing out samples of liquid or steam as they occur

under normal working conditions in the exhaust main of the plant.

The pipe section represents the 15-inch exhaust main conveying

exhaust steam from two 400-horse-power engines to the condenser.

Fig. 6 shows the point of application of the sampling pipe to the ex-

haust main. A 2-inch hole was tapped in the top of the pipe at a

point about 15 feet from the condenser intake and a special packing

box inserted as a plug. Through this box a f-inch brass sample
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pipe could be moved up and down at will, thus allowing the

removal of samples of exhaust at different levels in the main. A
specially constructed hand pump, capable of producing a 25-inch

vacuum, was used to work against the running vacuum, which

usually was required to be lowered to 20 inches, in order to give

sufficient difference in pressure to obtain samples of any volume.

The glass observation flask (e) was used to catch all the liquids

while the steam was condensed in the cooling coil G, and caught in

flask (F). When the apparatus was not in use, a ^-inch pipe plug

was inserted in place of the sample pipe, thus preventing any leak

and the necessity of removing the larger plug during operation.

The sample pipe being graduated in inches enabled observations

to be made at different elevations in the interior of the pipe. In

exploring the interior during operation three facts became at once

apparent

:

First. No oil occurred in the free or normal state as it was

injected into the cylinder of the engine.

Second. The exhaust steam from the top of the pipe to within

a variable distance from the bottom (0-4 inches) was pure steam,

uncontaminated by emulsion, in a vaporous state.

Third. Samples of liquid lying or moving along the bottom

of the pipe were, without exception, emulsion of a light greenish-

yellow tint, uncontaminated by black oil. They apparently were the

same mixture that was obtained from the high-pressure exhaust of

the engine, minus a small amount of black oil, which is removed

from the condensing system by a steam trap located at the lower end

of the receiver chamber of the engine reheater. A question here

arises relative to the appearance of the black oil in the filter, shown

in Fig. 1. This oil did not appear in this form in the exhaust main,

nor did it appear in experiments (c and d, vacuum and aeration)

previously described, where conditions of temperature and pressure

were reproduced from those which obtained in ' the condenser

proper.

Two explanations are apparent.

First. The uncombined oil which does not show in the sam-

pling apparatus is confined entirely to the dry sides of the pipe,

where it is forced along by superficial friction, due to the enormous

velocity of the passing steam.

Second. The separation in the condenser may take place

under different conditions than those reproduced, the sudden con-

densing of the steam having possibly some effect at present un-

known. The first supposition is somewhat invalidated by the fact

that if free oil existed on the sides of the pipe, it would certainly
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tend to gravitate to the lower surfaces, if not to the basin, of the

pipe, and there come within range of the sampling pipe. The
second supposition seems the more probable, but this point can

be better elucidated by further experiment. Concerning the pres-

ence of emulsion, experiment (b, temperature) proved that the

mineral oil was transformed from the emulsion to the free state

only by high temperatures and high pressures, the latter being

a seemingly unimportant factor in the process. These conditions

correspond to the conditions obtaining in the high-pressure cylin-

ders, but not in the low-pressure cylinder. Under the supposition

that emulsion is formed in the low-pressure cylinder, the non-

appearance of free oil in the exhaust main seems to indicate that

the limiting temperature of separation is never reached, and, conse-

quently, that the trap on the reheater should remove all free oil

escaping from the high-pressure cylinder, and thus free the system

SIMPL IN6 EXH/!UST-
tTo/sOM /ll'g Co.

— J*n I6-I90I—

C— Extra heavy rubber hosa-js- •

E- ObseryaT,o* '-flask — Ot/.

F~— Obs €ryatlon f/ask— S7Sam

Fig. 3.

of this objectionable feature. The uncertainty of performance in the

condenser, however, necessarily deprives this supposition of its

main value. A further point not yet mentioned concerns the effect

of pockets in the exhaust system. The first experiments with the

sampling apparatus in the location shown in Fig. 6 revealed a depth

of 3 to 2,2 inches solid emulsion in the basin of the exhaust main.

Subsequently the condensing system was shut off, and shortly

thereafter the contents of the exhaust pipe sampled. It was found

to contain pure vapor to within 5 inches of the bottom of the

basin, and solid emulsion thereafter. This was due to the

presence of a pocket in that part of the pipe, in which had accu-

mulated 5 inches of liquid, thus reducing the effective area of the

exhaust main 38 per cent. During operation the upper surface of

this body of liquid would probably assume a concave form, thus

accounting for the lesser depth noted at this time. As the exhaust

pipe had been in constant use for nearly a year, it is probable that
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any additional body of liquid from the engine would be swept

through to the condenser, as the depth of 3^ inches could easily

have collected in a few hours. This, then, being the limiting

depth, an increase of which would be prevented by the increase

in velocity of the passing steam. The foregoing observations

seem to point to the necessity of an efficient separator, located at

the lowest point in the main exhaust line.

This question will be taken up later.

CHEMICAL TREATMENT.

A consultation of the various authorities upon practical chem-

istry indicated in a general way the method of chemical treatment

for purifying liquids contaminated by oleaginous matter.

LUBRICATING OILS.

All oils ordinarily used for lubricating purposes are composed

of animal, vegetable or mineral oils, either in the pure state or in

the form of a mixture of various percentages of each separate

constituent. The oils most commonly used for this purpose are:

First, mineral—heavy, medium, light or paraffin (petroleum dis-

tillates) ; second, vegetable—olive, rape and castor; third, animal

—

lard, neat's foot and sperm ; fourth, resin oils sometimes used as

adulterants, but are very gummy in their nature.

The proportions in each constituent in compounded oils varies

entirely with the work for which the lubricant is intended, the heavy

oils being used where great pressure or high temperatures obtain,

and the lighter oils for light-running machinery. Valve, engine

and dynamo oils are usually compounded principally of mineral

oils and varying amounts of lard, tallow and rape oil, or even solid

tallow. All fixed or fatty oils may easily be recognized and distin-

guished from mineral oils by their inclination to saponify in the

presence of a base, while the mineral constituents remain abso-

lutely inert in the presence of either acid or alkali, and exhibit no

tendency to oxidize, as do fixed oils. Fixed or fatty oils are com-

posed of fatty ethers or esters, formed by the union of an alcohol

with a fatty acid radicle ; thus glyceryl C3 H 5 , which is the radical

of glycerol or glycerin C3 H g (O H) 3 combines with an acid radical

R to form the resultant oil C, H 5 R3 (olein, stearin, palmitin).

C3
H5 (OH) 3 + 3"(R) = C3H 5 (R) 3 + H 2

Inorganic analogue 2 KOH + H 2 (S0 4 ) = K2 (SGJ + 2 H,0.
Saponification is the reverse of this reaction, viz, the splitting

up of an ester or ether into an alcohol and a fatty acid, and may
be brought about either by hydrolysis (heating with steam under
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pressure) or by the presence of a strong base. As an example of

this disintegration:

(a) Olein -f- water (steam) = glycerol -)- oleic acid

C3H5 (C18H34 2 )3 + 3HaO = C,H B (OH), + 3C 18H 8!lOa .

This reaction takes place in steam cylinders, forming metallic soaps

and salts at the expense of cylinder walls, stuffing boxes, etc.

(b) Olein + 3KOH = glycerol + 3 (potass, oleate)

C3H5 (C18H34 2 ) 3 + 3KOH = C 3H 5 (OH) 3 + 3K(C 18H34 2 ).

Here the alcohol is liberated (as also by hydrolysis), while the

acid combines with the strong base to form soap. These soaps

are easily decomposed by mineral acids, thus

:

Potass, oleate -j-HCL = KCL + oleic acid) =
(K(C18H34 2 ) + HC1 = KC1 + C18H34 2 ,

'

the salt going into solution, while the fatty acid is set free. Min-

eral oils, if boiled with K O H, suffer no change, while fixed oils

or esters saponify, forming soaps and glycerol, which may be

readily washed away. These reactions furnish simple and accurate

means of analyzing quantitatively the various brands of engine

and dynamo oils in use. The result of using oils containing esters

of fatty acids is shown in the following analysis of cylinder de-

posits from a large compound engine cylinder (high pressure)*:

Per cent.

Moisture 13.10

Oils sol. in ether,
{ £££ '
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.' .'
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Hydrocarbons insol. in ether ".

1.67

Soap 2.10

Oxide iron and aluminum 6.81

Fixed carbon 2.71

Si 2 3.65

Ca C0 3 43-22

Mg C0 3 10.17

Undetermined 0.44

100.00

In casting about for chemical means of separating oil in the

condensing plant previously described the idea of saponification

naturally suggested itself, in the hope that an insoluble soap might

be found which would at once give the desired reaction. Of these

the calcium, aluminum and magnesium soaps seemed the more

promising, and would indeed have proved successful if pur-fixed

oils had been used. As no saponification could be detected, the

oil itself was examined by the method indicated above, and found

to be pure mineral oil, consequently unaffected by acids and bases

alike.

*Stillman, Engineering Chemistry.
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Samples of the emulsion subjected to the most sensitive test

proved entirely inert, and showed conclusively that the oily mix-

ture obtained from the engine drips and exhaust main is a mechani-

cal mixture of water and mineral oil, but, withal, so complete a

mixture as to appear like a chemical one, showing no evidence of

oily or other foreign matter in mechanical suspension.

COAGULATION.

The emulsion having thus far resisted all attempts at chemical

disintegration, a series of coagulative tests were made,* employing

successively fuller's earth, powdered marl (Ca Co3 ), slaked lime

and a double treatment of alum and Na2 C Os .

The fuller's earth and calcium compounds produce the most

gratifying results. In each case the chemicals were mixed with

water to the consistency of thin paint, and, in this state, added to

the sample of emulsion, the whole being then agitated for a short

period and allowed to settle. With the calcium compounds coagu-

lation occurred almost instantly, and a milky-white curd of consid-

erable volume and weight settled slowly to the bottom, leaving the

liquid quite clear, although slightly alkaline. Fuller's earth pro-

duced the same results after a longer period of agitation and

settling, with the exception that after the coagulated oil had set-

tled to the bottom in the form of a grayish-brown sludge, a fine,

cloudy precipitate still hung in suspension for some time, which

finally settled also, leaving the solution clear and without acid or

basic reactions.

It was found that freshly prepared milk of lime, used as a

coagulator, imparted to the filtrate or clear liquid a much stronger

basic reaction than powdered chalk or marl. It was also found that

the solid constituents of the lime mixture were alone responsible

for the coagulation, which was proved by treating emulsion with

pure lime water decanted from a quantity of milk of lime, in which

this solid matter had been allowed to settle. No coagulation was

observed.
WATER ANALYSIS.

In order to definitely ascertain which of these reagents may
be most successfully applied to any particular case of power station

operation, the constituency of the feed water in its natural state

should be considered. A chemical analysis of the water of the

Detroit River by the Detroit Water Board reveals various impuri-

ties, as indicated in the table below. These analyses are not recent,

but show a fairly uniform constituency.

*At the suggestion of Professor Campbell, of the University of Michigan.
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Analysis Detroit River Water—Water Board.

Date of Observation. 1861. 1872. 1879. 1879.

Ingredients. Grains per U. S. Gal.
Pts. ppr
Million.

Calcium sulphate . . .

Calcium bicarbonate .

Magnesium bicarbonate

Potassium chloride . .

Ca S0
4

Ca H
2
(CO

s )

,

MgH
2
(C0

3 ) 2

K CI

Na CI

Na
2
C0

3

Mg Cl
2

Al
2
P04

Fe
2
C0

3

K
2
S04

2-53

1.652

0.145

0.361

0.185

0.034

0.508

o.593

0.263

0.70

4. 1

1

0.66

1.043

3-353

1.209

17.89

57-49

20.73

Sodium chloride . . .

Sodium carbonate . . .

Magnesium chloride .

0.24

0.32

0.229

0-394

3-93

5-75

Aluminum phosphate .

Iron carbonate ....
Potassium sulphate . .

Alumina

0.28

Trace.

0.241

0.306

Trace.

4-13

5-24Silica

PURIFICATION.

The foregoing table shows the principal scale-forming ingre-

dients of Detroit River water to be Ca H2 (C 3 ) 2 5749 parts per

million, Ca So 4 17.89 parts per million, and Mg H2 (C 3 ) 2 20.73

parts per million.

It is therefore necessary to adopt some means of relieving

the boilers of this deposit. This may, of course, be accomplished

by means of

:

First. Live or exhaust steam purifiers, in which the water

is heated by steam to a temperature at which the C02 dissolved in

the river water is driven off, thus depriving the bicarbonates of

their solubility and precipitating them in appropriate receivers.

The extent of this reaction will depend upon the temperature of the

steam, and, in order to affect the deposition of sulphates, the

process must be supplemented by further treatment with soda ash

or other compounds.

Second. Porter-Clark process. This is entirely chemical and

highly recommended by authorities on water purification, some

advising single and others a double treatment, according to the con-

stituency of the water and the conditions of treatment. In this

process the bicarbonates are reduced to insoluble carbonates by a

treatment of milk of lime, which is simply the liquid obtained by

slaking freshly burned lime.

The sulphates are treated with soda ash to form soluble Na2

So 4 which remains in solution, while the insoluble carbonates are

thrown down.
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These reactions may, of course, take place inside the boiler,

with a result that more frequent cleanings and blowings-off must

be resorted to in order to prevent undue concentration and collec-

Prooosed" Layout
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\

Note— t7i/ drips ore to be turned info hot we//, inc/udmg drips from
separator on exhaust main, drips from reheaterj , drips from
ejftt oust heads, and drips from aiyjri/iaries.

from hot we//, water is pumped into setftinq tank to be "treat—

eot and aerated-
fitter settling , s/udge is at/owed to ran off, and remaining
pure water returned to feed pump suction through Quna/y
fpetl/m Trap.

Fig. 5.

tion of the sludge. The extent of this concentration may be judged

from the quantity of calcareous deposits in the cylinder noted in the

above analysis, this having been carried over during priming of

boiler. A proper system of treating would involve mixing and
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settling tanks of considerable size, as the reactions are necessarily

slow, from one to two hours being required for their completion,

unless an extra quantity of reagent be used to hasten them. In

this case filters must be employed to remove the precipitates from

suspension.

Third. Other reagents and purifiers are, of course, employed,

including caustic soda, tridodium phosphate, galvanic batteries and

various brands of vegetable compounds (for the manager), but

these are not essential to the subject in hand.

In view of the success of. the lime treatment it is apparent

that the same material may be advantageously used as an oil coagu-

lator, the two systems being operated with a common reagent.

Other reasons for the selection of lime are

:

First. It acts much more powerfully and quickly in precipitat-

ing oily matter in suspension, thus shortening the time necessary to

complete the reaction.

Second. The hydroxide Ca (O H) 2 , which invariably goes

into solution with the water, is a highly desirable substance, and

may be made a factor in the water-softening process above de-

scribed.

Third. The oil precipitate is much lighter and more mobile

than that produced by the fuller's earth, and therefore easier to

separate by filtration.

In a condensing plant where it is possible to make use of

condensation for feed water, it is evident that the softening

process may be largely dispensed with. Assuming the original con-

tents of the boiler to be free from carbonates and sulphates, and

condensation to be entirely free from oily matter, either in the

free or emulsion form, the small amount of fresh water necessary

to add to the water cycle to supply leakage losses must of necessity

be but a small proportion of the total volume of water in the boilers,

and require little treatment. This fresh water supply would, of

course, be greatly augmented if non-condensing auxiliaries were

operated from the main battery of boilers, in which case the soft-

ening process would have to be applied to all fresh water entering

the boilers.

In the event of the main power system being operated inde-

pendently of auxiliaries, the pure water cycle may be continued

indefinitely by the addition of an amount of purified water sufficient

to replace the above-mentioned leakage losses. This would, of

course, require separate treatment of feed water for auxiliary

boilers, which, however, would be necessary in any case, unless

condensing auxiliaries were used.
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SEPARATORS.

A consideration of the results obtained with the apparatus

shown in Fig. 3 makes it at once apparent that the chemical treat-

ment of the entire condensation is unnecessary, for the reason that

but a small proportion out of the total volume of condensation is

oily emulsion, and this proportion, therefore, only requires treat-

ment for entrained oil. If, then, an efficient separator be located

in the exhaust main at a convenient spot, which will trap all emul-

sion and impurities, whatever then reaches the condenser should be

pure steam, and after condensation may be pumped directly back

to the boilers as pure feed. It is also apparent that a special trap

must be provided to remove entrained liquid from the separator

under working vacuum. Of the three separators on the present

market, Cochrane, Baum and Bundy, the first and second seem to

present the more desirable features, viz

:

(a) Velocity of steam through passages is kept at a low value

by the designers. This feature is, however, acquired at the expense

of floor space.

(b) An oil ring or annular pocket is provided, extending en-

tirely around the exhaust pipe entrance on the engine side of the

separator, for the purpose of arresting whatever heavy oil may
creep along the walls of the pipe. Fig. 4 shows section of Coch-

rane separator.

(c) Extreme simplicity in absence of parts liable to become

clogged by foreign matter (shreds of packing, etc.) . In the case

of the Bundy separator, in which entrained liquid is arrested by a

series system of rectangular staggered grids, the net area or aggre-

gate port opening of each grid is approximately equal to the area

of the pipe, which would theoretically cause no change in velocity

of the steam. But the design and location of these grids results

in a large difference between actual and effectual port opening,

necessitating the introduction of other grids in the form of a series

system to secure a certainty of results. This multiplicity of baffles

in the direct line of steam current cannot but be operative in intro-

ducing a considerable resistance in order to decrease the velocity of

steam to a point where it will release entrained oil, water, etc. The

makers, however, claim that tests with a sensitive gauge failed

to reveal any appreciable drop in pressure over this grid work.

VELOCITY OF EXHAUST.

Three cases are calculated below, of which (a) and (c) are

from actual operation

:
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(a) corresponds to full loaded engines, vacuum about 20

inches, 900 horse power.

(b) also at full load, provided 26-inch vacuum could be main-

tained, 900 horse power.

(c) Average morning load—full load on one engine, 400
horse power.

DATA.

Diameter exhaust main, 15 inches; area, 1.23 sq. ft.

Average vacuum, 19.74 at 900 horse power; 25.85 at 400 horse

power.

Steam consumption engine, 17.43 pounds, full load (by test.)

Volume, 1 cubic foot steam; 72.50 at 20-inch, 173.23 at 26-

inch vacuum.

z n 900 X 17.43 X 72.50 _ ,

( fl ) 1.23X60
~ I5

'4°° feet per minute -

(b) 15,400

X

173 ' 23 = 36,800 feet per minute.

j ( c
\ 400 X 17-43 X 173-23 = 16,400 feet per minute.

^
*'

1.23 X 60

The distinctive features of the three separators are

:

Cochrane.—First. An annular oil ring on the engine side,

the surface of which is wetted by a small stream of water entering

at the top of the annulus.

Second. Sufficient sectional area for steam passages to reduce

the velocity of steam to about 18,000 feet per minute, above which,

it is claimed, oil will not be entirely released from the passing

steam.

Baum.—First. A hollow ribbed baffle, located in the middle

of the steam space of the separator and kept at a low temperature

by circulation of water in the interior, which causes the ribbed

surface to be covered with a film of moisture, which, it is claimed,

isolates oil from the impinging steam.

Second. The steam current is allowed an easy turn around

the baffle, and is not confronted by a flat or normal surface, from

which the impinging liquid might rebound into the steam current.

Bundy.—A series system of removable grids, which may be

inspected and cleaned from time to time, thus giving an indication

of the conditions existing in the exhaust mains and preventing

foreign matter (such as packing, fiber, etc.) from clogging up the

condenser passages. As to the relative merits of these oil sepa-

rators, there is, unfortunately, no exact data available. In a test of

a steam separator* of the baffle plate design (such as the Austin),

*Trans. A. S. M. E., 1899. Specific gravity. Oil injected into steam cur-

rent, 0.830, at 6o° Fahr.
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Mr. Charles H. Emory gives the following data, determined from

careful laboratory determination of oil-separating properties

:

:un.

Pounds Oil
Injected.

Pounds Mixture
Removed.

Sp. Gr.
Mixture.

Percent. Oil
Recovered

.

I 1.86 2.8l O.93O 58.6

2 305 5-IO O.942 53-0

3 0.14 1.82 O.94O 42.0

Average, 51.2

It is evident that any design of separator which does not com-

pletely arrest entrained liquid will not operate satisfactorily under

vacuum conditions noted above.

TRAPS.

The Bundy automatic trap, with steam-balanced overflow

valve, seems to be the only apparatus on the present market capable

of automatically removing entrained oil or water from vacuum
systems, and is used in connection with both Bundy and Cochrane

separators. It may be located in any convenient position where

sufficient difference in level between separator and trap may be

obtained to permit of the transfer of entrained liquid from the

former to the latter by gravity.

A form of hand-controlled trap much in use consists of a closed

receiver, fitted with an internal float, which operates a whistle or

electric alarm in order to notify attendant of the proper time for

discharging receiver. This is accomplished by a three-way valve,

which, when reversed by hand, cuts off communication with vacuum
system and admits live steam into the receiver, expelling the con-

tents by pressure through a check valve at the bottom.

DRIP SYSTEM.

In applying this system of oil separation to a condensing plant,

it will be necessary to convey all oily drips from engine, pump,

reheater and separator traps to an appropriate drip well or tank

installed in some central and convenient location (such as a reheater

pit).

This method of collecting drips is usually applied to pure

steam drips only from steam mains, while the foul drips are turned

into the sewer. This, of course, should be continued independently

of the purification system, as it would be unprofitable to mix pure

and oily drips and then treat the whole for oil.

ESTIMATION OF DRIP.

In order to ascertain the total amount of oily liquid to be puri-

fied, engines and auxiliaries were run non-condensing on one ex-

haust head and the drip therefrom collected and weighed. During
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the succeeding day, at corresponding time and load, auxiliaries

were run alone on this same exhaust head. Weighing drip as

before, the net engine drip was obtained by subtraction.

Duration of test, I hour.

Net average load, kilowatts 191

Total drip (1 engine and auxiliary), pounds 450

Total drip, auxiliary 70

Net engine drip 380

Estimated engine drip, at 600 kilowatts, pounds 1,200

Estimated total 1,420

Estimated reheater drip (2 engines) 450

Total, oily drip per hour, pounds 2,870

Or, gallons 344

Jacket steam (2 engines)
,
pounds 833

Pure steam condensation, pounds 639

Total, pure drip per hour 1,472

Or, gallons 176

Total station, gallons 520

The pure drips were determined at a previous test of the entire

plant, and are nearly constant.

PURIFICATION PROCESS.

The special apparatus required for treating oily water consists

of a mixing tank, a small pump, return trap and filter of the type

previously described.

Fig. 5 shows the general construction of the tank, built of No.

10 sheet steel, with sloping or conical bottom, this being necessary

for discharging the precipitate into the sewer.

An agitator is provided for thoroughly mixing liquid and re-

agent before precipitation, and consists of a double-pipe ring, with

numerous holes drilled on the upper surface, and supported near the

bottom of the tank in a horizontal position. It is to be supplied

with compressed air, which is available in every up-to-date plant.

A check valve is inserted between the tank and pump ; also on each

side of the return trap. The sludge outlet is controlled by gate

valve, and the pure water outlet and aerator by globe valves.

The method of operation is as follows

:

First. Tank is filled from well by small pump.

Second. Coagulator added from platform above.

Third. Air valve opened and aeration continued for a pre-

determined interval.

Fourth. After precipitation the sludge valve is opened, and

closed when pure water appears at the outlet.
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Fifth. Trap valve opened, allowing contents of tank to be

forced through filter into the pump suction of boiler feed pumps.

The amount of time required for the complete operation can

only be determined by trial in each particular case, and obviously

depends entirely upon the amount of oily matter to be removed;

!)«

2+mSvjei

/ 3lsti>UJ 0_l

Fig. 6.

this in turn determining the amount of coagulator to be added.

The lime liquor is most easily prepared by slaking a large quantity

of fresh lime in a wood or brick receptacle, from which measured

quantities are withdrawn for each reaction, proper precaution being

taken to insure uniform consistency.
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Judging from the results of laboratory experiments, a period

of aeration of three to five minutes should be ample for completing

mixture, and ten to fifteen minutes for settling, although this time

may be shortened, if necessary, as the filter will absorb the small

amount of fine precipitate which is not thrown down with the first

precipitation of sludge.

The feasibility of this system of purification is, of course,

determined entirely by the cost of city water treated for scale-form-

ing impurities, as compared to the cost of the process, including

attendance and repairs.

In the event of pure water being employed for continuous

operation, the methods of supplying same to system are:

First. Softening by chemical means a sufficient quantity of

fresh river water.

Second. Purifying the same amount of oily drip.

The latter is obviously the better method, as it returns to the

boilers pure water, while the former returns softened water con-

taining Na, So 4 in solution.

With the low water rate of the city of Detroit, 2.\ cents per

thousand gallons, it is doubtful if the system would be a profitable

investment, unless, as before mentioned, it is desired to operate

on a pure water cycle entirely. The separator on exhaust mains

should, however, be retained in any case, thereby enabling a large

percentage of condensation to be saved, irrespective of the drips.

With higher water rates for large condensing systems, where waste

from drips would be considerable, it is probable that the system

could be employed to great advantage, both from the standpoint

of saving in water bills and boiler maintenance.
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CONDENSING ENGINE PRACTICE.

By Alex. Dow, Member Detroit Engineering Society.

[Read before the Society, January 24, 1902.*]

Last winter, when I related to the Society my experience with

condensers and cooling towers, I stated that during the coming

year (that is to say, the year now past) I expected to gain informa-

tion on several points of condenser practice, and that this winter

I would put the same at the service of the Society. Some of that

information has been duly acquired and is about to be presented to

you. Some other very desirable information has been out of reach

during the twelve months because of divers circumstances which

prevented my making the intended investigations. A little of the

information which I desired is apparently going to remain out of

reach indefinitely.

I expected to furnish you comparative figures showing the

effect of increased height and increased surface in our Worthington

cooling tower. I also expected to furnish you comparative results

from the horizontal duplex air pump of the Worthington type and

form a vertical single-acting pump. The carrying on of other work
in our plants made it impossible to dispense with the Worthington

tower long enough to make the proposed changes of height and

surface, and these are therefore postponed until the present year.

Delays in designs and pattern work, and later the machinists'

strike, prevented the delivery of our single-acting air pump during

the summer, and the change of pump also is postponed until the

early part of this summer.

The vertical pump we selected is of a pattern new in the

United States, and I will describe it later.

Mr. J. Rowland Bibbins this evening presents the information

we accumulated regarding the elimination of oil from condensed

steam.

We have had since my last talk a little more experience with

cooling tower fans. I told you a tale of woe a year ago. The little

that is to be added to that tale is that a curved blade, or so-called

helical fan in a cylindrical draft tube has less backlash than a

straight-blade fan, but is not by any means free from backlash. We
put the new helical fan in the draft tube of our Worthington tower

and rid ourselves of the icicle trouble by putting a steam jacket

around the outside of the tube. The zone of reversed draft is

appreciably narrower than it was when we used the straight-blade

*Manuscript received February 13, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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fan ; but the reversed draft is still there. As between fan draft and

natural draft we have nothing to add to our former observation;

namely, that natural draft is no cheaper in first cost than is fan

draft for the same final water temperature. If you are going to

cool the water with natural draft, you will need so much more

tower to get a given temperature that you will more than offset

the additional cost of the fan and its driving apparatus. Whether
the natural draft will be the cheaper to operate depends on how
much the power for auxiliaries and the power from main engines

are relatively worth to you. It is very likely that your figures

will come out even for either style of tower. The fault of the

natural draft tower is, as I stated concisely last year, that you

don't get a good draft until you have a bad vacuum. The draft

depends on the water being heated enough to raise the tempera-

ture inside the tower above the temperature of the atmosphere.

The difference of temperature necessary for a sufficient draft

during most of the year is such as is only obtained when the

circulating water is heated by exhaust steam of temperatures cor-

responding to relatively poor vacuums. In our electric light busi-

ness we have the advantage that our heavy loads come at night

and in the winter time, when the lower temperature of the external

air permits good draft simultaneously with comparatively good

vacuum.

Appreciation of this characteristic of natural draft towers

has led to the production of some towers which are not enclosed

at all, and to the evaporating surfaces of which the air has access

from all sides, so that there is no regular draft at all. I have a

report from the operation of one of these towers, but have no per-

sonal knowledge thereof. It is hardly fair to call this device a

tower. It is a stack of mats or similar cooling surface, and I would

suggest that the proper name for it is "cooling stack."

The home-made natural draft cooling tower at our Foundry

Street Station, which was described last year by Mr. Bib-

bins, has been in operation during the entire twelve months.

It is a commercial success. It was designed for approximately

500 engine horse power on a 20 pounds per horse power rating

—

that is to say, to take care of 10,000 pounds of steam per hour.

To that extent it is a technical success. We have, however, ac-

quired the habit of working it in the evening at about twice that

duty. The surface condenser with which it is associated was fur-

nished several years ago by Messrs. Worthington as an 800 horse

power condenser on a 20-pound rating. It is of the Admiralty

type, and has 1600 square feet of tube surface. Our latest test
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was a 24-hour test, made by the Engineering Department of the

University of Michigan. Of the results of this test only a few

figures are of immediate interest. One fact, which was well

brought out, is that the vaporization in the cooling tower is practi-

cally equal to the condensation. In this case it is in excess of 1.01

per cent. only. To generalize this statement, it means that for

everv pound of steam reduced to water in the condensing system

Fig. 1. Edwards Pump at Top of Stroke.

a pound of circulating water was evaporated in the cooling tower.

This particular 24-hour test is merely a good illustration of a

general rule; for all the cooling tower experience of which I

have knowledge is that the amount of make-up water required

by the tower is practically identical with the amount of condensa-

tion furnished by the engines. One would anticipate that there

would be an excess of condensation because, while we recognize

that the cooling of the water in the tower is chiefly by evaporation,
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there must be some cooling by the transfer of heat from the water

to the air. Considering the specific heat of air, it becomes obvious

that this transfer is negligibly small in comparison to the heat

required by vaporization of water, and we are justified in saying

that the function of the air passing through a cooling tower is not

to cool the water by contact, but is merely to sweep out the vapor

given off by the water.

Another interesting observation is that the water circulated per

hour, during the 24 hours, was on the average fifty times the

weight of the steam condensed. The average hourly values are

293,536 pounds of circulating water and 5910.6 pounds of steam.

This is not to be understood as meaning that we had any such

quantity of water available for circulation as is figured. In com-

mon practice one does not use any more water in a cooling tower

than is necessary to keep the circulating system filled. Some excess

of water is convenient, and this can lie in the bottom of the tower

or (when the tower is built on the ground level) in a tank under-

neath the tower. In this case the water in the system goes round

about once in 10 minutes. The reserve is larger than usual, being

intended to act as a reserve supply of feed water.

The heat balance which was got out by the gentlemen from

the University of Michigan states that during this particular test

the exhaust steam system lost about 20 per cent, of its heat by

radiation. Let me make this statement clear before commenting

en it. The quantity of circulating water was figured by counting

the strokes of the pump. There is probably some error in this, as

the pistons do not travel exactly the same distance at every stroke

;

but the value, I think, is not very far wrong. The condensation

discharged from the condenser was accurately weighed. The tem-

perature of the circulating water was taken as it entered the con-

denser and as it left the condenser. From the quantity of the cir-

culating water and the differences of temperature, the heat units

delivered to the circulating water were calculated. The heat units

given up by the steam were calculated from the known weight

of the condensation and its observed temperature, and from

the observed temperature of the steam entering the condenser.

According to these calculations the circulating water only ac-

counts for 80 per cent, of the heat of the steam. ' The experts

concluded that the remaining heat was lost by radiation. There
are circumstances which make it likely that there was, in this

case, a considerable amount of condensation due virtually to

radiation. The temperature of the house was 61 degrees. The
exhaust pipe from the engines to the condenser is comparatively
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long, and located in a relatively cool portion of the house.

The temperature of the steam entering the condenser averaged 134

degrees Fahr. It was considerably higher during some portions

of the day. There would, therefore, be an appreciable loss by

radiation from the long exhaust pipe and from the walls of the

condenser. Moreover, observations taken at other times, and for

rnother purpose, show that in the exhaust pipe there is always

water traveling with the steam toward the condenser. The two

engines which exhaust into the condensing system have their

exhaust valves in the bottom of the cylinder ends, and these valves

open in such a manner that any condensation lying in the cylinder

at the moment of release will be swept out without having a chance

to re-evaporate. Apropos of this observation, let me remind you

that this location of exhaust valves is recognized as being im-

portant to engine economy, and that its assistance to that end is

admittedly due to this instantaneous sweeping out of all conden-

sation from the cylinder. The water which we find traveling in

our long exhaust pipe is, therefore, initially (and I think, mainly)

that resulting from cylinder condensation ; to which is added the

condensation due to radiation from the pipe. While, therefore, I

question the value of 20 per cent., figured in this particular test, I

am satisfied that this condenser receives a considerable proportion

of the discharge of the engines, not in the form of steam, as is

usually assumed, but in the form of entrained water. It follows

that the common recommendation that the condenser should be set

as near as may be to the engine which it serves, in order that the

full working value of the vacuum may be obtained, should be revised

to stand something like this. The passage of steam from the engine

tc the condenser should be accomplished with a minimum loss of

pressure—that is to say, with a minimum friction. Pipes leading

from an engine to a distant condenser should be recognized as cool-

ing surface and given every opportunity to radiate heat.

In our discussion last year Prof. M. E. Cooley pointed out that

the pressure is a surface condenser is the sum of the pressures of

all the vapors contained therein, and that the difference between the

observed pressure and the steam pressure corresponding to the

temperature is an evidence and a measure of the non-condensible

vapor, presumably air, which is mixed with the steam. My obser-

vation is that this difference may be as much as 2 pounds absolute

pressure—that is to say, that the temperature of the vapor in the

condenser may be about 126 degrees, corresponding to an absolute

pressure of 2 pounds, while the observed vacuum is equivalent to an

absolute pressure of 4 pounds. The vapor pressures in the con-

18
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denser, then, are 2 pounds steam pressure and 2 pounds air pres-

sure; total, 4 pounds. The presence of this air means, of course,

a 2 pounds reduction of the mean effective pressure in the low-

pressure cylinder of the engine. Another common evidence of the

presence of air along with steam is that a heater in which the pres-

sure is maintained at a point above atmospheric pressure, so that

no air can enter from the outside, but which is not provided with

Fig. 2. Edwards Pump at Mid Stroke.

a thorough circulation of steam, nevertheless becomes air-bound.

This air or other gas unquestionably enters the steam system dis-

solved in or entrained with the feed water. This is so well known

in live steam purifier practice that provision is always made for the

circulation of steam through the purifier, either by means of a pipe

leading back to the steam main at a point where the pressure is

lower, or by taking from the top of the purifier the steam necessary

to drive the feed pumps or some other auxiliary. The air or non-
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condensible vapor passes to the top of the purifier and is worked

through the cylinders of a non-condensing engine along with the

steam quite satisfactorily. It is only when an attempt is made to

condense it that it proves troublesome. In a condensing plant,

therefore, when live steam purifiers are used, it is desirable that the

purifier circulation be obtained by piping to some non-condensing

auxiliary which will discharge the non-condensible vapors outside

of the condensing system.

In feed-water heaters there is also a choice between closed and

open heaters. When a heater is interpolated in the main steam pipe

between the engine and the condenser, of course, it must be closed

;

but the heater which receives the steam from the auxiliaries should

be an open heater with a well-arranged vent system. Up to the

point where the water is raised to boiling temperature the auxili-

aries may be profitably run non-condensing; the obvious profit

being the absorption of the heat of the auxiliary exhaust steam by

the feed water ; and the less apparent profit being the release from

the feed water of all non-condensible vapor which can be driven

cff by the application of heat up to the temperature obtained in the

heater.

When feed water is taken from the hot well or from the circu-

lating system it should be taken at a point where the entrainment of

air is a minimum. It is frequently taken from a surge tank in

which the water is much aerated by splashing. If this aerated water

goes to a vented open heater, in which it has an opportunity to

stand after being heated, this air will be got rid of. If, however, it

is pumped directly through a closed heater to the boilers, the aera-

tion will not be got rid of and will inevitably reduce the vacuum in

the condenser.

Those of you familiar with my own practice will know that I

have erred within the past few years in every one of the ways in-

dicated. But these meetings of ours are valuable, largely because

we tell the things we did not know as well as those we now do

know. That is why I am confessing my errors.

The air that gets past the heater and purifier and goes through

the engines has finally to be removed from the condenser. When
a contracted throat condenser, such as the Bulkley or Worthington

cone, is used it is assumed that the air will be entrained by the falling

injection water and swept through the throat and down the tail

pipe. With the Weiss countercurrent condenser, in which the top

chamber is essentially a spray chamber and there is no contraction

of the discharge pipe, a dry vacuum pump is always made a part of

the system. The first instance in my knowledge of the dry vacuum
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pump being used with a steam engine condenser was in a Worthing-

ton plant, but I think we may credit the Weiss people with educat-

ing designers into the present common practice of making that

kind of pump part of the equipment of every large barometric con-

denser. Its addition to such a condenser makes the operation much
more convenient and reliable. I expect to see this custom extended

to all large injector condenser equipments. In surface condenser

practice, however, the tendency, as I noted last year, is toward the

adoption of the vertical, single-acting type of pump which, when
properly designed, disposes of the air accumulating in the surface

condenser in a very satisfactory manner.

The new air pump, which we expected to install last year, is

of the vertical type and known as the Edwards pump, it is not

new in British practice. It is, in fact, being rapidly recognized as

the standard on that side of the water. I have known of it for

over two years, and when I learned that the Wheeler Condenser

Company had arranged to manufacture an Edwards pump on this

side of the water, I lost no time in placing an order. The accom-

panying drawing illustrates the action of the pump. You notice

that it is single-acting. Usually there are two or three pump
cylinders driven from cranks on the same shaft, so that the pump-
ing is continuous ; but each of these cylinders is an independent

pump. The piston is flat on the top and conical on the bottom.

The bottom of the pump cylinder, also, is coned to receive the piston

on the downward stroke.

The pump being crank-driven, clearances can be made exceed-

ingly small. Minimum clearance on top of the piston is of great

importance. Consider the action of the pump if it is handling only

air. On the down stroke it receives its charge through the ports in

the sides of the cylinder which the piston uncovers as it reaches the

bottom of its stroke. On the up-stroke the air above the piston,

which was received at the pressure existing in the condenser, is

compressed until its pressure is higher than that of the atmosphere

to an amount sufficient to lift the valves. If there is no clearance,

the entire charge of compressed air is expelled. If there is any

clearance, that clearance remains filled with air at atmospheric

pressure and its contents expands again as the pump makes the re-

turn stroke.

Consider, further, the effect of clearance when the discharge is

partly water. In this particular pump the water remains below

the air, and if there is enough water to fill the clearance space there

will be no air left in the pump to expand during the return stroke.

In many pumps, however, the interior arrangements are such that
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there are pockets which remain filled with air. The pump must dis-

charge not only against atmospheric pressure, but against the head

of water lying on top of the valves. In the case of the steamer

"Tashmoo," recently described to us by Mr. A. G. Mattsson, this

back pressure is that due to a column of water of several feet, which

is used to supply the trimming tanks. In such a case any air

pocketed is compressed considerably above atmospheric pressure,

Fig. 3. Edwards Pump at Bottom of Stroke.

and expands afterward with increased detriment to the vacuum.

In the Edwards pump a very small amount of water is retained on

top of the valves, the dam shown on the drawing fixing the height

at about 4 inches of water. Moreover, as it is a crank-driven

pump, the dwell of the piston at the end of the stroke allows the

valves to seat themselves before the return stroke is started and

there is no back flow of water.
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The action of the piston at the bottom of the stroke deserves

special attention. You will notice that water and air entering the

pump together are allowed at once to separate. The water gravi-

tates into the conical bottom, while the air ascends into the annular

chamber from which the ports open into the cylinder. When the

piston comes down it strikes the water sharply, splashing it out-

ward and upward. The form of the annular chamber is such that

the water is thrown back into the cylinder through the ports and

well up ahead of the piston. The air passes into the cylinder before

the water, and as soon as the ports open ; because the downward
motion has produced a very good vacuum above the piston. The
water is splashed and driven around after the air and is caught by

the piston on the return stroke and carried upward on top of the

piston and below the air. The air is discharged first and the clear-

ance retains water only.

The distinguishing peculiarities of this pump are the absence

of foot valves, and the manner in which the water is driven by im-

pact into the pump chamber. There being no foot valves, the pump
chamber is in perfectly free communication with the condenser at

the proper moment, and the entire difference of pressure between

the pump and the condenser acts to deliver water and vapor to the

pump, none of it being required to raise intervening valves. In

these respects it is superior to other good vertical pumps, while it

retains the general good qualities of the vertical single-acting type

;

and, therefore, I believe is the best air pump on the market to-day.
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BREAKWATERS
AND PLANS FOR BREAKWATER EXTENSION AT

AGATE BAY, TAVO HARBORS, MINN.

By S. M. White, Member of Engineers' Club of Minneapolis.

[Read before the Club, November 18, 1901.*]

A breakwater is a structure built for the purpose of breaking

the force of the waves entering a harbor or anchorage. Break-

waters are usually built to protect the mouth of a natural harbor,

but also for the making of an entirely artificial harbor or anchor-

age.

EXAMPLES IN EARLY HISTORY.

Breakwaters, for the purpose of protecting harbors, are of

very ancient origin. The harbor of Alexandria was protected by a

stone mole called, from its length, the Heptastadium, or seven-fur-

long mole, which joined the island of Pharos and the mainland. It

was probably commenced soon after the founding of the city,

332 B.C. It was pierced by two passages, which were spanned

by bridges. It was probably built of rubble or riprap stone. An
accumulation of alluvial deposits about it formed a broad neck of

land, upon which the greater part of the present city of Alexandria

is situated.

Herodotus states that Nebuchadnezzar built quays and break-

waters along the shores of the Persian Gulf. This would be be-

tween 604 and 562 B. C.

The harbor of Rhodes and the Piraeus of Athens were pro-

tected by moles, as were also those of many cities among the Ro-
mans. The Romans constructed the moles or breakwaters of many
of their harbors upon a double row of arches, so arranged that the

openings of one set were opposite the piers of the other. This con-

struction thoroughly broke the force of the waves, while still per-

mitting the passage of the current, thus greatly reducing the ac-

cumulation of deposits around the base of the structure and the

consequent tendency toward filling up the harbor.

We are informed by Josephus that Herod, desiring to form a

port on the coast of Syria, between Joppa and Dora, caused great

stones, most of them 50 feet long by 10 feet wide and 9 feet deep,

and some even larger, to be cast into the sea in 20 fathoms of

water, with a view of forming a foundation for a mole or break-

water.

*Manuscript received January 18, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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RESISTANCE TO BE OVERCOME.

The resistance to be exerted by a breakwater is primarily that

caused by the movement of water in waves.

The force exerted by waves is very great ; and, as was said by

Smeaton in connection with the construction of the Eddystone

Lighthouse, "is a power of nature that is subject to no calculation."

Observation and experience furnish some data from which

deductions may be made. Attempts have been made to measure

the force of waves by means of the marine dynamometer, which

consists essentially of a flat disk on which the waves impinge

directly. These disks are from 6 to 9 inches in diameter, and are

connected by rods with a strong spring inclosed in a cylinder, so

that the stretching or drawing out of the spring can be determined,

and from this the force of the waves can be measured or calculated.

The force determined in this manner varied from 1.5 tons per

square foot in the German Ocean to 3.5 tons in the more exposed

parts of the Atlantic.

The work done by the waves in the destruction of breakwaters

and lighthouses tends to confirm these experiments.

The most remarkable instances of wave power were observed

at Wick Bay Breakwater. In 1872 a solid mass of masonry, 45 feet

wide, 26 feet long and 21 feet high, weighing 1350 tons, was

turned around upon its base and finally tilted off its foundation,

and the following year at the same place a mass weighing about

2600 tons was moved in like manner.

The maximum height of waves which strike breakwaters in

the North Atlantic is variously given as between 22 and 40 feet.

Heights of waves as great as 60 to 108 feet above the hollow have

been reported ; but 50 feet is probably the maximum.
It has been found that the height of waves varies, in different

localities, as the square root of the distance from the windward
shore. From this the formula has been deduced h = a\/d, in

which h = height of wave in feet, d = distance or length of fetch

in miles, and a is a coefficient varying with the strength of the wind,

a = 1.5 is used for heavy gales in deep water. In short fetches

waves are raised higher than given by this formula. Long fetches,

as the distance across the ocean, would be limited by the distance

through which the gale was blowing.

This formula was deduced from observations upon the

European coast of the Atlantic. In 1884 Mr. Wm. Peirson Judson,

C. E.. made some observations upon Lake Ontario at Oswego,

N. Y. During a severe northwest gale, the waves, at a distance

of 1000 feet outside the breakwater, attained a height of from 14
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to 18 feet. The fetch from this direction is about 80 miles, and the

formula would give a wave height of 13.5 feet.

I know of no accurate experiments having been made upon

Lake Superior. A Government report upon Eagle Harbor, Mich.,

gives the maximum height of waves upon Lake Superior as

10 to 12 feet. I have observed waves which appeared to be 10 or

12 feet high with a southwest gale at Grand Marais, Minn.

Here the fetch is about 64 miles. The formula gives a height of

wave of 12 feet. At Two Harbors, Minn., the fetch from the

southwest is about 30 miles, for which the formula gives a height

of about 8 feet. This is somewhat higher than I have observed,

but I was told of storms which I judge reached this height.

The greater number of severe storms at Two Harbors come

from the northeast. The fetch from Isle Royal is about 120 miles,

for which the formula would give a height of about 16 feet. I

doubt whether the waves there ever go higher than 10 feet. The

wind blows nearly parallel with the shore line, and the friction of

the shore interferes with the free movement of the wave form.

It is generally stated that waves break when they reach a

depth of water equal to their height, but they sometimes break in

water of twice that depth.

"On the assumption that, at the instant of breaking, the ver-

tical section of a wave at the surface is a common cycloid, and the

height, h, of the wave is not greater than the depth of water in

which it moves, theoretical considerations indicate that the maxi-

mum wave energy, in foot-pounds per linear foot of the wave crest,

= -^rr— = 2 * d
3

; the weight of a cubic foot of sea water being

t?ken at 64 pounds."* "For wave depths of 10 feet, this gives an

energy of 6300 foot-pounds, and, for wave depths of 15 feet, about

21,000 foot-pounds. If the form of the wave, at the moment of

breaking, is that of a prolate cycloid, as some authorities assert,

its energy would be about 60 per cent, greater than that above

stated. While such calculations are more curious than valuable,

they nevertheless serve to convey some idea of the forces impressed

upon breakwaters by wave action."f

MANNER OF DESTRUCTION.

The destruction of a breakwater, or of any portion of one, is

in many instances caused by the undermining of the foundation.

The force of the waves is exerted to a considerable depth, especially

*Report Chief of Engineers, 1889, p. 1321.

fPaper by Louis Y. Schermerhorn, Mem. Am. Soc. C. E. in Eng. News,
Aug. 25, 1898.
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when given direction by a vertical faced wall. Hence, where a

breakwater is founded upon a natural bottom of loose material or

upon a mound of rubble stone, it should be protected by placing

large stones or blocks of concrete on the exposed surface.

In some cases blocks of masonry have been torn out of the

exposed face of a solid wall, and the disintegration of the break-

water started in this manner. In other cases, as in that of Wick,

previously mentioned, a large portion of the superstructure may be

moved and overturned.

The force exerted by waves is greatest when the waves strike

at right angles to the line of the breakwater ; hence, where possible,

the line of the breakwater should be placed at an angle oblique to

the direction of the prevailing heavy storms.

RESISTANCE TO ICE.

In some localities breakwaters are subject to the action of ice.

The force exerted by ice is greatest in the mouth of a river, where

large fields of ice break loose and are given quite a high velocity by

the current. At Delaware Breakwater, near the mouth of Dela-

ware Bay, the ice fields come so that they would strike against the

inside of the main breakwater. To protect the shipping, which

might be seeking shelter from ocean storms, a secondary break-

water had to be built as a barrier against ice.

The pressure exerted by ice cannot be greater than its resis-

tance to crushing.

For computing the necessary strength of the Delaware ice bar-

rier, the formula was deduced : u == ^ _ V 2
. The greatest dis-

tance that a squeeze can be transmitted through ice is 1200 feet, as

the ice crushes and the residual force is exerted in breaking it up.

1200 can then be used as the modulus of cohesion of ice under

compression. Then, with b representing the breadth of a field of

ice, d the depth, and the weight per cubic foot of ice being taken

= 57.4 pounds, W = ( 1200 x b x d) 57.4. g = 32.2. Substituting

in the formula the greatest possible effect of a field of ice = u ==

(I2°°
64

b

4

)57 ' 4 V
>
the velocity V being that which the field of ice

has acquired at the moment of impact.

Ice would not hold together with a high velocity, else in some

cases it might obtain such a momentum as to be almost irresistible.

Upon Delaware Bay and in similar localities ice probably

attains the velocity of one mile per hour and remains intact. Upon
Lake Superior, before attaining that velocity, it would be broken

up so as not to act as a solid mass ; but, for the sake of seeing what
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effect it might have, we will calculate with reference to the break-

water designed for Agate Bay. Assume a wide expanse of ice 1.5

feet thick, with a solid breadth of 600 feet, to strike against

410 linear feet of 24 x 24^-foot timber crib breakwater. Then

b = 600 feet, d = 1.5 feet, and, at one mile per hour, V =
1.47 feet per second, which, supplied in the formula, gives u =
I200 X 600 X I o X i7.1 X 2. l6 o £ J J!^-^ g-™—^-= = 2,080,000 foot-pounds of energy =
W'S, W being the weight of the obstruction and S = the distance

through which it is moved.

In this case W = about 13,200,000 pounds, which gives

S = 1 1 inches. The breakwater might possibly stand a very few

blows of that kind, but not many.

MODERN METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION, WITH EXAMPLES IN FOREIGN

COUNTRIES.

There are two general forms of construction, one with long

sloping faces, the other with vertical or nearly vertical face. Then

there is a form which is a combination of these two.

Section of Breakwater at Plymouth, England

Fig. i.

The long sloping-faced form is built of riprap or loose rubble

or random stone, sometimes called "pierre purdue." It may have a

core of gravel, sand or earth if at such a depth as not to be washed
away either during or after construction.

The long sloping-faced form is called the "primitive form" in a

recent article by an English engineer, and is very little used in

recent construction in Europe and Asia.

A very good example of this form is found in the breakwater

at Plymouth, England. It was commenced in 1812 and completed

in 1841, and hence is one of the oldest of modern construction. It

is situated upon the inner one of three natural reefs of rock, which

lie outside the harbor, and closes what was once a natural passage,

leaving open passages to the east and west. The main body is

placed perpendicularly to the south-southeast, and is 3000 feet long.

Wings at each end form angles of 135 degrees, and are each 1050

feet in length. It protects a surface of 1120 acres.

A sectional view is shown in Fig. 1.
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The breakwater is built entirely of riprap, except that the

greater part above low water is revetted with masonry laid in

Roman cement. 4,105,900 tons of stone were used in its construc-

tion, and cost $7,500,000. The slopes, which were largely governed

by the action of the waves, are about as here shown.

This form of breakwater allows the water to roll over it, but

the wave is so completely broken as to disturb the tranquillity of the

harbor but very little.

Vertical-faced breakwaters cause the waves to be reflected

back seawards. They require a very solid superstructure and

foundation carried to at least twice the depth of the waves below

low water, to prevent being undermined. Or the base may be

protected by large blocks of stone or concrete in the form of rip-

rap. They are built of solid stone masonry or concrete. The
breakwater at Dover, England, a section of which is shown in Fig.

2, is a good example of solid ashlar masonry.

Sect/on of Breakwater at Dover, England

FlG. 2.

This was of very slow and difficult construction, the greater

part of the work having to be done by divers under water. In more

recent undertakings in Europe and Asia the wall is usually built

entirely or mainly of concrete.

One method of concrete construction is by building the under-

water portion by depositing the concrete in sacks. The sacks pre-

vent the concrete from disintegrating before it sets, and, when it is

set, it conforms in shape to its foundation.

The breakwater for the harbor of La Guayra, Venezuela, was

built in this manner. A section is shown in Fig. 3.

The sacks in the lower tiers were 48 feet long, but, when de-

posited, they stretched to 54 feet, and other lengths stretched in the

same manner. Many of the sack blocks weighed 160 tons. The
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blocks extending to water surface weighed 70 tons. The lower

blocks were deposited from hopper barges, the upper ones from

large tippers run out on six lines of rails. Upon the top of the

substructure thus built concrete in mass was built in sections of 40

feet length, each section requiring if to 2 days to complete.

In the greater number of breakwaters situated in deep water

the foundation is of loose rubble or riprap stone, and has a vertical-

faced superstructure. The base of the solid superstructure varies,

in different designs, between high-water level and 44 feet below low

water.

A design which has met with considerable favor, and has been

used in a number of places in Europe and Asia, has massive

blocks of concrete sloping in the direction of length of the break-

water, these so placed that each section of blocks may settle inde-

pendently ; but the blocks in the sections are well tied together. The

High Water

Low Water.

Section of Breakwater at La Guoyra, Venezuela.

Fig. 3.

top of the concrete block structure varies between low-water level

and several feet above high water, and in several cases is topped

with concrete in mass after settlement has ceased. A good ex-

ample is the breakwater at Colombo, Ceylon, Fig. 4.

At this place a wall 24 feet wide, but otherwise of the same

design, was moved 15 inches at the outer end "by a heavy storm.

The most renowned example of the composite type of break-

water is that at Cherbourg, France, Fig. 5. It represents that form

of the composite in which the riprap embankment comes above low

water. It was commenced in 1784 and finished in 1853. It is about

3 miles long, and cost about $12,500,000.

The wall starts at low water, with a bed of hydraulic concrete

5 feet thick, and upon this was erected a solid wall of coursed

ashlar masonry faced with granite. The top of the sea slope is

covered with large loose blocks, and at the extremities of the wings
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it is further protected by immense blocks of concrete weighing

about 40 tons each, forming a rubble set in hydraulic cement.

A number of ingenious designs in concrete construction, es-

pecially adapted to the places for which they are designed, have

been built in Europe in late years.

SEACOAST PRACTICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

Upon the seacoast of the United States the universal practice

is to build breakwaters of rip-rap or random stone. This is princi-

pally due to the fact that near their locations good stone is cheaply

obtained, making this the most economical method of construction.

The first breakwater built in the United States, and the only

one for some time, was the Delaware Breakwater at Lewes, Del.,

Concrete Block Breakwater at Columho, Ceylon

Fig. 4.

just inside the mouth of Delaware Bay. It was built for a

harbor of refuge for vessels passing along the coast. It was startert

in 1828. Although it has an anchorage area of 420 acres between

3 and 6 fathoms deep, its capacity has been fully utilized during

storms, and an additional breakwater is now being built 2.5 miles

north, with an area of 562 acres, having a minimum depth of 30

feet, and 237 acres additional between 30 and 24 feet deep. The

original Delaware Breakwater consisted of the breakwater proper,

2558 feet long, and an ice breaker 1359 feet long, to protect the

harbor thus formed from ice brought down by the Delaware River.

Between these was a passage 1390 feet wide. This gap was closed

several years ago, to give additional anchorage room and security.

The total cost of these 5307 feet of breakwater was about $3,000,-

000. An average cross-section of Old Delaware Breakwater is

shown in Fig. 6.

The embankment was made of less width than those of similar

construction in Europe, the sea face slope in several cases of
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European construction being as flat as 1 vertical to 7 or 8 horizontal

between high-water line, and 10 or 12 feet below low water, or on

part of this distance. In some cases level benches divided the

slope, making a foreshore of extra width for the waves to break

upon. The slopes in Delaware Breakwater are very nearly those

given by the action of the waves. The waves are higher where

most of the European breakwaters are situated, but the difference

in slope seems greater than should be required. The slope is also

determined by the size of stones used. The ordinary sizes of rock

used, ranging usually from 40 to 2000 pounds in weight, will stand

at a slope of 1 vertical to 1.5 horizontal up to about 12 feet below

low-water line, with waves as on the American coast. This depth

marks what is called the plane of rest, or limit of energetic wave
action. The depth of the plane of rest varies, of course, with the

energy of the waves and with the size and character of stone used.

Above the plane of rest much flatter slopes must be used. By

Section of Breakwater at Cherbourg, France.

Fig. 5.

protecting the surface of the slope with the largest stone that can

be economically handled, the steepness of the slopes needed may be

increased. By using surface stones above 3 tons in weight, the

average slope between high-water level and the plane of rest is in-

creased to 1 to 3 in American practice.

The superstructure, or part above high-water level, in the

most recent types of American random stone breakwaters, consists

of rough, strong walls upon the sea and harbor faces of the work,

built of larger stone systematically placed, so as to secure a strong

bond ; the space between these walls being filled with stone varying

in size, so as to form a compact mass. The placing of these large

stones requires the use of very powerful derricks. The sea slopes

of superstructures built in this manner vary between I to 0.7 and

1 to 1. Otherwise the cross-section of the recent designs of

American coast breakwaters is in most cases nearly the same as

in the Old Delaware Breakwater. Old Delaware Breakwater was

under construction from 1828 to 1840, and from 1866 to 1869, and

the gap was closed during the years 1883 to 1899. Separate con-
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tracts were let under each appropriation by Congress. The aver-

age cost per ton of rock for the first two periods was $2.50, for the

last $2.30.

The more recent projects have been let by continuous contract,

or by one contract to cover the entire construction, but paid by
several appropriations, the number varying with the time required.

This results in a great saving, as the contractor is warranted in

investing in a working plant adequate to handle the work most
economically. The New Delaware Breakwater was thus let at

$i.i8-J per ton, a saving of about 50 per cent, over former prices.

CONDITIONS ON THE GREAT LAKES.

The conditions on the Great Lakes differ from those on the

ocean, mainly in that the waves do not attain so great a size and that

the water is fresh instead of salt.

Average Section of Old Delaware Breakwater

Fig. 6.

The waves being smaller, a less massive construction of break-

water is required ; but the principal difference between the usual

manner of construction upon the Great Lakes and that upon the

ocean is due to the fact that timber may be used in fresh water for

permanent work, while in salt water it cannot, owing to its being

destroyed by marine worms. Timber when kept constantly under

fresh water will last for an indefinite time, and seems not to

deteriorate or lose any of its strength. Adding to this the fact that

the Great Lakes were surrounded by immense forests of pine, hem-

lock, etc., making timber very cheap, we have conditions which

make timber cribs, filled with rock, the most economical method of

stable construction of breakwaters.

The rock is held in the form of a solid wall by the crib at a

considerably less expense than would be required for a solid wall

constructed in any other manner.

A random stone breakwater would require so much more stone

as to make it much more expensive.
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COMPARISON OF COST OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION.

We will now make a comparison of cost of some different

methods of construction which might be used for the Agate Bay-

Breakwaters.

We will figure for a depth of 50 feet below low-water datum,

as this is nearly the average depth of the Agate Bay Breakwater

extensions.

First. A random stone breakwater of the form recently built

at Point Judith, R. I., a section of which is shown in Fig. 7.
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Section of Point Judith, R. I., Breakwater, except 4-' lower

for Lake Super /or

Fig. 7.

This is probably as economical a section as would retain its

stability at this location, and would require that, below 12 feet be-

low datum, the plane of rest, the slopes be covered with stones

weighing from 1 to 5 tons, and that, above the plane of rest, the

slopes and top be covered with stones weighing from 3 to 10 tons,

and the upper 10 feet be systematically laid so as to secure a strong

bond. This section contains 5102 cubic feet per running foot of

breakwater. 5102 cubic feet equal 39.86 cords of rock. 39.86

cords, at $6.50 per cord, equals $259.09 per running or linear foot

of breakwater.

Second. A breakwater with random stone foundation, con-

crete blocks from — 16 to -f- 1 and capped with concrete in mass

to -f- 6. Concrete structure 20 feet wide, built as at Colombo,

Ceylon (Fig. 4). Width of random stone embankment at — 16 to

be 40 feet. Slopes 1 to 1.5, extending up to the side of concrete.

The riprap at the sides of the concrete to be of stones exceeding

3 tons in weight. Cross-section area of rock embankment and rip-

rap equals 3160.7 square feet. 3160.7 cubic feet equal 24.77 cords

of rock per linear foot. 24.77 cords, at $6, equal $148.62. 452

cubic feet equal 16.74 cubic yards of concrete per linear foot. 16.74

cubic yards, at $6.50, equals $108.81. Total cost per linear foot,

$257.43-

19
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Third. The form of breakwater adopted was composed of

timber cribs and superstructure upon a random stone or riprap

embankment. Cross-section, for 50-foot depth of water. (Fig. 8.)

Section of BreaKwater built at Two Harbors, Minn.

Fig. 8.

Stone embankment to 20 feet below datum measures 2550
cubic feet = 19.92 cords, per linear foot. 19.92 cords, at $6, cost

$119.52 per linear foot. Crib and superstructure, all above eleva-

tion — 20, $75.30 per linear foot. Total, $194.82 per linear foot.

This is $63.61, or nearly 33 per cent, less than the probable cost

by other methods. This would amount to $25,440 for 400 feet.

Without stopping to calculate for the various depths, either of the

first two methods would probably cost about $100,000 more for the

total i960 linear feet than the $240,000, which the third method

will cost.

REBUILDING OF SUPERSTRUCTURE OF TIMBER CRIBS.

The superstructure, or that part of the breakwater above low-

water datum, will, in about 20 years, have its timber work rotted so

as to impair the strength. This could be replaced for probably

about the original cost of the superstructure, $20 per linear foot;

but if a permanent structure is desired, it would be better to rebuild

the superstructure of concrete.

In a case of this kind it is better not to build the concrete

superstructure at first, as the structure is subject to settlement.

The timber superstructure being more elastic than the concrete, it

is not seriously injured by a considerable amount of settlement;

while the concrete would be. Before the superstructure needs re-

placing, the cribs will most likely have reached an unyielding posi-

tion. If not, they can in nearly all cases be made to do so by more

riprapping. A very good design for concrete superstructure is that

which has been placed upon part of the timber crib breakwater at

Marquette Harbor, Lake Superior, and will be placed upon the
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remainder as soon as possible after the money has been appro-

priated by Congress. A cross-section of it is as shown in Fig. 9.

The timber work is removed to one foot or a little more below

low-water datum, and the stone filling made compact over the top.

Upon this Portland cement concrete is laid up to datum, it being

held in place by burlap before setting. The part above datum is

built of natural cement concrete in lengths of 10 feet.

The cost per linear foot of blocks was $20.48; of blocks and

footing, $30.10; with all accessory work, which includes the remov-

ing of timber and stone, $41.88 per linear foot. To finish in this

way there would be a saving of only 12 to 15 per cent., in addition

to the interest on the money, over what a permanent structure

would cost.

75d '-

Ir,

1

^
|

_. ._ - Z^' or 30- - ~ -H1

Concrete Superstructure on Timber Crib at Marquette, Mil'1

Fig. 9.

To obtain the figures given for a permanent structure, how-
ever, it would undoubtedly have to be let in one or a very few large

contracts, which would require more money at once than Congress

has heretofore been willing to appropriate for a harbor of this class.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF TIMBER CRIB CONSTRUCTION.

The first great crib breakwater was built at Buffalo, N. Y.

Before deciding on the design to be followed, the Advisory Board

of United States Engineers of 1853, formulated some general prin-

ciples to be followed in the construction of timber crib breakwaters.

These are regarded practically as axioms.

They are as follows :

"The cross-section of the foundation cribs should fill certain

practicable condition. They should be

:

"First. Of such figures as to throw the common center of

gravity of the foundation and superstructure low down.

"Second. Of such lines for its sides as will enable us with

simplicity and effectually to tie the superstructure down to the

foundation, so as to make the under water and above water parts

inseparable by the action of a force against the mass.
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"Third. Such that the crib can be easily floated, in a position

of stable equilibrium, from the place where it is framed, out of the

harbor, and sunk where it is to stand. This implies symmetry of

parts on both sides of the vertical line passing through the common
center of gravity.

"Fourth. The walls of the crib constituting the foundation

should rise in such a manner, in regard to angle with the horizon,

that the weight of the walls of the superstructure may be as much
as possible transmitted directly to the walls of the crib, and not bear

upon its cross-ties at points inside its walls. Again, the walls

should rise in such manner that the rubble stone filling, which must

be thrown or dropped in, will assume a position bearing well against

the sides of the walls.

"Fifth. The width of the base of the foundation should not be

unnecessarily large, for it would require splicing of ties and

bottom timbers to make them long enough, which would be very

expensive and produce unnecessary cost of construction."

These conditions are best met when the crib and superstructure

have a square (or very nearly square) cross-section. This being

the case, the timber crib work can be economically built only to a

limited depth.

ECONOMIC PROPORTIONS OF CRIB AND RIPRAP EMBANKMENT.

The usual plan in constructing this style of breakwater in deep

water is to have the lower part of foundation composed of riprap

or random stone embankment. To determine the proper relative

proportions, considering the cost of the work, Mr. J. H. Darling,

First Assistant Engineer at the Duluth office of United States

Engineers, deduced the following formula. See Fig. 10.

-F

I

-A.
Fig. io.

D = Depth of breakwater.

h = Height of embankment.

W = Width and depth of timber pier.
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B" = Sum of berms b and b'.

S = Ratio of slope, base to vertical.

R = Ratio of cost of timber pier to embankment for equal

volumes.

U = Cost of linear foot of breakwater in terms of a cubic foot

of embankment.

Then U = R W2 + h (W + B" + S h)

As h = D — w
U = R W2 + (D — W) (W + B" + S D — S W)
For minimum values of U

^ = 2 (R + s— 1) w+D — SD — B" — SD =
Whence W = ^+1^-00

2(R + S — 1)

To apply this formula, we will compute the ratio of cost from

that of a 24 x 24^ x 50-foot crib, which contains 29,400 cubic feet

in volume.

Prices intended to represent probable cost of material in place,

with 15 per cent, for contractor's profit and 10 per cent, for risk:

Pine timber, 76,720 feet B. M., at $30 $2,302.00

Iron fastenings, 5257 pounds, at $3.50 180.00

Stone ballast, 162 cords, at $7 1,134.00

Cost of 50 linear feet, or 29,400 cubic feet $3,616.00

Cost per cubic foot of timber pier $0,123

Cost per cubic foot of stone for embankment', at $6 per cord 0.047

Ratio of former to latter : R = 2.6.

TABLE FROM FORMULA WITH S = 3A AND B" = 16 FEET.

Depth of Water.
Feet.

D = Depth of Entire
Breakwater.

Feet.

w == Economic Width of
Timber Pier.

Feet.

10 16 7-7

20 26 II.O

30 36 14.2

40 46 17.4

SO 56 20.7

60 66 23-9

70 76 27.1

The ratio of cost would vary somewhat with the different

widths, but not enough to affect the results materially. For stabil-

ity of structure, the widths are increased over those given by the

calculations. In shallow water the least width used is generally 16

feet, with 24 feet as common practice in water from 20 to 50 feet

deep.
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CONDITIONS EXISTING AT AGATE BAY.

We will now consider the conditions existing at Agate Bay,

Two Harbors, Minn.

Agate Bay is the western one of two contiguous bays which

give to the town the name of Two Harbors. As shown in Fig. n,
the harbor is very nearly a semicircle of 2000 feet radius, the di-

rection of the opening being a little east of south. The general

trend of the shore in its vicinity is northeast and southwest. The
prevailing storms come from the northeast. It is protected from

the direct force of these by the point between it and Burlington

Bay, but the reverse swells from the northeasters come into the

harbor with considerable force. A few hard storms each year

come from the southwest. To these the harbor was almost fully

exposed.

The line of 18 feet depth of water was only about 600 feet from

the shore in the farthest place and the water is 60 feet or more

deep in the center of the entrance, so there was plenty of water for

the largest vessels. This bay was decided upon by the Duluth and

Iron Range Railroad as their port for shipping iron ore, and in

1 883- 1884 the first ore dock was built. Now there are five ore docks,

with a combined capacity of 162,040 tons, a merchandise dock, used

largely in shipping lumber, and a coal dock.

In addition to its shipping interests Agate Bay is frequently

used as a harbor of refuge by vessels going to or from the harbor of

Duluth and Superior.

HISTORY OF WORK PREVIOUSLY DONE.

The original project was to build 1000 linear feet of break-

water from the east side and 900 feet on the west side, on a direct

line toward each other, with an opening of 1340 feet between them,

these to inclose an area of 109 acres. The estimated cost was

$244,208. This project was approved January 4, 1887.

Four hundred linear feet of East breakwater was built in 1887,

16 and 20 feet wide; 150 feet in 1889, 20 and 24 feet wide; 200

feet in 1 89 1, 24 feet wide. This first 750 linear feet cost $61,384.59.

The West breakwater was built as follows : 200 linear feet in

1893; 400 feet of embankment in 1895 and 1896; 250 feet of cribs

and superstructure in 1896; 410 feet of embankment in 1897, and

300 feet of cribs and superstructure in 1898. In October, 1896, a

large vessel went adrift in a heavy storm, and struck the uncom-

pleted end of the West breakwater, carrying away and destroying

100 linear feet of cribs. One of the 50-foot cribs was not broken

to pieces ; but was pushed over the side of the embankment into the
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harbor. It still lies there, with its top corner about 10 feet below the

surface of the water. The end of the adjoining crib, which re-

mained on the bank, was moved into the harbor about 8 feet, neces-

sitating a jog of about 6 feet in the alignment and some special

fitting, in order to connect solidly.

The appropriations by Congress for the work were made as

follows

:

August 5, 1886 $22,500

August ii, 1888 15,000

September 19, 1890 25,000

July 13, 1892 30,000

August 18, 1894 30,000

June 3, 1896 50,000

March 3, 1899 71,708

Total $244,208

The balance unexpended July 1, 1899, was $72,227.48. Of
this amount about $27,000 was covered by contract for the riprap

embankment to complete the East breakwater.

In 1897 $1150 was spent in repairing East breakwater. Fur-

ther repairs are necessary to replace rotten deck plank and side wall

of superstructure where broken by collision of a vessel.

REQUIREMENTS FOR FINAL EXTENSIONS.

On March 23, 1899, the Chief of Engineers, United States

Army, approved of building 300 linear feet at the end of East break-

water at an angle of 45 degrees toward the lake, instead of the final

250 feet in the straight line of the original project. This gives to

the ore docks additional protection from northeasters. While it

does not give to the harbor any additional protection from south-

western storms, the flare in that direction is not sufficient to cause

additional disturbance. The change also affords additional room

for handling the large vessels going to and leaving the ore docks.

Had the increase in the amount of iron ore shipped from this

port and in the size of the vessels carrying it been foreseen at the

time the breakwaters were first planned, undoubtedly they would

have been built farther out into the lake.

At the time of the approval of the change of plans, March 23,

1899, there remained to be built, to complete the project, 150 linear

feet of cribs and superstructure on the West breakwater, and 313
linear feet of riprap embankment and 310 linear feet of cribs and

superstructure for the East breakwater.
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APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND THEORY OF

PROPORTIONS.

Comparing the accompanying- plan with the general principles

laid down by the Engineer Board of 1853, the form of breakwater

is seen to fulfill the conditions therein expressed. The foundation

crib is rectangular, of greater width than depth and symmetrical,

which throws the center of gravity well down and allows the

crib to be towed without danger of overturning. Cribs of similar

plan have been towed 125 miles upon Lake Superior. In the latest

design the outer wall of superstructure has a slope of 1 to 1, so its

weight and the forces exerted upon it are not entirely carried by

the wall of the crib. The force is not exerted upon unsupported tie

beams, however, for the tie beams are supported continuously, from

a point under the top of the slope to the bottom of the crib. The
condition that the walls should be of such form that the rubble stone

would bear well against the sides was formulated with the idea of

having no ballast floor, the pressure of the stone against the sides

holding the crib down against its buoyancy as well as receiving

external forces. In more recent practice, however, center pockets

with floored bottoms are put in and the buoyancy is more quickly

overcome.

In the table, worked out under the theory of economic propor-

tions, the prices and other data used were taken so as to apply to

this work. The extension of East breakwater lies in from 38 to 60

feet depth of water. From the table, the width for 40 feet is 17.4

feet, for 50 feet it is 20.7 feet, and for 60 feet it is 23.9 feet. These

are all seen to be less than 24 feet, which was the width of the

preceding portion of the structure. This width of 24 feet was
found to be necessary for stability, as, during the cessation of work
from 1889 to 1 89 1, the 20 feet by 20 feet pier was moved 2 feet

laterally at the end. Hence, 24 feet by 24 feet is the proper section

for cribs and superstructure in this place. On the west side the

conditions are about the same, so that 24 feet by 24 feet is the

proper section here also.

At the end of East breakwater is placed a Government light,

and being very close to the course usually taken by vessels in enter-

ing the harbor, it was desirable also to have the end more promi-

nent ; so it was decided to make the superstructure, over the end

crib, 10 feet above low-water datum, or 4 feet higher than the rest,

making a total height of crib and superstructure of 28.5 feet. This

outer crib being very much exposed to the action of storms, the

width was made a little greater than the height, or 30 feet.
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LENGTH OF CRIBS.

The proper cross-section having been determined, the length of

cribs should be considered next. This should be such that the crib

will have sufficient weight to withstand any concentrated shock

which it is likely to receive ; but at the same time the crib should

not be too long to be readily handled. If very long, the crib might

not come to a solid bearing throughout its entire length. The full

weight of rock would then deform the structure or put very heavy

strains on some of its parts.

The chief objection to a long crib, however, is that it takes

so much rock to sink and fill it that there is great danger of a

storm coming up and wrecking it before it can be made secure.

The length which can be safely handled depends in a large measure

upon the size of the outfit employed. A contract of the size of that

called for by these extensions does not warrant the use of a very

large outfit. Two good-sized scows (of not less than 200 tons

capacity), and a tug to handle them, are all that could be expected

where the rock was obtained not more than 4 or 5 miles away. A
crib longer than 50 feet could hardly be made safe in one day with

this outfit under ordinary conditions, and one day is as long as the

weather can usually be depended upon to remain good. Hence, 50

feet was the length of crib decided upon.

Contractors with a quite complete outfit for this work some-

times prefer to build cribs of 100 feet length. Under the usual

Government specifications the crib is at the contractor's risk until

it is completely filled with rock, the ballast boxes planked over and

the required riprap placed around the sides. Hence, if the con-

tractor is seen to have a sufficient outfit, he is usually allowed the

privilege of building cribs of 100 feet length where practicable.

CALCULATIONS AS TO STRENGTH OF VARIOUS PARTS.

Having determined the proper dimensions of the crib as a

whole, let us now consider the proper dimensions of its composite

parts. In this case, where we have to continue, with a similar

design, a project which has already been partly completed, all we
need to do is to check the dimensions of some of the principal parts.

The most important part of the framed structure is the exterior

wall. In the preceding construction, and in nearly universal prac-

tice, 12 x 12-inch white or Norway pine is used.

In the preceding plan these were supported against the side

pressure, at intervals of 7 feet, by the tie beams. Hence, we will

consider the strength of a 12 x 12-inch pine beam 7 feet long.

Using Trautwine's formula for a beam supported at both ends,
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(all in inches), we obtain 37,000 pounds as the safe

quiescent load.

The timbers are held against the external pressure in a large

measure by the contained rock, so the outward pressure of the rock

is the principal stress. The depth of rock in the side pockets is 24

feet. The bottom 4 feet may be disregarded for side pressure, as it

is counterbalanced by the side riprap. 5.5 feet by 7 feet by 20 feet

= yyo cubic feet, or 6 cords. The average weight of a cord of the

lock used here is 6 tons, or 12,000 pounds. Three-fourths of this

rock is under water, and thus loses about one-third of its effectual

weight. Deducting one-quarter, we have the effectual weight, 54,000

pounds. If this were a liquid, 54,000 pounds would be the side

pressure, but for stone it is probably not over half this, or 27,000

pounds. This is well under the 37,000 pounds strength of timber

beam.

The dovetailed end of the tie beam is subject to a shearing

strain. The section subject to shear is 12 inches by 12 inches = 144
square inches. Using 300 pounds per square inch as the ultimate

strength, the total resistance to shear is found to be 43,200 pounds.

This is rather close to the probable greatest pressure of 27,000

pounds ; but only the lower timbers have to stand this strain, and I

think the tightening of the joints, by swelling under water, in-

creases their resistance to shearing. I have never heard of one of

these joints failing.

The drift bolts used in the preceding plan were of J-inch round

iron. The area is very nearly 0.6 square inch. At 40,000 pounds

per square inch, the ultimate shearing strength of a bolt is 24,000

pounds. The least number used between ties and joining two tim-

bers is two. If the greatest pressure of rock of 27,000 pounds

were to act to separate two timbers, this strength of bolt would not

be a safe one ; but the pressure will act on several timbers combined.

The other sizes of timber and iron are of minor importance,

and they have been determined largely by experience.

REASON FOR BALLAST BOXES AND OPEN SIDE POCKETS.

As previously mentioned, the first cribs for construction of this

kind were built without any bottom flooring. They then had to be

sunk by putting a temporary floor over parts of the top and cover-

ing this with sufficient rock to sink the crib. After being sunk to

the proper position in this way, the crib was filled inside, and it

would have to be filled full before it would be secure against even

a small storm. The object in having the bottom open was to have

the rock filling bind itself as securely as possible into the earth
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bottom or rock embankment underneath. The crib then simply-

acted to hold the rock in the shape of a wall. The placing of the

rock on top required considerable care and time, and the space it

occupied interfered considerably with the filling of the pockets. To
overcome these objections in sinking and make the crib more secure

in case of a storm arising before its filling and covering were com-

pleted, ballast floors were placed in the bottom of the middle

pockets.

The open sides of pockets leave sufficient space for the rock to

bind itself into the bottom or embankment beneath. To make a

solid structure this is most needed at the sides to take the thrust of

the waves as well as make it more stable of itself.

METHOD OF SINKING.

When the crib is built with the intention of having it sunk

entirely below (or at least to) the water surface, as required here,

it should be sunk while at its mooring in the harbor until only about

2 feet of the walls are out of water. The embankment or bottom

having been leveled to the proper height and the scows fully loaded

with suitable rock, with more rock ready for loading, the crib is

ready to be sunk. After this, as soon as a calm morning arrives,

with indications that the weather will remain good, the crib is taken

out and secured in place. Various methods of securing are used,

according to locality and circumstances. After other cribs are in,

as in this case, the inner end is secured to the preceding crib. Turn-

buckles are best for pulling them tightly together. The inner end

is held from moving laterally by means of projecting spurs engag-

ing upright guide posts on the end of the preceding crib.

A very efficient means of holding the crib in place, and especi-

ally to the proper level, is with guide poles secured in the corners

of the crib, so as to be let down upon the bottom and project far

enough above the top to allow of efficient use of blocks and tackle.

The weight of the crib is then placed upon these before it is sunk

clear down and its level largely controlled by their use. It is best

to do the last part of the sinking to grade by means of rock placed

on top, so that during the first part of the operation it may be raised

by moving the rock if necessary. The crib is held a little above the

final grade, to allow for settlement in filling and also afterward

under the action of storms.

As soon as the crib is at the proper line and grade, small stones,

not over 6 inches on a side and preferably cobble stones, are thrown

into the open pockets and around the sides of the wall, so that they

will work under the walls and bottom timbers and give the crib

a firm and even bearing all around.
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When these small stones are about 2\ feet above the bottom in

all the open pockets, stones ranging in size up to 2 feet on a side

are thrown into all the pockets as nearly equally as possible. The
stones in the ballast boxes are large enough not to work out be-

tween the side timbers. When full, the ballast boxes are covered

over with plank well spiked, and large riprap stones are placed

around the sides as soon as possible. The crib is then deemed

secure against any storm, and is accepted by the Government.

BUILDING OF SUPERSTRUCTURE.

The crib is given at least two weeks in which to settle before

the superstructure is started. The superstructure is made level on

top. In case of undue settlement extra timber must be placed upon

the crib. Generally the leveling is done by varying the thickness

of the first timber of the superstructure. No timber under 2 inches

thick must be used in leveling. In the superstructure, with 1 to 1

slope on the face, the vertical wall on the harbor side is leveled

first and the bottom course of tie beams is leveled out from this.

The superstructure of West breakwater has a vertical face,

while that for the extension of East breakwater has a 1 to 1 slope.

West breakwater extension is made vertical because it is an ex-

tension, in the same line, of cribs and superstructure of the same

design, and is only 150 feet long. The I to I slope is of recent

aesign for timber crib superstructure, which, it is thought, receives

less shock from heavy seas than does the vertical-faced type. The
extension of East breakwater is at an angle of 45 degrees into the

lake from the preceding portion, which brings it more nearly at

right angles to the prevailing heavy storms. Hence, the safest

design should be adopted. With heavy waves striking against the

1 to 1 slope, part of the force acts downward, with no tendency to

overturn or move the crib; while with the vertical face all the

force would act to overturn or move. On account of the change in

direction the change in form does not mar the appearance of the

structure. Waves roll over the sloping-faced form more easily

than over the vertical-faced form ; but this does not make the

harbor any rougher, for the wave form does not go beyond the

breakwater.

Further particulars as to the building of the cribs and super-

structure are explained by the plans and specifications.

BUILDING OF EMBANKMENT.

As the last contract did not include the building of any em-
bankment, I have merely mentioned the building of embankment
heretofore.
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The embankment was built of trap rock and Duluth granite.

The trap rock was obtained from the point between Agate and

Burlington Bays, hence very close to the work. Most of the cribs

were filled with this also ; all in the last contract. The Duluth

granite was obtained about 5 miles up the shore, where the quarry

was more easy to work; the rock, when blasted out, rolling to the

water's edge. At both places it was loaded onto scows by derricks,

either on the scows or on the shore. This rock weighs from 175 to

180 pounds per cubic foot, or 6 to 6J tons to the measured cord.

The core of the embankment was made of any sized rock above

20 pounds weight. The slopes were covered with angular stones

weighing not less than 2 tons.

COMPLETION.

The construction of these extensions, in accordance with the

plans herein described, was successfully completed November I,

1901. This finished the projected improvement of the harbor by the

Government.
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\ <0 <& >,
CITY STREETS. \v*?>»

Upon any business day in the year, if we $beuti« ,in the center

of any of our large cities in the early morning, when the great

arteries of trade begin to pulsate, we hear first the distant tap, tap,

of the horse's hoof, and the rumble of the wagons starting out upon

the day's business, coming nearer and nearer, until finally from

every quarter appear horses and wheels. What was at first only

a sound has become a reality of living and moving things, in which

can be seen trolley cars, light carriages and wagons, great heavy

drays, carts, and every kind of freight-carrying vehicles. Every

moment of the entire day the pavements are put to the limit of

endurance. If you were to count the horses and wagons and

amount of freight for which the city street has to find transporta-

tion you would be appalled at the result. All day, all the week,

and month after month, there is a continual hammer and pound,

rattle and jar, on our city streets, and this is continued year after

year, and pavements have to be worn out. Flesh and blood cannot

stand the strain, horses and wagons have to give up, but others take

their places and the strain is continued. But this is not all.

Underneath the pavements is a perfect labyrinth of pipes and wire,

in obedience to the demands of modern times, so that it has come

to pass that our streets underneath the traveled path are as impor-

tant as the surface. Sewer, gas, water and steam pipes are every-

where ; telephone, telegraph and electric wire conduits are being put

^Manuscript received March 8, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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down ; the cable and trolley cars all combine to do their deadly

work to our pavements. Holes are dug here and dug there, and

very often the filling is improperly put back into the trenches and

the pavement very carelessly replaced. Even if the greatest care

were to be taken in putting the material back into the trenches,

and if the relaying of the pavement were done as well as possible,

it is an impossibility ever to have that pavement in its original

condition so as to be a part of, and in conformity with, the grade

first established. All of these forces, working on the surface and

underneath, seem to be in a conspiracy against, or at war with,

cur pavements. This state of affairs is in evidence every day, and

it is nothing short of a miracle that our streets are in as good condi-

tion as they are, with all of these elements at work. These facts

certainly furnish food for reflection, and call loudly for the best

effort of the engineer to successfully combat these influences that

are at work upon our system of city pavements.

To -overcome these influences, and to preserve or protect our

city streets to-day, requires a heart to conceive, a head to plan, an

eye to see, a hand to execute, and the courage of his convictions of

every engineer who has charge of the improvements or the care of

our city streets, so that we may have properly constructed pave-

ments, which shall, as nearly as possible, meet every condition

by which this great question is surrounded.

It will be conceded that, in no department of public works,

has more money been spent and practically wasted than in our

search for a permanent pavement for our cities. I firmly believe

that a permanent pavement for our cities will be found that will

nearly, if not quite, answer the demands required of it. I do not

think, however, we have that pavement to-day. Every pavement in

use in our cities falls short of the requirements in many essentials.

We have begun to see what we need, and all of the mistakes we
have made, in our seeking for light in the past, will be our best

assistants to accomplish the desired result. Engineers cannot do

it all, unless they receive the assistance and co-operation of their

city administration ; and, in addition to the city administration, they

must have, as an assistant, every corporation and artisan seeking

to occupy our streets. And this is not all ; the citizens must give

their individual assistance in a ready acquiescence to the demands

of trade. How many times have we seen a pavement suitable only

for a residential street laid upon a business street, and an expensive

pavement laid upon a residential street, where one of less cost

would have answered every requirement. In these last-named

instances, have engineers fully realized that
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''Each man, a world to other worlds half known,

Turns on a tiny axis of his own ;

His full life orbit is a pathway dim

To brother planets that revolve with him."

We have practically reached the beginning of what is to be the

future city pavements in the six methods of construction now in

general use, namely, three in asphalt, one in brick, one in dimension

granite blocks and one in crushed stone, the latter known as

macadam ; and it would be hardly possible for us to return, in any

of our large cities, to a cobble-stone pavement, the wood-block

pavement, Belgian blocks, or a pavement laid from a distillate of

coal tar. These pavements have all been weighed in the balance by

the public and have been found wanting.

As I have stated, we have six pavements now very generally

adopted in nearly all of our large cities. I firmly believe that,

from the six methods of construction named, will be evolved a

pavement that will be a marked improvement over any of the pave-

ments now laid.

FOUNDATIONS.

In the building of any pavement, the twp essentials are the

surface and the foundation. Every well of properly constructed

pavement should be laid upon a proper foundation. In the past,

insufficient attention has been paid to the building of proper founda-

tions upon which to lay our pavements. I am not prepared to place

the fault at all times to engineers, for many times the actions of

the engineer are controlled entirely by others in charge of the work.

It has been too often the case in the past that a question of expedi-

ency or expense is at fault, rather than obedience to established

rules for the proper laying of a pavement. Anyone who has

watched the growth of the hamlet into a large and populous city

must have noticed the transitions through which this growth has

taken place. First a few houses are built near the center, after

which the meeting-house is erected, the school-house and the store

;

then the introduction of manufactories, which called for better and

more rapid transportation than the road afforded in the bringing

of the raw material and in the sending out of the finished product,

namely, railroads. As the little village grew rapidly into a city,

the farms which had clustered all around the little settlement were

taken up, and the undulated surface was brought to the level re-

quired for sidewalks, drainage and the pavements. In this leveling

is used an indiscriminate mass of earth, clay, loam, sand, gravel,

ashes, and everything that could be found at a reasonable cost to

accomplish the purpose. In excavating in all of our large cities we
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find such material, which furnishes a very uncertain footing for

any pavement that is desired to be placed upon our streets. A
single glance at the material excavated from any of the trenches

in the streets of our large cities will prove the truth of this state-

ment. With this condition of affairs to deal with, the greatest care

must be taken in the building of foundations upon which to lay our

pavements. Too often this very essential and necessary care is

not given. In the city of Washington, when that splendid system

of permanent improvements was started by Mr. Shepard back in

the '70's, swamp holes were filled up, and every kind of material

was used upon which to lay their foundation. What is the result?

Nearly every foot of the original pavements laid by Mr. Shepard

at that time has been completely overhauled, new foundations have

been laid and a new surface given. In nearly all of our large cities

the same lack of wise forethought is in evidence in the foundations

of our pavements, showing that much money has been wasted by

lack of provision, in the early days, of a proper foundation upon

which to lay the pavement.

During the past ten years more attention has been paid to

foundations, and we have now in very general use the concrete

base ; but the trouble with our concrete base is a standard depth,

which is rarely, if ever, increased, no matter upon what material

it may rest. Commissioners who have to deal with the question

of State roads change the character of the foundation with each

condition they meet in their work. I wish the same might be said

of every engineer who has to do with city work. In the opening

up of any permanently laid pavement, and in the cutting down
through the foundation to make excavation for connections, there

are not enough safeguards or prohibitive measures in the ordi-

nances or in the issuing of permits to men who enter upon any of

our city streets to make connections. It is an expensive matter

to allow contractors to dig up our city streets and roughly or care-

lessly throw back the material excavated and improperly relay the

pavement. A system of perfect inspection by competent men
should be had in every one of our large cities over all work of this

kind. The pavement should not be put back immediately. Per-

haps a system of heavy planking, properly cleated together, should

be placed upon the newly filled opening, and the contractor should

be required to assume the care of that opening made in the street

for a period of time sufficiently long to insure the proper settling of

the material before being allowed to replace the pavement. Even
when the material which has been excavated and put back has set-

tled, and is in every way suitable to sustain the pavement, it would
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be wise, where a concrete base is required, instead of using cement,

to use a mixture of .hot asphalt in the assembling of the stone,

and the sides of all openings should receive a coat of hot asphalt,

so that, when the pavement is finally laid, the whole pavement will

become a monolith or a homogeneous mass. It is against all rules

of scientific knowledge to undertake to unite the old cement base,

that has already been in use, with new work, for at the point of

juncture no union will ever take place, and there will be at that

point a line of demarkation and a settling in the pavement. I

have tried this method of putting back foundations in street

openings, and have found it very successful in furnishing a bridg-

ing that is less liable to settle.

The greatest care should be taken in providing suitable founda-

tions for the building of all of our permanent pavements. Any
pavement, whether gravel, macadam, granite block, brick, block

asphalt, rock or sheet asphalt, should have a foundation built suffi-

ciently deep on every sub-grade where it is uncertain whether the

existing substratum can properly hold up the pavement.

The day is not very far distant when it will be found neces-

sary, upon the principal thoroughfares in our large cities, to pro-

vide subways to contain all of the underground work. Where
such subways are used, the pavements will be laid in sections, prac-

tically independent, which can readily be taken up and replaced.

Pending the introduction of this system, or where it is not used,

it might be well to have all connections for pipes made in the

gutter lines. As my time is so very much limited, I cannot dwell

longer upon this subject, and shall have to dismiss it and take up

other parts of this question.

SHEET ASPHALT.

The three asphalt pavements now in use can be classed as

sheet asphalt, most of which comes from Trinidad Lake, rock

asphalt and asphalt blocks. I think I can safely say all of these

asphalts came into use through the suggestion made by the use of

the distillate of coal tar as a pavement, which was very early found

to be a failure. The principal objection offered against sheet asphalt

is that it is a very slippery pavement. Its slipperiness is largely due

to climatic conditions and to the method often employed in mixing

the material. In some parts of our country, where the climate is

warmer than we find it in the north, east and west, and where there

is very little snow, the objection offered is, to a large degree, re-

moved. Sheet asphalt certainly has very many advantages. It is, as

we all know, a very smooth and noiseless pavement, a very pleasant

pavement to ride over. It very nicely adjusts itself to investigation
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in the location of pipes, as holes are easily made to locate all pipes

and are readily filled up again. It responds less quickly to defective

foundations than do pavements with interstices, because air and

frost have no access to the sub-foundation. Offering little resist-

ance to travel, it is very durable. The laying of sheet asphalt pave-

ments can be improved by laying with brick that part of the pave-

ment in use for the gutter and that between tracks and outside of

the rails, as is done in some of our cities. An improvement can be

made in reducing the cross-slope grade, making the surface as

nearly flat as possible, with only a sufficient incline to carry off the

water.

Sheet asphalt should be laid upon grades not exceeding 2 per

cent. A radical improvement can be effected by a careful selection

of the sand used for the body. A great mistake is often made
in using practically dead sand, or too fine sand. I do not mean by

this to use gravel, but a good, sharp, coarse-grained pit sand. The
trouble is that very nearly all of the sand used for building pur-

poses and for street paving is taken from ground of high elevation.

Sand so situated is apt to lack that degree of liveliness all sand

should have which is to be used in combination with other materials.

Certainly a wonderful improvement has taken place in the charac-

ter of the mixture that is in use now for the wearing surface of our

sheet asphalt pavements over that which prevailed in the early days

of asphalt paving. Another mistake is made in the "hurry-up

process" of requiring asphalt to be laid before the cement concrete

is perfectly set, for the evaporation of moisture from the cement

concrete has a tendency to make the wearing surface blister and

crawl, or warp. If these suggestions are followed, and if the

inspectors are employed by reason of their knowledge, many of the

objections that are offered will be, for the most part, entirely elimi-

nated. Of course, there is always a hue and cry about pavements

being in control of syndicates, corporations or companies, whose

only desire is to swell their bank accounts. While this statement

may have some foundation, all of these things adjust themselves

very nicely by the law of supply and demand. The public is the

pendulum which regulates the demand, and the recent experience

gone through by men who are in co-operation for the laying of

asphalt will satisfy any thoughtful person that high prices and

poor work will not be tolerated in the future as they have been in

the past. It is neither possible nor wise to deny the public a choice,

except where the public desires to legislate for the minority as

against the best interests of the majority. Then it is time for those

in authority to call a halt.
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ROCK ASPHALT.

Rock asphalt has been laid in cities to a considerable extent,

but the public objects to the use of sand, to prevent slipping, as

in Paris and other cities across the water, and thus rock asphalt has

become somewhat unpopular. There is no question about its wear-

ing qualities, and, when laid in combination with other material,

it makes a very durable pavement. Its slipperiness is a disadvant-

age. I do not know that it will allow the incorporation of other

material which might obviate this objection, but it might be partly-

overcome by means of a roller of sufficient weight, with heat and

convex bands, so that indentures could be formed in the surface.

ASPHALT BLOCKS.

Asphalt blocks have received almost a new lease of life by

the substitution of trap rock for limestone as a filler. In the early

days of their use for street paving, the filler was principally of lime-

stone, and disintegration took place very rapidly. With trap rock,

a very solid, strong and durable pavement is now made with asphalt

in the block. When the hydraulic pressure extends further than

it now does into the center of the block, it will be difficult to supply

a better pavement than one of asphalt blocks.

BRICK.

Brick pavements have become very popular during the last few

years, and, under tests of travel, have developed all of their weak
points. There is no test equal to the test of travel in discerning

any weakness that is to be found in a pavement. At the convention

of brick makers, held some time ago, at which were assembled the

representative paving brick makers from many parts of the country,

it was openly stated that the burning of the brick to the degree nec-

essary to meet the demands of public travel was yet in its infancy. A
brick pavement would be an ideal one for many of our cities if the

required amount of toughness could be given to the brick, so that

the edges would not crumble under the hoof or the wheel, and the

crimping process which takes place would be avoided. In no class

of pavements in general use has there been a more rapid advance

along this line than in some of the bricks used to-day. It is quite

probable that bright minds will find a way of prolonging the life

of the pavement by improvements in the shoeing of the hoof and

of the wheel.
GRANITE BLOCKS.

No material used for street paving to-day will stand the test of

endurance, under all kinds of hardship, like a granite block. The
difficulty is in finding granite blocks with proper wearing qualities.
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No granite in use in any of our large cities has borne the test of

the Pigeon Cove, or Cape Ann granite, like the test which was

given to the granite blocks laid on Broadway, New York City, in

1874. That pavement remained, with all the travel of that public

thoroughfare, until 1894,—twenty years,—when it was replaced

by a less noisy pavement. The difficulty with granite blocks is the

noise, the rattle and jar and the uneven surface. These limit its

use to the business centers, where heavy travel takes place. It is

quite possible to obviate noise, the crimping of the edges and the

rounding up of the blocks, if the sides of the blocks can be brought

into the condition of our bricks or asphalt blocks, with smooth

sides, so that the pavement may be closely laid. I think that this

will be brought about in the near future to meet the demand of the

times.

MACADAM.

I have now reached the last of the so-called permanent pave-

ments, the macadam. Those already named, together with the one

I am to treat, are called permanent only because they last longer

than others.

More miles of macadam pavement have been laid than of any

other. The simple reason for this is that it is less expensive to con-

struct, although perhaps fully as expensive in the end as any

pavement I have named. Macadam is not suitable for general use.

in cities, and, if laid at all in cities, it should be laid only upon

streets without car tracks, for it is almost impossible, with the con-

centration of travel on the narrow area between the rails and the

curb, to maintain a macadam road. Macadam requires close atten-

tion for its proper maintenance. It requires a semi-moist, yet firm,

foundation ; a little shade, not too much. It is destroyed very

rapidly by too much watering, but it yields a splendid return for

the money invested in its construction when it is properly kept in

repair ; but, if neglected, no pavement so rapidly disintegrates or

is so unpleasant to travel over, nor does any pavement require a

larger outlay to bring it back to its full degree of usefulness if

neglected too long. Methods of construction employed vary in dif-

ferent places. It is astonishing that so little is understood about

the construction of this pavement. In a very prominent journal

a leading editorial recently stated that "it is too bad, where so much
money is being expended for macadam construction, that those who
have to do with the matter remove themselves so far from Mac-
adam's methods," and the article expressed a wish that "the people

who are in charge of the city pavements would lay a macadam
construction such as John Macadam laid, so that the people may
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see, for once in their lives before they die, a piece of splendidly

constructed road." No doubt the editor was sincere in his state-

ment, but, had there been laid upon the streets of his city a macadam
road as John Macadam originally laid it, the editor would have

hastened to his sanctum to write an article urging the removal of the

officials who gratified his desire. Few laymen are familiar with

the fact that Macadam was denied all of the mechanical appliances

we have to-day for crushing the stone, for rolling it, and for other

operations in the building of our modern macadam road. Mac-

adam to-day, under proper methods, when it has been accepted by

those in authority, is immediately suitable for pleasant, safe and

convenient travel, while with Macadam's roads it took many weeks

of constant travel before the rough stone with which the roads

were constructed became fit for travel. The great principle em-

ployed by Macadam is followed very closely to-day by men who are

in authority over our roads, and the engineers, when they specify

a mixed stone method of construction, are as near as possible to the

old system or principle inaugurated by Macadam. In the fracture

of the stone with the hammer (the method employed to break stone

in John Macadam's day), a great many small stones were the result.

The stones were all used in Macadam's construction, and the

detritus was made by the friction of the wheels on the heavily

loaded wagons passing over the stone, which in time bonded the

road, the same as with our dust, water and rolling. The condition

of our poor macadam roads is due less to want of knowledge in

drawing the specifications as to failure on the part of those who
construct the roads to follow those specifications and their contract.

Again, many macadam roads are built from trap-dyke stone,

where the action of the elements has moved the stone from the

parent ledge, and the stone has become discolored and soft, or the

faces of the cubes worn smooth. No amount of rolling, no applica-

tion of dust or water, will successfully compact and solidify such

stone. The process of bonding a road from the top with water and

dust is the same process exactly as that employed in the paper

mill. The pulp for making the paper is distributed into the

water run, then picked up on to the rough face of the rolls, and

after a series of revolutions over the hot rolls, it comes out

through the calendar with all the minute particles assembled into

paper. The rough face of the stone of a fresh fracture will re-

move the dust from the water as it works down through the

several courses, and will separate every particle from the water

by a perfect system of filtrage if the stone is clean and has a fresh

fracture. If the fracture is old or smooth, the water will go right
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through all of the courses of stone without relieving itself of any

of the particles of dust, and the result is that just a little dust,

moistened with water from the sprinkler and pressed down by the

roller, is all that remains on the surface to hold the stone together.

An examination of the road when just finished will, to the inex-

perienced eye, suggest that the road is splendidly built. The road

may be first class in shoulder construction, solid and unyielding

in its foundation, perfect in alignment and in its cross-slope grade,

and yet the first team that uses that road will disturb the little

covering of screenings and irritate the surface, the wind will quickly

remove the top layer or finishing course of screenings, and the

whole road will commence to ravel from one end to the other.

Such has been my experience on slide trap-dyke stone, and it will

be the experience of anyone wherever that class of stone is used

;

for it is next to an impossibility to hold, or bond, stone of that

class unless it is bedded in cement mortar. It is a very difficult

matter for those in control of State highway construction to bar

out such quarries from competing, and such action would be

looked upon with suspicion. Where such stone has to be used,

it would be wise to apply a course of screenings on the top of each

course of stone before putting on another course, and so continue

the process until the established grade is reached. If anything

will prevent stone of this class from raveling or making trouble,

this method is one that might be employed with some success.

The application of clay as a bonding material has been advocated

by some authorities. This might do very well for a short time,

but the use of anything possessing the characteristics of clay, loam

or earth would be a very speedy destruction of the road or of the

road's surface. I have never thought wise to use sand between

the courses of stone. There is certainly no cementic quality in sand

to assemble of itself different bodies and unite them permanently.

If sand possessed cementic qualities, it would not be necessary, in

the building of houses or any masonry work, to add cement or lime

to sand Sand moist furnishes a wedge which loses its power when
dry. Under the impact of the hoof or the jar of the wagon it

speedily settles to the bottom of the road, and then the road is

broken up, the stone work loses its bonding and the road is practi-

cally useless until it has been repaired.

While trap rock is acknowledged to be the best material, there

are so many different kinds of trap rock to be found that it may
not be always wise to use trap rock. If a combination of two kinds

of trap rock could be used, one having good wearing qualities and

the other the ability to bond, the result would be a fine wearing
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road, satisfactory and inexpensive to keep in first-class condition.

While trap rock is the very best material for road construction, by

reason of its ability to sustain great stress of travel, and having in

its constituent parts iron and lime sufficient to properly unite the

cubes, I have seen very fine roads constructed of granite for the

bottom courses of the road, with a trap bonding and finishing sur-

face. A very fine road can be built of granite. I have built some

such roads in the State of Connecticut, and have seen them exhibit

splendid traits of character for public travel. The detritus is

formed in sufficient quantity by the travel to keep the road in a fine

state of preservation.

The great secret in building a macadam road is in furnishing

a bond which will not depend entirely upon screenings to preserve

the road in a compact condition. Stone, ranging in size from f

inch to 2 inches, longest diameter, will furnish a more solid founda-

tion than larger cubes without the small stone. No amount of

roller pressure will solidify the road as effectually when it is first

built as after it has been used and seasoned by travel. Hence the

roads should be built as solid and compact as possible. Another

reason for using mixed stone is that roads which do not depend for

bonding entirely upon dust will stand neglect better than those

bonded entirely with dust. If it were possible to take up a section

of road built of 2-inch stone without any of the smaller sizes of

stone, it would be found, as the stones are cast into the courses

and fall into their places, the sharp points of the stone have bedded

themselves into the side or faces of adjoining cubes, and a void

will appear which is so protected by the stone in its leaning that no

amount of dust will reach the void, and, after the road has been

finished, the jar of loaded teams will wear the sharp point, when

the stone will naturally slide by and down into the position it should

have occupied when originally placed in the road. If smaller

stones had been used, they would have formed a shoulder or a

support, so that, even with the road becoming dry or the point

worn, it would have been impossible for the stone to lose its posi-

tion, and it would have remained where it originally fell.

In over three hundred sections of highway I have only had,

up to the present time, seven sections which have given me trouble,

and I have used the mixed stone method since the beginning of

my work in Connecticut. Certainly 75 per cent, of the macadam
roads built under State supervision during the past seven years

have never received any special treatment or attention in the way
of repairs, and they are in a good state of preservation. I am
building macadam roads 7 inches deep, 4 inches in the bottom
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course ranging in size from f inch to 2 inches. For the second

course I use from i-inch to i-|-inch stone. All of these dimensions

represent the longest diameter, and the depth of stone given is

that after rolling. The finishing course is 1 inch of screenings

that go through the -|-inch screen. The greatest difficulty with

contractors is the temptation, easily yielded to, to put on the screen-

ing course in two or three applications. If, when the road reaches

this stage of its construction, it is not very closely watched, the

screenings will be improperly put on the road, soaked with water

and rolled down, and all of the bottom courses will have received

very little bonding. Screenings should be applied very sparingly,

and should be perfectly dry and rolled in very thoroughly with

the roller before any sprinkling is done, and not less than from five

to six applications of screenings should be given the road before

the final rolling. Under no circumstances should the contractor

be allowed to apply the first screenings wet. Where it is possible, it

would be well, after the final sprinkling and rolling of the road,

to forbid the use of the road for a few days, so that the sun may
have an opportunity to harden the road before travel takes place.

Where travel is immediately introduced to newly built roads, toe-

marks and wheel ruts invariably occur quickly, and these are among
the most difficult things to overcome after they have once been

formed.

A macadam road should not be built in the early spring or

late fall, but this is not always avoidable. I have found the best

months in Connecticut to be May, June, July, August and Sep-

tember, for two reasons : first, the condition of subgrade and the

large amount of moisture encountered renders it almost impossible

to produce that degree of firmness necessary in a sub-grade ; second,

the sun cannot give to the road that degree of heat necessary in the

finishing of a road.

Where macadam is laid with no curbing to retain the stone

in the position that it should occupy, it is essential to build a very

solid, compact and firm shoulder of the very best material. This

very valuable precaution does not receive adequate attention. In

the forming of shoulders, the rule with contractors is to line out

the road and establish the height of the shoulder, and where

shoulders are to be made, to build the shoulder material flush up to

the line, instead of allowing the material to leak over into the

traveled part not less than from 8 to 10 inches. This gives an

opportunity for ramming the shoulders down good and solid and

then cutting back to the line, thus forming a good, firm edge to work
to. When shoulders are thus made, the metal used in the roadbed
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is retained in position, and does not work out into the shoulders,

robbing the road of material that properly belongs to it.

ROLLING MACADAM.

Another wrong method of construction is to roll down the

center first and finish up with the center rolling. The first method

has a tendency to flatten out the road and to destroy the proper

cross-slope grade. When the finished road has been tested by the

engineer and found deficient along the center line, only one of two

courses is open to the engineer to bring the road up to the estab-

lished grade—either to disturb the entire surface or to put on an

additional quantity of screenings. It is seldom that the first course

is resorted to, but too frequently the latter. A road brought up in

this way with screenings will always be an object of great solici-

tude and an expensive road to keep in good repair.

The practice of center rolling has a tendency also to leave the

outer edges and three or four feet of the macadam very loose in

their construction, while the center, when the road is first turned

over for travel, is the best part of the road, which by use in a short

time breaks its bond and works out towards the sides, and then

trouble commences. In building macadam or any other pave-

ment there are no little things, from the ploughing up of the

road to the last rolling the road receives. Very much depends

even on the dumping of the load of metal in the roadbed. Under
no consideration whatever should a load of stone be allowed to

be dumped on the roadbed proper, unless every part of the load,

before rolling, is removed and placed with shovels in the place

it is to occupy, for the simple reason that, when dumping is resorted

to, whether from a cart or from a reach wagon, uniform roller

pressure cannot be had upon all parts. The part which is brought

to the established grade by shovels will respond to the rolling,

but where the body of the stone fell there will be resistance, which

in time will develop a weakness in the road. Every part of the

road should receive equally the same amount of roller pressure.

Every part of the road is dependent upon every other part, just as

the smallest rivet in a Corliss machine is as important as the great

wheel that moves the belt to turn the wheels in the entire factory.

In road construction, if the simplest detail is neglected, the result

is fatal to the road ; so the utmost care must be taken in every step

of construction if we are to have first-class work.

TELFORD.

I have used telford only in special cases, where the founda-

tion was uncertain. A 13-inch telford road will not wear as well
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as a 7-inch macadam road upon a gravel or mixed earth or sand

foundation. The rigidity of the 13-inch pavement conduces to the

destruction of the road, while the elasticity of the foundation of

a 7-inch macadam tends to its preservation ; so I have not extended

the system of telford roads any farther than was absolutely neces-

sary, preferring to use good sub-grade material, with plenty of

rolling, and to extend my system of macadam at a less price than if

my roads had all been of telford construction.

INTER-TOWN ROADS.

While I have named macadam in the family of permanent

pavements used in our cities, I think it is destined to be more popu-

lar as an inter-town road than as a city street; but, as my time is

very limited and the subject is so prolific, so full of suggestions,

I shall have to leave the macadam treatment and speak of other

inter-town roads.

It is only a few years since highway improvement was given

any intelligent basis. I have never met a man who did not firmly

believe in good roads. It is true that there has been objection

to the transfer of highway improvement from local to State or

county officials. This is not strange, and it should be taken not

as evidence of opposition to road improvement, but rather as an

indication of local patriotism. However, the greatest improvement

in highway construction along permanent lines has been made
since the inauguration of State commissions, in which men of

wide experience in highway improvement have been placed in

charge of the expenditure of money which theretofore had been

unwisely used by local officials in town or county road construc-

tion. This departure has found favor with the American people,

who require some time before placing their entire confidence in

a new movement ; but, once it has been placed, it is there to stay.

Only by the prostitution of the office of commissioner in the dis-

bursement of money, or by inefficiency, will the commission forfeit

the confidence of the people of the State, and the road improve-

ment now so successfully inaugurated be retarded in its growth.

I have watched with deep interest the wonderful progress

made by the Massachusetts Highway Commission, and have seen

the constructions laid by them. Massachusetts has made a splen-

did beginning, and it is to be hoped that the able management

shown may be continued along the lines so well begun.

It would be difficult to outline any method of highway im-

provement to be rigidly followed by every town, every county

and every State in the Union. No standard work in print to-day
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will equip the engineer with that degree of information necessary

to treat every condition of road construction by which he may be

confronted. Conditions change, in climate, in the material to be

used, in accessibility to railroad facilities, and in a thousand and

one things which do not always appear to the man who writes the

text-book. Text-books are necessarily written from the point of

view, the experience and the conditions surrounding the author.

While he may adapt himself to those conditions, every engineer,

in taking up this great question, will find that every day is a devel-

opment, every day a going to school. New features are continu-

ally requiring his most careful thought and consideration. What
he might outline as the proper thing to be done in one place would

not be right treatment in another. In some of our States the low-

lying plain predominates ; in others there is a preponderance of

stone. The coast line suggests one character of road, the valleys

another, and the mountainous parts of the State another. In one

is found plenty of stone, remote from railroads and from a crushing

plant, while in another State no stone is to be found, but plenty

of gravel is to be had on every side. In still another State we find

the sand plain, with neither stone nor gravel. In some places a

heavy depth of clay is found everywhere. In Kansas we have 7
feet of solid black loam, with no stone. In California many parts

of the State are all sand. All these require different methods of

construction. Often an engineer finds himself embarrassed by

lack of money. A good rule is to lay that class of road that will

most nearly meet the conditions obtaining in that immediate vi-

cinity. It is always unwise to import material, or to establish a

method of construction that will overburden the people financially

to extend it or to keep it in proper repair. In districts with very

little stone, and in towns remote from railroads, where plenty of

stone is to be found, but no crushing facilities, it is well to lay

gravel roads, if gravel is obtainable. I have also found it wise to

anticipate the system of general grade reduction in Connecticut,

lifting up the levels, straightening the roads, removing the rocks

from the roadbeds, and familiarizing the people as quickly as

possible with good roads, pending the future general improvement.

This plan gives to the people the immediate use of the road arid safe

travel to their nearest market.

DISCUSSION.

Question.—What do you mean by "trap dyke" stone ?

Answer.—Slide rock. Stone that has fallen away from the

parent ledge, less than 6-inch cubes, where the accumulated dirt

on the faces of the stone deprives the screening of its cementic
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property, or where the stones have worn smooth, so that the stone

does not take up from the water the detritus necessary to properly

bond the road. These small stones that have broken off and

fallen down are so small that they pass through the crusher,

and there is, of course, no fresh fracture, so that it is impossible

to assemble stone of this kind with the material used for bonding.

Question.—Have you ever seen old sod used on a country

road ?

Answer.-—Yes; I have seen it lying all over the traveled part

of a road in large clods. Some time ago I discovered some roads

made in this way, and learned that an inspector was to come in from

an adjoining town to pass upon these roads as finished. Being a

little curious to know how the inspector viewed this way of building

a road, I inquired, on my next visit, whether the inspector had

looked over the roads. The town official said, "Yes, and passed

all of them." This was not State work, but one of the town
methods of road construction. I have used sod in one town, where

there was very little stone to be had—in fact, very little material

of any kind with which to construct a road, and where the expense

of importing stone was prohibitive. The road I had to treat was

a sand plain, with about 12 inches of sand on it, and I specified

taking old sod, inverting it and putting it across the entire road

as the first course on top of the sand, then using some mixed earth

and rock for the second course, with a slight covering of sub-soil

found under the black loam, rolling each course down as the work

progressed. This made a very fair road, although it is not em-

bodied in any of our State specifications. It was used simply to

avoid a very unpleasant section of highway.

Question.—Are the wheelmen assisting road improvement?

Anszvcr.—Yes, sir. The wheelmen have always been very

warm friends of the good roads movement, and I know of no other

factor that has had so great an influence in bringing about State

supervision, assistance and control in our State. Their painstaking

and hearty co-operation has given rise to the strong sentiment in

favor of road reformation.

Question.—What size stone would you use in repairing an old

macadam road that has been broken up ?

Answer.—After I had accepted the invitation to address your

Society, and had forwarded my topic, I found that I could not,

within reasonable limits of time, treat the question of care and

maintenance as fully as I should have liked. In the first place,

no road should be allowed to be broken up. In maintaining

a macadam road it is unwise to put on screenings, for, if a macadam
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road is properly built there is no necessity for the application of

screenings. Screenings placed upon an old macadam road must
lie upon the top of the road, where in dry weather it is dust and

in wet weather it is mud. The time to repair a macadam road

is when the stones begin to show bare, when the screenings or wear-

ing surface of the road has been lost. Then, instead of screenings,

stone ranging in size from \ inch to f inch, longest diameter,

should be used. If the f-inch stones are spread upon the surface

of the road, over the full width of the traveled part and to the depth

of about f inch (no greater depth should be applied), they will

not need water or rolling. The point of contact will be so near

the point of resistance that the full crushing force of the hoof or

the weight of the load upon the wheel will fracture the stone.

The fracture will yield just a small amount of dust, or detritus,

which falls quickly to the under surface and is protected from the

heat of the sun so that it will not dry out, and from the wind so-

that it cannot blow off. In a very short time the ordinary travel

will reduce all of this course and a gradual healing process will

go on over the entire surface. I have tried this method in Con-

necticut, and have not found a single failure. It yields a very large

return for the money invested. The question asked is answered in

this description of repair ; but, if a road has broken up, there is only

one thing to do, and that is to apply whatever stone is necessary,

and, of course, go through the process of screening, wetting and

rolling. It is never necessary to put picks upon steam rollers

and pick up a whole macadam surface, for the simple reason that

no macadam road should be allowed to get into such a condition

under an intelligent system of repairs.

Question.—Would you use splinters or trap rock, such as you

described, the f-inch size, in re-surfacing, on a grade of 8 per cent.,

in preference to dust ?

Answer.—Most assuredly. Dust applied on an 8 per cent,

grade would not remain upon such a heavy grade very long after

the first shower of rain, and, when the shower of rain was over,

all that would remain upon this 8 per cent, grade would be the

small particles of stone contained in the dust. The dust would

be in the gutter. The weight of the stone would help to resist

the force of the elements, and insure some return for money
invested in its application.

Question.—What minimum grade for gutters on gravel roads

do you think is right to establish ?

Answer.—The minimum grade that we have adopted in Con-

necticut is 1 per cent. Earth gutters do not carry the water very
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quickly. Under certain conditions we have been forced to allow

a less per cent, of grade, but it is always under protest.

Question.—Do you ever use screened gravel?

Answer.—Yes ; we have used screened gravel in Connecticut,

but only once in my whole official career, and I think it safe to say

it will never occur again. The screening of the gravel has a

tendency to remove its bonding property. Gravel must have, as

a constituent part, a sufficient bond, or it is a waste of money to

apply it. It is true that we do not find in every place suitable

gravel for building gravel roads. We often have to use gravel

•deficient especially in bond, and such gravel must be given an ad-

mixture of clay or sub-soil. Only that gravel should be used

which requires a pick to dislodge from the bank. Gravel which is

solid and compact in the bank, free from stratifications of sand,

is very generally a safe gravel to put upon the road. It is the

policy of my State to use the material found in the town so far

as it is possible and economical to use it. We do not import ma-

terial if we find suitable material in the town. So the building

of gravel roads has become a part of our State system. For inter-

town roads I prefer a good gravel road. It is inexpensive to con-

struct, it does not require expensive machinery or scientific road

builders, and it is very easily and economically kept in repair. It

is a cool road in summer to drive over, and it is not unpleasantly

loose in its character in the late fall and early spring. As a rule,

it is a good, serviceable road for all seasons of the year, when it is

built well and of suitable gravel.

Question.—Do you think a road scraper is a good thing to

use upon the roads, especially earth roads, or what tool do you

think is best to round up and shape an earth road ?

Answer.—I think the very best tool to use upon an earth road

is a road scraper, although I regret to see the use of the plough

becoming a lost art. The road scraper may be so handled as to

put back upon the road the gutter-wash and worn-out material,

making it do service over again where it has already been used

too long. It is the abuse of the road scraper, and not its use,

,which is to be condemned. I know of no other tool with which

so much work can be done for so little money as with a road

scraper when intelligently used.

Question.—What is your maximum grade?

Answer.—In the State of Connecticut the standard maximum
grade is 5 per cent., but in some parts of our State we are compelled

to exceed this standard, in order to avoid excessive expense. In
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other words, we accomplish just as much grade reduction as it is

possible to get.

Question.—Do you allow less depth of stone where different

kinds of material are found in the sub-grade?

Answer.—Certainly. The standard for macadam treatment

in our State is 7 inches. The first course is 4 inches ; the second,

2 inches, and the last, or finishing course, 1 inch. Where the ma-
terial is spring}- on the line of the proposed highway, we furnish

a telford base of 8 inches and a macadam top of 5 inches, making 13

inches over all. On a gravel foundation we have used a 5-inch

treatment, 4 inches of macadam and 1 inch of bonding and wearing

surface. Upon some of our roads we have used a foundation

of slag, with a 2-inch treatment of crushed stone and 1 inch of

screenings, making a very good road. Our engineers put on the

profile, for my information, the character of the material found

at each station, so that we can intelligently select the most eco-

nomical treatment.

Question.—When you allow between certain stations a less

depth of stone than between others, what is the depth of stone al-

lowed at the point of juncture, and do you change abruptly from

one depth of stone to the other?

Answer.—No. The change is gradual from one depth of

stone to the other, so that there is no possibility of breaking away
or breaking down.

Question.—Do you use steam rollers on gravel roads?

Answer.—We use both the steam and the horse roller on our

gravel roads. A contractor is allowed to use either. We specify

that the contractor on gravel construction can use such roller as

shall be allowed by the Highway Commissioner. If a contractor

has a steam roller, he naturally prefers to use it, as it effects a

great saving of time in the firming of his road ; while, on the other

hand, if the contractor has a horse roller, we allow him to use that.

A gravel road well rolled with a horse roller gives very good

service. So we leave the question open.

Question.—Do you ever find the frost enter your stone work

from your shoulder sufficiently to break up the road at that point?

Answer.—Xo; I never have noticed any trouble with the frost

at this point. It is well, however, to see that the shoulder is well

built and the edge of the shoulder cut down square and true to

the line, so that the stone may not have as a fulcrum the material

composing the shoulder to lift up the stone out of place. Not

enough attention is paid, as a rule, to the importance of properly

constructing a shoulder. A good shoulder is a very important
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matter in keeping the road in condition. If a shoulder is weak, it

allows spreading of the material. If it is strong, constructed of

good material and well rolled, it retains the material in its original

position, and there is no danger of breaking down the road.

Question.—What is the standard width of your State roads?

Answer.—The minimum width of our State roads is 12 feet

for the traveled path, but the standard width of our road is 16

feet. We build more standard width roads than any other width.

Some, of course, we make wider than 16 feet, where conditions

demand it; but, as a rule, the traveled part of our roads is 16 feet

wide.
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HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION.

By E. R. Buckley, Ph.D., State Geologist, Rolla, Mo.

[Read before the Engineers' Club of St. Louis, February 19, 1902.*]

The permanent improvement of all public thoroughfares,

whether they be situated in the midst of a crowded city or in the

rural districts, is a condition which we must look forward to as

a necessity. Every person who keeps abreast of the times and

notes the progress of this new century feels that every avenue

of commerce demands rapid, clean and quiet facilities for trans-

portation. This demand is fast crowding itself upon us, and with

it come problems for solution both by the citizen and by the

engineer.

This demand for clean and quiet pavements and rapid trans-

portation affects the construction of both pavements and ve-

hicles; and it is evident that improvements in both must go hand

in hand if we would realize most quickly and economically the

desired results. Any improvement which may come about in the

construction of vehicles must be the result of individual or cor-

porate interest; but the improvement of the public thoroughfare

must have its birth in the national, state, county, town or city

administration. The public highway is a commodity used in

common by the people, and consequently cannot be adequately

administered except by the city, town, county, state or national

government.

Some people believe that certain of the highways should be

under national, and others under state control. Others are as

firmly of the opinion that the county, city and town should control

all public highways. By whom the highways should be controlled,

improved and maintained is a question with which we are now
confronted and with which we shall undoubtedly be confronted

for years to come. Personally, I feel that there should be a sys-

tem of transcontinental highways, constructed and maintained

by the national government ; and that state and county highways,

as well as city and town streets, should be improved and main-

tained by the state and county. However, this question of control

and administration of public highways can scarcely come within

the scope of this paper, and will be passed without further con-

sideration.

Another matter which presents itself is the manner in which

the improvement and maintenance of public highways shall be

Manuscript received March 13. 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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paid for? Shall the public, as county, state and city, the individual

citizen, or all be taxed for these improvements? This is a matter

which involves the equitable distribution of the burden of taxa-

tion, and is also outside of the scope of this paper.

The third problem with which we are confronted is the char-

acter of the pavement to be constructed and the method to be

employed in constructing such pavement. The kind of pavement

constructed depends very largely upon the location. Owing to

the very different traffic conditions to which city and rural high-

ways are subjected, they are usually considered separately, as

constituting somewhat distinct problems. However, the im-

provement of a highway, wherever it may be located, has, as its

main object, the reduction of the cost of traction. Perfection in

construction and durability are everywhere limited by the cost of

construction and maintenance. It is my purpose to-night to con-

fine myself to a discussion of city pavements.

St. Louis has over ioo miles of granite block, asphalt,

wooden block and brick street pavements, costing over $6,700,000.

She also has nearly 36 miles of alleys, improved with granite,

granitoid and brick pavements, costing over $650,000. Besides

these there are about 350 miles of broken stone pavements, in-

cluding macadam and telford, in the construction of which lime-

stone and novaculite have been used. The report of the Street

Commissioner for 1901 shows 436.46 miles of streets and 204.07

miles of alleys still unimproved. For the fiscal year ending April

8, 1901, the cost of cleaning and repairing streets and alleys

amounted to $335,484.87.

The importance of this department of municipal administra-

tion is clearly evident from the foregoing figures. The past rec-

ord of the city of St. Louis, like that of many other large cities,

has been brilliant with mistakes in the matter of street improve-

ments. These mistakes have been in the nature of experiments,

and their recognition is a sign of progress which bespeaks better

conditions for the future. It is not necessary for me to discuss

the reason for these mistakes. They are past and paid for. May
the limestone macadam rest in peace!

Before entering upon a discussion of the merits of the differ-

ent pavements, I desire to remind you of the personal responsibil-

ity which we have in all matters of public administration. We are

living under a democratic form of government, and we must re-

member that, when we condemn the administration of public af-

fairs, it is not only the administration, but our neighbor and, per-

haps, ourselves that we condemn. Remember that the govern-
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ment of the people in the United States lies in the consent of the

governed. If the government is poorly administered, taxation

unequally distributed and public funds squandered, we must,

whether interested or not, bear our share of the responsibility,

—

our share of the burden.

Yet, I would not have you feel that I am condemning the

form of government under which we live, for there is no system

which is better adapted to the needs of our population than that

by virtue of which the United States exists to-day.

It is the duty of every citizen to acquaint himself with the

manner in which the different municipal functions are admin-

istered. Electric and gas lighting, water supply, street railways,

telephone system and street pavements, all should receive the

careful attention of the citizens of every community in which these

luxuries have become necessities. This attention should be given

through clear glasses and not through goggles colored with

political daubs which distort the object viewed and change every-

thing into emerald green and royal blue.

I feel that it is somewhat presumptuous in me to come before

this Society of Engineers to discuss a subject with which every

member is familiar. I have every reason to believe that, with

perhaps a few exceptions, every person in this room, were he

given the opportunity, could construct pavements which would be

ideally fitted to every condition which presents itself on the streets

of St. Louis; provided, first, that he had an unlimited appropria-

tion at his disposal for construction and maintenance; and, sec-

ond, that he were given police protection that would insure him

against injury by indifferent, selfish or maliciously inclined per-

sons. With an unlimited appropriation for construction and

maintenance, and the ability to remove traffic from the streets

during the time of construction, an honest engineer can construct

a sanitary pavement which will be at all times comparatively clean

and noiseless. The two most serious problems connected with

street paving are (1) how to obtain the money necessary for these

improvements, and (2) where can men be found who will ad-

minister these funds honestly and for the best interests of the

community?

The engineer or street superintendent is called upon to con-

struct a pavement which is noiseless, clean, durable and inex-

pensive, and one which will not need cleaning or repairing for a

period of ten or fifteen years, all at $2 per square yard. It is,

of course, unnecessary for me to add that this, at present, is be-

yond the capacity of any engineer. If the expense permissible
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for construction and repair were unlimited, a solution of the

problem could be much more nearly reached.

In 1892 W. J. Ogden said that "if quiet, cleanliness, beauty

and the highest degree of durability and safety could be combined

in one kind of paving material, at a reasonable cost, that material

would be the pavement of the future." But he adds, very prop-

erly, "by a strange persistence in the nature of substances, things

that are hard are noisy when hammered, and only those things

are noiseless which are soft and yielding. Where noiselessness

is important, durability must be partly sacrificed."

Very few engineers, except in the larger cities, have an op-

portunity to construct pavements which are in accord with their

experience. In the first place, the city engineer is not given

sufficient opportunity to inspect the pavements of other large

cities of the country. He may be a thoroughly competent man,

of scientific attainments; but, in order to be most useful to the

municipality, he should be given time and opportunity to study

the improvements in other cities. In place of this, however, if

pavements are to be examined in New York, Boston or some
other city, a committee of aldermen is selected to perform the

task, while not infrequently the city engineer remains in his office

to await their report. He is often looked upon as a sort of drafts-

man, who draws plans and writes up specifications in accordance

with the ideas of the street committee of the board of aldermen.

I knew a number of city engineers in Wisconsin who could

not tell you how the pavements in the nearest neighboring city

had been constructed, or the difficulties which were being expe-

rienced in their construction and maintenance. This is not the

fault of the overworked engineer, but of the city administration,

which reserves as its own legacy the privilege of taking "junket-

ing" trips to neighboring or distant cities.

What value comes to the city from a "junketing" trip by a

committee of aldermen? When they return, can they tell you

anything important about the pavements they have inspected?

Committees of aldermen from other cities have visited Madison,

Wis., my former home, to examine the macadam pavements. They
have been driven over the most beautiful, newly paved avenues;

have been royally entertained by the city ; and have returned

home to report that limestone macadam, the muddiest street in

wet weather, the dustiest in dry weather, the cheapest to construct

and the most costly to maintain, was the ideal street for their city

to adopt. This mistake might never have been made if the city
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engineer had been instructed to make a thorough investigation,

•quietly and alone.

Under the present municipal conditions the alderman is an

important man, who sometimes allows the wishes of his constit-

uents to influence his judgment. An influential citizen may have

heard of some pavement which has worn well, or perhaps has

seen a pavement that looks well; and, without regard to the traf-

fic conditions on the street to be improved, insists that the street

on which he lives shall be improved with this kind of pavement.

A man must know a pavement under all conditions of climate and

traffic and at different periods of its life in order to pass judgment

on its qualities. Not knowing this, the opinion of the citizen has

but little value. The engineer, however, although knowing better,

must acquiesce to these influences rather than antagonize the

political interests which might work to his own detriment.

Corporations owning street franchises and companies inter-

ested in the manufacture of paving materials are not free from

bribery and blackmail. Engineers, also, I regret to say, are not

always adverse to making commissions, on account of which in-

ferior materials are sometimes recommended. However, when it

comes to the question of corruption, I would trust a citizen or an

engineer sooner than an alderman. I speak from experience in

this matter. I have been an alderman, but I have never been a

city engineer.

Any standard pavement can be constructed under any condi-

tions which may exist in any city, and it can be constructed with

as great a degree of perfection in one city as in another. It is

possible to construct as perfect a brick pavement in St. Louis as

in Chicago; as perfect an asphalt pavement can be constructed

in Boston as in Louisville. The same may be said of stone block,

macadam or almost any other of the numerous pavements which

are now being recommended. I do not say that an asphalt pave-

ment, under the same traffic condition, is as durable in Buffalo

as in St. Louis; neither do I wish to have it inferred that the cost

of construction will be the same. Too often pavements which are

durable under certain conditions are constructed on streets on

which the traffic conditions are such as would lead one to con-

clude, from the condition of the pavement, that it was ill adapted

to any street.

It is folly to construct any but the best of any pavement

which may be selected. If brick is chosen, let it be the best-known

brick pavement, constructed on the most approved plan; if

asphalt, let it be the best asphalt. The additional cost of con-
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structing the best pavement is always compensated by the lessened

cost of maintenance.

The first, and perhaps the most important, question which

presents itself in connection with the improvement of any street

is the selection of the kind of pavement to be built. To settle this,

one must know the qualities required, the initial cost of construc-

tion and the estimated cost of maintenance.

After one has determined whether the pavement must be

smooth or rough—quiet or noisy—he should investigate and con-

sider carefully the cost of maintenance. Selecting first those

pavements which by experience have demonstrated that they

possess the desired qualities, the matter of selection becomes a

question of dollars and cents; a question as to which pavement

will prove least expensive, considering both the cost of con-

struction and the cost of maintenance.

So great is the variety of atmospheric and traffic conditions

to which a street may be subjected that one can without difficulty

find conditions in some part of this broad earth which will admit

of the construction of each of the recognized classes of pavements.

Brick, granite block, macadam, asphalt, tar macadam, wooden
block, glass block, asphalt block, each has a place, if it can be

found, for which it is especially fitted. If such were not the case,

it would never be constructed. Do not construe me into saying

that there is a place for all kinds of wooden block, all kinds of

granite block or all kinds of any other pavement. No, there is no

place for poor brick or asphalt, inferior macadam or imperfect

wooden blocks. There are conditions, however, under which the

best of each of these pavements should be used in preference to

all others.

It is customary to divide streets into three general classes,

based on traffic conditions. These classes are residential, light

business traffic and heavy business traffic. Residential streets

are subject to a much lighter traffic than the other two classes,

and may, consequently, be paved with less durable material and

yet last as long and cost less than the pavement designed for

streets of the other two classes. Strength and durability in pave-

ments designed for residential streets are usually sacrificed for

quietness, cleanliness and beauty. A pavement, such as is used on

a residence street, might be very short-lived on a heavy traffic

street, and yet, in its own place, outlive a strong and more durable

pavement constructed in the business section of the city. On a

residential street the pavement should at all times combine the

essential qualities of quietness, cleanliness and beauty, which are
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not infrequently absent from the pavements thought to be best

suited to withstand heavy traffic.

Light business traffic streets should be paved with materials

which will reduce, as far as possible, the noise and dirt of the

street, and yet maintain a standard of durability equal to that of

the quieter pavements constructed on residential streets.

Heavy business traffic streets require primarily a strong and

durable pavement, and all efforts thus far have been directed to-

ward the construction of a pavement which will withstand for the

longest time the heavy business traffic which the street is

called upon to accommodate. Thus far very little attention has

been paid to the noise and dust which are often characteristic of

these pavements. All the thought and attention of the time has

apparently been centered upon strength and durability, and thus

far the success of a pavement has been measured by its lasting

qualities. Only in proximity to schoolhouses, libraries, court-

houses and hospitals has there been any notable attempt to reduce

the noise by the use of smoother pavements.

On heavy business traffic streets the pavements have been

looked upon mainly from the standpoint of the taxpayer ; very

little consideration being given to the convenience of the public.

The noise, caused by the ceaseless rumbling of the cars and the

pounding of ponderous wagons and heavy horses, and the in-

artistic effects of the construction, have been given only the re-

motest consideration. The demand which is arising among the

large wholesale houses for quieter pavements in front of their

places of business is purely the result of a process of reasoning

by which they believe that it will increase their business by bring-

ing more people on to the street.

The effects which the different pavements have on the life of

vehicles and horses have been given but passing attention. The
horses and wagons driven over the streets may be likened to

battering-rams used against the wall of a city. Those who build

the pavements correspond to the people within the walled city,

who build their walls with a knowledge of the agents of destruc-

tion. Those who own the vehicles and horses may be likened to

the attacking army, which, knowing the character of the fortifi-

cations, provides itself with weapons that will not wear out

through the attack.

Those who buy vehicles and horses know that they must be

strong in porportion as the pavement is unyielding and rough.

Thus it has happened that the introduction of certain kinds of

street pavements has compelled the use of vehicles especially
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constructed to withstand the jolting and pounding which the

pavement incurs. Vehicles which are driven over hard, rough

pavements cost more than those which are used on smooth and

elastic pavements. Horses are often rendered useless by a few

years' service in some of our large cities. The average period of

usefulness of horses used by one of the transfer companies in

Chicago is reported to be from 4 to 5 years.

A railroad company levels its roadbed and removes the

curves not so much to increase the speed of its trains as to re-

duce the cost of maintaining the track and the rolling stock. The
most important problem before the railroad engineer is to reduce

to a minimum the cost of maintenance of both the roadbed and

rolling stock. The problem before the city engineer is the same,

—

the reduction to a minimum of the cost of maintenance, of the

pavement and of the rolling stock. The time is near at hand when
in constructing pavements we must consider the user as well as

the builder. When this time comes, we will build cleaner, quieter

and more beautiful superstructures than at present.

During the last year I have been investigating the effects of

different kinds of pavements on horses and vehicles used by

transfer companies, wholesale houses, livery stables, etc., in the

larger cities of the United States. The results of these investiga-

tions have not yet been compiled; but, from reading them over, I

am convinced that the different pavements, as regards the number

of years that a horse is serviceable, will rank about as follows:

(1) Wooden block, (2) macadam, (3) brick, (4) stone block

and (5) asphalt.

With respect to the serviceability of vehicles, it appears that

the different pavements rank about as follows :

(1) Asphalt, (2) macadam, (3) wooden block, (4) brick and

(5) stone block.

The period of serviceability of a vehicle driven over city pave-

ments ranges from 3 to 20 years, averaging about 9 or 10 years

under the most favorable conditions. The repairs necessary during

this period result largely from injuries sustained while being drawn

•over granite block pavements. Injuries sustained by vehicles when
drawn over sheet pavements result very largely from turning out

of the street car tracks and are not due to the character of the

pavement.

This investigation, which is not yet complete, will show, I

believe, that a smooth pavement which does not become slippery

with wear is in reality the cheapest for the user as well as for the

builder. I believe that the injuries sustained by horses when
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driven over smooth pavements are fully compensated by the less

injury to the vehicles and the greater convenience and comfort in

riding.

Let it be understood that in using the term "smooth pave-

ments" I do not refer to sheet pavements in particular. I believe

that the roughness of block pavements is in a large measure un-

necessary, and that, except where the grade of the street is steep,

it should be eliminated as far as possible. I might further add

that, except in strictly residential districts, the grades can often be

so reduced as to obviate the necessity of specifying block pave-

ment.

As previously stated, the streets of a city are usually classed

as residential, light business traffic and heavy business traffic.

The class under which any particular street falls can usually be

determined without making observations and reducing them to a

quantitative basis. In cases where there is doubt as to the class

to which a street belongs, this can be determined by actually

counting the vehicles of different kinds which pass over the road

at different seasons of the year, always bearing in mind that, when
once improved, the traffic on the street will increase in proportion

to the facilities afforded by the improvement.

One of the first observations to be made in the construction

of a pavement is on the nature of the soil constituting the sub-

grade. Provision must be made to remove, both from the sub-

grade and the surface, all surplus water. This is accomplished,

as you know, by subsurface and surface drainage. The different

types of subsurface drains are illustrated in all standard publica-

tions on highway construction. Their size and shape, and the

depth at which they are laid, will depend on local conditions.

What it is desired to accomplish by drainage is to provide con-

ditions under which the pavement will be dry at all seasons of the

year.

Gas pipes, sewer mains, water pipes, electrical conduits and

all underground constructions should, if possible, be completed

before a street is paved. It should be made a part of the fran-

chise of every corporation that they extend their services through

every street which is to be paved before such pavement is con-

structed. The tearing up of a pavement once constructed is

liable to do more damage than five years of wear.

The classes of pavements which I believe may be profitably

considered in this discussion are asphalt (sheet, rock and block),

brick, stone block, wooden block, macadam (including telford)

and tar macadam. On heavv business traffic streets only three
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kinds of pavement have demonstrated that they are entitled to be

considered, under present conditions; namely, granite block, as-

phalt and brick. From the list given above, macadam, wooden
block and tar macadam are rejected as undesirable. For light

business traffic streets, asphalt, brick and wooden block should

receive consideration. For residential streets, asphalt, wooden

block, macadam and tar macadam should be given consideration.

The granite block pavement, as now constructed, should be

confined to heavy traffic streets; and I know of no pavement

which is so well adapted to withstand heavy teaming in the busi-

ness section of the city as granite block, when properly con-

structed.

Specifications for granite block pavement should provide for

smooth heads and close joints. The time when stone blocks, with

rough heads and half-inch joints, should be accepted by any city

has passed. Granite block pavements, like all other block pave-

ments, should be laid on a concrete foundation. This foundation

should be built of Portland cement and crushed stone, and should

be protected from traffic until thoroughly hardened. The joints

should be filled with the best Portland cement grout, and all

traffic—street cars and vehicles—should be removed from the

street until the cement has hardened. It is absolutely senseless to

require a block pavement to be grouted unless this precaution

is strictly adhered to. There is only one condition under which

street cars ought to be permitted to run on streets being thus

improved,—and that is when the street car company has recon-

structed its road bed, laying the ties in concrete on a concrete

foundation. Another suggestion to those who may hereafter

have to deal with the granting of franchises,—see to it that every

franchise granting to street railway corporations the use of the

public highways contains a provision whereby the city may
compel the company to abandon the use of Highways during a

time when they are being paved or otherwise improved.

The ordinances protecting the contractor in his attempt to

remove traffic from a newly paved street are often so inadequate

or so ineffectually enforced that it is next to impossible to prop-

erly construct a block pavement. Barricades are often removed,

at the convenience of some delivery clerk or drayman, on ac-

count of which thousands of dollars of damage are done in a few

hours. It would pay a city to employ special policemen to patrol

newly paved thoroughfares, under instructions to arrest any man
who attempts to drive beyond the barricade, under penalty of the

confiscation of his team and wagon. I am thoroughly convinced
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that the executive departments of many of our cities do not fully

appreciate the damage, in dollars and dimes, that results from

the indifference of policemen and others to this very necessary

precaution. What is true with reference to granite block pave-

ment is equally applicable to brick, asphalt block and wooden

block, and, to a less extent, to the other pavements.

Referring to granite block pavement, I wish to emphasize

what I have already said relative to its efficiency as a material for

paving streets which are subjected to heavy traffic. Many of the

Eastern cities, conspicuous among which may be mentioned Bos-

ton, have come to use granite block almost exclusively on streets

which are subjected to heavy traffic. It has been very well dem-

onstrated by experience, in Buffalo and other cities, that both

asphalt and brick are more expensive on such streets than granite

block. Asphalt, of course, has the advantage of being somewhat
quieter, and, when properly maintained, is much cleaner than

either of the block pavements mentioned.

I have in mind a striking instance of the comparative durabil-

ity of a standard paving brick and granite block pavement. In

Milwaukee the heavy wagons from the Pabst brewery are driven

from the warehouse to the railroad depot, over Chestnut street,

which, two years ago last summer, was paved with vitrified brick

selected according to the most rigid tests ordinarily applied. Last

summer I went over this pavement in company with the assistant

city engineer, and, to my astonishment, found that the heavy teams

had actually worn deep ruts in the pavement, on account of which

some of the brick were only one-half or one-third their original

thickness. An examination of the granite block pavement, on

the roadway leading from the street to the warehouse, showed

that, although it was several years older than the brick pavement

and subject to the same traffic, it was but very little worn. In the

same city I have observed asphalt and granite block pavements,

constructed the same year and subject to the same traffic, the

former of which were very badly rutted, while the later remained

but little impaired.

From observations made in different cities, I have concluded

that, as yet, for heavy business traffic there is no pavement less

expensive than granite block.

Of the asphalt pavements there are three kinds: sheet as-

phalt, asphalt block and asphalt rock. As a rule, these pavements

should be constructed, as in the case of a block pavement, on a

concrete foundation. You are all familiar with the standard

method of constructing these pavements. The St. Louis specifi-
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cations call for a concrete foundation of 5 inches, a binder course

of i-J inches and a wearing surface of 1^ inches. To insure the

best-wearing surface, the utmost care should be exercised both

in the selection of the materials, comprising the wearing surface,,

and in the method of mixing. The specifications used in St. Louis

call for from 12 to 15 per cent, of asphaltic cement; 70 to 83 per

cent, of sand, and 5 to 15 per cent, of pulverized carbonate of

lime (limestone). The asphaltic cement should be a mixture of

refined asphalt and heavy petroleum oil free from coal tar or other

inferior bituminous products. The sand should be of quartz

alone, and not a mixture of calcium carbonate and quartz, as is

frequently the case. It is my impression that the wearing capacity

of asphalt would be improved if pulverized granite or quartzite

were substituted for the limestone. It has been demonstrated, to the

satisfaction of most engineers, that limestone is one of the most

injurious constituents introduced into an asphalt pavement. The
asphalt is itself somewhat easily decomposed through atmospheric

agencies, while the carbonate of lime is very susceptible to decom-

position.

In the use of asphaltic stone, care should be taken to reduce tx>

a minimum the percentage of calcium carbonate, for the reason

given above that calcium carbonate is injurious as a constituent

of sheet asphalt pavements. Asphaltic stone is both of the lime-

stone and sandstone varieties. The limestone variety may be

used when mixed with the sandstone, provided not over 10 per

cent, of the mixture is calcium carbonate.

In the smaller cities, where it is not possible to secure vitri-

fied brick or to purchase the equipment necessary for laying and

repairing asphalt pavements, the asphalt block has been used.

It has also been used in Washington, Baltimore and other of the

larger Eastern cities. The manufacturers of asphalt block claim

that it is superior to either the sheet or rock asphalt pavements,

having the advantage of being quieter than the stone block, and

less slippery than the sheet asphalt.

The methods of constructing brick pavements differ very

little throughout the country. The bricks are usually laid on a

concrete foundation, except where there is a natural gravel or

sand subsoil. The concrete foundation should be covered with a

cushion of sand 1^ to 2 inches deep, and on this the brick should

be laid. The joints should be grouted with asphalt or Portland

cement, or filled with sand, depending upon conditions. If the

traffic cannot be kept off the pavement long enough to allow the

cement to set, it will be just as well to have the joints filled with
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sand. In some of the smaller cities, where traffic is light and the

natural foundation is sand and gravel, it is entirely unnecessary

to construct a concrete foundation, and grouting the joints with

cement only adds an unnecessary expense. A four or five-inch

course of macadam is often equally satisfactory for foundation

purposes as the same thickness of concrete. However, whether a

concrete foundation is used or the joints grouted should depend en-

tirelv upon the location of the street and the traffic conditions.

In any case, none but the very best cement and brick should

be used. The plan adopted by St. Louis to insure the use of the

best materials is very satisfactory. I am opposed to setting up the

product of any company as the standard of efficiency. No brick

has ever yet been made but that some one has made a product

which is better; and if Galesburg brick is made the standard to-

day, to-morrow it may be necessary to specify some other "make"

as the standard. Besides this, there are several grades of brick

manufactured at every factory, in spite of the contention made by

some companies that all of their brick is the same grade. If we
should chance to obtain second or third-class brick from the fac-

tory which has been selected as the standard, the brick used might

be of a very inferior quality. Therefore, I believe that the con-

tractor should be free to procure his brick wherever he chooses,

making them conform to the standard tests required by the city.

The city, however, should make rigid specifications which will

insure the use of the very best product manufactured.

The tests to determine the relative value of different kinds

of paving brick vary considerably in different sections of the

country. The most important of these, to the experienced ob-

server, is perhaps that which is known as the absorption test;

although the rattler test is considered to be most reliable by

Orton, Wheeler and others who have given the subject much
attention. When used in connection with other tests, it serves as

an index of both the wearing quality and the strength of the

brick. Specimens of the brick should be tested in the standard

rattler, and determinations should also be made of the cross-

breaking strength. A cross-breaking strength of less than 2000

pounds per square inch, or an absorption of more than 5 per cent.,

should exclude the brick from the pavement. The absorption test

should be made after the brick have been broken and passed

through the rattler. It is not sufficient that the samples of brick-

submitted to the engineer should conform to these specifications,

but every brick which is used in the pavement should conform
in quality to the samples submitted by the contractor.
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I am convinced that brick pavement is admirably adapted for

light business traffic streets. Brick pavement is not noiseless, as

the brick manufacturer would sometimes have you believe, and for

this reason it is not the most suitable pavement for residential

streets.

I know very little about the construction of the new wooden
block pavement. In Wisconsin our experience with wooden pave-

ments has been with cedar block, which, as you know, has proven

.the most expensive pavement used in the Northern states. In

Wisconsin this pavement usually consisted of 2-inch hemlock

planks for a foundation and 6-inch blocks for the surface, without

subsurface drainage. The blocks were cylindrical in shape, and,

as a rule, the interspaces between them were filled with sand and

gravel ; occasionally with asphaltic cement. When first completed,

the pavement was quiet, clean and altogether very satisfactory.

The plank foundations, however, soon decayed, the blocks wore

unevenly, and refuse and dirt accumulated in the joints, making

the pavement not only unsanitary, but one of the most disagreeable

to ride over.

The construction of the new wooden block pavements differs

from the old cedar block in that rectangular instead of cylindrical

blocks are used. The specifications call for greater care in the

selection of the wood, While the pavement is laid on a concrete

instead of a plank foundation. The block is now universally

creosoted, and the joints between the blocks are filled with as-

phaltic cement.

Pavements of this character have proven very satisfactory in

Canada and many of the European countries. I believe that this

is one of three pavements which can be used to advantage on

residential streets. This pavement is probably also suitable for

light business traffic streets, and will probably supplant the brick

pavement in many places. Should the demand increase rapidly

for this kind of pavement, causing an increase in the price of the

blocks, its use would probably be very much curtailed. We are

everywhere limited in our purchases by the cost of things, and,

even though this pavement may be one of the quietest for resident

districts, it will not be considered if the expense of construction

should very greatly exceed that of other pavements.

One of the most condemned of street pavements in St. Louis

is that of the macadam, telford and novaculite type. St. Louis is

not alone in its condemnation in this kind of pavement. Other

cities have suffered from dust in dry weather and from mud in wet

weather, and have paid dearly for their experience. On the other
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hand, there are in the Northern and Eastern states cities that are

loud in their praise of broken stone pavements. Massachusetts

has constructed through her Highway Commission about 316

miles of macadam roadways. New Jersey has constructed over

550 miles of macadam. Newton, a suburb of Boston, is credited

with having the finest boulevards of any city in the New England

states. All of the pavements in NewtOn are macadam or telford.

One naturally asks why macadam streets should prove so

desirable in one section of the country and so undesirable in an-

other. This, I think, can be very easily explained. In the first

place, macadam pavements should never be constructed in a city,

town or village which has no provision for systematic main-

tenance. In the second place, macadam pavements, constructed

of any other material than granite or trap rock, will prove ex-

pensive and often unsatisfactory. Limestone is mainly calcite or

calcium carbonate, which has a hardness of 3 in a scale of hard-

ness of 10, to Which all minerals are referred. Granite and trap

rock are composed of minerals which have a hardness of from 5

to 7. This difference in the hardness of the minerals composing

the two rocks, combined with this texture, explains the vast

difference in the wearing quality between limestone and granite

or trap rock macadam.

There is absolutely no comparison between a road paved with

granite macadam and one which is paved with limestone. If

properly constructed and placed under a correct system of main-

tenance, a granite or trap rock macadam pavement is one of the

most desirable for residential streets. It not only proves satis-

factory to the residents, but is also the pleasantest over which one

can drive, approaching nearest to the ideal dirt road. The dust and

mud which accompany limestone macadam are not known on

macadam streets constructed of trap or granite rock.

However, if a municipality is constructing pavements without

a systematic plan of maintenance, I would never recommend the

construction or use of macadam. A macadam pavement, if it is

to be economical and satisfactory, must "be kept up" and not

"repaired." Macadam streets should be kept up in the same manner

as the road beds of our railroads. The streets should be divided

into sections, and each section should be given in charge of a

foreman, whose duty it is to keep his section of the street in repair.

A section boss or foreman should not be given a street which is

worn out, with instructions to keep that in repair, but he should

be assigned to a newly paved street. With a moderate expen-

diture of money, it is possible to keep a granite macadam pave-

ment in excellent condition.
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Highways should be considered both vertically and horizon-

tally. Vertically, we must consider the subsurface drainage, the

subgrade, the foundation and superstructure. Horizontally, we
must consider the pavement, the curb and gutter, the park area

(or grass plot between the curb and the sidewalk) and the side-

walk.

In what has preceded I have attempted to express in brief

my views on the construction of pavements, without reference to

curb and gutter, park areas or sidewalk. Neither have I con-

sidered the width or crown of the street or the method of joining

the pavement with the curb and gutter,—all of which are ques-

tions that present themselves to one who is discussing the prob-

lem of highway construction. The width of the pavement will

depend entirely upon the amount and character of the traffic.

In business sections of the city, the curb and gutter should be in

contact with the sidewalk on one side and with the street pave-

ment on the other. No attempt should be made to park a street

in the business section unless the street is exceptionally wide.

The condition of the traffic in the resident portions of the city,

however, should be different, and the highway can ordinarily be

divided in such a manner as to accommodate the traffic and still

reserve sufficient space to permit of parking. In residence dis-

tricts as much attention should be given to beautifying the high-

way as is given in the business sections to constructing durable

pavements. The highway should be sufficiently broad to permit

from 10 to 15 feet for park area on each side of the pavement be-

tween the sidewalk and the curb. This park area should be well

sodded and planted with shade trees. Wherever possible, tele-

phone and telegraph poles should be removed, and the wires

placed either underground or in the alleys. The sidewalks should

be constructed of cement, brick or flagstone, according to speci-

fications provided by the city.

Not excepting even the stepping blocks and hitching posts,

no wood should be used in the different forms of construction

connected with a residence street which has been paved.

The streets of a city—by this I mean the sidewalks, the curb

and gutter, the park areas and the pavement—should be under

the direct control and supervision of the street superintendent.

He should be supplied with assistants in the shape of foremen and

laborers, whose duty it should be to keep up the public thorough-

fares.

I appreciate very keenly the practical difficulties which would

be encountered in attempting to administer the affairs of a great
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city like St. Louis along these lines. I appreciate that those sup-

posed to be in authority sometimes know what ought to be done,

and yet have no power to do it.

Our municipal, as well as our state government, is too largely

controlled by party politics. A man is seldom chosen for an im-

portant position in the administration of public affairs unless he

is closely connected with the interests of either of the two great

parties. After the election, the administration of the affairs of the

city often becomes not so much a duty to the public as a duty to

the party. Before any duty is performed or any policy pro-

nounced, it must first be submitted to the party leaders, to de-

termine whether or not it will have the right political effect. So

keenly does the officeholder sometimes feel his obligations to

the party that he sacrifices the public good for the party welfare.

The good citizen of every community longs for the time when the

administration of municipal affairs can be separated from political

parties which have their birth in national principles; yet he

knows that he is longing in vain.

There is no greater danger menacing the municipality to-day

than that which is known as the party lash, which whips men into

line without regard to the public welfare. The ambitious man,

seeking political fame and national honors, instructs his subor-

dinates to keep the men in line. There are larger interests at

stake than the proper administration of the municipal affairs ; the

national party must be preserved.

We cannot deny the simple truth that three-fourths of the

evils of our present municipal government are the direct result

of our party system. It is the price which we pay for being

conscious "that all men are created equal and are entitled to

the inalienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of happi-

ness," and our ancestors might have added "the right to a mer-

chandise vote, subject to purchase or sale."

These are a few of the conditions which have confronted, and

which confront to-day, the street commissioner and city engineer

who seek to provide for the municipality those pavements which

science and experience have demonstrated to be the best adapted

to the varied conditions of a great city like St. Louis. The two

greatest problems, connected with street paving and confronting

us to-day, are (1) an equitable distribution of the burden of taxa-

tion incurred through the construction of street pavements; (2)

a proper administration of the moneys collected for this purpose.

If you can adjust these two problems, the cities will have very
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little difficulty in securing the pavements best fitted for the various

conditions existing in a metropolitan city.

The railroads have solved the problem of rapid transporta-

tion, and are now giving attention to the task of reducing to a

minimum the noise and dust which formerly were given scarcely

passing attention.

The noise of the street is being decreased on one hand by

changes in the construction of vehicles and by new methods of

shoeing horses. On the other hand, an attempt is being made to

construct pavements which are clean and quiet.

I look forward to a time when we shall enjoy smooth, quiet

and clean pavements; when steam, gas or electricity will supply

the power now furnished by the horse and mule, and when the

beast of burden will be driven only for pleasure. I look forward

to a time when the continent will be provided with national high-

ways—broad, smoothly paved avenues—over which a man may
take his produce to market fifty miles distant and return the same

day.

Not until this time has come can we consider our civilization

equal in advancement to that of the Roman empire, whose pave-

ments have endured until the present day.
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LIQUID FUEL-ITS APPLICATION, PAST AND PRESENT.

By R. G. Paddock.

[Read before the Technical Society of the Pacific Coast, March 7, 1900.*]

The discovery, within the past few years, of large quantities

of petroleum in Borneo, California and Texas, and the probability

of there being deposits of commercial importance in other places

as yet but little known, has caused a marked revival of interest

in the subject of liquid fuel, not only in the United States, but

also abroad, where the question of future fuel supply has in recent

years been the subject of much discussion. The assurance of a

large output of cheap fuel from places geographically located, as

are those mentioned, is of great economic importance.

When it is understood that nearly all industrial processes re-

quiring coal or wood for producing heat may be performed equally

well or better by the substitution of crude petroleum or some one

of the distillates, the possibilities open to the Southern States and.

to California become apparent.

However great the demands may be for manufacturing pur-

poses, a far greater amount will be required for railway and water

transportation. Already tank stations have been established on

the Suez Canal and at other points on the Eastern route, the price

of oil per ton being about $12 at Suez, $7 at Hong Kong and

$7.50 at Shanghai.

Tank steamers are also delivering oil at Cape Town for use

on the South African railways.

The uses to which the various distillates of petroleum are

applied are in general well known and need not be mentioned, ex-

cept in connection with special furnaces to be described later. It

is the crude oils and residuums, and the methods employed ins

their utilization for producing heat, that is of interest at this time.

The first scientific application of oil to boiler and other fur-

naces was in the United States in 1861 or 1862, and during the

following twenty years innumerable experiments were made in-

this country and Europe.

The subject was studied by engineers of prominence, and by

commissions appointed by several governments. Many forms of

gasifying, vaporizing and spraying devices were tried and results

obtained that are not exceeded in present practice. The object of

this paper is not, therefore, to announce new discoveries or to offer

new theories, but to give an outline of the more important features

*Manuscript received March 31, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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pertaining to old and new methods, which may be of interest to

many who are but slightly familiar with the subject. The choice

of solid, liquid or gaseous fuel is, in general, governed by their

relative prices. Russian oils yield on distillation a large percentage

of residuum, which can be obtained at a less cost than coals

;

hence, in Southeastern Russia and contiguous territory the waste

product from refineries has been the main fuel for many years.

In America the eastern oils can be, and usually are, so treated that

little refuse remains ; and, as coals are low in price, the use of

crude or fuel oil has been restricted. California, Texas and Borneo

oils are inferior to those of the East and of Russia for refining pur-

poses, and are therefore likely to be used more generally in their

crude state.

Oils vary considerably in their elementary composition and

greatly in the forms in which the carbon and hydrogen are com-

bined. Two oils of the same theoretical heat value may therefore

give different results when burned with the same apparatus and

furnace. The gravity, viscosity, mean boiling point and the tem-

perature at which fractions are given off can be studied with

profit by the engineer as well as by the refiner.

The following figures gathered from various tests show ap-

proximately the characteristics of Texas and Borneo fuel oils

:

Texas. Borneo.

Gravity 25°- 30° B. 32 B.

Flash point I35°-IS0° F. 200°-220° F.

Mean boiling point I70°-I90° F. 390°-4io° F.

Thermal values deduced

from analysis and calorim-

eter tests 18,500-19,000 B. T. U. 18,800-19,000 B. T. U.

California oils generally used for fuel do not average above

16 B. Samples of this gravity tested flashed at 275° to 300 F.

and had a mean boiling point above 500 F. From a series of

analysis and determinations with the Berthelot Calorimeter, Profes-

sor O'Neill, of the University of California, has found these heavy

oils to contain 18,300 to 18,800 B. T. U. Much of the published

data regarding our oils is inaccurate, and it is to be hoped that the

results of Professor O'Neill's work will be made public. The oils

of Texas and California contain more or less sulphur, sometimes as

high as 3 per cent. ; usually it is half this amount, or about the

same per unit of weight as the average Pennsylvania coals ; but

the injurious effects upon a boiler will be nearly one-half less,

owing to the heat ratio of the fuels. The great viscosity and high-

boiling point of the California oil lowers its efficiency when com-
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pared with lighter oils of the same theoretical value, as more heat

must be expended in pumping, heating and spraying, and in reach-

ing the initial temperature of combustion in the furnace.

Eastern and Russian oils have a value of 19,000 to 20,000 B.

T. U. and sometimes reach 21,000; the latter figure being often

given by technical writers. As an average it is too high. Calorim-

eter determinations of fuel values are the most satisfactory to the

engineer, and the most accurate form of instrument that can be

used by a person of ordinary skill is that devised by Professor R. C.

Carpenter.

METHODS OF APPLICATION.

The conversion of oil into gas before combustion seemed to

the early inventor an ideal method, and hence, the first patents

covered this form of application, and were granted to Shaw &
Linnton, in America, in 1861 or 1862. A series of retorts was

placed in the furnace ; the oil entered at the top, and in its descent

parted with the more volatile elements, while the residue was con-

sumed in a corrugated receptacle at the bottom. Evaporation in

a locomotive boiler about 1 1 pounds. Foote's furnace consisted

of a cast iron retort in which the oil was evaporated, the gas

issuing from small burners at the top. After the retort became

heated, compressed air and superheated steam were introduced,

causing the gas to burn with a clear blue flame. An evaporation

of 21 5-10 pounds was claimed, but is undoubtedly an exag-

geration.

Dorest & Blyth in England produced the gas in a separate

retort and conducted it into the furnace by means of pipes having

numerous small openings for its escape. Evaporation about 12

pounds. The system was also used in furnaces for heating armor

plates, giving a ratio compared with coal of 1 : 2.25.

These various arrangements suffered rapid deterioration, and

the pipes and passages filled with tar or coke. Later, in 1886,

Thwaite claimed great success with his method, which consisted

of injecting oil and steam into a retort placed in the furnace. The
mixtures circulated through passages in the retort, and issued

from an annular opening, where it was met by an air blast and

projected forward, inclosing the retort which was thus kept at a

high temperature. Mr. Thwaite claimed that the passage re-

mained free from deposit, but recent trials of this device in Eng-

land show that the pipes soon become stopped. From 1864 to

1880 experiments were tried with various forms of hollow grate

bars, steps and oozing furnaces, the latter consisting of a layer

of porous or broken material through which the oil was forced
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from beneath. This secured an even flame, and 14 pounds evap-

oration was obtained.

We may now consider some of the forms of spraying devices.

The first and simplest was a pipe, flattened at the end, through

which the steam passed, and above this another pipe from which oil

fell on the jet of steam. In Russia this was improved upon by Lenz,

Artemeiv, Karapetov and others, by inclosing the oil and steam

in one case, terminating in a long, narrow slit, through which the

oil and steam were blown. Karapetov also allowed air to be

sucked into the burner and mingle with the steam and oil at the

nozzle ; the arrangement being about the same as that now used

by one of our railways. To obtain a fan-shape flame the burners

of Artemeiv and Lenz were given a cylindrical shape at the

nozzle, and slit horizontally. Since 1884 these flat-slit burners

have been little used owing to their high steam consumption and

inefficient atomization.

From 1863 to 1870 many experiments were made in England

with different forms of sprayers and furnace linings. The former

were sometimes concentric pipes ; but often had the form of nozzles

or orifices, through which steam was blown and the oil projected

from above at various angles. The two were sometimes combined

in a mixing pipe. The results claimed by some of these experi-

menters and by Admiral Selwin in particular, are extraordinary

and have been often commented upon by compilers of technical

works, some of whom have evolved far-fetched theories to account

for an evaporation twice that theoretically possible. It is safe to

say this miracle never occurred. The statements have been dis-

credited by engineers who were familiar with the facts, and by

those who have repeated the experiments with the same appliances.

We are not warranted in believing that an evaporation of more

than 18 pounds was ever obtained. However, credit must be given

for the successful construction of spraying devices, for they have

served as models for many of the forms that have since given best

results. These forms have been generally of a concentric type, but

varying greatly in detail. When well proportioned it does not

seem to make any difference whether the steam is passed through

the inner or outer pipe.

To give a wide-spreading flame for cylindrical furnaces the

nozzle was sometimes given a conical shape, and a second cone

was placed in front, so that, by adjusting the opening, the flame

could be regulated.

From 1883 to 1886 the French Admiralty conducted trials

with marine and locomotive boilers, using different atomizers, and

both air and steam.
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The former was unsatisfactory with pressure under 20 pounds.

Heating the air was found to improve the evaporation -| pound.

The amount of air used in spraying equaled 5 per cent, of the

steam generated, while 3^ per cent, was sufficient when steam was

employed. The highest evaporation was 15 pounds.

In 1874 Urquhart began using oil residuums in Russian loco-

motives, and the results later attained by him have not been sur-

passed. The oil flowed from the tank by gravity. The sprayer

was concentric, steam being conveyed by the inner tube. His suc-

cess was largely due to the skillful arrangement of fire brick in

the furnace, by which a part of the air for combustion was warmed

and the spray thoroughly pulverized.

An evaporation of 12^ pounds was the average performance

of about 150 locomotives during a period of ten years. In America

oil has been but little used in locomotives until its recent adoption

in California. A number of arrangements have, however, been

tried from time to time. The first sprayer was used in 1863 and

was concentric in form. The oil tank was kept under pressure,

causing the oil to flow with considerable force from the inner

nozzle, where it was atomized by a jet of air.

The most satisfactory test, of which there is record, was

made in 1888 by a board -appointed by the United States Navy
Department. In this instance both superheated steam and hot air

were used. The burner consisted of an iron box placed in the fur-

nace-door opening, and having a number of small holes through

which the vapor escaped. Before reaching the burner the oil, air

and steam were combined in a mixing chamber, resulting in va-

porization. The oil used was 40 B. Flash point 64 F. Heat

value estimated from analysis 21,000 B. T. U., or a theoretical

evaporation of 21.7 pounds from and at 212 F. Moisture in

steam 7.3 per cent. Water evaporated 17.9 pounds: to dry steam

16.9 pounds. Per cent, of total heat utilized 77.8. It will be

noticed that the oil was above the average in quality and easily

vaporized. Steam used in vaporization was not measured. Allow-

ance for this would reduce net evaporation to at least 16.5 pounds.

The foregoing is sufficient to illustrate the general practice to 1888

or 1890. Scotch, galloway and locomotive boilers were most often

used in the tests mentioned. Furnaces were lined in various ways

with refractory material, and gravity feed with light pressure was

more common than direct pumping.

Since 1890 many forms of sprayers have appeared and some

improvements been introduced in feeding and furnace arrange-

ments. Only a few of the best systems, as yet but little known
here, can be mentioned in the time at my disposal.
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The use of oil in steamship furnaces requires a more careful

treatment than is usually necessary on land. The location and

arrangement of tanks must be carefully considered, and provisions

made for the expansion of oil ; co-efficients may be found in works

on petroleum.

The settling of water, which always accompanies crude oil, is

another important matter. Considerable trouble has occurred

where this was not attended to, and numerous explosions were

traced to this cause, particularly when one burner was used with

air or steam without superheat.

Within the past two years about fifteen steamers of 4000 to

10,000 tons have been fitted in England with either the Flannery-

Boyd or the Orde systems, the latter patents being owned by Sir

Wm. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co.

The former employs two settling tanks, placed in the "between

decks" and fitted with steam coils. The water is being precipitated

in one, while the other is connected to the burners. The oil flows

to the latter by gravity and passes through the outer tube of the

small concentric burners, two of which are used to each furnace.

The grates are not removed and are covered with broken brick.

This arrangement is employed on account of its permitting a quick

change to coal if necessary. The system is very simple, but the

efficiency is less than with the Orde system, which probably gives

a higher average than any that has proved commercially success-

ful. In this system the oil is passed through a settling tank pro-

vided with an overflow pipe, from which it is pumped to the

turners under pressure of 60 pounds. Before reaching the burners

it is heated to a temperature just below the boiling point. On
emerging from the inner tube of the burner it is met by steam and

air heated to 6oo° F., or more if needed, and converted into a

vapor. The greater part of the heat required for the operation is

obtained from the waste gases. Two small burners supported on

trunnions are used for each furnace. With Borneo oil of 18,800

B. T. U. an evaporation of 16 pounds has been obtained. A typical

analysis of the waste gases shows

:

Co" 13.20

O 360

Co 0.00

HC gases 0.00

H 0.00

N 83.20
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The largest steamer now fitted with this system is over 9000

tons register. Air. Orde informs me that on one of the smaller

steamers in the Eastern trade, using Russian residuum, the mean

results of five voyages show an average of 15^ pounds evaporation.

One of the large Hamburg-American liners on the China

route has recently been fitted with the Korting mechanical sprayers.

This is a type practically unknown in America, although several

thousand are used in Europe. Their operation is simple and they

are noiseless. The furnace must be well lined with brick in order

to maintain the temperature. An evaporation of 12.5 pounds is

said to be about the limit, although a possible 14 pounds is claimed

by some. As perfected by the Kortings, one of the best-known

engineering firms in Europe, the apparatus consists in general of

a pump, two heaters and a burner. The oil under 60 pounds pres-

sure is first heated by the pump exhaust, and then by the steam

a. boiler temperature, in order to thin it as much as possible. On
entering the burner it is given a peripherical motion, and on its

discharge from the nozzle, which is the apex of a cone, the centrif-

ugal velocity is sufficient to pulverize it into a fine spray. For

small plants without an auxiliary boiler a hand pump is provided,

so that by heating the oil with a torch or otherwise, or by using a

thin oil, fire can be started when no steam is carried. A modifica-

tion of the Korting system, invented by Mr. R. A. Meyer, of Ba-

tavia, Java, has been applied to several steamers of the Dutch line,

of which he is superintendent. Each furnace front is fitted with a

cylindrical extension, the periphery of which contains a series of

iron ducts, wound spirally, through which all the air passes, and is

heated to a considerable degree by the flame which traverses the

interior of the cylinder.

The Italian government has experimented with oil on war

vessels, both alone and in combination with coal. Used with the

latter, it affords a means of rapidly firing boilers in an emergency

and of securing a greater output of steam. Had our own navy

been thus equipped, there would have been less trouble in the

Cuban blockade. A given weight of oil occupies less space than a

like amount of coal, and it can be stored in places that are usually

unavailable for other purposes. With suitable pumping arrange-

ments it can be loaded very rapidly and without dirt. The use of

oil, by reason of this saving in bunker space together with the

difference in heat values, doubles the steaming radius of a vessel.

The use of air for spraying, once thought essential in Marine prac-

tice, is being abandoned for steam, which is less trying to the

boilers and probably more economical. Most vessels are now fitted
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for distilling water, and it has been found cheaper to operate the

still than the air compressor.

Next in point of interest are Metallurgical furnaces. The
Earns and other processes were employed in America at an early

period in reverberatory furnaces and were entirely successful.

Vaporization by superheated steam was a favorite method. Later,

in Russia, heating and scrap furnaces, designed for coal, were

fitted with an iron plate, over which the oil flowed, where it was

met by an air blast and projected against a low bridge wall. A few

favorably situated plants in Pennsylvania, among whom may be

mentioned the Pennsylvania Steel Company, have for some years

used oil in various furnaces for reheating, etc., and until recently

the above company has used it for open hearth steel.

The particular arrangements used were devised by Mr.

Campbell, the superintendent, well known as an authority on struc-

tural steel. Mr. Campbell assures me that for all the operations

mentioned he has found oil to be entirely satisfactory.

For processes requiring high temperatures the air should be

heated by the waste gases. For lower temperatures cold air may
be used, and the waste heat utilized under the boilers, the same

as is done with coal or gas. All petroleum oils burn with a long

flame, and like flame from producer gas it is subject to chilling,

and possible extinguishment if, in the first stages of combustion,

it passes through wide air spaces or comes in contact with rapid

conductors of heat, such as iron.

While this effect is more noticeable in boiler furnaces, still,

to achieve best results, Metallurgical furnaces must be carefully

designed, having in view the work to be performed. Some very

fine specimens of furnaces for flue welding, tempering and general

forging are manufactured by Eastern firms and used quite exten-

sively in railroad and other shops. They are symmetrical in appear-

ance, encased in cast iron or steel and lined with an extra quality of

fire brick. The oil is first injected into a combustion chamber by

air at one or two pounds pressure, and being ignited passes to the

furnace proper, additional air being supplied at suitable points.

A difference of opinion has existed as to the merits of high and

low air pressures. Where direct firing is used, and the oil is viscid,

higher pressures are desirable. With combustion chambers

pressures of one to two pounds are doubtless more economical.

For welding, especially with direct firing, the air should be dry,

otherwise excessive scaling will occur. Ordinary steam spraying is

unsuited to this work, first, because the dissociation of the oxygen

and hydrogen of steam in contact with iron at a red heat appears
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to produce the former in a nascent state, causing a more rapid

oxidation than when liberated from the nitrogen of air ; second, by

reason of the cooling action mentioned ; combustion of the steam

and oil vapor cannot be effected at a rate sufficiently rapid to pro-

duce the high temperature required. However, if superheated

steam be employed, and the oil vaporized, iron may be readily

melted. Air spraying being the simpler method, is usually em-

ployed. Except for large furnaces, air pressures under one pound

are seldom satisfactory, as it is insufficient to produce more than

a coarse spray with other than very thin oils. The ratio of effi-

ciency compared with coal is greater in this class of work than in

steam production. In large furnaces, fitted with regenerative

chambers, 800 pounds to 1000 pounds of oil will perform the work

that requires 2000 pounds of good coal. In smaller furnaces for

forging, welding, tempering, etc., the heating ratio is not less than

1 : 2, but the saving made may be much greater than this implies.

With oil a better quality of work is produced on account of a clean

fire and uniform heat, and from 50 per cent, to 200 per cent, in-

crease can be made in the output. It is doubtful if our heavy oils

will prove entirely satisfactory in small furnace work, but light

gravity oils or distillates at three cents per gallon should be 50 per

cent, to 60 per cent, cheaper than coke, anthracite or Cumberland
coal at present prices. It is somewhat strange that our iron

founders should continue to use coke at $12 per ton, when oil can

be had for 70 cents or 80 cents per barrel. Whether open hearth

steel can be produced here in competition with the East depends

largely upon the price of scrap and pig iron if present processes

are employed. No method has been found by which iron ores can

be reduced to pig with oil fuel alone, as it does not afford the

necessary carbon and carbon monoxide in an available form, but it

may be possible to use it in a direct steel process. The subject of

iron and steel making is one of importance to the Pacific Coast,

but is beyond the limits of this paper. For ores other than iron,

oil may be used for most operations of reducing and refining,

and it is employed to a considerable extent in this State for these

purposes. In the manufacture of soda ash and glass it is a

superior fuel. The cost of the former has been reduced, and the

quality of the product improved, by substituting a furnace de-

signed especially for oil in place of the old style reverberatory.

Before passing to another subject, mention should be made of a

class of furnaces manufactured by the American Gas Furnace

Company. For the finer classes of work crude oil is unsuited,

natural or artificial gas being employed. The above company
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use a gas made from naphtha. A uniform heat can be maintained,

which is particularly desirable in operations upon fine steel. Quite

often the operations of annealing, tempering and bluing are

accomplished automatically. Many of these furnaces are used

in the manufacture of bicycles, tools, dental goods, cutlery, etc.

It is estimated that 2\ gallons of 76 naphtha will mix with air

at a certain temperature to form 1000 cubic feet of gas, containing

306,365 B. T. U. Twenty-two hundred cubic feet of this gas

equals 1000 feet of 20-candle-power coal gas.

It is manifestly impossible to fix any definite ratio between

oils and coals. The one may have a value of 18,000 to 20,000

B. T. U., and the other is still more variable. Conditions of use

also vary widely. Assuming an average value of 19,000 units for

oil. a ratio of 1 : 1.6 to 1 : 1.9 will be a fair comparison with Ameri-

can coals for steam generating, the latter figure applying to some

of the Western lignites. The subject has been treated at length

by Professor Denton, of Stevens Institute of Technology, in re-

porting upon a recent test of Texas oil, which may be found in the

February number of Power. A brief summary of the estimates

given is as follows

:

On the basis of 10 square feet heating surface per boiler

horse power.

Western coals wet {i.e. 3 per cent, water) average evaporation, lbs.... 7.50

Texas oil, average evaporation, lbs 14.80

Ratio 1.97

Barrels of oil = 1 ton coal (2240 lbs.) 3.54

Comparative Value.

Oil at 70 cents per barrel = 2240 lbs. coal at $2.50

Oil at 85 cents per barrel = 2240 lbs. coal at 3.00

Oil at 99 cents per barrel = 2240 lbs. coal at 3.50

Oil at $1.13 per barrel = 2240 lbs coal at 4.00

Oil at $1.28 per barrel = 2240 lbs. coal at 4.50

In applying these figures, it should be remembered that many
plants using oil, at least on this coast, are not getting as high re-

sults as are given above.

The results of public tests and the opinions of leading engi-

neers in this country and Europe show that, with spraying de-

vices, using ordinary steam, an evaporation of 14 or 14^ pounds

is about the limit that can be attained in average work, and to

reach this the burner must not use more than three or four per

cent, of steam, the oil must be thin, and last, but most important,

the furnace arrangement must be such that a high temperature

can be maintained. To approach nearer the theoretical limit,
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vaporization appears to be the most practicable plan. The latter

method is mentioned most favorably by Professor Durand, of Cor-

nell, in a recent book on marine engineering'. Many persons sup-

pose that if oil and steam at boiler temperature are sufficiently

mixed in the burner, vaporization can be produced. Others sup-

pose that by mixing" tbe two in a pipe, which is heated in the fur-

nace, they can obtain the desired results. In the first instance

the steam merely loses heat, some of which is gained by the oil

;

in the latter, if the pipes are heated to redness, some parts of the

oil will be vaporized, some will pass through as thick oil, and the

rest remain in the form of coke. Some steam and oil vapor will

unite, but a mixture of this kind, after being passed through 10

feet of pipe heated to a bright red, has been found to contain 20

per cent, aqueous vapor. If the pipe remains below a red heat,

some of the lighter elements may be distilled, but the mixture is

chiefly oil and water vapor. It should be understood that we are

considering the action of the average crude oils, and that vapori-

zation means the combining of the steam and oil, without a residue,

in a gas sufficiently staple to enable it to reach the furnace without

condensation. Superheated steam appears to be the only medium
which will accomplish this. Its action is quite different from

saturated steam, and its power of lowering the mean boiling point

of oils is well known to refiners. The temperatures of oil and

steam necessary to produce a vapor depends upon the characteris-

tics of the oil. Thus, an arrangement suited to West Virginia

oil of 40 per cent. B. might not, and probably would not, be suf-

ficient for our heavy oils.

Elsewhere than in California, round-flame burners are gen-

erally employed. Two or more are, as a rule, used for each boiler

or furnace. They possess the advantage of economy, better regu-

lation can be secured, and there is less danger of explosions, as

one may become stopped and the other remain in operation. With

a single burner, and a load which varies considerably, there is

usually more or less trouble. When the flame is greatly reduced

it is apt to be fitful, and often white vapor is given off, which

passes up the stack unconsumed. Its disagreeable odor can lie

perceived very often while traveling about the city. As to burners,

there are a number of good ones in the market, adapted to differ-

ent kinds of work, and some that are phenomenal in their capa-

bilities, if all that is claimed for them be true. Too much impor-

tance is quite generally attached to the burner, and too little to the

furnace. Quoting from a letter from an engineer who has de-

signed some of the largest and best equipments in the United

23
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States, "The oil atomizer is of secondary consideration. Furnace

construction and the method of preparing the oil is everything."

A common impression prevails that when oil is being burned with-

out smoke it is doing all the work possible. Efficiency cannot be

measured in this way.

Attempts at converting crude oil into fixed gas in small gen-

erators for manufacturing purposes have occasionally been made,

but have not been successful financially ; but tbe ease with which

gas can be conveyed and applied makes its use desirable, especially

in large shops, with many furnaces widely separated, and in par-

ticular cases the employment of light gravity Coalinga or a gas

oil might be practicable.

If any complete boiler tests have been made here in the past

two years, the writer has been unable to ascertain the facts, and

it is by no means easy to get unbiased opinions from engineers

in charge of plants. Several gentlemen connected with large

power houses in this city state that from 12^ to 13 pounds is, in

their opinion, an average evaporation. With furnaces that heat

only by radiation, and with 12 to 17 inches between the flame and

boiler, often occupied by an excess of cold air, the former is about

all that can be expected. There are a few notable exceptions,

where 14 pounds is probably averaged. In our locomotives it is

doubtful if the average is 11 pounds, and this will, no doubt, be

bettered. With the burners now used, steam consumption must

be high, atomization imperfect, and too much cold air is permitted

to surround the spray as it leaves the nozzle. When the engine

is worked at all heavily, much of the vapor is not inflamed by the

brickwork, but rises to the sides and crown sheet, becomes cooler,

and is finally condensed to soot in the tubes, necessitating the fre-

quent use of sand to keep them from choking. A better and

more durable arrangement of furnace lining might be made if a

different material was employed. There is in this State large

quantities of substances suitable for the production of a basic

brick possessing refractory qualities and tensile strength exceeding

the best silica brick made in England. With these basic brick

arches, etc., could be made lighter in weight, while gaining in

strength. A large engine recently built for the Santa Fe Railway

may be expected to give better results. The furnace consists of

three corrugated tubes 28 inches by 86 inches, which terminate in

a combustion chamber 40 inches long. The flue sheet forms the

forward end of this chamber. Each of the furnace tubes is fitted

with a burner, and has a lining and bridge, or baffle, of fire brick.

The air-pump exhaust is used for heating the oil.
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A review of three carefully conducted tests shows results as

follows

:

First. Vaporization system, Borneo oil, 32 ° B. theoretically

possible from and at 212 F., 19.46 pounds. Highest net, 16

pounds.

Second. Vaporization system, West Virginia oil, 40 B.

theoretical, 21.7 pounds. Net, 16.5.

Third. Steam spraying system, warm air for combustion,

test by Professor Denton, Texas oil, 25 ° B. theoretical, 19.77

pounds. Highest net, 15.16 pounds. Assuming 18,600 B. T. U.

as an average for California 16 B. oil, or a theoretical of 19.25

pounds, and considering the greater amount of heat lost in pump-
ing, heating and spraying, a net evaporation of 14.8 pounds with

spray systems and 15.7 pounds with vaporization is as much as can

be hoped for, and to reach this in everyday work will require

more careful design and construction than is usually seen. Al-

most any arrangement will suffice to burn oil and evaporate 12

or \2\ pounds in stationary boilers, and at the relative price of

fuels on this coast this will effect a large saving. Power users

have, therefore, not felt it necessary to invest money in efficiency

tests.

I am aware that some deductions as to efficiencies are at vari-

ance with statements often heard, and shall be glad to be corrected,

if wrong, by those having reliable data.

There is still much to be learned, and I venture the hope that

the members of this Society may have no small part in future

investigations leading to a better knowledge of liquid fuel.

DISCUSSION.

The President, Mr. Henny.—It is a matter of great im-

portance to the Pacific slope, and particularly to California, that

we have here before us a cheap fuel, and it is to be hoped that the

application of it in this form may be the beginning of an era of

great industrial development in California. I hope that the mem-
bers will contribute to the discussion of this paper.

A Member.—What is the value, or the effect, to be obtained

from these oils and distillates when made into gas for use in heat

engines or gas engines?

Mr. Paddock.—I am not prepared to say much on that sub-

ject. I have made no experiments myself with the so-called heat

engines. Professor O'Neill, as near as I remember, found that

distillates of 28 or 30 gravity contained about 19,100 or 19,200

B. T. U.
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A Member.—Have any tests been made here, except the ones

spoken of and those made by the American Sugar Refinery and

the Union Iron Works some years ago?

Mr. Paddock.—The only one I have had access to is a paper

read before this Society some years ago by Mr. Hunt, who is now
manager of the Independent Electric Light Company. I think

he used Ventura oil of about 25 gravity. He estimated that the

average evaporation obtained was 14.2 pounds. Now, this oil is

better than the Kern River oil, and it should evaporate more water.

We have all been told that the Kern River oil will evaporate from

15 to 15.5 pounds, but in one of the power houses here, where the

most efficient equipment is installed, the engineer in charge does

in it claim a higher average than 14 pounds.

Mr. Livermore.—The Kern River fields are supposed to be

very large, but the uses of oil are increasing very rapidly. How
long are these fields likely to last?

Mr. Paddock.—I have not given much attention to that par-

ticular subject. The oil district in Pennsylvania has been in

operation since 1858, and the Russian fields almost as long. Many
estimates have been made. I think you can get them at the State

Mining Bureau, expressed in number of barrels per acre, etc. New
districts are being discovered right along; for instance, in Java.

The oil fields in Borneo have been operated for some time. There

i. a great deal of oil in India, and some in Japan. How much, we
do not know. There are supposed to be extensive deposits in

China and Siberia. In the former country native superstition and

prejudice have prevented the development of these fields. The

Texas gushers were originally scattered over a very small area, but

I have not heard any estimates as to the permanency of that field.

In fact, all these things are more or less guesswork. The Baku

district, in Russia, that has produced such an immense amount of

oil, embraces a very limited area.

Mr. Hen ny.—As to the saving which is effected in the hand-

ling of oil, I have been East recently, and have visited very large

manufacturing plants, where great outlays had been made for

mechanical stokers and devices for the handling of ashes, which,

I think, would be more or less superfluous if oil were employed

as a fuel. I have considered the cost of burning oil to be very

much less than that of coal. We would like to have you tell us

something of that feature.

Mr. Paddock.—In large plants or large steamships the saving

effected would be verv considerable, whereas in small plants it

would not amount to much. In all plants there must be at least one
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man whose duty it is to watch things. In small plants one engineer

can attend to things in general. In very large plants, where oil is

used, one or two men can attend to the work at a dozen furnaces.

One man even can attend to the work at all furnaces, hut for

safety's sake it is well to have two men. It would be impossible to

give any exact figures on that subject. The saving is very great, but,

with the figures that I have given, the supposition is that the coal

is laid down at the furnace, as well as the oil. The ratio then is

about 1 : 1.6, or, in the case of good oil and poor coal, such as on

this coast, the ratio is approximately 1 : 1.9, or as high as 1 : 2

even. With these figures the cost of hauling away the ashes is

not included. In small plants, the difference of cost, as far as labor

is concerned, is not very considerable, whereas in large plants it

would amount to a great deal. One important point is that steamers

can be loaded so much quicker. Three thousand tons of oil can be

put in the tanks of a ship inside of three hours, and everything is

very clean during the loading, without any disagreeable coal dust.

I think it would be a great thing for our ocean-going vessels.

However, the heavy California oil is very hard to handle, especi-

ally in cold weather. It is extremely hard to pump this oil.

Mr. Hex xv.—I understand that a lumber schooner at Pasa-

dena has been burning oil for the last ten years. It has been done

very successfully, and yet it has taken so many years before other

schooners have commenced to adopt the same system. This, I

understand, is largely due to the fact that the inspector of hulls

has called attention to various points of danger, and, as I am told,

has made very excessive demands, and that has been the reason

why oil has not been more extensively introduced in the naviga-

tion of the coast. Now, however, a large number of schooners

have been fitted with oil. We would like to hear whether the

introduction of oil in navigation does introduce an element of

danger ?

Mr. Paddock.—With oil such as we have in the East, Russia,

and with light Texas oil, quite a large evaporation takes place, 8

to 10 per cent, within a week after it is pumped from the well, and

these vapors are inflammable. In the districts where these oils are

produced, numerous explosions have taken place, but are less fre-

quent now the tanks are well ventilated. With heavy California

oil there is practically no reason for apprehension on that score.

As I stated, with i6°B. oil I cannot get a flash under 280 or

300 F. Even when a vessel passes the equator, the oil is not sub-

jected to such a temperature. The trouble is of a different nature.

The inspector of boilers, in a conversation I had with him the
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other day on that subject, said his objection was that the companies

owning these vessels might not employ a class of reliable and skillful

stokers to attend to the furnaces. If the appliances are not such

as to take the water out of the oil, or if the burner becomes stopped

for a short period, and afterward begins to flow, the furnace, or

rather the bricks of the furnace, may in the meantime have cooled

to a temperature of 6oo° or 8oo°, in which case the gases might

not be immediately ignited. A considerable amount of gas would

be generated, which might later take fire and cause an explosion.

Mr. Bulger said he had no objection to the use of oil on the

vessels, but the companies must employ men who can attend to

things properly. If the fireman does not attend to his business in

plants where coal is used, the effect will be that the steam goes

down, and the engineer can then make the stoker attend to his

duty. With oil it is different. If the stoker does not attend to his

business, an explosion may take place without any previous indica-

tion. I remember in one particular case, while visiting a large

plant, I saw an immense amount of smoke going out of the stack. I

went in and found the man in charge asleep. Of course, it is not

safe to allow an oil plant to run itself under any circumstances.
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CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.

Further discussion, April 1, 1902, of paper by C. R. Neher, read before

the Engineers' Society of Western New York, March 5, 1901, and pub-

lished in the Journal of April, 1901, Vol. XXVI, No. 4. See also Journal
of the Association of Engineering Societies, January, 1902, Vol. XXVIII,

No. 1. p. 38*

Mr. Ripley.—I agree neither with the dry-mix men nor with

those who would have an inch or two of water standing on the

freshly rammed mass and the workmen wading around ankle

deep.

Between the two there is a proper mean which can be obtained

in actual practice by experienced oversight.

In the laboratory the ingredients can be dried, and the water

measured and added portion for portion ; but on construction this

is seldom possible and rarely practical.

Mr. Neher spoke of the usual condition when he said, "Fre-

quently we get wet and dry both on the same day from the

boats, etc."

A sand or gravel pile, rained on to-night, will not require

the same amount of water added for the mixing as it would to-day.

I have seen batches, made from the same piles of gravel and

sand, vary from a moderately dry to a sloppy mess, when using

equal amounts of water; because, in the former case, the ingre-

dients happened to come from the tops of the piles, and in the

latter from the bottoms of the piles where the frost was yet in

evidence. (We were using hot water.)

Xo two piles of sand will absorb the same amount of moisture

unless seasoned for a length of time according to climatic con-

ditions.

Concrete, when too dry, sets in layers, and in extreme cases

is granular and of no account, resembling concrete poor in cement.

Concrete too wet may float the cement; but the greatest loss

is usually due to inability to handle it owing to its semifluid con-

dition.

Rules for the proportions of ingredients may be put in small

type; but TAMPING should be in capitals.

^Manuscript received April 17, 1902', Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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PREFATORY.

Flexure is usually met in practice in the simple special case

in which the neutral axis is normal to the plane of the loads. The
determination of unit stresses for this case is commonly treated

in the standard works on resistance of materials, but the fact that

this case is a special one is rarely pointed out, and other cases are

usually ignored. The result is that methods valid for all cases

are comparatively little known, and in default of such methods, the

simple formula of the special case is applied, even in well-known

text-books, to cases outside of its proper domain.

In order to call more general attention to metfiods by which

the distribution of stress can be determined for any case of flexure

in a straight bar (in which the elastic limit is not overstepped), the

following paper has been prepared. Though the subject is no less

important from the point of view of abstract science than from that

of practice, special effort has been made in this paper, by means of

fully worked numerical examples and otherwise, to meet the needs

of practitioners'.

Among the problems in which a knowledge of the general case

is necessary may be mentioned the design of purlins of any kind on

a sloping roof, the proportioning of unsymmetrical sections (such as

angles and Z-bars) subject to any kind of transverse load, and the

Manuscript received August 21, 190.1.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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investigation of eccentrically loaded columns or ties, including such

as are commonly used in riveted truss work. The numerical ex-

amples given herein illustrate some of these problems.

It will be observed that the mathematical knowledge required

for dealing with the general case is no more advanced in kind than

is needed for dealing with the simplest beam.

All results here given are strict mathematical deductions from

the generally accepted hypothesis that the unit stress at any point

in a moderately bent beam is proportional to the distance of that

point from the fixed line called the neutral axis.

This paper subdivides naturally into four parts, viz

:

I. Preliminaries regarding moments of inertia and products

of inertia (Sections 1-7).

II. The development of the general formulas of the subject,

and exposition of some important geometric properties of the

neutral axis (Sections 8-11).

III. Algebraic applications to practical problems (Sections

12-13).

IV. Graphic applications to practical problems (Sections

14-29).

The attention of readers more interested in results than in their

derivation and proof is directed specially to Parts III and IV,

and particularly to the Kernel and Resistance Polygon Methods of

Part IV. Reading Sections 12, 15b, 26-28 is recommended as per-

haps the quickest way of getting a fair idea of the purport of the

paper.

The writer takes much pleasure in acknowledging his indebted-

ness to Professor Miiller-Breslau, of Berlin, whose admirable

Graphische Statik der Baukonstruktionen has been his main re-

source in the study of this subject. The general lines of Miiller-

Breslau's work, as well as his notation, have to a large extent been

retained. In addition to the places accompanied by page references

to his book, Sections 8, 11, 13. 1, 21 and 22 may be mentioned as

following him with a special but varying degree of closeness.

Other notable sources of material have been the Taschenbuch

Hiitte, 17th edition, and the contributions of Professor Mohr, of

Dresden, and Land, of Constantinople, to the German technical

press, to which references are made in the proper places, and from

which have been culled the points of most immediate practical

application.

It is believed that equation (14), and the improved methods

which it makes possible are here published for the first time.
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The writer's personal thanks are due his colleague, Mr. J. A.

Mover, S.B., for suggestions and for assistance in many ways.

PART I.

MOMENTS OF INERTIA AND PRODUCTS OF INERTIA, AND THEIR DE-

TERMINATION FOR ANY SET OF AXES.

I. Moments of Inertia.—Products of Inertia. In the theory

of resistance of materials, the series of quantities which arise from

summing, for any surface, the products of its infinitesimal compo-

nent areas by the squares of their respective ordinates or abscissas,

Fig. 1.

or by the products of their co-ordinates, are called respectively the

moments of inertia and product of inertia for the surface for the

given pair of axes. These two moments of inertia and the product

of inertia can accordingly be written and named for any figure,

as that of Fig. 1, as follows

:

I x =^/"y2dxdy, or moment of inertia referred to the axis of X

;

Iy =y^/"x
2dxdy, or moment of inertia referred to the axis of Y

;

Zxy =_//xydxdy, or product of inertia referred to axes of X
and Y.

Moments of inertia are always positive. Products of inertia

are positive or negative, according as the preponderance of the sec-

tion is in the first and third quadrants or in the second and fourth.

Evidently if either axis of co-ordinates is an axis of symmetry,

Z xy will be zero, for then, for every — x y dxdy, there will be a

corresponding -(- x y dxdy to neutralize it.

It will be found convenient to express each of these quantities

in terms of the area, A, of the section and the product of two

selected lengths. In the case of moments of inertia, there is taken

for this product the square of a length spoken of as the radius of

gyration, and written r. The product of inertia must, as a conse-
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quence of its being variable in sign, be written in terms of two

separate lengths. For one of these we shall take a convenient

radius of gyration, a quantity always positive, and for the other an

additional length of varying sign.

The expressions then take the form

I x = A rx
]

I y = A ry > i)

ZXy = A Cx rx or A cy ry )

where rx and ry are radii of gyration referred to OX and OY
respectively, and c x and c

y
are lengths which may be called the

"product abscissa" and "product ordinate" respectively.

For convenience throughout the following work, the conven-

tion will be adopted that the one of the two axes for which I is the

larger (if any difference there be) shall be taken as OX and the

other as OY,

—

i.e., that I x shall always be as great as or greater

than I y .

2. Parallel Transference of Axes. Required the section

moments of the second degree for axes O' X' and O' Y' in terms of

Fig. 2.

the values for a parallel set of axes, O X and O Y , calling the

co-ordinates of O' (referred to Oo) k and h, and identifying vari-

ous values by the suffixes of the corresponding axes (Fig. 2), and

bearing in mind that ff y* dxdy = I Xo , ffx\ dxdy = I yo ,

j/T'xoyo dxdy = Z x oy ,
and^/"dxdy = A, we can write at once :

ix =ffy'
2 dxdy = //ho - h) 2 dxdy

= 1x0 — 2 hffyo dxdy + A h2

Iy=^"x
'
2 dxdy=_//"(x — k)

2 dxdy

= I yo
— 2 kjfx dxdy + A k 2

Zxy =ff^' dxdy = ff{y — h) (x - k) dxdy

= ZXoyo
— h^Xo dxdy — k_//"y dxdy + A h k .

y 2)
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But the only case of common occurrence in practice is that in which

O is at center of gravity of the figure. For this special case both

JJ\o dxdy and^/~x dxdy vanish and we can write

:

Ix = Ixo + A h 2

)

I
y
= I yo + A k 2

Z,xy == ^xnyo "F A K II

2a)

where I Xo , Iy and Z Xoy are section moments of the second degree

referred to center of gravity axes.

3. Rotation of Axes About Fixed Origin. Suppose the rec-

tangular axes OX, OY (Fig. 3) be revolved through the angle a

to the position OX', OY'; required the values I x , I'y and Zxy in

terms of Ix , Iy and Zxy.

Fig. 3-

Since x' = x cos a -f- y sin « and y = y cos a — x sin a

l'x =ffy'
2 dxdy =ff{ y cos a — x sin «)

2 dxdy

I
y =ffyt

2 dxdy =f(x cos « + y sin a) 2 dxdy

Z'xy=Jjyi'y' dxdy =J(x cos « + y sin «) (y cos a— x sin a) dxdy

Bearing in mind that_y//"y 2 dxdy = I x ,
^//"x2 dxdy = I y and

^y x y dxdy = Zxy , the foregoing will be found to reduce to

Ix = Ix cos2 a + I sin
2 a — Zxy sin 2 a

Ii IY sin 2 a + T cos 2 a + Z v„ sin 2 a 3)

zLv = ^ (i, Iv ) sin 2 a -\- Z cos 2 a

y

r'
-<xy i N*x ^y/ — - 1 "X>'

By use of equations (2) and (3), section moments of the

second degree being known for one pair of axes, they can be found

for any other pair.

Corollary. If the special value of Ix for an axis inclined by

45 to OX be called I
z , then by insertion of a =45° in the first

equation of (3), it appears that

I, =4(1, +Iy)-Z
Xy

or

Z,y=4(I, + Iy)-I
2

(3a)
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an equation which, for some figures, affords a convenient means

for calculating Z

Corollary. By adding together the first two equations of (3),

there appears the important fact that

i; + i; = ix + i
y

4)

that is, for any section, so long as the origin is unchanged, the sum

of the moments of inertia for any pair of rectangular axes is a

constant.

4. Graphical Solutions of Equations (3). Given I x , I Z

and a; required Ix , I
y
and Z'xy .

I. Muller-Breslau's Solution* From any point, as O (Fig. 4),

parallel to (or, as in Fig. 4, along) the axis of X, lay off to scale

I x to represent I
xf and O I and I

x
O' each to represent I

y
. At

1 to same scale, set up an ordinate ending at A to represent Z
xy

.

Fig. 4.

These three measurements to be laid off with strict regard to

sign,

—

i.e., according to usual convention, I
x
and I will be laid off

toward the right, and Z
x

upward or downward, according as it is

positive or negative.

At Ix
set up an ordinate numerically equal to Z

x t
, but of

opposite sign to Z , ending at B. On AB as diameter, describe a

circle. Through A draw parallel to OX', intersecting circle a

second time at C. The foot of a perpendicular from C upon OO'
will be a point I' such that OI' I'O' and T C will represent I'

*Miiller-Breslau : Graphische Statik der Baukonstruktionen, I, pp 2>7, 3^-

fBearing in mind convention of Section 2.
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I' and Zx
respectively*,— Z' being positive or negative accord-

ing as C is above or below OO'.

77. Mohr-Land Solution.^ From O (Fig. 5), the origin of

two rectangular axes, OX and OY, having respectively the same

directions as the axes to which the figure is referred, lay off, along

OY, OC and CD representing to scale Ix
and I

y
respectively. To

the same scale lay off CT parallel to OX to represent Z ,—to the

right or left according as Z is positive or negative. On OD as

a diameter describe a circle calling its center M. Through O draw

Fig. 5.

a line OX', making the given angle a with OX intersecting the

circle again at E. Draw the diameter EH. Then the foot, G,

*Proof. OIx = OE . cos a + CE . sin a, and

I XC = OE . sin a — CE . cos a ; but

OE = Ix cos a— Z sin a, and

CE — I sin a — Z cos a ; hence

OIx = Ix cos2 a + I
y
sin 2 a — Zxy sin 2 a, and

I XC = \ (I x— I
y

) sin 2 a + Zxy cos 2 a ; hence by (3)

OIx = Ix and IXC = Z xy .

That I'x O' = I
y
follows obviously from (4).

tCivilingenieur, 1887, p. 43, and 1888, p. 123; Zeitschrift fur Bauwesen,
1892, p. 550, and Hiitte, 17 Aufl., p. 180.
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of a perpendicular from T upon EH will be a point such that EG,

GH and GT will represent fx> I
y
and Zxy respectively*,— Z'

xy being-

positive or negative according as T is at right or left of EH,
when E is made the lowest point of the circle.

Observe that the locus of G is a circle (not shown) on MT
as a diameter.

5. Principal Axes of Inertia and Extreme Values of I and Z.

From Fig. 4 it appears, since I'x
is abscissa of C from O, that I'

x

can, with fixed origin, vary only between the limits I 1 (= O^)
and I 2 (=OI 2 ), the former value for axis through O parallel to

AI2 (making C fall at I 2 ), the latter for axis parallel to AI X

(making C fall at I*). AI X and AI 2 are obviously perpendicular

to each other, and the axes, O (1) and O (2), parallel respectively

to them, are those which, for given origin, give extreme values for

I. They are hence given the name principal axes of inertia, or,

for short, principal axes.

Similarly, in Fig. 5, the extreme values of I'
x

are seen to be

TE X and TH
X

(~E X and H 1 being on a diameter through T), and

TE t
and T^ accordingly represent I 1 and I 2 , and correspond

respectively to the principal axes, O (1) and O (2), shown.

Both methods evidently afford an easy way of getting the prin-

cipal axes when I
x , I and Z xy are given.

*Proof. Drop perpendiculars CF and DE on OE; TI on CF; FJ and

IK on HE; IL, CN and FP on TG, extended if need be.

Note that OCF = ODE = CTI = EFJ = CFP = a

and OME = OCN = 2 a

and ITN = FCN = OCN — OCF = a

and CTN = CTI + ITN = 2 a

Then,
GE = JK + JE — GK
But JK = FI cos CFP

= (CF — CI) cos a = (I x cos a — Z xv sin «) cos a

and JE = FE sin EFJ = : I sin2 a

andGK = IL:= CT cos CTI sin ITL = Zx , , cos a sin a

Hence, GE =: Ix COS2 a -(- I v s i n2 a — Z.
4y

sin 2 a

= I'x by (3).

loreover, GH == HE — GE = OD

-

= I'
y
by (4)

-GE = I.x+I
y
-

And TG = NP + NT — PG
But, NP = CF sin FCN = Ix cos a sin a

and NT = CT cos CTN = Zxy cos 2 a

and PG = FJ = FE cos EFJ = I
y
sin a cos a

Hence, TG = \ (Ix— I
y
) sin 2 a + Zxy cos 2 a

= Zxy by (3)
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Note from Figs. 4 and 5, or from (3) by aid of differentiation,

that for the principal axes Z = o.* Hence, as we have seen that

if either of the axes is an axis of symmetry, Z = o, it follows that

an axis of symmetry is a principal axis. There may be, of course,

as for a circle, numerous sets of principal axes, but values of

I,, and I„ will be the same for all of them.

Note also that Z may vary from + 2 (Ii — I2) to — 2 (Ii —
I2 ).

6. Algebraic Means for Finding Principal Axes (0(i) and

0(2)). From Figs. 4 and 5, it appears that y being inclination

Z
of O(i) to OX, tan (360 -27)= in

xy
T

. , or
J U x -

l y/

2Z xy v

tan 2 y = — T _ T 5)
x y

This would also appear from last of (3) by putting Z' = o and

using y for the resulting special value of «.

Further, by substituting this value of y for « in first two

equations of (3), or by inspection of Figs. 4 and 5, which are really

(3) plotted, we find

11 = Ix — Zxy tan 7 \
6)

1
2
= I

y
+ Zxy tan y j

7. Convenient Method for Calculating I
x ,

I and Z in

Special Cases.j The Ix , I . and Z
x

for center of gravity axes

of any section divisible into two parts, for each of which are known
the I's and Z for center of gravity axes parallel to the main set of

axes, may conveniently be found as follows, without knowing the

center of gravity of the whole figure.

This method is specially convenient for finding Z for angle

irons,—a property not as yet given in the handbooks.^

Let the section in Fig. 6 be one of this sort, and Gx and G2 be

the centers of gravity of the two parts ; Ax and A2 their areas ; G
and A the center of gravity and area of the whole figure. Then re-

ferring A x and A2 to axes through their respective centers of

gravity and parallel to GX and GY we have, by (2),

*This is doubtless the reason why Z is not more prominent in the familiar

works on applied mechanics. Most bars subjected to flexure are of sym-

metrical cross-section and can at once be referred to their principal axes,

causing Z to escape attention.

fMuller-Breslau: op. cit., I, pp. 43. 44.

iSuch handbooks, however, as give the values of 3 as well as Ix and

Iy enable one easily to find Zxy by the aid of (5).
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Ix=I»1+Vi+^+ A,<
but Ai »7 = A

2
v
2
and ^ a. It follows that

A 2 a

A x +

A

2

and v„
= Aj a

attx whence A >
», + A

2
vn
= Aj A 2 a

A
: + A 2

A A b?

In like manner, it may be shown that A r + A f = A
1 2

A
1 ' 1 2 2 J\-[ —j— J\%

A A a b
and that A, v, L + A„ v„ ? = : t1—

i

1-
r
- and we can write

A, + A
2

T • - T 4- T -4-
Al Ai a'

* ~~ x
x. ^ xx. T A

x + A 2

T — T -4- T 4- Al ^ 2 ^
2

x
y
— x

yt
"T x

yi
f A

x + A2

z = z + z +xy x^ I x 2y2
I

1

A x
A 2 a b

Ax + A 2 J

7>

Fig. 6.

and

If A x and A 2 are referred to principal axes, Z XlYl and Z X2y 2
= o-

*7 xVj A-2 3 U

xy
_

A x + A 2

8)

Formulas (7) and (8) may be most convenient for use even

when center of gravity for whole figure is known, for they may
involve fewer fractional quantities than other methods. If the

center of gravity of the whole is known, however, (8) may be still

further reduced, for from (2a) Zxy == Ax nx ?i + A 2
?;2 f2 ; and from

A x f, = A 2 f2 and Aj vx
= A 2 ?2 ,

we can write (in such cases)

Zxy = Aj f, a = A 2 £2 a = Aj ^ b = A 2 v2 b 8a)

The sign of Zxy will be correct if we see that it is given plus

sign when the line G^u is in the first and third quadrants and

minus sign otherwise.

The example of Section 24 will show how the results of this

section are applied.
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PART II.

DEVELOPMENT OF GENERAL FORMULAS.—GENERALITIES ABOUT THE
NEUTRAL AXIS.

8. General Formulas for Flexure in a Straight Bar. Suppose

the line of action of the resultant of all the forces on one side of a

section of any straight bar pierce the section in question at K (Fig.

7), K being called for that reason the center of stress. Suppose nn

to be the resulting neutral axis. Call N the component of the force

at K normal to the section. Let the section be referred to axes

GU and GV, with origin at the center of gravity G, and with the

former parallel to nn, at distance v from it. Then, since, as is

generally accepted, within the elastic limit intensity of stress is pro-

portional to the distance from the neutral axis, and calling the in-

tensity of stress (or of the internal force) at any point whose

ordinate is v, f, and at any point on GU, f , we can write f : f =
(v + v ) : v or

f = fo + ^ 9>

/>K

1 |

s?/A\ ) V
/ 1

n f n

a

> '

Fig. 7.

For equilibrium, the internal forces in the section must balance

N. Hence, if q be the length of KG, and ft the inclination of

KG (the trace of the plane of loads) to GU, and observing that N
at K is equivalent to a force N acting at G plus a couple Nq in the

plane KG, which in turn is equivalent to two couples, Nq sin ,5, and

Nq cos B
f
in planes GV and GU respectively, it appears that the

;nternal forces must together be equivalent to a system of forces

consisting of a force of magnitude N acting at G, and two couples

whose respective values are Nq sin fi and Nq cos /3. Conse-

quently
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ff f dxdy = N, ff v f dxdy = Nq sin /?, and ff u f dxdy

= Nq cos /?

The undetermined constants in (o), f and — , must be such asw v '

to give values of f consistent with these equations of equilibrium.

Substituting in them the value of f from (9), and bearing in mind

tixzxff dxdy = A,ffv dxdy = o, ffu dxdy = o, ff v 2 dxdy

= I
u , andff u v dxdy = Z

uv , it appears that

, N , f Nq sin /3 Nq cos /3

to = T and — = j = • 7

Inserting these values in (9), there result:

i=l+^^y. .10)

f=5+*%^v 10')

From the equality of the two values of—, /5 is determined

ctn/5 =% 11)
u

Equation (10') is not suitable for use in the familiar special

case in which (3 = 90 , as then cos (3 and Z
u

both vanish and (10')

becomes indeterminate. It may then be stated that equations (10)

and (11) are the fundamental and general equations for the study

of unit stresses in flexure* Flexure can here be understood to

include the extremes, pure bending on the one hand and pure

tension or compression on the other, as well as the intermediate

cases of combined tension or compression and flexure. The equa-

tions hold for all inclinations of the plane of the bending forces.

There follow from (10), by substitution of special values for

its various terms, the following equations for the interesting special

cases

:

For unit stress at extreme fiber, \ = y1 and y2 (y x and y2 will

be of opposite signs),

t, N , N q y, . .,, N , N q y2 . a »

f = ^ + —j — sin P; f = £ H p^ sin /5 . . . 10a)

in pure flexure N = o, and q = 00, and Nq = M and we have

f = -j- sin p 10b)

*Though for practical application, it should be remarked that (11) re-

quires the further transformation given it in Section 9, where it is restated in

the form of two equations (13) and (14).
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- r/ Mvi . .a Mv, . a s

and f =
t

sin
' >

f =
"I sm '

IOC )

If in pure flexure the plane of loads includes a principal axis,

ft = 90 * and (10b) and (10c) become, dropping the suffix from

I u , the familiar expression

f = M-v iod)

and i' = ^p; i" = -? ioe)

For pure tension or compression q vanishes, and we have the

familiar

' = 1 Iof )

To find the value of v , we need only determine in (10) or

(10') the value of v for zero values of f. Putting f = o in these

equations, expressing I
u
and Z uv as Ar* and Aru c u (1) respec-

tively, and noting that q sin ,3 and q cos /S are vk and u k respectively,

there follows

r re
V = = 12)

vk Uk

The negative sign shows that the neutral axis and center of stress

are always on opposite sides of the center of gravity. The former

of the two values for v in (12) will be found preferable for use.

p. Determination of the Direction of the Neutral Axis.

Equations (11) and (12) enable one at once to locate the K corre-

sponding to any given neutral axis,f but the converse problem

—

the location of the neutral axis corresponding to a given K—cannot

be dealt with until (11) has been radically transformed, for Zuv

and T
u

cannot be known until the neutral axis is located. The

difficulty can be met by introducing two new angles, the inclination

of GK to GX, and of the neutral axis to GX. If the former be

called '/> and the latter a, ,3 will be the difference between them, or

P = >< — « 13)

Here / is given, and a is to be found. Expressing /3 as in (13),

and Z„„ and I. by (3), in terms of the given I ,
T and Z vv , and the

desired a, we can write (11) in the form

\ (I x
— I

y)
sin 2 a + Z xy cos 2 a

* '
x cos2 a -f I sin2 a — Z sin 2 a

whence can be derived

*This appears from (11) which shows that if KG coincides with GV, and

if GV is a principal axis, then (Section 5), Zuv = and /3 = 90 .

vSee Sections 12 and 15 for numerical examples.
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Zxy
— l x ctn / .

tan a = j y — , 14)
Ty — Z xy ctn X

whence, a being known, /? follows at once by (n), I u
can be

found by (3) v can be determined (as in Section 11 below) by

proper transformation of co-ordinates and by (10) the desired f

is found.

10. General Equations. The group of equations sufficing

for all problems relating to the distribution of stress in cases of

flexure in straight bars can be restated for reference as follows:

£ N 1 -kt sin /3

f = £+ Nq^ v Io)

ctn fi=T1
• •

IX )
u

r
2

v =
• • 12)

v

P = X— a • • 13)

Zxy— rx Ctn Z
T

>
tan « =

I
y
-Zxy ctn.

X4)

Of these, the last two are to be looked upon as mere derivatives

(though indispensable ones) of (n). Equations (10), (13) and

(14) suffice for most cases in practice*. Illustrations of their use

in practical problems, together with some slight modifications

possible in special cases, will be found in Sections 12 and 13 (Part

III), and graphical means of attaining the same ends will be found

developed and similarly illustrated in Sections 14-28 (Part IV).

11. General Relations Betzveen Neutral Axis and Point of

Application (K) of External Force. Let any section be referred to

its principal axes (Sections 5 and 6). Then for any K upon either

of these axes there will be a neutral axis parallel (by (14), / being

90 and Z
x

zero) to the other axis. Thus, Fig. 8, the neutral

axes for K x
and K2 are n^ and n 2n2 . Suppose K3

anywhere upon

line KXK2 . The force at K3 may be replaced by two components,

—

one at K.lf tne other at K2 , for which by themselves the neutral axes

would be n^! and n2n2 . Under their combined influence, f will

be zero at K', the intersection of nm x and n2n 2 , therefore K' must be

a point on n 3n3 .

*It naturally suggests itself that these three equations might be combined,

and, by aid of (3), and expressing v in terms of x and y, an expression for f

obtained in terms of given quantities only. This promises little advantage

in practice, however, especially as a must usually be separately evaluated in

order to identify the point whose v is needed. Hence simplicity seems on the

whole to be best conserved by the statement of the equations above printed.
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Since K3 is anywhere upon KiK2 , it follows that K' is a fixed

point about which will revolve neutral axes for successive points

•on K^K^.

*i

a

\
Ft

\ 3

\K2 *l
\ O \

\ K' \
»*/ \

\?e

"i

Fig. 8.

It follows, then, that (a) for a series of K's on any straight

line, the corresponding series of neutral axes will rotate about a

Axed point; and, conversely, (b) for a series of neutral axes rotat-

ing about a fixed point, the corresponding series of K's will lie on

straight line.

The fixed point may be infinitely distant, of course, making

the set of neutral axes parallel. This will be the case when the

line of K's passes through the center of gravity of the section.

Fig. 9.

From (12) it appears, then, the figure being still referred to

-principal axes, OX^ OYx , that for any position (x, y) of K the

r
2

-neutral axis will have for intercepts on axes of X and Y, — and
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(Section i) respectively. This fact may be used to aid in the

construction of the neutral axis, and forms a convenient basis for a

graphic method for it, as shown in Fig. 9. If K is at infinity,,

the neutral axis will be a line through the center of gravity parallel

to the neutral axis for any K at finite distance from the origin on

the given line GK.
Pure bending and pure axial stress arise from the extreme

position of K,—at infinity and at the center of gravity, respectively.

In the former case, the neutral axis passes through the center of

gravity ; in the latter, it is infinitely remote from the center of

gravity. Other positions of K give rise to simultaneous axial stress

(tension or compression) and bending, combined in proportions

depending upon the remoteness of K.

PART III.

ALGEBRAIC APPLICATIONS.

12. General Numerical Example. Problem.—A 5" X 3i" X
\" Z-bar acts as a purlin on a roof whose slope is 30 , its top flange

projecting toward the ridge. It supports vertical loads which cause

a maximum bending moment of M inch-lbs. Required the extreme

fiber stresses in the bar.

Solution. Taking origin at the center of gravity, with axes of X and Y
respectively parallel and perpendicular to the flanges, Ix, Iy and Zxy are

calculated by (2a) as follows,* referring to Fig. 12

:

Ix = TV (3-25 X 5
s — 2.75 X 4

3

) = 19-19 in.
4

I
y
== tV (-5 X (3-25 + 2.75)

3 + 4-5 X -5
3

) = 9-05 in.
4

Z xy
— 2 (2.75 X -5 X 1.625 X 2.25) = + 10.05 in."

a = inclination of neutral axis GU to GX.
7, = 6o° = inclination of plane oi loads to GX.

Then by (14) :

10.05 — 19-19 X Q-577
tan a = — = — O.314

9.05 — 10.05 X O.S77

a = — 17 2&

ft
= ~A — a = 77° 26'

sin /? --- 0.976

Extreme fibers referred to GX, GY are (± 3.0, ± 2.5), as appears from

inspection after a is known.

*I X and I y
are also obtainable from the handbooks ; and from such hand-

books as give 7, the Cambria book for example, Z xy can be obtained by aid

of (5).
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y, = — y2 = (2.5 cos a — 3.0 sin a)= 3.285 in., and by (3)

I u
= 19.19 cos2 a + 9.05 sin 2 a — 10.05 sin 2a — 24.02 in.

4

Then by (10c) :

f=_P = M.
3-285 X .976 = M

24.02

See Sections 15, 19, 25 and 28 for other solutions of this problem.

13. Important Special Cases." Case I.

—

Trace of plane of

bending (i.e., GK) coincident with Y-axis, makings= «+ /3 == 90 ,

Substitution of ?. = 90 in (14) yields

Z
tan « = y^ = ctn P 15)

y

§ and « thus being known, (3) can be applied to get I u , etc..

Value of —— from (15) and (3) will prove to be
sin /9

-r^—r = Iv sin /3 — Zvv cos /?;

sin /S
x x>

v of (10) may now be expressed in terms of x and y,

v = y sin /9 — x cos /9
;

substituting these values in (10), we have

N / v — x ctn ,3 \
f = A + N <» (l,-Z^cto/») '6)

This becomes, for pure bending when N = o and q = 00 , writing

NQ = M > / y — x ctn ,3 \f=M
( 1x^2x7^173/

l6a)

Equations (15) and (16) cover the cases of Z-bars and angles

carrying loads normal to their flanges. Equation (15) determines

(3, and makes evident which must be the extreme fiber. The co-

ordinates (x, y) of this point referred to GX and GY are found,

and the sought for unit stresses determined by (16).

Problem. Suppose the purlin of Section 12 to be subject to wind load

(normal to flanges) producing a bending moment of M' inch-lbs. Required

the extreme fiber stress.

„„ = 4- 10.05 in.
4

, all as before.

42° o'

Extreme fibers will be seen by reference to figure to be at (— 0.25, 2.5)

and (0.25, — 2.5). Then in (16a), x = q= 0.25, y = ± 2.5, and by (16a),

r r,i ^r 2.K -f- 0.25 X I.HO , ,, „
f = — f" = M -— — - = 0.345 M' lbs. per sq. in.

19.19 — 10.05 X 1.no

*Both of these special cases can, of course, easily be treated by general

method of Section 9, but often less conveniently and less rapidly.

25

Solution.
•

I x = 19.19 in."ih = 9-05 in.
4

;

By (11), ^ = ctn"
,

1005
= ctn -1

1 .110
9-05
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This is more than two and one-half times as great as would result if

the neutral axis were normal to web of the bar.

See Sections 25 and 28 for other solutions of this problem.

Note that for combined effect of this load, and such a load as

in Section 12, the values of f and f" in the two cases cannot be

added together, for the extreme fibers in the two cases are not iden-

tical. For correct result, values of f in each case can be found

for its own extreme fiber and the extreme fiber for the other case,

then f's for the same fiber can be combined and result obtained.

The same might be done by finding the resultant of the two systems

cf loading and proceeding therewith anew.

Case II.

—

Original axes GX and GY are also principal axes.*

In this case, a being inclination of trace of plane of bending

GK to axis of X, unit stress at any point (x, y) may be expressed

for general case of bendingf (cf. Section 8)

N , Nq sin A y Nq cos a x *f- A^ " if" "

+ ~X~ I7)

or for pure flexure

M sin A y M cos Ax v

but if (x, y) is on nn (neutral axis), f will be zero and - = tan a.

From these conditions it follows from substitution in the last equa-

tion that

tan a = —
T

J ctn A 18)

whence a can be found ; but, Section 9, /3 = A — «.

The neutral axis being thus known, the co-ordinates of the

extreme fiber (x, y) can be scaled off and inserted in (17). Some-

times these values of (x, y) are obvious by inspection and /9 need

not be found.

Problem. An 8-in.—18-lb. I-beam acts as purlin on a roof whose rise

is one-fourth the span.

Required the fiber stress resulting from a moment of vertical loads of M
in. lbs.

Solution. Here extreme fibers are obviously at top and bottom corners,

i.e. at (=r= 2.0 ± 4.0); a = 63° 26', Ii = 56.9 in.
4
j, I 2 = 378 in.'

J

*If principal axes and Ii and I2 are not given, they can always be found,

if desired, either graphically or algebraically by Section 5 or Section 6.

fNote that value A making (17) a maximum determines most unfavor-

able plane of loads.

JFrom handbooks.
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d / \ tr tti tit/°-894 X 4-0 ,
O.447 X 2.0\ -kit *.t.By (173),? = — f" = M(^ Z^l +

g j= 0.300 M, that is

M M
against the value f or f" for same loads in plane of the web of

3-33 14-2

the beam.

See Sections 25 and 28 for other solutions of this problem.

PART IV.

Graphic Applications.

i. method by the circles of inertia.

14. Relation betzveen the Circles of Inertia and Equation

(10). In equation (10) the quantities most commonly not given

are P, Iu
and v. The last can be found by scaling, or transforma-

tion of co-ordinates as soon as /3 is known, and the first step in the

problem resolves itself into the determination of /5 and I
u

. This

can be done, as is shown below, by a slight entension of either of

I u
the two circles of inertia of Section 4, and what is more —

—

-
a can^ sin p

be derived from either with no additional construction. The prob-

lem is then

:

Given inclination of GK to OX (*. e. /), Ix , I and Zxy :

required P and ——

.

sin ,5

(a) Miiller-Breslau's Solution*

From the data construct the circle of Fig. 4. Draw AD
parallel to GK

;
produce OD to I ; at I erect perpendicular to OO'

and produce it to a second intersection with the circle at C. Thenf
we shall have

CAF = DAA' = CIO = /9

showing that AC is parallel to the neutral axis sought. More-

over, as shown in Section 4, OI u
(abscissa of C) = I u , Iu C = Z

uv

*Op. cit., I, pp. 52 , 53-

-rProof (Fig. 10).

For

but

t. e.

DAA' = CIO = /S

DAA' = 180 — DAC and

DAC = \ arc DQIBC;
CIO = \ (360 — arc DQIBC) = 180 — DAC
DAA' = CIO .

CIO — ctn-1
u — ctn- 1

u — ctn- 1
uv

• •• by (n)

OI OI I

CIO = DAA' = ,5. Q. E. D.
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= Iu I (AC being direction of GU) and OI =
sin ft'

The result-

ing work is shown in Fig. 10, I
x
being taken greater than I as

usual, and Z
x

being supposed to be given as positive.

A line drawn through center of gravity of the section parallel

to AC will be the GU of Section 8, and y 1 and y2 can then be scaled

and extreme fiber stresses can be found by (ioa). The neutral

axis will be parallel to GU at a distance H (12) on opposite
q sin [i

side of G from K.

Fig. 10.

It tends to compactness to draw the section with its center of

gravity coinciding with A, then AC will be at once in place for

GU, and if, as usually is the case, q = go,—i.e., if there is pure

flexure,—it will also be the neutral axis itself.

Remark. If, in Fig. 10, C or D should be near A, poor inter-

sections with the circle might cause inaccuracy. This difficulty

can be avoided by omitting the circle and getting the same con-

struction as follows

:

Drop a perpendicular from B on the line through A parallel to

GK and get D; make CAE = ODA* (measuring clockwise from

AE and get the line AC) ; drop a perpendicular from B on AC
and get C ; drop from C a perpendicular on OX and produce it

till it meets OD ; this perpendicular will cut OX in I
u
and OD in I.

(b) Mohr-Land Solution.^ From the data construct, Fig. 11,

the circle of Fig. 5, locating T. Draw AO parallel to GK; pro-

duce AT to second intersection with circle at E. Draw EM to

*CAE == ODA for their supplements CAQ and ADI are measured
by the equal arcs QIBC and IBCA.

fR. Land ; Einfache Darstellung der Tragheits- u. Centrifugalmomente
von Flachen, Zeitschriff fur Bauwesen, 1892, p. 554, a condensation of which
is to be found in Hiitte Taschenbuch, I7te Aufl., p. 345.
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second intersection with circle at H, and draw the straight line

OEU. Then* we shall have

UOA = ETG = /?

showing that OU is parallel to the neutral axis sought. More-

over, as shown in Section 4, EG = I
u , GT = Z uv , and obviously

I,,

ET = ^-H-
sin p

Then, precisely as in the preceding method, a line drawn
through the center of gravity of the section parallel to OU will be

the GU of Section 8 ; yt and y2 can then be scaled and extreme

fibre stresses can be found by ( 10a).

If the neutral axis be required, it can be located by drawing a

parallel to it at a distance 5 (12) on the opposite side of G
q sin /3

from K.

Observe that Fig. 11 is drawn with the same data as Fig. 10.

*Proof (Fig.n). UOA = ETG=/3
Draw OH, then UOH = 90 = | arc EADH
and AOH = 9o° — UOA.
But AOH = AEH = iarcHDA
and AEH = 90 — ETC;

therefore UOA = ETG, their complements being equal.

But ETG = ctn-i "

I.

by (11) UOA = ETG Q. E. D.
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It will be found convenient to make O in this method coinci-

dent with the center of gravity of the section just as was the case

with A in the preceding method.

15. Example. A 5" x 3^" x \" Z-bar acts as a purlin on a

roof whose slope is 30 , its top flange projecting toward the ridge.

It supports vertical loads which cause a maximum bending moment
of M inch-lbs. Required the extreme fiber stresses in the bar.

Solution. It will be observed that this is the same problem

as that of Section 12, and that here, as there, we have

I = 19.19 in.*, I = 9.05 in.4, Z xy — -f 10.05 in -

4

Scales

1 2 3 4 5

5 IO 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 ,

1 2 3 -t 5 G 7 S O IO Centimeters

Fig. 12.

From these data must be found -r^-5, y, and y„ for substitution
sin /3

J 1 J -

in (10b). This can be done graphically by either of the circles of

inertia of the preceding section, and both will now be worked out

in Fig. 12.
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Draw (Fig. 12) the section of the bar, the gravity axes, GX
and GY, and the trace, GL, of the plane of the loads, making an

angle, > , of 6o° with GX. Then can be executed the

(a) Solution by the Miillcr-Breslau Circle of Inertia (Sec-

tion 14a). Lay off GI (= 10.05 i*1 -

4
) downward along GY,

and IO (= 9.05 in.
4
), parallel to GX, toward the left.* Extend

OI
y

-to O'. Along OO' lay off OI
x (= 19.19 in.

4
), and then

Ix
B (= Gl

v ) vertically downward. On GB as a diameter con-

struct a circle. Through D the second intersection of GL with the

circle, draw OD to second intersection at I. Draw from I a normal

to OO' to second intersection at C.

Then OI = -r^-z = 24.6 in.
4

, GC is the neutral axis for this
sin j3

^ '

case of loading and yx = — y2 are scaled off, and found to be 3.28

in. By (10b),

f = — f" = 3
—,I M =0.133 M. Ans.
24.6 JJ

(b) Solution by the Mohr-Land Circle of Inertia (Section

14b). Lay off, Fig. 12 GF (= 19.19 in.
4
), and FJ (= 9.05 in.

4
)

upward along GY. From F parallel to GX toward the right lay

off FT (= 10.0.5 in.
4
). On GJ as a diameter construct a circle.

A being the second intersection of GL with this circle, draw AT
to a second intersection at E.

Iu
Then ET = -—- = 24.6 in.

4
, GE is the neutral axis for this

sin /3
^

case of loading and y\ = — y2 are scaled off, and found to be 3.28

in. By (10b),

f' =— f" = ^| M = 0.133 M. Ans.
24.6 JO

See Sections 12, 19, 25 and 28 for other solutions of this

problem.

Note also that result is very sensitive to change in 7 . This

is still more strikingly seen upon examination of the kernel method

in Section 25.

The problems of Section 13 might well be worked out by the

aid of a circle of inertia by the reader desiring further practice.

II. METHOD BY THE ELLIPSE OF INERTIA.

16. Ellipse of Inertia. Though the preceding twelve sec-

tions furnish a means of dealing in general with problems in-

volving moments and products of inertia and neutral axes, the

discussion would not be complete without reference to the ellipse

*This causes I
y

to be at the right of O, and G to be above OO ' as it

should be (Section 4) for positive Z xy .
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of inertia and its remarkable properties. Moreover, the ellipse

of inertia offers some advantage in clearness of representation

to the mind the facts of the case. It affords a ready means

of rough mental check on location of neutral axis by other means,

and, for that matter, an exact check if desired. It will be dis-

cussed briefly in this and the following three sections.

If a section be referred to a series of X-axes rotating about a

fixed point O, and for each position of the axis parallels to it be

drawn at distances ± ra (where ra = \/l a / A and la is I for any

axis at angle a with original axis) it can be shown that these

parallels will envelop an ellipse with center at O and with \\ and r 2

as semi-major and semi-minor axes respectively. If, then, the

ellipse of inertia is given, the I
x

for any axis OX can be determined

by drawing a tangent to ellipse parallel to OX ; the distance be-

tween these parallels will be r and I x
= A rx .

Moreover, if tangents to the ellipse be drawn parallel to OX
and OY, the co-ordinates of the four points of tangency will be

found to be, in the notation of Section I (± r ,
+ c ) for the tangents

parallel to OX and ( ± cx ,
± rx) for those parallel to OY. For

principal axes, c x , c. and Z will all vanish, as already shown in

Section 5. Sign of Z
x , shows which way ellipse will incline,

—

for -|- Z xr major axis will traverse the first and third quadrants;

for — Z , the second and fourth.

It appears, then, that with the ellipse of inertia given we are in

position to get directly the values of I x , I' and Zx
for any set of

rectangular axes through O, and, by the aid of (2a), about any axes

whatever. The ellipse of inertia forms a second graphical solution

for (3). See Section 19 for example.

i~. Central Ellipse and its Relation to Neutral Axes. If the

ellipse of inertia has the center of gravity of the section for its

center, it is then called the central ellipse of the section. Its prin-

cipal axes are evidently the principal axes of inertia (Section 5)

of the section.

The major axis will coincide with that axis of symmetry which

traverses the longer way of the section. If there be no axis of

symmetry, the major axis will, in a general way, follow the longer

trend of the section.

The central ellipse is specially important, for, besides having

the same properties as any other ellipse of inertia, it affords a very

good means of determining the position and slope of the neutral

axis for any K. ' If we connect the points of tangency with the

•ellipse of two tangents through K, the neutral axis will be parallel
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to this chord, and will be just as far beyond G as G is beyond the

chord. The neutral axis is then parallel to the conjugate to the

diameter coincident with trace of plane of loads. We must ob-

serve further that the relation between K and the chord is that of

pole and polar and that the relation between K and neutral axis is

consequently that of pole and anti-polar, so called, with respect to

the central ellipse.

18. Method of Finding Points of Tangency. (See Fig. 13.)

If Fj and F2 be the two foci, with K as center and KFt as radius,

describe a circle ; describe another with F2 as center and major

3 t 5 Centimeters

Fig. 13.

diameter of ellipse as radius. Call the intersections of these two

circles R' and R". Where F2R' and F2R" cut the ellipse are the

points of tangency of tangents through K. This holds, of course,

where K is at infinity, but fails if K is within the ellipse. In the

latter case, the neutral axis can still be found, because a second K
outside the ellipse on the line GK will determine its slope, and (20),

its position,—r^ being in this case the semi-diameter of the ellipse

coinciding with GK.
19. Example. Fig. 13 shows an ellipse of inertia, with di-

mensions, to illustrate Section 17. The case chosen is the central
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ellipse of the Z-bar of Section 12, and the neutral axis for the cir-

cumstances there described is here again worked out. There re-

main to be found from the drawing r
u

(whence can be determined

Iu
= A rj, ) , ft, y x and y2 and then f and f" can be found by (10c),

as in Section 12.

An ellipse of inertia is easily constructed from its semi-major

and semi-minor axes after finding their length and slope by Sec-

tions 5 or 6. The work for Fig. 13 is the following:

I
x
= 19.19 in.

4
; I = 9.05 in.

4
; Z = -\- I0-°5 in -

4 as in Section 12.

A = 2 X 2.75 X 0.5 -f 5 X 0.5 = 5.25 in.
2

T) / \ x
2 ^xv 2 X 10.05

By (5) tan 2 y = — T
*=- = - *- = — 1.082J V0/ '

I X — Iy 19.19 — 9.05 ^
2 7 =— 63° 14'

7= -3i° 37'

By (6) I1
= lx

— Zxy tany = I9- X9 + IO-°5 X 0.616 = 25.3808 in.
4

I2 = I
y
+ Z xy tan } = 9.05 — 10.05 X 0.616 = 2.86 in.

_ _ /l 2 __ /2.86

Constructing the central ellipse, and locating the neutral axis

(as per Sections 17 and 18), we reach the result shown in Fig. 13.

The perpendicular distance, ru , between a diameter parallel to

the neutral axis (the diameter and the axis are coincident in cases

of pure flexure) and a parallel tangent (not shown) to the ellipse,

can now be scaled off as 2.14 in. (making I = A r^ = 5.25 X
2.142 = 24.04 in.

4
), /3 and yt and y2 can be taken from the drawing

for insertion in (10a) and same values for f and i" reached as

before.

See Sections 12, 15, 25 and 28 for other solutions of this

problem.

III. KERNEL METHOD.*

20. Kernel of a Section. If the neutral axis crosses the sec-

tion, both tension and compression will exist in the section,—one

on one side of the neutral axis, the other on the other. If the

neutral axis touches, but does not cut the section, the stress in the

section will be of the same sign throughout its area. If, for a

series of such tangential axes enveloping- the whole section, the

corresponding K's be found, they will inclose a polygon having

*Relation between the kernel and unit stresses was pointed out first by

Prof. W. Ritter, of Zurich. It is stated in his Anwendungen der Graphischen

Statik I, p. 56.
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a remarkable bearing on our subject. This polygon may be called

the kernel of the section.

The kernel evidently defines an area outside of which a force

cannot be applied without calling into play both tensile and com-

pressive stresses. The familiar middle-third rule of masonry con-

struction is an application of this principle,—the kernel of a rect-

angle being a lozenge whose center is at the center of the rectangle,

whose axes of symmetry are coincident with those of the rectangle

and whose diagonals are each one-third the length of the side of

the rectangle to which they are parallel.

A far more important feature of the kernel is the remarkable

aid it can be made to afford in the solution of the complicated

problem which forms the subject of this paper. Kernels* for the

standard rolled sections once constructed and made accessible for

reference, like the tables of other properties of rolled shapes, would

make it but a moment's zuork for any draftsman to compute the

extreme fiber stresses for these sections for any case of bending

in a straight bar, or of combined bending and tension or compres-

sion. The demonstration and formulation of the kernel method

is taken up in the next several sections.

21. Oblique Co-ordinates. The kernel method is based upon

the form taken by equations (8), (io*) and (8a) when referred

to certain oblique axes. Suppose axis of V in Fig. 7 be made
to pass through K wherever K may be, we obtain in general

oblique axes inclined to each other by ,5. For such axes, ,5 dis-

appears from equations of Section 8 if v', 1^ , r^
, y[ ,

y'
2 be substi-

tuted for v, Iu , r
u , yt , y 2 , respectively. Here the new quantities

are simply those resulting from use of oblique co-ordinates in place

of rectangular ones, and are found by dividing the old quantities

by sin/3, or by sin2
(3,—by the latter in case of I'

u
, by the former in

case of the rest. Making these substitutions in (10), (12) and

(10a), there result the equations

, N Nq v' .

f = A +X I9)

20)' ru
V°-"T

N .

Nq y'i ,„ N Nq y
i =x + ir; f = a +-TT • • • •

2I )

22. Extreme Unit Stresses in Terms of Kernel Radii. Let

(Fig. 14) any section and its kernel (the shaded area) be given,

*Either to true scale, or better to a scale exaggerated in accordance with

Sections 26-28. In the latter case, the resulting figures may well be called

resistance polygons.
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and let axes be taken as in Section 21. Then neutral axes for all

points K on GV will be parallel to GU (Section 11).

/ r
/2

If q' be the ordinate of any K, we have by (20) v = r

rn I'u
whence dropping the sign (Section 8) q' = —

7 = -r—-.
V A v

11

Call the points of kernel perimeter lying on GK, Ka
and K2 , the

former being the point on opposite side of G from K. Then, by

construction, K x
and K2 are points for which the corresponding

neutral axes would be tangents to the figure and be parallel (Sec-

tion 11) to the neutral axis for K. The constant ordinates of

these tangents y' and y' will therefore be the ordinates of the

Fig. 14.

extreme fibers for the case in hand. These ordinates have, how-

ever, a relation with k 1 and k 2 , expressed by (20) (the k
x
and k2

taking the place of q, and y' and y' of v„, and Ar^2 being replaced

by 1;.)

v - A- • v-A*M A f 1 -^2 A /Ay,' A y
2

vn ru
whence it appears that — = A k, and —- = A k2 .

Substituting these values in (21) and expressing the necessary

diversity of sign between k x and k„, we get

f

,_N Ncr;. _n_nv
22)

* — A + Akx > * — a Ak2

2~ }

This becomes, on substituting q' and q' for q' + kx
and

q' — k2 , respectively

t = !<. r =—Ni 23)Ak, ' Ak, dJ

and for pure flexure

the equations sought.

f = A^; f= -A^ 23a )
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Observe that the most favorable and least favorable planes of

loading will have for their traces lines running from the center of

gravity of the figure to most remote and least remote points of

kernel respectively.

25. Construction of Kernels. The kernel for any figure can

be constructed by finding the principal axes (Sections 5 and 6), and

then locating the desired K's by the converse of Fig. 9. Or, for

that matter, each vertex of the figure through which a tangent can

be passed may be treated as a K, for which the corresponding

neutral axis will be a side of the kernel, involving, of course, the

direct method of Fig. 9. It will often be found convenient to

combine these two methods.

A second method makes use of the central ellipse. It is really

only another phase of the method just given and the one about to

be described, and needs no further mention.

A third method can be developed which is somewhat more

simple than either of the foregoing, in that it does not require the

aid of the principal axes, and is, hence, specially useful in the case

of some steel shapes, as angles and Z's, whose principal axes are

not so naturally chosen for reference as axes parallel to the two

legs or to the web and flanges, as the case may be.

Most of the tangents to these shapes are parallel to these axes,

and we have the exact conditions of Section 8 with the location of

the K for a given nn as our problem, which will now be solved.

Using the notation of Section 8, and calling (u
k ,v k ) the

desired co-ordinates of K, we have at once from (12)

ru A ru J u _ . \
vk — — — T^~ ~~ XV 24)

\ A \ I\ V

. _ ru cu -^ ru cu ^uv _ _ \

k_ v A v A v ' '
5 '

For tangents parallel to GV, I
v
and u would of course replace I

u

and v in these equations, and u
k
would be given by (24) and vk

by (25).

If the complete kernel is sought (which is often unnecessary,

one side sufficing in many practical cases), one or more additional

tangents inclined to the given axes may remain to be treated. This

can be done (a) by finding the I and Z for axes parallel and per-

pendicular to the tangent in question by use of (3) or method

of Fig. 4, calculating or scaling v, and applying (24) and (25)

at before, or (h) by use of (11a) and (10) if necessary, locate,

as sides of the kernel, neutral axes for K's corresponding to ex-

treme points of tangency of the inclined tangent.

See Section 24 for numerical examples.
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24.. Examples of Kernel Construction. 1. Required the ker-

nel of an angle iron. Taking for example an angle 2.\" x 2" x 4/'

or (using Muller-Breslau's device of expressing dimensions in

terms of the thickness of the metal) a iot x 8t x t angle, where t

-*•*—»!

-St *-j

Fig. 15.

will in this case equal 0.25". Taking all axes, Fig. 15, parallel to

the flanges (or legs), we have by (7) and (8) (I x and I can be

taken from handbooks also),

I x = T\ (1 X 103 + 7 X 1
3
) t* + 7^y X 4-5

2 *

= TV (i 3 X io + i
3 X7)t4

4-7
7 X 10

7 7 X 10

x >
,— 7+10 X 4 X 4-5 t

4

+ 10

74.118 t

X42
t*

= 167.299 t
4

95.299 t
4

By method of Section 5 we find, Fig. 16a, I x
and L and the

principal axes. From the figure are scaled I 1 = 214.0 t
4 and I 2

=
48.6 t

1

, whence, A being 17 t
2

,

V^ = 3 -55t=a89in -'

[7

1.69 t = 0.42 in.
\ 17 t

2

The kernel is then found to be the shaded area of Fig. 16b by

first method explained in Section 23.*

Construction lines are omitted for clearness except for point

A and corresponding line a, and for line AB and the corresponding

point (ab).

Vertices and sides of the kernel are marked throughout with

the same letters as the corresponding sides and vertices of the

*IX , I and Zxy were calculated with the usual approximation of neglect-

ing fillets, and rounding of corners. In constructing the kernel, however, a

slight inconsistency was introduced in constructing c for a CD drawn
tangent to the angle as actually rolled. The change in c is very slight.
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Scale for(a)

sot* loot 1

;X£j?T'^\^%>
(en)

Scales for lb)
1 2 Indies

1 2 3 4 5 Centimeters
I I I I I 1

Fig. 16.
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angle. Of course, the kernel can be constructed either by finding

its vertices alone or its sides alone, or by combination of the two

methods, as may be most convenient.

2. Required the kernel of a 5" x 3I" x \" Z-bar.

9 10 11 12 13 Centimeters

Fig. 17.

19.19 in.
4

; I
y

9-05Solution. Given, from Section 12 : I x

in.*; Z = + 10.05 in.
4 Found, by calculation, A == 5.25 in.

2

The section (Fig. 17) has six tangents, of which only three,

AB, BC and CD, call for computation. Symmetry will provide for

the other three.
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By (24) and (25) :

(x, y) for (ab), v being — 3.0 in.,

9-os

3-0 X 5-25
= O.57 in.

10.05 ax = -? = 0.64 in.— 3-o X 5-25

(x, y) for (be), v being — 2.50 in..

10. osx = -r = O.77 m.— 2.5X5-25 "
19-19 a •

y = ?-y = 1.46 111.J — 2.5 X 5-25

These points can now be plotted, and also (de) and (ef), which

are respectively symmetrical with (ab) and (be) with respect to the

center of gravity. Then if the slope of (be) (cd) and of (cd) (de)

can be determined these two lines can be drawn, and (ef) (fa)

and (fa) (ab) being parallel to them the kernel can be completed.

This can be done upon the principle that (be) (cd) and (cd) (de)

are neutral axes for K's assumed respectively at C and D, for which

the slopes can be found by (14) or by one of the circles, or by the

ellipse of inertia.

Using (14), in which can be inserted ctn / = — for point

(x, y), we have for C, ctn \ = — ^ = — 0.10, and, for D,

3-o
ctn/ = ^= 1.50.

For (be) (cd), tan a = lgj>5 + I9 . I9 xaio = 11^
9.05 -f- 10.05 X 0.10 10.055 y

TT / n/, n IO.O5 — I9.I9XI-50 18.735For (cd) (de), tan « = —— „Z^—£r = < f = 3-H3v ; v J ' 905 — 10.05 X i-5o 6.025

The four remaining sides are now determined, by the slope of
each and a point in each being known, and the kernel is established.

Observe that fillets are neglected in accordance with the usual
practice in this country.

See also Section 25 for construction of kernel of an I beam.
2j. Examples of Use of Kernel for Determining Unit Stresses.

1. Required extreme unit stresses f and f" in a 2.\" x 2" x £" angle
iron, subject as a strut to a force of N pounds parallel to its axis
and applied (taking A of Fig. 16 as origin and AB and AE as axes
of X and Y respectively) at (0.54, — 0.125), a point K, in a line

from G perpendicular to the short leg.

Solution. Taking the kernel from Fig. 16, draw, Fig. 18, a straight line
from K to G and on through the kernel ; its first intersection with the kernel
perimeter will be K 2 and its second Ki. Scaling the q'

1; k,, q' 2 and k2 of
(23), they are found to be 1.24 in., 0.32 in., 0.62 in. and 0.29 in. respectively.
Hence. A being 1.06 in.

2

, f and f" are found by (23)
26
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F = N X —— = 3.6 N lbs. per sq. in. compression at L
x

<// N . , 0.62 XT ,. . .

f ' = 2 X = 2.0 N lbs. per sq. in. tension at L,
1.00 0.29 3

i',= i.a
k/i 0.3Z

^-£= 0.39

Z'^P-G=5U

Scales
1 2 Inches

5 Centimeters

Fig. 18.

Similarly for any other K. This method simplifies the study

of the effect of securing an angle strut or tie by rivets through one

leg only.

It will be observed at once that loads may be applied with

greater eccentricity than in this case, as at K', and still produce

smaller stresses in the member.

As a matter of interest, neutral axis, nn, and extreme fibers,

Lx
and L2 , for K are shown, but observe that they were not needed

for the solution of this problem.

2. A 5" x 3!" x \" Z-bar acts as a purlin on a roof whose

slope is 30 , its top flange projecting toward the ridge. It supports

vertical loads which cause a maximum bending moment of M inch-

lbs. Required the extreme fiber stress in the bar.

Solution. In Fig. 17, drawing GK making A = 90 — 30° = 60°,

Ki is located; GKi is ki as well as — k2 of (23). Its value is scaled off

as 1.43 in.

Then by (23a), A being 5.25 in.
2

,

M M
7-5i

V = — V 0.133 M. Ans.
5-25 X 1-43

as found in the other solutions of this problem in Sections 12, 15, 19

and 28.
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3. Suppose the purlin of the last example to be subject to wind

load normal to flanges producing a bending moment of M' inch-lbs.

Required the extreme fiber stress.

Solution. From Fig. 17, GKi is scaled off as 0.55 in. Substituting in

<23a)

f = _f" = l2L = j5L. = 0.346 M'. Ans.
5-25 X 0.55 2.89

which agrees acceptably with result for same problem in Sections 13

and 28.

4. An 8 in. — 18-lb. I beam acts as a purlin on a roof whose

rise is one-fourth the span. Required the fiber stress resulting from

a moment from vertical loads of M inch-lbs.

\/

Fig. 19.

Solution. The construction of the side (ab) (be) of the kernel will give

the required ki and k2 .

I x = 56.9 in.
4

; I
y
= 378 in.

4
; Zxy — o.

By (24) and (25), as A = 5.33 in.
2

,

(x, y) for (ab), v being half the depth of the beam, or 4.0 in.

o

5-33 X 4-0

56.9 = — 2.67 in.
5-33 X 4-0

(x, y) for (be), v being half the flange width of the beam, or 2.0 in.
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378

5-33 X 2.0

o

= 0.35 in.

5-33 X 2.0

Plotting these co-ordinates in Fig. 19, outline of beam being unneces-

sary, Ki is located and ki = k 2 scaled 0.62 in. By (23a), as before,

c M :M ,, .

f = — f = - —7- = = 0.303 M. Ans.
5-33 X 0.62 3.305

which agrees acceptably with result for same problem in Sections 13

and 28.

It may be worth while, in passing, to call attention to the

sensitiveness of these rolled shapes to changes in the roof slope, as

shown by the sharp variations in the kernel radii.

26. Resistance Polygon, The kernel is a polygon- drawn

to the same scale as the section of the bar. Its chief interest

from our present point of view lies in the fact that any two continu-

ous radii vectores are lengths representing the resistance moduli*

(called also section moduli) of the section pertaining to the plane

of loading whose trace contains these two radii. The area of refer-

ence by which these lengths must be multiplied to yield the third-

degree quantities, the resistance moduli, is the area of the section,

as is evident from a glance at equations (22), (23) and (23a).

Professor Land has pointed outf a small, but decided, gain in

the ease, as well as accuracy of computation resulting from the

substitution of the unit area for A as the area of reference. The

resulting polygon is merely the kernel drawn to an enlarged and

specially selected scale, and, of course, it retains the kernel's prop-

erties as a diagram of resistance moduli. Since its distinguishing

feature is the more convenient representation of the resistance

moduli, it can appropriately be called the resistance polygon for the

section. The kernel can always be constructed from it by drawing

a figure to -r th its scale.

The writer believes that the publication of the co-ordinates

of the apices of the resistance polygons for the various standard

rolled sections would be the cheapest and most effective way of

filling out the gap now existing in the manufacturers' tables of

properties of rolled shapes. The addition is most needed for Z-bars
;

next in importance are angles. On the other hand, the co-ordinates

Iu I u . II
*These are :

and
;

of equation (10a), or — and — of

y l
sin /3 y

2
sin /3 yj y2

equation (ioe).

fZeitschrift des Vereines deutscher Ingenieure, 1898, p. 445. Hiitte

Taschenbuch, i7te Aufl. I, p. 345.
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are readily computed for I-beams, channels and T-bars from data

now given in the tables. It is to be hoped that the values of Z vxy

which would be needed for the computation of the co-ordinates of

resistance polygons for angles and Z-bars would not be withheld.

2f. Equations for Use with the Resistance Polygon. Calling

px and p2 the two radii vectores of the resistance polygon coincid-

ing respectively with k
1
and k2 of the kernel, p x and p2-, measured in

the proper scale, will be numerically equivalent to Ak
t
and Ak,

respectively. Substituting accordingly in (22) and (23a) there

result

f = ? +^;f= -S--.^ 22')A T-
Pl

> - a
_M

. f
„ __ _ M_

Pl ' P2
f = —

; f = 23 a)

If u
s
and v

s
be the co-ordinates of an apex S of the resistance

polygon corresponding to a given tangent to the section, we have

as modifications of (24) and (25), u
s
and v

s
being Au

k
and Avk

respectively,

v
s
= --u

- 24')
S v

u
s
= -^ 25')

If any area, n, other than the unit be taken as area of refer-

ence p x , p, and v would each appear in these equations with n as

a co-efficient.

28. Examples of the Determination and Use of the Resistance

Polygon. It is believed that, though the resistance polygon is

merely a result of drawing the kernel to a special scale, a couple of

numerical examples will make its advantages and methods of use

plainer.

Example 1. Taking the 5" x 3^" x \" Z-bar of Fig. 17, the

co-ordinates of the apices (ab) and (be) of the resistance polygon

corresponding to the tangents AB and BC would be, by (24') and

(25') noting that the values of v are — 3.0 in. and — 2.5 in. re-

spectively

for (ab), x = — -^0= 3.02 in 3
., y = —^^= 3.35 in3

.

;

for (be), x = — ^°^ = 4.02 in 3
., y = — ^? __ 6g in3

—2.5 ^ ' J —2.5 '

The apex (cd) could then be found exactly as the correspond-

ing apex was found for the kernel in Section 24, and the three

remaining apices follow by symmetry.
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Plotting the polygon,* taking conveniently the scale i in. =
I in3 ., examples 2 and 3 of Section 25 take the form

f = - f" =^ = 0.133 M

and f = _ f" = -^ = 0.346 M'
2.8Q

in which the 7.51 in.
3 and 2.89 in.

3 (or perhaps slightly more

accurate values) are actually scaled as an equivalent number of

inches from the resistance polygon.

Compare other solutions of these problems in Sections 12, 13,

15, 19 and 25.

2. An 8-in. 18-lb. I-beam acts as a purlin on a roof whose

rise is one-fourth the span. Required the fiber stress from a

moment of M inch-lbs. resulting from vertical loads.

Solution. With the aid of the handbooks, one finds the values

of section modulus

R
x
= 14.2 in.

3
; R _i = 37§

' = g j ,
y

\ X flange width 2

Then the co-ordinates of the four apices of the resistance polygon

are, in inches3
(o, 14.2), (1.89, o), (o, — 14.2) and (— 1.89, o).

Plotting one side of this polygon in Fig. 20, the outline of the

beam section not being needed, drawing GK, p x
= p2 are scaled

and found to be 3.34 in.
3 Inserting this value in (23'a) we have

f = — f" =— = 0.300 M. Ans.
3-34

°

Compare other solutions of this problem in Sections 13 and 25.

20), Closing Remarks. All the foregoing numerical examples

concerning purlins were solved upon the usual assumption that

the purlin is free to deflect in any direction. Thereby the effect

of the whole roof covering as a stiffener in the plane of the roof

is ignored. This effect might be considerable with some styles

of roof covering, but would usually be difficult to estimate. A
designer wishing to take it into consideration could do so by

assuming a reasonable direction for the neutral axis instead of

*Or rather the parts of it which are needed, the side (de) (ef), and side

from (ef) with slope of 1.190 (Section 24, 2). Apex (fa), as appears from

Fig. 17, is not required.
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calculating it from a given

assumed a by

ctn X
I
y
tan a — Zxy

Zxy tan a

He could also calculate 2 for his

26)
L

which is ( 14) rearranged, and then proceed as usual.

Fig. 20.

Effective tie-rods in the plane of the roof would cause a to

vanish and modify stresses accordingly. The stress in such tie-

rods could be determined by finding the force in their plane per

running foot of the purlin, which would be required to combine

with the given load to produce a resultant with such an inclination,

/., as to make a vanish.
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LIGHT MOUNTAIN RAILWAYS.

By George B. Francis, Member Boston Society of Civil Engineers.

[Read before the Society, May 14, 1902.*]

Having recently had occasion to render an opinion relating

to the advisability of adopting- narrow or standard gauge track

for a railroad of light mountain character, together with an

opinion on the question of grades and weight of rail, I took occa-

sion to supplement my own opinion (which is unqualifiedly for

standard gauge, and a rail as heavy as the finances of the. pro»-

jectors will permit, up to fifty pounds per yard) with the published

opinions of others, and also to compile a reference list covering

the location of such information, together with a statement of

the data regarding the gauge, grade, curvature and weight of

rail on quite a number of existing railroads of this character.

Believing such a compilation of references and facts would

prove of value to the profession, the same is herewith set forth

as a contribution to the papers of the society, together with my
opinion about the subject.

It is my firm beliet that the standard (4 feet 8^ inches) gauge

railway can be built and operated (with proper equipment) wher-

ever it is possible to construct a narrow gauge road, at practically

the same cost for all of the constructive features, and on prac-

tically the same alignment and grades, thus obtaining the advan-

tages of forwarding cars, where connection is made with the

universal gauge, without transferring, having cars of greater capa-

city for the road in question and obtaining the advantage of wider

fire boxes for locomotives used on the usually steeper grades of

mountain railways.

In regard to the weight of rails to be used a reference to

"Wellington's Railway Location," chapter 22, page 737, will

speedily convince the most skeptical that it is very easy to waste

money in the purchase of the lighter sections, as the elements to

be purchased are not directly proportional to the weight of the

rail.

The first element, stiffness, varies as the square of the weight

per yard, consequently if the weight is increased 50 per cent, the

stiffness is increased 125 per cent., and if the weight is doubled

the stiffness is increased 300 per cent. Or stated another way, a

40-pound rail is four times as stiff as a 20-pound rail, thus for

*Manuscript received May 17, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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twice the cost we get four times the value in one essential

element.

The strength is also increased in a greater ratio than the

weight, while the durability or wear is many times greater in the

heavier sections than the lighter.

The sharpness of curvature possible with the standard gauge

track is illustrated on every hand in the street railway service,

where the radius varies from 35 feet up, and the locality is incon-

ceivable where it is not possible to get a much greater radius than

this in mountain railways.

Nearly all standard gauge freight car equipment will pass

around curves of 50 feet radius when the curves are properly

guarded and the cars are run singly and it is always possible to

introduce long couplings if the radii requires them. The wheel

base on street railway cars using standard gauge and curvature as

sharp as 35 feet radius varies from 4 to 7 feet.

Comparative features of various existing light or mountain

railways with references

:

Weight Curve Grades
Name. Gauge. ol Ra<l Miu. Max. ft.

Lbs. Yd. Rad. per ioo.

Northwestern Pennsylvania Lumber
Railways 4' 8 l/2 " 40 303' 3.32 a

Dublin and Wrightsville Railroad.

Georgia 4' ^A" 40-45 955' b

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe,

over Raton Mountains 4' &y2 " 359' 6.00 c

Light Mountain Railroad, Columbia, 3' o" 35 146' 5.00 d
*Silver Bow Railroad, Butte, Mont. .

4' 8^2" 52 64' 6.00-7.50 e

The Tamalipais Mountain Railway,

California Narrow. 72' 5.00-7.00 f

Georgetown Loop, Colorado, Union
Pacific. Denver and Gulf Railway. 4' 0" 191' 3.50 g

Salt Lake and Mercur Railroad .... 4' 8^2" 35 146' 4.20 h
Utah Central Narrow. 288' 7.25 i

Alta Branch, Rio Grande Western. .

.

5.00 j

Guatemala Northern Railway 3' o" 40-56 3.00 k
Guatemala Central Railway 54 383' 3.00 1

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad,

Colorado 4' 8 1/," 30-85 288' 3.00 m
Madison Incline, Pittsburg, Cincin-

nati, Chicago and St. Louis Rail-

way 4' 814" 5.90 n
Canadian Pacific Railway 4' 8y2 " 4.49 o

Great Northern Railway 4' 8 l/2 " 2.20 p
Northern Pacific Railway 4' 8^2" 2.20 q
Union Pacific Railway 4' & l/2 " 2.20 r

This is an electric railway. All others referred to use steam for mo-
tive power.
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Weight Curve Grades
Name. Gauge. of Rail Min. Max. ft.

Lbs. Yd. Rad. per ioo.

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

Railway, main line 4' 8^4" 3.40 s

San Francisco and Portland 4' B>y2
"

3.30 t

Great Northern Switch-back 4' 8^4" 442' 4.00

Northern Pacific Switch-back 4' 8^"
. 5.60

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad,

Calumet Branch 7.00 it

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. .. Narrow. 240' 4.00 v

Colorado Midland Railway 4' 8y2 " 288' 4.00 w
Denver, Leadville and Gunnison

Railway 3' o" 288' 4.00 x

REFERENCES TO PUBLICATIONS.

a. Mountain Railroad Construction, by Wm. Barclay Parsons, Trans.

Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 25, p. 119.

b. The Cheapest Railroad in the World, by Arthur Pew, Trans. Am~
Soc. C. E., Vol. 23, p. in.

c. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad over Raton Mountains,,

by James D. Burr, Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 8, p. 295.

d. Light Mountain Railroad, Columbia, by E. J. Chibas, Trans. Am^
Soc. C. E., Vol. 36, p. 65.

e. Silver Bow Railroad, Electric, by F. W. Blackford, Jour. Assn. Eng.

Socs., Vol. 22, p. 28.

f. The Tamalipais Mountain Railroad, Eng. News, Sept. 10, 1896, etc..

g. The Georgetown Loop, Col., Eng. News, April 6, 1899.

h. Salt Lake and Mercur Railroad, Eng. News, July 2, 1896.

i. Utah Central Railroad, Eng. News, July 2, 1896.

j. Alta Branch, Rio Grande Western, Eng. News, July 2, 1896.

k. Guatemala Northern Railway, Eng. News, July 2, 1896.

1. Guatemala Central Railway, Eng. Nezvs, July 2, 1896.

m. Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, Eng. News, Oct. 15, 1896, and
April 6, 1899.

n. Madison Hill Incline, Eng. News, June 10, 1897.

o. Grades of Transcontinental Railways, Ens,. News, June 10, 1897.

p. Great Northern Railway, Eng. News, June 10, 1897.

q. Northern Pacific Railway, Eng. News, June 10, 1897.

r. Union Pacific Railway, Eng. News, June 10, 1897.

s. Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, Eng. News, June 10, 1897.

t. San Francisco and Portland, Eng. News, June 10, 1897.

u. Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, Calumet Branch, Eng. News,

April 6, 1899.

v. Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, Narrow Gauge, Eng. News, April

6, 1899.

w. Colorado Midland Railway, Eng. News, April 6, 1899.

x. Denver, Leadville and Gunison Railway, Eng. News, April 6, 1899.

The Economic Theory of the Location of Railways, by Arthur Welling-

ton, chapter 22, p. J2>7-

The Economic Theory of the Location of Railways, by Arthur Welling-

ton, p. 326, describing curve of 50-ft. radius.
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The Economic Theory of the Location of Railways, by Arthur Welling-

ton, pp. 751 to 754 inclusive.

Railway Track and Track Work, by E. E. R. Tratman, p. 351.

Railway Track and Track Work, by E. E. R. Tratman, p. 359.

Light Railways, by A. C. Paine, Eng. News, June 29, 1899, p. 421 ; also

discussion, last paragraph, p. 421 ; also Mountain Railways, by C. A. W.
Pownal, last two paragraphs.

The Economics of Railway Location (editorial), Eng. News, April, 20,

1899, p. 248.

Eng. News, April 6, 1899, p. 210, second paragraph.

Eng. News, Oct. 15, 1896, p. 242, first paragraph.

In connection with this data on light mountain railways it

may be interesting to recite some features about gauge, curvature

and grades of the extensive railroads built and under way in

Africa.

Without a doubt Africa is the next continent which is to be

brought into civilized condition, and to be rescued from ignorance

and superstition and therefore, through development within the

next two hundred years, to become a large factor in the world's

progress.

Transportation is of course the one prime necessity which

will bring this about. The gauge of 3 feet 6 inches appears to be

destined to become the standard gauge of the continent.

The Rhodesian system of railways in South Africa now
amounts to about 2000 miles of 3-foot 6-inch gauge, laid with 60-

pound rail. The railroad now reaches a point 1500 miles north

from Cape Town.
The Sudan Government railways, comprising two lines, both

starting at Wadi Haifa, on the River Nile, and stretching south-

erly, one up the valley of the Nile to Kerma, a distance of 203

miles; the other for 230 miles over the Nubian Desert to Abu
Hamed and then up the valley of the Nile to Khartoum, which is

576 miles from Wadi Haifa, making a total of 779 miles of a 3-foot

6-inch gauge. The weight of rails on the former, or Kerma line,

varies : some 36 pounds, some 41^ pounds and some 50 pounds per

yard; the gradients as sharp as 1 in 60 and minimum curvature of

500 feet radius. For a distance of 66 miles on one part of this

road there is scarcely a bit of level or straight line. The weight

of rails on the latter, or Khartoum lme, are 50 pounds per yard;

the sharpest gradient I in 120 and minimum radius of curve 955
feet. This road is destined, according to the statement of Sir

~)ouglas Fox, to form in part the foundation in the future of the

Cape to Cairo Railway. They were, however, built as a military

necessity and for that purpose only.
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The Uganda Railway which has a meter gauge, gradient of i

in 30 and curves of 400-feet radius on some temporary parts of

the line, starts from Mombasa on the Indian Ocean and reaches

tc Lake Victoria Xyanza, a distance of about 600 miles. The

highest point on this line is 8323 feet above sea level. This road

is laid with steel ties.

In Australia there is a most regretable state of affairs re-

garding the gauge of the Government railways, and what the

future will be it is hard to say. Great inconvenience and loss

exists in the transportation of goods. The condition is as follows:

Out of a total of 12,554 miles there are 3725 miles of 5 feet 3

inches, or the Irish gauge; 28 11 miles of 4 feet 8-J inches, or the

English and United States gauge; 5970 miles of 3 feet 6 inches, or

the African gauge
; 48 miles of 2-foot 6-inch gauge. There are

also 1000 miles of private railways of 3-foot 6-inch gauge.

Victoria is the only colony which has held fast to the original

choice of gauge, viz., 5 feet 3 inches.

Tenders were invited in two instances on construction for

both 5-foot 3-inch gauge and 3-foot 6-inch gauge, the result being

that the narrow gauge showed a saving of $750 in one case and

$900 in the other case per mile.

There are many grades on the Australian lines of 1 in 30 and

1 in 45 and 1 in 50.

The capitals of the four principal Australian states are con-

nected by a railway 1783 miles long, over which the interstate ex-

press trains travel. Starting from Adelaide, 150 feet above sea

level, the line has a rise of 161 5 feet in 20 miles, then a descent for

40 miles after which it Vises to about 1000 feet above sea level,

then up and down with a summit level of 1940 feet, then descend-

ing 987 in 1 1 miles to Melbourne at sea level.

The gauge for 672 miles has been 5 feet 3 inches and now
changes to 4 feet 8^ inches, again the summit level becomes 2400

feet above the sea; there is also a fall of 1488 feet in 16 miles,

thence to Sydney, which is at sea level and 1061 miles from

Adelaide. Leaving Sydney, in 36 miles the road rises and falls

about 650 feet to the Hawkesbury bridge, afterward crossing the

coast range a fifth time at a level of 2073 ^eet above the sea. The
summit of the entire line is,* at Ben Lomond, 4473 feet above the

sea. At the Queensland border the gauge changes to 3 feet 6

inches, the line then falls 1524 feet, rises again 2003 feet, thence

descending to Brisbane, 1783 miles from Adelaide.

This brief description of the Capital line is given to illustrate

the inconvenience of gauge and the mountainous character of the

road.
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In Queensland, curves of 330 feet radius are frequently used.

All late rails are of the common T pattern, varying from 60 to 100

pounds per yard.

The information here given relating to the African and

Australian railways is extracted from more voluminous papers,

presented at the International Engineering Congress, held at the

University. Glasgow, on the 3d, 4th and 5th of September, 1901,

Proceedings of Section 1 Railways, and published by Wm. Clowes

& Sons, Lim., 32 Cockspur Street, London, S. W., 1902.

The chairman of the meeting (at which the paper of Prof.

W. C. Kernot on Australian Railways was presented), Mr. B.

Hall Blyth, M.I.C.E., commented on the Australian gauge question

as follows

:

"It seems to me that the point of greatest interest is that

which has caused anxiety over and over again in this and other

countries, namely, the break of gauge. It was settled long ago in

this country, and it seems to me that that author's view is that it

would have been better for Australia if they could have come to

some arrangement for a uniform gauge in that country. The
question is not altogether an abstract one now, because it is

arising every day in this country in connection with light railways.

A great many advocates of light railways think that they would

be more profitable if a narrower gauge than the 4 feet 8^ inches

were adopted. No doubt, from an engineering point of view,

they could be more cheaply constructed, but if an estimate is made
out for a narrow-gauge light railway and compared with that for

the 4-foot 8^-inch gauge, it will be found that the saving in con-

struction will be more than counterbalanced by the difficulty and

inconvenience that will occur in transferring goods from the

narrow to the broad gauge. That is the almost universal opinion

of railway managers, whether it is or not of the railway engineers.

Of course, there are isolated cases in which it would be almost

impossible, except at enormous cost, to construct a broad-gauge

line, and therefore the narrow gauge must be adopted; but I am
satisfied that in light railways it would be far better to adhere to

the ordinary gauge, so that they can connect at one end or the

other with the existing lines of railway."

A system of light railway in Egypt, designed to form feeders

to main lines, is described by J. A. W. Peacock, Chief Engineer,

in the minutes of Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers,

Vol. 145, August, 1 901. The lines are laid in Provinces of the

Nile Delta and consist of about 500 miles of track of 2-foot 5^-

inch gauge, rail sections of 30 pounds per yard. The minimum
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radius is 221 feet, excepting at stations where it is fixed at 82^

feet. The rails are laid along the highways and the cost has been

about $10,000 per mile.

In the same volume, page 359, it is stated that the Trans-

Siberian Railway is of 5-foot gauge and is laid with 54-pound

rails ; also in the same volume the Nilgiri Mountain Railway is

described by W. J. Weightman, M.I.C.E. The gauge is 3 feet 3f
inches and references are also made regarding gauge, curves and

grades to several other foreign mountain railroads.
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BITUMINOUS MACADAM PAVEMENTS.

By William H. Burns, Member of the Civil Engineers' Club of

Cleveland.

[Read before the Club, May 27, 1902.*]

The principle involved in the bituminous macadam construc-

tion contemplates the combination of relatively coarse and fine

mineral grains in such a way as to have in themselves a firmness

sufficient to sustain the weight of traffic. The bituminous cement,

-supported and held in place by the particles of stone, is used solely

to protect the stone from the action of water and weather, to

bind the mineral particles together sufficiently to prevent abra-

sion from traffic at all atmospheric temperatures and to pro-

vide an elastic cement or cushion between the mineral particles

which will deaden the jar and prevent the wearing which would

result from any movement of the integral parts.

The principles on which this pavement is built are exactly

the reverse of those used in asphalt construction. The asphalt

surface consists of an asphaltic mortar; the grains of sand, which

in themselves have no firmness to sustain traffic, being supported

by the bituminous cement, forming a mastic or mortar that will

at all atmospheric temperatures sustain traffic and resist abrasion.

Asphalt is a bituminous mortar pavement (bitumen and sand).

Bituminous macadam is a bituminous concrete (bitumen, sand and

hard stone). Asphalt is usually laid on a concrete base; bitumi-

nous macadam on a foundation of crushed stone.

The practical use of millions of square yards of macadam
roads and of a few miles of asphalt pavement has fully demon-
strated that a well-rolled crushed stone foundation will stand the

pressure of traffic. The two oldest asphalt pavements in this

country are laid on this class of foundation, notwithstanding that,

at the time of their laying, proper rolling, as practiced to-day,

was not in vogue. The only function of the concrete foundation

is to sustain the weight of the load, and its utility in this require-

ment cannot be questioned. It fails to aid in holding the wearing

surface in place, as it presents a smooth surface, causing tendency

of the wearing surface to shift. It fails to offer proper drainage

under the pavement, and, on the contrary, is a trap for moisture,

which is always an important factor in subsurface construction.

In an asphalt pavement the moisture thus held often causes dis-

integration or rotting from the base upward. It should be used

^Manuscript received June 2, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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only in cases of very poor soil or other conditions affording a

weak subformation.

The method ordinarily employed in the construction of bi-

tuminous macadam is to assume that a natural foundation, thor-

oughly rolled with a heavy road roller, furnishes a solid subbase;

that a solid base of 4 to 6 inches of 2 to 2-|-inch stone will, after

thorough compression with a 15 to 20-ton roller, provide an ideal

foundation for a waterproof surface, and will provide drainage to

moisture accumulating from the surrounding ground. If more
drainage is necessary, drains, rather than extra foundations, are

advisable. The stone is better if very hard; but this is not so

important in the foundation as in the top.

On top of the stone foundation is spread or sprinkled a coat-

ing of specially prepared thin bituminous cement, which enters

the minute crevices of the surface of the stone and permits the

.none in the foundation to be firmly held together with the water-

proof cement which is afterward freely used over the surface of the

foundation. This waterproof cement is thus enabled to grip onto

the stone permanently, and, being of a hard, pitchy nature, of a

grade of flexibility that will bind the surface of the foundation

firmly in place, it makes the foundation itself rigid before the

wearing surface is rolled in.

On top of the foundation thus prepared is spread a layer of

the wearing mixture, which should have a thickness of about 2

inches after its maximum compression. This mixture is a care-

fully prepared combination of 1 to 2-inch stone, having voids filled

with receding sizes to a dust or powder of stone. Some sand

may be used to aid in filling voids when necessary.

The large stones for use in the wearing surface, as well as the

fine stone in receding sizes, should be from a sound, hard rock

least subject to wear by abrasion. Of course, the locality, quality,

condition of traffic and cost will be controlling features in the

selection.

The mineral or stone part is dried and heated in a modern
drier, and is then separated, by screening with a rotary screen,

into sizes varying from fine dust, which is less than 0.005 mcn m
diameter, to the largest size used. The several sizes of stone are

then mixed in predetermined proportions, so as to reduce the

voids to about 10 per cent., in a modern "twin pug" steam-power

mixer, and the hot bituminous cement is added in the mixer, not

only in sufficient quantity to coat every particle and fill all of the

remaining voids, but with enough surplus to furnish to the mix-

ture, after compression, a rubbery and slightly flexible condition.
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The mixer makes seventy-five revolutions per minute, and

every particle of mineral is coated in about fifteen seconds, but the

mixing is continued about two minutes, to provide absolute uni-

formity of distribution of bitumen and mineral. The whole is

dumped by gravity into wagons and hauled to the street, where it is

spread in the same manner as an asphalt pavement. It is then

rolled with a 15 to 20-ton road roller, which gives many times as

much compression to the inch run as the ordinary asphalt roller.

After a thorough and continuous rolling, there is a little honey-

combed appearance on the surface, where coated particles of stone

come together, but the body of the mixture, on being broken, is

seen under the magnifying glass to be unusually dense.

Good rolling is an essential feature, as it assists to place the

particles where they belong, and continued rolling forces out the

minute air bubbles and forces the surplus bitumen into the fine

voids, leaving the body of the surface so dense that it cannot be

rutted or displaced by traffic. It also adds to the life of the bi-

tuminous cement by protecting it from the action of exposure to

the elements in minute semidetached particles. The rolling

should commence as soon as the surface is spread, and if is ad-

visable that one heavy roller should not be required to do more
than 1000 square yards of surface per day.

Great care should be exercised in heating the stone or mineral

parts, as overheating the stone will cause rapid change in the

softness or ductility of bituminous cement, each particle of stone

being coated with a layer of less than 0.002 inch in thickness.

In this condition of exposure high temperatures act very rapidly

on the cement. This condition is not so important as in the

asphalt pavement, as the coating of the cement is heavier and

it is used in a softer form, and, therefore, has more life to lose

before it becomes inefficient. It is, nevertheless, important, for

the cement is prepared with an allowance made for the normal

change in making the pavement, and, if the change is abnormal,

the physical differences may effect the life of the work.

On top of the surface thus made there is poured and rubbed

into it all of the quick-drying bituminous cement that it will take,

partly to seal the surface from attack and partly to hold and help

make a practical wearing surface. This leaves the surface as

sticky as if freshly painted.

On this surface is spread a coat of fine stone chips, which

adhere to the bitumen on the bottom and present a rough, gritty

surface to travel. The rolling of these rough chips into the sur-

face has the effect of putting the pavement under greater pressure,

27
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and forces as much stone into the surface as it can possibly receive,

thus making it more gritty and suitable for travel.

In resurfacing macadam the surface should be roughened,

and on resurfacing other forms of relatively smooth pavements

an intermediate or binder layer of coarse stone and hard bitumen

should be used to hold the surface firmly in place.

The above method gives an ideal road surface, and, with

traffic and wear, it will always maintain a large part of the rough-

ness of a perfect macadam road, as compared with the smoother

and polished surface of the asphalt. It is relatively as smooth

as asphalt, yet the coarse particles of the surface hold moisture

and dust longer, and the pavement will always be less slippery and

less dusty, and can be made more durable than any bituminous

pavement previously laid. Under considerable traffic it is as

durable as a block stone pavement made of the same stone. While

the coarse stone in the pavements prevents cutting up of the

bitumen under traffic in summer, the larger amount of bitumen

used, as compared with the voids to be filled, provides a ''surface

more elastic and not as hard on horses while fully as pleasing

for pleasure driving.

The click from the horses' hoofs is much less than with as-

phalt, and the pavement is one of the most noiseless in use. This

is specially noticeable in cold weather, when all bituminous pave-

ments are the hardest and most resonant.

From the practical standpoint of the engineer it can readily

be seen that the rigid stone particles permit of: (a) the reduction

of voids; (b) the use of a softer bituminous cement; (c) a heavier

coating of cement around each grain.

Each of these self-evident conditions will in itself more than

double the life and service of the bitumen itself. If the pavement

fails, it will be from causes other than those to which is due the

failure of asphalt pavements as at present constructed, but might

be from such causes as the following: (a) the crushing or grind-

ing of a poor quality of stone under traffic; (b) carelessness in not

properly placing the various-sized elements of stone; (c) improper

equipment and supervision induced by a straining after economy.

Bitumens of certain grades have been known to remain plastic

and intact for more than twenty centuries. It would be impossi-

ble except in a dense mixture. It is also a fact, but one not gener-

ally known, that, so long as the bitumen remains plastic, there is

no perceptible wear from abrasion, and that the wear of a bitumen

can take place only when it becomes hard and passes beyond a

plastic state at low atmospheric temperatures, when it becomes
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brittle and crumbles. Some forms of bitumen may also lose their

viscosity, plasticity and ductility by the action of water in dis-

solving-

salts contained in it. In liquid state bitumen has little or

no plasticity.

The selection and method of preparation of bituminous ce-

ment has naturally great relation to the life of any pavement.

Bitumen, as is well known, passes by almost insensible degrees

from the liquid to the solid form, and may be tempered to any

consistency. The softer the temper of any given quality of bi-

tumen, the longer its life under any given exposure. The softer

the temper of the cement, the lower the melting point and the

greater its flexibility at any temperature lower than its melting

point. The length of time any given grade of bitumen will remain

flexible and fill its office depends largely, if not wholly, upon the

kind and condition of exposure.

It does not depend upon traffic, as is generally supposed,

except that, in imperfect mixtures containing many voids, a cer-

tain amount of traffic is essential to keep an enamel on the sur-

face, which alone protects the bitumen in the body from attack

in such minute sections that failure would otherwise occur much
easier. With pertain forms of bitumen which, in their natural

state, contain soluble salts, the pavement, if it is kept wet, cannot

provide the enamel; and the traffic which, on a dry pavement,

would add to its life simply rubs off the disintegrating surface

and causes its early destruction.

With natural hard bitumens or pitches, the process is to

"cut back" the natural material with oil of various classes, in order

to produce the softness desired. With natural soft bitumen the

process is to extract a part of the natural softening oil. All other

things being equal, the process of cutting back the bitumen injures

its physical quality. With some forms of bitumen, however, it

may be advisable to substitute a good permanent oil or softening

flux for an inferior oil present in nature. The general practice

in "cut back" cements is to remove an oil of great value commer-
cially, and of value to the cement, and to substitute an inferior oil

of little commercial value. It is seldom that any crude bitumen,

as it is found in nature, is in the best state of flexibility for use for

any purpose. It is sometimes used in its crude commercial state,

but it is generally deficient in some one or more essential proper-

ties.

For testing bituminous cements or mixtures there are no

established methods generally available and recognized by engi-

neers. Unless the engineer has had practical and extended ex-
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perience in the manufacture, use and testing of bituminous ma-

terials, his only safe method of getting good work is to specify

what is wanted in such detail that, in some direct or indirect way,

it carries with it the use of one or more good, established materials

as used by an experienced party or parties.

It is unfortunately true that the experts are few and far be-

tween, and that the amount of fair competition which is desirable

to the engineer in bituminous materials or work is often difficult

to obtain. This is largely due to the fact that the business has

been developed in secrecy by interested parties, who are generally

manufacturers or contractors, and have frequently never them-

selves studied the matter scientifically, and whose success depends

solely on having happened to strike a combination or mixture

which gives greater success than the mixture of some competitor.

Under these conditions the engineer is often led to believe that

''white is black and black is white," and he often attributes the

success to the quality of the material used, when it is properly

attributable to the method of its use or the intelligence and experi-

ence of the user or manufacturer. It is safe to say that almost

every initial failure in the use of any bituminous material is due

almost entirely to the method of use, for hardly any crude bitumen

is so poor that it cannot be made into a cement under proper

treatment so that it will appear for a time almost equal to the

very best that could be produced. So sensitive are the bitumens

to improper treatment that a relatively poor bitumen, owing to

more intelligent treatment, often proves better in the completed

work than the better grade used under haphazard or unscientific

methods.

This pavement has been laid in Pawtucket, R. I.; Holyoke,

New Bedford, Cambridge, Lowell and Brockton, Mass.; Salem,

N. J., and Charleston, S. C.

Harvey Street, in Pawtucket, is laid on a I2-| per cent, grade.

These pavements have successfully withstood extremes of tem-

perature during the summer and winter.
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TELPHERAGE.

>y Charles M. Clark.

r Read before the Civil Engineers' Club of Cleveland, April 22, 1902.*7

Definition. Telpherage is derived from two Greek words
l

rs?,e" and "<pepa)." "Tele" means far, and "ferro" means to

bear or to carry. Therefore, telpherage means far-carrying.

The same word "tele" appears in telegraph and telephone.

The word was originally invented by the late Professor Fleeming

Jenkin, who was the early spirit of telpherage, and but for his

untimely death, telpherage would be even more extensively

used. Like many other words, its meaning has varied. In the

beginning it meant, practically, aerial electrical transportation,

but now it has been brought back to its original meaning, which
is the transportation of material to a distance by electricity,

overhead, or sometimes on the surface, or even underground.

In the latter case, it is termed "tubular despatch." Therefore,

telpherage may be concisely defined as the electrical trans-

portation of material. The method of applying it is an engi-

neering problem and must depend upon local conditions, and even

to-day the term "telpherage engineering" is becoming a common
expression. It will be noticed that the word "automatic" is-

left out in these definitions. The reason for this is that it is a
commercial question, and in cases where a man is required to

attend to certain portions of the work, it is often cheaper for

the man to go with the load than to use automatic devices. As
to whether it is better to make an installation automatic or

otherwise, depends entirely upon the comparative cost of the

•Manuscript received May 9, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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two methods ot operation. In this connection it may be said

that with telpherage plants the word "telpherman" is now
often used.
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Fig. 1. Side bearing telphers with permanently attached trailer.

Track solid rail. Telpher controlled from either end. Length 1,200

feet. Four curves one "S" curve. Grade 12 per cent. Maximum total

4,000 lbs. Speed on level 10 miles per hour. Speed on grade 5 miles per

hour Horse power—5 horse power. Capacity, 100 tons per day per

telpher.
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History. The early history of telpherage closely resembles

that of the electric railway. Before the successful pioneers in

electric street railway traction had finally accomplished satis-

factory results, many men had experimented, and it is well

known that, some forty years ago, an electric railway was op-

erated, having a speed of several miles per hour. It seems that

it is necessary, with all successful applications of power to the

transportation problem, that much preliminary work, seemingly

unproductive, must be done. It often happens, as in the case

of early telpherage, that the time was not ripe for its com-

mercial adaptation. In the history of telpherage in England,

a telpherage line was installed, using what was then called the

series system, whereby it was necessary to use a telpher with a

number of trailers. One section was positive and the next

negative, the current passing from one section of the track to

Fig. 2. Track of above showing "S" curve.

the other through the motor, thereby completing the cricuit.

In passing over the insulator between the positive and the nega-

tive sections, there necessarily occurred considerable sparking,

which greatly increased the cost of maintenance. It was also

necessary always to have trains of certain lengths. There were

many other disadvantages, such as having to use a track made
of round bar rail and the difficulty of manufacturing reliable

electric motors. If it was desired to install a telpherage plant,

it was always necessary to put in an engine, boiler and dynamo.
In comparison with its early history, telpherage to-day possesses

the advantage that every factory, where there is need for tel-
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pherage, either has its own electrical plant, or the power may be

rented from existing central stations or even street railway

stations. There are also to-day for aerial transportation most

excellent cables made especially for telpherage work, and like-

wise, where it is more desirable to use than solid rail cable, special

shapes have been devised which give most excellent results.

Motors, controllers and carriers of great reliability are now
manufactured following the methods developed by the best rail-

road practice.

Before it was decided to enter into the present commercial

adaptation of telpherage, an engineer visited all the electrical

manufacturing plants and electrical installations in Europe, and

found that nothing was being done in the transportation of

material electrically. In the United States many experiments

had been made, but the inventors were always seeking the

unobtainable. Upon careful research, it was found that there

were 450 patents directly applying to telpherage and several

hundred more which pertained indirectly to this subject. Most

of these original inventors, were, however, too ambitious, and

there was hardly any limit to the number of miles per minute

which was to be achieved by the new and wonderful agent,

electricity. Not only material was to be transported, but also

passengers, and beautiful cars of mahogany were built and put

in experimental operation. Cigar-shaped carriers were devised,

some of which made a speed of two miles per minute or more,

and when it was impossible to attain a greater speed there was

great discouragement. There are no authentic examples of

much more than experimental work, namely, merely conveying

material between two points, generally in a straight line, placed

in some vacant lot or loft, and there seemed to be a desire

to force the method of transportation according to certain pre-

conceived ideas, rather than to pay the necessary attention to

its commercial adaptation.

Construction. On account of various advantages in regard to

the distribution of material—such as depositing at an elevation

—most of the telpherage plants thus far installed, have been

overhead. As engineers, you will be most interested in hear-

ing what has been accomplished ; the descriptions are, therefore,

confined to overhead work. Under the head of construction, it

may be stated that the track is made of cable, especially drawn,

either of standard wire or lock coil type, which latter has a

strength approximating 95 per cent, that of the solid bar, or

else solid rail, either of flat, girder or bulb type.
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Fig. 3.__Supporting Pole, Double Line. One of the simplesttmeth-
ods of pole construction for double lines. Especially recommended for
long lines^and where trees are available.
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Fig. 4. Other Forms of Pole Construction, Showing Single and
Double Lines. The track cables are supported by another cable, which
is called the suspension cable. It would be impossible with long spans
to stretch a cable so that under load there would not be considerable

deflection. This deflection or sag is taken up by the suspension cable.

Not only can we make the track cable horizontal, but even higher in the

center than at the terminals.
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The cable tracks are supported every hundred feet, provided

it is convenient to erect poles or structures. Where there are

deep ravines or between upper stories of factories, the span is

made to correspond with the distance, and may be made of any

reasonable length. In addition to the track cable, upon which

the telpher runs, there is also what is known as the suspension

cable. As is well known, it would be impossible to prevent con-

siderable sag in the track cable and therefore the track cable

is suspended from this suspension cable by means of hangers.

The number of these hangers depends upon the length of

the span. It will be easily seen that it is possible to have the

Fig. 5. Cable construction, Pittsburgh, Pa., line 97 feet from the
ground, illustrating suspension cable, track cable and hangers.

center of the span higher than the ends, by merely raising the

suspension cable and the hanger. This obviates one of the early

difficulties met in the use of cable for telpherage, as there is now
no objectionable deflection in the cable when the telpher ap-

proaches a bracket. There are several methods of connecting

the track and suspension cables by means of the hangers. The
sizes of the cable, hangers and brackets vary, depending upon
the weight which comes upon each individual span. The sup-

port is either simple poles with a bracket, or what is known
as the "A" construction or ordinary cross bents. Cable con-
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struction costs less than solid rail, except where there are many
switches, in which cases the prices of solid rail and cable approach

each other. In general, cable lines is recommended for straight

lines , except where the weight is excessive.

In solid rail construction, the

supports are ordinarily placed

sixteen to twenty feet apart;

longer spans are used if it is not

convenient to erect supports.

On long spans, the track consists

of a girder rail with the track

rail above it. It is not possible

to give any general rule, as to

what kind of track it is advisable

to use, as this is a factor of

the length of the spans and the

Fig. 6. Examples of cable construction with telpher, electric hoist
and bucket, Elizabethport, N J.
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weight. The weights conveyed thus far by telpherage vary

from 125 to 10,000 lbs. and the cost varies accordingly. It will

be readily understood that when the weights are greater, the sup-

ports must be nearer together, and the cables or girders heavier.

Running parallel to the track rail, either above or at the side,

depending upon the amount of head room, are stretched one

or more trolley wires; one wire, if the track is used as a

return. If, however, it is desired not to use the track as a return,

or to use alternating current, two trolley wires are employed.

There are many other details of construction, but the photographs

and outline drawings will serve to illustrate better than any de-

scription.

Fig. 7. Solid rail combined with cable construction. Capacity,

150,000 lbs. of ashes in ten hours. At present, handling the ash output

of 23 boilers with other refuse. Average power consumed about one

horse power. Located in New York City.

Telphers. According to the construction, telphers are divided

into three distinct classes, center bearing, side bearing and alter-

nate bearing. The center bearing has two motors, one on each

side of the track ; the side bearing has both motors on the same
side, and the alternate has one motor upon one side of the track

and the other motor upon the other side, but not upon the same
shaft. Illustrations of each kind (Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12) are

shown, also the same in operation. All the weight, in the side-

bearing telpher, is utilized for traction, and the load is suspended
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Fig. S. Center-Bearing Telpher.

^gj^

Fig. 10. Front View. Side Bearing.
Double Trolley.

Fig. 9. Telpher with Solenoid Speed
Regulator for Grades and Reversing
Switch.

Fig. 11. Single Trolley. Side Bearing.

Fig. 12. Side bearing telpher in opera-
tion. Illustrating method of suspension,
also the carrier, section insulator,

hanger, suspension and track cables
with trolley wire.
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beneath the driving wheels. Sometimes two telphers are con-

nected up together in a single truck, this giving what is called a

double telpher; or a trailing wheel is used after a double telpher,,

in order to distribute the weight over a greater portion of the

track. This is necessary when the weight of the load to be car-

ried is great. Fig. 13 shows quite fully this weight distribution.

In all telpherage work, gears are rarely used except for very

heavy work or on steep grades. The frames of the later telphers

are made in one casting, and the driving wheels are of steel,

this having been determined to be the best material.

Motors. The motors are waterproof and dustproof and are

compound wound for automatic work. When a telpherman

goes with the telpher, the series winding is employed. There

is also used a special series coil to give greater torque when
starting. The telpher is placed above the track, thereby keep-

a,a. ei.vation.
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Fig. 13. The double telpher; maximum traction ; capacity, four tons
of coal, or 95 cubic feet; speed, 800 to 1,200 feet per minute. Side-
dumping bucket operated by telpherman; controlled from either end.
Telphers can be operated separately.

Three of these double telphers have a capacity of 250 tons of coal per
hour over 2,000 feet of track. Labor, power and maintenance less than
one cent per ton

ing the motors from injury, while there is also no danger of

their coming in contact with the carriers or being otherwise in-

jured.

Hoists. The hoist is suspended below the telpher, or some-

times from a trailer drawn by the telpher. Special attention

has been paid in the later designs of hoists to use as little

head room as possible. It was deemed best at first to com-

bine the telpher and hoist, but there were so many cases

where it was necessary to use the telpher alone without the

hoist, and also where it was advisable to put the hoist on the

trailer instead of on the telpher, that experience has shown that

it is better to make the telpher and hoist two separate pieces
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of apparatus. Greater simplicity has also been obtained

and a correspondingly lower maintenance reached. There are

many other interesting details concerning hoists, as to the speed,

lift and construction, which it is necessary to omit here.

Brakes. Two distinct types of brake are used on telphers,,

either hand brakes or solenoid brakes, both of which are ar-

ranged to apply pressure to the wheels or to grip the track.

In regard to the solenoid brake, it is only necessary to explain

that it works automatically, the solenoid being placed in series

with the armature. A spring normally holds the brake on the

Fig. 14. Electric Hoist Suspended from Telpher.

wheel or the track. If, however, from any cause, the amount
of current passing through the solenoid is reduced, whether by
means of external resistance or by reason of the additional

counter-electromotive force generated by the armature, due to

running at a high speed, the solenoid becomes weakened and
the brake is applied. An air cushion is arranged so that the

brakes will be applied gradually.
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Trailers. It is often advisable, where a large amount of

material is to be carried, especially over one track, to use

trailers. These consist generally of a two-wheeled truck,

below which is suspended a bucket or other suitable form of

carrier, or even the hoist, as the case may require. It is custom-

ary'where a large amount of material is to be carried, to ar-

range a long train carrying as much as ten tons. The order

of^procession is, first, a telpher with four or five trailers, then

another telpher and four or five trailers, and a telpher at each

Fig. 15. Electric Hoist and Trailer.

end. The placing of these telphers at intervals greatly adds to

the traction, while the distribution of weight over the whole

span, or over two or three spans, enables much lighter construc-

tion to be used for greater capacity.

Layouts. Much engineering skill is required to lay out or plan

the telpher lines for any proposed work in order to decide

whether the line should be single or double, and the weight to

be carried by each unit. The installations should be so
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planned that the expense will be reduced to a minimum, and

further, that the track will not interfere with existing machinery

or buildings, taking care to avoid an excessive number of

curves and switches, as these add more or less to the expense,

particularly to the cost of erection. It is necessary there-

fore, for the selling engineer to be thoroughly trained in this

part of the work, or else have the necessary engineering knowl-

edge derived from some other similar business. It may readily

be understood that it is impossible to give general prices for tel-

pherage work. Complete specification blanks, with many neces-

sary questions, are, therefore, provided, and the replies to these

questions, together with a blue print showing a plan and eleva-

tion, are generally sufficient for the company to give a complete

estimate for any proposed installation.

Method of Operation. It is difficult to treat in a general way
of the method of operation. In automatic lines it is necessary

to provide appliances whereby it is impossible for an unskilled

operator to injure the telpher. In order, therefore, to provide for

contingencies, a "dead section"is placed at each end of the line,

the middle of the line being generally left alive. Upon closing a

spring switch, the dead section is energized so long as the opera-

tor keeps his hand on the switch, which is usually onby a few

seconds, during which time the telpher passes to that portion

of the line which is always alive. When it reaches the other end,

it comes upon the dead section and then either slows down of its

own accord, or else a mechanical or solenoid brake is applied. The
telpher then passes under the reversing arrangement and it is>

therefore reversed, either with no current in the line or else with

a high resistance. If the telpher is at the further end of the

line, the operator at the near end, by closing a switch, can bring

it back to him. The dead sections at the end of the line, which

have current only so long as the hand is held upon the spring

switch, render the line as safe as possible against the telpher

coming in contact with the terminal posts. An automatic block

system prevents collision of telphers.

Curves. The curves are solid rail and likewise the trolley

track, where there is a curve, especially when it has a short

radius. Wherever it is necessary to pass around a curve, to take

turnouts or crossovers, a resistance is inserted in the trolley

circuit, whereby the telpher automatically reduces its speed

while it is traversing the curve or turnout or approaching a

crossover switch. As soon as it reaches the other side of the
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curve it receives full voltage and continues at its normal speed.

In regular service the speed varies from 300 or 800 feet per

minute, up to 20 miles per hour, or even more, when required.

The slower speeds are used when the lines are short and where

there are many curves, particularly for factory and foundry

I^Fig. 16. Telpher with Automatic Dumping Bucket Traversing
a Curve. This shows a telpherage plant located at Buffalo, N. Y.
This installation is interesting on account of its automatic features. The
bucket is loaded at the cars and the load is transported by electricity to
the end of the line, where the bucket automatically dumps its load. The
telpher reverses itself and returns with the empty bucket to the cars for
another load. The telpher may be operated by unskilled labor with the
minimum of expense for power, maintenance and first cost. Power is less

than one horse. The material which is dumped into a hopper is then
elevated to the upper story. This line consists of a straight section and
a right angle curve. A portion is cable, and the curve and the track in

the building are solid rail. The line is supported, as will be observed
from the photograph, from ordinary telegraph poles, and is an excellent
example of simple construction.

work. For lines running across the country a speed in excess

of 20 miles per hour can be obtained, but with the higher

speeds the cost of the construction increases, certain special de-

vices being necessary. Even for installations which are termed

"cross country work," 15 to 20 miles per hour has been found

.amply sufficient.
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As to what the ultimate capacity on grades may be, this has

not been fully determined. Experimentally more than 20 per

cent has been reached. In actual practice the greatest grade

equipped has been 12 per cent., and thus far there seems to

be ample traction.

THEORETICAL HORSE POWER NECESSARY TO PROPEL 1,000 POUNDS

AT VARIOUS SPEEDS AND UP VARIOUS GRADES AT SAME SPEEDS.
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.800

.880

.960

1.040

1

1

I

I

107

213
320
427

533
640

747
853
960
°7
17
28

38

1

1

1

1

1

1

133
267
400

533
667
800

933
°7
20

33
47
60

73

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

160

320
480
640
800

960
12

28

44
60 .

76
92
08

r

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

187

37?
560

747
933
12

3°

49
68

87
°5
24

43

.213

.427

.640

.853
1.07

1.28

1 49
1. 71

1.92

2- r 3

2.34

2.55

2.77

.240

.480

.720

.960
1.20

1.44
1.68

1.92

2,16

2.40
2.64
2.88

3 12

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

267

A33
8oo
07

33
60

87
14

40
67
°3
20

46

.320

.6(0

.960
1.28

1.60

1.92

2.24

2.56
2.88

3.20

3-52
3-84
4.16

.400

.800

1.20

1.60

2.00

2.40
2.80

3.20

3.60

4.00
4.40
4.80

5.20

I

I

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

6

6

533
07
60
13

67
20

73
27
80

33
36
40

93

.667

'•33
2.00

2.67

3.33
4.00

4.67

5-33
6.00

6.67

7-33
8.00

8.67

Although the amount of power may be easily figured out,

it is somewhat in the nature of a surprise when we consider that

to carry half a ton on a level track at a speed of six miles per

hour, much less than a horse power is required, including all

losses. This is a revelation to most manufacturers. The ab-

sence of gearing, the motors being attached directly to the

driving wheels, gives the highest efficiency possible, as well as

freedom from noise.

The actual power consumed, according to the table given

above, at six miles per hour for 1,000 pounds on a level is only

.16 h. p. It is, therefore, seen that ample allowance is made
for losses and extra weights not provided for in the load, such

as down-comes, buckets or carriers. The power required in-

creases greatly with the grades and when this reaches certain

limits it is deemed advisable to use gears in order to reduce

weight of motors.

Maintenance. Although telpherage has not as yet been in

operation for a sufficient number of years to determine exactly

what the maintenance will be, yet, at the same time, in lines

that have been operated for a year and a half, the maintenance

has been exceedingly small. As stated above, the driving

wheels being of steel, none of them has thus far shown any signs

of wear, and trailer wheels are of the same material and type
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as those which have been used on mechanical cable lines for ten

years and are still in good serviceable condition. The motors, on

account of their elevated position, have shown a better mainten-

ance than stationary motors of the same type. This may pos-

sibly result from the extra care taken in their construction. In

regard to the track, this has also shown most excellent results,

also due to the fact that it is above grit and dirt and crossing

teams and, when well painted, has shown little signs of wear or

depreciation. Wherever a change is made from cable to solid

rail, or where cable passes over hangers or brackets, it is pro-

Fig. 17. Plan and elevation of another form of double telpher with
four-ton coal bucket, bottom dumping, cab for telpherman. The side

elevation shows method of attachment to side of building and loading
chute.

tected by what are called " shields," these being arranged so

that they may be readily replaced. The cable is also protected

at the hanger and brackets by steel shields.

Capacity. An important feature in telpherage is the capacity

of the line. In general, I can say that there is no other form of

conveyor known which shows such flexibility. This is due to the

use of electricity, and the features which apply to the street

railway, apply also to telpherage. There are two factors

of special importance in relation to the capacity of the line:
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first, the speed, and second, the number of telphers and trailers.

The line may be laid out with one telpher and a few trailers.

More telphers or trailers may be added, and, if upon a single

line, coupled in long trains. If it is desired still further to in-

increase the capacity, the line may be made double, while if de-

Fig. 18. In sewer or trench excavation the method of operation it

as follows: The bucket has attached to it a trailer wheel. The buckets
and wheel are lowered into the excavation, and the bucket, when filled,

is raised by the electric hoist so that the wheel of the trailer engages
the gravity rail. The load then passes by gravity to the place desired
and is automatically dumped. This may be along the line of excavation,
for refilling the trench, or to the right or left, for unloading into carts, or
in connection with the telpher to any desired distance. The telpher
has the flexibility of a trolley car. This method is a combination of
telpher and gravity lines, and the amount of work that can be accom-
plished by it with the minimum of labor is remarkable.

sired, the carriers may also be made continuous so as to take

boxes and barrels or other freight as fast as they can be de-

livered to the carriers of the telphers and trailers.

The flexibility of telpherage in regard to capacity is wonder-
ful, and is a most important feature. In fact, it may be said

that there is practically no limit to flexibility. In one plant,

about to be installed, the proposed capacity is 250 tons per
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hour, over a distance of one-half a mile, the material to be dis-

tributed over an area of about an acre. Any one who is

familiar with conveying will note that there is no other sys-

tem that can do this so economically, and in a way so thor-

oughly satisfactory as telpherage.

The nature of installation varies with the amount of material

to be carried, so that if the amount to be carried is small, the

expenditure need not be great. Figs. 17, 18 and 19 show vari-

ous applications.

Applications of Telpherage There are few factories where the

installation of an overhead telpherage system would not prove

a valuable investment. The question is often asked: Is tel-

pherage suited for carrying specific articles ? And the reply may

Fig, 19. Excavating and leveling in preparing roadbeds for railroads.
The function of the telpher is to transport the hoist, bucket and load
The hoist does the excavating and elevating. The hoist automatically
brakes itself either upon the girder rail or grips the cable as soon as-

there is any longitudinal strain. Used also for scooping and trans-
porting earth, sand, ashes or coal.

be made that it is adapted to the conveying of the products

of almost every kind of manufacturing.

In these days of consolidation of companies, factories cover

immense areas. The individual buildings are frequently large-

enough in themselves to utilize a telpher line. In many cases,.

on account of fire risks or of convenience in manufacturing, the

buildings are widely separated from each other, and yet constant

communication is necessary. Overhead telpherage, therefore,

in manufacturing establishments is used for carrying the raw

material, implements and finished products from one part of the

grounds to another, from one building to another, or, even from.

one part of a building to another part, moving raw material from,
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cars or vessels to the works and then taking the finished products

to the railway station, or the wharf, for shipment ; and for convey-

ing refuse away from the factory. In this connection we might

mention the conveying of ashes or slag to the dump heap.

Telpherage may also be extensively used for handling coal.

It serves to reduce greatly the cost of transportation on planta-

tions and farms and may be economicallyused for handling

coffee, sugar cane, tobacco, fruits and hay and other like pro-

ducts.

In general, it may be said, that wherever material is to be car-

ried to a distance, there is no power so flexible, so economical

in first cost of installation, costing so little for power or the

expense of maintenance, and with such great capacity as tel-

pherage. It may, therefore, be designated a material trans-

portation by an immaterial fluid, and may well be called one of

the most important of the many adaptations of electricity.

If time, floor space, or labor is being consumed in the con-

veying of any kind of material in any plant, plantation or

mine, each can be saved by the installation of telpherage.

Any condition at any manufacturing establishment which pre-

sents a requirement for hauling by man or team, whether in

transmission of product during the various stages of manu-
facture, the movement of materials by which the product is

to be treated or the handling of fuel, and ashes or other waste,

is a logical opening for the installation of telpherage.

When you install telpherage you employ a machine to do

the work of men. Machinery is the most powerful factor for

economy in production. Telpherage is almost human in its

operation, works any number of hours per day and never

tires. In many cases you start the telpher, it conveys, auto-

matically leaves its load at the destination and returns for an-

other load. Telpherage conveys 50 lbs. or 50,000 lbs. solids or

liquids.

Much more can be said about telpherage, but the above

will give a general idea of its work. Many plants have been

installed and many more are being installed daily, and in

many instances duplicate orders are being received from former

customers.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE SEWAGE PROBLEM
IN ENGLAND.

By Prof. Leonard P. Kinnicutt, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Mem-
ber Boston Society of Civil Engineers.

[Read before the Society, March 19, 1902.*]

Two years ago I had the pleasure of describing to you some

experiments that had been made in England on the bacterial treat-

ment of sewage and the results that had been obtained up to that

time. To-night I have been asked to speak to you about the work

of the past two years, and to give my opinion in what way, if any,

this work has modified or changed the views that were held two

years ago on bacterial treatment of sewage. I have, therefore,

taken as the subject, "The present status of the sewage problem in

England."

The subject divides itself naturally into three heads
—

"Septic

Tanks," "Contact Beds," "Intermittent Continuous Filtration

Methods."
THE SEPTIC TANK.

During the past two years the septic tank has grown in favor

and has been installed in a great many places in England, and the

general opinion is that it certainly has its place in the bacterial

purification of sewage. What does it do?

It equalizes the composition of the sewage.

It removes from the sewage not only suspended matter, but

a portion of the solids that are in solution.

It changes the character of the sewage, increasing, as a rule,

the amount of free ammonia, and decreasing the albuminoid am-

monia.

It prevents, to a large degree, the clogging of bacterial beds.

It liquefies, or changes into gaseous products, a portion of the

suspended matter at the bottom of the tank, thus reducing the

amount of sludge.

It renders, as a rule, the sewage more easily acted upon by

nitrifying bacteria.

As to the exact amount of work that the septic tank does in

each of the above-named ways, opinions differ. It depends, in my
opinion, on the character of the sewage. As general statements,

the following, I think, may be accepted:

*Manuscripl received March 26, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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That the amount of total solid matter removed equals about

26 per cent, of the total solid matter in the sewage.

That the amount of suspended solids and solids in solution

removed depends greatly on the character of the sewage. With
an alkaline domestic sewage the amount of suspended matter re-

moved is greater and the amount of solid matter in solution less

than with a sewage containing free acid and iron salts.

The following analyses give us an idea of the action of the

septic tank on the solid matter in sewage. They are all means
of a large number of analyses, that of Worcester being the average

of weekly samples taken during fifteen months

:

Solids in Sewage and Septic Tank Effluent.

Parts per 100,000.

Total Solids. Soluble Solids. Suspended Solids.

Sew-
age.

Efflu-

ent.

Per
cent.
Re-

moved.

Sew-
age.

Efflu-
ent.

Per
cent.
Re-

moved.

Sew-
age.

Efflu-
ent.

Per
cent.
Re-

moved.

Exeter .... 77.70 59.20 23.81 42.70 43.80 2-57 35- 00 15.40 56.OI

Leeds .... 123.10 80.50 34.61 75-50 66.40 12.05 47.60 14.IO 7°-37

Manchester . . I3I-43 95.66 27.22 94.28 79.71 15-45 37-15 15-95 57.06

Worcester . . 74.60 58.OO 22.25 50-54 40.09 20.67 20.06 17.90 25-57

The amount of total organic matter removed, as judged from

the albuminoid ammonia, also depends upon the character of the

sewage. It ranges from 17^ per cent., obtained by Dibden, at

Exeter, to 60 per cent., obtained by Clark, with a small experi-

mental tank in his experiments at Lawrence in 1900. Rideal gives

46 per cent, as the average amount of albuminoid ammonia re-

moved. In Worcester, using an experimental closed tank holding

2250 gallons, I found it to be 26 per cent. As a rule, the stronger

the sewage the greater will be the percentage of organic matter

removed ; more is removed in warm weather than in cold weather,

and more from an alkaline domestic sewage than from an acid

sewage containing manufacturing waste.

The amount of sludge decomposed, I think, has been generally

overestimated. My opinion is that it does not usually exceed 30

per cent, of the total suspended matter arrested in the tank.
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Whether or not the septic tank renders the sewage more easily

acted upon by nitrifying bacteria has been disputed. It seems to

me, as a rule, it does, and the exceptions are caused by too long

contact of the sewage with anaerobic bacteria.

The rate of flow through the tank should depend on the char-

acter of the sewage and the changes it has undergone before it

enters the tank. Twelve to twenty-four hours as the time of flow

through the tank is the one usually accepted. There is as yet no

way of determining the best rate of flow for a given sewage. From
experiments I have made during the past year on the gases given

off from the septic tank, I think that the analysis of the gas may
give us a clew as to the time the sewage should remain in the tank.

The amount of gas given off from a septic tank has not as yet

been definitely determined. I am inclined to agree with Mr. Fowler

that in periods of full activity the amount is about one cubic foot

per hundred gallons of sewage. In winter, however, the amount

given off is much smaller than in summer.

The gas evolved is a mixture of methane, nitrogen and carbon

dioxide, containing little, if any, hydrogen.

As to the odor from a septic tank, some say it is very offen-

sive, others that it is hardly noticeable. Both are right. In Eng-

land I have seen many tanks which gave off most offensive odors

and others which gave very little odor. Why this is so we do not

know, nor can it be told beforehand whether a certain sewage will

or will not give off offensive odors while septic action is taking

place. At the present time I believe if tanks are to be erected near

dwelling houses or frequently-traveled roads the only safe rule is

to build closed tanks.

Another very interesting point, though possibly not of practical

importance, is the formation of a crust on the surface of the liquid

in the septic tanks. Formerly it was considered that if a crust did

not form, no true septic action was taking place. As a rule a crust

does begin to form four to six weeks after a septic tank has been

started, which increases in thickness and is permanent. Yet there

are a number of cases known where a crust has never formed, and

others where, after it has formed, it has again disappeared, and in

•others where, after disappearing, it has again formed. Fig. 1 gives

a good idea of the crust that usually forms over the liquid in a

septic tank, and Fig. 2 shows what was constantly taking place at

Worcester, in the summer of 1900,—the eruption of a large volume

of gas through the crust.

Both at Leeds and Manchester there are tanks covered with

:a thick crust and tanks practically free from crust. At present
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there is no explanation of these facts, and we say the formation

of a crust is only an incident to the process.

CONTACT BEDS.

There is no question that there is to-day a greater diversity of

opinion in England regarding contact beds than there was two
years ago. It is generally conceded that with a few exceptions

all kinds of sewage, after having undergone preliminary treatment

by the septic tank process, can be purified by contact beds so as

not to undergo secondary putrefaction ; that the amount that can

thus be purified is about 350,000 gallons per day per acre, and that

in some cases the amount may run as high as 500,000 gallons per

day. A small but very perfect double contact bed plant is shown

in Fig. 3.

The diversity of opinion is not as regards the purification of

clarified sewage, but on the question, how long will contact beds

treating clarified or septic-tank sewage at the above rate retain

their efficiency?

The permanent efficiency of a contact bed depends upon the non-

filling up of the void spaces between the surfaces of the filling

material, and as the liquid capacity depends on the cubic area of

these void spaces, the efficiency of a bed will remain practically

constant if the liquid capacity can be maintained.

The chief causes of loss in capacity of contact beds are settling

down of material, breaking down of material, insoluble matter

entering the bed and growth of organisms.

Everyone agrees that there is a loss of capacity in contact

beds by the settling down of the filling material ; this, however,

takes place in the first few months of use ; it amounts to about

one-third of the initial liquid capacity and can be taken into ac-

count when making the beds.

Breaking down of the filling material undoubtedly causes a

loss, but if a sufficiently hard filling material is used this loss is

comparatively small.

The loss of liquid capacity from these two causes is, there-

fore, not of a serious character, being of a known amount or not

increasing after the first few months. The loss that takes place

during the working of the bed is caused by insoluble matter enter-

ing the bed and by the growth of organisms. If this loss cannot

be prevented or controlled, it is a most serious matter, for upon the

prevention or control depends the economical working of the con-

tact process. The solid matter that is carried on to a bed depends

upon the character of the sewage and the effectiveness of previous
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Fig. i. Open Septic Tank, showing Crust, Worcester, Mass , 1900.

Fig. 2. Open Septic Tank, showing Crust and an Eruption of Gas

through Crust, Worcester, Mass., 1900.
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treatment. Without question, the greater part of the suspended

matter must be removed, as can be done by chemical precipitation

or the septic tank, before the sewage is run upon the beds. If this

is done the remaining suspended matter will consist chiefly of

sand and clay in a fine state of subdivision, and with acid iron

sewage a part of the suspended matter will be iron sulphide. It

appears, from experiments made in England, as though these sub-

stances could be retained in the top three inches of the bed if the

upper inches of the filling material are of much finer character than

the rest of the bed. These upper three inches, when it becomes

necessary, can be removed and replaced without any very great

expense.

The chief and serious question, and the one about which

opinions most differ, is the loss of capacity of a bed by the growth

of organisms through the whole bed and the deposition in the bed

of the ash or non-putrescible part of organic substances. As to the

growth of organisms, it has been shown that if the material of a

contact bed in active condition be examined every piece is seen

to be coated over with a slimy growth, which, if removed and dried,

cuts like a jelly. Under the microscope the slime is found to be

chiefly composed of bacteria and zooloca. It is on the presence

of this slimy material that the action of the bed depends ; the

greater the amount, up to a certain limit, the greater the efficiency

;

if, however, this limit is overreached, the liquid capacity is greatly

diminished, the bed becomes spongy and the water will not drain

away.

Can this growth of organisms be regulated so that the bed

will do its proper work and at the same time not lose its liquid

capacity? Further, is serious trouble to be apprehended from the

deposition of the non-putrescible part of organic substances?

Mr. Fowler believes the growth of organisms can be regulated,

and that no serious trouble will be caused by the ash of organic

substances. His belief seems to be borne out by the experiments

made in 1900 to 1901 at Manchester.*

Three experimental contact beds, each of 1-76 of an acre,

effective superficial area, received from March, 1900, to March,

1901, septic-tank sewage at rates corresponding to 377,390, 395,290

and 592,810 gallons per day per acre. The liquid capacity of these

beds was frequently determined, and as a result, no permanent loss

of capacity was found to have taken place. In this connection it

may be well to call to your attention a very valuable paper by Mr.

*City of Manchester. River Department. Annual Report. Year ending

March 27, 1901. page 61.
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Fowler on "Some Points in the Management of the Septic Tank
and Bacterial Contact Beds," published by Bailliere, Tindall &
Cox, London, 1901.

Mr. Harrison,* on the other hand, from his work at Leeds

takes the opposite view. He believes that the loss of liquid capacity,

depending both on the retention of the ash of organic substances,

similar to the humus of the soil, and to the growth of organisms,,

cannot be permanently prevented, no matter how carefully the beds

are worked. He regards the loss of liquid capacity, or, as he calls

it, "sludging up of the beds," as so serious a matter, necessitating

as it does the periodical renewal of the filling material, that, in his

opinion, the application of the contact method by any town possess-

ing a sewage approximating to that of Leeds, i.e., sewage con-

taining manufacturing waste, with large amounts of free acid and

iron salts, as seemingly impossible.

Mr. K.T.Campbell,f Borough Engineer of Huddersfield,as the

result of three years' experiments at Huddersfield, takes rather an

intermediate position. He believes the process is impracticable if

crude sewage is run upon the beds, and that with septic or chem-

ically-treated sewage contact beds will not retain indefinitely their

capacity, and that after a certain number of years the capacity will

be reduced to such an extent as to render necessary the washing or

riddling of the whole filling material.

The results of the very interesting experiments of Professor

Dunbar and Dr. Thum, made during the past three years at Ham-
burg and just published by Aldenbourg, of Munich, agree with

the general opinion that with raw sewage the liquid capacity of

contact beds can not be maintained, but differ in that they appear

to show that it makes no difference whether raw sewage or septic

sewage is run upon the beds. This last very surprising result is

very likely due to the fact that the 7000 gallons required to fill the

bed,—representing about one-third of the total contents of the septic

tank used,—were drawn off from the tank in a few minutes, while

the rate should have been, and would have been in actual practice,

not over 1200 gallons per hour. A large amount of suspended

matter must thus have been brought upon the beds, which would

not have occurred if the septic tank had been run in the usual way.

The results that I have quoted, and more could be given, show

the reason of the differences in opinion that to-day prevail in Eng-

land regarding the contact method, and though personally, from

what I saw in England last year, I am still of the opinion that if

^Journal Soc. Chem. Industry, 1901, p. 516.

^Surveyor, September 6, 1901. Supplement.



Fig. 3. Dibden's Double Contact Beds. Private Estate in England, li

Fig. 4. Contact Beds, Manchester, England, showing Construction,
1901.
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properly worked the contact method will prove a successful way

of treating clarified sewage, there is no question but that it is a

method which requires skilful management, and one that can only

give the best results when under the direct oversight and care of a

trained engineer or chemist.

My opinion that contact beds, when properly managed, do

give good results and that the liquid capacity of the beds can be well

maintained is no doubt influenced by the work that has been and

is being done at Oldham, England.

Oldham is a city of 150,000 inhabitants, in Lancashire, only a

few miles from Manchester, and sewered on the combined system.

Originally the sewage was treated chemically, but in 1897 it was

decided to substitute for this method contact beds, and at the

present time, October, 1901, two million gallons are being treated

on 4^ acres of contact beds.

The sewage, as it comes to the plant, passes through a detritus

tank, which is fitted with a revolving dredger and two sets of

screens and rakes. These tanks arrest a considerable quantity of

rags, sticks, etc., as well as a large quantity of mineral matter, road

washings, sand and ashes.

From these tanks it flows into twelve settling tanks, each

128 x 36 x 6 feet 1^ inches and holding 176,400 gallons, and then

into the effluent channel, and of this effluent about two million

gallons each day are carried to the contact beds.

The beds are seventeen in number, average size about 150 x 90
feet, depth from 1 foot 9 inches to 3 feet. Their construction is

very simple. They are lined around their sides with planks 9x3
inches ; the bottoms are not concreted, as the soil is clay, and water-

tight. Each bed is underdrained by two rows of 12-inch land tiles

laid joint to joint, and over the tiles are placed large clinkers about

the size of a man's fist. The main filling material is hard cinder,

everything under ^-inch being sifted out.

The cost of the beds is remarkably low, averaging about $3500
per acre. These beds do not receive septic, but only clarified

sewage from sedimentation tanks
;
yet, as to the permanency of

their liquid capacity, Mr. A. S. Wylie, Manager and Chemist of

the Oldham works, a most competent man, says :* "That the

four bacterial contact beds which have been constantly at work
since 1897 show no serious sign of clogging, and the effluent con-

forms to the Mersey and Irwell Standard." He is of the opinion

that these beds will last for years.

*Private communication.
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In 1900, experiments were begun at Oldham with septic

sewage. One of the sedimentation tanks was allowed to become

septic ; a scum was formed, increasing until it measured 8 inches in

thickness. The effluent was run upon two first contact beds, and

then for a secondary contact on two lower beds.

It took some little time for the beds which had been receiving

sewage from the subsidence tanks to become accustomed to septic

sewage, but the effluent continued to improve till the filtrate, even

from the first contact beds, always stood the incubator test, and

would be emptied into a stream not used as a water supply.

Mr. Wylie states, as the result of these experiments, "That

with a proper arrangement of grit and screening chambers, septic

tanks and storm water beds I would be willing to guarantee a non-

putrefactive filtrate at the rate of 500,000 gallons per acre per day

from first contact beds, and at the rate of 1,000,000 gallons, at least,

from second contact beds."

The experiments of Mr. Fowler which I have quoted have

led to one very interesting and important result,—the adoption of

the contact bed method for the treatment of Manchester sewage.

Not only have plans and estimates been made and accepted for the

laying out of sixty one-half acre contact beds and a storm filter

area, but the work of constructing these beds is now in progress.

Four are already finished and working and eight more are nearing

completion.

The beds are of about one-half acre area and of an average

depth of three feet five inches. The walls of the beds and of the

distributing carriers are made of concrete 18 inches thick. The
inlet reservoirs, distributing weirs and outlet walls are also of

concrete.

The bottom of the beds is of concrete, 6 inches thick, and the

under drains sunk in the concrete and covered with perforated tiles

are 12 inches wide and 10 inches deep, with a fall of one in four

hundred. They radiate from the center of one side of the bed, and

at the further end of the bed are 18 feet apart. The distributing

weirs are directly over the outlet channels. (Fig. 4.)

The main filling material is hard, coarse cinder which has

been rejected by a |-inch screen, the upper three inches being of

screenings which pass this mesh. (Fig. 5.)

The filling of the bed with tank effluent and opening the outlet

channels so as to empty the bed is controlled by an electrical device,

so that both operations can be done directly from the engine room

by pressing a button.

The cost of these beds is estimated at £3500, or about $17,500

an acre.
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INTERMITTENT CONTINUOUS FILTRATION.

With the diversity of opinion regarding the practical success

of the contact method of treatment of sewage there has arisen in

England an expression of opinion in favor of the so-called Inter-

mittent Continuous Filtration processes.

There is little doubt but the final purification of sewage is due

to an oxidizing action brought about by bacteria, which require

oxygen for their existence ; and the main feature of all the methods

for the final purification is to furnish sufficient oxygen to cause the

greatest amount possible of bacterial action.

The advocates of continuous intermittent filtration methods

claim that contact beds and the American intermittent filtration

beds do not fulfill this requirement. They say that before the

sewage is applied to the bed, the bed having been draining for some

hours, does contain a large amount of air, and that it is at that

time, and at that time only, that the bacteria are doing the maximum
amount of work, i.e., changing the nitrogen of the organic matter

in the sewage that still moistens the filtering material into nitric

nitrogen. When the sewage is applied the air is expelled, and

during the time the bed remains full the bacteria cannot obtain a

supply of oxygen, and their work is reduced to a minimum ; that

at this time no nitrogen is changed into nitric nitrogen, and that

the nitric nitrogen that appears in the effluent is only the nitrogen

that was changed to nitric nitrogen when the bed was empty.

Further, that the bacteria being cut off entirely from air during

two or three hours, become enfeebled and only partially recover

their activity during the time the bed is empty.

There is more or less truth in these statements, and certainly

at the present time in England the one question you are sure to be

asked is, "What is your opinion on Continuous Intermittent Fil-

tration ?"

My answer was the same that I will give you to-night. I am
very much interested in the work that is being done and believe

that it should receive serious study and consideration. I also be-

lieve a greater amount of sewage can be treated by continuous

filtration than by intermittent filtration or contact beds
;
yet I am

still to be convinced that any of the methods I have seen are of

wide applicability or could be used to advantage except where the

question of area was one of greatest importance.

Such being my general opinion, I am to-night only going to

describe to you, illustrating with slides, the various processes of

continuous filtration that I have seen, in order to show you the

-work that is now being done in England on this method, making
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very few comments on any of these processes, as a full discussion

of this question would require at least a whole evening.

The first experiments on continuous filtration were those of

Lowcock in 1892 and the late Colonel Waring in 1894. In the

Lowcock experiments the attempt was made to purify crude sewage

by forcing air into the gravel or broken stone filter. The result

was the clogging of the filter. The reason of this, though not then

known, is now understood, for to liquify the solid substances in

sewage, especially the nitrogenous compounds, anaerobic action is

necessary, and by forcing air into crude sewage, anaerobic action is.

prevented. For a similar reason, i.e. that the action is mainly

aerobic, is the cause why serious trouble has been experienced when
crude sewage has been applied to contact beds, and that less trouble

has been experienced with intermittent filtration beds is due mainly

to the greater comparative area of these beds. In the Waring ex-

periments the suspended matter was first removed and only clarified

sewage was applied, air being forced up through the filter. Waring
plants have been built at Wellum Grove Park, Pa. ; at Homewood,
a suburb of Brooklyn, N. Y. ; at East Cleveland, Ohio, and at sev-

eral other places.

(a) Report of James Mansergh to the Sewage Commission of

the city of Baltimore. Second report of the Commission, pages 83,

to 85.

(b) "Purification of Sewage by Forced Aeration." George W.
Waring, Jr. Printed by T. W. Marshall, Newport, R. I.

The plant at East Cleveland is the largest of these, and was

constructed in 1899 by the City Waste Disposal Company of New
York. It consists of six roughing filters, or strainers, area 3630
square feet, and one aerated filter bed, area 6248 square feet,

divided into four compartments.

The amount of sewage treated is 150,000 gallons per day.

Mr. Frank S. Crobaugh, chemist for the Mayor and Council

of East Cleveland, reported the average purification in the months

of August, September, October and November as 93.71 per cent.,

calculated from the loss of albuminoid ammonia, and the bacterial

purification as 92.97 per cent.

The continuous filters that are at the present time receiving

serious attention in England do not attempt to treat crude sewage,

but sewage that has been acted upon by the anaerobic bacteria, or

from which all solid matter has been removed by chemicals, nor do

they depend for aeration on forcing air into the filter, but on open-

ness of construction and applying the partially purified sewage in

thin streams or in the form of rain. Such filters are the Scott-
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Moncrieff, the Ducat, the Whittaker & Bryant, the Stoddard and

what may be called the Salford filter.

The Scott-Moncrieff filter differs from all the others in that

it consists of a number of filters placed one above the other and

separated from each other by air spaces of two to three inches. The

filling material in each filter consists of 6 inches of broken coke of

about i-inch diameter. The septic-tank effluent is distributed by

tipping troughs or by an automatic sprinkler on the surface of the

material in the top filter and passes in thin streams through the

spaces between the filters. The under filters are thus kept full of

oxygen by the air carried down with the sewage.

The first experimental plant was erected at Ashstead. It con-

sisted of nine trays, each tray having an effective area of only

about 1 square foot and containing 7 inches of broken coke.

The sewage was first passed upwards through a small tank contain-

ing broken stones, which acted as a septic tank, and then by means

of tipping troughs was run upon the top filter in a fine stream.

A plant on this principle for treating 16,000 gallons per day

was erected at Caterham Barracks in 1898. The septic tank was

42 x 20 feet and the filters were about the same size, so that the

whole installation occupied only about 200 square yards. The puri-

fication is said to be very successful at Caterham, the final effluent,

according to Dr. Rideal, when the filter is running at the rate of

350,000 gallons per acre, containing nine parts of nitrogen as nitric

nitrogen.

In South Africa, the Scott-Moncrieff plants have been erected

in several places and are stated as having been very successful.

It is possible that in countries where the action of the bacteria

would not be interfered with by cold weather this method might be

used with success. The clogging of the filling material would take

place chiefly in the top filter, and this material could be removed
from time to time without great expense.

The Ducat filters differ very greatly in construction from the

Scott-Moncrieff filters. These filters are designed to be always

of the same size,—126 feet long by 36 feet wide,—equalling 504
square yards, and to deal with a flow of 100,000 gallons per day,

equal to about 1,000,000 gallons per acre. The construction is

such as to allow of the freest possible contact of air to all parts of

the filter. The walls are built of open drain pipes 12 inches long

and 4 inches in diameter, inclining inward, and supported by brick

or iron piers 8 feet apart. The space enclosed is filled somewhat

as follows

:
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There are placed on the cement floor lines of butt-jointed drain

pipes, not closed at the ends, the space between the pipes and to

the height of 6 inches above being filled with clean furnace clinker.

Above this are placed 18 inches of clinker which have passed a

^-inch mesh. On this is a layer of 3-inch drain pipes, connecting

with the butt ends of the pipes of the wall of the filter. In a normal

filter there are four of these sections, making the height of the filter

8 feet.

The sewage carrier is built on one of the long walls of the

filter, and at every eighteen inches there are outlet pipes discharg-

ing into tipping troughs 36 feet long, 2 inches deep, placed 6 inches

above the filter. Each one is supposed to deliver sewage at inter-

vals of about 6 minutes.

The whole filter is surrounded with a brick wall and covered

with a thatched roof. There are numerous doors and air inlet

pipes on the sides of the wall, and twenty-eight ventilators in the

roof for the escape of air.

The very free exposure to air causes a great cooling of the

sewage in cold weather, and the filter is heated by steam passed

through pipes at the bottom of the filter and between the brick

walls and the filter.

A Ducat filter was put in operation at Hendin, England, in

1898, but the one I studied was an experimental one erected at

Leeds under the direction of Colonel Ducat. The construction was

similar to the description I have given. Crude sewage was raised

to the top of the filter by a Tongye pump, and after having passed

through a small grit chamber and a f-inch screen, was distributed

on the filter by tipping troughs at the rate of 200 gallons per square

yard.

At first the filter was not run as a continuous filter, but was

either worked continuously for 10 hours and allowed to rest for 14,

or worked alternately for 10 hours and then rested for 14. Later,

however, it was worked continuously.

The results obtained at Leeds were not satisfactory, owing

possibly to the filling material being too fine. There was a tendency

for the filter to clog and for the surface to become coated by the

suspended matter in the sewage. This prevented sufficient aeration

and the effluents were often poor. The best results obtained showed

a purification of about 90 per cent.

The cost of construction of this filter is large, and being obliged

to heat the filter adds very materially to the cost of maintenance.

It does not seem, even if all that has been claimed for the process

was true, that this form of filter could be of general application.
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The Whittaker & Bryant filter is a circular or polygonal

chamber about 61 feet in diameter and 9 feet high, containing a

central air shaft. The bottom is made of cement with a collecting

drain running along one diameter, connecting with which are t ; !e

drains set herring-bone-wise. The pigeon-hole walls of the chamber

and air shaft are supported on short brick columns so that there

is an air space between the walls and the concrete floor. The filling

material between the outside walls and the air-shaft consists of coke

ii| inches or over in diameter. (Fig. 6.)

The sewage is distributed on the surface by an automatic

sprinkler, into the delivery pipe of which is placed a steam pipe

so that a small jet of steam can be blown into the sewage just be-

fore it is distributed on the filter. This raises the temperature of

the sewage to about 70 degrees, which, in passing through the filter,

raises the whole body of the filter to the same temperature. The
heat, according to Mr. Whittaker, "not only keeps the bacteria at

their fullest activity, but raises the temperature of the air in the

interstices of the filter, thereby causing it to rise through the filter

and fresh air to enter, rendering the filter self-ventilating and self-

aerating."

The largest Whittaker-Bryant plant is at Church, near Ac-

crington (Fig. 7), and at this place there are ten filters, each 20

yards diameter equaling 314.16 square yards area, and four of 15

yards diameter equaling 146.7 square yards area, the total area be-

ing 3848 square yards. The sewage is distributed at the rate of

400 to 500 gallons per square yard in 24 hours, which is about

2,000,000 gallons per acre. The purification is said to be good.

A very interesting plant has been erected at Hyde and is now
being tested by M r. Scudder, of the Irwell and Mersey Commission,

chemically-treated sewage, instead of septic-tank sewage, being

used.

The experimental filter that was in use at Leeds at the time

of my last visit was 24 feet in diameter and 10 feet high, septic-

tank sewage, without being heated, being sprinkled over the top of

the filter.

The effluent from the filter was not a clear liquid and con-

tained quite a large amount of suspended matter. This suspended

matter is said not to be putrescible, and owing to the large size

of the individual particles, soon settles out. The amount of purifi-

cation accomplished by the filter running at the rate of 1,000,000

gallons per acre was good. The effluent at Leeds, after the settling

out of the suspended matter, shows a purification of 92 per cent,

in albuminoid ammonia and 93 per cent, in oxygen consumed on
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the crude sewage, and 84 per cent, and 87 per cent., respectively,

on the septic-tank effluent. The amount of nitrogen in the effluent

as nitric nitrogen is from one to two parts in 100,000. More or

less trouble was caused by the clogging of the surface of the filter

by suspended matter and vegetable organisms. This hindered good

aeration and necessitated frequent and periodic forking over of the

top layers. The effluent appeared to contain so much suspended

matter that it would have to be passed through a sedimentation

basin before being run into the water-course.

The sprinkling arrangement, though automatic, required

attention, owing to stoppage of the small holes by suspended

matter. Further, in winter it would seem, on account of the

openness of the filter, to be absolutely necessary to warm the

sewage, and as I have stated, Mr. Whittaker claims that better

results are obtained at all times if this is done. This of course

adds greatly to the expense of the process.

A form of continuous filter that has attracted much attention

in England during the past year is the Stoddart filter. (Fig. 8.)

The filter itself is made of any hard, jagged material, as coke, hard-

burnt cinder, iron slag, ranging in size from two to three inches and

from which all finer material has been carefully removed. The

floor of the filter is made of cement concrete, with a fall of one

inch in three feet from the center to the collecting channel, which

surrounds but lies entirely outside the filter. No channels or pipes

of any kind are laid within the filter or on the floor.

As no liquid collects within the filter, retaining walls are un-

necessary, and the sides of the filter can be made of large pieces of

the filling material with a slight batter to increase solidity. If it is

considered desirable to inclose the filter, the retaining wall is placed

inside the collecting channel and is built on short brick columns in

order to allow the ready escape of the effluent. The three essential

points in the construction of the filter, according to Mr. Stoddart,

are the arrangement of the floor, the uniform grade of the filtering

medium and the freedom of the latter from dust or fine particles.

The distributer invented by Mr. Stoddart is in principle very

simple. It is made of zinc or galvanized iron and consists of a

number of perforated gutters, eleven in each section, 2 inches

wide and i-|- inches deep, arranged at right angles to the supply

channel. The perforations are cut in diamond shape at intervals

along the upper edge of the gutters. On the under surface of the

gutters are a number of small points, 360 to the square yard. The

•distributer rests upon the margin of the supply channel and upon

suitable supports at the further end, and must be perfectly level to



Fig. 7. The Whittaker & Bryant Filter, Church, near Accrington,

England, 1900.

Fig. 8. The Stoddart Continuous Filter, Horfield, near Bristol,

England, showing Construction, 1901.
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secure equal distribution. The clarified sewage flows from the

supply channel into the gutters and over the gutters through the

diamond-shaped perforations and falls from the small points in a

series of drops.

A filter such as described, Mr. Stoddart claims, will success-

fully treat clarified sewage containing about 0.5 parts albuminoid

ammonia per 100,000 parts at the rate of 500 gallons per cubic

yard per day, or in a filter 6 feet in depth each square yard of

surface will deal with 1000 gallons, equaling 4,840,000 gallons per

acre ; and further, that the more diluted the sewage is with rain-

water the greater can be the rate of filtration, and that the plant

at Bristol, when the sewage was diluted with storm water, has

frequently run at the rate of 30 to 40 million gallons per acre per

day for several hours in succession. This of course would do away
with all necessity for storm filters. The cost, according to Mr.

Stoddart, is 35 to 40 shillings per square yard six feet deep.

Small plants have been built at Knowl and at Harfield, Bristol,

and I believe at several other small places, and experimental plants

are now being tried at Manchester and Leeds. I hardly know what

to say of this method. I have carefully examined the plant at

Knowl, Bristol, and the experimental filters at Manchester and

Leeds. The filter at Bristol was running, at the time of my visit,

at the rate of 5,000,000 gallons per acre ; there was very little

appearance of organic matter on the surface of the filter, and the

filtrate was clear and without odor. The analysis of the filtrate

that had been made showed that it was not putrescible. The
albuminoid ammonia had been reduced from 0.5 to 0.13 parts and

the nitrogen as nitric nitrogen equaled 1.48.

The experimental filters at Manchester and at Leeds have not

given nearly as good results. The one at Manchester does not give

a clear filtrate, and, when running at the rate of 360 gallons per

square yard, 1,800,000 gallons per acre, a number of samples

were putrescible. Mr. Stoddart claims that the construction at

Manchester is faulty ; that on two sides the filter was surrounded

by earth to the height of about' 2 feet, preventing aeration. Since

my visit this earth has been removed and the experiments are being

continued.

Considerable difficulty must be experienced in insuring reg-

ular distribution. The plates must be kept perfectly level and all

buckling prevented. Further, if the clarified sewage contains any

amount of suspended matter, this will settle in the gutters in a very

short time, necessitating continual cleaning of the gutters.
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The same difficulty with this filter as with the Whittaker-

Bryant filter must be experienced in winter, and in the winter

cold of New England I should expect the filter at times to be com-

pletely coated over with ice. It is, however, on account of the very

high rate at which it is claimed it can treat clarified sewage, a

method that is well worth attention and study.

By far the most interesting experiment I know of on con-

tinuous intermittent filtration is the plant now nearing completion

at Salford, England, built according to the plans of Mr. Joseph

Corbett, Borough Engineer. (Fig. 9.) At this plant the sewage of

a city of about 250,000 inhabitants, with a dry-weather flow of

sewage of over 8,000,000 gallons, is to be treated by this compara-

tively new method.

At this plant the sewage is first to be treated chemically and

the clarified sewage run through roughing filters filled with gravel

at the rate of 4000 gallons per square yard, the rate to be increased

up to 16,000 in stormy weather. From the roughing filters it is to

flow by gravity to the valve chambers and be delivered on the

aerating bed.

This bed is 500 feet long, 510 feet wide and 10 feet deep and

filled with cinders passed by a |-inch and rejected by a|-inch mesh.

From the valve chambers run two delivery mains 30 inches

in diameter. One of these is connected with seven horizontal pipes,

the other with eight. These pipes run the whole length of the bed,

dividing it into sixteen sections, and the flow in each pipe is con-

trolled by a valve. From each of these fifteen pipes are raised

vertical pipes 10 feet apart and 10 feet high. Each of these stand

pipes is connected at right angles with 4-inch horizontal pipes

which run across the bed. On the top of the bed, therefore, there

is a layer of horizontal pipes 10 feet apart. These horizontal pipes

are fitted with vertical spray jets at every 5 feet, each spray pipe

having two ^-inch holes set at an angle toward each other.

The floor of the filter has a fall of 2 feet from inlet to outlet,

and is covered with tiles raised on feet sufficiently high,—about

3 inches,—to insure air circulation beneath the filter. The drains

are underneath the fifteen large horizontal pipes at the bottom of

the chamber, and all discharge into a main culvert which carries

the filtrate into the river.

The sewage passes from the valve chamber into one or both

of the mains and is delivered to any or all of the horizontal pipes.

From these it passes up the vertical pipes into the 4-inch horizontal

pipes and then into the spray pipes. There is a sufficient head to

cause the liquid to spout out of the spray pipes to a height of from



Fig. 9. The Corbett Filter, Salford, England, showing Construction, igoi.
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5 to 8 feet, and it will then fall like rain on the surface of the

filter.

The dry-weather flow upon the bed is to be about 500 gallons

per square yard, to be increased, when necessary, to 1000 gallons.

There is no question that the construction of this plant is costly,

but it seems to me that the chances of successful treatment are

greater with Mr. Corbett's plant than by any other method of con-

tinuous filtration I have seen. The plant should be in full opera-

tion this year, and the result will be very instructive whether it is

a failure or a success.

Intermittent continuous filtration is able to treat larger quanti-

ties of clarified sewage on a given area than any other bacterial

process, and it has the advantage over the contact method that

the accumulation of solid matter in the filter does not reduce the

volume of liquid which can be treated until the amount of solid

matter in the filter interferes with free passage of the liquid, which

condition may be found never to occur. In conclusion I can only

say that, though believing in the principle involved in the con-

tinuous filtration of sewage which has been acted upon by anaerobic

bacteria, I do not think it is as yet a method which can be con-

sidered as practical, especially on a large scale and in a climate

where the winter temperature is similar to that of New England.

Discussion.

Mr. Leonard Metcalf.—I had hoped that some of our older

members would open the discussion upon this very live topic.

Dr. Kinnicutt has presented to us a most interesting and well-

balanced paper upon the subject of the later developments in the

bacterial treatment of sewage, and he has summed up in a very

fair-minded way the recent work which has been done in England
along the different lines or methods of sewage disposal.

Certain facts, however, must not be lost sight of. Foremost

among these, that the English results must be interpreted from

the point of view of English conditions and environment, rather

than from our own.

The sewage which the majority of English plants have to deal

with, as compared with the characteristic sewage of this country,

is much more concentrated; hence high rates of filtration are pos-

sible only after some form of primary treatment or preparation.

The question of climatic conditions may play a very important

part in the efficiency of the plant. It seems to me that in such a

latitude as ours, the method of continuous filtration, if practiced

along the lines now being experimented upon in England,—that is,

by uniform distribution of the sewage over the surface of the bed
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by means of a spray or jet,—appears impossible, for in our colder

weather the applied sewage would soon form a solid sheet or coat

of ice upon the surface of the bed. Similarly, the Stoddard filter

would be impracticable in our latitude during the winter months,

for, aside from the probable clogging of the drip holes in the

trough distributers, there is the difficulty of freezing and of keep-

ing the various parts of the distributer in alignment, so that the

distribution will be uniform, for it is evident that one of the essen-

tials to high rates of filtration is the perfect application and dis-

tribution of the sewage upon the beds.

Of course the engineer has many different conditions to meet

in practice. Thus, in a large city the problem is quite different

from that of a small plant, such as a manufacturing plant or that

for a small town, and methods of sewage disposal which are prac-

ticable for the one are not necessarily so for the other. The larger

the areas, the more difficult the proper application or distribution

of the sewage over the disposal areas. Hence any reduction in the

area of beds required diminishes the difficulty of obtaining proper

distribution.

The question of supervision is a very serious one, and, indeed,

one which will often decide the question as to the type of disposal

works to be used. In my own practice I recall two or three cases in

which contact beds would have been advisable had it not been

for the danger which would have resulted from inadequate super-

vision over the plant in operation. One great difficulty lies in

obtaining automatic discharge of doses of sewage successively on

different beds. There are several automatic devices in the market

for accomplishing this, which are said to have given good satisfac-

tion, but even they must be inspected from time to time. Messrs.

Snow and Barbour, members of this Society, have designed such a

device, which, I understand
;

is in successful operation at the Dan-

vers Insane Asylum, and, perhaps, elsewhere; and, more recently,

Messrs. Alvord and Shields, of Chicago, have made use of a differ-

ent type of mechanism at Wauwatosa, Wis. These devices are, per-

haps, expensive for small plants; in larger plants the relative ex-

pense is, of course, smaller; moreover, in the latter constant super-

vision becomes necessary for other reasons.

The tendency in the construction of contact beds in England

at the present time to make use of a finer grade of material, than

that constituting the bulk of the bed, upon the surface of the bed

is certainly worthy of note, and appears to be a step in the right

direction, as the finer material may readily be scraped and replaced

from time to time, thus maintaining the capacity of the bed itself.
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Of course this method of construction is intended only for contact

beds, and not for intermittent filter beds, such as have been so

largely used in this vicinity.

The difficulty of obtaining a normal sample of sewage has an

important bearing upon the question of the degree of purification

obtained by the use of septic tanks and the apparent discrepancies

in the chemical analyses of the raw sewage and the effluent from

the tank. This is particularly so in the case of small plants with

short pipe systems. If a suitable receptacle can be obtained for

holding a considerable amount of sewage, and if samples can be

taken therefrom at frequent intervals during the day, a fairly good

result may be obtained; but the method of taking samples from

the drains as the sewage passes through them is, to say the least,

very unsatisfactory, for it results in untrustworthy analyses of the

raw sewage, and hence in anomalous results in the comparison of

the raw sewage and the tank effluent.

The septic tank does not do away with the sludge problem,

which is, after all, the vital problem in sewage purification. It

does mitigate the sludge nuisance, but, unfortunately, the sludge

which is produced, though smaller in amount, is generally far worse

in character than that resulting from other methods of treatment.

Where the sludge can be carried to sea and thus disposed of, it

makes little difference, but when the sludge itself remains to be

treated, the handling of large quantities of it becomes a serious

problem.

Attention should be called to the dearth of definite information

concerning the proper period of contact for the sewage in the septic

tank. English practice has favored a period of from twenty-four

to thirty-six hours, while American practice has tended toward

considerably shorter periods. The character of the original sewage

and the length of what might be termed the period of delivery will

doubtless control this largely, though climatic conditions must also

have an important influence.

This brings us to the question of the degree of purification

required, and suggests as most promising fields for the use of the

septic tank and contact beds not only those localities where suitable

materials of construction are expensive, but also those places in

which partial purification only—that is, the securing of a non-

putrescible effluent—is required. That the septic tank and contact

beds are promising methods of sewage disposal is evidenced by the

large number of sewage-disposal companies that have recently been

organized and that are operating under various patents; but it is

certainly unfortunate that the progress of the science of successful
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sewage disposal bids fair to be seriously impeded by patent con-

siderations and the possibility of legal entanglements. The writer

understands that already in the case of one city, where some most

valuable experiments upon the disposal of the city's sewage are

being conducted, has concluded not to publish further results ob-

tained from the septic tanks on account of the attitude and claims

of certain companies controlling septic tank and contact bed

patents,—patents upon the validity of which the courts have, how-

ever, not yet been given an opportunity to pass.

The writer is of the opinion that the various patent claims

upon the broad principle of septic tank treatment will not stand the

test of the courts. On the other hand it is probably true that

certain of the mechanical appliances or devices connected with the

tanks are original.

Some of the patent considerations involved have been dis-

cussed by the writer in an article upon the "Antecedents of the

Septic Tank," Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers, Vol. XLVI, 1901.

Professor Wm. T. Sedgwick.—At the outset I desire to ex-

press publicly the sense of personal obligation which I feel to Pro-

fessor Kinnicutt for the very able and interesting paper to which

we have all just listened with so much pleasure. For the second

time, he has now brought to us the rich results of his expert per-

sonal observation and study of the modern English theory and

practice of sewage disposal, derived from a careful examination of

local conditions in a large number of typical English cities and

towns. Anyone who has ever undertaken, as I have once or twice

done, to make visits of this character, to collect the true facts, to

make fair comparisons, and especially to draw just conclusions and

to forecast the future, knows well how laborious, how tedious and

how costly such effort is.

From my own point of view, namely, that of bacteriology, all

these processes about which we have been hearing to-night are ex-

tremely interesting. In the so-called "septic tank" we have a sewage

purifying itself as it were, or "working," like apple juice when the

latter is being fermented in a cask by wild yeasts. Everyone is

familiar with the process of cider-making, in which sweet apple

juice charged with microbes derived from the dust on the skin

of the apples, or from the straw, or from the atmosphere, or from

the walls of the cask is slowly "worked" over by the microbes

present, and especially by wild yeasts, and turned into hard cider

or eventually by vinegar microbes into vinegar. In a similar way
fresh sewage charged with microbes may be "worked" over by its
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own microbes and is so worke'd over or "liermented" or "putrefied"

in a cesspool or a septic (i.e. putrefaction) tank. I believe that

as a means of partial self-purification of sewage the septic or putre-

faction tank has come to stay; but that it will ever take the place

of the complete purification accomplished by intermittent filtra-

tion through sand I do not believe, for the reason that only in the

latter process do oxidations appear to be completely carried out.

It is very interesting, as well as somewhat amusing, to see how
the old-fashioned cesspool,—which pseudo-sanitarians have long

despised and condemned, but the value of which has been well

understood and appreciated by scientific students of sanitation,

—

has at last been exonerated from suspicion and vindicated in its

reputation, and how under a new name it has become the popular

"septic tank" of to-day. One of my students only a day or two

ago opened a so-called cesspool belonging to a sanitarium near

Boston and found it in every respect, except name, a perfect septic

tank, having a crust some eight inches thick on the top, and with

everything working as well as could be desired in any septic tank

specially constructed.

The introduction of the septic-tank system (which may well

be called the partial "self-purification of sewage") as a recognized

element in sewage purification, worthy of careful study and em-

ployment, is, I think, a great advance ; and even if it shall prove

to be no more than a vindication and further application of the

cesspool, it will play in the future an important part in sewage

disposal, especially for separate houses, institutions, sanitariums and

the like. When once we come to know more of its bacterial opera-

tion, and especially of the fate of disease germs in the septic tank,

I think we shall value it even more highly than we do to-day.

With regard to double-contact beds, I have always been more

skeptical. I visited Colonel Waring's plant when it was at work in

Newport, and while the theory of it was fairly good, it never

seemed to me to be as good as he thought it was. His theory was

this : In intermittent filtration we get only so many hours a day of

work out of the bacteria, and if we could work them all day we
should probably get better quantitative results. Here it seems to

me was the fallacy, for it does not follow that if we work a man
twenty-four hours a day we necessarily get more out of him than

if we work him only ten hours. Of course bacteria are very dif-

ferent from human beings, and yet I think that it is not difficult

to see how the double-contact beds may lose their liquid capacity

if treated on this system because of bacterial growths. For

what we want is to get the bacteria to clean up the last part
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of the sewage, which is always the poorest part and for them the

poorest food. Now if they have plenty of the richer, better part

they will often not take the trouble to feed upon the poorer part.

They are likely to devour only the better food and let the poorer

go. These statements are not based upon analogy merely, but

upon well-known facts in the nutrition of the lower micro-organ-

isms, and I do not think that when bacteria are well fed for twenty-

four hours, or any large part of it, they are likely to oxidize effi-

ciently the last (i.e. the most refractory) portions of the sewage,

which are poor food for bacteria ; and I do think that they are very

likely to multiply enormously upon the abundant richer portions,

perhaps passing into that jelly stage which is a part of their life

history, settling down, as it were, and, like stall-fed oxen, growing

fat and doing very little work. I throw this idea out merely as a

suggestion ; but I would be almost willing to predict that in those

contact filters which lost their liquid capacity and became stopped

up, the sewage was less purified,—that is, was richer in food for

bacteria before it went upon the filter,—than was the case in those

filters which remained comparatively open.

In making observations such as Professor Kinnicutt has been

making in England, one learns some interesting and valuable but

unexpected lessons. I have in mind one which was taught to me
a year ago last summer while talking with the City Engineer of

Oxford, where I was working for a few weeks, about the sewage

disposal of that ancient university city. The system of disposal

employed in Oxford is irrigation, and I remarked to the engineer

that of course the rainy climate with which he had to deal added

materially to the difficulties of getting rid of the sewage upon land.

But he replied, "O, no ! we do not have nearly as much rain as you

do in Boston." "Is that so !" I exclaimed ; "what is your annual

rainfall?" He replied, "About twenty-five inches." Now the

ordinary traveler in England and on the Continent or the reader of

English literature certainly gets the impression that England is a

very wet place, and so it is,—but the wetness is in the air rather

than in the ground. In other words, although England really

has a very moist, damp climate, heavy rains such as we frequently

experience are almost unknown, and I was very much surprised,

as well as interested, to learn that the rainfall of Oxford is only

somewhat more than one-half that of Boston.

I think that we ought to feel especially indebted to Professor

Kinnicutt for digesting and reporting to us so thoroughly and ac-

ceptably as he has done the theory and practice of our English

friends at the present time concerning sewage disposal, but even
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more important it seems to me is the original work which he is

doing upon this same subject at the purification works of the city

of Worcester and in his own laboratory; and we shall await with

the utmost interest the conclusions to which he may come concern-

ing the efficiency of the self-purification of sewage, by the septic

tank ; the contact filters, whether single or multiple ; and even the

continuous filtration of sewage,—although this last 1 must confess

seems to me too much like Colonel Waring's Newport experi-

ment—interesting in theory, but of very doubtful expediency or

value in practice.

Mr. Frank A. Barbour (by letter).—The Boston Society,

and particularly those members engaged in sanitary engineering,

must acknowledge a debt of gratitude to Professor Kinnicutt for

his valuable paper. Without question, the present status of the

sewage problem in England has been examined with unprejudiced

vision and desciibed in the light of an intimate scientific knowledge

of the subject. This gives to the paper a distinct value for

American engineers, because, unfortunately, in England proprie-

tary methods have been, in many cases, more largely responsible

for the optimistic claims put forward than calm study of the

premises and results, and it has accordingly been difficult, from this

side of the water, to distinguish the relative merits of these claims.

Degrees of purification and rates of operation have been an-

nounced which only a few months' trial were necessary to disprove.

Analyses of the untreated liquid and of the effluent, with the

samples collected in such a way as to be fairly expressive of the

results, have been seldom given out, and thus it is that English ex-

perience may, perhaps, better serve to indicate the general trend

of the development of high rate purification by bacterial methods

than as the actual basis of design. In studying the description of

the various systems one cannot but feel that, impelled by the hope

of financial profit or by the urgent necessity of meeting difficult

conditions in the centers of population, there has been a rush to

devise new methods—different from those preceding—almost in

some cases to the extent of adopting the fantastic.

The keynote of the paper is that to-day the problem is far

from finally settled, and that many of the most important factors

are as yet indeterminate. In relation to the septic tank we are told

that it is dangerous to prophesy as to the odor from any particular

installation ; that, up to the present time, there is no rational way
of adapting the period of exposure to the quality of the sewage.

As to the most effective depth, the relation of depth to area,

whether the tank should be divided transversely so as to conform
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the greater portion of the solids in the first compartment, but little

is definitely settled.

Some means of knowing the optimum period of septic ex-

posure for a particular sewage is most desirable. That there is a

minimum time below which liquefaction will not occur is certain,

that twenty-four hours is long enough for ordinary sewage has

been proved by experience, and that the necessary time is some

function of the strength of the sewage has been shown by experi-

ments on the septic treatment of sludge. The adoption of a

capacity equal to the twenty-four-hour flow, with, perhaps, auto-

matic weirs to equalize hourly variation, and the division of the

plant into a number of units, so that one or more can be cut out,

if necessary, would seem to be the present reasonable basis of

design. Where the sewage is weak, or where, as in summer
resorts, the maximum comes in the warmer months, a lesser

capacity is probably justifiable.

The septic tank has apparently proved its right to exist as a

means of preliminary treatment, but as to the value of contact

beds, opinion is more unsettled.

Contact beds were originally adopted as a means of extending

the area of effective bacterial activity and consequently the rate of

operation, by using a material so coarse that, without mechanical

apparatus, greater quantities of air would enter the body of the

filter. The beds were to fill with air between doses and the action

was to be aerobic. Experiments, however, have shown that the

action between doses is largely anaerobic and that air does not enter

so much between doses as with the sewage during its inflow. The
method of dosing is, therefore, most important.

By the general method of applying the sewage, now employed,

a continuous current is flowed into one of the sections of the con-

tact beds, until the bed is filled to the desired height. It would

seem that perhaps intermittent dosing in quick, short flushes with

distributers arranged to thoroughly spread the liquid over the sur-

face of the bed might profitably be adopted. In this way the action

of the bed during filling would resemble that of a continuous in-

termittent filter, and if the contact beds were only filled to a portion

of its depth, the upper part, not backflooded, would be equivalent

to such a filter. At Mansfield, Ohio, the dosing apparatus is so

arranged that the beds can be handled in this wav.

As contact beds are generally operated at present, the action

is both aerobic and anaerobic—with perhaps greater dependence on

the results of the latter condition. At first thought it would seem

best to draw a sharper line between these two conditions and to
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attempt to complete the anaerobic purefaction in the septic tank,

making all subsequent action one of oxidation and nitrification.

With the septic tank better understood, it ought to be possible to

turn out an effluent thoroughly liquefied and ripe for final purifica-

tion by aerobic action.

It has been pretty well demonstrated that raw sewage cannot

well be treated in contact beds and the liquid usually applied to

these beds is septic effluent. Such a liquid greedily absorbs oxygen

and, if introduced into a contact bed in the same condition as it

issues from the septic tank, the resulting action can be little more

than a straining of the liquid under anaerobic conditions. Thorough

aeration would seem to be a necessary preliminary to the application

of septic effluent to contact beds. Whether inadequate aeration

may account for the reduced rates, now claimed for this method of

filtration in England, does not appear from the paper.

Unquestionably the greatest danger in the use of contact beds

is the accumulation of matter in the interstices of the material.

At Manchester it is proposed to intercept the suspended solids

by a surface layer of fine material, but it would seem that this layer

would also prevent the entrance of air and that a better method

would have been to limit the fine material to a small area around

the outlets, depressing the surface covered by this material so as to

form a pool three inches deep, across which the liquid would flow

with a slow velocity and enter the coarse material of the bed sur-

face beyond. This is the method used at Mansfield, Ohio, and

suggested by the conditions at Marion, Iowa, where a septic effluent

runs from the tank to the stream over the ground, leaving a slight

deposit near the tank and reaching the stream comparatively free

from suspended solids.

It is to be noted that many of the English contact beds have

been constructed with materials, the particles of which vary greatly

in size, little attention having apparently been paid to mechanical

analyses and the advantages of greater air space and less settle-

ment, to be gained by using a material more uniform in size of

particle. In a plant recently constructed by the writer at Mans-
field, Ohio, locomotive cinders were used—at Lakewood, Ohio,

cinders from a manufacturing establishment. In both cases the

material was crushed and screened—the final product being the

most vitrified portion of the cinders and varying in size from ^ to f

of an inch. The cost per cubic yard placed in beds amounted to

about 85 cents—about one-half of this representing labor in crush-

ing and screening, the other half the cost of purchasing and trans-

porting the cinders. About 85 per cent, of the volume of the raw
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material was recovered as final product, while the waste amounted

to 35 per cent, of the raw material.

The discussion of continuous intermittent, filtration is ex-

tremely interesting and valuable—not only because this system ap-

parently holds the center of the sanitary stage in England at the

present time—but also because its success is due to a recognition

of the necessity for proper methods of dosing, a necessity which

has been in this country considerably neglected, both in the carry-

ing out of experiments and in practical work. To repeat an oft-

repeated sanitary axiom—successful purification by filtration de-

pends on oxygen and time. The sewage must be held in contact

with the bed and in the presence of sufficient oxygen for a time

long enough to complete purification. A logical deduction is the

use of the coarsest material which can be so dosed as to meet the

necessary condition of time, and thus the intermittent continuous

filter has come into prominence.

With ordinary sand filters, however, the method of dosing is

most important. As in the case of contact filters, air enters with

the sewage rather than between doses ; the filter is between doses

largely filled with carbonic dioxid. During the flow of effluent

from beds, the gas driven out into the underdrain manholes by the

advancing liquid, at Brockton, has at times been so largely carbonic

dioxid as to seriously affect the assistant collecting samples.

The advantage of intermittent dosing in quick, short flushes

is easily apparent—not only because in this way greater quantities

of air are carried into the filter, but also because no head or

pressure is thereby brought on the sand, and the liquid passed

through too quickly. In several plants observed by the writer, the

effluent will start in a strong flow fifteen to twenty minutes after the

application of a dose of 80,000 to 100,000 gallons on an acre bed

—

with the drains at a depth of six feet. In such cases the quality of

the effluent during the first part of the discharge is much below the

average—proving that the effluent which first appears is not that

previously held in the sand, but a part of the dose immediately

applied. Whether it is advisable to adopt the elaborate devices for

applying sewage to filters now so popular in England, is a ques-

tion, but there can be no doubt that a valuable lesson may be

learned from the continuous intermittent system,—namely, the

desirability of providing better means for applying the sewage in

doses proportioned in size and rate of application to the area of

the bed.

The use of coarse material in the continuous filter necessitates

the adoption of complicated dosing apparatus which in the cold

winters of this country would be difficult to maintain.
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In a recent series of analyses, made by the writer, of the

applied sewage and effluents from a sand filter provided with an

aerating layer of gravel and air pipes at mid-depth, it was found

that extremely high rates could be successfully maintained and

the influence of the aerating layer in promoting nitrification was
markedly shown by comparison of samples of effluent taken above

and below this layer. It is believed that where filters are to be

artificially constructed, much higher rates, than have yet been

attempted in practice can be obtained by improved methods of

dosing and subsoil aeration, and this without the necessity of using

dosing apparatus difficult to operate in winter.

There is one phase of the status of sewage disposal in England

to which perhaps, it will not be amiss to call attention,—namely,

the standard of purification demanded by the authorities and

obtained by the systems now in vogue in that country. Professor

Kinnicutt has referred to the Irwell & Mersey standard which calls

for an albuminoid ammonia not exceeding .14 part per 100,000 and

an oxygen consumed not exceeding 1.40 parts per 100,000. This

is equivalent, on the basis of the albuminoid ammonia to the liquid

which would result by diluting ordinary raw sewage with six

times its volume of water. In this country it is generally con-

sidered that at least 2.5 cubic feet per second of water per 1000

people contributing sewage, or a dilution of forty times is necessary

to prevent a nuisance in the stream.

It is evident, therefore, that one of the first requirements in

order to understand the present status of sewage disposal in

England, is an appreciation of the quality of effluents with which

authorities there are satisfied. This lower standard is the explana-

tion of many of the systems proposed, because, neither by contact

beds nor continuous filters, operated at righ rates, can such degrees

of purification as are usually obtained from intermittent sand

filters be economically obtained. Cinder filters, five feet deep and

properly equipped will cost from $10,000 to $25,000 per acre, and,

if a high degree of purification is demanded, the necessary area

will be such that the cost will, except under unusual conditions

compare unfavorably with that of sand filters.

The adoption of a lower standard of purification in a thickly

settled country is natural. All streams must serve to a certain

extent as carriers of waste matters and neither legally or logically

can it be expected that the water will continue to flow as it is

"wont by nature." Recognizing this, it is reasonable to accept an

effluent adapted to the stream conditions—not attempting the

transformation of sewage to drinking water, but insuring that no
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nuisance will be created. In this direction lies the greatest field for

the use of high-rate bacterial methods of sewage purification.

Mr. George A. Carpenter (by letter).—I have been very

much interested in Professor Kinnicutt's paper, and especially in

that portion relating to the action of the septic tank and contact

filters.

The results obtained with an experimental tank of about

68,000 gallons capacity, which I have been operating at Paw-

tucket, R. I., for two years, accord very closely with those re-

ported for Leeds. They are as follows:

Parts per 100,000.

Raw Sewage.

Total solids 92.46

Soluble solids 54-09

Suspended solids 38.37

The average amount of albuminoid ammonia removed by the

septic tank was 41.3 per cent, on the first experiment of ten

months' duration, and 42.7 per cent, on the second experiment,

which continued eight months and eighteen days.

I agree with Professor Kinnicutt that the amount of sludge

which the septic tank is capable of decomposing has been gener-

ally overestimated. Results in Pawtucket have shown that 47
per cent, of the solids retained in the septic tank were septicised

on the first experiment and 38.3 per cent, on the second. Figured

on the percentage of suspended solids, the 38.3 per cent, becomes

48 per cent.

The amount of sludge collected on the first experiment was

5.428 cubic yards per million gallons of sewage passed through

the tank, and, on the second, 4.846 cubic yards. In the first case

the percentage of moisture of this sludge was 81.75, and in the

second, 79.11.

The reduction of the sludge to absolutely dry matter makes

.99 cubic yards and 1.012 cubic yards per million gallons for the

first and second experiments respectively. The average amount
of sludge removed from the sand beds during the treatment of

the sewage by sedimentation and filtration, over a period of six

years, averaged 3.14 cubic yards per million gallons of sewage.

The sewage is now stronger than formerly, and from August 7 to

October 1, 1901, the sludge averaged 4.87 cubic yards per million

gallons.
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It is greatly to be deplored that, from the numerous septic

tanks installed in the United States, hardly any records of the

character and composition of the sewages treated are available.

It is of little value to state that in a particular tank "there

has been no noticeable accumulation of sludge," or that "there

has been very little deposit in the septic tank," unless some

average analyses of the sewage treated, and of the effluent from

the tank, accompany such a statement. And, even in cases where

these can be given, it is also necessary to record the amount of

the sewage which has passed through the tank in a given time and

to make a measurement of the sludge deposited. The generalized

statements of the past have led engineers to believe that the

septic tank was capable of accomplishing more work than a

thorough investigation has revealed.

Considerable interest and value would, I think, be added to

the table of "Solids in Sewage and Septic Tank Effluent," given

by Professor Kinnicutt, if it could be carried farther and the

total accumulation of sludge in the septic tank could be shown.

Using his estimate that "the amount of sludge decomposed

does not usually exceed 30 per cent, of the total suspended matter

arrested in the tank," I have prepared the following tables, indi-

cating the final disposition of the solids of the sewage. They are

based upon an arbitrary outline suggested by Mr. Geo. W. Fuller,

and are interesting as an attempt to separate and compare the

work of different tanks.

The figures given for Pawtucket have been obtained by

actual measurement.

TABLE I.

Parts per 100,000.

SUSPENDED SOLIDS.

Total

Solids
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TABLE II.

Exeter. Leeds.
Manches-

ter. Worcester. Pawtucket.

Total Solids in Sewage, Ex-
eluding Amount Dis-

solved in Septic Effluent... 33-9 56.7 5I-72 34-51 45.21

=3.3

'Tank Effluent (Col.b.) 45 + 25 — 3' — 52 — 27 —
" Sludge ( " d.) 4i + 41 + 29 — 4 + 45 +

2?gi
3"2<B
a

" Liquefied( " c.) 17 + 18 — 12 + 2 — 13 —

&
" Gasified ( " f.

)

— -°3 16 28 42 15

IOO IOO IOO IOO

This attempted comparison clearly indicates the need of

more detailed information than we yet possess, to enable engi-

neers to predict the results which may be expected from the

passage of a particular sewage through a septic tank.

The more the question is studied, however, the more evident

it becomes that, no matter what the method of disposal may be,

there will always be a considerable amount of sludge that must

eventually be disposed of. The amount of this sludge will de-

pend largely upon the amount of suspended matter in the original

sewage.

My experience would seem to indicate that this sludge can best

be disposed of, through the summer at least, by sedimentation and

intermittent filtration through sand beds. By this method the

sludge loses a large percentage of its moisture, and can be readily

raked from the surface of the sand and then burned, used for

filling or be plowed into fields that are to be cultivated.

Through the severe winter weather, when sludge will freeze

on the sand beds and will not dry out so that it can be raked off,

the septic tank may be used with profit. The sludge will be

retained in that, will decompose to some extent, as indicated by

the table, and can, as spring approaches, be taken from the tank

and disposed of.

Another difficulty which arises, when trying to compare the

results of several septic tanks, is the failure of experimenters

to note whether the crude sewage is screened before passing to

the tanks, and, if it is, what is the amount and disposition of these

screenings.

In the comparison of water works systems, some uniform

method of recording data had to be provided, and so, it seems
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to me, some uniform system of gathering and recording the facts

regarding sewage disposal systems must be adopted before we can

hope to obtain the fullest information and an intelligent compari-

son of results.

Professor Kinnicutt (by letter).—I wish first of all to thank

the various speakers for their kind remarks and for the favorable

consideration they have given to my paper.

As to the septic tank, I think Professor Sedgwick's compari-

son to the fermentation of cider and the term "self-purification of

sewage" are most happy, and they show to us in a very few words

what is the essential action of the septic tank.

Mr. Metcalf calls attention to the fact that, as a rule, English

sewage is much more concentrated than the sewage of most

American cities, and that high rates of filtration are applicable

there only after some form of preliminary treatment. I think that,

though American sewage is less concentrated than English sew-

age, it is not a wise plan, as a rule, to run crude sewage directly

upon sand-bed areas if the rate of filtration is to equal anything

like 100,000 gallons per acre per day. I am very sure that much
better results could be obtained with intermittent filtration beds

if the cellulose and nitrogenous substances had been partially de-

composed by an anaerobic bacteria before passing the sewage upon

the beds, for the action of the sand beds should be mainly aerobic

and not anaerobic.

Mr. Barbour expresses very tersely the numerous unanswered

questions concerning the action of the septic tank and shows how
much still remains to be determined. His change of construction

of the septic tank so that the rate of flow can be regulated is

certainly an improvement over the older forms.

All the speakers agree that the septic tank is only a prelimi-

nary treatment, and does not do away with the sludge problem,

and I am glad to see that Mr. Carpenter agrees with me in that the

amount of solid matter which is liquefied or changed into gas has

been usually overestimated.

As to contact beds, I agree in a great part with what has been

said by the various speakers. The action should be aerobic, and the

greater the amount of air admitted to the beds, the more perfect

should be their action. If the surface becomes coated, or the

voids filled with solid substances, the capacity of the bed must be

diminished. The clogging of a contact bed is caused, to a great

extent, not by applying too much food material, but by applying

food material in a form that the aerobic bacteria cannot assimilate.

Giving organic matter in the form of proteids to aerobic bacteria,
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it seems to me, is something like giving ground phosphate rock, as

it occurs in nature, to higher forms of vegetable life. We change

the phosphate rock by the action of sulphuric acid into soluble

phosphate of calcium before using it as a fertilizer ; so should the

proteids be changed into simpler nitrogenous products by the use

of the septic tank before giving them as food material to the

aerobic bacteria.

I am very glad that both Mr. Metcalf and Mr. Barbour have

called attention to the difference in degree of purification required

in this country and in England, and it is true that a purification

only equal to the Irwell and Mersey standard would often be

considered inadequate in this country.

My own opinion as to the degree of purification is that it

should not depend on the amount of albuminoid ammonia, the

amount of oxygen consumed, the nitrogen as nitrites and nitrogen

as nitrates contained in the effluent, though these data do give

valuable information; but that the standard should be whether or

not the effluent will undergo secondary putrefaction. This likeli-

hood of secondary decomposition cannot be determined from the

above factors, but from Scudder's Incubator Test. If a sewage

effluent from any process gives continuously good results with the

incubator test, it certainly seems to show that such an effluent

cannot undergo secondary decomposition when run into a water-

course.

Continuous filtration methods, as Mr. Barbour remarks, are

deserving of careful study, if on no other account, because they do

call attention to the fact that the work which can be accomplished

by bacterial beds depends largely on the manner in which the

sewage is applied, and because they show the possibility of treating

very large amounts of clarified sewage on comparatively small

areas.

As I have said, these methods are still in the experimental

stage, and all I have attempted to do this evening is to call at-

tention to the different ways in which attempts are being made

to render continuous filtration a practical method for the treat-

ment of sewage.
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RAINFAIiLS.

By Alfred F. Theard, Member Louisiana Engineering Society.

[Read before the Society, March 10, 1902.*]

Gentlemen : In our city, with its semi-tropical climate,

where changes of temperature of 30 to 40 degrees in less than

twenty-four hours are recorded, I have thought that a short recital

of facts concerning our local rainfall would prove of interest.

New Orleans is situated sufficiently close to a vast body of

water to be classed as a coast city, and to be subjected to its atmos-

pheric rules. Surrounded by an absolutely plane country, without

protection by mountainous elevations, it is, indeed, interesting to

compare actual records, inherent to atmospheric and climatic con-

ditions, with those established by science and applicable to regions

similarly situated.

I shall try, as briefly as possible, to explain some features of

our rainfalls which have come under my personal notice during

the several years of my connection with an office where a correct

and reliable continuous record has been made; prefacing these

remarks with the definition and explanation of the principles and

general laws accepted as the result of scientific investigations.

This may prove instructive to some, and it has enabled me, in

some instances, to make comparisons between our own records and

the generally accepted theories, and to draw conclusions as to their

correctness and applicability to our local conditions.

The scope of the subjects which I will necessarily mention,,

is so vast, that I have not attempted to amplify or explain the gen-

eral laws enunciated. I will, therefore, state in a general way, the

accepted theory of the cause of rainfall under its varied forms, a

few phenomenal records established, and some local data in which

we are concerned. In describing the phenomena which are the

primary causes of atmospheric disturbances, it will be necessary

to define and explain briefly, radiation, evaporation, condensation,

mists, fogs, dew, frosts, snow and hail ; and I have taken the defini-

tions quoted from the best recognized authorities.

All phenomena noticeable in the atmosphere are referable to

the action of the sun, for, as Professor Stewart says, "If the sun

were blotted out from the sky, a cold lifeless uniformity would

rapidly take possession of the whole surface of the globe."

These atmospheric phenomena are, therefore, divided into two

classes, daily phenomena and annual phenomena, or those refer-

*Manuscript received April 22, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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able to the revolution of the earth on its axis and those dependent

on its revolution around the sun.

The first and most important of the daily atmospheric changes

is that of the temperature, to which all others can either directly or

indirectly be referred.

The gaseous envelope surrounding the earth is composed of

two atmospheres, quite distinct from each other : an atmosphere

of dry air and an atmosphere of aqueous vapor. Dry air is always

a gas and its quantity remains constant, but aqueous vapor does

not continue permanently in the gaseous state and the quantity

present in the air is, by the ceaseless process of evaporation and

condensation, constantly changing.

If the aqueous vapor remained permanently and unchanged in

the atmosphere, or were not liable to be condensed into clouds or

rain, the mixture would become as complete as that of the nitrogen

and oxygen of the air. The equilibrium of the vapor atmosphere,

however, is being constantly disturbed by every change of tempera-

ture, by every instance of condensation, and by the unceasing

process of evaporation.

Aqueous vapor is constantly being added to the air from the

surface of water, snow and ice, from moist surfaces and from

plants. The rate of evaporation increases with an increase of

temperature, because the capacity of the air for vapor is thereby

increased.

The atmosphere can only contain a certain definite amount of

vapor according to the temperature. When, therefore, the air has its

full complement of vapor, or when, in other words, it is saturated,

evaporation ceases. Evaporation is greatest when the air is dryest,

and least when the air is nearest the point of saturation. Currents

of air remove the moisture and substitute dryer air over evaporat-

ing surfaces, and evaporation is much more rapid during wind than

in calm weather.

Air expands under diminished pressure, its temperature natu-

rally falls, and it approaches nearer to the point of saturation and

becomes moister. It contracts under increased pressure, its tem-

perature rises and becomes dryer and recedes from the point of

saturation.

On clear and calm nights the temperature of the earth's sur-

face is gradually lowered to the dew point, and when this point is

reached the aqueous vapor is condensed into dew.

This cannot happen in cloudy weather because the clouds pre-

vent the escape of heat by radiation ; nor in windy weather because

the wind continually renews the air in contact with the earth's
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surface. When the temperature is at or near the freezing point dew

becomes frost. Radiation is the constant interchange of heat

among bodies exposed to each other. When one body receives

more heat than it radiates, its temperature becomes warmer ; when,

on the contrary, it radiates more heat than it receives, its tem-

perature is lowered.

Radiation from the molecules of the earth's atmosphere to-

ward the cold regions of space, the simple expansion of the air of

ascending currents, the mixing of cold air with air that is warm
and moist, and the cooling of the air in contact with the surface of

the earth, when its temperature has been lowered by nocturnal

radiation, are causes that lower the temperature of the air.

When on clear and calm nights, owing to terrestrial radiation,

the temperature of the objects on the earth's surface is reduced to

a certain point, the aqueous vapor is condensed into dew on their

surfaces.

Mists and fogs are visible vapors, floating in the air near

the earth's surface ; and clouds are visible vapors at a considerable

height.

These visible vapors are formed by whatever lowers the tem-

perature of the air below the dew point.

All storms are essentially the same, differing from each other

only in their dimensions, intensity or the degree in which the mois-

ture is condensed into visible vapor.

Whirlwinds, water-spouts, tornadoes differ radically from

cyclones. The largest tornadoes are of so decidedly smaller dimen-

sions when compared with the smallest cyclones as to admit of no

shading of the one into the other.

Cyclones take place under conditions which involve unequal

atmospheric pressures or densities at the same heights of the atmos-

phere, due to inequalities in the geographical distribution of tem-

perature and humidity, but whirlwinds occur where for the time

the air is unusally warm or moist, and where consequently tem-

perature and humidity diminish with height at an abnormally rapid

rate. Cyclones are thus phenomena resulting from a disturbance

of the equilibrium of the atmosphere considered horizontally, but

whirlwinds and tornadoes have their origin in a vertical disturbance

of atmospheric equilibrium.

Hail, snow and rain are simply the manner and degree of

precipitation accompanying storms. All hail is connected with

whirlwinds more or less developed and it is when the hail storm

is one of the phenomena attendant on the tornado or on a great

thunder storm that it assumes its most destructive form.
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The vapor carried aloft by the gyrations of the tornado is be-

low a certain height condensed into cloud and rain, but above that

height into snow. If the rain drops formed below be carried into

the snow region by the powerful ascending currents of a tornado,

and be kept suspended there a little while, they become frozen into

hail. If they become separated from the gyrations of the tornado,

they are precipitated to the earth as hail stones of clear ice.

Snow, in bulk ten or twelve times lighter than water, takes

the place of rain when the temperature is sufficiently low to freeze

the condensed moisture in the atmosphere.

When, therefore, owing to a cold current appearing in some

part of the atmosphere the vapor which it contains cannot continue

iii its gaseous state, it becomes condensed, and in accordance with

the conditions under which this condensation has been accom-

plished, rain, snow or hail is produced.

Whatever tends to lower the temperature of the air below the

dew-point is a cause of rain. It is, therefore, to the winds we
must chiefly look for an explanation of the rainfall and the prin-

ciples of this connection are these five (5) as given by Professor

Stewart

:

(1) When the winds have previously traversed a large ex-

tent of ocean, the rainfall is moderately large.

(2) If the winds at the same time advance into colder

regions, the rainfall is largely increased because the temperature is

sooner reduced below the point of saturation.

(3) If the winds though arriving from the ocean have not

traversed a considerable extent of it, the rainfall is not large.

(4) If the winds even though having traversed a large ex-

tent of ocean, yet on arriving at the land proceed into lower latitudes

or regions markedly warmer, the rainfall is small.

(5) If a range of mountains lies across the onward path of

the winds, the rainfall is largely increased on the side facing the

winds and reduced over the region on the other side of the range,

because the air on the windward side is suddenly raised to a

greater height by crossing the range, the temperature is further

reduced by mere expansion and a more copious precipitation is the

result. On the other side, the air descends to lower levels, because

gradually dryer, and the rainfall diminishes with the descent.

In this latitude where the rainfall is distributed through all the

months of the year and where snow covers the ground for only a

small part of the year, the mean temperature of the soil equals that

of the air.
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Rainfalls naturally vary in accordance with the latitude. In

lower latitudes the heaviest single showers ever recorded are

:

Joyeuse, France, 31.17 inches in 22 hours.

Gibraltar, 33.00 inches in 26 hours.

Around Bombay, 24.00 inches in 12 hours.

Khasi hills, India, 30.00 inches in 24 hours, and record repeated

for five days consecutively.

This somewhat explains how annual records in India reach

247 inches. In the United States and Canada to East of longitude

100 degrees West, the feature of the rainfall is the comparative

equableness of its distribution, annual rainfalls exceeding 50 inches

being restricted to very few districts, and rainfalls below 20 inches

being very scarcely met with. The regions where rainfall exceeds

50 inches being Florida, the lower basin of the Mississippi, the

Atlantic coast.

The summer winds of the southeastern coasts are southerly,

and as they are anti-cyclonic in their origin and have in their course

traversed some extent of ocean, they arrive well, but not super-

saturated and pour down a heavy rainfall along the coast and for

some distance inland from Louisiana to West Virginia. In June

and July the southeastern winds attain their maximum force and

persistency, and the rainfall at the same time reaches its maximum.

Observations have established a diurnal curve of rainfall,

showing the minimum to be between 6 and 10 a.m. and the maxi-

mum between 2 and 6 p.m., these agreeing with the phases of the

barometric pressure : the maximum period being near the time of

minimum pressure.

Rainfall as we perceive it when it reaches the earth's surface

is formed of rain drops varying in size from 1
/50 to 1

/10 of an inch

in diameter in accordance with the intensity of the storm. In mists

and fine winter rains the drops vary from 1
/50 to 1

/20 and in heavy

summer showers average about 1
/10 of an inch in diameter.

Of all the species of water, that precipitated in the form of

rainfall is the purest, but it is susceptible of offering the greatest

variations. No water which occurs in nature is pure in the strict

chemical sense of the term. Experiments related by Prof. W. R.

Nichols of the examination of 73 samples of rain water collected

on a farm in the open country, in England, demonstrate positively

that rain water, however free from suspended particles of foreign

matter which are visible to the eye, invariably contains in solution

more or less of substances which in their ordinary condition are

solids or gases. The rain which falls, even in the open country, is

far from being chemically pure. The dust which floats in the air
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often contains minute organized bodies—some rod-like, others

globular—which prove to be capable of self propagation and which

are endowed with motion, at least under certain conditions. These

naturally occur in rain water, particularly in that which falls in the

beginning of a shower, the water being purer naturally as the rain-

fall progresses, and its purity is proportionate to the severity of

the storm.

Centuries ago, when sciences were less cultivated than they

are to-day, and several extraordinary rainfalls were recorded, we
are told of rains of sulphur, of sand, of cinders, of grasshoppers, of

frogs, of blood, of stone, etc., all of which are easily explained by

the various colored dust or the insects whirled through the atmos-

phere by the very swift storm that caused the rain.

The method of recording our local rainfalls is far ahead of the

old system of open basins, and improvement in that is keeping

pace with that of other branches of science.

To secure accurate information regarding rainfalls, I think

the system at present being operated by the Drainage Commission

to be very near perfect. Six self-registering rain gauges, dis-

tributed intelligently over the territory where the observation is

desired, are kept in continuous operation under the care of reliable

observers, and the daily records, automatically registered, are care-

fully filed at the central office. This, to an interested student,

affords the best opportunity for investigation and comparison,

showing conclusively that when accurate observations are required,

one gauge, centrally located, will not give correct results for a

large extent of territory. Thus we see, not at one, but very nearly

at all times of the year, an excessive rainfall recorded at one gauge

and no rain at another ; or, again, a wonderful difference in the in-

tensity and duration of the same storm at gauges comparatively

close to each other. (See table "A.")

Another feature of importance in establishing stations for ob-

serving and measuring rain storms should be uniformity in the

elevation of the several gauges. This feature I do not think was

considered owing to the flatness of this territory. However, when
one considers that a rain drop increases in size while it is being

precipitated by absorbing the humidity of the atmosphere through

which it descends, one must conclude that a difference in the eleva-

tion of the recording instruments, however small, must necessarily

cause a relative increase in the amount recorded. For the purpose

of comparison and to prove the theory, I have prepared table "A",

exhibited herewith, and transcribed thereon a storm for each quar-
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ter of an inch up to 2 inches. I have, of course, selected my illustra-

tions, but only for the purpose of obtaining storms which seemed

to be of uniform intensity over the entire district. Thereon I have

established the elevation of the several gauges at present in use in

this city, and for purposes of comparison have fixed their elevation

to the nearest foot above mean gulf level.

It is fair to assume, owing to the small difference in elevation,

that the Weather Bureau gauge and the Hall gauge are practically

in the same horizontal plane, while the Park, Dublin and London

are the lowest and can be used together, and the Jefferson and

Algiers gauges are of the medium elevation. This affords an op-

portunity for a study of the records of the high, low and medium
gauges.

It is certain, however, that although there is a very small

difference in elevation between the Custom House and City Hall

gauges and the territory observed is practically the same, the

centres being only 2000 feet distant, there is a constant increase in

the amount recorded at the low gauge. Table "A" clearly shows

this. Besides, is it not evident that the six (6) gauges of the

Commission, one of which (the Hall gauge) is on a level prac-

tically with the U. S. gauge, are giving a fuller record. It is

undeniable that the lower gauges will uniformly give the larger

record, however small and appreciable the difference in elevation.

This proves the assertion that to obtain similar results, even

when the gauges are near each other, it is absolutely essential that

they be in the same horizontal plane. As I have said I have, of

course, selected the storms recorded, but I have done so only for

the purpose of showing one storm for each quarter of an inch

from a very light shower to a very heavy storm. I could have

multiplied the examples citied, but assert after a careful perusal of

the general records that these peculiar features are repeated for at

least seventy per cent, of the storms.

Take any particular storm and compare the elevation of the

gauges and the amount of precipitation recorded (see table "A").

You will observe from the map exhibited herewith, showing the

location of the gauges referred to, that the distance between them

varies from 5000 to 15,000 feet, or say a mean of 10,000 feet. An
inspection of the record sheets for the several storms leads me to

conclude that, for an accurate record of rainfalls over any territory,

no gauge should be expected to serve for a district exceeding a

superficial area of more than three (3) square miles, or a gauge, to

be considered reliable in its record, Kshould occupy the centre of a

circle with a radius of not more than one mile or 5280 feet.
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TABLE B.

Rainfall at New Orleans, La.

Showing date and total precipitation of storms which have occurred in

New Orleans, from 1871 to April, 1894, where the total precipitation was in

excess of 2.5 inches in twenty-four hours, gauged by the New Orleans Station

of the United States Department of Agriculture—Weather Bureau.

Inches. Inches.

1883—January 18, 19 3.71

March 24 2.60

April 7, 8 9.22

June 8, 9 2.68

1884—April 4, s 2.96

1885—January 4, 5 2.62

September 20 2.78

25, 26 3.23

December 12, 13 3.40

1886—January 14, 15 4.47
April 2-], 28 2.67

1887—June 29 5-47
September 26, 27 2.88

October 18, 19 3.19

1888—February 20, 21 2.72

23, 24 4.21

June 6 2.86
" 26 4-44

August 14, 15 3-70
" 19, 20 8.90
" 24, 25 2.80

October 22, 23 4.13

1889—June 26 2.86
" 30 2.76

1890—June 22, 23 3.08

October 15, 16 2.63

1891—February 14, 15 2.60

December 14, 15 2.92

1892—January 10, 11 2.85

April 21, 22 7.49
August is, 16 3.85

1893—February 11, 12 2.72

April 19 (8 hrs. 40 min.)

.

2.88

June 5, 6 3.02

October 1, 2 2.75
November 26, 27 (9 hrs.

30 min.) 3.35

1894—February 20, 21 (24 hrs.) . 3.59
August 13 3.07

1871—October 2, 3 2.95

30 3-04
November 12, 13 2.80

1872—March 24, 25 4.50
November 7, 8 4.48
December 18 2.54

1873—May 5, 6 3.98
" 20 3.29

August 20, 21 4.08
November 4, 5 2.61

1874—April 16 3.84
July 3, 4 7-52

1875—February 19 3.71
March 11, 12 2.75

" 28, 30 3.81

April 20, 21 2.90
August 11, 12 2.77
September 25 5.28

December 4 3.82
1876—March 19 3.98

" 27 3.72
April 7 5.51

May 7, 8 4.09
November 2 2.61

December 31 2.59
1877—March 1 5.02

September 17, 18 7.22
October 24, 25 2.54

29, 30 3.52
1878—March 9 2.73

May 19 3.54
July 21 2.74

1879—April 16 2.82

August 13, 14 2.60
1880—March 8, 9 3.36
1881—January 3 2.82

July 3 3-25
November 6 2.99
December 13, 14 2.32

1882— None

RECORD OF DRAINAGE COMMISSION.

1895—January 7 3.85
May 24 (3 hrs.) 5.20
August 16 2.65

1896—June 23 2.50
September 2 3.39
October 27 3.13

1897—March 31 2.62

1898—February 17 2.86

September 12 2.55
11 2.60

10 2.76

1899—July 25 2.80

1900—January 10 3.10

April 22 3.96
" 17 4-74

December 28 2.86

1901—April 17 4.27

December 28 2.50
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The table prepared by the Weather Bureau and published as

Appendix, Report of 1895, Drainage of New Orleans, giving date

of storms in excess of 2.5 inches up to April, 1894, has been

extended to January 1, 1902, by adding the records of such storms

from the Commission's records. (See Table "B"). I have en-

deavored to establish a percentage of the storms of different inten-

sities as compared with the total storms for each year, with the fol-

lowing results

:

Rainfall from .01 to .25

.26 " .50

•5i " -75

.76 " 1.00

1.01 " 1.50

1. 51 " 2.00

inches

—

56

12

8

9

9

4

per cent.

a it

"
over 2.00

" = 2
it n

The number of days on which precipitation is recorded average

annually 118.

It is to be noticed that rainfalls in excess of i| inches are

quite unusual and that 2 inches or more are recorded very seldom,

indeed.

Another very important feature is the average rate of precipi-

tation and the average duration of the maximum rate.

The rate of precipitation is in many instances very great in

comparison to the total rainfall—a rate of 2.5 inches per hour

being quite frequent with a total rainfall of 0.5 inches or less. The
greatest rate of precipitation which has been recorded is 7.2 inches

per hour, or .12 inches in ten minutes, on July 4, 1894, and I find no

longer record of any storm with such a maximum rate lasting over

ten minutes, five minutes being the average duration of the maxi-

mum rate.

I submit table "C" a monthly record of annual rainfalls as

recorded by the United States Weather Bureau at gauge marked

U. S. on map, and by the Commission at the six (6) other gauges,

together with an average for thirty-one, eight and eight years re-

spectively, and have illustrated the figures in this table by the

annexed diagram.

Now, as an illustration of our daily record and as our annual

rainfalls from the Commission's records average 53.13 inches, I

have plotted the daily record of 1901, as it is very nearly equal to

the normal average.

The totals will suffice to illustrate what has struck me

:
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TABLE C.

Rainfall at New Orleans, La.
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1871 6-75 i-59 4-47 2.29 5.08 s.61 4-34 7.21 6.59 9.09 7.14 64.62

1872 5.10 4-77 9.18 5.01 3H 5-34 6.43 3-75 2.10 3.18 7-43 5 25 6O.68

1873 5.06 i-93 5.10 1. 7418.68 6.68 5.22 8.30 3.21 I. 89 5-95 1.79 6.5-55

1874 1.68 3.68 5.37!i3.62; 0.22 9.6212.93 4.82 4.21 O.OO 1. 12 3-27 62.74

1875 8-44 13-85 10.84 8.051 2.53 4.92 6.57 861 7.89 2.09 6.79 5-i5 85-73

4-43 8.20 11.32 6.41 7.10 6.20 4.73 4-44 0.26 0.24 4-35 9-57 t>7- 2 5
I877 5-5o 098 4-94 4.79 I.48 2-75! 6-4i 2-54 13 21 9- 15 6.58 4.96 63.09
1878 5-3^ 3-5° 4-<>3 1. 51 8.11

7-35J
6-2i 5.31 2.64 5-07 7.78 8.69 66.16

1879 2-34 2.13 1.36 9.17 4.63 2.96 7.04 10. 4/1 3-15 1.36 3-79 2.90 51-27
lS8o 1.02 4.62 6.66 6.88 6.58 6.43:11.22 4.60 7.48 1.88 6.04 6-45 69.80
l88l 11.15 5.80 2-75 3.92 3.20 2.84 6.97 4.21 4-47 4.84 7.24 6.62 64.01

< 1882 4-54 4.04 0.92 4.83 6.83 2.71 6.84 9-47 i-59 2 16 1.98 4.27 50.18

§ 1883 10.63 i-59 5.01 14.20 5.41 12.05 3-33 4.12 25 3-43 6.36 3 47 69.85
n 1884 4-35 3.16 8.24 6.48 4.33 8.60 4.12 0.87 3.12 5- 60 3-i.S 8.01 60.01

£
l885 9.70 2-39 6-99 3-67^ 5-77 3-3° 6 - I 5 4-25 1.3-55 0.56 3-47 4.38 64.18

x 1886 7-53 1.96 8.41 5.60 3.07 9 3o| 4-35 2.40 4.09 0.22 5-33 2-57 54-8.3

< 1887 4.26 5-58 3-37 !- 8 7 3 99 U-33\ 7-85 7.42 6.51 4.7i 0.52 7-56 64.97

| 1888 3- 29 11. 21 6.45 1.89 9.75 9.09 2.0222.74 4.15 7-3<> 1.50 3.68 83.13
1889 6.51 2.78 3.86 2.28 1. 17 7.62 9- T

3 5-59 6.40 0.26 2.18 0.67 48.45
m 1890 0.66 2.27 i-45 346 5-32 7.71 6-59 3.62 2.85 5-24 0.42 2.58 42.17
3 1891 3-75 7.42 2.67 0.26 0.76 4-45 4-57 1.69 3-43 2.38 3-3* 3-93 38.62

1892 5-8 7 0.04 2.82 10.44 2.62 5-46 7.46 6.96 6.33 2.14 3-55 3.22 56.91

1893 2.50 4.92 3-49 3-7° 2.66 5-3° 3-72 4-5^ 4-38 4.24 6.24 2.31 48.02
1 894 1.76 11.06 5-94 4-7i, J -79 5.19,11.51 7-32 0.92 0.89 i-34 2.01 54-44
1895 7.19 3-92 3.81 2.58; 7-95 9.74 6.07 6.79 1.97 1. 21 0.69 4-52 56.44
1896 2-33 2.78 5-29 4.84 2.80 8.23 2.92 3-3i 5.26 5-33| 2-82 3-77 49.68
1897 1.92 4.82 4.82 5-75 0.25 4.82 4.70 3.12 3- l 9 2-7o'3-38 4.00 43-47
1898 1. 71 6.20 0.80 2.80 0.02 3-79 4-57 6.24 13-90 L77 5-17 2.03 49.00
1899 2.44 2-93 2.71 1.56 14 7.80! 5-45 2.31 0..35 0.8911.70 2-79 3I-07
1900 3- 69 5.46 4.00 10.69 2.91 5.10 6.08 4.19 3-76 3.55k29 5.61 56.33
I901 4.24 5-78 4.26 7-79 1.08 4.46 10.71 5.8o 3-3° 2.67 2.78

3-91

4.86

4.28

57-53

Av. for 1

31 yrs. J
4.69 4.56 4.21 5.25 4.17 6.44 6-33 5.69 4.91 3.10 57-54

8 yrs., V
'94 to'oi.

)

3.16 5.36 S-95 5-°9 2.12 6.14 6.50, 4.88 4.08 2.382.40 S-57 49-63
1

z

7.
1894 2. 1

1

1.3-27 1.74 4-35 2.50 4.06 8.19 7-58 i-37 0.75 1. 15 1.94 49.01
</!

1895 7.62 4.48 3-69 2.46 r O-33 10.47 6.87 7.38 2.10 i-35'°-79 486 62.40

Sri 1896 2.50 3.08 5.22 3- 24 3. 16 956 3-59 3-85 5-88 6.623.68 3.62 54.00
1897 2.08 5.22 5-32 5.48 0.48 6.31 5.06 3-47 3-94 3-7 6 3-!3 5-15 49.40
1898 2.00 7-36 1. 14 3-25 0.12 3.41 5.62 5-5o 16.02 1.546.29 3-1.3 55.38

^0 1899 2-55 3-35 2.90 1.83 0.12 9-57 5-88 3-05 0.35 1. 701. 94 3-40 36.64
1900 3.88 5.98 4-49 12.27 3-36 6.77 8-43 4-97 3-63 2.52 1.26 6.45 64.01

X
-

I90I 3-34 5-74 3.80 7-74 1.79 3-56 9.61 5.00 3.22 3-252.53 4.40 53-98

Av. for )

8 yrs.,
\

'94 to '01. 1

3.26 6.04 3-54 5-o8 2-74 6.71 6.66 5.10 4-S6 2.72 2.60 4.12 53-13
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The most surprising feature of the table, when a comparison

is made of the averages of the records of the Weather Bureau;,

respectively for thirty-one years (1871 to 1901- and eight years

(1894 to 1901) and those of the Drainage Commission (1894 to

1901 ), is the steady decrease in the total recorded by the former and

the steady excess of the Commission's record over those of the

Weather Bureau. What is the cause of this steady deficiency?

The improved instruments for recording rain storms are a com-

paratively recent invention, and no doubt the records obtained

thirty years ago were somewhat imaginary and not so thoroughly

accurate. But, then, how can we explain the extraordinary down-
pour of 1888 (August i8th-i9th) ? Is it because the atmos-

pheric conditions of our climate are steadily changing? Is our

Southern territory becoming colder ? These are questions which I

acknowledge are submitted with the hope that someone will answer

them. I do not pretend to be able to explain them even after the

careful study of the general principles governing the laws of atmos-

pheric changes recited at the beginning of this paper.

Mr. I. M. Cline, our very efficient local official, in an interest-

ing paper on the precipitation and flow of rivers in Texas, says

:

"Some investigators claim to have found periodicity in precipi-

tation. Professor Bruckner, of Berne (Klimaschwankungen,

Vienna, 1891), has deduced from observations at 321 points scat-

tered over the earth's surface, from the longest records available

that there are thirty-year periods of rainfall ; that is, from a maxi-

mum it decreases for fifteen years to a minimum, then increases for

fifteen years to a maximum again, and so on, giving thirty years

from a maximum to another, and thirty years from a minimum
to another. Professor Bruckner's figures after being smoothed

out, place one of the periods of minimum precipitation about the

present time (1895). There are, however, irregular variations

from time to time, which cover up for the time of these fluctuations,

but in the main there is strong evidence that such periodicity

exists.

"This is a very important question and the records which are

now being kept by the United States Weather Bureau will, in due

time, serve to demonstrate the truth regarding such periods as they

may apply to this country."

Now, let us examine table "C" herewith submitted. Assuming
the highest record (1875) to have been at or very near the maxi-

mum period, then the minimum period would be about 1890. It is,

indeed, remarkable to note that the total next following (1891) is

very near the lowest on record, and this after almost a constant
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decrease (from 85.73 to 38-62) and that with little exception the

record again increases steadily from 1891 to date. This un-

doubtedly supports this theory, and we should therefore look for

another maximum about the year 1905 or 1906.

But, after all, what is an inch?—a small insignificant inch of

rainfall? Very few people realize what it means, and you will

pardon me if I cite here a few illustrations. For a city, with a

superficial area of say 25,000 acres like New Orleans, one inch of

rainfall means very nearly 680,625,000 gallons of water ; and, again,

assuming the population to be 300,000, living in 60,000 houses, that

the roofs of these houses average 1200 square feet each, then the

total amount of rain water collected in the cisterns when a one-inch

rainfall is recorded is 6,000,000 cubic feet, or very nearly 45,000,000

gallons. Further, 50 inches is a reasonable assumption for our

average annual rainfalls ; allowing that no water is wasted by the

overflow of cisterns in excessive storms, or other causes, then our

annual rainfall would yield about 7500 gallons per capita per year,

or 2aJ gallons per capita per day.

This is, as you see, only a small part of the total amount pre-

cipitated on the superficial area of our city, and what proportion of

this and of the balance is to be taken care of by our drainage sys-

tem could form the subject of an interesting paper.

I had intended here to go into the study of run-off, but the

question is too important for such hasty consideration as I could

give it in the remainder of this paper.

In closing, I desire to say that, when I undertook to prepare a

paper on "Rainfalls," I had not fully realized the magnitude of the

task, and a close study convinced me that I could not do full

justice to it in one paper without imposing on the good nature of

my audience.

Have I said enough? I leave you to judge, but I can assure

you that the amount of study necessary for the preparation of this

paper has been of invaluable benefit to me, and that, as I got more

and more interested, I spent many an evening up in the clouds.

In this paper I have often quoted Mr. A. Buchan, Professor

Balfour Stewart, Encyclopcedia Britannica, Encyclopedic Moderne,

Prof. Wm. P. Nichols, and Report on Drainage of New Orleans.

All the records of the United States Weather Bureau which were

cited were obtained through the courtesy of our able local forecast

official, Mr. Isaac M. Cline, and his assistant, Mr. Alciatore.
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THE REAL NATURE OF ELECTRICITY AND
MAGNETISM.

By Arthur A. Skeels, Member Civil Engineers' Club of Cleveland.

[Read before the Club, May 13, 1902.*]

In a paper read before this Club in February, 1901, and pub-

lished in the Journal of the Association of Engineering

Societies in March, 1901, we explained briefly the evidence which

goes to show that in the same way that molecules are groups of

atoms, so are the atoms groups of smaller parts which we may
call subatoms, that the subatoms are groups of still smaller parts

which we may call sub-subatoms, these sub-subatoms groups of

still more minute parts, etc., down to an ultimate atom which can-

not be further divided.

That in the same way that there are gases made up of groups

of atoms (molecules), so are there subgases made up of groups

of subatoms and sub-subgases or ethers made up of groups of

sub-subatoms, etc.

Furthermore, there may be as many kinds of subgases and

ethers as there are kinds of ordinary gases ; but for the present

we will consider that as there is one general atmosphere—air—of

nearly constant composition, so is there one general subgas and

one general ether of nearly constant compositions.

We will carry the analogy still further and state that as there

are disturbances in the air, winds, cyclones, waves, condensations,

rarefactions, etc., so are there similar disturbances and motions

in the subgas and ether known to us as light, heat, electricity,

magnetism, etc.

This subject is too large to be treated in a complete manner

in a paper of this kind. Time and space will not permit here a

discussion of all points nor the giving of all reasons and argu-

ments. We will, therefore confine ourselves principally to results

and conclusions, and, for the sake of clearness, take up special

illustrations instead of generalities. If my paper seems rather

disconnected it is due to a desire to cut it down to a reasonable

length.

We have reason to believe that, at least as far as our observa-

tion from the earth is concerned, the ether extends throughout all

space ; but the subgas is not so plentiful and only exists, on the

earth at least, as condensed within and very near the surface of

atoms, molecules and bodies. The particles making up the sub-

*Manuscript received May 17, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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gas are so small that they circulate among and between the atoms

and molecules of ordinary bodies as air molecules will circulate

among and between the stone in a stone heap, while the particles

making up the ether are so small that they circulate between and

among the subatoms and the particles of the subgas. Of course,

there is resistance to this circulation just as there is resistance to

the circulation of air between and among the stones.

I would say here by way of parenthesis that the evidence of

the existence of this subgas, a substance which holds a place be-

tween the ordinary gases and the ether, was discovered by investi-

gations of the physical and chemical properties of matter. Some
time afterward a study of the phenomena of electricity and magnet-

ism caused me to believe that they could not be motions in the

same medium. Further investigation led me to believe magnet-

ism to be a motion in the ether and electricity a motion in the

subgas.

We will now try to show what are the functions of the sub-

gas and ether in electricity and magnetism.

Fig. 1.

Let Fig. 1 represent a portion of a copper wire. All through

this wire and extending out from its surface for an extremely

short distance is the condensed subgas, while all through the wire

and all about it extending indefinitely in all directions is the ether.

The condensed subgas acts like a shaft supported by the wire

;

if this shaft suffers a torque, this torque is transmitted along this

shaft and power is conveyed somewhat analogous to the way
power is transmitted along a steel shaft in a machine shop.

When an electric current is passing along the wire it means
that this subgas shaft is rotating and conveying power along the

wire.

The particles of the wire naturally offer a resistance to the

flow of the subgas during the rotation, and this resistance very

naturally will vary with different materials and even in the same
material will evidently vary with any change in that material,

such as temperature, purity, density, etc.

The friction of the subgas in flowing through and around the

material of the wire develops heat in the wire and, of course, the

greater the current,—that is, the greater is the flow of the subgas

the greater will be the heat developed. There is also friction
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between this subgas and the ether about the wire,—that is, the rota-

tion of the subgas shaft sets the ether about the wire rotating in

the same direction, similar to the way that a shaft rotating in

water will cause the water to rotate all about it, the rotation

growing feebler as the distance increases and the greater the

distance from the shaft the more does the rotation lag behind

;

or, in other words, the angular velocity of the rotation grows less

as we go away from the rotating shaft.

That is, while the current itself is confined to the wire, or at

least cannot get, in general, but an extremely short distance from

it, the influence of the current in the ether extends indefinitely on

all sides. Evidently the subgas shaft may rotate either to the

right or the left around the wire. If we call one direction posi-

tive the other will be negative. Ordinarily, however, when we
speak of the direction of a current along the wire, we refer to

the direction in which the power is transmitted.

^ ^ ^ ^ \N \ \ \

f '* r^ "M i \

/

Fig. 2.

Suppose a current be sent through the wire a, Fig. -2, so the

rotation is in the direction shown by the heavy arrow. The ether

all about is rotated as shown by the light arrows. As this rotat-

ing ether spreads out from a it first strikes the near side of the

wire b and sets up a rotation of the subgas shaft of b in the

direction shown by the heavy arrow,—that is, in an opposite direc-

tion to that in a, thus producing an induced current in wire b

in an opposite direction to the current in a. In a very short time

the ether whirl passes on so as to strike the far side of b also and

tends to turn the subgas shaft in the opposite direction and neu-

tralize the first effect.

As long as the current, that is the rotation, in a is increas-

ing, the ether whirls around a are increasing in intensity and the

side c of the subgas shaft of b is under a greater stress than

side d. The rotation in b continues. When the rotation in a
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becomes constant, the ether whirls become constant, the sides c

and d are under practically the same stress and practically neu-

tralize each other. When the current in a slows down the side d

is under greater stress than c and the whirl in b is in the opposite

direction from that shown by the heavy arrow. Thus a current

starting in a induces a current in b in one direction ; in stopping

it induces it in the opposite direction, while a constant current in

a induces no current in b at all.

Evidently, the greater the rate of change of the rotation in a

the greater is the difference in the stress between c and d and the

greater will be the torque in b,—that is, the greater will be the in-

duced current.

The electromotive force is the torque ; the greater the torque

tending to turn the shaft the greater, we say, is the electromotive

force.

In Fig. 2, evidently, the nearer a is to b, and the more sudden

the change of current in a and the greater distance a and b run

parallel, the greater will be the torque or electromotive force of

the induced current.

Anything which increases the spaces between the atoms and

molecules will make resistance less by giving a freer passage to

the flow of subgas. An exception to this would be when the

spaces became so great as to break the continuity. On the other

hand anything which increases the roughness of the atoms or

molecules will increase the resistance to the flow of the subgas.

Heat, in general, will increase the spaces between the atoms

and molecules and thus tend to decrease the resistance; but heat

by causing the subatoms to vibrate will increase the roughness of

the atoms and molecules and tend to increase the resistance.

Hence, heat will increase or decrease the resistance of a sub-

stance according to which of these two effects predominates.

In the same way as in the case of a steel shaft the velocity of

rotation depends upon the torque (electromotive force) and the

resistance. With a given torque the less the resistance or friction

the greater will be the velocity of rotation (current). The greater

the velocity of rotation (current) and the greater the friction

(resistance) the greater will be the heat developed, the same again

as with an ordinary steel shaft.

It would seem that an alternating current in c, Fig. 3, or the

making and breaking of a current in c might cause the subgas

shaft in mn to rotate and so form a current without a circuit be-

ing necessary. This is, indeed, true; but, ordinarily, the induced

current is too weak to be detected or else a series of torsional
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waves is formed which, by reflection from m and n, pass back and

forth with such rapidity that they practically neutralize each

other. However, such currents were detected by Hertz where the

inducing force was high-tension electricity of extreme rapidity.

If, however, mn is bent around to form a circuit the induced cur-

rent flows round and round, all the effects are added and the

current becomes appreciable.

m * =n

)
Fig. 3.

Inertia plays an important part in electric phenomena, when
once in rotation the subgas tends to continue in rotation. It is

this tendency to continue that causes the arc when a conductor is

broken and adds to the effect of self-induction. It is due to inertia

that currents of very high electromotive force when suddenly in-

duced will pierce an insulator rather than go a longer way through

a good conductor. It is more difficult to suddenly set the long

subgas shaft of the conductor in rotation than it is to pierce the

insulator, although the ordinary resistance of the conductor is

but a very small fraction of that of the insulator. In starting an

electric current as in starting a railway train we have two resist-

ances, ordinary resistance, friction and a resistance due to inertia.

The first is fairly constant; the second depends upon acceleration.

We have magnetic waves, such as those of wireless teleg-

raphy, which travel through the ether and have the velocity of

light. We also have electric waves which travel through the sub-

gas along conductors and whose velocity is independent of that

of light. Electric waves may be those of condensation and rare-

faction, torsional or even transverse. Also, they may have differ-

ent velocities of propagation.

Since the molecules and atoms of bodies are in ceaseless

vibration they disturb the subgas. When two dissimilar sub-

stances are brought in contact the result of the vibrations of the

dissimilar atoms and molecules is to cause rotations in the subgas

upon the surfaces of the bodies ; and, since action and reaction are

equal and opposite, the rotations on one body are equal in force

and opposite in direction to those on the other. When the sur-

face of a body is covered with these rotations in the subgas,

which are analogous to tornados in the air, it is said to be stati-
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cally electrified. If the rotations are in one direction, the body

is positively electrified ; if in the other direction, the body is

negatively electrified.

It may seem at first sight that it would be impossible for

power to be conveyed by a whirling motion along a shaft of a

gas-like substance, but we need only to consider the enormous

power in the rapid whirling tornado, which is but a gas—air—to

understand how such a thing is possible. Besides, a current of

electricity represents but a comparatively little force, but this

little force may convey an enormous power by reason of its

extremely high velocity.

When a liquid or solid is changed to a gas or vapor the

molecules and atoms also expand. This makes them rougher and

they offer more resistance to the passage of the subgas ; hence

the gas or vapor has a higher resistance. In fact, the resistance

becomes so great that when the subgas current flows the friction

causes the gas molecules to be carried mechanically along, and

since the velocity is so great the amount of energy required is

very great. This causes so much disturbance that light and heat

results,—that is, a spark.

U

d b

Fig. 4.

When one conductor ab, statically electrified, is near another

conductor cd, Fig. 4, the whirls in the subgas on ab set up corre-

sponding whirls in the ether. The whirls in the ether extend out

and cause corresponding whirls in the subgas of cd, thus electri-

fying it by induction. It has been found that the inductive effect

of ab upon cd depends somewhat upon the nature of the insulat-

ing material between ; those substances which offer the least re-

sistance to the ether whirls will allow the greatest inductive effect.

It is not surprising that equally good insulators do not form

equally good dielectrics for one property refers to the resistance

to the ether whirls, while the other refers to the resistance to the

subgas whirls.

When a current passes through a liquid in electrolysis, the

violent twist of the subgas over the rough molecules and atoms

of this comparatively poor conductor causes the molecules to be

torn to pieces.
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In a manner similar to the way that objects are drawn or

sucked up along- the axis of a tornado, in air, so does this whirl

in the subgas tend to draw the atoms along the axis and, as some

objects by their shape, etc., are more easily drawn up by a tor-

nado, so are some atoms more easily drawn along by the subgas

whirls than others. Those atoms which are more easily carried

along, due to shape, size, roughness, etc., are called more electro-

positive than the others. But some atoms are left behind, else

there would be formed a vacuum. Those left behind are attraced

to the electrode and either cling there or escape, according to the

amount of attraction. The more electro-positive atoms go on to

unite with the others according to a theory of exchange of atoms

long ago suggested.

The whirl or twist of the electric current tends to tear the

molecules of a substance to pieces, hence the fatal effect of a

current in the body when it has force enough to tear the molecules

of tissues, etc., apart. On account of inertia time is required to

tear molecules to pieces ; hence, if before this time is sufficient, the

current changes direction,—that is, the whirl starts in the opposite

direction ; the effect of the first twist is neutralized and, if the time

is too short before the current or twist again changes, the third

twist will neutralize the second, etc. Hence, a person can receive

without harm a current of extreme high voltage if the alternations

are extremely rapid.

In case of a simple cell the contact of the sulphuric acid and

zinc causes different molecules to be brought together, the agita-

tion of these different molecules and atoms, heightened by chem-

ical action, sets up whirls in the subgas which, being carried away,

are continually replaced by new ones, causing a constant current.

If it were not for the chemical action the molecules and atoms in

contact would soon by mutual action acquire the same motion

and no longer disturb the subgas in a manner to produce these"

whirls. Without chemical action the current would last but a

very short time. Chemical action keeps the different molecules

and atoms in contact continually replaced by new ones, and, hence,

they cannot acquire the same motion.

Investigation seems to show that when two dissimilar sub-

stances are electrified by being put in contact, the one whose
molecules produce the greater disturbance in the subgas on its

surface becomes positive. This means really nothing more than

that the subgas rotation of any body is always in the same direc-

tion when it is in contact with a body of more sluggish molecular

action. However, the mere velocity and amplitude of molecular
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motion may not determine the amount of disturbance in the sub-

gas. The shape of the molecules and atoms, and the interference

of other foreign atoms, may materially affect the real disturbance

of the subgas. When the junction of two dissimilar metals is

heated, as in thermo-electricity, we get a continuous current be-

cause the heating continually changes the molecular motion of

one faster than the other.

/{< — — — — .tT j^

Fig. 5.

Let Fig. 5 represent a bar magnet. It is a magnet by virtue

of a flow of ether which continually flows out of one end and

returning outside enters again at the other end. The figure is a

diagram and it is not intended to show the actual direction of the

lines of force. This flow is kept up by the vibration of the atoms,

or subatoms, or both. In the ordinary bar of unmagnetized steel

the vibrations of these atoms or subatoms, acting in all directions,

neutralize each others' effects and produce no noticeable current

in the ether, but under the influence of a strong ether flow set up

by another magnet or electric current, they are turned into a

direction so as to act together. They will then continue to keep

the ether current flowing as long as they vibrate together. The
energy to keep the ether current flowing out and into the magnet

is derived from the atoms or subatoms themselves, and they in

turn derive their energy from outside sources,—radiation of other

bodies, etc. This would seem to show a tendency to use up the

atomic or subatomic motion in the magnet. This effect might not

directly change the temperature of a magnet, for it is not a

molecular energy which is used up. It would seem that if a

magnet were cooled to a very low temperature the motion of the

atoms and subatoms would grow less, because of fall of molecular

energy, whose collisions help produce their vibrations, and, hence,

the ether current would gradually lose its motion. This is

actually found to be the case, for a steel magnet loses its mag-
netism at about—ioo°. On the other hand, a high temperature,

by giving too great a vibration to the subatoms and atoms, would

destroy the uniformity of the motion, cause them to vibrate in all

directions and destroy the motion by interference as in an un-

magnetized steel bar.
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The formation of an induced current in a coil of wire by a

magnet is similar to that already described by the action of one

current upon another. Whenever a magnet moves near a wire

so the ether motion produces a greater stress on one side of the

subgas of the wire than the other, an induced current results.

The whirl of ether about a live wire is such that a coil produces a

flow of ether similar to a magnet; hence, the solenoid has the

properties of a magnet.

When a steel bar is magnetized we force the atoms or sub-

atoms to vibrate so as to act together in making the ether flow.

The more perfectly we arrange these subatoms the more perfectly

the bar is magnetized, but evidently when all the subatoms are

thus arranged, to magnetize the bar further would be impossible.

It has been found to be a curious fact that if a magnet armature

be weighted with as great a weight as the magnet will support,

and this weight left there for some time, then an extra weight

may be added without pulling away the armature. After some

further time still more weight may be added, and so on until by

this process the magnet will support a much greater weight than

it would if it were all put on at once. This may be explained by

considering that under the extreme stress the subatoms of the

magnet become gradually better arranged to keep up the ether

flow and hence give stronger effect. If this explanation is the

true one, it is evident that the phenomenon just described would

not be shown by a magnet which had been magnetized to

saturation.

It may seem strange that a to and fro vibration of the sub-

atoms could give a current of ether flowing in a constant direc-

tion, but when we consider the enormous variety of shapes and

motions which molecules, atoms and subatoms may have, it does

not seem so unreasonable that in an occasional case this effect

may be produced. It has been noticed that under certain condi-

tions vibrating tuning forks will attract each other. This seems

to be due to currents set up in a similar way to that just described

in magnets.

The explanation why magnetic waves in the ether will reduce

the resistance of contacts (coherers) in wireless telegraphy may
be given thus: Let Fig. 6 represent three particles, greatly mag-
nified, in close proximity, but having poor contact. The shaded

portions about these particles represents the layer of subgas.

Since a flow of ether will cause movement of subgas, when an

ether wave comes along from aa in direction of the arrows, the

flow of ether as it goes ahead to form a condensation in the wave
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motion, strikes the subgas layers at cccc and crowds it in toward

dd between the particles, thus making a better contact and reduc-

ing the resistance between the particles in the direction of EF.

Attraction will tend to hold the heaped up subgas at dd, and often

it does this unless a disturbance (mechanical or otherwise) cause-:

the subgas to take up its former position of equilibrium.

As to the X rays more study and investigation is necessary

to speak with any degree of certainty; but, if we consider the fact

that denser bodies offer more resistance to these rays than lighter

ones, that transparency to X rays is independent of transparency

to light, and if we assume what is stated to be true that a flow of

X rays makes a gas a conductor of electricity, it seems to me
that it is quite probable that X rays is a wave motion in the sub-

gas. Each molecule of air has about it a subgas atmosphere, but

ordinarily the molecules are so far apart that these subgas at-

mospheres have a poor contact with each other. Any vibration

I

Fig. 6.

in the subgas with sufficient amplitude would surge across these

spaces and thus overcome this lack of continuity, making the air

a conductor. It seems to me that any agency which would

produce vibrations in the subgas of sufficient amplitude would

produce vibrations which would be propagated through the sub-

gas of the air and we would have X rays. The difference between

X rays, Becquerel rays, etc., may be simply one of amplitude,

and the reason that actinium, radium, etc., will produce these

rays may be nothing more than that these substances have suffi-

cient molecular or atomic motion to produce the requisite

amplitude.

My experiments have not yet been carried to a point where I

wish to publish much about them, but I will mention one.

I caused a stream of sparks from a static electric machine to

play over a silver half dollar fastened tightly upon a sensitive

plate. When the plate was developed the raised portions of the
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coin, the head, printing, etc., which had actually been in contact

with the film, were photographed in black. The other parts of

the film under the coin were unchanged. It is difficult to see

how X rays or any other radiation, except they were in the sub-

gas, could go so completely through the thicker parts of the silver

and not at all through the thinner parts.

My explanation is that the extremely rapid discharges of the

static electricity caused vibrations of the subgas in the coin of an

amplitude sufficient to force the subgas out far enough from the

silver to affect the film where it touched, but not far enough to

cross the slight space where the metal did not touch the plate.

Since performing this I have read in an English paper of a

similar experiment, where an induction coil was used instead of a

static machine.

However, it is not to be expected that any one experiment

can be conclusive, we must depend upon the collective evidence of

a great number.

Heat is conducted through a body principally in two ways,

—

from molecule to molecule and by means of waves in the subgas,

which are afterward absorbed by the molecules of the body. It is

a form of radiant heat limited to the subgas. Other things being

equal, the less resistance the material of the body offers to the

motion of the subgas the more rapidly does the heat pass through

the body. From the fact that the relative heat conductivity so

nearly agrees with the relative electric conductivity seems to

show that the subgas is the principal agent in the conduction of

heat.
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DOCK CONSTRUCTION IN AND AROUND BUFFALO.

By S. M. Kielland, Member American Society Civil Engineers, Member

Engineers' Society of Western New York.

[Read before the Society, April i, 1902.*]

The subject of docks and wharves is a very timely subject

for us engineers to consider. I did not intend to give my talk

such a wide scope as our secretary claims it has ; anyway, I have

chosen this subject because our President has asked me to say

something on it, not because I think I have any special knowledge

to reveal, but I hope the discussion will bring out our ideas and

help to formulate correct lines to follow when we are called to

form plans by which our city and its people will get the best and

most serviceable harbor. This question in all its bearings is

about the most important concerning the future of Buffalo.

Something more systematic ought to be done. A general plan

should be developed and afterward the details would follow.

This patchy, irregular, haphazard way in which this important

question has been drifting is unworthy of a progressive, intelli-

gent and well-informed population such as we boast of having.

It is unworthy of us engineers.

In connection with this question comes, of course, that of

raising the levels of Lake Erie by a dam, deepening the channel

of Niagara River, etc. To me it looks as if a 3-foot rise of

the water level is too much. A rise of 18 to 20 inches would be

more nearly correct considering the many improvements which

would be damaged and abandoned by the higher level. Other-

wise 3 feet would be the best. It would be very easy to increase

it later on to 3 feet if found desirable.

To come to the right conditions in all these improvements,

to make the right designs, we have to know and understand the

condition of those underwater foundations as well as those above,

which comes from wind and weather and waves, as well as the

usage to which our docks are going to be put.

Docks are defined by Webster as deep trenches on the side

of a harbor or bank of river, where ships are built and repaired.

We have dry docks, wet docks, also docks where ships are let in

at high water; the entrance is closed, and they have to remain

to the next high water to be let out. Here in America the spaces

between wharves are also called docks.

^Manuscript received May 19, 1902.—Secretary, Ass'n of Eng. Socs.
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Ouay-Ke'. If the same as Key, it is what fastens and se-

cures a mole or bank formed toward the sea or on the side of a

river for the purpose of loading and unloading ships (Quay-age,

Ke'age ) ; Wharfage; Wharf. It is about the same name in all

northern languages. Webster calls it a perpendicular bank or

mound of timber or stone or earth raised on the shore of a

harbor, river or canal, or extending some way into the water for

the convenience of loading and unloading vessels.

In the immediate future, and even now, many questions relat-

ing to harbor, docks and wharves are upon us. Ill-selected or

well-selected designs mean a great deal to ourselves as well as

to those whom we serve as engineers or agents.

The new breakwater is nearly finished; the outer harbor has

many conditions different from the more sheltered river and city

ship canal. I do not see the need or time or place to go into many
construction details or to those relating to the strain, strength

or load. These questions may be treated in each case as they

come up.

The first questions which appear in construction of wharves

or docks are their location, the purposes for which they will be

used, if on the inner or outer harbor. From these come the

questions of foundations. In a general way I think it is correct to

state that rock foundation is to be had from the present harbor

entrance of Buffalo River and northward along Erie Basin and

down the river. In a great deal of this a portion of the rock has

to be mined away so as to give sufficient depth to vessels ; also,

that a good pile foundation can be obtained south of the harbor

entrance up along the river to near Erie Elevator and to south

end of lot 2 on the Blackwell Canal. Piles will reach rock 30

to 45 feet in length below city water line. Above the Erie Ele-

vator on the river all structures can be built direct on the rock

;

this as far as the present navigable portion is concerned.

Cribs, masonry and concrete here make the most suitable

wharf frontage. When rock dips down to a greater depth on the

river, good pile foundation can always be had.

Nearly all wharves or heavy structures which are going to be

built east or south of the points mentioned will demand heavy,

long piling. On the Tift farm soundings or borings were made,

and rock was reached at a depth of 50 to 80 feet below the surface.

I believe that up toward Stony Point the rock rises again a little,

but a great portion of this land was covered with a thicker layer

of muck and soft clay and, therefore, requires piling in propor-

tion. On the Tift farm, as well as on the Blackwell or City Ship
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Canal, there is found a stratum of harder material from 20 to 40

feet below water. It gives usually a good bearing for piles, yet,

if the pile is driven hard, it will penetrate this layer and a softer

material is entered.

On the Tift farm, where many thousands of piles are driven 60

to 70 feet deep, many were spliced. I feel confident that equally

good results could have been reached by using shorter piles,

either driven to the hard stratum or only 50 feet long. The suc-

tion or cohesion is here equal to a very good foundation for the

point and much more economical.

The docks most common in Buffalo can be divided into the

following kinds

:

1. Excursion docks.

2. Lumber docks.

3. Docks for rails, stone and similar heavy stuff.

4. Ore docks.

5. Retaining docks.

All these docks ought to be designed according to the use

they are going to have. A dock that is built for a certain purpose

or a certain load should be proportioned for that purpose or load.

If we put 500 pounds on our back to carry, most of us will

sink down—our knees give away. So with a dock if loaded

beyond its strength and foundation. Also, if you put too much
money and material into a structure, it is equally bad practice.

It seems ridiculous what wise faces are put forth when these

natural collapses occur. Instead of finding it perfectly correct,

it is attributed to extraordinary reasons and mysterious causes

—

the construction was wrong, the foundation was not understood,

the load was too heavy. It would take a large book to write only

a small portion of what there is known related to wharves. It

would also require many illustrations. I have not time or inten-

tions to do anything here beyond giving a few suggestions.

An excursion dock is, as a rule, the lightest dock. It ought

to be strong enough to stand a packed crowd of people with their

luggage and bear the bumps of the steamers. It ought to be

carefully constructed, elastic and well tied together ; and there

must be no chance for it to give away, as it has the most precious

load—human life. There ought to be on these docks apparatus

for saving life—ropes, boats, buoys, etc. There must be appli-

ances to and from which boats can easily be secured and released.

If the dock is built upon piles, those can be 10 to 12 feet apart,

with split caps, 3 x 12-inch joists. It should have several con-

tinuous girths as fenders. The top planking ought to be well
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tied down and the whole structure bound together with bolts and
spikes.

Such excursion docks are, of course, of a temporary construc-

tion. When the city begins to build permanent docks along the

river front, where rock foundation can be had, cribs with concrete

or stone fronts above water are the thing to build.

LUMBER DOCKS.

Of these we have many. They are usually made by pile

bents, 8 to 12-foot centers and with two to three piles in a

bent. The bents are often tied back to anchor piles at intervals

of every other bent, usually sheet piling behind the dock. These

docks must be strong enough to receive the lumber as unloaded

from the ships, and they may at times have to sustain stacks

of lumber 15 to 20 feet high, but, as these are soon removed

and stacked or stored on adjacent land or in lumber yards, and, as

timber is not high in specific gravity, the load, neither on the dock

nor on the near land, comes very high per square foot. Besides,

there are always left spaces between piles for driveways. These

docks seldom have any accidents. They are built rough. There

ought to be a sufficient number of snubbing piles. There is a

great variety in lumber docks. Some are built with only two

rows of piles, with sheet piling. Others, like those of the "Le-

high" built on the Tift farm, were about 42 feet wide, bents 12 feet

apart, with 6 or 8-inch piles in a bent. I do not consider that these

docks were economical. They cost about $25 to $28 per foot.

They were first without sheet piling, but washing down and caving

has necessitated this to be done later on.

DOCK FOR SHIPMENT OF RAILS, STONE, ETC.

It gradually became necessary to have stronger docks than

the lumber docks. Then docks with the bents only 6 to 8 feet

apart, with piles in these only 3 to 4 feet between, were built.

These wharves have to sustain loads of steel rails 8 to 10 feet

high ; sometimes, also, the cars from which they are unloaded.

These docks ought to be wide and should be extra strong in

all parts; the exposed parts to be oak timber, to stand the rough

handling which naturally follows from these cargoes. The piles

must be driven to good bearing, either to rock, if this is not

too far down, or to the stratum of hardpan before mentioned,

at a depth of from 30 to 45 feet. Once in awhile, when a sliding

or breakdown occurs, we hear about a stratum of quicksand as

being the cause. This is supposed to relieve the engineer or

contractor. This providential quicksand has interfered with work
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which I have had in charge myself. When the foundation pit

for the railroad bridge at Hamburg Turnpike was sunk, we found

in the pits, 18 to 20 feet down, several thin layers of sand in

between the clays. They seemed to conduct water and might be

the offending quicksand.

IRON ORE DOCKS.

These docks are somewhat new in this locality. They have

to sustain an enormous load, and almost all the first docks have

failed. They have caved in on the Tift farm, on the City Ship Canal

and on the river. It looks as if a strong enough construction

has now been found.

The iron ore dock on the Tift farm which gave away was one

of the lumber docks described. Special foundations were made for

the Brown hoist which handles the ore. The ore was piled close

up to the back of the dock, when suddenly the ore heap, which was

unloaded on planking laid on mud sills, sank down. The natural

surface of the Tift farm had here been covered with a layer of clay

6 feet thick. The original ground consists of 2 to 3 feet of black

muck and under this a foundation of glacial clay, rather plastic.

This foundation gave away. The ore might have been unloaded

to a height from 25 to 30 feet in big heaps as it sank down. The
movement pulled the dock piles up, so the dock line for about

200 feet was not only pushed into the canal about 12 to 15 feet,

but also elevated in a parabolic shape, with a maximum rise of

about 12 to 15 feet. The ore as it sank pushed the clay up so

that it formed a dam. No water came into the sinkhole or cavity,

and the Brown hoist, when readjusted, took the sunken ore out of

the cavity. After this the ore heaps were placed farther away

from the front; besides, sheet piling was driven back of the dock.

The general conclusion I have derived from these experiences in

Buffalo is that iron ore can be unloaded with safety if there is

plenty of margin between the wharf and the heaps and if the

load can be placed far enough back. There ought to be a plank

flooring to facilitate shoveling. If, the space is narrow, there are

two ways, either to strengthen the foundation with a pile-sup-

ported floor or else build an exceedingly heavy front, either by

cribs or piles ; but both have to be anchored very strongly to sheet

piling or anchor piles. Cribs without these, standing on our

slippery clay, are both sure to slide and to sink. If they are not

sunk considerably below the bottom of the harbor or canal, their

toes ought to have a good catch besides the anchors. If there

is a rock foundation, it looks as if cribs sufficiently wide, with a

good catch for the toe, are a good construction after they have
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well settled and gotten into a permanent shape. A concrete and
stone wall for the portion above the water line, and interwoven with
steel beams and rods, gives a lasting construction.

RETAINING WALLS,

or wharves in front of warehouses, act in most cases only as fen-

ders to keep the ships and blows away from the building. These
buildings are or ought to be built on independently constructed

piers.

OUTER HARBOR.

Well, what are we going to do with it? Is it only to serve

as a protection for the beach and the mouth of the river, or will

it also cause a new and large development of docks and wharves
along the shores of Lake Erie inside of it? We will hope the

breakwater will be strong enough to withstand the severe storms
which at times occur. On the seacoast, where a much heavier

swell develops, it looks at times as if nothing could withstand the

power of the furious waves.

In England, a few years ago, I saw at the mouth of the

River Tyne how the waves had struck the top of the breakwater

or mole and had shifted a top layer of concrete apparently 100

feet long and 6 to 8 feet thick. It had torn it loose and turned it

around as if a turntable. There is a stretch of frontage on the

lake shore three to four miles long—not a dock built out from it.

Nearly all this frontage is owned by the railroads. What they

will do is, of course, their own business, but we can clearly see it

will cost considerable money to build walls or docks. It appears

now that the business which can be expected will be loading and

unloading of flour, lake package freight, shipping of coal, dis-

charging of timber, etc. A pile dock of considerable width, well

strengthened and fendered toward its outer end or pier head, is

the most economic construction. It is also the quickest to con-

struct. The construction is simple, so I will not try to describe

it. In some cases it may be profitable to sink crib bulkheads and

fill the excavated material behind. A strong pile and sheet piling

bulkhead may also be found good economy, tying the opposite

sides well together, something like cofferdams, the material

dredged in the vicinity to be used to fill. Where cribs are used,

a bed made from broken stone of good thickness and width is

worth considering.

About twenty years ago, when I was employed in Norway in

building a bulkhead and wharf, it was located at the mouth of a

small river as this entered into a fairly well-sheltered bay. We
drove a row of piles about 4 feet centers as a front. About every
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other one of these piles was anchored back to several piles driven

on a slant. The full depth was dredged in front of the piles. Great

panels, made of double plank, were pushed down back of the

piles, forming a wall. They were held down by being pushed

under a girth bolted to the back of piles at water line. Dredged

material was unloaded back of these piles up to a height of about

7 feet above water. We charred all the front piles before they

were driven, burning a heavy coat of coal tar into the wood. This

construction has stood exposure for twenty years and has been

used as a lumber and light dock.

I have not yet seen any cast-iron piles being used in these

waters. These, we know, have an auger-shaped point, which is

bored into the sand or clay. These hollow cast-iron tubes could

be strengthened with steel rods inside of them, and the cavity

filled with concrete. A few of these piles bound together by steel

beams would, in many cases, make a lasting and practical pier in

the waters of our outer harbor. Cast iron withstands the action

of fresh water for a very long time.

Along the Niagara River, especially between Black Rock and

the Erie Basin, rock is encountered so near the surface that cribs

with stone and concrete fronts will be the most frequently used.

Much of our harbor and river frontage is owned by the rail-

roads. These have many considerations to take different from

those of the municipalities. Even down on the seaboard, where

we find their important terminals, very few wharves have been

built from other material than from piles and timber. Therefore,

I expect that here we also for a time will see mostly timber

wharves built, though permanent structures will also become

more frequent. The construction of a wide, well-paved street

along the front, facing toward our new harbor, from the lighthouse

to Stony Point, must be considered a necessity as well for the rail-

road as for the public. Such a well-paved street and boulevard,

both for private driving and for heavy trucking, carrying people

and loads to and fro, would create new business. The city ought

to have on this stretch a wharf of its own, having fixed charges

for the use of same either by the hour or day. A bridge or tunnel

has to be provided by which this locality could be reached more

conveniently than at present. It would be most desirable to cross

the river and canal near the foot of Main Street or even farther out

near the mouth of the river. A tunnel has very objectionable

features. It is damp and very expensive, and a bridge is also an

obstruction. Perhaps the best way would be to widen the Michi-

gan Street bridges; make them more convenient, with wider ap-
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proaches. These are matters worthy of the most intelligent con-

sideration, and now is the time to consider them.

As I have said before, I have not presented this with much
or any claim for originality in the matter treated, but its purpose
is particularly to call your attention and to help to create an active

sentiment. I think this Society ought to take the lead to form

public sentiment and understanding in these matters. We would
benefit from it as well as the city. The water frontage of our city

has been neglected. The city ought to find out where it is, and

plans should be outlined and framed as to what ought to be done.

In these lines of engineering, as in most others, the best to

follow is the one where the dollars invested give the biggest

returns.

Often we see work fall to pieces and decay; then we are in-

clined to believe something or somebody is wrong. Yet this

apparent poor piece of work was probably the best for the occa-

sion. It has served its purpose. America, with its growth, its

vastness and its shifting conditions, could not be treated in con-

struction as countries in Europe. When I first came here, I saw

many railroads, with their timber structures, culverts, tunnels and

bridges. They were not the structures which old civilized coun-

tries would have built, but to open up this great, large country to

find new homes for the flow of immigrants several years would

pass before much returns would come on the invested capital.

Therefore, the trees standing near the right of way of the railroads

was the material to use instead cf expensive structures made from

iron and high-class masonry. So it has been and will be yet for

awhile also with the wharves. Timber and piles will yet be used

for a long time.

The structures along our harbors in the near future will

require more knowledge in their design. Loads are heavier,

lands are more expensive, some material costs more, some less.

There are, of course, special features characteristic of each lo-

cality. Thus, these fresh-water lakes differ from those of salt

water. Down on the coast they have the teredo, which destroys

piles and timber. Here we don't need to fear them, and timber,

from water line down, is a splendid material for harbor structures.

Also iron and steel corrode quicker near the ocean and salt water.

I will now close. I thank you for your patience. I had

expected to present you with this some drawings showing the

different wharf constructions, but I have not had time to do it.

Further, as I began to prepare this little address, I gradually

found myself more prepared to talk on generalities than on details.

I thank you, gentlemen.
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Minutes of Meetings of Engineers' Society of Western New York.

Regular Meeting, May 7, 1901.—Meeting called to order at 8.30 p.m.;

the President in the chair. The following members present: Messrs.

Haven, Diehl, Norton, Sikes, March, Tutton, Tresise, Roberts, Whit-

ford, Eighmy and Buttolph.

It was ordered that the minutes of the last regular meeting be ap-

proved as printed.

The President announced that the Society had elected by their ballots

Messrs. James Leland Averill, Horace P. Chamberlain and Eugene C.

Hanavan.

Applications for membership were received, read and approved from

Clarence R. Neher and Joseph Kuhn, and it was ordered that the same
be referred to letter ballot.

The President informed the Society of the appointment, by the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers, of a local Committee of Entertainment,

during their Convention to be held in Niagara Falls during the latter part

of June. He also informed the Society that the Society for the Promo-
tion of Engineering Education would hold their Convention in Buffalo

immediately after that of The American Society. They will hold their

regular sessions in the Law Library, and have asked the use of our rooms
in which to hold their Council. The President had replied that our

Society would be very glad to have them make use of our rooms.

Mr. C. R. Neher's paper on Concrete Construction, read and dis-

cussed at the meeting of March 5, 1901, was further discussed by Messrs.

Neher, Fruauff, Norton, March, Haven, Whitford and Tresise.

Meeting adjourned at 10.30 p.m.

Regular Meeting, June 4, 1901.—Meeting called to order at 8.30

p.m.: the President in the chair.

The following members present: Messrs. Haven, Diehl, Knapp,
Norton, Bardol, Babcock, Cornell, March, Bassett and Fruauff.

The minutes of the last regular meeting were read and approved.
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The President said that the Society had elected as members Mr.

Clarence R. Naher and Mr. Joseph Kuhn, and the gentlemen would be

notified of their election by the Secretary.

The President reported what the Pan-American Committee had done

to date in regard to the entertainment of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, the Canadian Society and the Society for the Promotion of

Engineering Education.

The matter of holding meetings during the summer was discussed by

the Society and referred to the President.

The matter of appointment of a Committee on Membership was dis-

cussed by the Society and on motion of Mr. Babcock, seconded by Mr.

Knapp, the following resolution was unanimously adopted:

That the President be authorized to appoint Committees on Member-
ship to serve as long as they can do any good, to be appointed at any time

during his period of administration as he sees fit.

The President informed the Society, on behalf of Major Symons, that

if any of the visiting Engineers wished to visit the new breakwater, he

would be pleased to take them out on the government steamer.

Meeting adjourned at 10.30 p.m.

August i, 1901.—President Haven appointed Mr. Tresise to serve

temporarily as acting Librarian in the absence of Librarian Knighton,

removed to 'New York city.

As there was not a quorum present at the regular meeting in Septem-

ber, the President, with the written approval of all the members of the

Executive Board, appointed the following named members as a com-
mittee to nominate officers to be balloted for at the annual meeting:

A. W. Hoffman, George A. Richer and W. B. Houck.

Regular Meeting, October i, 190 i.—Meeting called to order at

8.30 p.m.; the President in the chair.

The following members were present:

Messrs. Haven, Tutton, Knapp, Bardol, Powell, Kielland and Norton.

The minutes of the last regular meeting were read and approved.

It was moved and seconded that the dues of the Secretary for 1901

be remitted. Carried unanimously.

Application of Alfred William Thorn for Associate Membership was

transmitted to the Society by the Executive Committee, and on motion

was approved and referred to letter ballot.

The following resolution was proposed by Mr. Tutton:

Be it resolved, That Article 3, Section 2, of the Constitution be

amended so as to read as follows:

Should any vacancy occur by resignation or otherwise, the President

shall immediately call a meeting of the Executive Board who shall ap-

point a member of the Society to fill such vacancy for the unexpired

term. Should such vacancy occur in the chair of the President, the Vice-

President, in order of seniority, shall call such meeting.

Mr. Diehl moved the approval of the amendment. Seconded by Mr.

Kielland.

The President was authorized to appoint Committee on Annual

Meeting.

Meeting adjourned at 9.30 p.m.
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Regular Meeting, November 5, 1901.—Meeting called to order at

8.30 p.m.; the President in the chair.

The following members present: Messrs. Haven, Tutton, Diehl,

Norton, Morse, Kielland, Powell, Tresise and Whitford.

The minutes of the last regular meeting were read by the Secretary,

and approved.

The President reported that the Executive Board had authorized him

to appoint a collector to collect the unpaid dues, and on motion it was

ordered that the President be empowered to continue the employment
of the collector until the annual meeting.

The President reported that the Society had elected as an Associate

Member Mr. Alfred William Thorn.

The President reported that he had appointed, as the Committee on

Annual Meeting, Messrs. Morse, Humbert and Brackenridge. He had

received letters from Mr. Humbert and Mr. Brackenridge, declining.

The Committee was continued with power.

On motion, it was ordered that the business part of the annual meet-

ing be held at 4 p.m., and adjourn to the regular time in the evening for

the other entertainment.

The following report was received from the Nominating Committee:

W. A. Haven, President, Engineers' Society of Western New York, Ellicott

Square, N. Y.

Dear Sir:—Under the authority of your appointment of us as a

Committee to nominate candidates in your letter of September 14, we beg

to submit the following list of nominees and hereby recommend its

adoption:

President—W. A. Haven.

Vice-President—Chas. H. Tutton.

Director—Edward B. Guthrie.

Secretary—Charles S. Boardman.
Librarian—F. J. Tresise.

Treasurer—George B. Bassett.

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed) A. W. Hoffman, Chairman,

George A. Ricker,

W. G. Houck.

Mr. Guthrie, having heard that his name was to be proposed as

Director, declined (per mouth of George C. Diehl) such nomination.

The Librarian suggested that the Society should purchase the new
Engineering Index about to be published.

Mr. Tutton said he had told Mr. Tresise to get the Index if it could

be purchased for $5.00, and if the Society would not take it, he would
take it from him. Mr. Tresise was authorized to purchase the Index.

Meeting adjourned at 10 p.m. W. A. Haven, President.

Annual Meeting, Buffalo, N. Y., December 2, 1901.—Meeting called

to order at 4.15; the President in the chair. The following members present:

Messrs. Haven, Tutton, Knapp, Sikes, Diehl, Norton, Babcock, Kielland,

Tresise, George F. Morse and Kuhn.

The minutes of the last regular meeting were read and approved.
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The reports of the Secretary and of the Treasurer were read and re-

ferred to a special committee.

The President appointed as such special committee Mr. C. E. P. Babcock.

Mr. Tutton, member of the Board of Management of the Association

of Engineering Societies, made a verbal report of the questions that were

before the Association.

The Librarian made his report and it was received and filed.

It was voted that the thanks of the Society be extended to Mr. Knapp
and Mr. Tutton, members of the Society, for their additions to the library

during the year.

The President.—In the matter of reducing our expenses, it has been

suggested that we meet in some place where the rent is less and I think

this matter should be taken up by the Executive Board, at once, to report

at the next meeting.

Mr. Diehl.—-In this connection I think we should sever our connec-

tion with the Association of Engineering Societies. The members who
desire to receive the Journal can still do so by paying $3.00 per year.

There is no reason why this Society should pay the amount we do.

The President.—No society can pay current expenses unless all the

members pay their dues.

Mr. Tutton.—One of the chief objects in joining the Association was
to get our papers published cheaper. It would cost us four times as much
to publish a paper as it does to have the Association publish it.

Mr. Diehl.—It does not cost much to get our minutes printed, and

it does not pay to belong to the Association just because we may have a

paper to publish sometime, and we have not had many papers lately.

Mr. Tutton.—We should stop more promptly sending the Journal
to members in arrears. It is not fair to the Association for us to move an

increase in the salary of the Secretary and for us to withdraw.

It was ordered that the question of withdrawal from the Association

of Engineering Societies be referred to the Executive Board.*

Mr. Babcock and Mr. Morse were appointed Tellers to canvass the

vote cast for officers of the Society for 1902.

The Tellers reported that the following persons had received a major-

ity of the votes cast:

President—Samuel J. Fields.

t

Vice-President—Charles H. Tutton.

Director—T. Guilford Smith.

Secretary—George T. Roberts.

Librarian—Francis J. Tresise.

Treasurer—George B. Bassett.

The above-named gentlemen were declared duly elected.

The President.—The January number of the Journal is missing

from our library, also the December, 1900, number of the "Proceedings of

the American Society of Civil Engineers." The members are free to come
to the Libr-.ry to read or for consultation, but they are requested to take

nothing away unless they bring it back. If any member has these books,

he is requested to return them.

* The Executive Board " laid on the table " this whole subject.

tMr. Fields, having been nominated without his knowledge or consent and elected in

opposition to his wishes, declined to serve as President for 1902 ; hence, the former President
holds over until a successor is elected and qualified.
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It was ordered that a committee of one be appointed to report at

the next meeting of the Executive Board on the matte/ of change of

quarters for the ensuing year.

The President appointed Mr. Bardol as such committee.

The President.—A proposed amendment to the Constitution has

been read at a previous meeting and must be read at another meeting,

and if approved by two-thirds of the members present the same is to be

submitted to letter ballot. The proposed amendment was then read by

the Secretary, as follows:

Be it Resolved, That Article III, Section 2, of the Constitution be

changed so as to read as follows:

Should any vacancy occur by resignation or otherwise, the President

shall immediately call a meeting of the Executive Board who shall appoint

a member of the Society to fill such vacancy for the unexpired term.

Should such vacancy occur in the chair of the President, the Vice-Presi-

dent in order of seniority shall call such meeting.

Unanimously approved.

On motion, meeting adjourned until 8 p.m.

EVENING SESSION.

The Society met at 8 o'clock. In addition to those at the afternoon

meeting there were present: Messrs. Roberts, Witmer, Ricker, Rogers,

Bardol, Alverson, Boardman, Booz, Clark, Lewis, March, Eighmy, Wil-

son, McCulloh, Thorn, 'Neher, Dark, Powell and four visitors.

At 8.45 the company moved upstairs to the Ellicott Club.

During the evening the Chairman of the Pan-American Committee
made a verbal report, and the Treasurer of that Committee made a

written report. The reports were ordered to be printed in the minutes of

the meeting.

Votes of thanks to retiring officers were passed.

Several gentlemen made short addresses, and the meeting adjourned

at 11.30 p.m. W. A. Haven, President.

Buffalo, N. Y., December 2, 1901.

Report of the Secretary—Condensed.

MEMBERSHIP.

Total membership of all classes, December 1, 1900
,

66
" " " December 2, 1901 79

Increase during the year 13

MONEYS.

Received and deposited with the Treasurer:

For Entrance fees $100.90
" Annual dues 492.50

Key deposits 2.50

Total $595-90

MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY.

Nine meetings of the Society kav~ been held since December 1, 1900,

with an average attendance of thirteen.

During the past year two papers were read before the Society,

—

"Concrete," by Mr. Neher, and "Docks," by Mr. Ricker.
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MEETINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD.

Nine meetings of the Executive Board have been held since December
I, 1900, with an average attendance of five.

MINUTES OF MEETINGS, NOTICES, ETC.

During the past year 750 printed copies of minutes of meetings have

been circulated, and 1500 notices of meetings have been sent. This has

been done at a considerable expense to the Society, and it is a disappoint-

ment that the members to a large extent seem to have lost interest in

the Society, as is shown by the data above, especially the facts that only

two papers have been read before the Society in a year, and that the

average attendance at the meetings has been only eight (exclusive of the

members of the Executive Board).

This discouraging showing is somewhat offset by valuable work done
by the Pan-American Entertainment Committee, which work, I under-

stand, will be set forth in a special report.

As required by the By-Laws, the Secretary has received, audited

through the proper authority and transmitted to the Treasurer, all bills

against the Society. These bills will be tabulated in the Treasurer's re-

port,—but it does not seem out of place in this report to call the attention

of the Society to the fact that the amount required to conduct the Society

on its present basis is in excess of its income,—and immediate steps must
be taken, either to reduce expenses or increase revenues, or both.

I respectfully request that the President appoint a committee to ex-

amine the books of the Secretary before they are turned over to the

newly elected officer. ,, ,, , , ,

Respectfully submitted,

G. C. Diehl, Secretary.

Buffalo, N. Y. December 2, 1901.

Report of the Treasurer—Condensed.

Receipts: permanent fund.

Cash on hand, December 1, 1900 $172.36

Received from the Secretary 100.90

Interest to date 5.74

Total in bank $279.00

Receipts: current fund.

Cash on hand, December 1, 1000 $15.65

Received from the Secretary 495-00

Treasurer of Pan-Am. Com 23.91

$534-56
Disbursements:

Additions to Library $21.45

Annual meeting, 1900 12.45

Assessments for Association of Engineering Societies 69.00

Rent of rooms 238.00

Notices and reports of meetings 99.18

Printing ballots for members 1342

New bill heads and applications 14-50

Forward $468.00
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Brought forward $468.00

Sundry expenses, account Pan-American Exposition 27.71

General expenses, postage, etc 30.61

$526.32
Cash on hand, December 2, 1901 8.24

$534-56
George R. Sikes, Treasurer.

Buffalo, N. Y., December 2, 1901.

Report of the Librarian.

To the Officers and Members of the Engineers' Society of Western New
York :

Gentlemen:—I beg to submit herewith my report as Librarian for

the year 1901, as follows:

During the year there have been expended on the Library the follow-

ing items, viz :

Engineering Index $3.20

Association of Engineering Societies, Index 2.25

Topographical Maps 2.00

Table of Altitudes 40

Engineering Magazine 3.00

Cassier's Magazine 2.75

Railroad Gazette 3.65

Association Engineering Societies, back numbers of Journal .50

Railroad Gazette, back numbers, to complete files 3.70

Total ~$2i-45

The following additions to the Library, other than by purchase, have

been made:
Exchanges 197

Donations, reports, etc 167

Catalogues 8

Total 372

Periodicals purchased, as above 221

Total additions during year 593

The Library, as it now stands, is daily becoming more valuable to

every member of the Society as a place of reference; but to make it more
so, it is necessary that more money be expended in books, in bookcases

and in binding printed matter that now exists in a loose state, to the end

that the Library will become more attractive and in so doing the Society

will become more of an attraction to each member.

The Society is indebted to our members, Mr. Louis H. Knapp and

Mr. Charles H. Tutton for periodicals furnished the Society during the

past year. p j. Tresise, Librarian.

Regular Meeting, January 7, 1902.—Meeting called to order at 8.13

p.m., the President in the chair. The following members present: Messrs.

Haven, Tutton, Knapp, Roberts, Tresise, Norton, Diehl, Kuhn, Clark,

Jackson, Babcock, Lewis, Wilson, Booz, Alverson, Buttolph and Bardol.

The minutes of the last regular meeting were read by the Secretary.

On motion of Mr. Diehl, the minutes were amended by erasing the

statement that nothing of importance was done during the year.

The minutes, as amended, were approved.
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The President.—The reports of the Secretary and Treasurer will be

typewritten and placed in the minutes later. At the Executive Board
meeting the matter of withdrawing from the Association of Engineering

Societies was considered, and the subject-matter laid on the table indefi-

nitely.

Mr. Bardol, who was appointed a Committee on Rooms, reported that

he had visited the office buildings in search of different quarters, and

found that for the same money as we are paying now we could not get

as much accommodation as we are getting.

The President.—The Executive Board reports to you that the vote

on the amendment to the Constitution was almost unanimously in favor

of the amendment, and, therefore, it has been adopted.

Application was received from the Executive Board from William

Roscoe Haven, and, on motion by Mr. Knapp, seconded by Mr. Diehl,

the same was received and ordered to letter ballot.

The President.—The Executive Board has recommended that the

dues of the Secretary be remitted for 1902.

On motion of Mr. Knapp, seconded by Mr. Norton, the recommenda-

tion was approved.

The President.—I have a resolution to offer, as follows:

"Resolved, That the Secretary be and hereby is directed to drop from
the mailing list of the Journal of the Associated Engineering Societies

the name of any person who is or shall be three months or more in

arrears of dues to our Society; provided, that his name shall be returned

to the list as soon as his dues are paid."

There is a provision in the Constitution that when a member is six

months in arrears he loses his right to vote, but we still continue to pay
his assessment to the Association.

Mr. Diehl.—If he pays up in a couple of months, will he get the

back numbers of the Journal
The President.—Yes, sir.

Mr. Tresise.—It might be well to think of the time limit. Three

months seems a little short.

The President.—I put six months in the resolution, but some of the

members thought this was too long, so I changed it to three.

Mr. Knapp.—I think six months is too long. Three months is all

right.

Motion seconded by Mr. Diehl. Carried unanimously.

The President reported that Mr. Fields had been notified of his elec-

tion as President for 1902, but had informed the Society by letter that he

declined to serve.

Mr. Clarence C. Lewis read a very able paper on "Modern Street

Railroad Track Construction," which paper was illustrated by a number
of views and was briefly discussed.

It was unanimously voted that Mr. Lewis be thanked for his very

interesting paper which will be published in the Journal, with the dis-

cussion.

Mr. Tutton then read an abstract of an essay, brought out by corre-

spondence, on his paper "The Laws of River Flow."

Meeting adjourned at 10.30 p.m.

George T. Roberts, Secretary.
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Ella:inee^s , Club of St. H,ouis.

S36th Meeting, January 8, 1902.—Held at the rooms of the Club at

1600 Lucas Place, at 8 p.m.; President Kinealy in the chair. Attendance,

thirty-five members and twenty-two visitors. The minutes of the 534th and

535th meetings of the Club were read and approved. The minutes of the

318th, 319th and 320th meetings of the Executive Committee were read.

A communication from Mr. J. S. Braune concerning the award to him

of the prize for the paper on "Tall Buildings" was read.

The Executive Committee was authorized to secure a die for the gold

medal.

The lease of the new quarters in the Howard Building was read. The

President was instructed by the Club to appoint two members for the

Managing Board for the new quarters.

The applications for membership in the Club of Messrs. Burt Cole,

Thomas Courtney Moarshead, John Vaughan McAdams and John Cooley

Robinson were read.

Messrs. Thos. K. Peters and Alvin D. Reed were elected to membership.

The motion was carried that the President appoint a committee of three

to revise the sections of the By-laws referring to the election of officers.

Messrs. Russell, Colby and Flad were appointed for this committee.

The next order of business was a lecture by Mr. A. S. Johnson on

"Some steel-concrete Constructions." The lecture was profusely illus-

trated by lantern slides and referred mainly to the use of expanded metal

and corrugated bars in connection with concrete in the construction of

walls, floors, arches, sewers, roofs and tanks. Mr. Johnson exhibited in

the slides the methods of construction which were used, and gave some
figures on the strength, weight and deflection of the various forms of

construction.

The views included working drawings, photographs of work in process

of construction and of completed work. The principles of the designs and

the limitations of their use were explained in detail. A number of samples

of expanded metal and corrugated bars and of these materials imbedded in

concrete were exhibited to the Club.

The paper was heartily received by the Club and aroused considerable

discussion, in which a large number of the members participated.

Meeting adjourned. D w RopER> Secretarym

537TH Meeting, January 22, 1902.—Held at Lucas Place at 8 p.m.;

with Vice-President Van Ornum in the chair.

The minutes of the 536th meeting were read and approved.

The report of the 322d meeting of the Executive Committee was read.

The report of the first meeting of the Managing Board of the Asso-

ciated Technical Clubs of St. Louis was read.

Messrs. Burt Cole, John Cooley Robinson, Thos. Courtney Moars-
head and John Vaughan McAdam were elected to membership.

The Secretary announced that the President had appointed the fol-

lowing committees:

Entertainment Committee—Mr. W. A. Hunicke, Chairman; Messrs.

T. M. Post and Mark Bary.
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Members of the Managing Board of the Technical Clubs of St.

Louis—Messrs. B. H. Colby and J. L. Van Ornum.
The Chairman announced that a property list of the effects of the

Club in the rooms at 1600 Lucas Place had been made out by the Manag-
ing Board, and that, in view of the importance of securing a complete list

of the Club's property before removing to the new quarters, they would

be glad to have the members look over the list and make corrections

and additions.

On motion of Mr. Johnson, the Chair was instructed to appoint a

committee of three to secure designs for the die for the gold medal and
certificate of award in accordance with the report of the Committee on
Prizes. The following were appointed on this committee: Messrs. Roper,

Bryan and Colby.

The Chairman then introduced Mr. C. F. Longfellow, Commissioner
of Public Buildings of the city of St. Louis, who addressed the Club on

"The New St. Louis Hospital." The speaker gave a short historical sketch

of the growth of the old city hospital from its beginning, in 1845, to its

destruction by the cyclone, in May, 1896. A map of the city was exhibited.

on which were shown the location of the present dispensaries, the tem-

porary city hospital, the site of the new city hospital now under con-

struction, and the site available for a hospital annex opposite the present

Female Hospital.

The speaker reviewed the report of the commission of seven which

was appointed some years ago to report on the needs of the city and to

devise plans for a new hospital. The old hospital being destroyed during

the existence of the commission, the site of the old hospital was recom-

mended as the most suitable of the available sites for a new hospital.

A plan of the arrangement of the buildings as recommended by this com-
mission was shown, and the uses of the several buildings explained. A
plan and several elevations of the arrangement of the building as finally

adopted was also exhibited. The reasons for the changes from the plans

of the commission were explained. The speaker described in detail the

arrangement, uses and sanitary precautions adopted in the construction

of the various buildings.

The buildings whose construction was authorized by existing ordi-

nances were indicated. Attention was also called to the fact that the rate

at which funds were at present available would not permit the completion

of the buildings inside of ten or twelve years, and that the total capacity

of the buildings as planned was less than the present requirements of the

city. The hope was expressed that the amendments soon to be submitted

to the voters of the city would include a scheme which would increase

the funds available for the completion of the buildings and also permit a

beginning on the hospital annex. The speaker also pointed out the

opportunity afforded to the wealthy citizens to perpetuate their names and

assist the city by donating funds for the erection of one or more of the

five ward buildings contemplated by the plans, none of which have as yet

been authorized.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Wheeler and others partici-

pated. '

In adjourning the meeting, the Chairman invited the members and

guests into the adjoining rooms, where a lunch was served under the direc-

tion of the Entertainment Committee. £) -yy. Roper, Secretary.
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Engineers' Club of Minneapolis.

152D Meeting, January 2, 1902.—Held at their rooms in the County
Commissioner's office. This was the annual meeting of the Club.

After the usual order of business the reports of out-going officers were
read. President Wm. W. Redfield reviewed the growth of the Club and the

work done during the past year, calling attention to the new Constitution

which had been adopted, and the increased interest of members in the

programs.

Vice-President C. L. Pillsbury spoke on the subject of a higher grade

of work and more recognition of the work of the Club members as a body.

The Treasurer's annual report showed a balance on hand January 2,

1902, of $53-35-

The Secretary reported on the year's work as follows: "At the begin-

ning of the year 1901 we had 15 active members in good standing as follows

:

Burch, Carroll, Dealing, Durham, Fanning, Gillette, Graber, Hoag, Llewellyn,

Pillsbury, Smith, Stack, Sublette, Stoopes and Redfield. During the year we
lost three members by resignation and for non-payment of dues. We
have added to this list 17 members as follows: Avery, Chalmers, Com-
stock, Crafts, Dustin, Gray, Illstrup, Lund, Pardee, 'Reidhead, Rice,

Robertson, Shepardson, Slocum, Tate, Wheeler, Williams, making a

total of 29, some of whom, however, had formerly belonged to the

Club (see official list of members, Journal, January, 1902). We have

no corresponding members. We have five honorary members as fol-

lows : Geo. H. White, Worcester, Mass. ; John H. Barr, Cornell University

;

W. I. VanDuzee, John W. Kendrick and J. T. Fanning, of Minneapolis.

D. C. Washburn, transitman, City Engineer's Office, Minneapolis, and

S. M. White assistant engineer, Great Northern Railway, West Superior,

Wis., become active members beginning with the year 1902.

Of our 29 active members 16 may be classed as civil engineers, 8 as

electrical engineers and 5 as mechanical engineers. More than one-half of

our members are graduates from engineering colleges.

During the year 1901 we held 12 meetings as follows

:

140th meeting, at which Wm. W. Redfield read a paper on the "Isthmian

Canal."

141st meeting, in connection with a banquet at the Commercial Club, at

which inaugural addresses were given.

I42d meeting, in connection with a Club dinner at the Guaranty Restau-

rant. W. S. Pardee presented a paper on "Methods of Scientific Study,"

the most valuable paper presented during the year.

143d meeting, at which J. T. Fanning presented a historical paper on
"Early Transportation Canals," which was published in the Journal. Mr.

E. H. Tromanhauser presented a paper on "Grain Elevator Construction."

He has also loaned the Club a complete and very valuable set of the U. S.

patent office records on the subject, which are still on file.

144th meeting, at which Mr. Fanning' s paper was discussed, and our new
Constitution was adopted.

145th meeting, at the Minneapolis General Electric Company Sub-Station,

where F. E. Reidhead presented a paper describing the sub-station, after

which it was inspected by the members.

146th meeting was spent in an inspection of the William Bros Boiler

Works on Nicollet Island, Minneapolis.
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147th meeting, for an inspection of the new Pioneer Steel Elevator,

where Mr. E. H. Tromanhauser acted as host

148th meeting was without formal program.

149th meeting, at which a paper was presented by President W. W.
Redfield on "Cost of Water Mains," and one by W. S. Pardee on "Specifica-

tion Making."

150th meeting, at which a paper was read by S. M. White on "Break-

waters." Photographs, blueprints, etc., were shown by D. C. Washburn on
some preliminary work at the Sault Ste. Marie Canal. The paper on
"Breakwaters" will be published in 1902 Journal.

151st meeting was spent in an inspection of the Twin City Telephone

Company's South Branch Exchange.

Our average attendance during 1901 was 12.

We expect to have permanent quarters in the new City Hall during the

coming year, when our library, which is scattered, will be placed in good
condition.

The Secretary suggests that two or more short papers be presented at

each meeting, thus dividing the work required in preparing the papers ; also

calls attention to the fact that a most important work in the future will be

that of the committee who will prepare technical programs; for no one

program will be of interest to all our members.

The following officers were elected for the year 1902:

President—Wm. R. Hoag.

Vice-President—H. B. Avery.

Secretary and Treasurer—Edw. P. Burch.

Librarian—J. E. Carroll.

Representative in the Association of Engineering Societies as member
of the Board of Managers—Geo. W. Sublette.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.

St. Paul, Minn., January 13, 1902.—The annual meeting of the Civil

Engineers' Society of St. Paul was held in the parlors of the Windsor
Hotel, Monday evening, January 13, at eight o'clock; President Powell

in the chair.

The usual routine business was transacted, after which the reports

of officers for the past year were read and approved, after which the

annual election of officers for the coming year were held and resulted as

follows:

For President—A. W. Munster.

For Vice-President—A. R. Starkey.

For Secretary—G. S. Edmondstone.

For Treasurer—A. H. Hogeland.

For Librarian—C. A. Winslow.

For Representative, Board of Managers; Association of Engineering

Societies, Geo. L. Wilson.

Application of Mr. L. P. Wolff f r membership was read, and upon

ballot he was elected a member of the Society.

The reports read show that the Society is in a flourishing condition,

both numerically and financially.
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Meeting adjourned to the cafe of the Windsor Hotel, where a love

feast was held, the dainties enjoyed and the hours passed in a most

pleasant manner. The following toasts were proposed and responded to,

viz

:

'The St. Paul Society of Civil Engineers," Mr. E. E. Woodman.
''The Engineers' Club of Minneapolis," Messrs. Hoag and Sublette.

"'Electrolysis," Mr. Oscar Claussen.

"The Civil Engineer," Mr. G. S. Edmondstone.
"Ancient and Modern Bridge Building," Mr. A. W. Munster.

"Municipal Engineering," Mr. Geo. L. Wilson.

The meeting was thoroughly enjoyed by all members and visitors

and adjourned amid hopes of prosperity for the ensuing year, and for

the years to come.
G. S. Edmondstone, Secretary.

Boston Society of Civil Engineers.

Boston, Mass., January 22, 1902.—A regular meeting of the Boston

Society of Civil Engineers was held at Chipman Hall, Tremont Temple,

at 8 o'clock p.m.; President L. B. Bidwell in the chair. Sixty-two members
and visitors present.

The record of the last meeting was read and approved.

Messrs. John J. Kirkpatrick and Joseph W. Walker were elected mem-
bers of the Society.

On motion of Mr. A. H. French, the President was requested to ap-

point a committee of three to report to the meeting the names of five

members to serve as a committee to nominate officers. The President

appointed as the committee Messrs. A. H. French, A. H. Howland and

G. A. King. Later in the meeting this committee reported as members
of the Nominating Committee Messrs. L. F. Rice, F. C. Coffin, F. O.
Whitney, G. T. Sampson and E. A. W. Hammatt.

On motion of Mr. Brooks, the report was accepted and the members
named were chosen as the committee to nominate officers.

On motion of Mr. French, Mr. Henry Manley was appointed a com-
mittee with full powers to make arrangements for the annual dinner of

the Society.

On motion of Mr. Holmes, the thanks of the Society were voted to

the Department of Engineering of Harvard University and to Prof. H.

L. Warren of the Department of Architecture, for courtesies extended to

members of the Society during the visit to the Harvard University, Pierce

Hall and the Architectural Building at Harvard this afternoon.

Mr. James H. Macdonald, Highway Commissioner of Connecticut,

read the paper of the evening, entitled "From City Street to Country

Road." The paper gave a very interesting account of the writer's ex-

perience in road construction in Connecticut during the past seven

years. At its conclusion Mr. Macdonald submitted to a lengthy cate-

chism in road construction.

On motion of Mr. FitzGerald, the thanks of the Society were voted

to Mr. Macdonald for his interesting and instructive paper.

Adjourned.
S. E. Tinkham, Secretary.
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Technical Society of the Pacific Coast.

Regular Meeting, January 3, 1902.—Called to order at 8.30 p.m. by

Past President Grunsky. The minutes of the last regular meeting were

read and approved.

The Chairman announced the following election upon due count of

ballots:

Geo. H. Wallis, of San Francisco, and Geo. F. Day, of San Francisco.

Dr. F. W. Riedler, a scientist, addressed the Society on the subject of

"Life-Saving Kites," exhibiting various apparatus for the purpose of carry-

ing life lines and bodies through the surf to an object at sea.

The Secretary notified the Society of the following facts, which will

be circulated to each member by mail:

The dues for the current half year are now payable, and the collector

will call upon all resident members for payment.

Notice is hereby given that the resident members of the Technical

Society are also members of the Mechanics' Institute, and entitled to all

its privileges.

The dues to the Society hereafter are 50 cents per month for all

classes of membership; in addition to this the Institute will collect its

dues, which are $1.50 per quarter, and now payable for two months, from

January 1 to March 1, 1902.

The non-resident members of the Society, while not members of the

Institute, are entitled to all the courtesies of visiting members while in

San Francisco, and are requested to call at the Library, identifying them-
selves with a visitor's card, which will be furnished them.

The privilege of taking books from the library is granted only to

members paying the quarterly dues. The admission fee of the Institute

has been paid by the Technical Society for all resident members who have

heretofore paid $1 per month.

Any associate may become a member of the Mechanics' Institute by

notifying the Secretary of the Technical Society.

The Nominating Committee submitted the following report, and the

Secretary was instructed to have tickets prepared to be mailed to all vot-

ing members in good standing:
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For President—Luther Wagoner.
For Vice-President—D. C. Henny.
For Secretary—Otto von Geldern.

For Treasurer—E. T. Schild.

For Directors—S. G. Irving, Stetson G. Hindes, Adolph Lietz, Frank-

lin Riffle and C. B. Wing.
The report was signed by C. E. Grunsky, Chairman of the Nominating

Committee, and the members Hermann Barth, James D. Mortimer, Arnold

d'Erlach and Hubert Vischer.

The Chair appointed the following judges for the Annual Election:

H. A. Brigham and H. I. Randall.

Meeting adjourned. Otto von Geldern, Secretary.

Annual Meeting, January 17, 1902.—Called to order at 8.30 p.m. by
Past President Marsden Manson.

The Secretary stated the purpose of the meeting, which is held in

accordance with the Constitution of the Society, to elect a ticket of officers for

the ensuing year.

After carefully scrutinizing the ballots, three of them were rejected,

two because they were from associates and one from a member too far

in arrears in dues to allow him the privilege of voting.

The tellers, or judges, appointed by the chair thereupon reported

—

H. A. Brigham and H. I. Randall—and the ballots were given to them to

be opened and counted.

After beginning the count, four more ballots were handed in by the

Society's office clerk that had been received during the day, but had been

forgotten in giving the Secretary the day's mail. Upon motion put by

the Chair, they were admitted in the count then proceeding.

Upon completion the judges made the following report:

Total vote cast, 68.

For President—D. C. Henny, 49; Luther Wagoner, 19.

For Vice-President—F. G. Hesse, 43; D. C. Henny, 19; Marsden Man-
son, 1; Luther Wagoner, 4.

For Secretary—Otto von Geldern, 68.

For Treasurer—E. T. Schild, 68.

For Directors (5 of them)—Stetson G. Hindes, 68; Samuel C. Irving,

67; Adolf Lietz, 68; Franklin Riffle, 68; C. B. Wing, 68.

Report signed by

H. A. Brigham and
H. I. Randall.

Upon motion the following officers were declared duly elected for the

year 1902, and the Secretary instructed to inform them of the fact and

call the Directory together for a business meeting:

President—D. C. Henny.

Vice'-President—F. G. Hesse.

Secretary—Otto von Geldern.

Treasurer—E. T. Schild.

Directors—Stetson G. Hindes, Samuel C. Irving, Adolf Lietz, Franklin

Riffle and C. B. Wing.

The Secretary asked for further time to prepare his report, and the

Treasurer submitted the following:
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Treasurer's Report for the Year 1901.

I beg to submit to the Board of Directors of the Technical Society

of the Pacific Coast the following report:

January 10, 1901. Cash on hand $3-93
" in bank as per bank

book 209.67
$213.60

January 10, 1902. Cash received during the year 1,262.50

$1,476.10

Cash expended during the year, January io, 1901, to

January 10, 1902 $1,187.50

January 10, 1002. Cash on hand $47-09
'' in bank as per bank

book 24I-5I

288.60

$1,476.10

THE ITEMIZED RECEIPTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Cash on hand $3-93
" in bank 209.67

Dues i,i95-50

Admission fees 55-°o

3 Diplomas 4-5°

Donations 7-5°
$1,476.10

THE ITEMIZED EXPENDITURES ARE AS FOLLOWS".

Rent, 1 1 months $330.00

Salary of Secretary, 12 months 180.00

Janitor and elevator, 11 months 26.50

Library work 45-0O

Collector 68.40

4 Assessments of Association of Engineering Societies 282.00

Books and subscriptions 38.15

Bookbinding 7.35

Printing, stenographing and typewriting 85.75

Stationery, postage, mailing, embossing, etc 99-35

Excursion to Arch Rock 25.00

$1,187.50
Cash on hand $47.09

in bank 241.51
288.60

$1,476.10

E. T. Schild, Treasurer.

The report was received, placed on file and spread upon the records.

Meeting adjourned.
Otto von Geldern, Secretary.

Regular Meeting, February 7, 1002.—Called to order at 8.30 p.m. by

President Henny. The minutes of the last meeting were read and ap-

proved. The following names were proposed:

For members—Thos. Smith, Draftsman Light House Department,

San Francisco; proposed by A. Ballantyne, Otto von Geldern and Milo

Hoadley. J. G. McMillan, County Surveyor, San Jose; proposed by C.

B. Wing, Adolf Lietz and Otto von Geldern.
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Mr. John Richards, Past President of the Society, addressed the members
on the subject of "Compensation of Skilled Labor," which was discussed by

Messrs. Geo. W. Dickie, A. H. Sanborn, Hubert Vischer, S. C. Irving and
others.

Adjourned. Otto von Geldern, Secretary.

^Louisiana Engineering- Society.

New Orleans, January ii, 1902.—The annual meeting of the Loui-

siana Engineering Society was called to order on this date at 8.30 o'clock

p.m. President Kerr presiding and twenty-one members in attendance.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Committee appointed to prepare resolutions on the death of Mr.

Thos. L. Raymond submitted a memoir and resolutions. The memoir is

printed in the Journal of the Association of Engineering Societies.

The resolutions, as follows, were introduced and passed:

Resolved, by the Louisiana Engineering Society, in regular meeting

assembled:

That in the death of Mr. Thomas Laidlaw Raymond the Society

mourns the loss of a faithful, active and zealous member.

That the profession is deprived of the service of an untiring and

energetic worker, a recognized authority on hydraulic and sanitary en-

gineering, and an engineer of spotless character and reputation; be it further

Resolved, That the account of his professional life be filed with our

records, and this and these resolutions be forwarded to his family as an

expression of the respectful sympathy of the Society.

The Chair made the following announcements on behalf of the Board of

Directors:

The resignation of Mr. Tutwiler as member of the Board of Directors.

One application for membership on file and preliminary list ordered.

The Board refers action of giving a smoker to the Society.

The matter of employing an Assistant Secretary was referred to the new
administration for action.

The annual report of the Board of Directors transmitting the reports of

the Secretary-Treasurer and House Committee was read and ordered filed.

A motion was made and passed that the rooms of the Society be tendered

Captain W. J. Hardee for use in entertaining his regiment during the month
of February.

The election of officers was next declared in order and the Chair an-

nounced that Mr. A. C. Bell, one of the nominees for President, was ineligi-

ble for election. The Chair asked what action the Society would take in the

matter.

It was moved and adopted that the ballots be opened and that the eligible

candidate receiving the largest number of votes be declared elected.

Thirty ballots were cast, and the following gentlemen were elected

:

President—Alf. F. Theard.

Vice-President—W. B. Wright.

Secretary—G. W. Lawes.

Treasurer—R. E. DeBuys.

Director—Prof. John M. Ordway.
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For representative on Board of Management of Association of Engineer-

ing Societies—F. M. Kerr.

The Chair then called attention to the vacancy in the Board of Directors

caused by the resignation of Mr. Tutwiler.

The following nominations were made to be voted on at the next meeting

for Director to fill Mr. Tutwiler's unexpired term : A. C. Duval, Ernest D.

Ivy.

An address was delivered by Mr. Kerr, the retiring President, as

below.

At the conclusion of the address a vote of thanks was tendered Mr.

Kerr for his valuable paper.

The new President, Mr. Alf. F. Theard, was then escorted to the chair,

and after a short, eloquent speech of acceptance a recess was ordered, and

the healths of the retiring and incoming Presidents were drunk.

The meeting adjourned at 10.10 p.m.

G. W. Lawes, Secretary.

Address of Mr. Kerr, Retiring President.

Gentlemen,—It devolves upon me, to-night, under the Constitution of

our Society, to deliver an annual address.

Frankly, this is a misfortune for all of us, for if there be one in our

ranks less ambitious and as little qualified to deliver an address, annual or

otherwise, than your humble servant, he is still to be heard from.

While I can honestly and truly assure you that each and every service I

have been permitted to render you, during the past twelve months, has been

accorded with pleasure, and that each and every session with you has been

greatly enjoyed and appreciated, as each month slipped by and brought me
to closer consider what might be expected of me in an annual address,

the stronger the doubt in my mind grew as to whether, for all the other

pleasures and honors combined, I could have been induced to accept your

nattering elevation to office.

To be law-abiding, however, is the first duty of every good citizen in our

Commonwealth, and to be gracious the dominating feeling in the breast of

every gentleman.

Our law says that, serving as your presiding officer, I must address you

on this occasion, and your kind and considerate treatment of me during the

past year commands me to be gracious in complying, no matter how poorly I

may succeed in entertaining you.

Admitting the early consciousness of all of which, the deduction might

be plain that the path before me had been well reconnoitered, and that I

should, in spite of any disclaimer on my part, now be well prepared to travel

it, but, after all is said on the score advanced, I can further honestly confess

that I still stand before you to-night, very much in the same plight as the

poor wayfarer who was in sore doubt about his road and asked directions of

a facetious rustic whom he happened to pass on the way. 'Well," said the

latter, "you just go right straight ahead on this road, old man, till you get to

the top of a hill. At the top of this hill the road forks, one prong turns to

the left, another to the right, and a third goes straight on. Do you catch

on?" "Yes, and which fork, pray, shall I follow?" asked the traveler.

"'Don't 'pear to me to make a dog-goned bit of difference, old hoss, you're

lost, anyhow," shouted back Mr. Rusticus, who had by that time reached a

safe distance.
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And thus, having passed the twelfth stage of my year's journey as

President, the road up to the forks, with your able assistance, having been

made plain and easy progress for me, I nevertheless find myself at the top of

the hill at a loss to select any path—in the field of science, literature or art

—

in all of which an engineer is generally expected to be versed, to which I

feel I could do justice and in which I could hope to interest you to follow,

and am compelled to fall back upon the beaten track of description, and as

our worthy brothers in journalistic circles to-day put it, simply give you a

story.

The story in my mind relates to some facts and incidents in the history

of a certain vast resource in our State with which I have been brought per-

sonally in contact, and which, though quite frequently touched upon in the

daily press, within the past year, does not appear to me to have been as

clearly and fully written up as the subject deserves.*

Ena-meers' Club of* St. Louis.

538th Meeting, February 5, 1902.—Held at 1600 Locust Street at 8 p.m.

with President Kinealy in the chair. Present, thirty-eight members and

twelve visitors.

The minutes of the 537th meeting were read and approved.

The proceedings of the 323d meeting of the Executive Committee, and

the minutes of the second meeting of the Governing Board were read.

The application of Messrs. Geo. D. Rosenthal, Wm. M. Hand, Frederick

W. Hulme, Reno DeOrville Johnson were read and referred to the Executive

Committee.

The President then introduced Mr. Henry Rustin, mechanical and electri-

cal engineer of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company, who addressed

the Club on the subject, "Exposition Engineering Problems." Mr. Rustin

outlined the power requirements of an exposition which includes two-wire

and three-wire direct current circuits of several different voltages; single-

phase, two-phase and three-phase alternating current of several different

voltages and frequencies, water, compressed air, illuminating gas, and possi-

bly natural gas and acetylene. Provision must be made for water for foun-

tains and sanitary purposes, power for intramural railways, cranes, elevators

and moving exhibits ; lighting for police purposes, illumination and decora-

tive purposes. The decorative lighting at recent expositions has far out-

grown the requirements of illumination and has been made one of the most

attractive features.

As an exposition power plant has a life of only six or seven months, the

methods used in the solution of the problems which arise are radically dif-

ferent from the methods in ordinary commercial practice. On account of the

time required in obtaining and installing the power equipment the amount of

power to be supplied must be settled upon at least a year in advance of the

opening, and the decision once made is not subject to any material changes.

The methods of construction must be inexpensive and at the same time capa-

ble of rapid installation. The work must be safe, pleasing to the eye, and the

service must be continuous during the exposition.

*Mr. Kerr's account of the sulphur deposits of Calcasieu Parish is published as

a paper in the Journal of the Association of Engineering Societies.
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Such nuisances as smoke, soot, escaping steam or other vapors, offensive

odors or disagreeable noises are not permitted.

In the discussion which followed the reading of the paper, Messrs. John-

son, Fish, Freeman, Hand, Humphrey, Robinson, Wheeler, Kinealy and

others participated.

The meeting adjourned. D. W. Roper. Secretary.

539TH Meeting, February 19, 1902.—Held at 1600 Locust street, at 8 p.m.,

with Vice-President Van Ornum in the chair. Present, nineteen members
and six visitors.

The minutes of the 538th meeting were read and approved.

The minutes of the 324th meeting of the Executive Committee were

read.

The applications for membership of Messrs. Henry Rustin and Robert E.

Einstein were read and referred to the Executive Committee.

Messrs. Geo. D. Rosenthal, Wm. M. Hand, Frederick W. Hulme and

Reno DeOrville Johnson were elected to membership.

Mr. S. B. Russell, chairman of the committee appointed to revise the rules

relating to election of officers, made a report for the committee and sub-

mitted a draft of the proposed amendments. On motion it was ordered that

the amendments be made a special order of business for the meeting of

March 19, 1902, and that the Secretary, in mailing to members the notices

for the next meeting, notify the members of the proposed action, as required

by Section 13 of the By-Laws.

The Chairman then introduced Mr. E. R. Buckley, Missouri State

Geologist, who read a paper on "Highway Construction." The speaker de-

scribed the various forms of construction, the several materials used for

paving and their uses and limitations. This paper will be printed in full in

the Journal.

In the discussion which followed the reading of the paper, Messrs.

Wheeler, Flad, Lubberger and others participated. Mr. Wheeler took issue

with the speaker on the testing of paving brick and favored the rattler test

rather than the absorption test. Mr. Flad stated that St. Louis was an

exception to the general rule given by the speaker, and sent their engineers

on visits of inspection to other cities. He also outlined some of the im-

provements that had been decided upon for the streets of St. Louis.

The Chairman announced that at the next meeting Mr. R. H. Klauder

would read a paper on "Storage Batteries."

The meeting adjourned. D. W. Roper, Secretary.

Boston Society of Civil Engineers.

Boston, Mass., February 5, 1902.—A special meeting of the Boston

Society of Civil Engineers was held in Room A, Tremont Temple. The
meeting was called to order by President L. B. Bidwell at 7.40 o'clock

p.m.; Mr. E. W. Howe acting as Secretary. Fifty members and visitors

present.

The President introduced Mr. Joseph P. Frizell who read a paper en-

titled "Tidal Scour in Harbors, or the Function of Tidal Basins, with

special Reference to the Harbor of Boston." The paper was discussed
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by Messrs. F. W. Hodgdon, X. H. Goodnough, W. M. Brown, R. A.

Hale, F. P. Johnson and G. T. Sampson, of the Society, and by Mr.

Woodward Emery, Chairman of the Board of Harbor and Land Com-
missioners, and Mr. W. B. de las Casas, Chairman of the Metropolitan

Park Commission.

At 9 o'clock p.m. the meeting adjourned.

E. W. Howe, Acting Secretary.

Boston, Mass., February 19, 1902.—A regular meeting of the Boston

Society of Civil Engineers was held at Chipman Hall, Tremont Temple,

at 8 o'clock p.m., President L. B. Bidwell in the chair. Fifty-four mem-
bers and visitors present.

The record of the last regular meeting, and that of the special meeting

of February 5th, were read and approved.

Messrs. Waldo A. Learned, Charles A. Stone and Edwin S. Webster

were elected members of the Society.

On motion of Mr. Holmes, the thanks of the Society were voted to

the Edison Electric Illuminating Company and to the Boston Elevated

Railroad Company for courtesies extended this afternoon on the occa-

sion of the visits to the power plants of those companies, on Atlantic

Avenue.

On motion of Mr. Brooks, the thanks of the Society were voted to

Mr. F. E. Adams for the interesting paper read by him at the informal

meeting of the Society held on the 12th inst.

Mr. H. H. Clayton, of the Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory, was
then introduced, and gave an exceedingly interesting talk, illustrated with

numerous lantern slides, on "Exploration of the Air with Kites."

At the conclusion of the talk, on motion of Mr. A. H. French, a

vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Clayton for his kindness in appearing

before the Society and giving so valuable and interesting an account of

the latest achievements in kite observations.

Adjourned. S. E. Tinkham, Secretary.
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Boston Society of Civil Engineers.

Twentieth Annual Dinner.

The twentieth annual dinner of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers

was held at the Hotel Vendome, Boston, Tuesday evening, March 4,

1902, and was attended by 151 members and guests. An informal recep-

tion preceded the dinner, which was served at 6.30 o'clock.

At the after-dinner speaking, the President of the Society, Mr. Law-
son B. Bidwell, acted as toastmaster, and introduced the first speaker

and chief guest of the evening, Justice David J. Brewer, of the United

States Supreme Court. Justice Brewer spoke substantially as follows:

"A six-year-old grandson of mine, who is sadly lacking in reverence,

said to his mother the other night, 'Mother, where did you get me, any-

way?' She replied, 'Why, Jimmie, God sent you to me.' 'He did!' ex-

claimed the boy; 'pshaw, I thought I was born in Boston.' Evidently

the youngster labored under the impression that Boston had little need

of the Almighty's assistance for what it produced or else that the

Almighty had little to do with Boston. Coming before you this evening

with no such irreverent spirit, yet not entering into any discussion of

how much the Almighty has had to do with Boston, I am here to say

that the engineers have had a great deal to do with it; that through their

skill and ability the way of approach to this metropolis of New England
has been made easy. Through them commerce has found here magnifi-

cent possibilities. They have worked wonders in securing the comforts

of home, the riches of education and the beatitudes of art. What Boston
would have been without the engineers may be an interesting question

for those who love to study the descending possibilities of life, and who
feel at home in Dante's Inferno, but as for me a pleasanter inquiry is

how much does the city of Boston owe to the engineers for all that gives

it its glorious name in the life and history of this republic.

"Although you are incorporated as the 'Boston Society of Civil Engi-

neers,' yet your constitution makes eligible to membership 'civil, mechani-

cal and mining engineers and other persons belonging to the technical

professions.' When I look at your roll of members, I find you are not

confined to Boston, nor even to Massachusetts, but scattered through
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the length and breadth of the republic. Nay, more; both hemispheres

and each of the five continents is represented. And I suppose that ere

long you will take possession of those as yet legally unlocated and inde-

scribable regions, Porto Rico and the Philippines. No pent-up Utica

contracts your powers. You reach to the uttermost parts of the earth.

No wonder this great republic is manifesting a marvelous amount of

expansion when even a local corporation thus extends its reach. Instead

of being composed of only civil engineers, you have all sorts of intel-

lectual people—engineers of every name and style, inspectors, superintend-

ents, architects, landscape gardeners, professors, officers of insurance

companies, topographical surveyors, treasurers, bankers, brokers and

draftsmen. Indeed, about the only professions that are not named in

your list are medicine, law and theology. There are no doctors, and yet

you appear to be a remarkably healthy body of men. I see no lawyers

on your rolls, and still you look as though you were reasonably honest.

There are no ministers, and yet I doubt not your moral character is at

least on a par with the average Boston morality.

"I have been told that there is in some of the illiterate mountain
regions of the South and West a religious sect known as Hard-shell

Baptists, one of whose tenets is that the Almighty made the world just

as He wanted it, and that every change on the face thereof, even to the

building of a turnpike road, is an act of disobedience to His supreme will.

Tested by the tenets of that sect, the engineers must be very wicked,

especially those who live and work in New England. But here again I am
for the engineers and against the Hard-shell Baptists. Why was the

face of the earth made so rough and irregular? Obviously, as I think,

that it might call forth all the energies and efforts of man to make it

fit for his home ; for as he builds his home so he builds himself. Where-
ever the Almighty has done the most there has been the least progress

of the race. Indeed, if we may credit the story of the Garden of Eden,

which, as it is said, 'gave man all to live with and nothing to live for,'

the first thing man did when placed in the garden was to steal apples;

whereas the best and noblest of the race have been developed on those

shores and in those countries where unrelenting toil was the condition

of life. This fact indicates the purpose of the Almighty. Man was not

made for the earth, but the earth for man, and only where his surround-

ings compelled the earnest struggles were developed the highest capaci-

ties of his being. Talk about the curse of labor! If Eve's curiosity

drove man out of the toilless garden, I, for one, bless the old lady for it.

So, despite the theory of the Hard-shell Baptists, I say thank God for the

engineering spirit which bids man grapple with the broken surface of the

earth and work upon it until 'every valley shall be exalted, and every

mountain and hill shall be made low; and the crooked shall be made
straight and the rough places plain,' for thus 'the glory of the Lord shall

be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together.'

"I have said the pleasant inquiry was, How much does Boston owe
the engineers? And that is only a fragment of the larger question, How
much are humanity and civilization indebted to them? And the answer

i= that they have made possible the greatness and grandeur of our civili-

zation. If it were not for the facilities of transportation and travel,

for which we are indebted to them, how stagnant would be the life of

the race!
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"Whence come all the decorations of our homes, the abundant supplies

that fill our stores and warehouses? Nay, more; whence come the

homes, the stores and the warehouses themselves? They do not grow.

On the rocky shores of New England may tower hill and mountain,

grand in gloom and glory; pine forests may lift their heads amid storm
and sunshine. No man built them. But the Pilgrim Fathers, when
they landed on these shores, found no homes, nor stores, nor warehouses,

and none through all the subsequent years have grown through any of

the processes of nature. The visible Boston, at least, is the handiwork
of man. Nor could he find either above the soil, growing and organic,

or beneath it, lifeless and inorganic, all that was necessary to make the

completed city. From the four quarters of the globe have been brought,

over ways which the engineer has made, the material which has passed

into the glorious vision which greets the eye as it looks down upon the

capital city of New England. In all the development of New England the

engineer has been the right arm of commerce. Indeed, without him com-
merce could not have been, and without commerce, what would New
England be? There is scarce a thing on this famed peninsula of Boston
which is not due to the work of the engineer. I will not say everything,

for I believe no one holds him responsible for the narrow and crooked

streets that traverse the eastern part of the city. Accurate history attrib-

utes them in the first instance to the homeward wanderings of the cross-

eyed cow with the crumpled horn.

"Returning from the cow to the engineer, let me notice briefly

what his work on the highways of the globe means for the race; for

to him we look for whatever is done in the permanent structure of those

highways and in determining the best modes of their use.

"How little we realize the marvelous changes which are going on in

the facilities for transportation and travel, and how little also do we
appreciate the significance of that fact in its effect upon the conditions of

life. All these changes have come since steam and electricity have been

introduced as motive powers. Since their advent, what an increase

in capacity, speed and cheapness ! Think, for a moment, of the immense

volume of goods and merchandise brought into this city by rail in a

single day, coming, some of it, from distant parts of the continent, and

then add to that the other great volume coming by water from the

farthermost parts of the earth, and tell me how many wagons of the

largest capacity ever known, and how many animals of the greatest

strength, and how many of the sloops, schooners and three-masted vessels

of a century ago it would take to transport these two great volumes of

goods and merchandise into this city. There would hardly be room
enough within its extensive limits for the wagons which would be neces-

sary to make this transportation, and Boston harbor, large as it is, would

be white with the sails of the great fleet. More than that, many of those

articles could never be brought, some because the length of time con-

sumed in wagon transportation would spoil the goods en route, and others

because the roughness of the transportation would break and destroy

them. Now the speed and facilities of transportation, made so by the

skill and labor of the engineer, are such that this city, as well as every

other, can appropriate to its uses the products perishable and imperish-

able of the rest of the earth. Nor are these facilities simply a matter of

speed and comfort to passengers. Yet speed and comfort are not to be
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forgotten. When you have ridden, as I have, all day in a mountain
wagon, a wagon without springs in the body or under the seat, over
roads where no attention has been paid to pebbles less than a foot in

diameter, especially if you are of the lean and bony kind, not well uphol-

stered, and change at evening to the soft, springy seat and motion of

a Pullman coach, you are ready to accept the civil engineer as a public

benefactor. But, passing the matter of personal comfort, take, for in-

stance, the stone, iron and timbers which are used in the construction of

your large buildings, and without which these buildings could not be

constructed. But for this facility of transportation, it would be practi-

cally impossible to bring them here, at least in any adequate quantity.

You may say that there is an abundance of stone close at hand. Possibly

that may be true, and Boston may be favored in the possession of some
kinds of building stone; but the marbles and sandstones, which are the

facing and beauty of your lofty structures, are not here, and have to be

brought, some of them, from long distances. Think of bringing them in

wagons ! The limited amount that could be brought, and the expense of

bringing them, would in effect put a stop to most of the building. What
would be the cost of wagoning the needed marble from South Lee or

Proctorsville? So as to iron and steel. We see on every street the

building beams and framework of steel, and seldom stop to think of the

various processes and steps between the iron mine and the building. To
move the great masses of iron ore to the furnaces, and, after the melting

and manufacturing into ribs and frames of steel, to bring them to the city,

involve a transportation which, if wagons alone were used, would practi-

cally forbid, on account of the expense, their use in building. And the

same of timbers. These which you call the grosser parts of the structure,

and yet are the essentials of any successful building, are available for use

within the limits of reasonable expense only because of the facilities of

transportation furnished by the engineer.

"They point us to the Pyramids and say, 'Behold the mighty works

which were done long before the modern facilities of transportation

existed,' but think of the enormous consumption of labor and time in

their construction, and how few there are of them; while to-day, in our

large cities, the sky-scrapers go up in a year or so, and are seen on

every hand. And while this is true of these things which form the

coarser parts of buildings, it is also and equally true of the decorative

articles which are brought from all quarters of the globe, and at a cost

which puts them within reach of the ordinary income. And here let me
say, in passing, that nearly all the great structures of old are known by

the names 'of the places where they were located, the monarch who
ordered them, or the being in whose honor they were built, and not by

the names of those by whose brain they were designed or by whose skill

they were constructed. It is the Colossus of Rhodes, the Appian Way,
the Temple of Solomon and the Temple of Diana. The rule should be

otherwise, and every great work should bear the name of him who planned

and him who wrought. History is becoming what it ought to be, not

a record of wealth, of military glory or inherited position, but rather a

record of brains and intellectual achievements.

"Beyond the matter of the construction and adornment of your buildings

and homes, the swift and cheap transportation furnished by the engineer

puts into your city that great volume of merchandise which adds so much to-
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the comfort and enjoyment of life. The perishable products of the world
are here ; tropical fruits and vegetables are in your markets in the winter

season, and all parts of the earth pay tribute in the way of supplies for the

good living of the people of Boston. In the enormous volume of these sup-

plies and by trade transactions in respect to them great fortunes are made.

But the blessing is not mainly in the magnitude of the transactions and the

wealth accumulated therefrom, but more in that having been once brought

into your midst these articles of comfort and luxury are distributed through

the various arteries of trade until even the humblest of your citizens shares

in the enjoyment of the products of distant lands. Thus it is that so far

as the material things of life are concerned the engineer has made it possible

that all parts of the world shall render tribute to this city ; and that which is

true of Boston is also true of other cities and towns. Each contributes to

the prosperity and well-being of the others by furnishing its share of those

things which all need.

"But it is not alone in the material side of life that the blessing of the

engineer's work is seen. We boast of our wondrous intellectual develop-

ment, of the great libraries, the millions and millions of books, newspapers

and magazines that are scattered daily through the land so that every house

has its library and every man is a reader. But do you ever stop to realize

that the manufacture of books and magazines and papers at an expense which

puts them within the reach of all is owing to the fact that the material which

is used in them and in the machinery which is employed in their manufacture

is available by reason and only by reason of the cheap transportation fur-

nished by the engineer.

"But I want to go a little farther even than his influence upon intellectual

development, and ask what are the relations of his work to the higher life of

man ? You may say that he deals only with material things ; that, while the

artist and the architect may express spiritual truths through material forms,

the engineer levels all to the basis of utility. I shall not stop to inquire

whether usefulness is not in itself one of the highest of virtues, but, accept-

ing the statement that the test and purpose of an engineer's work is utility,

I remark that man is a social being ; that he reaches his highest stature

through the social relations. In solitude his better nature does not grow.

Only in society and by society is the higher part of his life developed. He
there- learns the blessedness of serving others. He is there taught the mean-

ing of 'the brotherhood of man,' and then, and not until then, does he under-

stand 'the fatherhood of God.' The more fully he cultivates his social rela-

tions the more like the Master will he become. The soul of a Robinson

Crusoe is dwarfed by its isolation. Solitary confinement leads to insanity.

He whose horizon is the boundary of a little hamlet is almost sure to develop

a little soul. He becomes picayunish. Now, the greater the society into

which man enters the more powerful become all the teachings and influences

of social relations. Japan, shut up in isolation, continued for centuries in a

lower plane of civilization. Fifty years of contact with higher civilization has

brought her up and near to it. China, in her seclusion, is way back in the

centuries. The breaking down of the barriers and the 'open door' will fill

her millions with the possibilities of European civilization. Both as nations

and as individuals, life is lifted up by contact with a larger portion of the

world. Now, the engineer's work is to improve the highways, and by im-

proving the highways all parts of the world are brought nearer together.

Space and time are annihilated. No man is so far away from us as not to be
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our neighbor. After all, we find ourselves dwelling in what is but a little

world. In the ancient days we are told that men thought to reach the

heavens by building a lofty tower of Babel. They did not realize the infinite

difference between things material and things spiritual, or understand the

profound meaning of the declaration that flesh and blood cannot inherit the

kingdom of heaven. Wisely the men of to-day seek rather to remove all the

barriers which separate man from man and make plain and easy the approach

of each to each. The ancients sought to force an entrance into heaven and
failed. We reach a neighbor's hand to all our fellow-men, and thus we shall

bring heaven to earth.

" 'Abou Ben Adhem (may his tribe increase!)

Awoke one night from a deep dream of peace,

And saw, within the moonlight in his room,

Making it rich, and like a lily in bloom,

An angel writing in a book of gold

:

Exceeding peace had made Ben Adhem bold,

And to the presence in the room he said,

"What writest thou?" The vision raised its head,

And with a look made of all sweet accord,

Answer'd, "The names of those who love the Lord."

"And is mine one?" said Abou. "Nay, not so,"

Replied the angel. Abou spoke more low,

But cheerily still, and said, "I pray thee then,

Write me as one that loves his fellow-men."

The angel wrote and vanished. The next night

It came again with a great wakening light,

And show'd the names whom love of God had bless'd,

And lo ! Ben Adhem' s name led all the rest'
"

The second speaker was Hon. James E. Cotter, of Boston, who said

some complimentary words of the chief guest of the evening, and advanced

the expectation that in the future Boston will continue to grow in power and

importance, thanks to the civil engineers who will build the great docks and

deepen her harbor, so that it may teem with commerce from every part' of

the world. In closing, Mr. Cotter paid a glowing tribute to Justice Gray, of

the United States Supreme Court, formerly from Massachusetts, and voiced

the feelings of the gathering in a hope that he may soon return to his post of

duty and to remain there for a long time to come.

Prof. Charles W. Rishell, of Boston University, was the next speaker,

and told some humorous stories having excellent application to the moment
and drew an interesting parallel between the construction work of the engi-

neer and work of the teacher and minister.

The other speakers were Col. W. S. Stanton, Engineer Corps U. S. A.;

Mr. J. J. Enneking, a Boston artist; Mr. E. B. Winslow, of Portland, Me.;

Mr. F. H. Newell, Hydrographer U. S. Geological Survey; Mr. John C.

Trautwine, Jr., Secretary of the Association of Engineering Societies; and

Mr. Desmond FitzGerald, a Past President of the American Society of Civil

Engineers.

The other guests of the Society were Mr. J. A. Ockerson, of St. Louis,

member Mississippi River Commission; Mr. M. Driscoll, president Massa-

chusetts Highway Commission ; Mr. F. E. Merrill, president, and Mr. Willard

Kent, secretary of the New England Water Works Association; Mr. James
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H. Macdonald, Highway Commissioner of Connecticut ; Mr. C. M. Ingersoll,

Jr., chief engineer, New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad; Mr.

R. A. Shailer, president Boston Tunnel Construction Company; Mr. J. O.

Winston, Chicago ; Mr. A. S. Tuttle, of Fall River ; Mr. B. C. Rich and Mr.

G. G. Ledder, of Boston, and Mr. H. H. Clayton, of Milton.

Music was furnished by the Apollo Quartet of Boston.

Boston, Mass., March 19, 1902.—The annual meeting of the Boston
Society of Civil Engineers was held at Chipman Hall, Tremont Temple, at

7.35 p.m.; President Lawson B. Bidwell in the chair. Eighty-nine members
and visitors present.

The record of the last meeting was read and approved.

The Secretary read the annual report of the Board of Government,
which was accepted.

The Secretary also read his annual report, which was accepted.

The Treasurer read his annual report, which was also accepted.

Mr. Holmes presented and read the annual report of the Committee on

Excursions, which was accepted.

The Librarian presented and read the annual report of the Committee on

the Library, which was accepted.

Mr. FitzGerald presented and read the annual report of the Committee

on Quarters, which was accepted.

Mr. FitzGerald then offered the following vote, which was adopted

:

Voted : That the Board of Government be authorized to take any action

necessary in the matter of renewing the leases or making a new lease with the

Tremont Temple Baptist Church, with the New England Water Works As-

sociation, and with the Hersey Manufacturing Co., or other desirable lessees,

and that the President and Treasurer be authorized to sign such leases on

behalf of the Society.

On motion of Professor Swain the following recommendation of the

Board of Government was adopted, Voted : That the practice of buying

standard engineering books for the Library be commended and that it be

continued for the coming year.

On motion of Professor Swain, the recommendation of the Board of

Government that a committee of three be appointed to secure advertisements

for the Journal, was adopted.

On motion of Mr. Hodgdon, it was voted to refer to the Board of Gov-

ernment, with full powers, the question of appointing the several special

committees of the Society and the selection of the members thereof.

Prof. L. P. Kinnicutt then read the paper of the evening entitled, "The
Present Status of the Sewage Purification Problem in England," illustrating

it with a large number of lantern slides.

A discussion followed, in which Mr. Metcalf and Professors Sedgwick

and Kinnicutt took part.

The President, in a brief address, reviewed the events of the past year,

speaking substantially as follows

:

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT L. B. BIDWELL.

In very many respects the past year has been an eventful one. In it our

country has developed into a great world power, and an expression of its

preference or intention, as shown particularly in China, has not only com-
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manded respect but really controlled and modified the demands of the other

great powers. Later intimations were given by the other governments that

we were the only one that could, with any hope of success, act as a mediator
to end the long drawn out South African war. This has been in part due to

the training, dash and persistency of our soldiers and sailors, and in a larger

part to the statesmanlike course of our President and his advisors, and now
an emphatic word from Washington materially affects, and to a considerable

extent shapes, the action of every other government. Such power as this

should be very carefully exercised with an endeavor always to keep on the

side of reason and justice.

During the past year the Chief Executive of our nation was assassinated.

All three of our martyred Presidents were men of great ability. Christian

men ; who planned and worked for the good of our country and for all man-
kind, and there was never was King or potentate whose taking off was so

mourned by their own and other peoples or accorded higher honors than the

last, all spontaneously uniting to do him honor. It hardly seems possible this

could have happened, and our great government move on without break or

hindrance and with no disturbance of that sensitive thing—the general

business of our country.

The year has also seen England's greatest Queen pass away, and that

nation now has a King, for the first time in about sixty-four years.

As to the part which our five hundred members may have had in causing

the growth which has given the nation the standing it now has in the world,

I think we are an important factor. Of course we all. go to the polls and

place our votes for what we think to be the best men, but even good men
need material backing. This is largely accomplished by the well being of

the individual, the town, city and state, and to this we are constant con-

tributors.

In all great enterprises requiring construction, we are the pioneers,

showing what is practical and an approximate cost. Then we take charge

and great public and individual works grow from the crude material into

creations of utility or beauty. We build the trolley roads which take the

people from their very doors and transport them to their places of business

for a sum so small that the poorest may ride. The same with our great sys-

tems of steam roads, moving the people and produce with wonderful prompt-

ness and regularity, which are so reliable that although the very subsistence

of the people in our great cities depends almost wholly upon the usual daily

movement there is no lack.

We build great reservoirs and supply an abundance of wholesome water,

every person using all they desire ; also great sewerage systems, making it

possible for very thickly settled communities to live in full health and com-

fort. We erect great buildings, with offices light, well heated and ventilated.

We lay out and improve large tracts for park purposes, build boulevards and

state highways. We have charge of the building of telegraph and telephone

wires, etc. All these things tend to the elevation, growth, compactness or its

equivalent in ready transportation and communication, the importance and

building up of the nation.

The year has also seen larger accumulations of capital than ever before

in the history of our nation. Most of the great steel manufacturing plants

are now under the control of one corporation. Our great cross-country lines

of railroads are practically under two corporations ; these now work in har-
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mony. but their fight for control in May last paralyzed the great financial

centers, and one day ran up the stock of the Northern Pacific Railroad to

$1000 per share.

A great steamship line, the Leyland, consisting of thirty-eight large

steamers became allied with another line which aggregates eighty-eight other
vessels, making a total tonnage of over 335,000 tons. Also the Northern
Pacific Steamship Company, thus giving control of steam lines around the

entire globe, and controlling and concentrating enormous manufacturing and
transportation interests, reaching out to. such an extent in railroad combina-
tions that the question of governmental control has been revived and may yet

lead to a serious movement in that direction.

In a smaller way consolidation of our railroads has been going on for

some years, and the tendency still seems that way, but as to government con-

trol of them, the opportunity for political jobbery might be a greater menace
than great corporation control.

With constant accretions of capital which are greater and more rapid as

the country grows older, and its concentration into fewer hands, the distribu-

tion not keeping pace with the accumulations, the control of all the neces-

saries of life will also be by the few, and no legislation will prevent this.

Some idea of the capital of one of these can be had from the citation in an

application for a charter in New Jersey of the Northern Securities Com-
pany for holding the securities of the Great Northern and the Northern

Pacific Railroad Companies, which called for a capital of $400,000,000.

It is claimed that this consolidation is contrary to the laws of Minnesota, and

the State will make every effort to break up the combination, but I think it

will not be accomplished, the objection by the State being that all competi-

tion is done away with by the two lines which pass through the State.

There is also a rubber trust projected, capital $75,000,000, and a traction

combine to control systems of five cities. It has been said that the nineteenth

century has been an age of competition and that the twentieth century will be

an age of co-operation, and certainly the indications are that this may be a

true saying.

In addition to these greater and more prominent combinations, so-called

trusts, never before thought of, have" been formed or in progress. Among
them are the following : A zinc combine with capital of $50,000,000 ; other

steel companies with proposed capital of $250,000,000; National Gas and

Coke Co., $5,000,000; Home Bakery Co., $2,500,000; Interstate Independent

Telephone and Telegraph Co., $3,000,000; Central Consumers' Co., $2,250,000;

National Timber Co., $15,000,000; Gulf Coast Ship Building and Dry Dock

Co., $5,000,000; National Lumber Co., $10,000,000, and various others. It is

estimated that the industrial corporations completed in 1891, having an

authorized capital of $1,000,000 or more, have preferred and common stock

to the amount of over two billions of dollars. In the month of November

alone the capitalization of corporations in the United States was $587,302,800.

There is also a gigantic steel and iron ring project agitated yi Russia, with a

probable production of 200,000,000 pounds per year, and in Canada a great

lumber company which has secured a grant of over 2,500,000 acres of timber

lands, and the same people are erecting one of the largest rail mills in

Canada, and one of the most complete in the world, almost every thing

except driving the engines being done electrically. Probably one of the great-

est trusts will be a combination of the salt trusts of this and other countries,
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and now nearly consummated, which will control an output of between
5,000,000 and 6,000,000 tons.

This is also the one hundredth anniversary of steam navigation, and in
it the largest steamship is being constructed, the "Celtic." The vessel,
"Charlotte Dundas" of 1801, was 50 feet long, 18 feet beam and 8 feet deep,
with an engine of nominally ten horse power, with a 22-inch cylinder. Com-
pare this with the "Celtic," which has a displacement of 36,000 tons, carry-
ing 3,200 passengers, with engines of 14,000 horse power and a length of 700
feet, 75 feet beam, 49 feet deep, with a tonnage of 20,900 and consumption of
coal of 260 tons per day.

This year has also been marked by one of the greatest struggles ever
known between labor and capital. The vast combination of capital and the
large number of people affected, either directly or indirectly, is without
precedent. Although capital (The United States Steel Corporation) was
victorious, the loss in earnings has been estimated at $15,000,000 and $10,000,-

000 on the side of labor (The Amalgamated Association). The number of
men thrown out of employment for two or three months was estimated at

50,000. There may be doubt as to there having been so great loss to the

corporation, but none as to the great loss to the Association. The reason for

the strike did not at first come out very clearly, but it soon appeared that

neither wages or hours of labor, which have usually been the causes of

grievance leading to strikes, had any part in this late and greatest strike.

Certain of the mills taken into the United States Steel Corporation were
union and others were non-union. The Association claimed that the union

mills were discriminated against in the distribution of material to be worked,

while the corporation claimed it was distributed where it best could be manu-
factured, and the Association endeavored to force the corporation to allow

all the mills to be made union mills. As such a concession would have

taken from the officers of the corporation the right to handle the property in

their charge in what they might conceive to be the most advantageous way,

thev resisted and the sympathy of the general public was with them, which

had a great influence on the situation, and the Association was signally de-

feated.

Notwithstanding the strike the output for steel for the past year has

been largely in excess of that of any previous year and the consumption

equally great. The output of the United States Steel Corporation was esti-

mated at 28,000 tons daily. The total output of pig iron in this country the

past year is estimated at 16,000,000 gross tons. This is far in excess of any

previous year. The same is true of steel rails, with an excess of over 500,000

tons. Also as to shapes and plates which show an excess of probably

250,000 tons. This last item indicates a large consumption in ship building,

large buildings, bridging, etc.

The Boston Freight Handlers and sympathetic strike, including approxi-

mately 20,000 men, has within the week just ended had its inception and fail-

ure, and the men are anxious to return to work under the old conditions.

The loss to those who are reinstated is serious when men need every dollar '

they can earn to support their families, and to such as will not be taken back

it must mean very great inconvenience, and in some cases suffering. The
whole matter was ill-advised, and this shows again that to succeed the

strikers must have good reasons for their action.

In this city of Boston we have this year, after much agitation and some
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opposition an elevated railway in operation, to which the only serious objec-
tion I have heard of is the noise. I presume as time goes on and the tracks

are slightly limbered up this may be somewhat lessened, and do not doubt
some way may be found to do away with at least a part. I do not think we
should like to be without its convenience even if the noise must continue.

In a political way the most marked change which occurs to me is the

overthrow of Tammany in New York after seventeen years' control. I do

not think it well for any one party to remain in control for so long a time as

abuses and corruption creep in, and a change often brings healthier condi-

tions.

As to engineering projects, projected or agitated, two of the most inter-

esting I think are the Pennsylvania Railroad tunnel between Jersey City and

New York, and the Isthmus Canal. Russia is also projecting a great canal

from the Baltic to the Black Sea, one of the greatest engineering schemes

yet undertaken. A large cantilever bridge is being built across the Ohio

River for the Wabash road.

More than fifty years ago I listened to a prophecy of what might be

expected in the year 1900, written by Alexander L. Holley. Some of you

may remember him. He was an engineer of unusual attainments and had

much to do with the introducing of Bessemer steel into this country, and

.was employed by the Albany and Rensselaer Iron Works. The paper was

read in the academy at Stockbridge, where he was then a student, and his

prophecy then seemed altogether chimerical, but actually in many ways fell

far short of the reality. As I recollect, his highest flight did not at all con-

template the telephone, and that even the features may be distinguished

hundreds of miles away, or the wireless system of telegraphy. One of his

predictions was that the surgical and healing art would be so far advanced

that many members of the body might be, when necessary, replaced. Now
certainly, almost any part can be removed and people still live, which ap-

proaches this prediction.

It would be a bold man who would dare to outline what would be done

fifty years from now in any science. It would not seem unlikely or any more

wonderful than what has been accomplished, that Santos Dumont's dirigible

air ship, which appears to be as good for navigating the air as any yet made,

will before 1950 be replaced by machines which one may enter with confi-

dence for distant transportation, clear of the earth and all its hindrances.

At the conclusion of the President's address Messrs. George T. Sampson

and William T. Pierce, the tellers of the election, submitted the result of the

letter ballot for officers. In accordance with their report the following

officers were declared elected

:

President—George A. Kimball.

Vice-President (for two years)—Frederick Brooks.

Secretary—S. Everett Tinkham.

Treasurer—Edward W. Howe.
Librarian—Alfred D. Flinn.

Director (for two years)—George B. Francis.

Before declaring the meeting adjourned the President introduced the

President-elect, Mr. Kimball, who thanked the members for the honor con-

ferred upon him, and pledged his best services to the Society for the coming
year.

Adjourned. S. E. Tinkham, Secretary.
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Annual Report of the Board of Government for the Year 1901-02.

Boston, March 19, 1902.

To the Members of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers:

In compliance with the requirements of the Constitution the Board of

Government submits its report for the year ending March 19, 1902.

At the last annual meeting the total membership of the Society was 500,

of which 492 were members, 2 honorary members and 6 associates. During
the past year we have lost 14 members, 11 by resignation and 3 by forfeiture

of membership for non-payment of dues.

There have been added to the Society during the year 21 members, mak-
ing a net gain of 7 members. Our present membership consists of 2 honor-

ary members, 6 associates and 499 members, a total of 507.

Twelve meetings of the Society have been held during the year, ten

regular and two special, and the twentieth annual dinner was given at the

Hotel Vendome on March 4, 1902. The average attendance at the regular

and special meetings was 56, slightly less than for several years past. The
largest attendance was 119 and the smallest 18. The attendance at the an-

nual dinner was 151.

The following papers have been read at the several meetings

:

March 20, 1901.—Mr. J. A. Ockerson, of St. Louis, "The Mississippi

River; Some of its Physical Characteristics and Measures Employed for the

Regulation and Control of the Stream." (Illustrated.)

April 17, 1901.—Mr. W. W. Cummings, "Subaqueous Tunnels for Gas

Conduits." (Illustrated.) Discussion.

May 15, 1901.—Mr. Frank W. Skinner, "Some Difficult and Curious

Foundations." (Illustrated.)

June 19, 1901.—Mr. H. K. Higgins, "Summer Street Viaduct." (Illus-

trated.) Memoir of John C. Haskell. Mr. Laurence Bradford, "Engineer

Corps of the U. S. Army."
September 18, 1901.—Air. Arthur S. Tuttle, "The Abolition of Grade

Crossings on the. Providence Division of the New York, New Haven and

Hartford Railroad Between Boston and Dedham." (Illustrated.)

October 16, 1901.—Prof. Wm. Carey Poland, "The Development of Ar-

tistic Forms in Architecture from Elements of Construction." (Illustration.)

November 20, 1901.—Mr. George T. Sampson, "Railroad Organization."

(Illustrated.)

December 11, 1901.— (Special.) Prof. L J. Johnson, "The Determina-

tion of Unit Stresses in the General Case of Flexure."

December 18, 1901.—Mr. F. W. Hodgdon, "Notes in Relation to Docks

and other Engineering Structures in Great Britain, France and Belgium."

(Illustrated.)

January 22, IQ02.—Mr. James H. MacDonald, "From City Streets to

Country Road."

February 5, 1902.— (Special.) Mr. J. P. Frizell, "Tidal Scour in Har-

bors or the Function of Tidal Basins, with Special Reference to the Harbor

of Boston." Discussion.

February 19, 1902.—Mr. H. H. Clayton, "Exploration of the Air with

Kites." (Illustrated.)

Seven informal meetings have been held in the Society's library during

the past year. The subjects discussed at these meetings have been as follows:

December 4, 1901.—Mr. F. A. Barbour, "Some Phases of Sewage Dis-

posal."
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January 8, 1902.—Mr. F. J. Warren, "Bituminous Macadam Pavements."

January 15, 1902.—Mr. J. O. DeWolf, "Recent Cotton Mill Work in the

South."

January 29, 1902.—Mr. Wm. Parker, "Improvement of B. and A. R. R.

Terminals at East Boston."

February 12, 1902.—Mr. F. E. Adams, "Essential Features of Gate Valve

Construction."

February 26, 1902.—Mr. B. A. Rich, "Neponset River Bridge at Matta-

pan."

March 12, 1902.—Mr. H. A. Miller, "Sinking Sheet Piling on the North

Dike of the Wachusett Reservoir."

In accordance with the vote of the Society, the Board of Government

made application to the General Court for an amendment to the Act of In-

corporation of April 24, 1851, increasing the real and personal estate which

the Society might hold from $20,000 to $200,000. The amendment was

passed, and approved by the Governor, March 12, 1902.

The Board of Government makes the following recommendations

:

First. That the Society give authority to the incoming board to take

such action as it deems best in the matter of renewing the leases for our

present rooms, and that the President and Treasurer of the Society be

definitely authorized to sign these leases.

Second. That the practice of buying standard engineering books for the

library be commended, and it be recommended that the practice be continued

for the coming year.

Third. That an earnest effort be made to secure advertisements for the

Journal of the Association of Engineering Societies, and by that means

paying a large part, if not the whole, of the assessments levied on the So-

ciety for this publication.

In this connection I would say that the Civil Engineers' Club of Cleve-

land has in this way covered the entire amount of its assessments, and the

Western Society of Engineers at the close of the year 1900 had as gross re-

ceipts from advertisements in its journal $2,157.50, with a membership about

the same as ours and a circulation of 800, while the membership of the As-

sociation is now about 1600 and circulation about 200, and the Association

covers very much more territory both North and South and East and West,

while the Western Society is local.

The Association refunds 90 per cent, of the gross receipts from advertise-

ments to any Society procuring them.

It may be well to appoint a special committee of three for this purpose.

Respectfully submitted for the Board of Government,

Lawson B. Bidwell, President.

Abstract of the Treasurer's and the Secretary's Reports for the Year
1901-02.

Receipts: current fund.

Dues from new members ' $101.50

Dues for year 1901-02 3,389.00

Dues for year 1902-03 43.00

Sales of Journals, periodicals and from library fines 20.16

Rent of rooms 900.00

Interest on deposits 10.43

Balance on hand March 20, 1901 226.83

$4,690.92
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Receipts (brought forward) $4,690.92

Expenditures:

Rent $1,650.00

Association of Engineering Societies 1,027.50

Postage, printing and stationery 494-65

Secretary's salary 400.00

Periodicals and binding 133-50

Annual dinner 122.00

Incidentals 1 14.59

Stereopticon at meetings 90.00

Library supplies and clerical assistance 25.78

Lighting rooms 19.05

Books 15.15

Reporting meetings 5.00

4,097.22

Balance on hand $593-7©

Receipts: permanent fund.

Twenty-one entrance fees $210.00

Savings banks 298.74

Merchants' Co-operative Bank (one share matured) 200.20

Workingmen's Co-operative Bank (shares retired) 163.84

Subscription to building fund 100.00

Interest 3947
Balance on hand March 20, 1901 124.01

Expenditures: $1,136.26

Dues on shares Workingmen's Co-operative Bank $302.02

Dues on shares Merchants' Co-operative Bank 301.00

Dues on shares Volunteer Co-operative Bank 300.00

Deposit in Provident Institution for Savings 41.56

Deposit in Boston Five-cents Savings Bank 41.14

Deposit in Eliot Five-cents Savings Bank 37-17

Deposit in Warren Institution for Savings 36.70

Deposit in Institution for Savings in Roxbury 36.26

Deposit in Franklin Savings Bank 35-91

1,13176

Balance on hand .- $4-50

PROPERTY BELONGING TO THE PERMANENT FUND, MARCH 19, 1902.

25 shares Volunteer Co-operative Bank $2,397.50

25 shares Workingmen's Co-operative Bank 2,289.38

25 shares Merchants' Co-operative Bank 1,718.48

Deposited in Provident Institution for Savings 1,219.25

Deposited in Boston Five-cents Savings Bank 1,137.13

Deposited in Eliot Five-cents Savings Bank 1,090.58

Deposited in Warren Institution for Savings 1,076.61

Deposited in Institution for Savings in Roxbury 1,063.90

Deposited in Franklin Savings Bank 1,053.41

One Republican Valley R. R. bond (par value) 600.00

Cash on deposit in Old Colony Trust Co 4.50

$13,650.74
Amount belonging to Permanent Fund March 20, 1901 12,787.55

Increase during the year $863.19
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TOTAL PROPERTY OF THE SOCIETY IN THE POSSESSION OF THE TREASURER.

Permanent Fund $13,650.74

Current Fund 59370

$14,244.44

Total amount March 20, 1901 13,014.38

Total increase during the year $1,230.06

Report of Committee on Excursions. *

Boston, March 19, 1902.

To the Members of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers:

Your Excursion Committee hereby presents its annual report for the

year 1901-02 :

Twelve excursions have been made during the year.

May 4, 1901, to the tunnel being constructed by the Boston Transit Com-
mission at East Boston, and to examine the yacht "Independence" at the

Atlantic Works ; attendance, 125.

May 15, 1901, to ride upon and inspect a portion of the line of the Boston
Elevated Railway; attendance, 229.

June 11, 1901, to the Cambridge Bridge; attendance, 52.

July 24, 1901, to the Wachusett Dam and Reservoir of the Metropolitan

Water Works; attendance, 90.

August 17, 1901, to Portland and the works of the Portland Stone Ware
Company ; attendance, 45.

September 18, 1901, to the yard of the Fore River Ship and Engine Com-
pany, at Quincy; attendance, 74.

October 16, 1901, to Charlestown Navy Yard and new dry dock; attend-

ance, 60.

November 20, 1901, to the New York, New Haven and Hartford Rail-

road car shops at Readville, grade crossings at Blue Hill avenue, Mattapan,

and concrete bridge over Neponset River at Mattapan ; attendance, 37.

December 18, 1901, to tunnels of the Metropolitan Sewer System at

Jamaica Plain, and to the shops of the Buff & Buff Manufacturing Co. ; at-

tendance, 40.

January 22, 1902, to visit the Departments of Architecture and Engineer-

ing at Harvard University; attendance, 28.

February 19, 1902, to the power station of the Edison Electric Illuminat-

ing Company, and to the power station of the Boston Elevated Railway;

attendance, 23.

March 19, 1902, to visit the Boston Bridge Works, and also the works
and laboratory of Warren Brothers Company, makers of bituminous mac-
adam pavements, both at East Cambridge; attendance, 17.

Total attendance, 820; average, 68.

The total attendance of 820, it appears, exceeds that of any previous

year ; an attendance of 600 for the year 1898-99 being the next largest.

Together with the duties of conducting the excursions of the year your

committee has published twelve numbers of the "Bulletin of New Engineer-

ing Work," altogether containing upwards of 50 pages of matter.

The "Bulletins" have been well received, and requests to members and
others for information in regard to engineering work under construction
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have received immediate and kindly response, for which the committee would
take this opportunity to express its appreciation.

There is a cash balance of $14.67 in the hands of the committee.

Respectfully submitted,

John R. Burke, Chairman,

J. Albert Holmes, Sec'y and Treas.,

Theodore Horton,

Herman K. Higgins,

Henry D. Woods,
Committee on Excursions.

Report of the Library Committee.

Boston, Mass., March 19, 1902.

To the Members of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers:

The Committee on the Library makes the following report for the year

1901-02:

Since the last annual meeting the accessions to the library have numbered'

232 volumes. Of these, six volumes were text-books purchased by the So-

ciety at an expense of $15.15, 62 volumes were books (other than periodicals)

received by gift, 52 volumes were public reports received already bound from

their original sources, 17 were volumes of public reports, formerly in

pamphlet form, assembled and bound by the Society, 57 were volumes of

periodicals received by gift, nearly all of which were already bound when
received, 19 were volumes of current periodicals received from the publishers

by subscription or exchange and bound by the Society, and 19 were transac-

tions or other publications of societies, received by exchange, and, for the

most part, bound by our Society. The last accession number is 4762, but, as

in former years pamphlets have sometimes been entered in the accessions

book, this number is greater than the actual number of volumes in the

library.

Notable among the books received by gift are the 49 volumes from the

library of the late Charles H. Swan, presented by Mrs. Swan, the 4 volumes

of Smiles' "Lives of the Engineers," given by Mr. Bissell, and the Engineer-

ing Index, 1896-1900, given by Mr. Tinkham. Among the gifts of periodicals

should be mentioned Mr. FitzGerald's gift of 7 volumes of (London) En-
gineering (1872-75), and Mr. Herschel's donation of 50 volumes of the

Zeitschrift fur Bauwesen, 1851-1900.

Classified according to the section of the library into which they fall, the

accessions for the year are as follows: Section 1, publications of societies,

16 volumes ; Section 2, periodicals, 77 volumes ; Section 3, municipal reports,

2,7 volumes ; Section 4, state departmental reports, 25 volumes ; Section 5, na-

tional government reports, 21 volumes; Section 6, congresses, conventions

and expositions, 2 volumes; Section 10, text and reference books, etc., 51

volumes ; indexes, 3 volumes.

It is estimated that the accessions for the years occupy about 27 linear

feet of shelving. The shelf-room now unoccupied (or occupied for merely

temporary uses) is roughly estimated at about 45 linear feet. It is, therefore,

probable that in less than two years there will be need of additional shelving.

As there was but little demand for the duplicate numbers of Engineering

News, Engineering Record and Railroad Gazette, and as they occupied valu-

able space in the library, and could not be stored outside except at a con-

siderable expense, they were offered gratis to such members as would take
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them away, and by the 20th of January all had been taken. There yet remain

a large number of duplicates of other periodicals and of public reports.

One hundred and forty-seven pamphlets, all public reports, formerly in

pamphlet cases or loose on the shelves, or in piles unattended to, the accumu-

lations of former years, have been assembled and bound into 17 volumes.

About 239 pamphlets, public reports, most of which were formerly loose on

the shelves, or accumulated in piles, have been arranged in pamphlet cases

and properly labeled. Some of the latter have not yet been catalogued.

There remain, loose on the shelves, or accumulated in piles, about 270

pamphlets, which ought to be bound or arranged in pamphlet cases for the

sake of preserving them.

Of the amount voted by the Society to be spent for standard engineering

books, but a small portion v/as useu. The Society received by gift a large

number of standard books, and the Librarian did not have time to select

books for purchase. We recommend that the policy of purchasing standard

engineering books, both current publications and older books, be continued.

Respectfully submitted,

Louis F. Cutter,

Frederic H. Fay,

Alfred D. Flinn,

Henry F. Bryant,

Committee on the Library.

Engineers 1 Clnb of Minneapolis.

153D Meeting, January 27, 1902.—Held at their rooms in the County

Commissioners' office in the Court House ; President Hoag in the chair.

Fifteen members and six visitors present.

After the usual order of business was disposed of the following papers

were read and discussed : "Asphalt and Brick Pavements," by George W.
Sublette, City Engineer; "Sidewalk Construction," by W. F. Dealing, City

Sidewalk Engineer.
Albert Graber, Secretary pro tern.

154TH Meeting, February 17, 1902.—Held at their rooms in the Court

House ; President Hoag in the chair. Twenty-three members and twenty

visitors present.

The general subject of the meeting, as announced, was "A Consideration

of the Water Supply of Minneapolis." The chief paper of the evening was.

by Dr. Leo M. Crafts on "The Sanitary Bearing of the Subject and the use

of Mille Lacs Lake." A metropolitan water commission to gather data on

the subject was favored.

City Engineer Sublette and J. F. Fanning discussed the engineering fea-

tures of the work, and the present supply of water to the city. Professor

Hoag referred to the possible use of springs in the St. Croix Valley, and of

an artesian well supply. W. W. Redfield favored the use of water from

Lake Superior, 200 miles distant, for Minneapolis, St. Paul and other cities

of the State.
Edward P. Burch, Secretary.
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155TH Meeting, March 24, 1902.—Held at the Court House; Vice-Presi-

dent Avery in the chair. Eighteen members and twenty-six visitors present

The general subject of discussion was "The New Chamber of Com-
merce Building."

Mr. C. L. Pillsbury read a paper on "The Mechanical and Electrical

Features of the Building." Mr. W. W. Ensign discussed "The Heating and

Ventilating." Mr. William Robertson discussed "The Elevators and En-
gines."

The following members have been elected and have qualified as active

members of the Club : D. C. Washburn, transitman, City Engineer's Office,

Minneapolis ; S. M. White, assistant engineer, Great Northern Railway, West
Superior, Wis.; James Gillman, chief draftsman, American Bridge Co.,

Minneapolis; W. F. Dealing, city sidewalk engineer, Minneapolis; Edwin S.

Frazer, chief draftsman, Minneapolis and St. Louis Railway, Minneapolis;

Henry D. Lackore, meter inspector, Minneapolis Gen. Elec. Co., Minner

apolis ; C. A. P. Turner, civil engineer, Phoenix Building, Minneapolis ; K.

Oustad, city bridge engineer, Minneapolis; B. Waller, superintendent of

equipment, N. W. Tel. Exchange Co., Minneapolis; W. E. King, draftsman,

American Bridge Co., Minneapolis; Fred H. Bass, student, State University,

Minneapolis
; J. G. Robertson, mechanical engineer, St. Paul, Minn. ; E. H.

Tromanhauser, elevator builder, Minneapolis; E. F. Pabody, Jr., draftsman,

American Bridge Co., Minneapolis.

The following members have resigned : Edwin R. Williams, Minne-

apolis, Minn. ; Harry E. Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Net gain in membership, twelve.

Edward P. Burch, Secretary.

Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul.

St. Paul, Minn., February 10,. 1902.—Regular meeting of the Civil En-
gineers' Society of St. Paul, was held in the Society rooms, President

Miinster in the chair. After usual routine business was transacted, President

Miinster presented a paper upon "Train Velocities and Grade Reductions,"

thoroughly original in its nature and which the members requested be pub-

lished. In addition to presenting the formula, Mr. Miinster presented the

curve, up to and including the speed of 35 miles per hour.

Further routine business was transacted and the meeting adjourned.

St. Paul, Minn., March 10, 1902.—Regular meeting of the Civil En-

gineers' Society was held in the Society rooms March 10th, President Miins-

ter in the chair. After the usual routine business was transacted, Mr. C. A.

Winslow presented the maps and explained the flowage rights and water

supply of the city of St. Paul, in which all members present took part in dis-

cussion.

It is intended that the Society shall in a body visit the various supplies

during the coming season, at which time it is desired that all members and

their visiting friends may be present.

It is intended to extend the character and scope of the library of the So-

ciety, to which end the interest of all members and their friends are invited.

G. S. Edmondstone, Secretary.
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Technical Society of the Pacific Coast.

Regular Meeting, March 7, 1902.—Called to order at 8.30 p.m. bv

President Henny.

The minutes of the last regular meeting were read and approved.

An application for membership was read from Mr. Milton Bulkley, of the

firm of Henshaw, Bulkley & Co., of San Francisco, proposed by Professor

F. G. Hesse, S. G. Hindes and Otto von Geldern.

The following gentlemen were declared duly elected members of the So-

ciety after a count of ballots : J. G. McMillan, County Surveyor, of San

Jose, Cal. ; Thos. Smith, draftsman, of San Francisco.

Mr. R. G. Paddock read a paper entitled "Fluid Fuel; its Past and

Present Practices and its Future Possibilities," which was discussed at length.

Mr. H. D. Connick stated to the Society certain views, suggesting the

arrangement of a general meeting of engineers, irrespective of Society affilia-

tions, to take place at some time in the near future, for the purpose of bring-

ing together the many scattered elements of the profession; to read and dis-

cuss technical papers, and to visit engineering works in the vicinity; the

object being to awaken an interest in the matter of writing and discussing

technical papers, and to make this a more public gathering than that of the

ordinary Society meeting.

This subject was discussed at some length, it being the general opinion

that the proposition is worthy of entertaining, and that a committee should

be appointed to formulate some plan and lay it before the Society at the next

regular meeting of April.

This was made as a motion and carried, whereupon the Chair appointed

the following members to act as such committee and to report to the Society

in due time: H. D. Connick, C. E. Grunsky, N. B. Livermore, L. E. Hunt
and C. B. Wing. .

The Secretary was instructed to notify these members.

A vote of thanks was passed for Mr. Paddock in appreciation of his

valuable paper on "Fluid Fuel," which had been the instructive subject for

discussion of the evening.

Meeting adjourned. Otto von Geldern, Secretary.

Engineers' Society of Western New York.

Regular Meeting, March 4, 1902.—Meeting called to order by the

President at 8.30 p.m. The following members were present: Messrs.

Haven, Tutton, Norton, Roberts, Kielland, Babcock, Bassett and Thorne.

The minutes of the last regular meeting were read and approved. The
President reported that the Executive Board had received, approved and re-

ferred to the Society the application of Augustus T. Throop as member. This

was read by the Society, approved by the meeting and ordered to letter ballot.

The President announced that the Society had elected as associate, Mr.

Louis H. Gipp.

Votes of thanks were extended to Mr. Charles H. Tutton (member of

the Society) for his gift of a volume of the Engineering Record, and to Mr.

George A. Ricker (Past President of the Society) for his gift of several
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volumes of each of the following named papers : The Engineering News,
The Engineering Record, The Electrical World, The Street Railway Journal

and several other valuable periodicals. The President called attention to the

condition of the library, stating that the Society was very much in need of

money to bind the various serial magazines and newspapers now tied up in

bundles. He said that including the gifts of Messrs. Ricker and Tutton, the

Society has on hand and ready to be bound, thirty volumes of magazines,

over fifty full volumes of engineering periodicals and enough for ten full

volumes of miscellaneous engineering pamphlets. He said that the Society

owned the indexes to current literature from 1883 to 1901, and that many of

the articles referred to in the indexes were in these unbound volumes which,

in their present condition, were of but little if any value to the members of

the Society. To enable the Treasurer to pay for the binding done in 1901,

and to bind the volumes above mentioned, the Society needs at once the sum

of one hundred and fifty dollars, and fifty dollars should be placed every

year at the disposal of the Librarian for subscriptions and for binding. The
President also said that at the rate the publications are increasing, it will

soon be necessary to secure another book-case.

Meeting adjourned at 9.30 p.m.

George T. Roberts, Secretary.
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Technical Society of the Pacific Coast.

Regular Meeting, April 4, 1902.—Called to order at 8.30 p.m. by Past-

President Grunsky.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

Mr. Milton Bulkley, of San Francisco, was admitted to membership

after a count of ballots.

The following names were proposed for members : Fred A. Temple,

civil engineer, proposed by C. E. Grunsky, H. D. Connick and F. C. Herr-

mann
; John Otis Burrage, civil engineer and draftsman, proposed by C. E.

Grunsky, H. D. Connick and F. C. Herrmann
; James Michael Owens, drafts-

man, proposed by C. E. Grunsky, H. D. Connick and F. C. Herrmann; Win.

C. Pidge, surveyor and civil engineer, proposed by C. E. Grunsky, H. D.

Connick and F. C. Herrmann.
Mr. H. D. Connick, as chairman of the Committee on Holding an Engi-

neers' Convention in San Francisco, reported in detail as to the proposed

plan, outlining a set program for two days and evenings, including a re-

ception, the reading of technical papers and excursions in corpore to

piominent engineering works of interest in the vicinity.

The report was received and discussed. It was ordered upon motion

that the committee be retained, and that it circulate a notice to all members,

apprising them in detail of the plan and program, and calling for voluntary

contributions, to cover the expenditures, which the committee had

estimated would be about $250.

It was suggested by Colonel Wallis that the local members of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers be asked to participate, and like-

wise was it asked by Mr. H. I. Randall that a similar courtesy be extended

to those of the Society of Electrical Engineers.

The Secretary thereupon stated the intention of the committee to be to

make the convention a most general one, open to all engineers on the coast,

irrespective of society affiliations, and that the Technical Society would
merely control the arrangements, having taken the initiative in this move-
ment.

The committee was instructed to extend invitations to the Presidents and

the engineering faculties of the two universities. Also to invite the members
of the Chapter of Architects, and to request one of the architects to submit
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a paper on the "Construction of Tall Buildings." Mr. Wright was instructed

to take this matter in hand and to choose some one willing to prepare and

read such a paper during the convention.

The committee will proceed with the duties of detailing the program,

and of communicating with the members of the Society, and it will report

to the members at the regular meeting in May, so that the final arrangements

may be made for the convention, which is to be held in May or June.

No further business appearing, the meeting adjourned.

Otto von Geldern, Secretary.

Boston Society of Civil Engineers.

Boston, April 16, 1902.—A regular meeting of the Boston Society of

Civil Engineers was held at Chipman Hall, Tremont Temple, at 7.45 p.m.,

President George A. Kimball in the chair; ninety-five members and

visitors present.

The record of the annual meeting of March 19th was read and

approved.

Mr. Charles F. Prichard was elected a member of the Society.

The Secretary reported for the Board of Government that it had
appointed the following special committees of the Society:

Committee on Excursions—J. Albert Holmes, Henry D. Woods,
Herman K. Higgins, DeWitt C. Webb and Dwight L. Hubbard.

Committee on the Library—Alfred D. Flinn, Frank P. McKibben,
Henry F. Bryant, Frederic I. Winslow and Frank H. Carter.

Committee on Quarters—Desmond FitzGerald, Edward W. Howe,
C. Frank Allen, Ernest W. Bowditch and Hezekiah Bissell.

Committee on Advertisements—Edward W. Howe, Albert S. Glover

and Fred V. Fuller.

Members of Board of Managers, Association of Engineering So-

cieties—S. Everett Tinkham, John R. Freeman, Henry Manley, Frederick

Brooks and Dexter Brackett.

Mr. Desmond FitzGerald was then presented and gave an exceed-

ingly interesting and instructive talk on the Chicago Drainage Canal.

The talk was illustrated by a large number of lantern slides.

Adjourned.
S. E. Tinkham, Secretary.
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Eagineei-s' Club of St. Louis.

540TH Meeting, St. Louis, March 5, 1902.—Held at the Club rooms in

the Holland Annex, 709 Pine street. At this meeting the St. Louis Chapter

of the American Institute of Architects and the St. Louis Architectural Club

united with the Engineers' Club in a smoker and housewarming to celebrate

the opening of the new quarters which have been jointly fitted up by the

three associated clubs.

About one hundred and fifty members and guests were present.

The meeting was called to order by Prof. J. L. Van Ornum, chairman of

the Governing Board of the Associated Technical Clubs. Professor Van
Ornum spoke of the work of the board and congratulated the clubs in the

successful accomplishment of a long desired object. He hoped that the more

intimate association of the architects and the engineers in the new quarters

would result in a closer union and a better understanding between the pro-

fessions.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. W. L. Eames, President of the St.

Louis, Chapter of the American Institute of Architects; Mr. J. H. Kinealy,

President of the Engineers' Club ; and Mr. G. F. A. Brueggeman, President of

the St. Louis Architectural Club. Each of the presidents gave a short his-

torical sketch of his Club and of the steps leading to the association of the

three clubs.

The Chairman then called upon Prof. W. S. Chaplin, Chancellor of

Washington University; Prof. C. M. Woodward, Dean of the School of

Engineering of Washington University; Mr. Robert Moore. President

American Society of Civil Engineers; Mr. B. H. Colby, Past-President of the

Engineers' Club; Mr. William B. Ittner, Commissioner of School Buildings

of the Board of Education, and Mr. Cope, of Philadelphia. The hope was

expressed that the associated clubs might ultimately include all scientific

societies in the city, and that they might be housed in a fire-proof building,

which would afford a place for social gatherings and professional meetings

as well as a safe keeping for their libraries and archives.

The meeting then adjourned to the adjoining room, where refreshments-

were served.

D. W. Roper, Secretary.
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541ST Meeting, March 19, 1902.—Held at rooms of Club at 8 p.m.;

President Kinealy in the chair. Present thirty-six members and nine visitors.

Minutes of 539th and 540th meetings were read and approved.

Minutes of 324th and 325th meetings of Executive Committee were read.

Minutes of the 3d, 4th and 5th meetings of Governing Board were read.

The applications of Messrs. Phil J. Markmann, Frederick Thomas
Llewellyn, William H. Getz, C. D. Allan and Walter E. Winn were read and

referred to the Executive Committee.

Messrs. Henry Rustin and Robert E. Einstein were elected to member-
ship in the Club.

Mr. Fay reported, for the committee appointed to move the effects of

die Club from 1600 Locust Street, that they had moved everything on the list

furnished them by the members of the Governing Board. He also reported

that Captain Boyce, of the Historical Society, had called on him and claimed

a number of chairs which had been moved. On motion of Mr. Fay, duly

seconded, it was ordered that the President appoint a committee, of three

of the older members to confer with the Historical Society and adjust the

matter. The President appointed Messrs. Bryan, Colby and Ockerson on this

committee.

The Secretary then read the amendments to the By-laws, which were

proposed at the meeting of February 19th, and which had been made a

special order of business for this meeting. Mr. Wall offered a set of amend-

ments which he proposed to substitute for those previously submitted. On
motion of Mr. Ockerson, duly seconded, it was voted that the Secretary be

instructed to print and send to each member a copy of both sets of amend-

ments, together with any other that might be submitted at this meeting.

Messrs. R. H. Phillips and G. I. Bouton also presented amendments to be

printed in accordance with this motion.

The Secretary read a communication from the Kings Highway Boulevard

Improvement Association. No action was taken on the communication.

The President then introduced Mr. R. D. O. Johnson, who addressed

the Club on the subject "Lead Mining in Southeastern Missouri." Mr.

Johnson described the geological formations in which the various deposits

were found ; the various forms of deposits, and their distribution. The
several schemes of mining were described.

The paper was discussed by Messrs. Wheeler and Bilharz.

A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Johnson for his paper.

The meeting adjourned to the adjoining rooms to partake of a light

lunch provided by the Entertainment Committee.

D. W. Roper, Secretary.

5420 Meeting, St. Louis, April 2, 1902.—Held at the rooms of the Club

at 8 p.m. ; President Kinealy in the chair. Present, twenty-seven members

and six visitors.

The minutes of the 541st meeting were read and approved.

The minutes of the 327th meeting of the Executive Committee were read.

The resignation of Mr. G. I. Bouton, as Treasurer, was presented to the

Club.

The Secretary read an invitation from the Missouri Historical Society

to the members of the Engineers' Club for the loan exhibition at the Society's

rooms.
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The St. Louis Architectural Club invited the members to their third

annual exhibition at the Museum of Fine Arts.

The application of Mr. J. J. Kessler, Jr., was read and referred to the

Executive Committee.

Messrs. P. J. Markmann, F. T. Llewellyn, W. H. Getz, C. D. Allan and

W. E. Winn were elected to membership.

The Librarian reported that Professor Van Ornum had presented to the

Club the annual report for 1901 of General Ludlow, Military Governor of

Havana. On motion of the Librarian it was accepted with the thanks of the

Club.

The Club then proceeded to elect a Treasurer to fill the vacancy caused

by the resignation of Mr. G. I. Bouton. Messrs. Perkins, Wall, Bryan and

Hunicke were placed in nomination. The first ballot resulting in no election,

the latter two names were, on motion, dropped from the list of candidates.

On the second ballot Mr. Wall was elected.

The matter of the amendments to the By-laws was then taken up by the

Club and discussed at some length.

As no single set of amendments were satisfactory to the Club, it was,

upon motion, duly seconded, ordered that the matter be referred to a special

committee consisting of those who had drawn up the amendments submitted,

viz : Messrs. Russell, Flad, Colby, Wall, R. H. Phillips and G. I. Bouton, and

report at the next meeting a new set of amendments. As the result of several

additional motions the special committee was instructed to include in the

amendments to be submitted by them

:

(1) The feature of a nominating committee.

(2) Provision that no member can serve on the Nominating Committee

more than once in two years.

(3) That the Nominating Committee shall submit but one candidate for

each office.

(4) A plurality of .votes cast shall be sufficient to elect.

The President then introduced Mr. H. H. Humphrey, who read a paper

entitled "Notes on the Use of Beaumont Oil as Fuel." The oil district is

only a few hundred acres in extent and the wells are thickly crowded. The
capacity of the wells range from 10,000 to 80,000 barrels per day, and the

pressure does not seem to be affected by additional wells. If all the wells

were allowed to flow at once and the pressure was not diminished, the total

flow would be about seven million barrels per day. While the oil is of great

importance to the Southwest, where coal is scarce and of inferior quality, its

use in more remote districts appears to be limited by transportation rates and

facilities. The price at St. Louis was recently quoted at $1.14 per barrel of

which nine cents was for the oil and $1.05 for the freight. The oil is a

smokeless fuel when properly burned. The steam jets used in connection

with the burners consume from three per cent, to thirteen per cent, of the

total steam generated. The present insurance rules require a minimum
distance of fifty feet between an underground tank and the nearest building.

Its use in cities would therefore require considerable expense for storage

space.

In one plant in Texas for which estimates were made it required oil

valued at $1.39 to equal a ton of coal at $2.50. At St. Louis the price will

have to be reduced to about sixty cents per barrel in order to compete with

coal. Some bids were received for the oil-burning equipment of two 106

horse-power boilers. The prices ranged from $704 to $1525. The price of
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oil, f. o. b. Dallas, ranged from forty-five cents to fifty cents per barrel on a

year's contract, and the price increased with the length of term of the

contract.

The best tests show an evaporation of about fifteen pounds of water to

one of oil.

The cost of the average well as reported by a competent authority to the

Bureau of Statistics at Washington, D. C, was about $12,000.

The paper was discussed by Messrs. Flad, Bausch, Perkins, Johnson and

others.

The Club then adjourned to an adjoining room, where a light lunch had

been provided by the Entertainment Committee.

D. W. Roper, Secretary.

543D Meeting, St. Louts, April 16, 1902.—Held at the rooms of the

Club, Holland Annex Building, at 8 p.m.; President Kinealy in the chair.

Present, thirty-three members, six visitors.

The minutes of the 542d meeting were read and approved.

The minutes of the 328th meeting of the Executive Committee were read.

A communication from the Pall Mall Club, of London, England, was

read.

The application of Mr. Guy Tyler Norton was read and referred to the

Executive Committee. Mr. J. J. Kessler, Jr., was elected to membership.

Mr. W. H. Bryan, of the committee appointed to interview the Missouri

Historical Society regarding chairs submitted a report.

The President requested the Committee on Chairs and the Moving Com-
mittee to endeavor to arrange a settlement with the Missouri Historical So-

ciety in accordance with the report.

Mr. Russell, of the special committee appointed to draw up a new set of

amendments to the By-laws, submitted a report, which was, upon motion,

received and the committee discharged.

Mr. R. H. Phillips, a member of the committee, reported that a majority

of the committee had objected to some of the instructions given them by the

Club at its previous meeting and moved to amend certain sections of the By-

laws in accordance with the views of a majority of the committee. The
motion was, however, lost. After some further discussion the report of the

•committee was adopted.

The President then introduced Mr. R. H. Klauder, who presented a

paper, entitled ''Present American Storage Battery Practice."

While America was not first in the adoption of the electrical accumulator

it has surpassed European countries in successful methods of its application.

Fundamentally the necessity for the use of a storage battery depends on the

fact that the loads on generating stations vary, resulting in requiring invest-

ment in machinery which may have the opportunity, during a short portion of

its life, of earning a return. The variation in the load also results in low econ-

•omy. The ideal condition for a station would be to have generating machin-

ery run through the entire twenty-four hours at a uniform load. This is

not possible as a battery large enough for this costs more than the saving to

be obtained from it. All that it is practicable to do, therefore, is to install a

^battery large enough to take care of the sharpest part of the peak and to carry

the entire load during minimum hours. In railway work a storage battery
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may be applied either as an auxiliary to the generating machinery or the dis-

tributing system. In the generating stations it increases the economy of the

engines, reduces the depreciation and repairs on the machinery and increases

the capacity of the station. When applied to a direct current feeder it

increases its capacity, reduces the loss in the copper, reduces the fixed charges

per kilowatt hour delivered and maintains the pressure. In rotary sub-

stations the equipment, including batteries, costs no more than that without

them and is much more economical. In isolated plants a battery permits

electric elevators to be supplied from the same generators as furnish light,

besides giving current at all hours of the twenty-four without the necessity of

running the machinery.

The paper was illustrated by a number of lantern slides showing com-

pleted installations and curves showing the results obtained by the use of

batteries.

The paper was discussed by Messrs. Reber, Zeller, Langsdorf, Roper and

others.

The meeting then adjourned to the adjoining room, where a light lunch

had been provided by the Entertainment Committee.

D. W. Roper, Secretary.

544TH Meeting, St. Louis, May 7, 1902.—Held at the rooms of the

Club, Holland Annex Building, at 8 p.m.; with President Kinealy in the

chair. Present, twenty-six members and fifteen visitors.

The minutes of the 543d meeting were read and approved.

The minutes of the 328th and 329th meetings of the Executive Committee

were read. The application of Mr. L. F. Goodale was read and referred to

the Executive Committee.

Mr. G. T. Norton was elected to membership.

The President then introduced Mr. A. S. Langsdorf, who read a paper

entitled "Commercial Testing of Electrical Machinery." He described the

regular End special commercial tests made in the factory on the dynamos,

motors, transformers, converters, etc., before shipment. The regular tests

included the insulation and load tests. The special tests were generally

made to determine the efficiency or other special features which may have

been guaranteed in the contracts. Other tests are always made on the first

machine of a new design in order to determine the electrical constants and to

check the calculations of the engineering department.

In testing small machines the current generated is consumed in resist-

ances, generally water rheostats. For large machines the power required for

testing in this manner would be very excessive and some modification of the

stray power method is used for economical reasons.

The applications of this method to various kinds of apparatus were de-

scribed.

The paper was illustrated with a number of lantern slides and drawings

of the various methods of testing described.

The paper was discussed by Messrs. Barry and Roper.

On motion the meeting adjourned to the adjoining room, where a light

lunch was served under the direction of the Entertainment Committee.

D. W. Roper, Secretary.
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Detroit Engineering Society.

Detroit, Mich., April 25, 1902.—The eighth annual meeting of the

Detroit Engineering Society was held at the Hotel St. Clair.

The reports of the Secretary and Treasurer were read and adopted.

The Secretary reported twenty-one members added to the Society during

the year, and ten resignations received, making the net membership one hun-

dred and sixteen at the close of the year.

The Treasurer presented a very satisfactory financial report as follows

:

RECEIPTS.

Cash on hand at beginning of year $223.40

Receipts from dues, etc 510.50

$733-90
EXPENDITURES.

Banquet $130.95

Refreshments "Ladies' Night" 69.0O

Publication 221.50

Secretary's salary 100.00

Incidental and office expenses 88.67

Cash on hand 123.78— $733-90

Major W. H. Bixby and Mr. H. B. Gunnison were elected to membership

in the Society.

The Society then proceeded to the election of officers for the ensuing

year, with the following result

:

President—E. E. Haskell.

First Vice-President—F. C. McMath.
Second Vice-President—T. H. Hinchman, Jr.

Secretary and Treasurer—Clarence W. Hubbell.

The meeting adjourned at 9.05 p.m. to the annual banquet, at which about

fifty members were present.

The retiring President, Willard Pope, acting as toastmaster, introduced

the following list of toasts :

"Reminiscences," W. S. Russell.

"The Engineer as a Constructor," Geo. H. Kimball.

"The Artistic and the Practical," Prof. H. C. Sadler.

"The Unharnessed Horses," Prof. C. L. Weil.

"The Fourth Dimension," W. S. Conant.

"The Engineer as a Referee," Prof. M. E. Cooley.

"The Known Quantity," Prof. Gardner S. Williams.

T. H. Hinchman, Jr., Secretary.

Engineers' Clnb of Minneapolis.

156TH Meeting, Minneapolis, Minn., April 28, 1902.—Held at their

rooms at the Court House, President Hoag in the chair; forty members and

visitors present.

After the usual order of business was disposed of Mr. W. D. Wheeler,

division engineer, Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad, presented a paper on
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"Railway Maintenance of Way," discussing numerous phases of present

practice on grades, alignment, bridges, depot grounds, etc.

Mr. F. E. Rice, assistant engineer of bridges, Chicago, Milwaukee and

St. Paul Railway, followed with a paper on "The New Short Line Bridge

Near Minneapolis," a most interesting paper, well illustrated by thirty-five

stereopticon views.
Albert Graber, Secretary pro tern.

15-TH Meeting, Minneapolis, Minn., May 19, 1902.—The regular meet-

ing of the Club was held in the Court House, President Hoag in the chair.

The usual order of business was disposed of.

Mr. George W. Cooley, county surveyor, President State Good Roads

Association, presented a paper on "Good Roads." The paper was followed

by a discussion of the subject by George W. Sublette, city engineer, and

Prof. Wm. R. Hoag. Much interest was taken in the whole matter by the

members.

The following members have been elected and have qualified as active

members of the Club

:

Adolf Wagner, superintendent New Ulm Electric Company, New Ulm,

Minn.

J. C. Holland, civil engineering student, University of Minnesota.

W. W. Ensign, heating and ventilating engineer, Minneapolis.

A. J. Archambro, heating engineer, Minneapolis.

M. T. Patterson, draftsman, 1532 North Twelfth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Edwin M. Grime, assistant engineer, Chicago Great Western Railway,

St. Paul. Minn.

Philip Bellin, draftsman, American Bridge Company, Minneapolis.

F. E. King, assistant engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rail-

way. Mason City, Iowa.

Total gain in membership, eight. Edward P. Burch, Secretary.

Technical Society of the Pacific Coast.

Regular Meeting, May 2, 1902.—Called to order at 8.30 p.m. by Past-

President Grunsky.

The minutes of the last regular meeting were read and approved.

Upon a count of ballots the following four names were elected to resident

membership: John O. Burrage, draftsman, City Engineer's Office; James
M. Owens, draftsman, City Engineer's Office; William C. Pidge, surveyor,

City Engineer's Office; Fred. A. Temple, City Engineer's Office.

Mr. H. D. Connick, as chairman of the Committee on Engineers' Con-

vention, reported that progress had been made in the matter and that the

committee had oulined a program, which he submitted, and which in its

main features might stand or be modified to suit any condition that may
arise.

PROGRAM.

A convention of the Technical Society of the Pacific Coast to be held

in San Francisco on May 29, 30 and 31, 1902.

Local members of the American Society of Civil Engineers, of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, of the Chapter of Architects
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and of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and Civil Engineers

within convenient reach of this citv are to be invited to active participation

in this convention, to attend meetings, to take part in the discussions and
to join in the excursions.

Expenses of the reception on the first day and of the excursion on the

second day are estimated not to exceed $250. Active participants are re-

quested to subscribe at least $3 to the expense fund. The expense connected

with the excursion to Mare Island is estimated not to exceed $1.50 per per-

son, including luncheon. This amount will become payable to the Com-
mittee of Arrangements and will be collected by the sale of tickets. The
expenses connected with the inspection of the fortification works at the

Presidio will probably not exceed cost of transportation, preliminarily esti-

mated at fifty cents each. .

It may be necessary, on May 30th, to restrict the number of passengers

on the steamer to participants and their families. This will be determined

on the basis of the replies received.

Members are invited to active participation in this convention and are re-

quested to reply at once by postal card.

So far as can at present be determined the program will be as follows

:

May 29th, Evening, 8.30 o'clock.—Informal reception of participants in

the convention and ladies at Century Club Hall, 1215 Sutter street, where
addresses will be made by President D. C. Henny and Mr. G. W. Dickie,

after which there will be music and refreshments.

May 30th, Morning Session, 9 o'clock.—Convention will assemble at the

Academy of Sciences Hall, where a paper will be read by Mr. Hindes, on the

"Hunter's Point Dry Dock," and discussed; after which a visit, by boat,

to the dock will be made, where luncheon will be served and the dock in-

spected. Returning, the party will land at the Union Iron Works wharf,

whence as many as possible of the following points will be visited : Union

Iron Works, Risdon Iron Works, Independent Electric Light and Power
Company's plant, Independent Gas Company's plant, Western Sugar Re-

finery, Santa Fe Grading Camp, Bryant Street Power House of the Market

Street Railroad Company and Army Street Sewer.

Evening Session, 8..30 o'clock.—Convention will reassemble at the

Academy of Sciences Hall where Mr. Burr Bassell's paper on the "Tabeaut

Dam of the Standard Electric Company," will be presented and discussed,

to be illustrated with lantern slides showing its construction at various

stages.

The discussion of Mr. Hindes' paper on the "Hunter's Point Dry Dock"

will be reopened.

First, May 31st, one of the following programs will be carried out.

Morning Session, 9 o'clock.—The convention will assemble at the Academy
of Sciences Hall, from which the members will visit the Navy Yard at

Mare Island. The trip will be made by boat, lunch being served en route.

Evening Session, 8.30 o'clock.—The convention will reassemble at Acad-

emy of Sciences Hall. A paper on "Skeleton Steel Frame Construction"

will be read by Mr. R. W. Hart, and discussed.

Second, Alternative Program for May 31st.—The convention will assem-

ble at the Academy of Sciences Hall, at 9 o'clock, and a paper on "Skeleton

Steel Frame Construction" will be read by Mr. R. W. Hart, and discussed,

after which a visit will be made to the following steel frame buildings:

Flood Building, Crocker Hotel and Mutual Savings Building.
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During the afternoon, the members of the convention will visit and

inspect at close view the fortification works of the United States Govern-

ment at the Presidio.

Evening Session, 8.30 o'clock.—The convention will reassemble at

Academy of Sciences Hall and continue the discussion of the technical sub-

jects brought up during the convention.

The Society adopted the report and instructed the committee to pro-

ceed. It was ordered that more definite invitations be printed and that a

detailed program be circulated to all those who had signified their willing-

ness to attend the convention.

All arrangements were left in the hands of the committee with full power
to proceed, and it was agreed that this program here outlined should hold

good, though it becomes necessary to postpone the convention to some later

time in autumn.

Meeting adjourned. Otto von Geldern, Secretary.
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Boston Society of Civil Engineers.

Boston, May 14, 1902.—A special meeting of the Boston Society of Civil

Engineers was held at Chipman Hall, Tremont Temple, at 8 p.m., President

George A. Kimball in the chair; seventy-six members and visitors present.

On motion of Mr. Brooks, it was voted to omit the regular meeting

of May 21st.

On motion, the thanks of the Society were voted to the United Trac-

tion and Electric Company, of Providence, and to Messrs. Horton and

Hemenway, for courtesies shown the Society on the occasion of the trip

to Providence this afternoon.

The first paper of the evening was read by Mr. George B. Francis,

entitled "Light Mountain Railways." The paper was discussed briefly

by Messrs. Henry Manley and G. R. Hardy.

Mr. Francis then read his second paper, entitled "The Street Railway

System of Providence and Vicinity." A general discussion followed.

Mr. Arthur L. Plimpton gave an interesting account of "Street Rail-

way Track Construction in City Streets," and Mr. Henry Manley followed,

speaking of the "Relation of Street Railway Tracks to the Paving of City

Streets."

Mr. Gilbert Hodges spoke of "Track and Overhead Construction un
Suburban and Interurban Roads," and Mr. Harold Parker spoke briefly

of the "Relation of Street Railways to State Roads."

Mr. C. S. Sergeant, Vice-President of the Boston Elevated Railway,

closed the discussion of the evening, speaking particularly of the changes
which the introduction of interurban cars on city streets would require in

track construction.

Adjourned. S. E. Tinkham, Secretary.

Boston, June 18, 1902.—A regular meeting of the Boston Society of

Civil Engineers was held at Chipman Hall, Tremont Temple, at 8 p.m., Presi-

dent Geo. A. Kimball in the chair; thirty-two members and visitors present.

The record of the regular meeting of April 16th and that of the special

meeting of May 14th were read and approved.

Messrs. W. Dabney Hunter and Robert W. Pond were elected members
of the Society.
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The Secretary read a communication from the Secretary of the Ameri-

can Society of Mechanical Engineers transmitting the following resolution

passed by that Society at its Boston meeting:

"The American Society of Mechanical Engineers would ask that Mr.
George A. Kimball, President of* the Boston Society of Civil Engineers,
would accept from the Society a sincere expression of its thanks for the
cordial wording of his address of welcome.

"While it is true that year by year the profession of engineering is

specializing, it is none the less true that at the bottom, all engineering is

one, and we ask that Mr. Kimball and his Society will rest assured that in

our recognizing the achievements with which he and his associates are identi-

fied, he is receiving the appreciative recognition of fellow-craftsmen.
"They would ask, that in all the proffers of service and courtesy, the

Society and its President will feel assured of hearty appreciation."

On motion of Mr. Holmes, the thanks of the Society were voted to Mr.

Harry P. Nawn for courtesies extended to the members of the Society who
took part in the excursion this afternoon to Section 55 of the Metropolitan

sewer work.

The literary exercises of the evening consisted of an interesting descrip-

tion by Mr. Frank W. Hodgdon, of the surveys made for a canal from

Taunton River to Boston Harbor. The talk was illustrated by a large num-
ber of maps and plans showing the location of the proposed canal and the

methods used in making the surveys.

Adjourned. S. E. Tinkham, Secretary.

Kiiiiineers' Club of St. Louis.

545TH Meeting, St. Louis, May 21, 1902.—Held at the rooms of the

Club, 709 Pine street, at 8 p.m., with President Kinealy in the chair.

Present, twenty-two members and eight visitors.

The minutes of the 544th meeting were read and approved.

The minutes of the 321st meeting of the Executive Committee and the'

7th and 8th meetings of the Governing Board were read.

The Secretary read communications from the St. Louis Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects and the St. Louis Architectural Club.

The Committee on Moving submitted its final report.

The application of Mr. A. P. Greensfelder was read and referred to the

Executive Committee.

The President then introduced Dr. Herman von Schrenk, who addressed

the Club on "The Relation of Forestry to the Engineering Profession."

A few figures were given, showing the enormous amount of timber used

in the country. The gradual exhaustion of several of the most useful varie-

ties of timber, and the consequent increase in their price, has brought about

experiments and investigations to secure substitutes. This is especially the

case in the northeastern part of the United States. A case was cited of one

railroad which no longer buys white oak ties, but imports ties of another

variety from Canada.

The replanting of denuded areas, the rational cutting of timber in present

forests and the treating of timber to increase its life are methods for pre-

venting the exhaustion of the supply of timber. The steps being taken in

eastern states to replant trees were described, some of the states making
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annual appropriations for that purpose. Trees are also being planted on

barren areas in western states. One large railroad system had recently been

induced to cut the timber for ties from a large area in accordance with the

principles of forestry and under the direction of the Bureau of Forestry.

The rational cutting of timber means the cutting only of those trees which

have reached their prime, i.e., which would not increase in value if allowed

to stand. The rotting of timber requires the presence of both air and mois-

ture. Timber when completely submerged in fresh water is preserved in its

original strength for ages. Specimens were also shown of timber which had

been exposed to the air in dry localities and which appeared to be perfectly

preserved. Railroad ties, telephone and telegraph poles and the timber in

docks, flumes and paving blocks were given as examples in which rotting

occurred at high rates. An outline of the methods of treating timber to

prevent rotting was given, and specimens of the treated timber were shown.

One specimen was a section of a tie from an European railroad and had been

in service thirty years. It appeared to be serviceable for an additional thirty

years.

The work of the Bureau of Forestry was outlined. A number of ex-

amples were given of its successful efforts in securing the co-operation of

large corporations in extensive experiments. The speaker urged the co-

operation of all engineers in the work of the Bureau of Forestry and stated

that great assistance could be given by calling the attention of the bureau

to unusual cases in the decay of timber.

In the prolonged discussion which followed, Messrs. Klauder, McAdam,
R. D. O. Johnson, R. H. Phillips, Van Ornum, Chaphe, Hiram Phillips and

others participated.

The President announced that at the meeting on June 4th Mr. R. H.

Tait would address the Club on the subject, "Mechanical Refrigeration."

The meeting then adjourned to an adjoining room, where a light lunch

was served.

D. W. Roper, Secretary.

546TH Meeting, St. Louis, June 4, 1902.—Held at the rooms of the

Club, 709 Pine street, at 8 p.m., with Vice-President Van Ornum in the chair.

Present, twenty-three members and six visitors.

The minutes of the 545th meeting were read and approved.

The application of Mr. E. J. Boehmer was read and referred to the

Executive Committee.

The Secretary read a communication, dated May 26, 1902, from Mr.

J. A. Parker, Secretary of the Empire Realty Co., and also a copy of a reply

which had been signed by the President and Secretary of the Engineers'

Club, the Architectural Club and the St. Louis Chapter of the A. I. A. The
Secretary then took the chair, and Mr. Van Ornum, as a member of the

Governing Board, related the events leading up to the correspondence.

Upon assuming the chair, Mr. Van Ornum introduced Mr. R. H. Tait,

who read a paper entitled "Mechanical Refrigeration."

Early attempts at refrigeration were described. The first storage house

was built in 1858 and used ice as the refrigerant. The scheme included a

drying device and a ventilating fan similar to those used to-day. Some years

later the method was greatly improved by the use of a mixture of salt and ice,

which produced a much lower temperature.
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Refrigerating machines were built as early as 1775. These early ma-

chines all used rapid evaporation as the means for producing cold tempera-

tures. The first compression machine was built in 1834 and used ether as

the refrigerating medium. The system most largely used to-day is the

"ammonia compression" system. Ice-making and refrigerating machines are

now made of any desired capacity. The cost of a plant, exclusive of build-

ings, will range from $2500 per ton for a plant making one ton of ice per

day to about $500 per ton for a hundred-ton plant. The cost of production

will be about $4.50 per ton for a one-ton plant and about 60 cents to 70 cents

for a hundred-ton plant.

The distribution of refrigeration from a central station is a compara-

tively new art, but has passed the experimental stage. The first pipe-line

system was laid in Denver in 1899 and the second in St. Louis in 1900. The
methods of construction of the pipe line, of making connections to cus-

tomers and the details of operation were described. The service supplied

ranges from a single beer faucet in a saloon to large cooling chambers in the

packing houses.

The present pipe line in St. Louis includes about 12,000 feet of mains

and 5000 feet of laterals. An additional 11,000 feet of mains now under

construction will make the St. Louis refrigerating pipe line the largest in

the world.

In the discussion which followed, Messrs. Klauder, Humphrey, Ashton,

Trepp, Bary, Russell and others participated.

The meeting then adjourned to the adjoining room to partake of a lunch

provided by the Entertainment Committee.
D. W. Roper, Secretary.

Montana Society of Engineers.

A regular meeting of the Montana Society of Engineers was held May
10, 1902, at Room 14, Tuttle Block, Butte, Mont., with eleven members
present; President Harper in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The final report of the Annual Meeting Committee was presented by

Mr. Goodale, and on motion the report was accepted and the committee dis-

charged.

Moved that the Secretary be instructed to tender a vote of thanks to the

Anaconda Copper Mining Company for the courtesies extended to the So-

ciety at its annual meeting. Motion carried.

Moved that the Society adjourn, for its summer vacation, until the first

regular meeting in September, subject to the call of the President. Motion
carried.

The discussion of the interoceanic canals was opened by Mr. C. H.

Moore, who took the Panama Canal for his subject, and gave a very interest-

ing history of the same. Mr. Pearce, who had recently crossed the Panama
Railway, gave a very instructive account of the present condition of the

work on the canal.

Society adjourned. Richard R. Vail, Secretary.
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Technical Society of the Pacific Coast.

Regular Meeting, San Francisco, Cal., June 6, 1902.—Called to order

at 8.30 p.m., by Past President George W. Dickie.

The minutes of the last regular meeting were read and approved.

A paper was read by the Secretary, submitted by Mr. John Richards,

on the subject of "Rotative Pumping," which was discussed at length by

Mr. Byron Jackson and others.

It was moved by Mr. Grunsky that the Secretary confer with the

Association of Engineering Societies and obtain from its Secretary the

probable expense of having a certain number of advance copies of Mr.

Richards' paper printed and circulated to the members for the purpose

of inviting written discussion, and that the Secretary have power to pro-

ceed under a reasonable expenditure; and that the subject be brought up
again at the next meeting for fuller discussion. This motion was carried.

Mr. Grunsky, for Mr. Connick, explained the status of the proposed

engineers' convention, stating that, for reasons fully set forth in the

circular sent to the members, it had become necessary to postpone the

convention until autumn. Permission had been given the Society to visit

the military fortification works at Fort Point and the United States Navy
Yard at Mare Island, and, as these invitations would hold good for some
time to come, there would not be any loss of advantage for reason of post-

poning the convention.

Mr. Molera moved that the report be received, that the committee

be discharged and that the expenses incurred for printing, postage and

incidentals be paid out of the treasury of the Technical Society. Motion
was carried.

Meeting thereupon adjourned. Otto von Geldern, Secretary^
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Lists of Members of the Associated

Societies*

Abbreviations for designating membership

:

Mem For Member.
Hon. Mem For Honorary Member.
Act. Mem For Active Member.
Assoc. Mem For Associate Member.

Cor. Mem For Corresponding Member.

Jun. Mem For Junior Member.

Assoc For Associate.

Jun For Junior.

Boston Society of Civil Engineei'S.

Adams, Edward P., Mem.,

Landscape Architect and Civil Engineer,

53 State street, Room 1104, Boston, Mass.
Adams, Henry S., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 53 State street, Room 542, Boston, Mass.

Addicks, Walter R., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Boston, Bay State, Roxbury and South Boston

Gas Companies, 24 West street, Boston, Mass.

Aiken, Charles W., Mem.,

Consulting and Contracting Engineer,

82 Washington street, New York, N. Y.
Aiken, Roy C. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, cor. Atlantic and Prospect streets, Atlantic, Mass.

Aixard, Thomas T., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Fort Caswell, N. C.

Allen, C. Frank, Mem.,

Professor of Railroad Engineering, Mass. Inst, of Technology,

Boston, Mass.
Allen, Charles A., Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 44 Front street, Worcester, Mass.

Andrews, David H, Mem.,

President, Boston Bridge Works, 70 Kilby street, Boston, Mass.

Armstrong, Samuel G., Mem.,

Civil Engineer,

Kimberley Villa, Harrington street, Cape Town, South Africa.

Aspinwall, Thomas, Mem.,

Aspinwall & Lincoln, Civil Engineers,

120 Tremont street, Room 606, Boston, Mass.
Atwood, Joshua, 3d, Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Paving Division, Street Department, Boston.

Residence, 158 Foster street, Brighton, Boston, Mass.
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Atwood, Thomas C. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, 710 City Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.

Badger, Frank S., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Bristol, Vt.

Bailey, Ernest W., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Somerville, Mass.

Bailey, Frank S., Mem.,
Assistant in Engineering Department, Massachusetts State Board

of Health, 140 State House, Boston, Mass.

Bailey, William M., Mem.,

Engineer, Eastern Expanded Metal Co.,

20 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

Baker, William E., Mem.,

General Superintendent Manhattan Ry. Co.,

32 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Baldwin, Loammi F., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 31 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Bancroft, Lewis M.. Mem.,

Superintendent of Water Works, Reading, Mass.

Barbour, Frank A.. Mem.,

Snow & Barbour, Civil and Sanitary Engineers,

1 120 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Barnes, Rowland H, Mem.,
Pierce & Barnes, Civil Engineers, 7 Water street, Boston, Mass.

Barnes, T. Howard, Mem.,
Civil and Municipal Engineer, 7 Water street, Boston, Mass.

Barnes, William T., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, jjt> Broadway, South Boston, Mass.

Barrows, Harold K., Mem.,

Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Vermont,

32 North Prospect street, Burlington, Vt.

Barrus, George H, Mem.,

Expert and Consulting Steam Engineer,

20 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.
Bartlett, Arthur, Mem.,

Assistant in City Engineer's Office, City Hall, Lowell, Mass.

Bartlett, Charles H., Mem.,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,

607 Pemberton Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Bartram, George C, Mem.,

Resident Engineer, Phoenix Bridge Co.,

153 Milk street, Boston, Mass.
Bateman, Frederic W., Mem.,

Parker & Bateman, Civil Engineers. Clinton, Mass.

Bateman, Luther H., Mem.,

Assistant to Engineer, Harbor and Land Commissioners,

131 State House, Boston, Mass.
Bayley, Frank A., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 133 Austin street, Cambridgeport, Mass.

Bement, Robert B. C, Mem.,

Civil Engineer and President, Board of Water Commissioners,

St. Paul, Minn.
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Betton, James M., Mem.,

with C. W. Hunt Co., West New Brighton, N. Y.

Bidwell, Lawson B., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Eastern District, N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R.,

South Station, Boston, Mass.
Bigelow, James F.. Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Marlboro, Mass.

Bissell, H., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Boston and Maine Railroad, Boston, Mass.

Blake, Francis, Mem.,
Auburndale, Mass.

Blake, Percy M., Mem.,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, Bowers street, Newtonville, Mass.

Blodgett, George W., Mem.,

Electrical Engineer, B. and A. R. R., Boston, Mass.

Residence, Auburndale, Mass.
Blood, John Balch, Mem.,

Blood & Hale, Consulting and Designing Engineers, Equitable

Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Blossom, William L., Mem.,

Surveyor and Draftsman, with Factory Mutual Fire Ins. Co., 31

Milk street, Boston, Mass.

355 Washington street, Brookline, Mass.
Bolton, Edward D., Mem.,

Landscape Architect and Engineer,

224 West Seventy-ninth street, New York, N. Y.

Borden, Philip D., Mem.,

City Engineer, P. O. Box 248, Fall River, Mass.

Botsford, Harry G., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department,

212 Summer street, Boston, Mass.
Bourne, Frank B., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer in charge of Park Department,

City Engineer's Office, Providence, R, I.

Bowditch, Ernest W., Mem.,

Landscape Gardener and Engineer,

60 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.
Bowers, George, Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Lowell, Mass.

Boyd, James T., Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.

Brackett, Dexter, Mem.,

Engineer, Distribution Department, Metropolitan Water Works,

1 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
Brackett, Wallace C, Mem.,

Sanitary Engineer, with S. Homer Woodbridge Co.,

93 Federal street, Boston, Mass.
Bradford, Laurence, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Millbrook, Mass.

Bradley, William H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 53 State street, Room 642, Boston, Mass.

Branch, Ernest W., Mem.,

Engineer, Sewerage Commissioners, Adams Bldg., Quincy, Mass.
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Bray, Charles D., Mem.,

Professor of Civil and Mechanical Engineering, Tufts College,

College Hill, Mass.

Breed, Charles B., Mem.,

Instructor at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Residence, 17 Oakville street, Lynn, Mass.

Brewer, Bertram, Mem.,

City Engineer, Waltham, Mass.

Brock, Nathan S., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 39 Parsons street, Brighton, Mass.

Brooks, Frederick, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 31 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Brown, William M., Jr., Mem.,

Engineer, Metropolitan Sewerage Works,

20 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

Bryant, Henry F., Mem.,

French & Bryant, Civil Engineers,

334 Washington street, Brookline, and 4 State street, Boston, Mass.

Buck, Waldo E., Mem.,

President and Treasurer, Worcester Manfs. Mut. Ins. Co.,

53 William street, Worcester, Mass.

Bullock, William D., Mem.,

Engineer in charge of Bridges and Harbor,

City Hall, Providence, R. I.

Burke, John R., Mem.,

Assistant to Engineer, Harbor and Land Commissioners,

131 State House, Boston, Mass.
Burley, Harry B., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Inspector, Associated Factory Mut. Ins. Cos.,

31 Milk street, Boston, Mass.
Burr, Thomas S., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, with Holyoke Machine Co., Worcester,

19 Catharine street, Worcester, Mass.

Burton, Alfred E., Mem.,

Professor of Topographical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Boston, Mass.

Buttolph, Benjamin G., Mem.,
Engineer, State Enterprise and American Mut. Fire Ins. Cos.,

819 Banigan Bldg., Providence, R. I.

Caldwell, Frederic A., Mem.,
First Assistant, City Engineer's Office, Woonsocket, R. I.

Carney, Edward B.. Mem.,
City Engineer's Office, 39 Plymouth street, Lowell, Mass.

Carpenter, George A., Mem.,
City Engineer, jj Meadow street, Pawtucket, R. I.

Carr, Joseph R., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 466 Broadway, Chelsea, Mass.

Carson, Howard A., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Boston Transit Commission,

20 Beacon street, Boston, Mass.
Carter, Frank H., Mem.,

with T. Howard Barnes, C.E., 7 Water street, Boston, Mass.
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Carter, Henry H., Mem.,
Consulting Engineer and President, Metropolitan Contracting Co.,

95 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Carven, Christopher J., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Engineering Dept., 51 City Hall, Boston.

Residence, 34 Centre street, Dorchester, Mass.

Chace, George R, Mem.,

Superintendent, Water Works, Taunton, Mass.

Chamberlain, Edward G, Mem.,

Topographical Surveyor, Auburndale, Mass.

Chamberlain, William G. S., Mem.,

Bridge Engineer, B. and A. R. R., Boston.

Residence, Auburndale, Mass.
Chambers, Ralph H., Mem.,

Chambers & Hone, Consulting Engineers,

60 New street, New York, N. Y.
Chapman, William H., Mem.,

Waring, Chapman & Farquhar, Civil Engineers,

874 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Chase, John C, Mem.,

Chief Engineer, The Clarendon Water Work Co.,

Wilmington, N. C.

Cheever, Albert S., Mem.,

Assistant Chief Engineer, Boston and Maine Railroad,

Boston, Mass.
Cheney, John E., Mem.,

Assistant City Engineer, City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Clapp, Otis F., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Providence, R. I.

Clapp, Sidney K., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 32 Milford Bldg., Waterbury, Conn.

Clapp, Wilfred A., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

Box 93, West Boylston, Mass.
Clark, W. Lewis, Mem.,

Assistant, Middlesex Co., Engineer's Office.

50 Sacramento street, Cambridge, Mass.
Coffin, Freeman C, Mem.,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, 53 State street, Boston, Mass.

COGGESHALL, ROBERT C. P., Mem.,
Superintendent, Water Works, City Hall, New Bedford, Mass.

Cook, Byron I., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Woonsocket, R. I.

Cook, Mayo T., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department,

65 City Hall, Boston, Mass.
Corthell, Arthur B.. Mem.,

Resident Engineer, The Boston Terminal Co.,

220 South Station, Boston, Mass.
Corthell, Elmer L, Mem.,

Consulting Engineer of Public Works, Argentine National Gov-
ernment, Ministerio de Obrar Publicas, Casa de Gobierno,

Buenos Aires, Argentine Republic, S. A.
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Craib, Charles G., Assoc. Mem.,

General Contractor, 138 Pleasant street, Winthrop, Mass.

Crane, Albert S., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, The Lake Superior Power Co.,

Satilt Ste. Marie, Ontario.

Crowell, Alonzo K., Mem.,

Roadmaster's Clerk, N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R.,

97 Cohannet street, Taunton, Mass.

Cum mings, W. Warren, Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 13 Winter street, Woburn, Mass.

Cunningham, Fred'k H., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Box 49, Bolton, Mass.

Cuntz, William C, Mem.,
Engineer, The Pennsylvania Steel Co.,

Girard Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Currier, George C, Mem.,

Engineering Department, 60 City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Curtis, Greely S., Mem.,

Hydraulic Engineer, Boston Fire Department,

Bristol street, Boston, Mass.

Curtis, Joseph H, Mem.,

Landscape Engineer and Gardener,

85 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.
Curtis, Louville, Mem.,

Roadmaster, Western Division, Boston and Maine Railroad.

354 Andover street, Lawrence, Mass.
Cutter, Charles R., Mem.,

Boston Elevated Railway, Elevated Lines,

101 Milk street, Boston, Mass.
Cutter, Louis F., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department, 60 City Hall, Boston.

Residence, 33 Chestnut street, Salem, Mass.

Cutter, Roland, N., Mem.,
Engineering Department, 51 City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Davis, Charles Henry, Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 25 Broad street, New York, N. Y.

Davis, Edmund S., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Boston Transit Commission,

66 Robinwood avenue, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Davis, Fred Rufus, Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Goffstown, N. H.

Davis, Joseph P., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, American Bell Telephone Co.,

113 West Thirty-eighth street, New York, N. Y.

Davis, Leonard H, Mem.,
Chief Assistant Engineer, Lake Superior Power Co.,

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario.

Dean, Arthur W., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Nashua, N. H.

Dean, Francis W., Mem.,

Dean & Main, Mechanical and Mill Engineers,

S3 State street, Boston, Mass.
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Dean, Luther, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 23 Crocker Bldg., 14 City Square, Taunton, Mass.

Dennette, Francis A., Mem.,

Constructing Engineer, 155 Huntington avenue, Boston, Mass.

De Wolf, John O., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, with W. B. Smith Whaley & Co.,

1012 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Dodd, Charles H., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Sewer Division, Street Department,

30 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.
Dodge, Samuel D., Mem.,

with Metropolitan Water Works, 1 Ashburton Place, Boston.

Residence, 29 Russell street, Arlington, Mass.

Dorr, Edgar S., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Sewer Division, Street Department,

30 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.
Drake, Albert B., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor,

164 Williams street, New Bedford, Mass.
Drew, Joseph N., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 45 Milk street, Room 61, Boston, Mass.

Dunne, George C, Assoc. Mem.,
Manager, Portland Stone Ware Co.,

42 Oliver street, Boston, Mass.
Dwelley, Edwin F., Mem.,

Harris & Dwelley, Civil Engineers, 59 Exchange street.

Residence, 144 Nahant street, Lynn, Mass.
Ellis, George A.. Mem.,

Hydraulic Engineer, 158 Sherman street, Springfield, Mass.

Ellis, John W., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 178 Devonshire street, Boston; 20 Market Square,

Providence, and Woonsocket, R. I.

Ellis, S. Clarence, Mem.,

1750 Beacon street, Brookline, Mass.
Ellsworth, Emory A., Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 7 Main street, Holyoke, Mass.

Emerson, Guy C, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 21 Chestnut street, Boston, Mass.

Emigh, John H., Mem.,

City Engineer, North Adams, Mass.

Estey, Henry W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, City Engineer's Office,

11 Page street, Maiden, Mass.
Evans, George E., Mem.,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, 95 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Evans, Robert R., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Haverhill, Mass.

Ewing, William C, Mem.,

Chief Assistant and Clerk, The C. H. W. Wood Co.,

2380 Washington street, Boston, Mass.
Fales, Frank L., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Board of Trustees, Commissioners of Water
Works, City Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Farnham, Frederick W., Mem.,

Engineer in charge of Sewer Department, City Engineer's Office,

City Hall, Lowell, Mass.

Farnham, Irving T., Mem.,
City Engineer, City Hall, West Newton, Mass.

Farnum, Loring N., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 53 State street, Boston, Mass.

Fay, Frederic H., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department,

60 City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Felton, Burton R., Mem.,
Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, 1120 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Felton, Charles R., Mem.,
City Engineer, City Hall, Brockton, Mass.

Ferguson, Hardy S., Mem.,
Chief Engineer, Great Northern Paper Co., Millinocket, Me.

Ferguson, John N., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

1 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.

Fernald, Clarence T., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Boston Elevated Railway Co.,

32 Malvern street, Melrose, Mass.

Fernald, George N., Mem.,

City Engineer and Commissioner of Public Works,

City Hall. Portland, Me.
Fitz, Charles F., Jr., Mem.,

Resident Engineer, Massachusetts Highway Commission,

Watertown, Mass.

FitzGerald, Desmond, Mem.,

Department Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

1 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.

Fletcher, Austin B.. Mem.,

Secretary, Massachusetts Highway Commission,

20 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

Flinn, Alfred D., Mem.,

Prin. Office Assistant, Metropolitan Water Works.

1 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.

Forbes, Arthur A., Mem.,
Engineer, Board of Public Works, City Hall, Pittsfield, Mass.

Folsom, Charles W., Mem.,
District Engineer of Sewers, 30 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.

Forbes, Fayette F., Mem.,

Superintendent, Water Works, Brookline, Mass.

Foss, Clifford, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

1 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.

Foss, William E., Mem.,
Division Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

1 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.

Foster, Walter B., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Hingham, Mass.
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Foster, Willard M.. Mem.,
Assistant, with Rice & Evans, 95 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Francis, George B., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Rhode Island Suburban Electric Railway Co.,

113 Keene street, Providence, R. I.

Freeman, John R., Mem.,

President and Treasurer, Manfs., Rhode Island and Mechanics

Mut. Fire Ins. Cos., 812 Banigan Bldg., Providence, R. I.

French, Alexis H., Mem.,

Town Engineer, Town Hall, Brookline. Also of firm of French

& Bryant, Civil Engineers,

334 Washington street, Brookline, and 4 State street, Boston, Mass.

French, Edmund M., Mem.,

Assistant, with Metropolitan Water Works,

Box 186, Clinton, Mass.

French, Frank B., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 7 West street, Woburn, Mass.

French, George L. R., Mem.,

Roadmaster, Eastern Division, Boston and Maine Railroad,

Beverly, Mass.

French, Heywood S., Mem.,

Boston Representative of the J. W. Bishop Co.,

683 Atlantic avenue, Boston, Mass.

Frink, Harry A., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 198 Dartmouth street, Boston, Mass.

Frizell, Joseph P., Mem.,

Hydraulic Engineer, 60 Congress street, Boston, Mass.

Fteley, Alphonse, Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 14 West 131st street, New York, N. Y.

Fuller, Andrew D., Mem.,

Consulting and Contracting Engineer,

3 Hamilton Place, Boston, Mass.

Fuller, Frank E., Mem.,

with Metropolitan Water Works, 1 Ashburton Place, Boston.

Residence, West Newton, Mass.

Fuller, Frank L., Mem.,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, 12 Pearl street, Boston, Mass.

Fuller, Fred Vincent, Mem.,

Manager, Carson Trench Machine Co.,

16 Dorrance street, Charlestown, Boston, Mass.

Fuller, George W., Mem.,
Firm of Rudolph Hering & Geo. W. Fuller, Hydraulic Engineers,

100 William street, New York, N. Y.

Fuller, William B., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 100 William street, New York, N. Y.
Gage, Herbert E., Mem.,

in Chief Engineer's Office, B. and A. R. R., Boston, Mass.
Gannett, Charles H, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 53 State street, Room 1102, Boston, Mass.
Gay, Charles W., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 25 Exchange street, Lynn, Mass.
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Gerrish, John H., Assoc. Mem.,

Agent, Eastern Dredging Co., 25 Congress street, Boston.

Residence, Melrose Highlands, Mass.

Gerry, Lyman L., Mem.,

with Engineer Department, Massachusetts Highway Commission,

Stoneham, Mass.

Glover, Albert S. Mem.,

Secretary, Hersey Mfg. Co., 714 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.

Goodnough, Bent. F., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

1 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.

Goodnough, X. Henry, Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Massachusetts State Board of Health,

Room 140, State House, Boston, Mass.
Gould, John A., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Brookline and Dorchester Gas Co.,

100 Boylston street, Boston, Mass.
Gowing, E. H., Mem.,

Engineer, 20 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

Gray, Joseph P., Mem.,
Vice-President, Boston Manfs. Mut Fire Insurance Co., 31 Milk

street, Boston, Mass.

Residence, Hunter and Putnam street, West Newton, Mass.

Greene, Levi R., Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, Walworth Manufacturing Co.

Residence, 35 Concord ave., Cambridge, Mass.

Grew, Herbert L, Assoc. Mem.,
with Waldo Bros., Contractors' and Builders' Supplies,

102 Milk street, Boston, Mass.
Griswold, Leon S., Mem.,

Mining Geologist, 238 Boston street, Dorchester, Mass.

Grover, Arthur C, Mem.,

City Engineer, Superintendent of Streets and Superintendent of

Water Works, 59 Evergreen ave., Rutland, Vt.

Grover, Edmund, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, East Walpole, Mass.

Grover, Nathan C, Mem.,

Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Maine, Orono, Me.
Guppy, Benjamin W., Mem.,

Bridge Engineer, Maine Central Railroad, Portland, Me.

Gushee, Edward G., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 2830 West Lehigh avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Haberstroh, Charles E., Mem.,

Assistant Superintendent, Sudbury Department, Metropolitan

Water Works, South Framingham, Mass.

Hale, Richard A., Mem.,

Principal Assistant Engineer, Essex Water Power Co.,

Lawrence, Mass.
Hale, Robert S., Mem.,

Steam and Electrical Engineer, 31 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Hall, Frank E., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 32 Chestnut street, Quincy, Mass.
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Hall, George H., Jr., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, N. E. Telegraph and Telephone Co., 104 Milk

street, Boston.

Residence, 5 New Millet street, Dorchester, Mass.

Hamilton, George W., Mem.,
District Engineer of Sewers, 30 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.

Hamlin, George H., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Orono and Bangor, Me.

Ham matt, Edward A. W., Mem.,
Civil and Hydraulic Engineer,

53 State street, Boston, and Hyde Park, Mass.

Hardy, George F., Mem.,

Assistant Manager, Construction and Maintenance Department,

International Paper Co., 30 Broad, street, New York, N. Y.

Hardy, George R., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer of Construction, N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R.,

Forest Hills, Mass.

Harrington, David A., Mem.,

Engineer, Boston Electric Light Co.,

50 Ferdinand street, Boston, Mass.

Harrington, Ephraim, Mem.,

Ephraim Harrington & Co., Civil and Consulting Engineers,

60 State street, Boston, Mass.

Harris, Charles, Mem.,
Agent of Barber Asphalt Paving Co.,

70 Kilby street, Room 69, Boston, Mass.

Harris, Isaac K., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor, 59 Exchange street, Lynn, Mass.

Harrison, Christopher, Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Everett, Mass.

Hart, Frank S.. Mem.,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, Assistant Engineer, Metropolitan

Water Works, South Framingham, Mass.

Harwood, T. T. Hunter, Mem.,

United States Assistant Engineer, Rockport, Mass.

Hastings, Isaac W., Mem.,

Assistant in City Engineer's Office, West Newton, Mass.

Hastings, Lewis M., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Cambridgeport, Mass.

Haswell, Charles H., Hon. Mem.,

Civil and Mechanical Engineer, Consulting Engineer, Department

of Public Improvements,

Room 1803, Park Row Bldg., New York, N. Y.

Hatch, Arthur E., Mem.,

Manager, Bay State Dredging Co., 19 High street, Boston.

Residence, 43 Tennyson street, Somerville, Mass.

Hawes, Louis E., Mem.,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, 751 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Hawkes, Levt G., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Saugus, Mass.

6
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Hawley, William C, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Harbor and Land Commission.

Residence, 60 Broadway, Taunton, Mass.

Hayes, Henry W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Boston and Maine .Railroad, Boston, Mass.

Hazelton, Charles W., Mem.,

Engineer and Treasurer, Turners Falls Co., Turners Falls, Mass.

Hazen, Allen, Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, St. Paul Bldg.,

220 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Heald, Simpson C, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 48 Congress street, Boston, Mass.

Hering, Rudolph, Mem.,
Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineer,

100 William street, New York, N. Y.

Herschel, Clemens, Mem.,
Consulting Engineer, East Jersey Water Co.,

2 Wall street, New York, N. Y.
Hersey, Frederic M., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, with E. W. Bowditch,

60 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.

Hews, Joseph R., Mem.,
Engineer Inspector, Cambridge Bridge,

374 Cambridge street, Boston, Mass.

Hicks, C. Atherton, Mem.,
Civil Engineer and Landscape Architect, Needham, Mass.

Higgins, Herman K., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R., 472 South Station,

Boston.

Residence, 1799 Dorchester avenue, Dorchester, Mass.

Hinckley, David, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Props., The Locks and Canals,

66 Broadway, Lowell, Mass.

Hodgdon, Frank W., Mem.,
Engineer, Harbor and Land Commission,

131 State House, Boston, Mass.

Hodges, Gilbert, Mem.,

Civil and Consulting Engineer, 60 State street, Boston, Mass.

Holden, Horace G., Mem.,

Superintendent, Pennichuck Water Works Co., Nashua, N. H.

Hollis, Ira N., Mem.,

Professor of Engineering, Lawrence Scientific School, Harvard

University, Cambridge, Mass.

Holmes, J. Albert, Mem.,

Engineer, Park Department, City Hall, Cambridgeport, Mass.

Holt, Arthur C. Mem.,

Treasurer, New England Structural Co.,

18 Post Office Square, Boston, Mass.

Hopson, Ernest G., Mem.,

Eliot, Hopson & Co., Architects and Engineers,

Sydney, Cape Breton.
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Horton, Arthur E., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Metropolitan Park Commission,

14 Beacon street, Boston, Mass.

Horton, Theodore, Mem.,

with Hering & Fuller, 100 William street, New York, N. Y.

Hosmer, Francis E., Mem.,

Inspector, Engineering Department, Boston,

569 Broadway, South Boston, Mass.

Hosmer, Sidney, Mem.,

Electrical Engineer, Boston Electric Light Co.,

3 Head Place, Boston, Mass.

Houghton, Charles E., Mem.,

Transitman, Sewer Department,

114 Erie street, New Dorchester, Mass.

Howard, Channing, Mem.,

Whitman & Howard, Civil Engineers,

85 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.

Howard, John L., Mem.,

Division Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

1 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
Howe, Edward W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department,

65 City Hall, Boston, Mass.
Howe, George E., Mem.,

with Hudson River Water Power Co., Glens Falls, N. Y.

Howe, Horace J., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Rapid Transit Railroad Commission,

231 West 125th street, New York, N. Y.
Howe, Will B., Mem.,

City Engineer, 5 Warren street, Concord, N. H.

Howland, Albert H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 60 Congress street, Boston, Mass.

Howland, Charles W., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor, 44 Union street, Rockland, Mass.

Hubbard, Dwight L., Mem.,

Engineering Department, 51 City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Hultman, Eugene C, Mem.,

Inspecting and Auditing Engineer, West End Street Railway Sys-

tem, 101 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Hunking, Arthur W., Mem,,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, 374 Stevens street, Lowell, Mass.

Hunter, Harry G., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 1120 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Hunter, William B., Mem.,
Inspector, Boston Elevated Railway Co.,

23 Weston street, Waltham, Mass.
Hyde, Charles G., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Improvement, Extension and Filtration of the

Water Supply,

Testing Station, Spring Garden Pumping Station, Philadelphia, Pa.

Jackson, William, Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Boston, Mass.
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Janes, Charles F., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Park Department,

City Engineer's Office, Providence, R. I.

Jenny, Walter, Mem.,

Superintendent, Jenney Mfg. Co.,

55 G street, South Boston, Mass.
Johnson, Alpheus M., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Boston and Maine Railroad,

ioo South State street, Concord, N. H.
Johnson, Frank P., Mem.,

Tide Water Trap Rock, East Haven, Conn.

Johnson, James W.. Mem.,

City Engineer, Riverside, Cal.

Johnson, Lewis J., Mem.,

Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, Lawrence Scientific

School, Harvard University,

ioo Avon Hill street, North Cambridge, Mass.

Johnson, William S., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, State Board of Health,

Room 140, State House, Boston, Mass.
Jones, J. Edwin, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Keene, William F., Mem.,

City Engineer, 84 Cross street, Central Falls, R. I.

Keith, Herbert C, Mem.,

Bridge Engineer, Mason City and Fort Dodge Railroad,

Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Kendall, Francis H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer for Middlesex County Commissioners,

Court House, East Cambridge, Mass.

Kettell, Charles W., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 53 State street, Room 11 12, Boston, Mass.

Kidd, Alexander L., Mem.,

District Engineer of Sewers, 30 Tremont street, Boston, Mass.

Kimball, George A.. Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Elevated Lines, Boston Elevated Railway Co.,

101 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Kimball, Harry L., Mem.,

in City Engineer's Office, Newton,

14 Camden Road, Auburndale, Mass.

Kimball, Joseph H., Mem.,

Office Assistant, City Engineer's Office, West Newton, Mass.

King, George A., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Taunton, Mass.

Kinnicutt, Leonard P., Mem.,

Professor of Chemistry, Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

Worcester, Mass.

Kirkpatrick, John J.. Mem.,
Ellsworth & Kirkpatrick, Architects and Civil Engineers,

10 Beacon ave., Holyoke, Mass.

Knapp, Frederick B., Mem.,

Principal of Powder Point School, Duxbury, Mass.
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Kxowles, Morris, Mem.,

Resident Engineer, Bureau of Filtration, City Hall, Pittsburg, Pa.

Lanza, Gaetano, Mem.,

Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.

Lavis, Frederick, Mem.,

Locating Engineer, Choctaw, Oklahoma and Gulf Railroad,

Sac and Fox Agency, O. T.

Lawton, Louis C, Mem.,

with Engineering Department, Boston and Maine Railroad,

Waverly, Mass.

Lawtox, Perry, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 7 Savings Bank Bldg., Quincy, Mass.

Learned, Wilbur F., Mem.,

Superintendent of Streets and Sewers, Watertown, Mass.

Leavitt, Erasmus D., Mem.,
Mechanical and Consulting Engineer,

2 Central Square, Cambridgeport, Mass.

Leland, George I., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Lynn, Mass.

Libbey, Dana, Mem.,

in City Engineer's Office, West Newton, Mass.

Lincoln, Edwin H., Mem.,

Aspinwall & Lincoln, Civil Engineers,

120 Tremont street, Room 606, Boston, Mass.

Link, John William, Mem.,

With Niagara Falls Power Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Locke, Franklin B., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, North Adams, Mass.

Lovis, Andrew M., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer. Massachusetts Highway Commission,

20 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

Luther, William J., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Assistant Superintendent, Attleboro Gas Light Co.,

Attleboro, Mass.
Lyman, Edward, Mem.,

Civil and Mechanical Engineer, Lowell Mfg. Co.,

431 Wilder street, Lowell, Mass.
Lyman, John F., Mem.,

Consulting Engineer and Architect, P. O. Box 2295, Boston, Mass.

Lyon, Joseph P., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Hanover, Conn.

Macksey, Henry V., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Boston Water Department,

64 City Hall, Boston, Mass.
Macomber, Harry F., Mem.,

with Luther Dean, C.E., 187 County street, Taunton, Mass.

Main, Charles T., Mem.,

Dean & Main, Mechanical and Mill Engineers,

53 State street, Room 11 12, Boston, Mass.
Manahan, Elmer G., Mem.,

Bureau of Filtration, City Hall, Pittsburg, Pa.
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Manley, Henry, Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department,

5i City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Manley, Laurence B., Mem.,
Engineer, Massachusetts Telephone and Telegraph Co.,

185 Franklin street, Boston, Mass.

Marble, Arthur D., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Lawrence, Mass.

Martin, James W., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 306 Michigan ave., Pueblo, Col.

Marvell, Edward I., Mem.,

Civil and Mechanical Engineer,

81 Bedford street, Fall River, Mass.

Mason, Charles A.. Mem.,

W. A. Mason & Son, Civil Engineers and Surveyors,

631 Massachusetts ave., Cambridgeport, Mass.

Mattice, Asa M., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Westinghouse Electric Mfg. Co.,

Box 911, Pittsburg, Pa.

McAlpine, William H., Mem.,

Surveyor, Department Yards and Docks, Portsmouth Navy Yard,

37 Pleasant street, Portsmouth, N. H.

McClintock, William E., Mem.,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, 15 Court Square, Boston, Mass.

McInnes, Frank A., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department, Boston.

23 Salcombe street, Dorchester, Mass.
McKay, William E., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Bay State Gas Co., and Boston Gas Light Co.,

10 Pearl street, Dorchester, Mass.
McKenna, James A., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, City Engineer's Office, Providence, R. I.

McKibben, Frank P., Mem.,

Instructor in Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, Boston, Mass.

Metcalf, Leonard, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 14 Beacon street, Boston, Mass.

Mildram, Henry C, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Street Laying-Out Department,

23 Old Court House, Boston, Mass.
Miller, Edward F, Mem.,

Professor, Steam Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy, Boston, Mass.

Miller, Hiram A., Mem.,
Engineer, Reservoir Department, Metropolitan Water Works,

Clinton, Mass.
Miller, William L., Assoc. Mem.,

Contractor for Public Works, 17 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Mills, Charles, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Euclid ave., Winchester, Mass.

Mills, Frank H, Mem.,

City Engineer, Woonsocket, R. I.
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Miner, Franklin M., Mem.,
Engineering Department, Surveying Division,

27 Old Court House, Boston, Mass.

Mitchell, Henry, Mem.,

P. O. Box 3643, Boston, Mass.

MooREr Arthur C, Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 100 Main street, Southbridge, Mass.

Morrill, George S., Me' 1.,

Division Engineer, N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R., Boston, Mass.

Morris, Frank H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 86 Hudson street, Somerville, Mass.

Morrison, Harry J., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

Box 36, Clinton, Mass.

Morrison, John W., Mem.,
Manager, Branch Office Hornblower & Weeks,

S3 State street, Room 203, Boston, Mass.

Morse, Charles F., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Metropolitan Park Commission,

12 Russell street, Maiden, Mass.

Morse, William P., Mem.,

Assistant City Engineer of Newton,

City Hall, West Newton, Mass.

Moses, John C, Mem.,

Chief Draftsman, Boston Bridge Works,

70 Kilby street, Boston, Mass.

Motte, M. Irving, Mem.,

Manager and Engineer, Boston office, Elektron Mfg. Co.,

143 Federal street, Boston, Mass.

Moultrop, Irving E., Mem.,

Constructing Engineer, The Edison Electric Illuminating Co.,

3 Head Place, Boston, Mass.

Nash, Henry A., Jr., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Weymouth Heights, Mass.

Nelson, George A., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, City Engineer's Office,

City Hall, Lowell, Mass.

Nelson, William, Mem.,

Engineer for A. B. Black, Concord and N. E. Agent, Climax Road
Machine Co., Laconia, N. H.

Nichols, Alfred E., Mem.,

with Swain Turbine and Mfg. Co.,

142 Wilder street, Lowell, Mass.

Nickerson, Addison C,
Engineer to Sewer Commissioners, Hyde Park, Mass.

Noble, Walter E.. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Reservoir Commission,

City Hall, Fall River, Mass.

Norris, Walter H., Mem.,

Chief Engineer's Office, Boston and Maine Railroad,

Boston, Mass.
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Nye, George H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 323 Cottage street, New Bedford, Mass.

Ober, Arthur J., Mem.,

United States Inspector on River and Harbor Work,
10 Lincoln street, Newport, R. I.

Ogden, William C, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Dover, N. H.

Olmsted, John C, Mem.,

Landscape Architect, Brookline, Mass.

Palmer, Alfred T., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 53 State street, Room 639, Boston, Mass.

Parker, Harold, Mem.,

Parker & Bateman, Civil Engineers, Clinton.

Residence. South Lancaster, Mass.

Parker, William, Mem.,

Division Engineer, B. and A. R. R.,

372 South Station, Boston, Mass.

Parsons, Charles S., Mem.,
Chief Clerk, Engineer Department, 50 City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Patch, Walter W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

22 Dennison avenue. South Framingham, Mass.

Pearse, Langdon,

at Massachusetts Institute of Technologv,

317 Walnut avenue, Roxbury, Mass.

Pearson, Charles A., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor,

8 Waverley Block, Charlestown, Mass.

Pearson, Fred S., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Metropolitan Street Railway Co.,

Cable Bldg., 621 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Peck, Charles H, Mem.,

344 Blackstone street, Providence, R. I.

Peirce, Eugene E., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, with Massachusetts Board of Harbor and

Land Commissioners, 134 State House, Boston, Mass.

Peirce, Frank A., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Greensboro, N. C.

Perkins, Clarence A., Mem.,
Engineer, N. E. Telegraph and Telephone Co.

Residence, 57 High street, Maiden, Mass.

Perkins, John K., Mem.,
District Engineer of Sewers, 30 Tremont street, Bootsn, Mass.

Perkins, Theodore P., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Chief Engineer's Office, Boston and Maine

Railroad, Boston, Mass.

Pettee, Eugene E., Mem.,

Draftsman, with J. R. Worcester, C.E., Boston.

Residence, 269 Lowell ave., Newtonville, Mass.

Phillips, Henry A., Mem.,

Architect. 120 Tremont street, Room 503, Boston, Mass.
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Pierce, Arthur G., Mem.,
Technical Engineer, The Edison Electric Illuminating Co.,

516 Atlantic avenue, Boston, Mass.

Pierce, Herbert F., Mem.,
Pierce & Barnes, Civil Engineers, 7 Water street, Boston, Mass.

Pierce, William T.
}
Mem.,

Engineer, Metropolitan Park Commission,

14 Beacon street, Boston, Mass.

Plimpton, Arthur L., Mem.,
Civil Engineer in charge of the Department of Civil Engineering of

the Bureau of Surface Lines, Boston Elevated Railway Co.,

101 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Polleys, William V.. Mem.,
Civil Engineer. 75 Westminster street, Providence, R. I.

Pope, Lemuel, Mem.,

Port Angeles, Wash.
Pope, Macy S.. Mem..

Civil Engineer. 31 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Porter. Dwight, Mem.,
Professor of Hydraulic Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Boston, Mass.

Pratt, Dana M., Mem.,

Assistant with French & Bryant,

334 Washington street, Brookline, Mass.

Pratt, Daniel W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer with E. W. Bowditch,

60 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.

Pratt, N. Raymond, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Sudbury, Mass.

Pratt, Robert W., Jr., Mem.,

Assistant in Engineer's Office, Massachusetts, State Board of

Health. Residence, Waban, Mass.

Putnam, Charles E., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Park Department,

Jamaica Park, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Reynolds, Henry J., Mem.,

City Engineer's Office, Providence, R. I.

Rice, George S., Mem.,

Deputy Chief Engineer, Rapid Transit Railroad Commission,

320 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rice, James, Mem.,

Inspector, Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Co.,

125 Milk street, Room 40, Boston, Mass.
Rice, L. Frederick, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer. American Bell Telephone Co.,

125 Milk street, Boston, Mass.
Rice, Otis D., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Box 58, Warehouse Point, Conn.

Rich, Isaac, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R., Boston.

Residence, 36 Walnut street. Somerville, Mass.
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Richards, Robert H., Mem.,

Professor Mining Engineering and Metallurgy, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.

Richards, Walter H., Mem.,
Engineer of Water and Sewer Departments, New London, Conn.

Richardson, Thomas F., Mem.,

Engineer, Dam and Aqueduct Department, Metropolitan Water
Works, Clinton, Mass.

Rollins, James W., Jr., Mem.,

of Holbrook, Cabot & Daly, Contractors, 1140 Tremont Bldg.,

Boston, Mass.

Robbins, Arthur G.. Mem.,

Assistant Professor of Highway Engineering, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, Boston, Mass.

Robbins, Franklin H., Mem.,

with Metropolitan Water Works, 1 Ashburton Place, Boston.

Residence, 13 Waterhouse street, Cambridge, Mass.

Ross, Edward L., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Indian Orchard, Mass.

Ross, Elmer W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Bridge Department, City Engineer's Office,

Providence, R. I.

Rowell, Frank B., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Boston and Maine Railroad,

14 Linwood Road, Lynn, Mass.

Sabine, Edward D., Mem.,

Engineer, Boston Pneumatic Transit Co.,

115 Chauncy street, Boston, Mass.

Safford, Arthur T., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Props., The Locks and Canals on Merrimack

River. 66 Broadway, Lowell, Mass.

Sampson, George T., Mem.,

Division Engineer, N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R.,

South Station, Boston, Mass.

Sanborn, Frank B., Mem.,

Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, Tufts College.

Residence, 17 Sacramento street, Cambridge, Mass.

Sando, Will J., Mem.,
Manager. International Steam Pump Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sargent, Alfred F., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Notary Public, 425 Main street, Maiden, Mass.

Saville, Caleb Mills, Mem.,
Division Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

1 Ashburton Place. Boston, Mass.

Sawyer, Edward, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 60 Congress street, Boston, Mass.

Sawyer, Walter H., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 60 Congress street, Boston, Mass.

Schwamb, Peter, Mem.,

Professor of Mechanism, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Boston, Mass.
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Sedgwick, William T., Mem.,

Professor of Biology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Boston, Mass.

Sellew, Edgar P., Mem.,

Assistant Surveyor in Street Laying-Out Department,

23 Old Court House, Boston, Mass.

Semple, William J. C, Mem.,

Street Laying-Out Department, Surveying Division,

23 Old Court House, Boston, Mass.

Servis, George O. W., Mem.,

Assistant in City Engineer's Office, City Hall, Somerville, Mass.

Shaw, Edward S., Mem.,
Bridge and Consulting Engineer, 12 Pearl street, Boston, Mass.

Shedd, Edward W., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 146 Westminster street, Providence, R. I.

Shedd, George G., Mem.,

with Metropolitan Water Works, 82 Cedar street, Clinton, Mass.

Shedd, J. Herbert, Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, Providence, R. I.

Shepard, Walter, Mem.,

Chief Engineer, B. and A. R. R., Boston.

Residence, 79 Bloomfield street, Dorchester, Mass.

Sherman, Charles W., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Sudbury Department, Metropolitan Water

Works, 1 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.

Sherry, Frank E., Mem.,

Hyde & Sherry, Civil Engineers and Surveyors,

15 Court Square, Boston, Mass.

Shirreffs, Reuben, Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Va. Electric Railway and Development Co.,

Richmond, Va.

Simpson, E. Roland, Mem.,

Engineer, Chapman Double Ball Shafting Bearing Co.,

176 Federal street, Boston, Mass.

Skinner, Fenwick F, Mem.,

Draftsman, Pencoyd Iron Works,

113 Rochelle ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Sleeper, George E., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, P. O. Box 3198, Boston, Mass.

Smilie, Edward S., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor, Newton, Mass.

Smith, Chester W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer with Metropolitan Water Works,

373 Chestnut street, Clinton, Mass.

Smith, Melvin B., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor, 26 Hildreth Bldg., Lowell, Mass.

Smith, Sidney, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 91 Maple street, West Roxbury, Mass.

Snow, F. Herbert, Mem.,

Snow & Barbour, Civil and Sanitary Engineers,

1120 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass.
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Snow., Franklin A., Mem.,
Civil Engineer and Contractor, Brookline, Mass.

Snow, J. Parker, Mem.,

Bridge Engineer, Boston and Maine Railroad, Boston, Mass.

Sondericker, Jerome, Mem.,

Associate Professor of Applied Mechanics, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Boston, Mass.

Sonne, Otto, Mem.,

Civil Engineer,

68 Devonshire street (P. O. Box 3051), Boston, Mass.

Soper, George A., Mem.,

Engineer and Chemist, 29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Spalding, Frederic P., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department,

60 City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Spear, Walter E., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 814 Banigan Bldg., Providence, R. I.

Spofford, Charles M., Mem.,

Instructor in Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, Boston, Mass.

Spofford, Nelson, Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor for Massachusetts on her Northern

Boundary, 14 Water street, Haverhill, Mass.

Stanford, Homer R., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, United States Navy,

Navy Yard, Mare Island, Cal.

Stearns, Edward B., Mem.,

Contracting Manager, American Bridge Co.,

89 State street, Boston, Mass.

Stearns, Frederic P., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Board,

I Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.

Stearns, Herbert R., Mem.,

with Metropolitan Sewerage Works.

Residence, 108 Cushing avenue, Dorchester, Mass.

Stephenson, Frank H., Mem.,

with Metropolitan Water Works, 1 Ashburton Place, Boston.

Residence, 51 Aldrich street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.

Stevens, Harold C, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, 710 City Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.

Stevens, Walter C, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 541 Main street, Melrose, Mass.

Stoddard, George C, Mem.,

Civil and Sanitary Engineer,

215 West 125th street. New York, N. Y.

Storr, Harry A., Mem.,

U. S. Assistant Engineer, New London, Conn.

Story, Isaac M., Mem.,
Engineer, N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R.,

21 Linden avenue. Somerville, Mass.
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Stratton, George E., Mem.,

Draftsman. United States Engineer's Office.

Residence, 145 West Newton street, Boston, Mass.

Street, Leonard L., Mem.,
with Boston Transit Commission,

27 Pearl street, Dorchester, Mass.

Swain, George F., Mem.,

Professor of Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, and Engineer, Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners,

Boston, Mass.

Sweet, Kilburn S., Mem.,

Instructor in Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, Boston, Mass.

Symonds, Henry A.. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer with Taylor & Tyler, Box 98, Belmont, Mass.

Taeer, James C. S., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 112 Bedford street, New Bedford, Mass.

Taylor, Edwin A., Mem.,
Civil Engineer with Taylor & Tyler.

719 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Taylor, Gordon H., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 1 1 19 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Taylor, Lucian A., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Contractor, 719 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Temperley, Charles, Mem.,

Assistant in City Engineer's Office, 7 High street, Medford, Mass.

Thompson, Sanford E., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Newton Highlands, Mass.

Thorndike, Sturgis H., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department,

60 City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Thorpe, Lewis D., Mem.,

with F. C. Coffin, C.E., West Medford, Mass.

Tighe, James L., Mem.,

City Engineer, Holyoke, Mass.

Tilden, James A., Mem.,

General Manager, Hersey Mfg. Co., South Boston, Mass.

Tingley, Richard H., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 29 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Tinkham, S. Everett, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department,

60 City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Titus, John E., Mem.,

Coolidge & Titus, Landscape Architects,

S3 State street, Room 726, Boston, Mass.

Tomlinson, Alfred T., Mem.,

Consulting and Division Engineer, Boston Elevated Railway Co.,

4 Westminster avenue, Roxbury, Mass.

Tower, J. Wallace, Mem.,

Principal Assistant Engineer, Great Northern Paper Co.,

Millinocket. Me.
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Treadwell, Edward D., Mem.,
Surveyor, Engineering Department, Maiden,

124 Linden avenue. Maiden, Mass.

Tripp, Oscar H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Rockland, Me.

Tucker, Francis C, Mem.,
City Engineer, Deadwood, S. D.

Tucker, Lester W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Boston and Maine Railroad, Boston, Mass.

Turner, Daniel L., Mem.,

Instructor in Topographical Engineering, Lawrence Scientific

School, Cambridge, Mass.

Turner, Edmund K., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 53 State street, Room 442, Boston, Mass.

Upham, Frank W., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 126 Eliot avenue, West Newton, Mass.

Varney, Henry A., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Room 2, Town Hall, Brookline, Mass.

Vaughan, Louis B., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Boston Elevated Railway Co.

Residence, 100 Pembroke street, Boston, Mass.

Vickery, Gilbert S., Mem.,

with Pennsylvania Steel Co., 1222 Market street, Harrisburg, Pa.

Vose, George L., Hon. Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Paris, Me.

Waitt, Charles G., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Waitt's Block. Maiden, Mass.

Wales, Frederick N., Mem.,

Clerk of Board of Harbor and Land Commissioners,

131 State House, Boston, Mass.
Walker, Elton D., Mem.,

Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, Pennsylvania State Col-

lege, State College, Pa.

Walker, Joseph William, Mem.,
Chief Inspector, New Dry Dock at Portsmouth Navy Yard,

New Castle, N. H.
Wallace, Chester J., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,

1 Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
Wallace, Joseph H., Mem.,

Mill Architect and Hydraulic Engineer,

908 Temple Court Bldg., New York, N. Y.

Walworth, Arthur C, Mem.,

President, Walworth Construction and Supply Co.,

100 Pearl street, Boston, Mass.
Warren, George M., Mem.,

with L. E. Hawes, C.E., 751 Tremont Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Wason, Leonard C, Mem.,

President, Aberthaw Construction Co., 7 Exchange Place, Boston.

Residence, 199 Harvard street, Brookline, Mass.

Waterman, Frank E., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 86 Weybosset street, Providence, R. I.
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Watson, William, Mem.,
Secretary, American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

107 Marlborough street, Boston, Mass.

Webb, DeWitt C, Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 53 State street, Room 542, Boston, Mass.

Webber, William O., Mem.,
• Consulting Engineer, 53 State street, Room 432, Boston, Mass.

Webber, Winslow L., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Gloucester, Mass.

Wellington, Arthur J., Assoc. Mem.,
Manager, Gates Iron Works, and Atlantic Dynamite Co.,

237 Franklin street, Boston, Mass.

Wells, Charles E., Mem.,

Division Engineer, Metropolitan Water Works,
55 Prescott street, Clinton, Mass.

Wescott, Frank T., Mem.,

Superintendent of Streets, North Attleborough, Mass.

Weston, Edmund B., Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 86 Weybosset street, Providence, R. I.

Wetherbee, George A., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Maiden, Mass.

Wheeler, Bertrand T., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.,

South Station, Boston, Mass.

Wheeler, William, Mem.,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, 14 Beacon street, Boston, Mass.

White, Hartley L., Mem.,

White & Wetherbee, Civil Engineers, offices in Braintree and

Brockton. Braintree, Mass.

Whiting, Russell H., Mem.,

Assistant with French & Bryant,

334 Washington street, Brookline, Mass.

Whitney, Frank O., Mem.,

Chief of Surveying Division, Street Laying-Out and Engineering

Departments, 25 Old Court House, Boston, Mass.

Whitney, George E., Mem.,

with Boston Gas Light Co., 24 West street, Boston, Mass.

Whitney, Orville J., Mem.,

with Boston Electric Ry. Co., 32 Franklin street, Medford, Mass.

Whitten, Ernest P., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Stewart Station, Westmoreland Co., Pa.

Whittier, Charles C, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Nacozari Railroad, Nacozari, Sonora, Mexico.

Wiggin, Ernest W., Mem.,

with Bridge Department, N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R.,

New Haven, Conn.

Wiggin, Thomas H.. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, N. Y. Continental Jewell Filtration Co.,

Hudson and Sussex streets, Jersey City, N. J.

Wilkes, Charles M., Mem.,

Sanitary Engineer, 1142 The Rookery, Chicago, 111.
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Williams., William F., Mem.,

City Engineer,

cor. Court and Orchard streets, New Bedford, Mass.

Wilson, Herbert A.. Mem.,

Engineering Department, 60 City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Winslow, Frederic I., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Engineering Department,

49 City Hall, Boston, Mass.

Winsor, Frank E., Mem.,

with Metropolitan Water Works,

3 Richardson Court, South Framingham, Mass.

Wood, George W., Mem.,

Agent, Best Manufacturing Co., 31 Milk street, Boston, Mass.

Wood, Henry B., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Board of Harbor and Land Commissioners,

134 State House, Boston, Mass.

Wood, Irving S., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer in charge of Water Department,

City Engineer's Office, Providence, R. I.

Wood, Leonard P., Mem.,

with Metropolitan Water Works,
18 Gilbert street, South Framington, Mass.

Woodfall, J. L., Mem.,

Civil and Sanitary Engineer, 15 Court Square, Boston, Mass.

Woodman, Andrew W., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Agent, Roebling Construction Co.,

178 Devonshire street, Boston, Mass.

Woods, Henry D., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 99 Highland street, West Newton, Mass.

Woodward, M. Grant, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Cambridge Bridge,

374 Cambridge street, Boston, Mass.

Worcester, Joseph R., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 53 State street, Room 1106, Boston, Mass.

Wright, John B., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, City Engineer's Office,

16 Tudor street, Lynn, Mass.

Wyman, Alfred M., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 836 Main street, Waltham, Mass.

Young, E. Elbert, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Auburndale, Mass.
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Civil Engineers' Club of Cleveland.

Allen, George I., B.S., Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Cleveland City Forge and Iron Co.,

34 Linwood street, Cleveland.

Allen, Luther, Assoc. Mem.,

President, the Toledo and Western Railroad Co.,

1695 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Allen, Walter Morrison, Act., Mem.,
Superintendent for Warner & Swasey,

40 Spangler avenue, Cleveland.

Andrews, Horace E., Ph.B., Act. Mem.,

Director, the Cleveland Electric Railway Co.,

The Cuyahoga, Cleveland.

Atwood, John W., Act. Mem.,

Local Manager, Pittsburg Valve Foundry and Construction Co.,

913 New England Bldg, Cleveland.

Baacres, Michael, Act. Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 712 Willson avenue, Cleveland.

Baldwin, Hiram E.,

Engineer, Brown Hoisting Machine Co.,

47 Hough Place, Cleveland.

Balkwill, Stephen, Jr., Assoc. Mem.,

Foreman, The Cleveland Frog and Crossing Co.,

260 Hough avenue, Cleveland.

Ball, Herman P., Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 133 Handy street, Cleveland.

Barber, Clarence M.. C.E., Act. Mem.,

Constructing Engineer, Solvay Process Co., Detroit, Mich.

Bardons, George C, Act. Mem.,

Of Bardons & Oliver, Tool Manufacturers,

Case avenue and Hamilton street, Cleveland.

Barnett, James, Act. Mem.,

President First National Bank, President The George Worthing-

ton Co., 697 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Barnum, Frank S., Act. Mem.,

Architect, Rose Bldg., Cleveland.

Barren, Henry A., M.E., Act. Mem.,
Master Mechanic, American Steel and Wire Co.,

201 Miles avenue, Cleveland.

Bartol, George, S.B., Act. Mem.,

General Manager The Otis Steel Co., Ltd., Cleveland.

Beardsley, Joseph C, Act. Mem.,

Second Assistant Engineer, Water Works Division, Department

of Public Works, 354 Superior street, Cleveland.

Benjamin, Charles H., M.E., Act. Mem.,

Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Case School of Applied

Science, 89 Adelbert street, Cleveland.

Bever, John J., Act. Mem.,

Superintendent Foundry, The Otis Steel Co., Ltd.,

120 Scott street, Cleveland.
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Bidle, William S., B.S. M.E., Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Manager Turnbuckle Department, Cleveland

City Forge and Iron Co., 257 Amesbury avenue, Cleveland.

Bidwell, Jason A., Act. Mem.,
Superintendent Union Steel Screw Co.,

139 Kensington street. Cleveland.

Bissell, Frank E., Act. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Blackwell, Charles, Act. Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad,

40 Oak Park street, Cleveland.

Blunt, William T., Cor. Mem.,

U. S. Assistant Engineer, U. S. Engineer's Office, Toledo, Ohio.

Boalt, Eugene E., C.E., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Jicarilla. Lincoln Co., N. M.
Bogardus, William B., Act. Mem.,

Engineer, with The Osborn Co., 509 Osborn Bldg., Cleveland.

Bone, W. H., Cor. Mem.,

General Manager The Ironsides Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Bowler, George H., Assoc. Mem.,

Machinery Dealer, partner Reade & Bowler,

513 Williamson Bldg., Cleveland.
Bowler, Noadiah P., Act. Mem.,

Foundryman, firm of Bowler & Co., 14 Winter street, Cleveland.

Bright, Fred E., Cor. Mem.,

Superintendent of The Rogers Typograph Co.,

Fifth Avenue Trust Co., New York, N. Y.

Brown, Alexander E, C.E., M.E., Act. Mem.,
Vice-President and General Manager The Brown Hoisting Ma-

chinery Co., 1151 Prospect street, Cleveland.

Brown, Fayette, Act. Mem.,

President The Brown Hoisting and Machinery Co., Chairman

Stewart Iron Mfg. Co., Ltd., President The National Chemi-

cal Co., Perry-Payne Bldg., Cleveland.

Brown, T. Morris, A.B., Act. Mem.,
Electrical Engineer, with The Brown Hoisting and Machinery Co.,

583 Sibley street, Cleveland.
Brown, Wendell P., Act. Mem.,

Engineer, The King Bridge Co., 314 Hough avenue, Cleveland.

Burns, William H., Act. Mem.,
Firm of M. F. Bramley & Co., 97 Carroll street, Cleveland.

Cadwell, Charles A., B.S., Act. Mem.,
Superintendent of Power House Construction, Cleveland Electric

Railway Co., 74 Euclid Place, Cleveland.

Carter, William J., Act. Mem.,

City Engineer, Cleveland.

Chamberlin, Frank H., Act. Mem.,

Proprietor and Manager Cleveland Facing Mill Co.,

49 Knox street, Cleveland.
Chapin, Loomis E., C.E., Act. Mem.,

City Civil Engineer, Canton, Ohio.
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Chisholm, William, Act. Mem.,

President Cleveland Rolling Mill Co.,

779 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Chisholm, William, Sr., Act. Mem.,

General Manager Chisholm Steel Shovel Works,
364 Case avenue, Cleveland.

Clark, William C, Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 55 Wooldridge street, Cleveland.

Cobb, Herbert P., Act. Mem.,

with Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.,

219 Kennard street, Cleveland.

Cobb, Philip L., C.E., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 2509 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Coffin, John N., Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 312 Perry-Payne Bldg., Cleveland.

Comstock, Charles W., Act. Mem.,

Purchasing Agent, Wellman-Seaver Engineering Co.,

1405 New England Bldg., Cleveland.

Cooke, Edward C, C.E., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 44 Hough Place, Cleveland.

Corlett, John F., Assoc. Mem.,
Iron and Steel Commission, 409 Perry-Payne Bldg., Cleveland.

Covert, John Sterling, Act. Mem.,
Draftsman, The King Bridge Co., 3 Isham Court, Cleveland.

Cowles, Walter L., C.E., Ph.B., Act. Mem.,
Bridge and Structural Engineer, The Brown Hoisting Ma-

chinery Co., Cleveland.

Cowles, William B., Act. Mem.,

W. B. Cowles & Co., Lake and Wason streets, Cleveland.

Cox, Jacob Dolson, Act. Mem.,

Proprietor of Cleveland Twist Drill Co.,

Lake and Kirtland streets, Cleveland.
Cromwell, John C, Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Garrett-Cromwell Engineering Co.,

New England Bldg., Cleveland.
Culley, George, Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 4 Redell street, Cleveland.

Cunningham, Andrew O., Act. Mem.,
Contracting Manager, American Bridge Co.,

418 Chamber of Commerce, Cleveland.
Dailey, Charles I., Act. Mem.,

Master Mechanic, American Steel and Wire Co., Lake Shore Dis-

trict, 281 Hough avenue, Cleveland.

Davies, Daniel R.,

Secretary and Treasurer, Acme Machinery Co.,

250 Princeton street, Cleveland.
Davis, Charles H., C.E., Act. Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 99 Cedar street, New York, N. Y.

De Forest, Albert T., Act. Mem.,
Manager American Steel and Wire Co.,

2677 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

De La Mater, Stephen T., Act. Mem.,

with The O shorn Co., Civil Engineers,

509 Osborn Bldg., Cleveland.
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Dercum, Otto, Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 38 City Hall, Cleveland.

Dunham, H. F., Act. Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 220 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Dutton, Chas. F.. Act. Mem.,

Science Instructor, West High School,

626 Franklin avenue, Cleveland.

Dyer, Harold P., Act. Mem.,

Constructing Engineer for E. H. Dyer & Co., builders of Sugar

Machinery, Lake and Kirtland streets, Cleveland.

Estep, Josiah M., Act. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Department Public Works,

51 Bell avenue, Cleveland.
Evans, Peter P., Act. Mem.,

with King Bridge Co., 143 Melvin street, Cleveland.

Evers, William H., Act. Mem.,

County Surveyor, Cuyahoga county, 70 Jersey street, Cleveland.

Fairfield, Howard P., Act. Mem.,

Head Instructor in Machine Practice, Worcester Polytechnic In-

stitute, Worcester, Mass.

Falding, Frederick J., Cor. Mem.,
Consulting Chemical Engineer, 52 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Faragher, Burton P., Act. Mem.,

Engineer, Water Works Department,

63 Hampden street, Cleveland.

Foote, Andrew W.,

Machine Tool Manufacturer, 555 Sibley street, Cleveland.

Force, Cyrus G., Jr., Cor. Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, Succassunna, Morris Co., N. J.

Fox, John H., Act. Mem.,

with Brown Hoisting Machinery Co.,

100 Hough avenue, Cleveland.

Fuller, Harry, Act. Mem.,

Engineer, The King Bridge Co., 21 Gale avenue, Cleveland.

Galvin, Archie J., Act. Mem.,

Engineer, Intercepting Sewer Department,

849 Lorain street, Cleveland.
Garrett, William, Act. Mem.,

Manager Garrett-Cromwell Engineering Co.,

46 Dorchester avenue, Cleveland.

Gayer, William C, Act. Mem.,

General Contractor, 302 Electric Bldg., Cleveland.

Gibbs, Harley B., Act. Mem.,

Treasurer The King Bridge Co., Cleveland.

Gobeille, Joseph Leon, Act. Mem.,

President The Gobeille Pattern Co.,

Leonard and Winter street, Cleveland.
Goffing, Charles, Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Water Works Department,

City Hall, Cleveland.
Gosling, Henry J., Act. Mem.,

Shop Superintendent, Acme Machinery Co.,

15 Talbot street, Cleveland.
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Green, Bernard L., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Secretary of The Osborn Co.,

509 Osborn Bldg., Cleveland.
Greene, Stanley R., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Mechanic with The Brown Hoisting Machin-

ery Co., 743 Willson avenue, Cleveland.

Hanford, Geo. S., Act. Mem.,

with Heine Safety Water Tube Co.,

1018 American Trust Bldg., Cleveland.

Handy, Edward A., B. S., Act. Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway,

L. S. and M. S. Railway Bldg., Cleveland.

Hanlon, William B., Act. Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Cleveland, Lorain and Wheeling Railroad Co.,

Mining Engineer for Coal Companies,

825 Hickox Bldg., Cleveland.
Harman, Ralph A., Ph.B., Act. Mem.,

Manufacturer of Forgings, with Cleveland City Forge and

Iron Co., Cleveland.

Hart, Emmett E., Act. Mem.,
Chief Engineer, New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad,

98 Burt street, Cleveland.
Hatch, James N., Cor. Mem.,

Superintendent Construction, United States Public Buildings,

Streator, 111.

Haupt, Chas. H., Cor. Mem.,

with Atlantic Refining Co., Point Breeze, Philadelphia, Pa.

Henderer, William O., Act. Mem.,
Vice-President of The Osborn Co., Civil Engineers,

509 Osborn Bldg., Cleveland.
Herman, Ludwig, M.E., Act. Mem.,

Consulting Engineer and Expert, 1024 Cedar avenue, Cleveland.

Hill, Harold H., Act. Mem.,

Agent, Erie City Iron Works, 786 Genesee avenue, Cleveland.

Hinchman, Chas. R., Act. Mem.,

Engineer, Newburg Steel Works, 508 Cedar avenue, Cleveland.

Hutchinson, Geo. H., Act. Mem.,
Engineer, Pittsburg and Conne.aut Dock Co.,

16 Talbot street, Cleveland.
Hobbs, Perry L.,B.S., Ph.D., Act. Mem.,

Professor of Chemistry, Western Reserve Medical College,

Cleveland.
Hoffman, Robert, Act. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, City Civil Engineer's Office, City Hall,

55 Osborn street, Cleveland.
Hofman, Alvin,

Mechanical Engineer, 1012 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Hoit, Lehman B., Act. Mem.,

Hydraulic Engineer, 582 East Prospect street, Cleveland.

Honsberg, August A., Act. Mem.,

Draftsman, Water Works Department, City Hall, Cleveland.

Hopkinson, Charles W., B.S., Act. Mem.,

Architect, Rose Bldg., Cleveland.
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Horner, Edward, Act. Mem.,

Draftsman. City Civil Engineer, 115 Amesbury avenue, Cleveland.

Howe, Charles S., Ph.D., Act. Mem.,

Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy, Case School of Ap-

plied Science, Cleveland.

Hyde, A. Lincoln, Ph.B., C.E., Cor. Mem.,
Engineer, American Bridge Co.,

287 Washington avenue, New Haven, Conn.

Hynd, Alexander, Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Great Lakes Register,

94 Courtland street, Cleveland.

Jackson, Ernest S., Act. Mem.,

The Osborn Engineering Co., Cleveland.

Johnston, Albert W., Act. Mem.,

General Superintendent New York, Chicago and St. Louis Rail-

road, 424 Hickox Bldg., Cleveland.

Johnston, Arthur C, B.A.Sc, Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Link Belt Engineering Co.,

Nicetown, Philadelphia, Pa.

Jones, Harry Ross, Assoc. Mem.,
with The Osborn Co., Civil Engineers,

517 Sibley street, Cleveland.

Jones, Wyndham C. Act. Mem.,
President Standard Contracting Co., President W. A. McGillis

Dredging Co., 57 Wade Bldg., Cleveland.

Judson, C. A., Cor. Mem.,
Secretary and Treasurer Erie County Investment Co.,

232 Columbus avenue, Sandusky, Ohio.

King, James A., Act. Mem.,

President The King Bridge Co., 1325 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Kingman, Dan C, Act. Mem.,

U. S. Engineer, 185 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Kingsley, Marvin W., C.E., Act. Mem.,
Consulting Engineer, 2646 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Kohlmetz, Geo. W., Assoc. Mem.,

36 Tremont street, Cleveland.
Lander, Frank R., B.S., Act. Mem.,

County Draftsman, 321 Marcy avenue, Cleveland.

Lane, Edwin G., Act. Mem.,

Engineer, Cleveland Terminal and Valley Railroad,

B. and O. Passenger Station, Cleveland.

Langley, John W., B.S., Ph.D., Act. Mem.,
Professor Electrical Engineering, Case School of Applied Science,

Cleveland.
Larned, Joshua B.. C.E., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, The King Bridge Co., 13 Isham Court, Cleveland.

Leeper, John B., C.E., Cor. Mem.,
Engineer, with Keystone Bridge Works, Pittsburg, Pa.

Lewis, Charles F., Act. Mem.,

Civil and Consulting Engineer, 307 Cuyahoga Bldg., Cleveland.

Lewis, Ransome T., Cor. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 5250 Columbia avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Lindenthal, Gustav. C.E., Cor. Mem.,
Chief Engineer, North River Bridge Co.,

45 Cedar street, New York, N. Y.

Line, Francis, Assoc. Mem.,
Manager for The Keasbey & Mattison Co., Magnesia Coverings,

117 Water street, Cleveland.

Lucas, George C, Act. Mem.,
General Manager of The Cleveland Frog and Crossing Co.,

Bessemer avenue and Erie Railroad. Cleveland.

Lucas, Henry Martin, Act. Mem.,

Lucas Machine Tool Co., 274 Perkins avenue, Cleveland.

McGeorge, John, Act. Mem.,

Engineer, Wellman-Seaver Engineering Co.,

1404 New England Bldg., Cleveland.

McIntyre, James, Act. Mem.,

Master Carpenter, Mahoning Division, Erie Railroad,

136 Sawtell avenue, Cleveland.

McKee, Arthur G., Act. Mem.,

with American Steel and Wire Co.,

283 Hough avenue, Cleveland.
McLouth, Lewis C, B.S., Assoc. Mem.,

Principal, Central Manual Training School,

Cedar avenue, near Willson, Cleveland.

McMurray, Max., Act. Mem.,

General Superintendent Newburg Steel Works, American Steel

and Wire Co., 1424 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Marani, Virgil G. F., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Assistant Engineer, Cleveland Gas Light and Coke

Co., 145 Cornell street, Cleveland.

Marble, Henry D., Assoc. Mem.,

Secretary and Treasurer The Hutson Coal Co., Blackstone Bldg.,

405 Bolton avenue, Cleveland.

Mertens, Henry E., Act. Mem.,
Engineer, The Osborn Co., 19 Earle avenue, Glenville, Ohio.

Metcalf, Frederick, Act. Mem.,
Treasurer, Chase Machine Co., 11 1 Elm street, Cleveland.

Michelson, Albert A., Ph.D., Hon. Mem.,

Head Professor of Physics, University of Chicago, Chicago.

Miller, Dayton C, Ph.B., A.M., D.Sc, Act. Mem.,

Professor of Physics, Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland.

Miller, Walter, Act. Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 407 Perry-Payne Bldg., Cleveland.

Mills, Edwin S., Assoc. Mem.,

Sales Agent, The Carnegie Steel Co., Ltd.,

702 Perry-Payne Bldg., Cleveland.

Mitchell, Albert E., M.E., Cor. Mem.,

Superintendent Motive Power Erie Railroad and lines operated,

21 Cortland street. New York city.

Residence, Susquehanna, Pa.

Moore, Walter S., Act. Mem.,

Engineer, Maintenance of Way, Cleveland and Indianapolis divi-

sion, Big Four Railway, Galion, Ohio.
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Mordecai, Augustus, C.E., Act. Mem.,
Assistant Chief Engineer, Erie Railroad,

830 Garfield Bldg., Cleveland.

Morley, Edward W.. Ph.D., LL.D., Hon. Mem.,

Professor of Chemistry, Adelbert College, Cleveland.

Morrison, Wm., Act. Mem.,

with Laidlins, Dunn Gordon Co., 11 South Water street, Cleveland.

Morse, Benjamin F.. C.E., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Architect, 36 Cheshire street, Cleveland.

Naylor, Ernest W., Cor. Mem.,

Hydraulic and Consulting Engineer,

Fiftieth street and Lancaster avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

Neff, Frank H, B.S., C.E., Act. Mem.,

Professor of Civil Engineering, Case School of Applied Science,

860 Doan street, Cleveland.

Nellis, George T., Act. Mem.,

U. S. Assistant Engineer, 720 Hickox Bldg., Cleveland.

Nelson, Harry S., Act. Mem.,

Architect, with Barnum & Co., Rose Bldg., Cleveland.

Newhall, Walter S., Act. Mem.,
Chief Engineer, Wheeling and Lake Erie Railroad,

Cincinnati Trust Co., Cincinnati.

Ney, Robert W., Act. Mem.,

Assistant Manager American Steel and Wire Co.,

143 Crawford road, Cleveland.

Oldham, Joseph R.. Act. Mem.,

Naval Architect and Marine Engineer,

814 Perry-Payne Bldg., Cleveland.

Oliver, John G., Act. Mem.,

Partner, Bardons & Oliver,

corner Case avenue and Hamilton street, Cleveland.

Olmstead, H. L., Act. Mem.,

with The Osborn Co., 50 Mayfield road, Cleveland.

Orr, Charles, Assoc. Mem.,

Librarian Case Library, Cleveland.

Osborn, Frank C. C.E.. Act. Mem.,

President of The Osborn Co., Civil Engineers,

503-509 Osborn Bldg., Cleveland.

Otis, Charles A., Jr.. Assoc. Mem.,

Otis, Hough & Co., Iron and Steel,

407 Perry-Payne Bldg., Cleveland.

Otis, William L, Assoc. Mem.,

Artistic Home Decorations, 255 Erie street, Cleveland.

Paine, Charles, Hon. Mem.,

Consulting Civil Engineer, 32 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Tenafly, N. J.

Palmer, Charles O., Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 32 Cedar avenue, Cleveland.

Parmley, Walter C, M.S., Act. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Department of Public Works,

19 Burt street, Cleveland.
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Paul, Hosea, Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.

Pease, Fred A., Act. Mem.,

Deputy County Surveyor, 9 Lake View avenue, Cleveland.

Petterson, A. Hugo, Cor. Mem.,

Engineer, Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Anaconda, Mont.

Pierson, Isaac K., Act. Mem.,

Civil and Consulting Engineer, 416 Cuyahoga Bldg, Cleveland.

Porter, Albert H., A.M., C.E., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 403 Osborn Bldg., Cleveland.

Prentiss, Francis F., Act. Mem.,

Manfr. Cleveland Twist Drill Co., 102 The Lennox, Cleveland.

Rawson, Marius E.. Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 116 Olive street, Cleveland.

Ray, W. Morrison, C.E., Act. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Cleveland, Lorain and Wheeling Railroad,

381 Jennings avenue, Cleveland.
Raynal, Alfred H.. Act. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 1626 Riggs Place, Washington, D. C.

Reed, William E., Act. Mem.,

Secretary of the Warner & Swasey Co.,

The Croxden, 977 Prospect street, Cleveland.
Rice, Joseph H., Cor. Mem.,

Transitman, Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railroad,

Ashtabula, Ohio.

Rice, Walter P., C.E., Act. Mem.,

Walter P. Rice Engineering Co.,

Society for Savings Bldg., Cleveland.

Roof, Samuel E., Act. Mem.,
with City Water Works, Cleveland.

Richards, Francis H., Cor. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer and Expert in Patent Cases,

9-13 Murray street, New York, N. Y.

Richards, Windsor E., Act. Mem.,

with City Water Works, Cleveland.

Richardson, John N., Act. Mem.,

Architect, Bangor Bldg., 262 Prospect street, Cleveland.

Rider, George S., Act. Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 604 Century Bldg., Cleveland.

Ritchie, James, B.S., C.E., Act. Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 413 Chamber of Commerce, Cleveland.

Rust, Lucian, Act. Mem.,

Resident Engineer, Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway,

Cleveland.

St. John, Edward M., Act. Mem.,

Structural Engineer, 220 Fisk street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Saunders, Geo. C, Act. Mem.,

with The Osborn Co.. Civil Engineers.

5267 Jefferson street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sawtelle, Edmund M., Cor. Mem.,

Electrical Engineer, with the Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.,

Norfolk street, Strand, London, Eng.
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Schmitt, John G., Act. Mem-
Superintendent of Streets, Cleveland Gas Light and Coke Co.,

356 Superior street, Cleveland.

Schnell, Louis C, Act. Mem.,

U. S. Inspector, 958 Cedar avenue, Cleveland.

Schultz, Charles F., Act. Mem.,

First Assistant Engineer, Water Works Division, Department of

Public Works, 354 Superior street, Cleveland.

Searles, William H., C.E., Act. Mem.,

Consulting Civil Engineer, Elyria, Ohio.

Seaver, John Wright, Act. Mem.,
Vice-President, Wellman-Seaver Engineering Co.,

New England Bldg., Cleveland.

Skeels, Arthur A., M.S., Act. Mem.,

Instructor in Physics, West High School,

890 Denison avenue, Cleveland.

Smith, Howard Wells, M.E., Cor. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Shelby Steel Tube Co., Shelby, Ohio.

Smith, Jared A., Act. Mem.,

Col. Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, Civil and Military Engineer,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Smith, James A., Assoc. Mem.,

Contractor for Public Works, 1630 Williamson Bldg., Cleveland.

Smith, James J., Assoc. Mem.,

Sanitary and Heating Engineer, 404 Erie street, Cleveland.

Smith, Wm. H., Act. Mem.,

Chief Draftsman, Structural Department Brown Hoisting Ma-
chinery Co., 132 Lowrie avenue, Glenville, Ohio.

Smythe, Frank A., Act. Mem.,
President, Thew Automatic Shovel Co., Lorain, Ohio.

Spindlar, Max H., Act. Mem.,
Inspector, Osborn Engineering Co.,

334 Cedar avenue, Cleveland.

Staley, Cady, C.E., Ph.D., LL.D., Act. Mem.,

President Case School of Applied Science,

63 Adelbert street, Cleveland.

Stanford, J. Verne, Act. Mem.,

Instructor, Case School of Applied Science,

14 Lees Court, Cleveland.

Stinchcomb, William A., Act. Mem.,

Transitman, with City Civil Engineer,

1987 Denison avenue, Cleveland.

Stamp, Chas. E., Act. Mem.,

partner, Chas. E. Stamp & Co., 977 Prospect street, Cleveland.

Stockwell, John N., Ph.D., Hon. Mem.,

Astronomer, 1008 Case avenue, Cleveland.

Stouffer, Leslie B., Assoc. Mem.,

with Warner & Swasey, 148 Putnam street, Cleveland.

Strong, Charles H., C.E., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Contractor, 622 Cuyahoga Bldg., Cleveland.
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Swasey, Ambrose, Act. Mem.,
Vice-President of Warner & Swasey, Mfrs. of Machine Tools and

Astronomical Instruments, 1728 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Thompson, Henry C, C.E., Act. Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 20 Brenton street, Cleveland.

Thurston, Edwin L., Assoc. Mem.,
Patent Lawyer, 1028 Society for Savings, Cleveland.

Treat, Francis Henry, Act. Mem.,
General Superintendent, Jones & Laughlin's, Ltd., Pittsburg, Pa.

Van Dorn, Thomas B., Act. Mem.,
Vice-President Van Dorn Iron Works, Cleveland.

Varney. Joshua D., Act. Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor, 53 Public Square, Cleveland.

Waitt, Arthur M., Cor. Mem., ?

Superintendent of Motive Power and Rolling Stock, New York
Central and Hudson River Railroad,

Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.

Walker, William J., Assoc. Mem.,

Superintendent Plate Mills, Otis Steel Co., Ltd.,

444 Crawford Road, Cleveland.

Wallace, James C, Act. Mem.,

General Manager American Ship Building Co.,

120 Viaduct, Cleveland.

Warner, Worcester R., Act. Mem.,

President of Warner & Swasey, Mfrs. of Machine Tools and

Astronomical Instruments, 1722 Euclid avenue, Cleveland.

Ward, Jno. C, Cor. Mem.,

Engineer, Painesville, Ohio.

Watson, Wilber J., Act. Mem.,

with The Osborn Co., Civil Engineers, Osborn Bldg., Cleveland.

Webb, Robert L., Act. Mem.,

Engineer of The Forest City Steel and Iron Co.,

The Leighton, Cleveland.

Webster, C. E., Cor. Mem.,
Division Engineer, New York Central and Hudson River Railroad,

Clearfield, Pa.

Wellman, Chas. N., Act. Mem.,
General Manager, Wellman-Seaver Engineering Co.,

1404 New England Bldg., Cleveland.

Wellman, Samuel Thomas, Act. Mem.,
President, Wellman-Seaver Engineering Co.,

New England Bldg., Cleveland.

West, Thomas D., Cor. Mem.,
General Manager Thos. D. West Foundry Co., Sharpsville, Pa.

White, Rollin H., M.E., Act. Mem.,
Assistant Superintendent White Sewing Machine Co.,

56 Hillburn avenue, Cleveland.

White, Windsor T., B.S., Act. Mem.,

Vice-President White Sewing Machine Co.,

300 Rose Bldg., Cleveland.

Wight, Elmer B., Act. Mem.,
Engineer, 23 Ware street, Cleveland.
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Willard, Joseph W., Assoc. Mem.,
Retired General Manager Hercules Powder Co.,

1339 Willson avenue, Cleveland.

Willia-mson, Charles S., Act. Mem.,
with Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., 39 Olive street, Cleveland.

Wilson, Frank W., C.E., Cor. Mem.,
Manager Boston Bridge Works, 70 Kilby street, Boston, Mass.

Wilson, John M., LL.D., Hon. Mem.,

Brigadier-General, Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army.

1773 Massachusetts avenue, Washington, D. C.

Winton, Alexander, Act. Mem.,

Superintendent Winton Bicycle Co., President Winton Automo-
bile Co., Brookfield avenue, Cleveland.

Wolverton, Irving M., B.S., C.E., Act. Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Mt. Vernon Bridge Works, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Wood, James, Assoc. Mem.,

Contractor, 163 Bolton avenue, Cleveland.

Woodward, Harry W., Act. Mem.,

Assistant Supervising Engineer, 203 Adelbet street, Cleveland.

Wright, Chas. H., Act. Mem.,

Chief Engineer, The Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cleveland.

Yates, Preston K., Act. Mem..

Engineer, L. P. & J. A. Smith Co.,

532 East Prospect street, Cleveland.

7esiger, Albert W., Act. Mem.,

Draftsman, Department Public Works,

182 Commonwealth avenue, Cleveland.
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Abbot, Frederick William,

President Abbot-Gamble Contracting Co., Engineers and Con-

tractors, 620 Chestnut street, St. Louis, Mo.

Adkins, James, Jr.,

Assistant Engineer, St. Louis Transit Co.,

1414 South Ewing avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Affleck, Ben F.,

Southwestern Agent, Cement Department Illinois Steel Co.,

324 Odd Fellows' Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Angell, J. E.,

Member of firm Walter L. Flower & Co.,

161 1 Chemical Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

ASHBURNER, THOMAS,
Agent Babcock & Wilcox Co., Chicago, 111.

Axtell, Frank Foy,

U. S. Inspector, Custom House, New Orleans, La.

Baier, Julius,

Conrey Placer Mining Co., Laurain, Madison Co., Mont.

Baker, Vernon,
Water Works Extension, yy East May street, St. Louis, Mo.

Barnes, William Eddy,

Editor The Age of Steel, Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Barth, Carl G. L,

Mechanical Engineer, with Bethlehem Steel Co.,

121 South High street, Bethlehem, Pa.

Barwick, Oliver J.,

Building Contractor, Wainwright Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Bary, Mark,

Electrical Engineer, with H. H. Humphrey,

1305 Chemical Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Bascome, Western R.,

Assistant Engineer, with New East River Bridge,

11 West Twenty-fifth street, New York, N. Y.

Bausch, Frederick Emil,

148 Laclede Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Beardslee, Frank Dixon,

Contracting Agent, Missouri Edison Electric Co.,

415 Locust street, St. Louis, Mo.
Beebe, T. Erwin,

Assistant Engineer, St. Louis Portland Cement Co.,

403 Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Bendit, Louis,

Member firm of Laufketter & Bendit, Mechanical Engineers and
Contractors, 810 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

Bilharz, O. M. C,
Mining Engineer of Doe Run and St. Joe Lead Co.,

Flat River, Mo.
Blaisdell, Anthony Houghtaling,

Civil Engineer, with Missouri River Commission,

2739 Locust street, St. Louis, Mo.
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Borden, Albert,

Structural and Mechanical Engineer,

808 Mermod & Jaccard Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Bouton, George Innes,

Principal Assistant Engineer, with W. H. Bryan,

707 Lincoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Bouton, William,

1 Vice-President Pitzman's Company of Surveyors and Engineers,

2909 Park avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Boyd, Alfred,

Draftsman, Koken Iron Works, 4276 Cook avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Boyer, Joseph,

President Boyer Machine Co.,

Second and Amsterdam avenues, Detroit, Mich.

Branch, Henry,

Tucson, Ariz.

Branne, John Severin,

Civil Engineer, American Bridge Co., New York,

266 First avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Brenneke, William George,

Brenneke & Fay, Consulting Civil Engineers,

1000 Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Brown, Walter Seavy,

Assistant Mechanical Engineer, Construction Department, St.

Louis Water Works, 3822 Hartford street, St. Louis, Mo.

Bxuner, Preston Martin,

Contractor for Concrete Work,

304 North Eighth street, St. Louis, Mo.

Bryan, Charles Walter,

Agent American Bridge Co., Empire Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa.

Eryan, William Henry,
Consulting Engineer, 707 Lincoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Burgess, Robert,

Division Engineer, St. Louis, Kansas City and Colorado Railroad,

Borbois, Gasconade county, Mo.
Burnet, George,

Consulting Engineer, 4415 Washington avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Butler, Lawrence Parker,

First Lieutenant, 41st Infantry, U. S. V., Manila, P. I.

Caldwell, William Anderson, Jr.,

Standard Underground Cable Co., The Rookery, Chicago, 111.

Cameron, Duncan F.,

General Manager of Mines, Donk Bros. Coal and Coke Co.,

Third and Pine streets, St. Louis, Mo.

Carr, Lovell H.,

Western Representative Atlas Cement Co.,

30 Broad street, New York, N. Y.

Chaphe, James Manning,
Smoke Prevention Company of America,

3060 Sheridan avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
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Chaplin, Winfield Scott,

Chancellor of Washington University,

Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

Childs, Oliver W.,

Chief Engineer Stupp Bros. Bridge and Iron Co.,

2301 South Seventh street, St. Louis, Mo.
Chollar, Byron Edgar,

Engineer Laclede Gas Light Co., 716 Locust street, St. Louis, Mo.

Clark, Charles Wright,

Architect and United States Assistant Engineer,

Webster Groves, Mo.
Colby, Branch Harris,

Colby & Baker, Civil and Consulting Engineers,

708 Lincoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Cole, Burt,

Chief Engineer, Consolidated Coal Co.,

164 Laclede Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Colnon, Redmond Stephen,

Contractor, Room 127, Laclede Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Comber, William George,

United States Assistant Engineer, Mississippi River Commission,

1 1 15 Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Connor, Edward Hanson,

Engineer, Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Works,

Leavenworth, Kan.
Cook, Abraham,

Secretary Laclede Car Company,

4500 North Second street, St. Louis, Mo.
Cordes, E. A.,

Superintendent Steam Plants, Missouri Edison Electric Co.,

4328 Duncan avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Crosby, Benjamin Lincoln,

Assistant Auditor Burlington Lines,

1213 Charles street, St. Joseph, Mo.
Davis, Charles Henry,

Civil Engineer, 99 Cedar street. New York, N. Y.

Dean, John,

Engineer Park Department, 1328 Aubert avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Dicke, Edward Christian,

Assistant Engineer, Brenneke & Fay, Box 31,

1000 Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Dickens, Albert White,

Assistant Engineer St. Louis Water Works Extension,

601 Baden avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Dun, James,

Chief Engineer Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad,

1602 Great Northern Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Dunaway, Horace,

United States Assistant Engineer, United States Engineer's Office,

St. Paul, Minn.
Dziatzko, Leo Charles,

General Manager, R. E. McMath Surveying Co.,

2912 Ellendale avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
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Faust, Frank Coridon,

Engineer and Superintendent of Construction, Flick & Johnson
Construction Co., of Davenport, Iowa. Newport, Tenn.

Fay, Edward Bayrd,

Brenneke & Fay, Consulting Engineers,

iooo Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Ferguson, Oscar W.,

Assistant Engineer, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey,

404 Ninth street, N. E., Washington, D. C.

Fish, Edward Russell,

Secretary Heine Safety Boiler Co.,

2328 Arkansas avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Fisher, Charles Owen,

Secretary Pitzman's Company of Surveyors and Engineers,

3140 Russell avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Fisher, George W.,

Fulton Iron Works, Second and Carr streets, St. Louis, Mo.
Fisher, Samuel B.,

Chief Engineer M., K. and T. Ry.,

406 Wainwright Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Flad, Edward,

Water Commissioner, City Hall, St. Louis, Mo.
Fogarty, W. J.,

Manager Magnetite Foundry,

3951 West Belle Place, St. Louis, Mo.
Foster, Charles F.,

Mechanical Engineer, 1407 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Freeman, Stuart Ethan,
Consulting Mechanical Engineer, 4052 Olive street, St. Louis, Mo.

French, Geo. H.,

United States Assistant Engineer, Mississippi River Commission,

1 1 15 Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Garrels, William Louis,

Consulting Engineer, 4531 West Pine street, St. Louis, Mo.

Gayler, Carl,

Bridge Engineer, Street Department, City of St. Louis,

City Hall, St. Louis, Mo.
Gould, William Tillottson,

Resident Engineer, Texas Central Railway, Waco, Tex.

Graves, William Nel|on,

General Superintendent and Mechanical Engineer Hydraulic Press

Brick Co., 2813 Lafayette avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Gronemann, Henry,

442 Hanover street, Milwaukee, Wis.
Guinn, John Broome,

Superintendent Durant, Compromise, Conomara, Smuggler, late

Acquisition, etc., Mines, P. O. Box No. 603, Aspen, Col.

Hammond, Alonzo John,

City Engineer, South Bend, Ind.

Hawkes, Chas. Wm.,
Manager Springfield Boiler and Manufacturing Co.,

Springfield, 111.
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Hazzard, Albert B.,

Mechanical Engineer and Contractor,

615 N. Second street, St. Louis, Mo.
Hendricks, Victor K.,

Terre Haute and Logansport Ry., Logansport, Ind.

Hexby, William Hastings,

Pauly Jail Manufacturing and Building Co.,

2610 South Jefferson avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Hermann, Edward Adolph,

Sewer Commissioner, City of St. Louis,

311 City Hall, St. Louis, Mo.
Hill, John,

President Hill-O'Meara Construction Co.,

Wainwright Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
HOFMANN, ALVIN,

E. P. Roberts & Co., Consulting Engineers,

603-605 Electric Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
HOLMAN, MlNARD LAFEVER,

General Superintendent Missouri Edison Electric Company,

3744 Finney avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Howe, M. R.,

Professor of Civil Engineering, Rose Polytechnic Institute,

2108 North Tenth street, Terre Haute, Ind.

Hubbard, Albert Winfred,

609 Commercial Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Humphrey, Henry H.,

Consulting Electrical Engineer,

1305 Chemical Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Hunicke, Wm. A.,

2937 Henrietta street, St. Louis, Mo.
Hutchinson, Cary T.,

Consulting Electrical Engineer, 71 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Ingoldsby, Frank S.,

Vice-President and General Manager Ingoldsby Automatic Car

Co., 608 Chemical Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Jennings, James Gustav,

District Engineer, Street Department, City of St. Louis,

City Hall, St. Louis, Mo.
Jewitt, Eliot C,

Mining Engineer, with Cia Miniera, Fundidora y Affinadora,

Fundicion No. 2, Monterey, Mexico.

Johnson, Albert Lincoln,

Engineer St. Louis Expanded Metal Fire Proofing Co.,

Room 606, Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Johnson, George Dyer,

Assistant Superintendent Mississippi Glass Co.,

3938A North Eleventh street, St. Louis, Mo.
Johnson, John Butler,

Dean of Engineering School, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis.
Jolley, Edwin James,

Engineer of Surveys, Street Department, City of St. Louis,

1 1 19 Bayard avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

8
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Jones, Charles E.,

Instructor in Forging and Engineer in Charge of Steam Plant,

Washington University,

Manual Training School, St. Louis, Mo.
Kimball, Clinton,

Consulting Engineer, Franklin Bank Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.,

Kirkwood, Mo.
Kinealy, John Henry,

Professor of Mechanical Engineering,

Washington University, St. Louis. Mo.
Klauder, Rudolph H.,

Manager St. Louis Office, The Electric Storage Batterv Co.,

Wainwright Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Koken, Ernest C. K.,

Secretary Banner Iron Works,

3522 Hawthorne Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.
Krutsch, Herman,

Vice-President and Manager St. Louis Iron and Machine Works,

3863 Cleveland avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Laird, John Alfred,

Chief Engineer, Cupples Station, St. Louis, Mo.

Langsdorf, Alex. S.,

Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering, Washington Univer-

sity, St. Louis, Mo.
Layman, Waldo Arnold,

Assistant Manager and Treasurer Wagner Electric Mfg. Co.,

2341 South Compton avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Leighton, George Bridge,

President Los Angeles Terminal Railway,

Rialto Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Leonard, Edward Francke,

President Toledo, Peoria and Western Railway; office, Peoria, 111.

Springfield, 111.

Libby, Edmund Dorman,
Assistant United States Engineer, Mississippi River Improvement,

Custom House, St. Louis, Mo.
Lichter, John James, Jr.,

Lichter & Jens, Consulting Engineers,

5305 Virginia avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Llewellyn, Francis John,

President, Koken Iron Works, St. Louis, Mo.
LUBBERGER, FRITZ,

Wagner Electric Manufacturing Co.,

2319 South Eleventh street, St. Louis, Mo.
Lucre, Charles Edward,

Manager St. Louis Branch, Keuffel & Esser Co.,

708 Locust street, St. Louis, Mo.
Maltby, Frank Bierce,

United States Assistant Engineer,

3065 Russell avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
McAdam, John Vaughan,

Mechanical Engineer, S. H. and H. Iron Co.,

5 1 19 Raymond Place, St. Louis, Mo.
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McCulloch, Richard,

Consulting Engineer, 2020 State street, Chicago, 111.

McFarland, C. M.,

American Arithmometer Co., 2102 Wash street, St. Louis, Mo.
McMath, Robert Emmet,

328 Lincoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
McMath, Thomas Brodie,

Engineer, Greenfield and Indianapolis Rapid Transit Co., and En-
gineer Indianapolis Street Railway Co.,

1920 College avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.
McMillin, Emerson,

President Laclede Gas Light Co., St. Louis,

40 Wall street, New York, N. Y.
Meier, Edward Daniel,

President and Chief Engineer Heine Safety Boiler Co.,

11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Meinholtz, Herman Charles,

Superintendent Heine Safety Boiler Co.,

4812 Greer avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Melcher, Charles W.,

Western Manager Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co.,

84 Van Buren street, Chicago, 111.

Mersereau, Charles Vernon,
Assistant Engineer, Water Works Extension,

3838 Shenandoah avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
MlLNER, ABRAM NEISWANGER,

422 Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Milner, B. C, Jr.,

Resident Engineer. Southern Railway,

818 Holland Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Mitchell, Charles Dwight,

Civil Engineer on Water Works Extension,

77 East May street, St. Louis, Mo.
Mitchell, Frank S.,

Civil Engineer, 15 Wall street, New York, N. Y.

Mitchell, Marcus Lafayette,

Chief Engineer, Wainwright Brewery,

1220 Armstrong avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Mitchell, William Selby,

Assistant Engineer, Improvement Mississippi River between Mis-

souri and Ohio Rivers, Custom House, St. Louis, Mo.

Moarshead, Thos. Courtney,

Assistant Engineer, T. R. R. Association,

206 Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.

Monell, Joseph T.,

Superintendent Central Lead Co.,

Flat River, St. Francois Co., Mo.

Montgomery, Geo. S.,

933 N. Y. Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Moore, Philip North,

Consulting Mining Engineer, President Tecumseh Iron Co., Treas-

urer Rose Run Iron Co., of Kentucky.

Room 121, Laclede Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
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Moore, Robert,

Consulting Engineer, Room 119, Laclede Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Moore, William Henry,

District Engineer, Street Department, City of St. Louis,

4224 John avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Morey, Richard,

Engineer and Manager for Gilsonite Roofing and Paving Co.,

716 New York Life Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Moulton, Julius,

Civil Engineer, Harbor Department, City of St. Louis,

205 City Hall, St. Louis, Mo.
Neff, William A., Jr.,

Civil Engineer, 860 Doane street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Nicholson, Frank,
Mining Engineer, 504 Fifth avenue, New York, N. Y.

Nipher, Francis Eugene,

Professor of Physics, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
North, Arthur Tappan,

Warren, Webster & Co., 302 Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Ockerson, John Augustus,

Civil Engineer, Member Mississippi River Commission,

Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
O'Reilly, Andrew John,

Supervisor of City Lighting, Room 326, City Hall, St. Louis, Mo.

Parker, Edgar Charles,

2012 Oregon avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Parker, Lemon,

Superintendent Parker-Russell Mining and Manufacturing Co.,

3413 Oak Hill avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Parker, Russell,

President Missouri Telephone Manufacturing Co.,

417 Pine street, St. Louis, Mo.

Pegram, Geo. H.,

Chief Engineer, Manhattan Railway,

10 Dey street, New York, N. Y.

Perkins, Nathan Waite, Jr.,

Mechanical Engineer, 4446 Page Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.
Peters, Thos. K.,

President Steam Appliance and Supply Co.,

Chemical Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Pfeifer, Herman Julius,

Assistant Engineer, Terminal Railroad Association,

Room 208, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.

Phillips, Hiram,
Consulting Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineer,

525 Lincoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Phillips, Richard Harvey,

Practicing Civil Engineer,

525 Lincoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Pillsbury, E. S.,

Engineer of Motor Department, Wagner Electric Manufacturing

Co., 2017 Locust street, St. Louis, Mo.
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Pitzman, Julius,

Street Improvement, Landscape Work and Surveying,

615 Chestnut street, St. Louis, Mo.
Porter, Joseph Franklin,

President and Engineer Alton Railway, Gas and Electric Co.,

205 Market street, Alton, 111.

Post, Trueman Marcellus,

Mechanical Draftsman, Mississippi River Commission,

5678 Cabanne avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Purdon, Charles de la Cherois,

Frisco System, Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Reed, Alvin D.,

Chief Engineer, Board of Education,

3126 Rutger street, St. Louis, Mo.

Robinson, John Cooley,

Secretary and Treasurer, St. Louis Portland Cement Co.,

6017 West Cabanne avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Roehrig, Charles Wm.,
Chief Engineer, St. L, Troy and Eastern R. R.,

2846 Lafayette avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Reber, Henry Linton,

Secretary and Chief Engineer Kinloch Telephone Co.,

Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Reel, Charles Gordon,

Consulting Engineer, Kingston, N. Y.

Reeves, William Henry,
St. Louis Agent, Henry R. Worthington,

317 North Ninth street, St. Louis, Mo.
Ringer, Frank,

Draftsman in charge of Records, M. K. T. Ry.,

406 Wainwright Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Rohrich, Harold A.,

Superintendent American Arithmometer Co.,

4063 Delmar avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Roper, Denney W.,

Electrical Engineer, with Chas. H. Ledlie,

920 Rialto Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Ruckert, Louis,

Dealer in Drawing Materials, etc.,

3023 Shenandoah avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Russell, S. Bent,

Assistant Engineer in charge of Water Works Extension,

77 East May street, St. Louis, Mo.
Saxton, Edmund,

Street Railway Contractor,

1244 Eleventh street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Schaub, Julius William,

Civil Engineer, Specialty: Bridges and Buildings,

1649-50 Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

Schaumleffel, Peter W.,

Superintendent St. Louis Lead and Oil Co., Howard Station,

2329 Whittemoro Place, St. Louis, Mo.
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Schmitz, Otto,

Civil Engineer, with Julius Pitzman,

21 14 South Compton avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Schramm, Oscar H.,

Manager The Brownell & Co., makers of Boilers and Engines,

1216 Union avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
SCHWEDTMANN, FERDINAND,

Superintendent Wagner Electric Manufacturing Co.,

2017 Locust street St. Louis, Mo.
Seddon, James Alexander,

United States Assistant Engineer, 906 Security Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Shaw, Howard Burton,

Professor Electrical Engineering, State University, Columbia, Mo.
Siebert, Alfred,

Consulting Engineer and Refrigerating Expert,

4950 Columbia avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Smith, Bathurst,

United States Assistant Engineer, Custom House,

Sioux City, Iowa.
Sneddon, James Prentice,

Engineer, Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co., Chicago, 111.

Spalding, Frederick Putnam,
Professor of Civil Engineering, University of the State of Mis-

souri, Columbia, Mo.
Spencer, Eugene J.,

Engineer and Sole Western Agent for the Underground Electric

Cables of the Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Co. of New
York, Room 24, Laclede Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Stolberg, Emil Charles,

Mechanical Engineering Department, Missouri Pacific Ry.,

2916 Eads avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Stuart, Alfred A.,

Engineer and Manager for M. P. Davis, Constructing Substructure

of Quebec Bridge, Sillery P. Q., Canada.

Swope, Gerard,

Electrical Engineer and Representative in St. Louis of Western

Electric Company, 810 Spruce street, St. Louis, Mo.

Sykes, Henry Hutchins,

Chief Engineer, Bell Telephone Co. of Missouri,

Telephone Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Tait, Roderick H.,

Mechanical Superintendent, St. L. Refrigerator and Cold Stor-

age Co., 5183 Fairmount avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Thacher, Arthur,

President and Manager Central Lead Co. ; President Renault

Lead Co., 4304 Washington avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Thompson, Wilbur Hayes,

Electrical Engineer,

446 South avenue, Wilkinsburg, Pittsburg, Pa.

Tidemann, Henry Gerhard,

Mechanical Engineer, with Heine Safety Boiler Co.,

1726 Mississippi avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
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TOENSFELDT, HANS CARL,

Assistant Engineer, with Brenneke & Fay,

1550 Mississippi avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Travilla, James C,

Office Superintendent, Street Department,

2033 Blendon Place, St. Louis, Mo.
Trepp, Samuel,

Mechanical Engineer, Malinkrodt Chemical Works,

4150 Westminster Place, St. Louis, Mo.
Tripp, Chas. A.,

Engineer, Bemis Bros. Bag Co. and allied firms,

Bemis Indianapolis Bag Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Tucker, Charles H.,

Treasurer of A. Leschen & Sons' Rope Co.,

3853 Washington Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.

Turner, Orville H. B.,

United States Assistant Engineer, with Missouri River Commis-
sion, Maplewood, Mo.

Tyrrell, Warren A.,

Assistant Engineer, St. Louis Water Department,

3620A Folsom avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Urbauer, Hugo Frederick,

President of Urbauer-Atwood Heating Co.,

1 1 14 Pine street, St. Louis, Mo.

Vail, Jesse Aaron,

Agent, Hamilton Corliss Engine Works,

148 Laclede Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Van Ornum, John Lane,

Professor of Civil Engineering,

Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

Van Sant, Robert Lawrence,

Engineer and Contractor, 55 Third National Bank Bldg.,

St. Louis, Mo.
Varrelmann, Charles,

Street Commissioner, City Hall, St. Louis, Mo.

Wagner, Herbert Appleton,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

415 Locust street, St. Louis, Mo.
Wall, Edward Everett,

First Assistant Civil Engineer, Sewer Department,

City Hall, St. Louis, Mo.

Wangler, Joseph Frank,
Boiler Manufacturer, 1535 North Ninth street, St. Louis, Mo.

Warren, Beriah,

Master Mechanic, Toledo, Peoria and Western Railroad,

Peoria, 111.

Wells, Geo. E.,

Ruebel & Wells, Electrical Engineers,

817 Clarendon avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
Way, Sylvester B.,

Superintendent Imperial Electric Light, Heat and Power Co.,

Tenth and St. Charles streets, St. Louis, Mo.
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Wheeler, Herbert Allen,

Secretary and Treasurer Standard Tile Co.,

3124 Locust street, St. Louis, Mo.
Williams, Walter Scott,

Assistant Professor Civil Engineering, University of Missouri,

602 South Ninth street, Columbia, Mo.

Winslow, Arthur,

Geologist and Mining Expert,

104 West Ninth street, Kansas City, Mo.
Wise, William,

Assistant Sewer Commissioner, City Hall, St. Louis, Mo.
Woermann, John William,

Resident Engineer, Illinois and Mississippi Canal, Sheffield, 111.

Woodward, Edward K.,

Engineer Maintenance of Way, Detroit Division, Wabash Rail-

road, Fort Street Union Station, Detroit, Mich.

Yeatman, Pope,

Mining Engineer,

P. O. Box 67, Johannesburg, South African Republic.

Zelle, William Charles,

General Manager, Mound City Construction Co.,

430 Lincoln Trust Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Zeller, Albert Henry,

Civil Engineer, 1000 Fullerton Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
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Civil Engineers' Society of St. Paul, Minn.

Alderman, C. A., Mem.,
Chief Engineer, Dayton, Springfield and Urbana Electric Ry. Co.,

Columbus, Ohio.

Annan, C. L, Mem.,

Chief Engineer's Office, C. O. and G. R. R. Co., Little Rock, Ark.

Armstrong, J. H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor, 504 Globe Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Barber, P. E., Mem.,

Land Department, Northern Pacific Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Clark, H. E., Mem.,

Overseer, U. S. Engineer's Office. Army Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Claussen, Oscar, Mem.,

Commissioner of Public Works and City Engineer, St. Paul, Minn.

Crocker, H. S., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Board of Public Works, City Hall,

Denver, Col.

Crosby, Oliver. Mem.,

President, American Hoist and Derrick Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Curtin, David, Mem.,

Engineer and Roadmaster, Twin City Rapid Transit Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Curtis, W. W., Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Contractor, 549 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Daxforth. Wm„ Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Red Wing, Minn.

Darling, F. S., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway Co., Tacoma, Wash.
Darling, W. L, Mem..

Chief Engineer, Northern Pacific, St. Paul, Minn.

DuShane, Jas., Mem.,

Assistant U. S. Engineer, St. Paul, Minn.

Edmondstone, G. S., Mem.,

City Bridge Engineer, St. Paul, Minn.

Elder, Robert, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Fairbanks, Morse & Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Fernstrom, H, Mem.,

Assistant Chief Engineer, N. Y. C. Ry.,

Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.

Forbes, Chas. A., Mem.,

Surveyor, Room n, Court Block, St. Paul, Minn.

Freyhold, Felix, Mem.,
Draftsman, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy Department,

Washington, D. C.
Harrison, H. H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Stillwater, Minn.

Hedges, S. H, Mem.,

Contracting Engineer, Chicago Bridge and Iron Co.,

Washington Heights P. O, Chicago, 111.

Herzog, Roet., Mem..

Assistant Engineer, Great Northern Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn.
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Heuston, Geo. Z., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, City Engineer's Office, St. Paul, Minn.

Hilgard, K. E., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 18 Steinweiss strasse, Zurich V. Kreis, Switzerland.

Hogeland, Albert H., Mem.,
Resident Engineer, Great Northern Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Horton, H. E., Mem.,

President and Chief Engineer, Chicago Bridge and Iron Co.,

Chicago, 111.

Hunt, C. A., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Montana Division Great Northern Ry. Co.,

Havre, Mont.

Johnson, C. W., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, C, St. P., M. and O. Ry. Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Johnson, Noah, Mem.,

Chicago, Great Western Railway, St. Paul, Minn.

Lehman, Karl L., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 638 Maplewood avenue, Chicago, 111.

Loweth, C. F., Mem.,
Engineer Buildings and Bridges, C, M. and St. P. Ry. Co.,

Chicago, 111.

Luserke, Otto, Mem.,

Chief Draftsman, Great Northern Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Lyon, Tracy, Mem.,

General Superintendent, Chicago, Great Western Railway Co.,

St. Paul, Minn.

McCoy, F. W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Great Northern Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Miller, Hew, Mem.,

Civil Engineer,

100 Broadway, Room 10, Floor 11, New York, N. Y.

Miller, N. D., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 551 Westminster street, St. Paul, Minn.

Morris, C. J. A., Mem.,

Engineer and Contractor, 613 Goodrich ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Munster, A. W., Mem.,

Bridge Engineer, Chicago, Great Western Railway Co.,

St. Paul, Minn.

Powell, A. O., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, U. S. Engineer's Office,

418 Globe Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Raynor,' C. W., Mem.,

U. S. Engineer's Office, 418 Globe Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

Rockwell, Samuel, Mem.,

Principal Assistant Engineer, L. S. and M. S. R. R. Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Rundlett, L. W., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 605 Lincoln avenue, St. Paul, Minn.

Smith, W. C, Mem.,
Engineer, Guthrie & Co., St. Paul, Minn.
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Somers, W. A., Mem.,
Civil Engineer,

Room 33, Metropolitan Opera House, St. Paul, Minn.

Starkey, A. R., Mem.,

Office Engineer, Office Commissioner of Public Works,

St. Paul, Minn.

Stevens, H. E, Mem.,

Engineer and Contractor, 530 Grand avenue, St. Paul, Minn.

Swenson, H. A., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway Co.,

St. Paul, Minn.

Toltz, Max, Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Great Northern Railway Co.,

St. Paul, Minn.

Truesdell, W. A., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Great Northern Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Weitbrecht, Geo., Mem.,

Head Master, Mechanics' Arts High School, St. Paul, Minn.

Wheeler, John, Mem.,

Acting Building Inspector, City Hall, St. Paul, Minn.

Wilgus, W. J., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, N. Y. C. and H. R. Ry. and Leased Lines,

Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.

Williamson, Sidney B., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, U. S. Muscle Shoals Canal, Kingman, Ala.

Wilson, Geo. L., Mem.,
Assistant Commissioner of Public Works, St. Paul, Minn.

Winslow, C. A., Mem.,

Assistant in City Engineer's Department, St. Paul, Minn.

Woodman, E. E., Mem.,

Secretary, C, St. P.. M. and O. Ry. Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Wolff, L. P., Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, Fourth and Jackson streets, St. Paul, Minn.
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Engineers' Club of Minneapolis.

Avery, Henry B.,

Mechanical Engineer, American Bridge Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Burch, Edward P.,

Consulting Electrical Engineer,

1210 Guaranty Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Carroll, J. E.,

Assistant Street Engineer, City Engineer's Department,

City Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.

Chalmers, C. H.,

Manufacturer of Electrical Machinery, Electrical Machinery Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Com stock, Robert,

Levelman, City Engineer's Department,

City Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.

Durham, B. H,
Transitman, City Engineer's Department,

City Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.

Dustin, F. G.,

City Electrical Inspector, City Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.

Fanning, Rennie B.,

Civil Engineer, 602 Kasota Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Gillette, L. S.,

Civil Engineer and Capitalist,

1006 Guaranty Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Graber, Alfred,

Civil Engineer, 1208 Guaranty Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Gray, W. I..

Electrical and Mechanical Contractor,

Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.

Hoag, Wm. R,
Professor of Civil Engineering,

Minnesota State University, Minneapolis, Minn.
Illstrup, Carl,

City Sewer Engineer, City Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.

Lund, N. J..

City Engineer's Office, City Hall. Minneapolis, Minn.

Pardee, Walter S.,

Architect, City Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.

Pillsbury, C. L.,

Consulting Electrical Engineer,

Andrus Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Redfield, Wm. W.,

Engineer of Construction, City Water Works,

City Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.
Reidhead, F. E.,

Electrical Superintendent, Minneapolis General Electric Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.
Rice, F. E.,

Assistant Bridge Engineer, Milwaukee Railway,

Minneapolis, Minn.
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Robertson, Wm...

Engineer, Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Shepardson, G. D.,

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Minnesota State University,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Slocum, F. B.,

Sales Agent, Otis Elevator Co.,

522 Guaranty Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Smith, H! E.,

Assistant Professor Mechanical Engineering, Pratt Institute,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Stack, W. E.,

Surveyor, C. A. Smith Lumber Co.,

Camden Place, Minneapolis, Minn.

Stoopes, W. E.,

Assistant County Surveyor, Court House, Minneapolis, Minn.

Sublette, G. W.,

City Engineer, City Hall, Minneapolis, Minn.

Tate, J. M.,

Instructor in Carpentry, Minnesota State University,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Wheeler, W. D.,

Division Engineer, M. and St. L. Ry.,

1 1 12 Guaranty Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Williams, Edwin R.,

Dealer in Engineers' Supplies,

9 South Fourth street, Minneapolis, Minn.
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Montana Society of Engineers.

Adami, Chas. J., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Anaconda Copper Mining Co.,

Box 612, Butte, Mont.

Adams, John C, Act. Mem.,
Foreman, Pennsylvania Mine, 1022 East Park street, Butte, Mont.

Abbott, A. A., Mem.,
Mining Engineer, Keystone, S. D.

Allen, Chas. M., Mem.,
Metallurgical Engineer, Basin, Mont.

Baker, Thomas T., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Butte, Mont.

Bayliss, Rawlinson T., Cor. Mem.,

54 Old Broad street, London, England.

Beckler, Eldridge H., Hon. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 1339 Wilton avenue, Chicago, 111.

Beach, Frank, Cor. Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Las Animas, Col.

Bickel, Paul S. A., Mem...

Civil and Mining Engineer, Thompson Block, Helena, Mont.

Blackford, Francis W., Mem.,
Civil and Mining Engineer, Chief Engineer McCune-Haggin

Mining Co., 114 Casill, Lima, Peru.

Breen, James, Mem.,
Mining Engineer, Manager Le Rio Mining and Smelting Co.,

Northport, Wash.
Barker, Samuel, Jr., Mem.,

Pennington & Barker, Civil and Mining Engineers,

29 East Granite street, Butte, Mont.

Booth, Chas. F., Mem.,
Mining Operator, Butte, Mont.

Bowman, Chas. H., Mem.,
Instructor Montana School of Mines, Butte, Mont.

Bodahl, Nils H., Mem.,

Master Mechanic, Butte and Boston Mining Co.,

Butte, Mont.
Bradford, Donald, Mem.,

Helena, Mont.

Blossom, Edward L., Mem.,

Assistant Superintendent, Montana Ore Purchasing Co.,

Butte. Mont.
Bond, Benjamin, Mem.,

City Engineer, Dillon, Mont.
Brown, Wilton Gardner, Act. Mem.,

Assayer, Helena, Mont.

Brunton, D. W., Act. Mem.,
Consulting Engineer of Anaconda Copper Mining Co.,

Butte, Mont.
Burns, Willis T.. Act. Mem.,

General Foreman, Electrolytic Plant, Boston and Montana C. C.

and S. M. Co., Great Falls, Mont.
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Cairns, Fred Jvan, Act. Mem.,

Superintendent Electrolytic Department, Anaconda Copper Mining

Co., Great Falls, Mont.

Carroll, Eugene, Mem.,

Chief Engineer and Superintendent, Butte Water Co.,

Box 356, Butte, Mont.
Cummings, Albert E., Mem.,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, Harlem, Mont.

Chandler, R. E., Cor. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 3 Highland Place, Ithica, N. Y.

Clark, William A., Mem.,

Mine Owner, W. A. Clark Brothers, Bankers, Butte, Mont.

Crooks, Spencer H., Mem.,

U. S. Deputy Mining Surveyor, County Surveyor,

Livingston, Park county, Mont.
Cantine, Edward I., Mem.,

Roadmaster N. P. Ry Co., Billings, Mont.

Christian, August, Mem.,
Chief Engineer, Anaconda Copper Mining Co.,

Box 109, Butte, Mont.
Clark, Harry P.. Mem.,

General Manager, Custer Mine, Winston, Mont.
Clark, Chas. W., Mem.,

General Manager W. A. Clark's Mines, Butte, Mont.

Clark, Joseph K., Cor. Mem.,
Mining and Metallurgical Engineer, Portland, Ore.

Catlin, Arthur W., Mem.,
Finkelnburg & Catlin, Mining and Civil Engineers,

Missoula, Mont.

Calderwood, James M., Cor. Mem.,
General Manager Rota Anna Mines, Limited,

Kannikbanya, Hungary.
Danforth, William, Jr., Cor. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Red Wing, Minn.

Darling, William L., Cor. Mem.,
Principal Assistant Engineer, N. P. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.

Davis, Chas. H., Mem.,
Consulting Engineer, 99 Cedar street, New York, N. Y.

Davis, Henry B., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Deer Lodge, Mont.

Dean, Andrew L., Mem.,
Superintendent Canadian Smelting Works,

Box no, Victoria, B. C.

Dickinson, Wallace D., Act. Mem.,
Manager B. and G. F. Electric Light and Power Co.,

Great Falls, Mont.

Dodge, Joseph T., Hon. Mem.,
Civil Engineer, retired,

346 West Washington avenue, Madison, Wis.
Dole, Asher, Cor. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Duluth, Superior and Belt Railway,

Superior, Wis.
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Donovan, John J., Cor. Mem.,
Superintendent B., B. and B. C. R. R. Co., Superintendent B. B.

and Eastern R. R. Co., Superintendent Blue Canon Coal Min-
ing Co., 1201 Garden street, New Watcomb, Wash.

Draper, Robert May, Act. Mem.,
Converter Foreman, Boston and Montana C. C. and S. M. Co.,

Great Falls, Mont.
Dunshee, Bertram H., Mem.,

Assistant Superintendent, Boston and Montana, C. C. and S.

M. Co., Box ion, Butte, Mont.

Ellison, James H., Cor. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 3237 Stevens avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.

Evensen, Lavitz B., Ac. Mem.,

Draftsman, Boston and Montana C. C. and M. S. Co.,

Great Falls. Mont.
Evans, Wm. J., Act. Mem.,

Superintendent of Machinery, Boston and Montana C. C. and M.

S. Co.'s, and Anaconda Copper Mining Co.'s Reduction

Works, Great Falls, Mont.

FlNKELNBURG, OSCAR C, Mem.,

Finkelnburg & Catlin, Civil and Mining Engineers,

Missoula, Mont.
Fitch, Howard A., Cor. Mem.,

Western Agent and Engineer for Gillette-Herzog Co.,

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Flood, A. J., Mem.,
Mining Engineer, 832 Quartz street, Butte, Mont.

Flood, Winfield J., Mem.,
Mining Engineer Anaconda Copper Mining Co.,

832 Quartz street, Butte, Mont.
Fortier, Walter S., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 4 Colonial Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Fortier, Samuel, Act. Mem.,

Instructor, Montana State College; Director, Montana Experi-

mental Station U. S. Geographical Survey, Bozeman, Mont.

Foss, George O., Cor. Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 410 East Nineteenth street, Minneapolis, Minn.

French, John, Mem.,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor, Box 56, Great Falls, Mont.

Galligher, James B., Mem.,
Manager Sampling Department, A. C. M. Co. (New Works),

Anaconda, Mont.
Gillie, John, Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Butte, Mont.
Gillies, Donald R., Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Butte, Mont.
Goodale, Chas. W., Mem.,

Superintendent Boston and Montana C. C. and S. M. Co.,

Butte, Mont.
Grant, Robert D., Mem.,

1205 Brigham street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Green, Fred T., Mem.,

Assistant Geologist, A. C. M. Co., Box 1206, Butte, Mont.
Griffith, Chas. G, Mem.,

Helena, Mont.
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Goodridge, Elmer O., Cor. Mem.,
Chief Engineer, Lowell, Lawrence and Haverhill Street Railway,

Bradford, Mass.

Gutelius, Fred P., Mem.,

Resident Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway,

Montreal, Canada.

Hand, Carlton H., Mem.,
"* Mining Engineer, Butte, Mont.

Haven, William A., Hon. Mem.,

Inspecting Engineer, Erie Railway,

Room 10, Erie R. R. Depot, Buffalo, N. Y.

Harper, Joseph H., Mem.,
Harper & Macdonald, Civil and Mining Engineers.

Butte, Mont.

Harrison, Edmund P., Cor. Mem.,

Civil Engineer and Contractor, Martinsburg, W. Va.

Harrison, William H, Cor. Mem.,

Mining Engineer, with Shannon Copper Co., Clifton, Ariz.

Hebgen, Max, Mem.,

Electrical Engineer, Superintendent Butte Lighting and Power

Co., General Manager Montana Power Transmission Co.,

Butte, Mont.

Heinze, F. August, Mem.,

President and General Manager, Montana Ore Purchasing Co.,

Butte, Mont.

Heller, Daniel E., Cor. Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Bisbee, Ariz.

Henley, James H., Mem.,
Superintendent Little Johnnie Mine,

217 East Ninth street, Leadville, Col.

Herron, John, Cor. Mem.,
Superintendent Tom Boy Gold Mine, Telluride, Col.

Herron, D. A., Mem.,
Gibbonsville, Idaho.

Hobart, Azelle E., Mem.,

Mining Engineer, with Harper & Macdonald, Butte, Mont.

Horn, Henry J., Mem.,

Superintendent Montana Division Northern Pacific Railway,

Livingston, Mont.
Hovey, Albert S., Mem.,

Civil and Mining Engineer,

Room 26, Merchants' National Bank Bldg., Helena, Mont.
Jaqueth, Abram L., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Kalispell, Mont.
Keerl, James S., Mem.,

Civil and Mining Engineer, Box 374, Helena, Mont.
Kelly, Walter S., Mem.,

Manager New Elkhorn Mining Co., Ltd., Leadville, Col.

Kerr, Guy M., Cor. Mem.,

Chemist and Metallurgist, 37 Bay street, Glenns Falls, N. Y.
Kerr, James H., Cor. Mem.,

Chemist and Metallurgist, Hotel Ruliff, Glenns Falls. N. Y.

9
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Ketchum, Milo S., Cor. Mem.,
Assistant Professor, University of Illinois, Champaign, 111.

King, Ernest W., Mem.,
Superintendent Great Northern Mining and Development Co.,

Gilt Edge, Mont.
Kenney, Edward C, Mem.,

General Manager West Gallatin Irrigation Co., Bozeman, Mont.
Klepetko, Frank, Mem..

General Manager Anaconda Copper Mining Co.'s and Boston and
Montana C. C. and S. M. Co.'s Reduction Works,

Butte, Mont.
Klepinger, John Henry, Mem.,

Engineer and Draftsman for B. and M. C. C. and S. M. Co.,

Great Falls, Mont.
Koberle, Albert, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Anaconda Copper Mining Co.,

528 West Mercury street. Butte, Mont.
Krejci, Milo W., Mem.,

Smelter Foreman, B. and M. C. C. and S. M. Co.,

Great Falls, Mont.

Leonard, N. R., Mem.,
President Montana State School of Mines,

406 West Broadway, Butte, Mont.
Leonard, Frank M., Mem.,

Civil and Mining Engineer, Vancouver, B. C.

Leggat, J. Benton, Mem.,
Mining Engineer, Box 83, Butte, Mont.

Lloyd, Richard L., Mem.,

General Foreman, B. and M. Smelter, Great Falls, Mont.

Macdonald, Malcolm L., Mem.,

Harper & Macdonald, Civil and Mining Engineers, Butte, Mont.

Macfarland, James, Cor. Mem.,

General Manager McCune-Haggin Mining Co., Lima, Peru.

Magnus, Benjamin, Mem.,

Electrical Engineer, A. C. M. Co., Anaconda, Mont.

Madge, William C, Mem.,

Mechanical Draftsman, A. C. M. Co., Anaconda, Mont.

MacGinnis, John, Mem.,

Vice-President Montana Ore Purchasing Co.,

Box 427, Butte, Mont.
McArthur, Robert A., Mem.,

Mining Engineer. Parrott Silver and Copper Mining Co.,

Box 757, Butte, Mont.
McCormick, Edmund B., Mem.,

Instructor Mechanical Engineering, Montana College of Agricul-

ture and Mechanical Arts, Bozeman, Mont.

McHenry, Edwin H., Hon. Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn.

McClean, William M.. Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Lewiston, Mont.

McNeill, Edwin R., Mem.,
Resident Engineer, Great Northern Railway, Havre, Mont.
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McRae, Finley, Mem.,

Clerk of First Judicial District Court, Helena, Mont.

McDonald, E. H., Mem.,

City Engineer, Anaconda, Mont.

Mahon, Archibald W., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Glasgow, Mont.

Mason, Carlisle, Mem.,
Mechanical Engineer, 10 Wall street, New York, N. Y.

Metlen, Geo. R.. Mem.,
Mining Engineer, Dillon, Mont.

Metlicka, Chas., Mem.,
Draftsman, B. and M. C. C. and S. M. Co., Great Falls, Mont.

Metcalfe, Geo. W., Mem.,

Assistant General Foreman, A. C. M. Co. (New Works),

509 Walnut street, Anaconda, Mont.
Morris, Albert A.. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, "

Billings, Mont.
Molson, Chas. A., Cor. Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Tom Boy Gold Mine, Telluride, Col.

Moulthrop, Geo. E., Mem..
Mining Engineer, Boston and Montana C. C. and S. M. Co.,

Box 674, Butte, Mont.

Munroe, William, Mem.,

Civil and Mining Engineer, Great Falls, Mont.

Moore, Clinton H., Mem.,
Mine Owner, Butte, Mont.

Maitland, Alex, Jr., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Agent for Gillette-Herzog Mfg. Co.,

Butte, Mont.
Morrow, John T., Mem.,

Assistant Superintendent, B. and M. C. C. and S. M. Co.,

Great Falls, Mont.

Mumbrue, D. P.. Mem.,

Kalispel, Mont.

Page, Clarence V., Mem.,
Mining Engineer, Butte, Mont.

Page, James M., Mem.,

U. S. Deputy Mining Surveyor for Montana and Idaho,

Twin Bridges, Mont.

Palmer, Chas. H.. Mem.,
Mining Engineer, 532 Exchange, Boston, Mass.

Parker, Lewis C, Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Garnet, Mont.

Parker, Maurice S., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Address unknown.

Parks, John R., Mem.,
Helena, Mont.

Patterson, Henry M., Mem.,

Architect, Butte, Mont.

Patterson, John C, Mem.,

Resident Engineer, Great Northern Railway, Great Falls, Mont.
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Putnam, Benjamin R., Mem.,
Chemist, Montana Ore Purchasing Co., Butte, Mont.

Paine, C. W., Mem.,

Constructing Engineer, Butte Water Co., Butte, Mont.

Pearce, Richard R, Mem.,

General Manager, Colorado Smelting and Mining Co.,

Butte, Mont.

Reed, Melville E., Cor. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Great Northern Railway, Wellington, Wash.

Reeder, G. K., Mem.,

Helena, Mont.

Repath, Chas. E., Mem.,

Chief Constructing Engineer, Anaconda Copper Mining Co.'s

New Works, Anaconda, Mont.

Ripley, Theron M., Cor. Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Ohio Bridge and Ferry Co., Marietta, Ohio.

Robinson, Geo. H., Mem.,

Superintendent Montana Ore Purchasing Co., Butte, Mont.

Ross, Frank A., Cor. Mem.,

General Manager Strongburg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.,

y6 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

Rourke, Jerry, Mem.,

Mining Engineer, with W. A. Clark, Butte, Mont.

Ryon, Augustus M., Cor. Mem.,

97 Main street, Flushing, N. Y.

Roberts, Robert P., Mem.,

Acting Foreman, Gas Producers, B. and M. C. C. and S. M. Co.,

Great Falls, Mont.

Sanders, Wilber E., Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Butte, Mont.

Sands, Ferdinand, Mem.,

Chief Chemist, B. and M. C. C. and S. M. Co., Great Falls, Mont.

Schumacher, Adam J., Mem.,
Metallurgist, Dillon, Mont.

Scotten, Frank, Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Boston and Montana C. C. and S. M. Co.,

Box 582, Great Falls, Mont.

Seligman, Albert J., Cor. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 108- 109 Exchange Court, New York, N. Y.

Sizer, Frank L., Mem.,
Mining Engineer, Box 1333, Butte, Mont.

Sickles, Eugene C, Mem.,
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer, A. C. M. Co., Butte, Mont.

Sherman, Frederick W., Cor. Mem.,

Park City, Utah.

Smith, Chas. P., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Address unknown.

Smith, Forrest J., Mem.,

Chief Mineral Clerk U. S. Sur. Gen. Office, Helena, Mont.

Smith, Frank M., Cor. Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Box 1437, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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SWEARINGEN, CLARENCE W., Mem.,

City Engineer, Great Falls, Mont.

Strasburger, E. J., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Butte, Mont.

Sales, R. H., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Boston and Montana Co., Butte, Mont.

Schench, Frederick C, Mem.,
Miles City, Mont.

Shaw, William T., Mem.,
Address unknown.

Starz, Emile A., Mem.,

Chemist and Biologist, Helena, Mont.

Tappin, Chas., Cor. Mem.,
De La Mar Nevada Gold Mining Co., Delamar, Nev.

Taylor, Frederick J., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway Co., Tacoma, Wash.

Thorpe, Clayton M., Mem.,
Civil Engineer and County Surveyor Gallatin Co., Bozeman, Mont.

Tower, Bert A., Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Montana Ore Purchasing Co., Butte, Mont.

Tower, Geo. W., Jr., Mem.,
Geologist and Mining Engineer, M. O. P. Co., Butte, Mont.

Turner, Harry W., Mem.,
General Manager Butte Lighting and Power Co., Butte, Mont.

Thomas, William C, Mem.,

Superintendent Butte and Boston Smelter,

815 West Quartz street, Butte, Mont.
Thaler, Joseph A., Mem.,

Instructor Mechanical Engineering, Montana State College,

Bozeman, Mont.
Vail, Chas. D., Mem.,

Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, Box 561, Butte, Mont.

Vail, Richard R., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Anaconda Copper Mining Co.,

Box 561, Butte, Mont.
Vance, Chas. C, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Oregon Short Line Railroad Co.,

Pocatello, Ido.

Van Liew, W. Randolph, Mem.,

Metallurgist, with A. C. M. Co., The Montana, Anaconda, Mont
Warwick, Arthur W., Mem.,

Chemist and Mining Engineer,

care of Hersey & Bean, Stillwater, Minn.
Weed, Walter H, Mem.,

Geologist U. S. Geologist Survey, Washington, D. C.

Wheeler, Archie E., Mem.,

Engineer for B. and M. C. C. and S. M. Co., Great Falls, Mont.

Wheeler, Harry V., Cor. Mem.,
Civil and Mining Engineer,

128 North Main street, Los Angeles, Cal.

Whitcomb, Adelbert F., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Great Northern Railway Co., St. Paul, Minn.

White, R. T., Cor. Mem.,

Superintendent Highland Boy Smelter, Murray, Utah.
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Whitten, Benjamin D., Mem.,
Mechanical Engineer, Box 56, Great Falls, Mont.

Whyte, F. W. C, Mem.,
General Manager Coal Department, Anaconda Copper Mining Co.,

Anaconda, Mont.

Wickes, Geo. T., Mem.,
Mining Engineer, 602 North Ewing street, Helena, Mont.

Wier, Thomas, Mem.,
Consulting and Mining Engineer, Box 57, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Williams, William H., Mem.,
Professor of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Montana

State College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts,

Bozeman, Mont.

Wilson, Elliot H., Mem.,
Civil and Mining Engineer, Butte, Mont.

Wilson, Geo. W., Mem.,
Civil and Mining Engineer, Philipsburg, Mont.

Winchell, Horace V., Mem.,
Geologist Anaconda Copper Mining Co., , Butte, Mont.

Wishon, Walter W., Mem.,
Superintendent Speculator Mine, Butte, Mont.

Word, William F., Mem.,
Superintendent Gagnon Mine, Butte, Mont.

Wright Steven P., Mem.,
Mechanical Engineer, 109 East Broadway, Butte, Mont.

Wright, Howard J., Mem.,
Chemist for A. C. M. Co., 420 Elm street, Anaconda, Mont.

Young, John W., Cor. Mem.,
with Frasers & Chalmbers, Chicago, 111.

Zaschke, William, Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Butte, Mont.
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Technical Society of the Pacific Coast.

Allardt, Geo. F., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 420 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

Ballantyne, A., Mem.,

Superintendent, Lighthouse Construction,

Room 86, Flood Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Barth, Hermann, Mem.,

Architect, 601 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

Bassell, Burr, Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Electra P. 0., via Jackson, Amador Co., Cal.

Behr, H. C, Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 1244 Jackson street, San Francisco, Cal.

Bell, Newton M., Assoc. Mem.,
Manufacturer, 308 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

Bowers, A. B., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 101 Sansome street, San Francisco, Cal.

Boyd, Jos. C, Mem.,
Surveyor, Sacramento, Cal.

Brandegee, T. S., Mem.,

Scientist, Box 684, San Diego, Cal.

Brigham, H. A., Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Care Lick House, San Francisco, Cal.

Brodie, Alex. O., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Crown Point Mine, Crown Point, Ariz.

Brooks, T. W., Mem.,

Technologist, National Tube Co.,

420 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

Brown, Perry F, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 669 East Twenty-sixth street, Oakland, Cal.

Browne, Ross E., Mem.,
Mining Engineer, Nevada Block, San Francisco, Cal.

Buckman, O. H., Mem.,

City Engineer, Napa City, Cal.

Bull, Alpheus A., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, John Finn Metal Works,

313 Howard street, San Francisco, Cal.

Butcher, Thomas W., Assoc. Mem.,

Builder, Builders' Exchange,

40 New Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

Buxton, Walter de, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Box 137, Williams, Ariz.

Chodzko, A. E., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 220 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

Congdon, Chas. H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Bakersfield, Kern Co., Cal.

Connick, Harris D., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Board of Public Works,

City Hall, San Francisco, Cal.

Crockett, J. B., Mem.,

Technologist, 2029 California street, San Francisco. Cal.
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Davis, Chas. H., Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 25 Broad street, New York, N. Y.

Day, Geo. F., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 132-134 First street, San Francisco, Cal.

Denio, O. H. M., Assoc. Mem.,

Foreman Mason, U. S. Navy, Vallejo, Solano Co., Cal.

Dickie, Geo. W., Life Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Manager Union Iron Works,

San Francisco, Cal.

Donham, B. C, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, care Collbran & Bostwick, Railway and General

Contractors, Seoul, Korea.

Dow, Geo. E., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Dow Steam Pump Works,

114 Beale street, San Francisco, Cal.

Dutton, Harry S., Mem.,

Architect, 2507 Pacific street, San Francisco, Cal.

Eaton, Frederick, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Burdick Block, Los Angeles, Cal.

Edinger, F. S., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Bowditch street, Berkeley, Cal.

Erlach, Arnold d', Mem., •

Mechanical Engineer, 3821 Twentieth street, San Francisco, Cal.

Evans, Geo. H., Life Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Breckenridge, Col.

Falkenau, Louis, Mem.,

Chemist, 538 Sacramento street, San Francisco, Cal.

Forderer, Jos. F., Assoc. Mem.,

Metal Worker, Forderer Cornice Works, 8 Natoma street,

San Francisco, Cal.

Forsyth, Robert, Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Union Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.

Gates, H. D., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 311 Lyon street, San Francisco, Cal.

Gjessing, Erland, Assoc. Mem.,

732 Powell street, San Francisco, Cal.

Gray, John W., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 923 Linden street, Oakland, Cal.

Greub, Adolf, Assoc. Mem.,

Instrument maker, care A. Lietz Co.,

422 Sacramento street, San Francisco, Cal.

Grunsky, C. E., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, City Engineer, City Hall, San Francisco, Cal.

Gutzkow, Fred'k, Mem.,

Mining Engineer, 28 Columbia Square, San Francisco, Cal.

Haas, Edward F., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Hall, C. I., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 21 Bernal avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

Hare, Lou G., Mem.,

Surveyor, Salinas, Monterey Co., Cal.
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Harmon, Dana, Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Gaston, Nevada Co., Cal.

Hellmann, Fred'k, Mem.,

Mining Engineer, care East Rand Proprietary Mines,

P. O. Box 204, Boksburg, South Africa.

Henderson, E. F., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, care San Francisco and San Joaquin Valley Rail-

way, Stockton, Cal.

Henny, D. C, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Excelsior Wooden Pipe Co.,

204 Front street, San Francisco, Cal.

Herrmann, A. T., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, San Jose, Cal.

Herrmann, Charles, Mem.,
Surveyor, San Jose, Cal.

Herrmann, F. C, Mem.,
Civil Engineer, care City Engineer,

City Hall, San Francisco, Cal.

Hesse, Fred'k G., Mem.,

Professor, University of California,

P. O. Box 452, Oakland, Cal.

Heuer, Lieut.-Col. Wm. H., Mem.,

Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, San Francisco, Cal.

Hewitt, Edw. T., Mem.,

Instructor, 619 Capp street. San Francisco, Cal.

Hindes, Stetson G., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 330 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

Hoadley, Milo, Assoc. Mem.,

Builder, 1619 Lyon street, San Francisco, Cal.

Hobson, J. B., Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Quesnelle Forks, British Columbia.

Hoffmann, Chas. F., Mem.,

Mining Engineer, care Ross E. Browne,

Nevada Block, San Francisco, Cal.

Hollister, John J., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, P. O. Box 17, Santa Barbara, Cal.

Hopps, Jno. H., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer,

Room 611, 330 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

Hughes, D. E., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, U. S. Engineers, Box 416, San Diego, Cal.

Hunt, Loren E., Mem.,

Instructor in Civil Engineering, University of California,

Berkeley, Cal.

Irving, Samuel C, Assoc. Mem.,

Manufacturer, Paraffine Paint Co.,

116 Battery street, San Francisco, Cal.

Jackson, Byron, Mem.,
Mechanical Engineer, 625 Sixth street, San Francisco, Cal.

Jones, Edw. C, Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, San Francisco Gas and Electric Co.,

415 Post street, San Francisco, Cal.
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Keatinge, Richard, Assoc. Mem.,

Builder, Builders' Exchange,

40 New Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

Kellogg, H. Clay. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Santa Ana, Cal.

Kieffer, Stephen E., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Sutter Club, Sacramento, Cal.

Kluegel, C. H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, P. O. Box 796, Honolulu, H. I.

Knowles, F. E., Assoc. Mem.,
Builder, Builders' Exchange,

40 New Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

Kower, Hermann, Mem.,

Professor, University of California, Berkeley, Cal.

Kurtz, Charles M., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, care Santa Fe Railway Station, Stockton, Cal.

Larkin, Harry, Assoc. Mem.,

Manufacturer, 116 Battery street, San Francisco, Cal.

Le Conte, L. J., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, U. S. Engineers, P. O. Box 492, Oakland, Cal.

Leonard, Jno. B., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, care Healy, Tibbitts & Co.,

22 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

Lietz, Adolph, Mem.,

Instrument Maker and Manufacturer, A. Lietz & Co.,

422 Sacramento street, San Francisco, Cal.

Livermore, Norman B., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 320 Sansome street, San Francisco, Cal.

Mahoney, John J., Assoc. Mem.,
Builder, 200 Crocker Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Manson, Marsden, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Board of Public Works,

City Hall, San Francisco, Cal.

Marx, Chas. D., Mem.,

Professor, Leland Stanford, Jr., University, Palo Alto, Cal.

Masow, Frank H, Assoc. Mem.,
Builder, Builders' Exchange, Box 133, San Francisco, Cal.

McBean, P. McG., Assoc. Mem.,

Manufacturer, 1358 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

McCone, Alex J., Assoc. Mem.,

Manufacturer, Fulton Foundry, Virginia City, Nev.

McCann, Richard, Assoc. Mem.,

Building Contractor, 217 Waller street, San Francisco, Cal.

McGilvray, John D., Assoc. Mem.,

Builder, Builders' Exchange,

40 New Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

McNicoll, A. J., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 122 Main street, San Francisco, Cal.

McPhee, Daniel, Assoc. Mem.,
Builder. Nineteenth and Harrison streets, San Francisco, Cal.

Meese, Constant, Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 129 Fremont street, San Francisco, Cal.
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Mendell, Col. George H., Mem.,

Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., retired, Board of Public Works,

City Hall, San Francisco, Cal.

Merrill, E. H., Mem.,
Technologist, Standard Oil Co.,

421 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

Meyer, Hermann, Mem.,

Mining Engineer, 1130 Eddy street, San Francisco, Cal.

Molera, E. J., Life Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 2025 Sacramento street, San Francisco, Cal.

Moore, R. S., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Risdon Iron Works,

Howard and Beale streets, San Francisco, Cal.

Morrin, Thos., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Mills Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Morse, F. B., Mem.,

Mining Engineer, El Parian, Estado de Oaxara, Mexico.

Mortimer, Jas. D., Mem.,

Instructor in Civil Engineering, University of California,

Berkeley, Cal.

Nagel, Dr. C. S. G., Mem.,

Scientist, 1220 Sutter street, San Francisco, Cal.

Noble, Harry A., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, care Board of Public Works,

City Hall, San Francisco, Cal.

Noble, Patrick, Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Pacific Rolling Mills, San Francisco, Cal.

Norboe, Paul M., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Hanford, Kings Co., Cal.

O'Shaughnessey, M. M., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Room 225, Crocker Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Power, Geo. C, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, San Buenaventura, Ventura Co., Cal.

Power, Harold T., Mem.,

Mining Engineer, Michigan Bluff, Cal.

Prindle, Franklin C, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, U. S. Navy, Bakersfield, Cal.

Prutzman, Paul W., Mem.,
Chemist, Pacific Refining and Roofing Co.,

Sixteenth and Mississippi streets, San Francisco, Cal.

Randall, H. I., Mem.,

Professor, University of California, Berkeley, Cal.

Randle, Geo. N., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, State Board Public Works, Sacramento, Cal.

Ransom, Tom W., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer,

Room 611, 330 Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

Reid, Jas. W., Mem.,

Architect, Reid Bros., "Call" Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Richards, John, Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 22 California street, San Francisco, Cal.
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Ridley, A. E. Brooks, Mem.,

Electrical Engineer, Parrott Bldg., 5th Floor, San Francisco, Cal.

Riffle, A. S., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, care Excelsior Wooden Pipe Co.,

204 Front street, San Francisco, Cal.

Riffle, Franklin, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, care Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co.,

17 Beale street, San Francisco, Cal.

Rossow, Ernest F., Mem.,

Draftsman, Vallejo, Cal.

Sanborn, A. H., Mem.,

Surveyor, 632 Post street, San Francisco, Cal.

Schierholz, A., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, care Risdon Iron Works,

San Francisco, Cal.

Schild, Edw. T., Assoc. Mem.,

Manufacturer, Gundlach, Bundschu Wine Co.,

Second and Market streets, San Francisco, Cal.

Schild, Geo. F. Mem.,

Naval Architect, Vallejo, Solano Co., Cal.

Schindler, A. D., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, care Santa Fe Railway, Fresno, Cal.

Schulze, Henry A., Mem.,

Architect, 1101 Hayward, San Francisco, Cal.

Schuyler, J. D., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 401 Douglas Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

Smith, Wm. P., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 1017 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Smyth, W. H., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 101 Sansome street, San Francisco, Cal.

Spiers, James, Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Fulton Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal.

Stewart, Col. C. Seaforth. Hon. Mem.,

U. S. Army, retired, Cooperstown, N. Y.

Storey, W. B., Jr., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Chief Engineer, Atchison, Topeka and Santa F6
Railway Co., Topeka, Kan.

St. Maurice, Chas. Albert de, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Box 33, Colusa, Cal.

Thompson, Lawrence, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Honolulu, H. I.

Tower, Morton L.. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, U. S. Engineer's Office, Empire City, Ore.

Uhlig, Carl, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, State Harbor Commission,

Ferry Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Vail, R. M., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Bowers, Cal.

Vischer, Hubert, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, U. S. Debris Commission,

Flood Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
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Von Geldern, Otto, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 1513 Vallejo street, San Francisco, Cal.

Waggoner, W. W., Mem.,

County Surveyor, Nevada City, Cal.

Wagoner, Luther, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 849 Chestnut street, San Francisco, Cal.

Wallace, John H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Southern Pacific Co.,

4 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

Wallis, Geo. H., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 8 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

Wepfer, G. W., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer,

66 Vassall Road, Brixton, London, S. W., England.

Wetherell, Chas. E., Mem.,
Surveyor, care City Engineer, City Hall, San Francisco, Cal.

Wetmore, Geo. P., Assoc. Mem.,
Concrete Builder, 117 Sutter street, San Francisco, Cal.

Wing, Chas. B., Mem.,

Professor, Leland Stanford, Jr., University, Palo Alto, Cal.

Wolf, J. H. G., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, U. S. Engineers,

Room 89, Flood Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Wright, Geo. A., Mem.,
Achitect, Merchants' Exchange Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
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Detroit Engineering Society.

Adams, Seth C,
care Westinghouse Mfg. Co., Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Allen, J. R.,

Assistant Professor Mechanical Engineering, University of Michi-

gan, 226 South Ingalls street, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Allor, E. L.,

Attorney-at-Law, 710 Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Ames, Jos. H.,

Assistant District Manager, American Car and Foundry Co.,

445 Ferry avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Ashwell, W. H.,

Civil and Mining Engineer and Surveyor,

25 Whitney Opera House Block, Detroit, Mich.

Barnes, S. G.,

Electrical Engineer, Solvay Process Co.,

249 Hubbard avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Barcroft, F. T.,

Civil Engineer, 407 Ferguson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Beardsley, J. W.,

U. S. Assistant Engineer,

U. S. Office, Old Custom House, Detroit, Mich.
Bibbins, J. R.,

Electrical Engineer, Detroit United Railway,

56 Hastings street, Detroit, Mich.

Bigler, F. S.,

Secretary Michigan Bolt and Nut Works, Detroit, Mich.

Bissell, H. S.,

care F. Bissell & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

BOTHFELD, C. C,
Consulting Engineer, Iron and Steel Structures,

34 Home Bank Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Brinkerhoff, W. E.,

Assistant Engineer, American Bridge Co. (Detroit Plant),

Detroit, Mich.

Bridge, Henry,
Coldwater, Mich.

Brown, M. L.,

821 Chamber of Commerce, Detroit, Mich.

Burton, Chas. F.,

Hodges' Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Cederstrom, E.,

180 East Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Calder, Chas. B.,

General Superintendent, Detroit Shipbuilding Co., Detroit, Mich.

Cooley, M. E.,

Professor Mechanical Engineering, University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, Mich.
Coffin, Chas. L.,

35 Medbury avenue, Detroit, Mich.

COLLAMORE, RALPH,

Mechanical Engineer, 1206 Majestic Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
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Colby, A. L.,

Engineer, American Bridge Co. (Detroit Plant),

Detroit, Mich.

CoLBURN, B. S.,

25 Richard street, Detroit, Mich.
CoNANT, WM. S.,

Consulting Engineer, 36 Moffat Block, Detroit, Mich.

Courtis, W. M.,

Mining Engineer, 412 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Corse, W. M.,

Chemist, Detroit White Lead Works,

14 Piquette avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Davis, Jos. B.,

Professor Geodesy and Surveying, University of Michigan,

731 South Ingalls street, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Denison, Chas. S.,

Professor Stereotomy, Mechanism and Drawing, University of

Michigan, 502 East Huron street, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Dierkes, A. F.,

Mechanical Engineer, Detroit Water Office, Detroit, Mich.

Dixon, Chas. Y.,

U. S. Assistant Engineer, Improvement of Deep Waterways,

Amherstburg, Ontario, Canada.
Douglas, Bent.,

Bridge Engineer,

Bridge Department, M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Dow, Alex.,

General Manager, Edison Illuminating Co., Detroit, Mich.

Du Pont, A. B.,

St. Louis Transit Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Dunlap, Frank M.,

57 Selden avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Duncan, W. J.,

382 Warburtum street, Yonkers, N. Y.
Farmer, Thos.,

Mechanical Superintendent, Detroit United Railway, Detroit, Mich.

Fenkell, Geo. H.,

Chief Draftsman, Detroit Board of Water Commissioners,

Detroit Water Office, Detroit, Mich.

Field, H. G.,

Consulting Engineer, 1206 Majestic Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Flynn, W. H.,

Draftsman, M. C. Car Shops,

593 West Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

GalweY, J. H.,

U. S. Inspector of Steam Vessels,

Old Federal Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Graves, Walter J.,

U. S. Junior Engineer, U. S. Lake Survey,

U. S. Engineer's Office, Port Huron, Mich.

Greene, Chas. E.,

Professor Civil Engineering, Dean Department of Engineering,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Green, R. B.,

Civil Engineer, Detroit Branch, Solvay Process Co.,

Detroit, Mich.
Green, A. H., Jr.,

Solvay Process Co., Detroit, Mich.
Haskell, E. E.,

Principal Assistant Engineer, U. S. Lake Survey,

Campau Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Hawks, J. D.,

President Detroit and Mackinac Railway,

Peninsular Bank Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Hanford, H. O.,

557 Case avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Herbert, C. G,
Mechanical Engineer, Solvay Process Co.,

815 West Fort street, Detroit, Mich.

Hewitt, Edgar,

Draftsman, Engineering Department, Detroit Water Works,
Detroit Water Office, Detroit, Mich.

Hinchman, T. H., Jr.,

Consulting Engineer, 1206 Majestic Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Hodge, Harry S.,

Riverside Iron Works, Detroit, Mich.

Hubbell, C. W.,

Civil Engineer, Water Board, Detroit Water Office, Detroit, Mich.

Ives, V. S., B.S, C.E.,

Secretary and Treasurer, M. N. Rawley Co.,

52 Woodward avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Kales, W. R.,

Engineer, Whitehead & Kales,

42 Randolph street, Detroit, Mich.

Keep, W. J.,

753 Jefferson avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Kirby, Frank E.,

Engineer, 555 Woodward avenue, Detroit, Mich.

King, W. C,
City Engineer's Office,

59 Liecester Court, Station A, Detroit, Mich.

Kiefer, A. E.,

Secretary and Treasurer, Detroit Edge Tool Works,

884 East Congress street, Detroit, Mich.

King, H. G,
Solvay Process Co., Box 557, Detroit, Mich.

Kimball, Geo. H.,

Chief Engineer, Pere Marquette Railway,

Union Station, Detroit, Mich.

Lewis, J. F,
706 Woodward avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Little, F. A.,

Civil Engineer, 212 Garfield avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Livingstone, W. A.,

Mechanical Engineer, Photochrom Co.,

40 Eliot street, Detroit, Mich.
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Lunn, Ernest,

Electrical Engineer, Edison Illuminating Co.,

18-20 Washington avenue, Detroit, Mich.
McCrickett, T. F.,

Engineer, Russell Wheel and Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich.

McMath. F. C.
President Canadian Bridge Co., Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.

Masson, A. Geo.,

Mechanical Engineer, Detroit Ship Building Co.,

39 East Columbia street, Detroit, Mich.

Mason, Frederick H.,

Manufacturer's Representative, Harrison Safety Boiler Works and

A. Sorge, Jr., Co., 79 Moffat Block, Detroit, Mich.

Marshall, A. C,
621 Second avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Mattsson, George,

Mechanical Engineer, 224 East Montcalm street, Detroit, Mich.

Maurice, W. B., B.S.,

1285 Jefferson avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Morley, H. T.,

11 Kanter Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Molitor, Edward,

U. S. Assistant Engineer, U. S. Lake Survey,

Room 33, Campau Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Molitor, David A.,

Civil Engineer and Chemist, 125 Park street. Fond du Lac, Wis.

Maxwell, David.

Estimator, American Bridge Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,

East street, Oakmont, Pa.

Newkirk, W. M.,

Buhl Malleable Co., Buhl Malleable Co., Detroit, Mich.

Nicklix, E. \Y..

Draftsman, Board of Water Commissioners,

232 Jefferson avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Parks, Byron E.,

Mechanical Engineer, C. C. Wormer Machine Co.,

Detroit, Mich.

Parks, Geo. E.,

Mechanical Engineer, M. C. Ry.,

593 West Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Pettee, Wm. H.,

Professor University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Penton, John A.,

Vice-President, Iron and Steel Press Co.,

Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Pope, Willard,

Vice-President and Engineer, Canadian Bridge Co., Ltd.,

Walkerville, Ont.

Porter, Geo. F.,

Chief Draftsman, Canadian Bridge Co., Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.

Potter, Harry W.,

Engineer, Michigan Brass and Iron Works, Detroit, Mich.

10
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Pierson, Geo. S.,

Hydraulic and Sanitary Engineer, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Rathbone, John A.,

U. S. Heater Co., Detroit, Mich.
Raymond, A. B.,

Sanitary Engineer, Board of Health,

Health Office, Detroit, Mich.

Ray, Wm. D.,

Electrical Engineer, Detroit Construction Co., Ltd.,

Detroit, Mich.

Reid, E. S„

Engineer, Northern Engineering Works, Detroit, Mich.

Russell, Walter S.,

Vice-President and Manager, Russel Wheel and Foundry Co.,

863 Jefferson. avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Russell, C. W.,

75 Fainsworth street, Detroit, Mich.

Robinson, Geo. A.,

Civil Engineer, City Engineer's Office, Department of Public Wks.,

425 Cass avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Rutherford, Gordon,

Assistant to Manager, Soda Department, Solvay Process Co.,

1070 West Fort street, Detroit, Mich.

Sabin, L. C,
Assistant Engineer, U. S. Engineer's Department, Port Huron,

Custom House, Port Huron, Mich.

Sack, Richard E.,

Draftsman, Edison Illuminating Co., Detroit, Mich.

Sadler, Herbert C,
Naval Architect, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Sanderson, E. L.,

43 West Alexandrine avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Sanders, J. D.,

Assistant Manager, Detroit Works, Solvay Process Co.,

12 Boston Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Scott, Wm.,
Superintendent Roe, Stephens Manufacturing Co.,

Twenty-seventh street, Detroit, Mich.

Shattuck, A. F.,

Chief Chemist, Solvay Process Co., Detroit, Mich.

Sherman, W. G.,

Civil Engineer, 613 The Nasby, Toledo, Ohio.

Smith, Jesse M.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer, Expert in Patent Causes,

Room M 14, 220 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Stephens, Chas. M.,

Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Tatloch, James Lloyd,

Draftsman, Detroit Bridge and Iron Works, Detroit, Mich.

Torrey, A.,

Michigan Central Depot, Detroit, Mich.
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Tippey, B. O.,

Superintendent of Manufacture, Detroit City Gas Co.,

131 Lafayette avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Tuthill, Geo. C,
Bridge Department, M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.

Van Tuyl, F. F.,

with Gilbert, Wilkes & Co.,

1 1 12 Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

WOLFENDEN, HENRY L.,

1 1 12 Union Trust Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Wrentmore, C. G,
Instructor Des. Geometry, University of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Wisner, G. Y.,

Member U. S. Board Deep Waterways,

39 West Canfield avenue. Detroit, Mich.

Williams, Gardner S.,

Engineer in Charge, Hydraulic Laboratory, Cornell University,

4 Valentine Place, Ithaca, N. Y.

Whittaker, H. E.,

301 Forest avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Weil, C. L.,

Professor Mechanical Engineering,

Michigan Agricultural College P. O., Mich.

Wheeler, E. S.,

U. S. Assistant Engineer, U. S. Harbor Imorovement,

U. S. Assistant Engineer Office, Jones Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Ziwet, Alexander,

Junior Professor of Mathematics, University of Michigan,

644 Ingalls street, Ann Arbor, Mich.
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Engineers' Society of Western IVew York.

Averill, James Leland, Mem.,

Draftsman, Milliken Bros., n Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Alverson, Harry B., Mem.,

Superintendent Cataract Power and Construction Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Babcock, Charles E. P., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Department of Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.

Bapst, Frank L., Mem.,

Contractor, 306 D. S. Morgan Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bardol, Frank V. E., Mem.,

Consulting and Contracting Engineer,

400 D. S. Morgan Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bassett, George B., Mem.,

Manager, Buffalo Meter Co., 363 Washington street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Bennett, Leslie J., Assoc,

Secretary Buffalo Cement Co., no Franklin street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Booz, Horace Corey, Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Construction Department, Pennsylvania Rail-

road, Box 561, East Aurora, N. Y.

Boardman, Charles S., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, 702 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.

Brackenridge, W. A., Mem.,

Resident Engineer, Niagara Falls Power Co.,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Busch, Charles V., Mem.,

Private Practice, Mooney Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Busch, George M., Mem.,

Private Practice, Mooney Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Buttolph, Harry T., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Department Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.

Caines, Albert W., Assoc,

Contractor, 15 Waverly street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Carlton, Newcomb, Mem.,

Vice-President Bell Telephone Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Clark, Henry, Mem.,

Contractor, 794 Auburn avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Chamberlain, Horace P., Mem.,

General Manager, Standard Oil Co.,

P. O. Drawer 162, Buffalo, N. Y.
Cornell, Douglas, Mem., '

Structural Engineer, Bureau of Buildings,

Municipal Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Dark, Samuel J., Assoc,

Contractor, 306 D. S. Morgan Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Davis, Charles Henry, Mem.,

Private Practice, 924-25 Broad street, New York, N. Y.

Decrow, David Augustus, Mem.,

Designing Engineer for Holly Manufacturing Co., Lockport, N. Y.
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Diehl, George C, Mem.,

Private Practice, 836 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.

Eighmy, Lee W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Department of Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.

Ellsworth, John F., Mem.,

Private Practice, Franklin and Eagle streets, Buffalo, N. Y.

Feist, John, Assoc,

Contractor, in Ash street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Fell, Charles F.. Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Department of Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.

Fields, Samuel J., Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 564 Ellicott street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Foster, Horatio A., Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 650 Bullitt Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Franklin, William, Assoc,

Contractor, 699 Seventh street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Franklin, William, Jr., Assoc,

Contractor, 699 Seventh street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Franklin, James, Jun.,

Rod and Axeman, Grade Crossing Commission,

699 Seventh street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Fruauff, George Ph., Mem.,

Leveler, Department of Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
Gardiner, Mathew S., Jun.,

Rod and Axeman, Grade Crossing Commission,

144 Seventh street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Gaskin, Edward F., Mem.,

Marine Architect and Surveyor,

724 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.
Gorham, Marvine, Mem.,

410 Ashland Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

Guthrie, Edward B., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Grade Crossing Commission,

436 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.
Hammond, Richard, Mem.,

President, Lake Erie Engineering Works, Buffalo, N. Y.

Hanavan, Eugene, Mem.,

Private Practice, 398 Louisiana street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Harrower, Horatio C, Mem.,

Iron and Steel Contractor, 35 Court street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Haven, William A., Mem.,

Inspecting Engineer, Erie Railroad,

Erie Railroad Depot, Buffalo, N. Y.
Haven, William Roscoe, Mem.,

Engineer and Contractor, 490 South Park avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Hill, Herbert M., Mem.,

City Chemist, University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

Hoffman, Alexander W., Mem.,

First Assistant Engineer, Department of Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Hooker, Edward D., Mem.,
with Iroquois Iron Works, Buffalo, N. Y.

Houck, William C, Mem.,
member of firm, Buffalo Structural Steel Works,

97 High street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Hubbell, George S., Mem.,

Corps of Engineers, U. S. A., Adjuntas, Porto Rico, U. S. A.

Huntington, Emmet W., Assoc,

Contractor, 203 D. S. Morgan Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Johnson, Wallace C, Mem.,

Hydraulic Engineer, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Kielland, Soren Munch, Mem.,
Civil Engineer, Buffalo Creek Railroad,

351 Humboldt Parkway, Buffalo, N. Y.

Knapp, Louis H, Mem.,
Consulting Engineer, 280 Linwood avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Kuhn, Joseph, Mem.,

Engineer, Steel Storage and Elevator Construction Co.,

700 Lafayette avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Lewis, Clarence Chas., Mem.,

Engineer of Way, Buffalo Railway Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Lufkin, Elgood C, Mem.,

Manager, Snow Steam Pump Works,

150 West North street, Buffalo, N. Y.

March, Harry J., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Department of Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.

Marsh, George E., Jun.,

Rod and Axeman, Grade Crossing Commission,

108 Plymouth avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Marburg, Louis, Assoc,

Contractor, 264 Hoyt street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Martin, Dr. Truman J., Assoc,

Representative, Buffalo Branch N. Y. Electric Vehicle and

Trans. Co., 279 North street, Buffalo, N. Y.

McCulloh, Walter, Mem.,

Private Practice, The Arcade, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Meyer, Carl, Mem.,

member of firm, Buffalo Bridge Works,

P. O. Box 170, Buffalo, N. Y.

Morse, Charles M., Mem.,

Deputy Engineer Commissioner, Department Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.

Morse, George Frederick, Mem.,
Assistant Engineer on Construction, Lehigh Valley Railroad,

281 Jersey street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mosier, Charles, Assoc,

Contractor, 1266 Seneca street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Neher, Clarence R., Mem.,

General Manager. Expanded Metal Co.,

D. S. Morgan Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
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Norton, George H., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Department Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.

Patch, Maurice B., Mem.,

Buffalo Smelting Works, 1 Austin street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Powell, Samuel W., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 679 Auburn avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Rogers, Thomas J., Mem.,

Engineer, Park Department, 1322 Prudential Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Ricker, George A., Mem.,

Private Practice, 702 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.

Roberts, George T., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Department Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.

Rockwood, Arthur J., Mem.,

Division Engineer, N. Y. State Canals,

46 Triangle Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

Rodney, Warren, Assoc,

Superintendent American Contracting Co.,

458 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.

Sikes, George R., Mem.,

Private Practice, 895 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.

Smith, T. Guilford, Mem.,

Vice-President N. Y. Car Wheel Works,

9 German Insurance Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Sornberger, Edwin C, Mem.,

Snow Steam Pump Works, 208 Lancaster avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Speyer, Frank N., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Grade Crossing Commission,

436 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.

Symons, Thomas W., Hon. Mem.,

Major of Engineers, U. S. Army,
Government Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Teiper, Casper, Mem.,

member of firm, Buffalo Structural Steel Works,

24 Briggs avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Tresise, Frank J., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, with Frank V. E. Bardol,

400 D. S. Morgan Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Thorn, Alfred W., Assoc,

General Manager, Thorn Cement Co.,

118 Church street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Tutton, Charles H., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Department Public Works,

13 City Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.

Vanderhoek, Jacobus, Mem.,
Division Engineer, Lehigh Valley Railroad,

L. V. R. R. Depot, Buffalo, N. Y.

Whitford, Oscar F., Mem.,

Private Practice, 79 Woodlawn avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Wilson, Thomas Wm., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Buffalo Railway Co.,

448 Elmwood avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Witmer, Joseph F., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 705 Ellicott Square, Buffalo, N. Y.

Youngs, Jasper S.. Mem.,

831 Seventh street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Louisiana Engineering Society.

Armstrong, J. W., Mem.,

Draftsman, Sewerage and Water Board,

602 Carondelet street, New Orleans.

Atkinson, A. S. J., Jim. Mem.,

Inspector Drainage Commission, City Hall, New Orleans.

Barton, W.. C, Mem.,

Inspector, U. S. Engineer's Office,

3232 Prytania street, New Orleans.

Beer, S. T., Jim. Mem.,

Engineering Supplies, Baronne, near Canal, New Orleans.

Benson, Robt. B., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Drainage Commission,
City Hall, New Orleans.

Black, A. L., Mem.,

Engineer St. Charles Street Railroad Co.,

2300 Decatur street, New Orleans.

Blackemore, A. B., Mem.,

General Manager C. C. Stock Yard and Slaughter House Co.,

New Orleans.

Blanchin, Geo., Mem.,

Contractor, 316 Baronne street, New Orleans.

Brown, L. W., Mem.,

Civil and Mechanical Engineer,

741 Carondelet street. New Orleans.

Camors, Frederic, Assoc. Mem.,

Dredge Contractor, 505 Tchoupitoulas street, New Orleans.

Chamberlin, C. H, Mem.,

Resident Engineer, Texas and Pacific Railroad,

106 Thalia street, New Orleans.

Clegg, Judge Jno., Assoc. Mem.,
Attorney-at-Law, 814 Hennen Bldg., New Orleans.

Coleman, J. F., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, firm of Coleman & Malochee,

319 Carondelet street, New Orleans.

Crotts, Wm. T., Mem.,

First Assistant Engineer, Sewerage and Water Board,

New Orleans.

Davis, Chas. Henry, Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 99 Cedar street, New York, N. Y.

De Buys, R. E., Mem.,

Civil and Architectural Engineer,

421 Carondelet street, New Orleans.

D'Heur, Allard, Mem.,

Engineer, Southern Pacific Railroad, Bakersfield, Cal.

Duval, A. C, Mem.,

Chief Draftsman, State Board of Engineers, New Orleans.

De Leon, Mo'ise, Mem.,

Engineer, Gillet-Herzog Mfg. Co.,

1012 Hennen Bldg., New Orleans.

Earl, Geo. G., Mem.,

General Superintendent, Sewerage and Water Board,

602 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
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Eastwood, John T., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Sewerage and Water Board,

602 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Flanagan, P. J., Assoc. Mem.,

Building Inspector, City Engineer's Office, New Orleans.

Frawley, Jno. J., Assoc. Mem.,

Contractor, 315 Carondelet street, New Orleans.

Gibbens, Will. J., Mem.,

Gibbens & Stream, Sugar Machinery,

* 213 Canal street, New Orleans.

Godchaux, Jules, Assoc. Mem.,

Planter, Raceland, La.

Grasser, E. A., Assoc. Mem.,
Contractor, 1306 Seventh street, New Orleans.

Hardee, Wm. J., Mem.,

City Engineer, City Hall, New Orleans.

Harrison, G. B., Mem.,
Division Superintendent, Bridges and Buildings, Texas and Pacific

Railroad Co., Boyce, La.

Harrod, Maj. B. M., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Drainage Commission, City Hall, New Orleans.

Hassam, J. O., Mem.,

Assistant City Engineer, Room 22, City Hall, New Orleans.

Haugh, Jas. C, Mem.,

Resident Engineer, New Orleans and Northeastern Railroad Co.,

Press and Levee streets, New Orleans.

Haygood, Geo. L., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Room 22, City Hall, New Orleans.

Hoffman, Walter H., Mem.,
Secretary State Board of Engineers,

Cotton Exchange Bldg., New Orleans.

Hyatt, E. C, Mem.,

Inspector, Drainage Commission, City Hall, New Orleans.

Ivy, Ernest D., Mem.,

Engineer and Agent, Heine Boiler Co.,

Godchaux Bldg., New Orleans.

Jancke, Ernest Lee, Mem.,

Superintendent Jancke Navigation Co.,

816 Howard avenue, New Orleans.
Kerr, Frank M., Mem.,

Assistant State Engineer, Cotton Exchange Bldg., New Orleans.

Kirkland, W. C, Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Drainage Commission,

City Hall, New Orleans.
Klorer, Jno., Mem.,

with A. H. Campbell, Tampico, Mexico.

Lawes, G. W., Mem.,

Assistant Draftsman, State Board of Engineers,

Cotton Exchange, New Orleans.

Lion, L. E., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 1010 Burgundy street, New Orleans.
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Lockett, A. M., Mem.,

A. M. Lockett & Co., Contracting Mechanical Engineers,

339 Carondelet street, New Orleans.

Lombard, Gervais, Mem.,
Engineer, Orleans Levee Board,

337 St. Charles street, New Orleans.

Malochee, H. J., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer and Electrical Engineer, firm of Coleman &
Malochee, 319 Carondelet street, New Orleans.

Manning, Jos. E., Assoc. Mem.,

Contractor, Room 306, Hennen Bldg., New Orleans.

Middlemiss, Geo. A., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, New Orleans Drainage Commission,

City Hall, New Orleans.

Mullen, F. P., Assoc. Mem.,

General Manager, Barber Asphalt Paving Co.,

Hennen Bldg., New Orleans.
McCorkendale, Wm., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Edison Electric Co.,

317 Baronne street, New Orleans.
McKinney, E. B., Mem.,

Chief Engineer New Orleans City Railroad Co. Power House,

1515 Constance street, New Orleans.
Naster, Olroyd, Mem.,

City Electrician, City Hall, New Orleans.

Nelson, A. J., Mem.,

Manager New Orleans Roofing and Metal Works,

701 L. and L. and G. Bldg., New Orleans.
Ordway, John M., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 3125 Chestnut street, New Orleans.

Perrilliat, Arsene, Mem.,

Assistant State Engineer, Cotton Exchange Bldg., New Orleans.

Raymond, Alfred, Mem.,

General Manager. New Orleans Drainage Commission,

City Hall, New Orleans.
Richardson, Maj. Henry B., Mem.,

Chief State Engineer of Louisiana,

Cotton Exchange Bldg., New Orleans.
Richardson, John F., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Sewerage and Water Board,

602 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
Robertson, Marshall P., Mem.,

Assistant State Engineer, Cotton Exchange Bldg., New Orleans.

Samson, P. H., Mem.,

New Orleans Wood Preserving Works,

5008 Magazine street. New Orleans.
Silvester, S. W., Mem.,

City Engineer, Alexandria, La.

Shoenberger, Geo. C, Jun. Mem.,
Surveyor, Board State Engineers,

Cotton Exchange Bldg., New Orleans.

Stewart, Hunter, Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 312 Carondelet street, New Orleans.
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Theard, A. F., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Drainage Commission,

City Hall, New Orleans.
Thompson, P. H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Teche, La.

Tutwiler, T. H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Branch Office, Ford, Bacon & Davis,

Birmingham, Ala.

Villere, St. Denis J., Mem.,

Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,

2139 Dauphine street, New Orleans.

Von Phul, William, Mem.,
Superintendent Edison Electric Co.,

317 Baronne street, New Orleans.
Waddill, F. H., Mem.,

Civil Engineer of Daney & Waddill,

Masonic Temple, New Orleans.
White, E. P., Mem.,

Superintendent of Estate of S. L. James,

601 Hennen Bldg., New Orleans.
White, W. S., Mem.,

Engineer, Hunter Canal Co., Le Roy, La.

Willard, Ben., Mem.,
Electrical Engineer and Manager General Electric Co.,

917 Hennen Bldg., New Orleans,
Willoz, Victor L., Mem.,

Superintendent Orleans Railroad Co.,

1 1 18 Marais street, New Orleans.
Windett, Victor, Mem.,

Manager, Nash & Dowdle, 316 Hennen Bldg., New Orleans.

Wood, Chas. W., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, Morris Bldg., New Orleans.

Woolley, A. F.,

Chief Engineer, Dry Dock and Harbor Works, Jas. McDonald &
Co., Engineers and Contractors, City of Mexico, Mexico.

Wright, W. B., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Drainage Commission,

City Hall, New Orleans.
Zander, Henry L., Mem.,

Draftsman, New Orleans Drainage Commission,

City Hall, New Orleans.
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Engineers' Club of Cincinnati.

Anderson, Latham, Hon. Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Kuttawa, Ky.

Baird, Samuel P., Mem.,

General Manager,Portsmouth Street Railroad and Light Co.,

Portsmouth, Ohio.
Baldwin, Bert L., Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 72 Perin Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Baldwin, Hadley, Mem.,
Engineer, Maintenance of Way, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

and St. Louis Railway, Indianapolis, Ind.

Baldwin, Ward, Mem.,

Consulting Engineer, 64 Mitchell Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Birch, Thos. H.. Mem.,

Engineer and Assistant Manager, Stacey Mfg. Co.,

239 Mill street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Birch. Wm. W., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Stacey Mfg. Co.,

239 Mill street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bogen, Louis E., Mem.,

Electrical Engineer, The Bullock Electric Mfg. Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bouscaren, G., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Board of Trustees, Commissioners of Water

Works, City Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Breckinridge, Cabell, Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Danville, Ky.

Brooks, John P., Mem.,

Professor of Civil Engineering, State College of Kentucky,

Lexington, Ky.
Bryan, R. A., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Portsmouth, Ohio.

Caldwell, J. Nelson, Mem.,

U. S. Assistant Engineer, Custom House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Carlisle, John, Mem.,

Carlisle Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Carpenter, E. J., Mem.,

U. S. Assistant Engineer, Custom House, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Carroll, Eugene, Mem.,

Chief Engineer and Superintendent, Butte City Water Co.,

Butte, Mont.
Coney, W. W., Assoc. Mem.,

President, The Coney Supply Co., Cement, Lime, Sewer Pipe, etc.,

1434 Main street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Creaghead, Thos. J., Mem.,

President and General Manager Creaghead Engineering Co.,

802 Plum street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Davis, Chas. H., Mem.,

Engineering, 25 Broad street, New York, N. Y.

Devenish, Robert J., Mem.,
Assistant Engineer, Board of Trustees, Commissioners of Water

Works, California, Ohio.
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Devereux, H., Mem.,

Resident Engineer, B. and O. S. W. Ry., North Vernon, Ind.

Doane, Wm. H.. Mem.,
Carlisle Bldg. , Cincinnati, Ohio.

Elzner, A. O., Mem.,

Architect, 18 East Fourth street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Engle, Robert L., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 1530 Westminster avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Ewing, Chas. A., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, World's Fair, Forest Park, St. Louis, Mo.

Fales, Frank L., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Board of Trustees, Commissioners of Water
Works, City Hall Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fenton, B. W., Mem.,

Superintendent Findlay, Ft. Wayne and Western Railroad,

Findlay, Ohio.
Flinn. Estus T., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Gallup, Ky.

Frank, Alfred, Mem.,

Montana Ore Purchasing Co., Butte, Mont.

Fritch, L. C, Mem.,

Superintendent, O. and M. Division, Baltimore and Ohio South-

western Railway, Washington, Ind.

Fritsch, Joseph L., Mem..

Draftsman, Engineer Department Board of Trustees, Commission-

ers of Water Works. City Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Garrard, Jeptha, Assoc. Mem.,

Attorney-at-Law, 407 Johnston Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gest, Guy M., Assoc. Mem.,

General Contractor, 90 Perin Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gordon, C. M., Mem.,
Engineer, Ripley, Georgetown, Hillsboro and Columbus R. R.,

Georgetown, Ohio.

Gray, George A., Mem.,
Manufacturer of Machine Tools,

Gest and Depot streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Green, Wm. C, Assoc. Mem.,

Manager, Warren, Webster & Co. and O. H. Jewell Filter Co.,

42 Perin Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hauck, Albert L., Mem.,

Secretary and Treasurer, The Manss Shoe Mfg. Co.,

709 Sycamore street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hiller, John A., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Board of Trustees, Commissioners of Water
Works, 2545 Eastern avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Hobart, James C, Mem.,

Secretary and Manager, Triumph Electric and Ice Machine Co.,

610 Baymiller street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hosbrook, J. A., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 429 Pike Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Innes, H. G, Mem.,
Superintendent, The Barber Asphalt Paving Co.,

64 Blymyer Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio, or Hartwell, Ohio.
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Jewett, Wm. C, Mem.,

Resident Engineer, Board of Trustees, Commissioners of Water

Works, 541 Ridgway avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Kittredge, Geo. W., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, C, C, C. and St. L. Ry., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Knowlton, Chas. A., Mem.,

U. S. Resident Engineer, Guantanamo, Cuba.

Koch, H. A., Mem.,

Engineer, S. and R. R. V. R. R., Shreveport, La.

Laidlaw, Walter, Mem.,

Vice-President, Treasurer and Manager. The Laidlaw-Dunn-Gor-

don Co., Steam Power and Hand Pumps, Mill and Factory

Supplies, 211 West Fourth street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Lane, H. M., Mem.,

President, Lane & Bodley Co., Iron Founders, Engine, Boiler and

Saw Mill Builders, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Lietze, Ernst, Mem.,

Mechanical Engineer, 13 Longworth street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Lilly, James A., Mem.,

Engineer and Roadmaster, Cincinnati, Lebanon and Northern

Railway, Cincinnati, Ohio.

McAvoy, Irving, Mem.,

Engineer, Southern Pacific Co., Gila Bend, Ariz.

Meeds, C. H., Mem.,

Assistant U. S. Engineer, 518 Walnut street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Miller, Alex. N., Mem.,

care City Chemist, St. Louis, Mo.

Miller, Clifford N., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Board of Trustees, Commissioners of Water
Works, City Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mitchell, Frank S., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, Bellefontaine, Ohio.

Morris, Frank E., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Board of Public Service,

City Hall, or 2846 Harrison avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Nicholson, G. B., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacific Rail-

way Co., Odd Fellows' Temple, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Osborn, S. J., Jr., Assoc. Mem.,

Roofing, Paving and Sidewalk Contractor,

Pearl street and Eggleston avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Pfister, Herman, Assoc. Mem.,

Manufacturer of Surveying and Engineering Instruments,

428 Plum street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Punshon, Thos. B., Mem.,

Earnshaw and Punshon, Civil Engineers and Surveyors,

Glenn Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rabbe, J. A., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 404 Pike Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Randolph, Epes, Mem.,

Division Superintendent, Southern Pacific Co., Tucson, Ariz.
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Read, Robert L., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 32 East Third street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Ruggles, W. B., Mem.,

U. S. Assistant Engineer, Department of Western Cuba,

Matanzas, Cuba.

Scarborough, F. W., Mem.,

Signal Engineer, Chesapeake and Ohio Railway, Richmond, Va.

Stanley, H. J., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, Board of Public Service,

City Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Stewart, James A., Mem.,

Civil Engineer, 517 Johnston Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Schreiber, Chas. C, Assoc. Mem.,

Vice-President and General Manager, L. Schreiber & Sons Co.,

Manufacturers of Architectural Iron Work,
Eighth street and Eggleston avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Stuart, A. A., Mem.,

Engineer and Manager for M. P. Davis, Construction of Sub-

structure, Quebec Bridge, Sillery P. O., Canada.

Totten, A. I., Mem.,

Chief Engineer. P., McK. and C. R. R., Connellsville, Pa.

Totten, W. H. D., Assoc. Mem.,

Resident Agent for Carnegie Steel Co., Lim., Pittsburg, Pa..

Union Trust Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Venable, M. W., Mem.,
Civil Engineer, 56 Capitol street, Charleston, W. Va.

Venable, W. M., Mem.,

with National Contracting Co., 70 Kilby street, Boston, Mass.

Walsh, M., Assoc. Mem.,

Superintendent Bridges and Buildings, C. N. O. and T. P. Ry. Co.,

Somerset, Ky.

Walter, Harrison B., Mem.,

General Contractor, P. O. Box 32, Danville, 111.

Warrington, H. E., Mem.,

Assistant Engineer, Cincinnati, New Orleans and Texas Pacific

Railway Co., Odd Fellows' Temple, Cincinnati, Ohio.

White, I. F., Mem.,

Superintendent Track and Structures, C. H. and D. Ry.,

Hamilton, Ohio.

Wilson, C. A., Mem.,

Chief Engineer, C. H. and D. Ry.,

Carew Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Wilson, J. F., Mem.,

Chief Clerk, Engineer Department, Board of Trustees, Commis-
sioners of Water Works, City Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Wrampelmeier, F., Mem.,

Parker, Okla.

Wulff, A. G., Mem.,

Engineer, with Joslin & Schmidt, Chemical Engineers,

Spring Grove avenue, or 459 Riddle road, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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